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1 ANDERSON J (Presiding Judge): I have had the advantage of reading in draft the reasons for judgment of Hasluck J. I
entirely agree with that judgment and with the orders proposed. There is nothing I can usefully add.

2 PARKER J: I respectfully agree with the reasons for decision now published by Hasluck J and with the order proposed.
3 HASLUCK J: The respondent, Ian Phippard, was employed by the appellant, BGC (Australia) Pty Ltd, as the General

Manager of its contracting business. His employment commenced in November 1994. He was responsible for the overall
control of the BGC business, its day-to-day operations, project outcomes, profitability and the maintenance of business
objectives and business developments. The respondent had the authority to incur and authorise his own business expenditure,
and in the absence of specific guidelines in that regard such expenditure was a matter of judgment and a discretionary
decision.

4 Towards the end of 1999 the Chairman of BGC, Mr Buckeridge, and the Company Secretary, Mr Teo, contended that the
respondent, by reason of the misuse of the expense system, had abused his position of trust as General Manager of BGC.
These allegations ultimately led to the summary dismissal of the respondent on 2 December 1999. It seems that there were no
substantial criticisms by BGC which went to the respondent�s work performance in other respects.

5 The respondent commenced proceedings against BGC upon the basis that his dismissal was both unfair and unlawful. He
claimed compensation for that unfair dismissal. He also claimed, as a contractual benefit, six months� salary in lieu of notice
in the sum of $86,250 and certain other benefits.

6 The claim was opposed by BGC. The company contended that the respondent was substantially indebted to BGC in the sum
of $29,576.90 and that, if the respondent were to succeed in his claim, this sum should be set off against any amount awarded
to him by the Commission.

7 I note in passing that BGC was apparently willing to concede that the respondent should receive a payment equivalent to one
month�s pay in lieu of notice save that any amount found to be due to the company by the respondent should be set off against
any amount otherwise to be paid pursuant to the concession.

8 The matter came before Commissioner Kenner who handed down his reasons for decision on 24 January 2001. He found (at
par 95) that there were no fixed rules in regard to the claiming of expenses and that a high degree of trust was part of the
arrangement between the parties. He reviewed the evidence bearing upon the allegations said to justify the summary
dismissal. He accepted that the respondent did not deliberately set out to deceive his employer but he did have (at par 97) �a
cavalier attitude to expenses claims�. He considered (at par 108) that the crucial question was whether the conduct of the
respondent constituted such a deliberate flouting of his contract of employment to warrant summary dismissal.

9 Commissioner Kenner proceeded to hold (at par 110) that the respondent�s dismissal was wrongful or unlawful at common
law in that he was not guilty of conduct warranting summary dismissal in all of the circumstances of the case. He was not
persuaded that it had been established by BGC that the respondent had engaged in a wilful course of conduct in relation to his
expenses.
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10 Commissioner Kenner went on to say that it is not necessarily the case that an unlawful dismissal, in the sense of one effected
in contravention of a contract of employment, will always be unfair. He was not persuaded that BGC had abused its right to
dismiss the respondent or that the dismissal was unfair. He went on to hold (at par 115) that in relation to the contractual
benefits claim, as a benefit under the contract of employment, the respondent had been denied six months salary in lieu of
notice. He was not prepared to allow BGC to set off against the amount awarded any sum alleged to be owed to BGC on the
ground that a debt due to an employer by an employee cannot be the subject of a set off or counterclaim in an action for
contractual benefit. Conti Sheffield Real Estate v Brailey (1992) 48 IR 1; (1992) 72 WAIG 1965.

11 The consequence of these findings was that BGC became liable to pay to the respondent the sum of $86,250 being six months
payment in lieu of notice and $7,257.60 in respect of accrued annual leave. The contractual benefits allowed to the respondent
therefore amounted to $93,507.60.

12 Two appeals were then brought before the Full Bench pursuant to s 49 of the Industrial Relations Act being, first, an appeal
brought by BGC against the learned Commissioner�s ruling and, second, a cross appeal brought by the respondent. BGC
contended on the hearing of the appeal that the learned Commissioner erred in law. He had misdirected himself as to the
proper legal principles in determining whether the respondent had been guilty of misconduct sufficient to justify a summary
dismissal and in failing to reach certain findings on the evidence. The respondent (Mr Phippard) contended on the cross
appeal that the Commissioner erred in law and in fact in determining that the dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair.

13 President Sharkey of the Full Bench undertook a full review of the evidence and of various specific incidents which were said
to reveal the misconduct the subject of the allegations made by BGC. In essence, President Sharkey and the other members of
the Full Bench were of the view that the method used by the respondent for claiming and reconciling expenses was casual and
inadequate. According to Commissioner Wood, the respondent�s actions displayed something more than carelessness in the
extreme in the conduct of his affairs. This could be seen in the Midland Disposal Store claim, the excessive and errant use of
telephone and fuel accounts, and the wrongly claimed expenses for parking, a parking fine, car maintenance and an Albany
flight.

14 It appears from the judgment of President Sharkey between par 165 and par 174 that findings of some dishonesty made by
Commissioner Kenner were �open to be made on the almost undisputed evidence�. It was open to be found that the claim for
refund of parking fees was dishonest and a form of petty rorting, although these matters were very minor. Claims such as the
Midland Disposal Store claim, the Get Smart claim, the Feroza claim and some others were claims that �might be said to be
dishonest claims, but might equally be accounted as culpably careless�. Put shortly, the respondent conducted a system of
claims for expenditure in his own case which allowed mistaken, unverifiable claims and several dishonest claims. His
inability to explain why he misclaimed was proof of how obviously and fundamentally flawed the system was. It constituted a
breach of the respondent�s fiduciary duty to allow and claim on such a system, in some cases dishonestly. The system was
correctly described by the Commissioner as �lax and cavalier and a failure in proper corporate administration.�

15 President Sharkey then went on to say this�
�172 However, in my opinion, there was not sufficient evidence to justify the inference that Mr Phippard was

calculatedly, by unverifiable claims, stealing systematically from his employer. There simply were not enough
such claims nor were the amounts large enough to lead to that conclusion. He was, in fact, dismissed for stealing
or the suspicion of stealing, not just for flippancy. Mr Buckeridge�s evidence made that clear. His carelessness
and minor dishonesty, in my opinion, might have been enough to be destructive of the necessary confidence or
involve the incompatibility, conflict or impediment to constitute an actual repugnance between his acts and
relationship.

173 However, in characterising it otherwise, there was sufficient evidence to justify the Commissioner at first instance
finding as he did. I am not disposed to say that there was so much dishonesty or that the breach of fiduciary duty
was so great, within the tests I have laid down above, as to justify summary dismissal and the Commissioner did
not err in that respect. I would add that, in my opinion, read as a whole, the Commissioner�s reasons for decision
did not reveal his application of the wrong test. Further, he did not err, as I have indicated, in the context of the
application of the right test.

174 However, manifestly in all of the circumstances, a dismissal on notice was not unfair, for the reasons advanced by
the Commissioner.�

16 It was against the background of these observations that the Full Bench dismissed both appeals and affirmed the
determination made by Commissioner Kenner with the result that the respondent was to be paid the sum of
$93,507.60 without any provision being made for a set off of the amount claimed by BGC against the respondent. As to that
matter, the Full Bench doubted that the Commission had power to entertain such a claim. Further, and in any event, the
evidence in support of the alleged debt was thought to be insufficient.

17 BGC has now brought an appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court against the decision of the Full Bench upon the following
grounds�

�1. The Full Bench erred in law in failing to find that the Respondent�s breaches of fiduciary duty justified summary
dismissal.

2. The Full Bench erred in law in finding that the Commission did not have jurisdiction to entertain the Appellant�s
claim for a set-off or payment in respect of the salary sacrifice component of the Respondent�s contract of
employment with the Appellant.

3. The Full Bench erred in law in failing to remit the matter back to the Commission to give the parties a further
opportunity to determine the amount agreed to be owing by the Respondent by way of salary sacrifice, or in what
respect the amount alleged to be owing by the Respondent remained in dispute.�

18 Counsel for BGC (the appellant) referred to previously decided cases concerning the circumstances in which summary
dismissal of an employee is justified. Counsel submitted that the Full Bench erred in finding that the magnitude of dishonesty
or breach of fiduciary duty was not sufficiently great as to justify summary dismissal.

19 Counsel submitted that the ordinary relationship of employer and employee at common law is one importing implied duties of
loyalty, honesty, confidentiality and mutual trust. Reference was made to Blyth Chemicals Ltd v Bushnell (1933) 49 CLR 66
where it was said by Dixon and McTiernan JJ at 81 that conduct which in respect of important matters is incompatible with
the fulfilment of an employee�s duty, or involves an opposition, or conflict between his interest and his duty to his employer,
or impedes the faithful performance of his obligations, or is destructive of the necessary confidence between employer and
employee, is a ground of dismissal. An actual repugnance between the employee�s acts and his relationship must be found. It
is not enough that ground for uneasiness as to future conduct arises.
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20 Counsel also relied upon Concut Pty Ltd v Worrell (2000) 176 ALR 693 in which Kirby J said this at 707�
�It is, however, only in exceptional circumstances that an ordinary employer is entitled at common law to dismiss an
employee summarily. Whatever the position may be in relation to isolated acts of negligence, incompetence or
unsuitability, it cannot be disputed (statute or express contractual provision aside) that acts of dishonesty or similar
conduct destructive of the mutual trust between the employer and employee, once discovered, ordinarily fall within the
class of conduct which, without more, authorises summary dismissal. Exceptions to this general position may exist for
trivial breaches of the express or implied terms of the contract of employment. Other exceptions may arise where the
breaches are ancient in time and where they may have been waived in the past, although known to the employer. Some
breaches may be judged irrelevant to the duties of the particular employee and an ongoing relationship with the employer.
But these exceptional cases apart, the establishment of important, relevant instances of misconduct, such as dishonesty on
the part of an employee like Mr Wells, will normally afford legal justification for summary dismissal. Such a case will be
classified as amounting to a relevant repudiation or renunciation by the employee of the employment contract, thus
warranting summary dismissal.�

21 When one has regard to the reasoning of the Full Bench it appears that there was an acceptance that some acts of dishonesty
had occurred. It appears from a consideration of the reasons provided by Commissioner Kenner that various euphemisms for
dishonest conduct were used which had the effect of disguising the principal finding that the respondent had acted dishonestly
and in a way, given the seniority of his position, that was bound to undermine the relationship of trust that ought to exist
between employer and employee. I am referring to the use of terms such as �a cavalier attitude to expenses� and �careless in
the extreme.� The Full Bench recognised that a finding of dishonesty had been made, but, in its turn, perpetuated the
Commissioner�s approach by giving tacit approval to the use of such terms. This meant, in the end, that insufficient weight
was given to the principal finding.

22 The reasoning of Kirby J in Concut Pty Ltd v Worrell (supra) makes it clear that acts of dishonesty which are destructive of
mutual trust ordinarily fall within the class of conduct which, without more, authorises summary dismissal. He allowed that
an exception to this general position may exist for trivial breaches. In the present case, however, where the respondent
occupied a senior managerial position, and could reasonably be expected to set an impeccable example in regard to such
claims, I am of the view that the outcome of the present case must be decided by reference to the rule rather than to the
exception. Accordingly, in my view, the Full Bench misconstrued the test to be applied in determining whether summary
dismissal is justified. I consider that the appeal brought by BGC should be allowed upon the basis set out in the first ground of
appeal.

23 This brings me to the issue raised by ground 2 of the appeal as to whether the Full Bench erred in law in finding that the
Commission did not have jurisdiction to entertain BGC�s claim for a set-off or payment in respect of the salary sacrifice
component of the respondent�s contract of employment with BGC. Commissioner Kenner and the Full Bench addressed that
issue upon the basis that the respondent had been unlawfully dismissed and was entitled to certain contractual benefits,
namely, $86,250 being six months payment in lieu of notice and $7,257.60 in respect of accrued annual leave. The
jurisdictional issue may have to be viewed in a different light as a consequence of my finding that the respondent�s breaches
of fiduciary duty justified summary dismissal.

24 I must begin by looking at s 23 of the Act in which the jurisdiction of the Commission is described. By s 23(1) the
Commission has authority to enquire into and deal with any industrial matter. The term �industrial matter� is defined broadly
in s 7 of the Act to mean any matter affecting or relating to the work, privileges, rights or duties of employers or employees in
any industry. That the concept is broad enough to include a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal is borne out by
s 23(3)(h), for in that provision one finds that the Commission shall not make any order concerning such a claim except an
order authorised by s 23A.

25 The effect of s 23A(1) is that the Commission may (a) order the payment to the claimant of any amount to which the claimant
is entitled; (b) order the employer to reinstate a claimant who has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed; (ba)
subject to certain restrictions, order the employer to pay compensation to the claimant for loss or injury caused by the
dismissal; and (c) make any ancillary or incidental order that the Commission thinks necessary for giving effect to any order
made under this subsection.

26 By s 29(1)(b) of the Act an industrial matter may be referred to the Commission by the employee in the case of a claim by an
employee; (i) that he has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from his employment; or (ii) that he has not been
allowed by his employer a benefit, not being a benefit under an award or order, to which he is entitled under his contract of
service. It is important to understand, however, that this provision does not confer jurisdiction or additional powers on the
Commission. It gives the employee standing to pursue a claim in certain prescribed circumstances: Coles Myer Ltd v Coppin
& Ors (1993) 11 WAR 20; (1993) 73 WAIG 1754 per Kennedy J at 24.

27 It is clear from these provisions that if an employee such as the respondent in the present case complains of unfair dismissal
and seeks compensation for loss or injury caused by the dismissal, the Commission will have jurisdiction to deal with the
matter, although the power to order compensation is limited by s 23A(4).

28 The position appears to be less clear where the claimant seeks an order for payment of any amount to which the claimant is
entitled pursuant to s 23A(1)(a) of the Act. To my mind, the claim must be for the enforcement of a benefit for which the
contract provides. Furthermore, a distinction must be drawn between seeking to enforce a benefit conferred by the contract
and a claim for damages for breach of the contract by failing to provide an entitlement.

29 My earlier finding that BGC was entitled to dismiss the respondent summarily makes it unnecessary to give any further
consideration to his claim for a payment of $86,250 in lieu of notice. His claim for $7,257.60 in respect of accrued leave gives
rise to different issues which have a bearing on BGC�s ground 2 of the appeal and the question of whether the Commission
had jurisdiction to deal with BGC�s claim for a set off in the sum of $29,576.90 as an amount allegedly owed by the
respondent to BGC. In dealing with these issues it will be useful to take a closer look at this stage at the nature of the
contractual relationship between the parties.

30 The respondent�s employment commenced in or about November 1994 pursuant to the terms of an oral contract of
employment. The respondent said in evidence that he did not recall any specific occasion on which all of the terms and
conditions were agreed. He said�

�It was agreed between Sweet and I that my remuneration package was to include salary, a motor vehicle (by a novated
lease) and superannuation. In addition to this, it was agreed that BGC would pay for my telephone accounts.�

31 It appears that no specific term was agreed concerning annual leave or payment for accrued leave.
32 However, s 5 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 provides that the minimum conditions of employment are

taken to be implied in a contract of employment. Minimum conditions are defined by s 3(1) of the Act to include a condition
for leave. Section 23 provides that an employee is entitled for each year of service, to paid annual leave. The entitlement
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accrues pro rata on a weekly basis. Employees of a class prescribed by the regulations (such as commission workers, piece
workers, volunteers and persons with disabilities in supported employment) are not affected, but this exclusion does not apply
in the present case.

33 To my mind, it follows from these provisions that, prima facie, the respondent�s claim for $7,257.60 in respect of accrued
leave should be characterised as a claim for a benefit under the contract of employment, within the meaning of s 23A(1)(a)
with the result that the Commission had jurisdiction to deal with the claim for the reasons previously given.

34 It follows that this aspect of the matter must be referred back to the Commission for further consideration in light of the ruling
on appeal that the respondent was justifiably dismissed for misconduct on 2 December 1999. It seems that it will be necessary
to recalculate the amount due in respect of accrued leave.

35 It also follows from this reasoning that the Commission continues to have jurisdiction in respect of an industrial matter,
namely, the issue concerning accrued leave, notwithstanding the failure of the respondent�s principal claim. The further
question then arises (being the question raised by ground 2 of the appeal) as to whether the Commission has jurisdiction to
deal with the BGC claim for a set off on payment of $29,576.90 in respect of the salary sacrifice component of the
respondent�s contract of employment.

36 When I turn to this issue I must begin by taking account of various provisions of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act
which weigh against deductions from pay. I have already noted that by s 23 an employee is entitled to paid annual leave.
Section 24 provides that an employee is to be paid for a period of annual leave at the time payment is made in the normal
course of employment. Section 17C provides for an employee be paid in cash, by cheque or bank deposit or in any other
manner authorised by the contract of employment. Deductions from an employee�s pay are authorised by s 17D in certain
limited circumstances including, per s 17D(1)(b), an amount the employer is authorised to deduct under the contract of
employment.

37 Section 17D of the Act reads as follows�
�(1) Despite section 17C, an employer may deduct from an employee�s pay�

(a) an amount the employer is authorized, in writing, by the employee to deduct and pay on behalf of
the employee;

(b) an amount the employer is authorized to deduct and pay on behalf of the employee under the
workplace agreement, award or contract of employment; and

(c) an amount the employer is authorized or required to deduct by order of a court or under a law of
the State or the Commonwealth.

(2) The employee is entitled to have any amount so deducted paid by the employer in accordance with the employee�s
instructions or in accordance with the requirements of the workplace agreement, award, contract of employment,
court order or law of the State or the Commonwealth (as the case may be).

(3) Nothing in this section requires an employer to make deductions requested by an employee.
(4) An employee may, by giving written notice to the employer, withdraw an authorization under subsection (1) (a).�

38 At a first glance the various provisions of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act concerning deductions from pay
suggest that in the circumstances of the present case, where the employee is entitled to a payment in respect of accrued leave,
it would not be open to the employer to purport to deduct from or set off against whatever amount is ultimately found to be
due an outstanding debt which is said to be owed by the employee to the employer.

39 It is true that by s 26(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations Act the Commission, in the exercise of its jurisdiction, shall act
according to equity, good conscience, and the substantial merits of the case without regard to the technicalities or legal forms.
This might suggest that in some general sense the Commission should not provide for a payment to be made to the employee
in respect of accrued leave without bringing to account other matters in issue between the parties. However, in strict analysis,
the position will usually be, having regard to the provisions of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, that the employer
is obliged to make the payment in respect of accrued leave without deduction. This will mean that all industrial matters in
issue between the parties have been resolved with the result that the Commission does not have any continuing jurisdiction to
resolve other matters and is therefore not at liberty to embark upon any further inquiry as to whether the employee is indebted
to the employer pursuant to some transaction lying outside the contract of employment.

40 Reasoning of this kind is consistent with the view of the Full Bench in Conti Sheffield Real Estate v Brailey (supra), being a
decision relied upon by Commissioner Kenner and the Full Bench in the present case to refuse relief to BGC. Further, in
HotCopper Australia Ltd v Saab [2002] WASCA 190, being a decision to be handed down in conjunction with this decision,
the Industrial Appeal Court has affirmed that a private claim of a commercial nature which lacks any ingredient or
complexion of industrial relations cannot be characterised as an industrial matter, with the result that the Commission lacks
jurisdiction to deal with such a claim. Claims of that kind concerning the enforcement of existing legal rights require the
exercise of judicial power and are to be dealt with in the Courts.

41 In the present case, however, in dealing with grounds 2 and 3 of the appeal and the question of whether the BGC claim for
$29,576.90 should be remitted to the Commission for further consideration, I am conscious that there is an additional layer of
complexity. The Industrial Appeal Court must not accede too readily to the notion that the position reflected in Conti (supra)
and HotCopper (supra) is applicable to the present case, for I noted earlier that by s 17D(1)(b) of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act an employer is authorised to deduct from the employee�s pay an amount authorised by the contract of
employment. If, after a careful consideration of the salary sacrifice arrangement and related events, it emerges that the amount
being claimed by BGC is a deduction or payment authorised by the contract of employment then a basis may exist for
remitting the issue to the Commission in the manner contended for by BGC.

42 It therefore becomes necessary to take a closer look at the salary sacrifice arrangements and the nature of the BGC claim.
43 The respondent described the salary sacrifice arrangement in his witness statement. It seems that pursuant to the verbal

contract of employment negotiated by the parties the respondent was at liberty to purchase items for his own use on the
company�s account with a view to taking advantage of discounts and other benefits. He would nominate the amount, for his
�salary sacrifice� at the end of the financial year, that is to say, the amount to be withheld from his pay entitlement in the
expectation that it would in due course be applied towards the private expenses he incurred on the company�s account. The
company accountant would keep a tally of the expenses and a reconciliation statement would be prepared from time to time.
The respondent said at par 11 of his statement�

�The salary sacrifice component of my total remuneration package varied between $15,000 in 1994, $25,000 between
1994-1999 and $2,377.00 in 1999. It was offered to me by BGC on commencement.�
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44 The Group Financial Controller of BGC, Mr Phillip Ng, gave evidence concerning the respondent�s salary package. His
witness statement included this passage�

�16. A third component was a salary sacrifice. Whether to sacrifice a portion of their salary and how much was up to
the discretion of each individual employee. The system provided for employees to set aside certain money in
anticipation of events occurring. The employees would either telephone me or come and see me to put in a verbal
or written request that part of their salary be put aside. I would then arrange their salary accordingly.

17. Salary sacrificing would be done on a year to year basis.
18. If an employee anticipated they would like to purchase something from BGC suppliers, or if they were going on

an overseas business trip and were extending it to include a personal holiday, they would ask me to set aside a
certain amount so that any expenditure they made either from BGC suppliers or whilst on their holiday, could be
charged to the company. Any Fringe Benefit Tax would be paid and accounted for.

19. At some point during the year reconciliation would be done. I would rely on the employees to inform me as to the
accurate amounts they had spent for their salary sacrifice. If an employee did not spend all of their salary sacrifice
that amount would be carried over until next year. If they spent more than their salary sacrifice they were
expected to reimburse the company and/or recouped out of the following year.

20. Reconciliations did not occur at the same time every year. In particular I remember Ian was very difficult to get
hold of and consequently his reconciliations were done sporadically throughout his employment. I was dependent
on him telling me the particulars of his expenditure throughout the year.

21. The last reconciliation on Ian Phippard was done in November 1999. I tender a copy of his salary sacrificing for
1998 and 1999. (see annexure �A�)

22. In 1998, Ian overspent $3,452.00 on his salary sacrifice. At the end of 1999, he had over-spent $22,404.00 on his
salary sacrifice. That included our expenditure on his overseas travel for airfares and accommodation of about
$10,000.00. If he repays that to BGC, his salary sacrifice allowance would be largely satisfied.�

45 Commissioner Kenner referred to this evidence at par 11 of his reasons for decision. He observed that a salary sacrifice
arrangement was in place such that the applicant could use the allocated sum for private expenses. He went on to say this�

�To use this system, the applicant would deal with either Mr Newman, the respondent�s finance system manager or
Mr Edwards, the respondent�s commercial manager, to order particular items. These purchases would then be debited
against the applicant�s salary sacrifice account. The applicant testified that he often found it difficult to reconcile his salary
sacrifice position, because the system would only be updated infrequently, generally on an annual basis. The applicant
testified that the process to determine the amount for his salary sacrifice was that he nominated an amount to be allocated
for salary sacrifice towards the end of a preceding financial year, which amount would be the relevant amount for the
following financial year.�

46 Commissioner Kenner eventually arrived at this conclusion�
�121. As to the claim by the respondent to set-off any award in favour of the applicant by the sum alleged to be owed to

the respondent, I am not persuaded this can succeed.
122. Despite the application conceding in his evidence that expenditure particularised by the respondent in its amended

notice of answer and counter proposal was incurred by it on his behalf, there was a gap on the evidence as to how
many of these expenses were to be treated for fringe benefits tax purposes, which treatment may well substantially
affect the final amount owing. In saying this, I am not critical of either party. That is simply the fact of the matter.
Therefore, even if I considered there was jurisdiction in the Commission to determine this element of the matter,
which for the reasons to follow I do not, I am not persuaded on the evidence that it would be open for me to make
a positive finding as to quantum.

123. Furthermore, and more fundamentally against the respondent on this point, it is the decision of the Commission in
Conti-Sheffield Real Estate v Brailey (1992) 72 WAIG 1765, to the effect that a debt due to an employer by an
employee cannot be the subject of a set-off or counterclaim in an action for contractual benefits. (See also
Chernoff v Strata Page and Associates Pty Ltd (1990) 70 WAIG 4 at 8). Nor am I persuaded, without finally
deciding the matter on this occasion, that the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 would allow such a
course.�

47 When BGC instituted an appeal to the Full Bench the ground of appeal concerning the sum of $29,576.90 was expressed in
this way�

�7. The Learned Commissioner erred in law in failing to take into account, either by way of adjustment to the
contractual benefits found to be due to the Respondent (Applicant), or by way of set-off�

(a) The sum of $15,042.67 incurred on his Diners Club Card paid by the Appellant (Respondent).
(b) $12,032.66 paid by the Appellant (Respondent) for purchase of materials supplied to the

Respondent (Applicant); and
(c) $2,501.67 borrowed from the Appellant (Respondent) by the Respondent (Applicant);

when the evidence was that all of these transactions took place as part of the Respondent�s (Applicant�s)
conditions of employment, and that the Respondent (Applicant) and the Appellant (Respondent) reconciled such
amounts as between themselves in the course of the Respondent�s (Applicant�s) employment.

48 President Sharkey of the Full Bench dealt with this matter at par 175 to par 214 of his reasons for decision. His reasoning in
this regard was approved by Commissioner Coleman and Commissioner Wood. He referred to BGC�s submission that the
salary sacrifice and obligation to reimburse formed part of the employment relationship. He was of the view, however, the
arrangement did not fall within the ambit of the authorisations allowed by s 17D of the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act because the arrangement was not in writing and was an arrangement for reimbursement rather than deduction. Further,
and in any event, there was a dispute as to the extent of the debt and there was insufficient evidence to establish the claim.
The consequence of these determinations was that the Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter. He held further
that on the authority of the Conti case (supra), the BGC claim for an outstanding debt did not arise out of the employment
relationship or because the parties were employer and employee in an industry. This meant that it could not be regarded as an
industrial matter.

49 In the course of his reasons for decision President Sharkey said this�
�197. However, there was no evidence that, by this arrangement, the employer was authorised to deduct items at will

from Mr Phippard�s wages to meet his expenditure. Firstly, there was no authority conferred by the contract to
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make those deductions and, further, there was no authority to deduct those amounts unless, as the evidence seems
to reveal, it was given when figures were agreed on. That that authority did not exist is borne out in part by the
evidence that such expenditure was also refunded by direct repayments by Mr Phippard. These provisions are not
ambiguous and exist clearly to protect employees from statutorily unauthorised payments in lieu of wages or
salary and statutorily unauthorised deductions from wages or salary.

198. In my opinion, the MCE Act did not and does not authorise the deductions which, it was said, could be made
without the authority of Mr Phippard and, for the reasons expressed above, were not so authorised. Particularly,
there was no evidence that any deduction was authorised in writing, as s.17D of the MCE Act requires. In
particular, the amount claimed of $29,576.90 was not deducted and not authorised to be deducted at any time,
because the amount claimed was disputed and still remains in dispute.�

50 To say that s 17D(1) requires an authorisation in writing before a deduction can be made is not entirely correct. Unlike
s 17D(1)(a), the following provision in s 17D(1)(b) permits an employer to deduct from an employee�s pay an amount the
employer is authorised to deduct and pay on behalf of the employee under the contract of employment. It is important to keep
in mind also that in the Conti case (supra) President Sharkey and Commissioner Negus said that the question of whether a
set-off or counterclaim can be the subject of an order in a claim for a contractual benefit made pursuant to s 29(b)(ii) of the
Industrial Relations Act was not answerable with certainty. Further, in that case, the employer sought to set-off against pay
due to the employee by way of commission an amount that had been advanced to the employee in respect of commissions to
be earned. The advance was held to be in the nature of a debt due to the employer arising from a loan arrangement and
therefore was not to be regarded as an industrial matter.

51 In the present case, somewhat different considerations apply. The salary sacrifice arrangement was admittedly not made or
evidenced in writing. However, to my mind, the arrangement falls within the ambit of s 17D(1)(b) (which does not require
writing) in that the employer was authorised to deduct from the agreed salary that would otherwise be payable to the
employee the amount nominated by the employee as the salary sacrifice component of his salary. The amount nominated for
the forthcoming year at the end of each financial year was simply a provisional figure which was subject to adjustment when
a reconciliation was effected.

52 It follows from this view of the matter that unlike the factual situation in the Conti case (supra) it could not be said that once
the amount payable to the respondent for accrued leave had been determined it had to be paid to the employee without any
deduction referable to other constituents of the salary package such as the salary sacrifice arrangement. This meant there
remained a live issue between the parties in the nature of an industrial matter with the result that the Commission had
jurisdiction to resolve the issue.

53 By s 26 of the Industrial Relations Act, in the exercise of its jurisdiction, the Commission was obliged to decide the matter
before it according to equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case. To my mind, this means that it was
obliged to enquire into and establish what was the final state of account between the parties after calculating the amount due
to the employee in respect of accrued leave and the final figure due under the salary sacrifice arrangement.

54 Further, and in any event, I am of the view that the Commission had jurisdiction to deal with these matters upon the basis that
the dispute concerning the salary sacrifice arrangement should be regarded as an industrial matter which was capable of being
referred to the Commission by an employer. I have already acknowledged, having regard to Conti (supra) and HotCopper
(supra), that where the matter in issue is essentially a claim of indebtedness which lacks any ingredient of industrial relations,
then it cannot be characterised as an industrial matter. It must be dealt with elsewhere by a court of law exercising judicial
power. But here the question of the obligation to compensate the employer pursuant to the salary sacrifice arrangement cannot
really be separated from the employee�s statutory entitlement to accrued holiday pay. The latter is clearly an industrial matter:
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act s 7(c). The whole matter should therefore be characterised as an industrial matter in
respect of which the Commission had jurisdiction.

55 It follows that, in my view, Commissioner Kenner and the Full Bench erred in holding that the Commission lacked
jurisdiction to deal with BGC�s claim for a payment in respect of the salary sacrifice component of the contract of
employment. Commissioner Kenner and the Full Bench referred to insufficient evidence in support of the BGC claim but the
fact remains that, on the view of the matter I have just expressed, there was a failure or refusal to acknowledge that the
jurisdiction existed and to exercise the powers allowed to the Commission. I am therefore of the view that grounds 2 and 3 of
the present appeal have been made out and that this aspect of the matter must be remitted to the Commission. A determination
will have to be made, having regard to the evidence previously received, and to these reasons, as to what amount, if any, is
due to the employee in respect of accrued leave and what amount, if any, is due to the employer in respect of the salary
sacrifice component of the contract of employment.

56 Accordingly, in regard to the second ground of appeal, I consider that the Full Bench erred in finding that the Commission did
not have jurisdiction to make any orders in respect of that aspect of the claim.

57 It follows from these observations that, in my view, the third ground of appeal should be upheld also. There is a need for the
matter to be remitted back to the Commission in the manner allowed for by the third ground of appeal.

_________
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1 ANDERSON J (Presiding Judge): This is an appeal from a decision of the Full Bench of the Western Australia Industrial
Relations Commission given on 21 September 2001 dismissing an appeal from a decision of a single Commissioner on a
question of jurisdiction.

The respondent employee�s claim
2 The matter began with a notice of application in which the present respondent, Mr David Saab, made an allegation against

HotCopper Australia Ltd, his former employer, of unfair dismissal. In the notice of application, the respondent avers that he
was employed by the appellant commencing on 17 February 1999 as chief executive officer responsible for the management
and operations of the appellant�s business. The contract of service provided that his commencing salary was $100,000 per
annum and, subject to the happening of certain events, this was to rise eventually to $250,000 per annum. There was a clause
relating to motor vehicle entitlements and superannuation. The contract of employment also contained the following clause�

�4. Share and share options
On commencement of your employment, you will be issued with 3,500,000 fully paid ordinary shares in the
capital of HotCopper at an issue price of $0.0001 per share. These shares will be the subject of a call option in
favour of Mr Ron Gully. The option will expire 16 February 2003. The option may only be exercised if there is a
unanimous resolution of the Board that, in the reasonable opinion of the Board, you have been negligent and
incompetent in your employment as Chief Executive Officer of HotCopper.
Within 5 business days of your acceptance of the terms and conditions of this letter you will also be issued with
the following options to purchase fully paid ordinary shares in the capital of HotCopper.

Number of Options Exercise Price Exercise Period
1,000,000 $0.75 4 years
1,000,000 $0.75 4 years
1,000,000 $1.50 4 years
1,000,000 $1.50 4 years
1,000,000 $2.00 4 years
1,000,000 $2.00 4 years�

3 The respondent was dismissed from his employment on about 14 May 1999 without receiving the shares or options. On
8 June 1999, the respondent, by solicitors, filed the initiating application as a single application �for Unfair Dismissal and
Denied Contractual Benefits� (AB 137). The application was given the number 774 of 1999. The �Denied Contractual
Benefits� were particularised as salary of $600,000, fully maintained motor vehicle, superannuation contributions of
$42,000 and unpaid expenses (AB 149 - 150).

4 In addition, the following claim was made�
�5.3 In addition, the Applicant seeks an order that the respondent�

(a) issue and transfer to the Applicant of 3.5 million fully paid ordinary shares in the share capital of the
Respondent at an issue price of $0.0001 per share; and

(b) issue and transfer to the Applicant of options over 6 million fully paid ordinary shares in the share
capital of the Respondent.�

5 This claim was really for the issue rather than the transfer of the shares and options. The shares and options were to be new
shares and options not shares and options to be transferred from someone else�s ownership.

The proceedings before Commissioner Gregor
6 On 15 June 2000 Gregor C declared that the respondent had been unfairly dismissed and ordered that he should be reinstated

as from 6 June 2000, without loss of earnings and benefits, �as if he had not been dismissed�. This order left unresolved the
claim for the accrued entitlement to the shares and options. It is common ground that the Commission could not order the
appellant to fulfil its obligation to issue the shares and options because the company could not lawfully do so without
shareholder approval and shareholder approval had not been obtained and probably would not be obtained. It would therefore
have been pointless to make the order. The Commissioner decided that, nevertheless, the respondent was �entitled to the
benefit of his contract� by which it is apparent that the Commissioner meant that the respondent was entitled to the money
value of the shares and options. As to this, however, he observed that �nothing has been put which would enable me to assess
what that benefit should be, nor have I received any argument about whether the Commission has power to make an award of
damages if the specific terms of a contract cannot be ordered as in a case like this�.

7 By s 27(1)(s), the Commission has the power to �consolidate or divide � all or any matters before the Commission� and the
Commissioner exercised that power to divide the respondent�s application in order, as he said, to �enable the application
[respecting the shares and options] to remain alive � �. He ordered that the divided application be identified as No 774(A) of
1999.

8 It seems that Matter No 774(A) of 1999 thereafter proceeded as a discrete and separate claim for �contractual benefits�, not as
part of the unfair dismissal matter. Pursuant to the terms of the contract, the entitlement to the shares and options had accrued
long before the respondent was dismissed and the claim in respect of them was therefore unrelated in time or circumstance to
that dismissal.
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9 In the divided Matter No 774(A) of 1999, the respondent filed fresh particulars of claim in which he no longer sought
performance in specie of cl 4, accepting that this was impossible. Instead, he put forward a claim as follows:

�Specific Performance
3.1 The Applicant concedes that the Commission is unable to order specific performance of the Shares and the

Options.
3.2 The Applicant�s claim is for a benefit denied to him namely a sum of money equal to the value of the Shares

and the Options as set out in paragraphs 4 and 5 ��
10 The primary claim in respect of the shares was for $2.24 million (in the alternative, various lesser sums down to $840,000,

depending on how the shares should be valued) and, in addition, �a sum of money equal to the lost opportunity to him of
entering into the market, exercising his options and realising their value during the exercise period (from 9 March 1999 to
9 March 2003), further particulars of which will be provided by way of expert evidence prior to and at the hearing of the
matter� (AB 117 - 118).

11 The formal order which the respondent sought was �an order for the benefit denied to him namely a sum of money equal to
the value of the benefit of the Shares and the Options as set out � above�.

12 Claims for denied contractual entitlements may be referred to the Commission by employees personally under s 29(1)(b)(ii)
which provides�

�29. By whom matters may be referred
  (1) An industrial matter may be referred to the Commission�

(a) �
(b) in the case of a claim by an employee � 

(i) �
(ii) that he has not been allowed by his employer a benefit � to which he is entitled

under his contract of service,
by the employee.�

13 By its answer, the appellant contended, inter alia, that the respondent�s claim was not an industrial matter and was beyond the
jurisdiction of the Commission on that account.

14 By a decision handed down on 12 March 2001, Gregor C determined that the matter was an industrial matter and that he had
the power to make an award of a monetary sum equivalent to the value of the shares and options. This was decided as a
preliminary issue and no assessment of the monetary value of the shares was embarked upon.

Commissioner Gregor�s decision
15 Gregor C considered that he was bound by the judgment of the Full Bench in Perth Finishing College Pty Ltd v Watts (1989)

69 WAIG 2307 to hold, firstly, that s 29(1)(b)(ii) is �the Commission�s source of power relating to contractual benefits�
(AB 130; 2001 WAIRC 02268 at 8), secondly, that, as long as the Commission determines that a claim �has been properly
made under s 29(1)(b)(ii) it has the jurisdiction to decide the claim� and, thirdly, that a claim for money in lieu of the
performance by the employer of his contractual obligations is not a claim for damages, but rather a claim �to enforce a benefit
under the contract� (AB 131; 2001 WAIRC 02268 at 12).

16 Gregor C regarded the money claim in this case as �a substituted form of specific performance� (AB 130;
2001 WAIRC 02268 at 8). He held that �[t]he mere fact that the claim could be categorised and could be valued by reference
to common law concepts does not mean that it is no longer a contractual benefit under the contract� (AB 131;
2001 WAIRC 02268 at 10). Gregor C considered that from this it followed that the claim in question was within the particular
jurisdiction which he believed was conferred by s 29(1)(b)(ii) and, in settling it, the Commission could proceed to act
according to the substantial merits of the case and was not confined to the specific claim made or the subject matter of the
claim (AB 133 - 134; 2001 WAIRC 02268 at 19).

17 The appellant appealed to the Full Bench, who dismissed the appeal, and it is from that dismissal that this appeal is brought.
There are two grounds of appeal. As they were developed in argument, they were that the matter was not an industrial matter
and that, in any event, the Commission did not have the power to make a monetary award in the nature of damages in lieu of
ordering that the contract of service be performed in specie because a claim for damages for breach of contract is not within
s 29(1)(b)(ii) as a matter that may be referred to the Commission by the employee himself.

Is s 29(1)(b)(ii) a source of power?
18 It is not altogether clear to me to what degree the decisions below depend on the idea that s 29(1)(b)(ii) is, to use the words of

Gregor C, the �source of power� with respect to claims by employees for contractual benefits. The section is a source of
power in a very limited sense only in that its purpose is to furnish the Commission with authority in certain cases to entertain
a reference to it by an individual employee rather than by a registered organisation. It does so by expressly conferring
standing on an employee himself or herself to refer to the Commission a claim of the kind described in the subsection. But
that is all it does: Coles Myer Ltd v Coppin & Ors (1993) 73 WAIG 1754; (1993) 11 WAR 20 per Kennedy J at page 24. The
section does not otherwise expand the jurisdiction of the Commission or enlarge the definition of industrial matter. It does not
confer a separate or particular head of jurisdiction with respect to unfair dismissal and/or disputes over contractual
entitlements. Whilst it may be convenient to refer to a reference pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(ii) as a claim �under� s 29(1)(b)(ii), the
Commission�s authority to deal with such matters is still to be found in s 23(1) and the definition of industrial matter in s 7.
The matter which is referred must still be an industrial matter as defined in s 7.

�Industrial matter� - s 7 and s 7(1)(1a)
19 Prima facie a claim by an employee (as distinct from an ex-employee) that he has not received a benefit provided for in the

employment contract falls within the definition of �industrial matter� in s 7 of the Act. It is a matter �relating to the � rights
� of [the] employee� within the general words of the definition and it is a matter relating to �the wages, salaries, allowances
or other remuneration of � [the employee] in respect of � [his] employment� within subpar (a) of the definition and is a
matter squarely within the matters declared by s 7(1)(1a) to be �an industrial matter for the purposes of this Act � �. Thus, a
dispute concerning either the denial of a money entitlement provided for in the contract or the denial of an entitlement in a
form other than money would be within the literal ambit of the definition of �industrial matter� in s 7. So much was assumed
by this Court in Belo Fisheries v Froggett (1983) 63 WAIG 2394 per Olney J at 2396 at least with respect to money
entitlements. It would also plainly be a claim of the kind described in s 29(1)(b)(ii) and so referable to the Commission by the
employee himself.
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20 The question whether a dispute is an industrial matter, if it is a dispute between a former employer and an ex-employee, was
answered in the negative by this Court in a series of decisions which may be referred to as the �Pepler� line of cases, they
being Robe River Iron Associates v Association of Draughting, Supervisory and Technical Employees of Western
Australia (1987) 68 WAIG 11; Kounis Metal Industries Pty Ltd v Transport Workers Union of Australia, Industrial Union
of Workers, Western Australian Branch (1992) 73 WAIG 14; Coles Myer Ltd trading as Coles Supermarkets v Coppin &
Ors (supra); The Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia (WA Branch) v Nappy Happy Hire Pty Ltd t/a
Nappy Happy Service (1994) 74 WAIG 1493 and Sakal v T O�Connor & Sons Pty Ltd (1995) 75 WAIG 1509. In these
cases, it was held, in effect, that a claim for a monetary sum, whether it had accrued due under the contract or whether it was
in the nature of a claim for damages for breach of contract, was not an industrial matter if the employment relationship had
ended. The effect of these cases was, however, reversed by the enactment in May 1995 of s 7(1)(1a) which provides�

�(1a) A matter relating to � 
(a) the dismissal of an employee by an employer; or
(b) the refusal or failure of an employer to allow an employee a benefit under his contract of service,

is and remains an industrial matter for the purposes of this Act even though their relationship as employee and
employer has ended.�

21 I mention this only in passing, as we are, of course, not here concerned with a claim by an ex-employee. The order of
reinstatement made by Gregor C had the effect that the employer/employee relationship must be taken never to have ended.
However, as Gregor C recognised, a jurisdictional difficulty may arise when the claim referred under s 29(1)(b)(ii) is not for
the benefit, allowance or entitlement that is set out or implied in the contract, but is for monetary compensation in lieu.
Gregor C resolved this difficulty by holding that there was no relevant distinction between an award of specific benefits
provided for in the contract and an award of money in lieu of specific benefits. As has been observed, he described the latter
form of remedy as �a substituted form of specific performance�.

Distinction between award of contractual benefits and award of damages
22 I would doubt the legal correctness of the proposition that an award of monetary compensation for non-performance of a

contractual obligation is a form of specific performance. A party suing for damages is in no relevant sense suing for
enforcement of the contract. Damages is a common law remedy which is not based on any doctrine relating to implied
contractual terms or their enforcement. The common law does not specifically enforce executory contracts. An action at law
to recover the payment of sums accrued due under a contract (wages earned but not paid, the price of goods sold and
delivered, hire instalments, etcetera) is an action in debt, not for specific performance; White and Carter (Councils) Ltd v
McGregor [1962] AC 413, especially per Lord Morton at 432 - 433 and Lord Keith at 435 - 439; Automatic Fire Sprinklers
Pty Ltd v Watson (1946) 72 CLR 435 per Latham CJ at 449 - 451 and Dixon J at 463 - 464.

23 In Photo Production Ltd v Securicor Transport Ltd [1980] AC 827 at 849, Lord Diplock advanced his famous theory that
the liability to pay damages was a �secondary� obligation, that is, secondary to the �primary� obligation to perform the terms
of the contract; and was a liability which had its �source� in the contract; and was a liability �implied by law�. However, this
statement, to the extent that it has obtained any currency, has never been understood as intending to lay it down that there is
implied into every contract as a matter of law a term that if the contract is broken, the contract-breaker will pay unliquidated
damages so that a claim for damages is a claim for enforcement of the contract. The two causes of action (for compensation in
damages on the one hand and specific performance on the other) have always been and remain antithetic. Whilst they can
coexist in the same suit, they can only do so as alternative claims: Ogle v Comboyuro Investments Pty Ltd (1976) 136 CLR
444 per Barwick CJ at 452.

Jurisdiction to award monetary compensation
24 This does not necessarily mean that the Commission may not entertain a reference under s 29(1)(b)(ii) unless it is in its form

and in its terms a claim by an employee to recover in specie the precise benefit expressed or implied in the employment
contract. In the context of the exercise of jurisdiction to resolve an industrial dispute of the kind described in s 29(1)(b)(ii),
nothing much would seem to turn on the distinction between the two remedies (damages and specific performance) in the
general run of cases. It seems to me that if there is a dispute which is an industrial matter, and the subject matter of it is a
claim (in the sense of a complaint) of the kind defined in s 29(1)(b)(ii), it is a dispute that may be dealt with by the
Commission on a reference by the employee. How it is dealt with will be for the Commission to decide within the powers and
discretions conferred on it by those sections of the Act which regulate the manner in which the Commission may exercise its
jurisdiction in any particular case. Without intending to express a concluded view, I am inclined to think that this would
include making a monetary order for compensation - that is, a damages award - in an appropriate case, as long as its purpose
is to do no more than is necessary to �redress the matter by resolving the conflict in relation to the industrial matter� - Welsh v
Hills (1982) 62 WAIG 2708 - and as long as its effect is so limited.

25 On the other hand, because of the limitations on the power of the Commission which are prescribed by s 23(3)(h), a correct
analysis of the remedy that is sought by the employee or proposed to be given by the Commission might be critical in the
context of the exercise of jurisdiction to resolve an industrial matter of the kind described in s 29(1)(b)(i); that is, a claim of
harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal. By a combination of s 23(3)(h) and s 23A(1) and (4), it would appear that the
Commission�s powers to make a monetary award in harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal cases are limited to ordering
payment of a sum not exceeding 6 months� remuneration as compensation for loss or injury caused by the harsh, oppressive
or unfair dismissal (s 23A(1)(ba)), plus �any amount to which the claimant is entitled� (s 23A(1)(a)). Arguably, on a proper
construction of the Act, this latter head of claim is restricted to sums accrued due under an express or implied term of the
contract and does not extend to monetary awards in the nature of damages for breach of that term. Hence, a correct analysis of
the particular head of claim advanced by an employee in a harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal case (as to whether it is for
payment of an accrued entitlement or for damages for breach of contract) might be required. I say no more about that because
this divided matter does not involve an exercise of jurisdiction with respect to a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal
and we have not had the benefit of argument on the meaning of the phrase �any amount to which the claimant is entitled� in
s 23A(1)(a).

Was this claim an industrial matter?
26 It must be recognised that there is a limit to what is and what is not an industrial matter in the master/servant context for the

purposes of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 even although the definition of the term in s 7 would appear to be far-reaching
in that context. Parliament cannot be taken to have intended that any matter relating in any way to the duties of employers as
regards contractual benefits is a matter that may be dealt with by the Commission as an industrial matter, although it is
possible to read the definition of industrial matter as expansively as that. Notwithstanding the enactment of s 7(1)(1a), the
definition must be read down by reference to the scope and purpose of the Act as a whole �and so read, must be confined to
[matters] of an industrial nature�: Slonin v Fellows (1984) 154 CLR 505. Otherwise, as Kennedy J pointed out in Robe River
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Iron Associates v Association of Draughting, Supervisory and Technical Employees of Western Australia (Pepler�s Case)
(supra) at page 18, a vast range of powers would be available to the Commission which it could never have been thought
appropriate to confer on it. Take, for example, a reference by an employee of a dispute with respect to a safety matter. The
employee may fairly allege that his implied contractual entitlements include providing him with a reasonably safe workplace,
and safe and suitable equipment, and that the failure to do so, being a matter relating to a benefit under the contract of service
within the general words of the definition of industrial matter in s 7, is an industrial matter. Subject to s 7(3), it would be
difficult to deny the employee�s standing to refer the matter to the Commission under s 29(1)(b)(ii) and, again subject to
s 7(3), it would be difficult to deny the Commission�s power to deal with the matter by making appropriate orders in order to
settle the dispute. But supposing the employee�s reference included a claim that, because he had been denied the benefit of a
safe workplace in breach of the implied agreement, he had suffered loss through injury. To my knowledge, it has not been
suggested that a claim by an employee for damages for injuries sustained in the course of his employment, in consequence of
a breach of the employer�s obligation under the contract of employment to provide a safe working environment, is a matter
which can be dealt with by the Commission, even although it would be within the reach of the literal words of the definition
of industrial matter.

27 I think it is impossible to attribute to parliament an intention that the Commission should be a tribunal with power to deal with
the full range of conflicts and causes of action that might possibly arise between master and servant, including between
corporations and their highly-paid executives and top management. In my opinion, a line must be drawn at some point to
mark out the boundary beyond which it was never intended that the Commission�s powers to settle disputes should be
exercised and I think that the line must be drawn by reference to the intrinsic nature and circumstances of the particular
dispute, the question being whether it is or is not really and truly a dispute of an industrial nature, susceptible of just
resolution under the Act.

28 It is to be borne in mind that Commissioners (except the President) are not required to be legally qualified. As can be seen
from a reading of Pt II Div 1 of the Act, the Commission is constituted as a specialist industrial relations tribunal comprising
Commissioners experienced in industrial relations. The primary qualification of the Chief Commissioner is that he should
have �experience at a high level in industrial relations�: s 9(2). The principal objects of the Act are, relevantly, to encourage
the settling of industrial disputes and to provide means for preventing and settling industrial disputes not resolved by amicable
agreement: s 6(b) and (c). Whilst a claim by a highly-paid executive for damages arising from the breach of a particular term
in a sophisticated remuneration package might fall within a literal interpretation of the definition of industrial matter in s 7, it
may, in truth, have little or no industrial relations complexion judged by reference to the scope and purpose of the Act.

Conclusion
29 In this case, the chief executive of a corporation makes a claim for damages for the breach of a promise by the corporation to

issue him with shares and options in the corporation as part of his salary package. In my opinion, in its essential character,
this is a private claim of a commercial nature which lacks any ingredient or complexion of industrial relations. If there had
never been a claim of unfair dismissal, but simply a claim by the respondent during the continuance of his contract of service
for damages for breach of a promise to issue him with 3,500,000 shares and 6,000,000 options allegedly worth many
hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, of dollars, the absence of the industrial relations ingredient in the claim would be
more clearly seen. That is how the claim should now in fact be seen. It is not a claim the resolution of which one would
expect to be committed to a tribunal created for the purpose of achieving the objects set forth in s 6 of the Act. Neither is it a
dispute which parliament could have thought might be justly settled by an industrial relations tribunal acting in conformity
with the requirements of s 26; that is to say, by reference only to the substantial merits of the case without regard to
technicalities or legal form and without regard for rules of evidence and by taking into consideration the capacity of the
defendant/employer to pay. Those criteria, as appropriate as they may be to ensure the fair and just resolution of industrial
disputes, are inimical to the proper adjudication of the precise legal rights and obligations of the parties in this case, in the
events which have happened.

30 I would uphold the appellant�s contention that, in its present form, the respondent�s claim is not an industrial matter.
31 It was submitted on behalf of the respondent that this construction of the Act �would reward a delinquent employer at the

expense of the employee�. There is no question of reward. The respondent is at liberty to pursue his claim in the normal
manner in the civil courts.

32 The appeal must be allowed.
33 PARKER J: I respectfully agree with the reasons for decision now published by Anderson J and with the order proposed.
34 HASLUCK J: I have had the advantage of reading in draft the reasons to be published by the presiding Judge. I agree that the

appeal should be allowed for the reasons given by Anderson J.
35 The respondent, David Saab, brought an application to the Industrial Relations Commission in which he advanced a claim for

unfair dismissal and benefits not allowed under his contract of employment. The benefits he claims not to have been allowed
under his contract of employment consisted of certain shares and options to which he was allegedly entitled.

36 The issue which arises on this appeal is whether the Commission has jurisdiction and power to order an employer to pay a
monetary amount in satisfaction of benefits allowable to an employee under a contract of employment.

37 The matter proceeded to a hearing before Commissioner Gregor at first instance. The Commissioner found that the
respondent had been unfairly dismissed. He found further that the respondent had not been allowed benefits under his contract
of employment, such benefits being the shares and options mentioned earlier.

38 In relation to the finding of unfair dismissal, the Commissioner determined that the respondent should be reinstated.
39 The learned Commissioner went on to deal with the claim for the monetary value of the benefits under the contract in this way.

He agreed that the Commission was unable to order that the shares and options allowed for by the contract be issued. He noted
that further argument was required as to how the benefits should be assessed and as to whether the Commission had power to
make an award of a monetary sum in these circumstances.

40 The Commissioner then held that an order would be made providing for liberty to apply in respect of these matters. The
proceedings were to be divided pursuant to the powers vested in the Commissioner under s 27(1)(s) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 to enable the application to remain alive so that the liberty to apply could be exercised if necessary.

41 The respondent had originally sought an order that the appellant company issue and transfer to him the shares and share
options in question. In the divided proceedings the respondent conceded that the Commission was unable to order specific
performance in respect of the shares and options. His claim was for a benefit denied to him, namely, a sum of money equal to
the value of the shares.

42 It was against this background that the matter was taken on appeal to the Full Bench of the Industrial Relations Commission.
The appellant�s case on appeal was that the Commissioner erred in finding that he had jurisdiction to hear the respondent�s
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claim for an order for a sum of money equal to the value of shares and options which the employer had failed to issue. There
was said to be no power in the Commission to make the order sought. The Full Bench dismissed the appeal.

43 I proceed from the premise that the jurisdiction of the Industrial Relations Commission is defined essentially by s 23 of the
Act. The Commission has authority to enquire into and deal with any industrial matter. I am of the view that s 29(1)(b)(ii) is a
source of power in a very limited sense only in that its purpose is to furnish the Commission with authority to entertain a
reference to it by an individual employee rather than by a registered organisation.

44 I acknowledge that the definition of industrial matter in s 7 of the Act is broad. However, I do not accept that the Commission
is thereby empowered to resolve disputes of any kind between employer and employee. I consider that the claim in the present
case should be characterised as a claim for damages arising out of a breach of the contract of employment.

45 For the reasons given by Anderson J, I consider that the claim for damages in the present case is a private claim of a
commercial nature which does not fall within the jurisdiction of the Commission. It follows that I would allow the appeal.

_________
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Reasons for Decision
PRESIDENT
INTRODUCTION
1 This is an appeal brought under s.49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as �the Act�)

against the decision of the Commission, constituted by the Public Service Arbitrator delivered on 14 March 2002 in matter No.
P6 of 2001.

2 The decision is contained in an order and that is that the application be dismissed.
GROUNDS OF APPEAL
3 This was deposited in the Registry on the 14 March 2002.
4 It is against that decision that the appellant Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated (hereinafter referred to

as CSA), an organisation of employees appeals, on the following grounds (see pages 2�3 of the appeal book (hereinafter
referred to as �AB�)):-

(1) The Arbitrator erred in law, and/or seriously miscarried her discretion, in failing to intervene to correct and/or void,
the unfair and/or unlawful exercise of the employer�s power to determine the remuneration of employees.

Particulars
1.1) The exercise of the employer�s power resulted in avoidable unfairness to Mr Brown, and this warranted the

intervention of the Arbitrator.
1.2) The employer�s power to determine remuneration under section 29 of the PSM Act, is subject to the mandatory

requirements of sections 7-9 of the PSM Act. Sections 7�9 of the PSM Act are made mandatory by section 30.
Breaches of mandatory statutory requirements make decisions or omissions void, and not voidable. The
respondent�s failure to provide a proportionate notice period, or reasonable salary maintenance breached sections
8 (1) (c), 9 (a) (ii), and 9 (c) of the PSM Act.

1.3) No consideration, or inadequate weight was accorded to the mandatory requirements of sections 8 (1) (c), 9 (a) (ii),
and 9 (c) of the PSM Act, and the Arbitrator�s statutory powers to review, nullify, modify or vary any act, matter or
thing done (or not done). Breaches of mandatory statutory requirements make decisions or omissions void, and not
voidable.

1.4) No consideration, or inadequate weight was accorded to the requirement that in order for statutory powers to be
exercised lawfully, decisions must be fair, reasonable and recognise any legitimate expectations of persons whose
rights or interests may be affected, such as the legitimate expectations of Mr Brown.

1.5) No consideration, or inadequate weight was accorded to the mandatory requirement of section 8 (1) (c) of the PSM
Act, that employees are to be treated consistently and fairly, and to the overall statutory scheme. The treatment of
Mr Brown is inconsistent with the manner in which long tern higher duties allowances are approached in relation to
re-deployed employees and employees who are offered voluntary severances, as per the Public Sector Management
(Redundancy and Redeployment) Regulations 1994.

Orders Sought
The decision of the Arbitrator be quashed and/or varied.

AND
Within 28 days of the date of this Order issuing, the respondent back-pay Mr Brown the difference between his
substantive and acting salary (the level and increment rate applicable at the time immediately prior to the cessation
of the higher duties allowance in 2001, including any increases), effective from the date the original application was
lodged in the Commission, and continue to pay Mr Brown this salary rate as a minimum, until such time as Mr
Brown�s substantive salary exceeds this amount.

OR
Within 28 days of the date of this Order issuing, the respondent pay Mr Brown the difference between his
substantive and acting salary, salary (the level and increment rate applicable at the time immediately prior to the
cessation of the higher duties allowance in 2001, including any increases), in an amount equivalent to a period of
9 months�, as a form of salary maintenance or appropriate notice to facilitate transition.

OR
Within 28 days of the date of this Order issuing, the respondent pay Mr Brown the difference between his
substantive and acting salary, salary (the level and increment rate applicable at the time immediately prior to the
cessation of the higher duties allowance in 2001, including any increases), in an amount equivalent to a period of
3 months�, as a form of salary maintenance or appropriate notice to facilitate transition.

BACKGROUND
The Case at first instance�
5 The abovenamed Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated an organisation of employees brought an

application against the Commissioner of Police an employer pursuant to s.80(E) of the Act, seeking an urgent conference to
conciliate a matter of dispute about the fairness and equity of the treatment of one Mr Steven Henry Brown (presumably one if
its members) because of the failure to �finalise Mr Brown�s status� in the position at the bike education unit, road safety
section for many years.

6 This was the allegation.
7 A statement of agreed facts was filed which was as follows:-
Summary of agreed facts between the Respondent and the Applicant�

1) The Commissioner of Police (COP), Western Australian Police Service, has employed Mr Steve Brown since 1994.
2) That Mr Brown�s employment is subject to Part 3 of the Public Sector Management Act, 1994;
3) That Mr Brown�s employment is subject to the provisions stipulated in the Western Australia Police Service

Enterprise Agreement for Public Service Officers, 2000.
4) That the Commissioner of Police transferred Mr Brown into the Bike Education Unit on the 4 March 1996, where

he remained until the 30 May 2001.
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5) That whilst at the Unit Mr Brown performed the duties of Bike Education Instructor, Level 2, for the Respondent
between the 30 April 1996 and the 12 November 1996.

6) That whilst at the Unit Mr Brown performed the duties of Bike Education Area Manager, Level 3, for the
Respondent between the 13 November 1996 and the 30 May 2001.

7) That Mr Brown has continuously received a salary to Level 2 between the 30 April 1996 and the 12 November
1996.

8) That Mr Brown has continuously, received a salary to Level 3 between the 13 November 1996 and the 30 May
2001.

9) That, as per the 30 May 2001, Mr Brown was receiving a yearly salary to Level 3, increment 4, or $ 43,714.00.
8 A further agreed fact between the Respondent and the Applicant was as follows�

(1) That Mr Brown�s Level 3, increment 4 salary was stopped by the Respondent on the 30 May 2001; at which
time Mr Brown�s salary was reduced to Level 1, increment 9.

The Claim
9 The abovenamed respondent was, at all material times, Mr Brown�s employer within the meaning of the Act or perhaps an

�employing authority� within the meaning of s.3 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994. In any event it was common
ground that Mr Brown was the respondent�s �employee�, it would seem, in the meaning of both acts.

10 The dispute arose because the employer wished to �relocate� the position of �Bike Education Area Manager� the full duties of
which had been carried out by Mr Brown for the past five and a half years, thus, he would no longer be �allocated� to the
position in which he had acted. This was a situation which it was alleged it would cause disadvantage and would be
detrimental to him financially, personally and professionally.

11 The CSA claimed that the Commissioner had not acted properly and fairly in her dealings with Mr Brown in this respect.
12 This was because Mr Brown whilst �in the position� had been paid a higher salary to a Level 2 for almost 7 months and at

Level 3 for the remaining four and a half years, and he would suffer considerable financial disadvantage if he had to return to
his lower salary level.

13 The claim was that on the basis of fairness and equity Mr Brown should be retained in the position so as to be entitled to the
same salary, and that this should be done, further, so as to prevent Mr Brown undergoing a pay cut which would cause him
considerable financial hardship �by having considerable detrimental effect upon his existing longstanding financial
arrangements�.

14 The matter came on before the Public Service Arbitrator for hearing and determination and in reasons for decision issued on
the 14 March 2002, ((AB) 13-16), the public service arbitrator noted the facts which had been agreed, noted that there was a
further agreed fact which was that Mr Browns Level 3 increment 4 was stopped by the respondent on the 30 May 2001 when
his salary was reduced to Level 1 increment 9, then having heard the evidence of a number of witnesses went on to make other
findings.

Findings at first instance
15 These were that together with the restructure of the bike education area and the resolution of Mrs Hayley Priestley�s situation

there was no longer a position at bike education area manager Level 3 in which Mr Brown could act. (Mrs Priestley was a
substantive occupant of the Level 3 position of Bike Education Area Manager (see (AB) 89-90)).

16 According to Mr Brown�s own evidence he was given formal notification some three months prior to his ceasing to act in the
higher position, that this would occur. He was given some forewarning by Sergeant McGillvray that the structure of the bike
education area was at least under review perhaps as far back as December 2000.

17 In late 1997 Mr Brown had acted in a position held by Miss Priestly while she was on sick leave and that continued for a
number of periods reflected in some 4 HDA applications.

18 The application to commence on 12 January 1998 to 10 February 1998 was for replacing Mrs Priestly �while on leave� and
this situation continued also, for a number of periods reflected in 4 HDA application.

19 Mr Brown�s own evidence was that he hoped for an opportunity to apply for the position when it became vacant.
20 The position did not become vacant in such a manner that would have enabled Mr Brown to apply for it and the opportunity for

him to apply for the position should it have become vacant was the best he could have hoped for.
21 The arbitrator was satisfied on the information before her that the respondent had not acted in anyway unfairly or

unreasonably, in not declaring the position vacant earlier than the matter was resolved and enabling Mr Brown to apply for it.
22 In any event, she held that the normal procedures and requirements for the filling of vacancies would have meant that even if

the opportunity for which Mr Brown had hoped had arisen, that is that the position would be vacant and he would have an
opportunity to apply for it, this could have given him no indication that he would automatically become or even have had a
high probability of becoming the substantive occupant of the position.

23 It was certainly a possibility that he may have been successful had the position become vacant, been advertised, and gone
through the processes that were required, but there was far from any guarantee in that regard.

24 He was given three months notice of the change, and the arbitrator was satisfied that the respondent, through Mr McGillvray,
gave Mr Brown some forewarning that the change that was to come, provided him with an opportunity for assistance in the
pursuit of bettering his qualifications and an opportunity for him to act in a Level 2 position was made available to him even
though it would still not have covered his Level 3 position hopes.

25 The Commissioner was, therefore, not satisfied that the respondent had treated Mr Brown in a way that means that the
Commission ought to intervene to provide a remedy to him.

ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
26 The decision appealed against was a discretionary decision as that term is defined in Norbis v Norbis (1986) 161 CLR 513 (see

also Coal and Allied Operations Pty Ltd v AIRC (2000) 74 ALJR 1348 (HC)).
27 Thus, in order to succeed, the applicant must establish that there was an error in the exercise of the arbitrator�s discretion.
28 That there was such an error or errors must be established in accordance with the principles laid down in

House v The King [1936] 55 CLR 499 (see also Gromark Packaging v FMWU 73 WAIG 220 (IAC)). Unless such error is
established according to those principles, then the Full Bench has no warrant to interfere with the exercise of the discretion at
first instance.
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29 Factually, and what was not in dispute, the situation was this. Mr Brown�s substantive position in the employ of the respondent
in the Bike Education Unit, was, at all times, that of a Level 1 employee.

30 In the period of his employment from 1996 he was employed on higher duties, as Bike Education Instructor, at Level 2, with
Level 2 salary for about 7 months. Then he was employed in the Level 3 position of Bike Education Area Manager, at Level
3 for about 4 ½ years during which period he continually received a Level 3 salary. The total period during which Mr Brown
acted on higher duties in Level 2 and Level 3 positions was over five years in all.

31 As at 30 May 2001 before his acting role ceased, after 4½ years, and the salary with it, he was paid Level 3 salary at increment
4, which was then, after his acting role ceased, reduced to Level 1 increment 9, that is from an amount of $43,714.

32 What clearly occurred was that, after 4½ years acting Mr Brown, when his performance of the higher duties role ceased,
suffered a very substantial reduction in salary.

33 This, according to the evidence, resulted in a very substantial reduction in income.
34 I am not aware of the actual sum involved, but that there was such a substantial reduction is apparent, and, it was accepted, for

the purpose of the proceedings at first instance.
35 It is clear and accepted that the salary was stopped because the position in which he was acting was transferred to another area

under the respondent�s control, and was occupied or was to be occupied by a police officer and not a person such as Mr Brown,
who was not a police officer. This occurred after a review earlier in 2000 (see the evidence of Sergeant John Maxwell
McGillvray ((AB) 140)).

36 There was what is called these days, a restructuring. It was also the fact that one Sergeant McGillvray gave him some
forewarning that the organisation structure of the bike education area was under review, perhaps as early as December 2000.
There was also information about the review of organisation structure given by Sergeant McGillvray at a staff meeting, to staff
members, including Mr Brown in about January 2001 (AB) 144)).

37 In any event Mr Brown was given formal notice of the cessation of his acting role as a Level 3 some 3 months before it
occurred. Indeed he was informed at a meeting in January 2001, that the position he was in would be moved to the law courts.

38 Certainly whilst Mr Brown, on his evidence, and naturally, hoped for an opportunity to apply for the position at Level 3 when
it became vacant. Such an opportunity never arose and was never afforded him.

39 As Mr Brown expressed it in evidence:-
�it was my firm understanding that my permanent opportunity to that position was just a matter of time. The Police
Department knew only too well that the person who was (acting in) the position would not be returning and it was
simply a matter of waiting until they sorted out one problem so that I could be � have the opportunity to apply for
the position that I had been acting in for years� ((AB) 84).

40 There was no evidence that he was promised that that would occur or otherwise led him to believe that it would so occur.
There was also no evidence that he was promised or guaranteed or even told that he might have the position at any time in the
future.

41 He was never told that the position would become vacant or that any vacancy would be advertised. He hoped that it would
((AB) 93-94).

42 There was therefore, viewed objectively, not even the possibility that he could have applied for the position since no one had
told him that it would become vacant. As a matter of fact, it did not and was in fact reconstituted as a position to be occupied
by a police officer.

43 All that could be said was that in view of Ms Priestley�s prolonged absence from the position, that Mr Brown might rightly
hope that the position would become vacant and that if it did that his application for the position would after proper processes
had been gone through, be successful. That is consistent with his own evidence which I have quoted above.

44 It is quite clear that, because of the substantial reduction in income suffered by him, that he would have suffered financial
difficulties because of expenditure based on the higher level of income which derived from his salary when acting in the
Level 3 position.

45 That the reduction in income caused by the cessation of his acting role as a Level 3 might, and did, cause stress is entirely
understandable.

46 It should be added that he did receive some extra remuneration in the form of one month�s extra higher duties allowance, to
assist him in the transition phase and that there were opportunities afforded to him, firstly to act in a Level 2 position, and
secondly to receive assistance to improve his qualifications.

47 In my opinion, the Public Service Arbitrator took account of all the relevant factors. She paid particular attention to the matters
referred to in the Public Sector Management Act 1994 even though she did not identify the provisions of it by name.

48 Having regard to s.8(c) of the Public Sector Management Ac 1994 it is implicit in what she found and it was open to her to so
find, that Mr Brown was not treated unfairly or inconsistently and not subjected to arbitrary or capricious administrative acts.

49 Further, it is implicit having regard to s.9(c) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 in her findings that there was no
breach of the requirement that there be an exercise of proper courtesy, consideration and sensitivity in the respondent�s
dealings with Mr Brown. It was open to so find.

50 It was open to so find because he was not made any promises so that he might have expectations that he would occupy the
position in which he was acting. It was not suggested that there was not a genuine restructuring so that the position would be
occupied by a police officer, three months warning which was quite adequate in the circumstances was given to him. In
addition, steps were taken such as offering him a Level 2 position and the opportunity to acquire other qualifications, which
were directed to alleviating the problems caused by the ending of his term of acting as a Level 3.

51 It is not to the point to compare provisions for 3 months or 6 months notice which appear in the Public Sector Management
(Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 1994, since he was not being made redundant but was being returned to his
substantive position, albeit after a substantial length of time. It is not to the point, either, to compare any other practice in order
to ascertain what is a reasonable period of notice. There is certainly none prescribed that the Full Bench was made aware of, or
the Commission at first instance.

52 In all of the circumstances I am not persuaded that the period of notice of 3 months was incorrectly found to be inadequate or
unfair. It enabled him to continue to act for a quarter of a year. He was not abruptly advised of the increased income derived
from his acting in a Level 3 position, and he was certainly not being dismissed from a permanent position or dismissed at all,
as he would be if he were being made redundant.
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53 Further it is clear from her reasons that the Commissioner expressly considered the interests of the parties pursuant to
s.26(1)(c) and waived them and made a finding as to the merits and accordingly decided not to grant the application.

54 For the reasons which she expressed which accord with the reasons which I have expressed above, there was no error
established in the exercise of the discretion.

55 Further, I am not satisfied that the order sought was within jurisdiction having regard to State Government Insurance
Commission v Johnson 77 WAIG 2169(IAC).

56 Allowing persons to act indefinitely in one position for an inordinate length of time can have unsatisfactory consequences as
this situation reveals. Persons acting in such a position might understandably harbour an expectation that they will be
successful in any application to obtain the position or that the position will become theirs by sheer affluxion of time. Whether
such a situation might give rise to unfairness it is not necessary for me to decide or to consider in the context of these reasons
for decision or of this case.

57 There was for those reasons no miscarriage, in my opinion, of the exercise of the discretion of the arbitrator at first instance.

SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
58 I am not persuaded that the appellant has shown an error on the part of the Arbitrator. For the reasons given by His Honour, the

appeal should be dismissed.

COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
59 I have read the reasons for decision of His Honour the President. I agree with those reasons and have nothing to add.
PRESIDENT
60 For the reasons which I have expressed above I would dismiss the appeal.

Order accordingly
_________
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DELIVERED FRIDAY, 3 MAY 2002
FILE NO/S. FBA 18 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05478
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Decision Hearing Adjourned
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
This matter having been listed for hearing and determination before the Full Bench on the 3rd day of May 2002, and application to
adjourn the hearing of the appeal herein having been filed in the Commission on the 30th day of April 2002, and a declaration of
service having been filed in the Commission on the 1st day of May 2002, and the respondent having consented in writing to such
application to adjourn, and both parties having waived the rights conferred on them by s.35 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended), it is this day, the 3rd day of May 2002 ordered as follows:-

That the hearing and determination of appeal No FBA 18 of 2002 be and is hereby adjourned to a date to be fixed by the
Full Bench.

By the Full Bench
P. J. SHARKEY,

[L.S.] President.
_________
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
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CORAM FULL BENCH
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SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
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DELIVERED FRIDAY, 2 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. FBA 18 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06124
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Decision Appeal dismissed
Representation
Appellant Mr M Amati, as agent
Respondent Mr A Sefton (of Counsel), by leave
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
This matter having come on for hearing and determination before the Full Bench on the 27th day of June 2002, and having heard
Mr M Amati, as agent, on behalf of the appellant, and Mr A Sefton (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full
Bench having reserved its decision in the matter, and reasons for decision having been delivered on the 2nd day of August 2002, it
is this day, the 2nd day of August 2002, ordered that appeal No. FBA 18 of 2002 be and is hereby dismissed.

(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.] President.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES MERCHANT SERVICE GUILD OF AUSTRALIA, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, UNION

OF WORKERS, THE SOCIETY OF STEVEDORING SUPERVISORS OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA (UNION OF WORKERS), APPLICANTS

CORAM FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
COMMISSIONER S WOOD

DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 24 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. FBM 4 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06053
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Decision Application granted
Representation
APPLICANTS MR B M GEORGE, AS AGENT
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
THE PRESIDENT�
1 These are the unanimous reasons for decision of the Full Bench.
2 This is an application by the Merchant Service Guild of Australia Western Australian Branch Union of Workers (hereinafter

called �MSG�) and the Society of Stevedoring Supervisors of WA, Union of Workers (hereinafter called SSSWA�), who make
application under Part 2 Division 4 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (hereinafter referred to as �the Act�) for the
registration of a new organisation called �the Australian Maritime Offices Union � Western Area Union of Employees,� and
pursuant to s.72 of the Act. The application is made by two organisations as that term is defined in s.7 of the Act, namely that
they are registered in this state pursuant to the Act.

3 The application is of a type often referred to in a shorthand way as an application for amalgamation. Two applicant
organisations seek the authorisation of the Full Bench that there be registration of a new organisation which replaces the two
applicants and, as it were, subsumes the two of them.

4 As part of the background to this application it should be observed that a federal organisation which is described in
submissions as a �counterpart� of the two applicants, was formed by an amalgamation federally, in 1993, to form the
Australian Maritime Officers� Union. We should add that there is no order under s.71 and no certificate issued under s.71 of
the Act whereby there exists, as a matter of law, any �federal counterpart� of either of the applicant organisation.

5 However, the federal organisation which has a state branch, by virtue of Rule 4(a), of the rules of the first named applicant, the
Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch Union of Workers, covers all persons who are members of
the Australian Maritime Officers� Union (the federal organisation) who reside in Western Australia and who are members of
the above MSG.

6 Further, by virtue on that alteration to the rules of the first named applicant members of the second applicant have held
membership rights under the rules of both state organisations, so we were informed.

7 It would seem that the only way in which that could occur, and indeed has occurred, is that if the members of the SSSWA are
members also of the federal organisation. That would seem to be clearly the case on the evidence from the bar table.

8 Thus, Rule 4(a) of the first applicant organisation accounts them members of it.
9 It is quite clear, also on a fair reading, as was submitted, that the proposed eligibility rules are, with minor variations to

improve grammar and geographical references, the same as that of the federal body, the Australian Maritime Officers� Union
(see Exhibit 2(e)).

10 It was asserted from the bar table and we accept it that the Australian Maritime Officers� Union is regarded de facto as �the
principal union� of both applicants and operate as such de facto.
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STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
11 Under s.72 of the Act, two or more organisations, as defined, may apply for the registration of a new organisation and that is

what occurred here.
12 The rules of the proposed new organisation must be such that the only persons eligible for membership of the new organisation

will be persons who, if the applicant �amalgamating organisations� had remained in existence, would have been eligible for
membership of at least one of the amalgamating organisations (see s.72(1)).

13 We are satisfied, on a careful scrutiny of the rules of the applicants, the new proposed rules, and on the submission of the agent
for the applicants that that is the case and that s.72(1) of the Act is thereby complied with in that respect. We say that because
whilst the �new� rules in their current expression are far wider than what we might call the sum of the coverage conferred by
the eligibility rules of the two applicants, the eligibility rules of the first applicant are extended by the admission to
membership rule, Rule 5 to cover persons already eligible to be members of the federal organisation.

14 As a result, the current coverage brought about by the alteration to clause 4(d) and the admission to membership rule, is
virtually the same as that now sought by the eligibility rule of the proposed new organisation.

15 The application bears the signatures of the Presidents and Secretaries of both organisations and the common seals of both
organisations are affixed to the application. The application therefore complies, in that respect, with s.72(2) of the Act.

16 The provisions of Part II, Division 4 of the Act apply, with modifications, such as are necessary to, and in relation to, the
registration of an organisation under this section.

17 S.53 and s.54 of the Act do not apply because the organisations applying for registration, as a new organisation, are already
registered.

18 Pursuant to and in compliance with s.55(1) of the Act, the applicant organisations have filed a list of officers of the new
organisation with their addresses and with three copies of the rules.

19 The Registrar has published in the Western Australian Industrial Gazette (hereinafter referred to as the Gazette) the notice of
the application of the copy of such rules as relate to the qualifications of persons for membership and a notice that any person
who wishes to object should file a notice of objections.

20 That notice was published in the Gazette, 82 WAIG 382 on 27 February 2002.
21 This application was listed for hearing on 4 April 2002, which was the date notified in the Gazette, and is therefore listed after

the expiration of 30 days from the date of the issue of the Gazette in which the notice was required to be published, was
published (see s.55 (3)) of the Act. The hearing of the matter was completed on 15 July 2002.

22 We were satisfied that on a careful consideration of the evidence, which included affidavits, that:-
1 the application had been authorised in accordance with the rules of both organisations
2 that reasonable steps had been taken to adequately inform their members:-

(a) of the intention of the organisation to apply for registration of the new organisation
(b) of the proposed rules of the new organisation
(c) that the members or any of them might object to the making of the application or to those rules or to

any of them by forwarding a written objection to the Registrar
23 We were satisfied, too, on the evidence, that having regard to the structure of the organisation and any other relevant

circumstances, the members had been afforded a reasonable opportunity to make such an objection (see 55(4)(a), (b) and (c) of
the Act).

24 We were satisfied of these matters having regard to Exhibits 1 and 2 and in particular to the affidavits of Mr David Williams,
sworn on 26 June 2002, the Secretary of the abovenamed SSSWA and of Mr Bradley George, the �official in Western
Australia responsible for servicing the two applicant organisations�, sworn on 3 July 2002.

25 On that evidence we were satisfied that meetings of the two organisations were convened in accordance with the rules and held
on 30 October 2001 and further on the 27 November 2001 and that this application and the rules were authorised in accordance
with the rules of both organisations.

26 We would add that some what unusually over the years it has been the practice of both applicants and the federal organisation
to hold their monthly general meetings simultaneously and adopt the same set of minutes for several years.

27 All meetings referred to in this document, as we are satisfied, on the evidence were joint meetings of the two applicant
organisations.

28 This seems to have occurred because of the coincidence of members. However, separate resolutions to authorise this
application and the rules were separately passed according to the minutes which were exhibited to Mr William�s affidavit.

29 It might be arguable that meetings held in that manner were not meetings of a particular organisation as required by the rules of
that organisation; but objection was not taken on this occasion, there being no objection being granted.

30 Accordingly, we are not disposed to deem it an obstacle to this application without full argument.
31 We were satisfied that no members have objected to the making of the application and that therefore there was no objection by

anyone, let alone by less than 5% of the members. There is therefore no impediment on that basis (see s.55(4)(c) of the Act) to
the granting of the application.

32 S.55(5) of the Act does not apply.
33 Upon consideration of the proposed new organisation�s rules and upon the submissions of Mr George for the applicants,

s.55(4)(b) and (d), s.56(A), s.57, s.59 and s.64(D) of the Act are required to be complied with and we were satisfied that there
has been such compliance.

34 There has been no suggestion by anyone that the name of the new organisation should not be authorised pursuant to s.59 of the
Act. The name does not, in the face of it, contravene s.59, and further no objection was lodged on that basis.

35 We were therefore satisfied that the applicants had complied with all of the statutory requirements of the Act and of the
Industrial Commission Regulations 1985 (as amended) pertaining to this application.

S.26 MATTERS (see also s.6 of the Act)
36 It was submitted that consistent with s.26 of the Act the application did not �offend� the Commission�s ability to meet its

obligations.
37 It was also submitted that the application did not fall foul of the objects of the Act as prescribed in s.6 and in particular s.6(e).
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38 It was also submitted that in a practical sense the matter is merely the long overdue completion of an amalgamation that had
occurred federally and without dispute in 1993 and, was now merely making its way to this jurisdiction now.

39 It was further submitted that to grant the application would simplify the operation and improve the efficiency of the
organisation and thus promote improved membership representation and industrial representation, presumably having regard to
s.66(f) of the Act.

40 There was also evidence to that effect from Mr Williams in his affidavit, already referred to, paragraph 11, where he said that
the purpose of the amalgamation was not only to conclude an amalgamation which commenced federally in 1993 but to allow
for the practice of the two state unions working together and being serviced by the same people being formalised. We accept
that evidence and that reason for this application.

41 The amalgamation also recognised, it was said, that it is impractical and a waste of resources for the organisations to maintain
separate structures. We accept that.

42 It is quite clear, as the evidence contained in the submissions says, that this application does seek to put in place what de facto
seems already to be occurring; namely that de facto and to some extent pursuant to the rules of the MSG there exists a de facto
amalgamation.

43 It is noteworthy that there is the same official servicing all three bodies, the federal body and these two applicants.
44 There was no objection, the advancement of the objects contained in s.6(a)(b)(c)(e) and (f) will occur by the creation of the

new organisation formed by the two applicant organisations. It is clearly the will of the members. They are also small
organisations that cannot but be assisted by the fact that they become one larger organisation with one form of government.
Further, this properly recognises what is already occurring.

45 For those reasons we were satisfied that the application ought by virtue of s.26(1)(a) and thus the equity, good conscience and
substantial merits of the case be granted, and we agreed to make the order, which was made.

Order accordingly
_________

2002 WAIRC 05995
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES MERCHANT SERVICE GUILD OF AUSTRALIA, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, UNION
OF WORKERS AND THE SOCIETY OF STEVEDORING SUPERVISORS OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA (UNION OF WORKERS), APPLICANTS

CORAM FULL BENCH
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
COMMISSIONER S WOOD

DELIVERED TUESDAY, 16 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. FBM 4 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05995
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Decision Application granted
Representation
Applicants Mr B M George, as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 4th day of April 2002 and the 16th day of July 2002, and
having heard Mr B M George, as agent, on behalf of the applicants, and the applicants herein having consented to waive the
requirements of s.35 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended), and the Full Bench having determined the matter, and
having determined that its reasons for decision will issue at a future date, it is this day the 16th day of July 2002, ordered and
declared as follows:-

(1) THAT the Registrar be and is hereby authorised to register a new organisation to be known as �The
Australian Maritime Officers Union � Western Area Union of Employees�.

(2) THAT the rules of the said organisation filed herein are declared to be the rules of the said organisation
�The Australian Maritime Officers Union � Western Area Union of Employees�.

By the Full Bench
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,

[L.S.] President.
____________________

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

Industrial Relations Act 1979
s.72

In the matter of an application for amalgamation by the  �Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch, Union
of Workers" and "The Society of Stevedoring Supervisors of Western Australia (Union of Workers)�.

FBM 4 of 2001
S S TUNA
DEPUTY REGISTRAR 16 July 2002
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Decision
HAVING been authorised by the Full Bench I have this 16th day of July 2002 registered, as an amalgamation of the above
mentioned organisations, a new organisation to be known as  �The Australian Maritime Officers Union � Western Area Union of
Employees�.
As a result of the amalgamation the registrations of the applicant organisations have been cancelled.
The registered office of the new organisation is situated at 28 Mouat Street, Fremantle, Western Australia 6160.

S. S. TUNA,
Deputy Registrar.

COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION—Matters dealt with—
2001 WAIRC 04082

BHP IRON ORE AWARD
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
BHP IRON ORE LIMITED, THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS� UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN
BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS,  COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL,
ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS
UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGIN & ELECT DIV, WA BRANCH, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER

DELIVERED FRIDAY, 2 NOVEMBER 2001
FILE NO/S. A 2 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2001 WAIRC 04082
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result
Representation
Applicants Mr D Schapper (of counsel) on behalf of the AFMEPKIU

Mr M Llewellyn on behalf of the AWU
Mr J Murie on behalf of the CEPU

Respondent Mr H Dixon (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent and with him Mr M Lundberg (of counsel)
Mr R Gifford on behalf of AMMA

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION: In April 2001 the Automotive Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred

Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (AFMEPKIU), the Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards,
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia � Western Australian Branch (CMETSWU) and the Transport Workers Union
of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (TWU) filed an application for an award, the BHP Iron
Ore Award 2001 (the Unions� proposed award) to cover employment in the operation of BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd (BHPIO)
previously covered by the Iron Ore Production and Processing (Mt Newman Mining Company Pty Ltd) Award No 29 of
1984 (the Award) and subsequent agreements. The Australian Workers� Union, Western Australian Branch, Industrial Union
of Workers (AWU) and the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union
of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch (CEPU) were subsequently joined as applicants to the proposed
new award, subject to minor variations sought by those two unions.

2 The Unions� proposed award was met by way of answer and counterproposal by BHPIO with an application for a counterclaim
award to be known as the Iron Ore Production and Processing (BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd) Award No A2 of 2001 (BHPIO
proposed award). (Note: Mt Newman Mining Company Pty Ltd changed its name to BHPIO on 31st January 1991). BHPIO�s
operations include quarrying, mining, crushing, treating, storing, transporting, loading and unloading iron ore and operations
incidental thereto in the Pilbara region of Western Australia. Those operations have been conducted from in or around 1969.

3 The Australian Mines and Metals Association presented submissions on the application of the Wage Fixing Principles to the
claims.

4 BHPIO�s principal operations are conducted at the mines around Newman, Yandi and Yarri where the ore is mined and loaded
onto railway trucks and railed to Nelson Point and Finucane Island at Port Hedland for processing and shipping. Contractors to
BHPIO conduct all BHPIO mine operations except those at Mt Whaleback at Newman.

5 In addition to the Award, BHPIO and the unions are parties to the following industrial agreements�
(a) the BHP Iron Ore Enterprise Bargaining Agreement registered on 14th July 1993 (�EBA 1�);
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(b) the BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd � BHP Iron (Goldsworthy) Pty Ltd Enterprise Bargaining Agreement registered with
the Commission on 24th November 1995 (�EBA 2�);

(c) the BHP Iron Ore Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 1997 registered on 13th July 1998 (�EBA 3�); and
(d) the BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd Driver Only Operation Agreement 1999 registered in the Commission on 21st April

1999 (�DOO�).
6 By an Order of the Commission dated 16th March 2001 the parties are also bound by the terms and conditions of the Industrial

Relations Agreement (1997 � as amended 1999) (unregistered). This document sets down �understandings which will govern
the future relationship between the parties�. It includes the method of progressing industrial problems, arrangements for the
utilisation of contractors and the performance of duties by site union representatives.

7 Mr Jeffrey Stockden, Vice President of Human Resources, BHPIO filed a witness statement in these proceedings. In it he
provides details of the development of industrial regulation in BHPIO�s operations and a history of events that culminated in
the applications for a new award. We draw on Mr Stockden�s statement to summarise those developments.

8 The Award was made by consent. However some of the terms and conditions included in the Award were the subject of
arbitration by the Commission in the 1970�s.

9 Mt Newman Mining Company Pty Ltd (Mt Newman) originally operated what are now the operations of BHPIO at Newman
and Nelson Point, together with the rail operations between Newman and Nelson Point.

10 In 1986 the Commission registered the Industrial Relations (Mt Newman Mining Company Pty Ltd) Order (�the 1986 IR
Order�). This put in place procedures designed to resolve disputes without recourse to work stoppages ((1986) 67 WAIG 198).
However, in mid-1987, there were a significant number of stoppages. Mt Newman entered into negotiations and a 2 month
moratorium on industrial action was agreed to by the unions. This broke down and in November 1988 the 1986 IR Order was
cancelled and replaced with the Industrial Relations (Mt Newman Mining Company Pty Ltd) Order pursuant to Application No
C 822 of 1986 ((1989) 69 WAIG 279) (�the 1988 IR Order�). The company identified that one of the major changes under the
1988 IR Order was the removal of convenor benefits, recognition of various union representatives and a number of paid
meetings.

11 During 1989 Mt Newman and the unions negotiated a new industrial relations agreement, the 1989 IR Agreement. It set out to
govern the future relationship between the parties and identified the following principles�

(1) The viability of Mt Newman Mining Company as a secure and profitable enterprise is of critical concern to the
parties.

(2) A viable operation will provide secure employment, opportunity for development and fair remuneration and
benefits for employees.

(3) Reliability of supply and consistency of quality is also essential to the ongoing economic operation of the
company.

(4) The development of trust and motivation within the company is essential to the future of Mt Newman Mining
Company.

(5) Honesty, mutual respect and a business like attitude must prevail at all times.
(6) Every employee will be treated fairly and equitably.
(7) A safe working environment is the right of every employee.
(8) The parties acknowledge that ongoing change is necessary to maintain the viability of the operation and further

agree that any introduction of change will be processed through the agreed procedures.
(9) The parties agree to an exchange of information and ideas and an opportunity for input into all matters which

directly affect employees.
(10) The parties understand the need to have and develop effective communications throughout the organisation.
(11) The parties accept their wider social obligations and will consider their actions in this context.
(12) The parties are committed to the satisfactory and timely resolution of any differences or disagreements by those

directly involved as appropriate.
(13) The parties accept and acknowledge the structures, responsibilities and accountabilities of each other.

12 The 1988 IR Order in C 1189 of 1988 was cancelled. However the 1989 IR Agreement was unregistered.
13 In November 1997 the 1987 IR Agreement was revised by agreement between BHPIO and the unions. The document reiterated

the principles set out in the 1989 IR Agreement and the commitment to continuity of operations (JMS 37). The Agreement
remained unregistered but provided that the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission had recorded that either party
may withdraw from the Agreement by giving 30 days� notice.

14 In October 1998 BHPIO embarked on a plan �Vision 2005� to focus on cultural change across the organisation. It was directed
at lowering the costs of production whilst increasing the output of iron ore. The plan included a reduction in the number of
employees.

15 In February 1999 iron ore industry negotiations in Japan determined a new global price for iron ore. For BHPIO this resulted in
a 10% reduction in price and a significant drop in tonnages. This meant that BHPIO had to reduce the cost of production and
change the manner in which it as operating. It did not have until 2005 to cut production costs. Management considered that this
had to be done as soon as possible. A voluntary redundancy program commenced in March 1999.

16 The parties met in March 1999. Among matters discussed were EBA 4 and the IR Agreement. BHPIO indicated its objective to
renegotiate the 1997 IR Agreement to bring its workplace more into line with its competitors. BHPIO sought to eliminate paid
union meetings and the excessive time representatives spent off the job. A proposal was put to the unions in April 1999 for
revised arrangements for progressing industrial relations matters. However between April and July 1999 there was industrial
action. The unions formally rejected BHPIO�s proposal in May 1999 and sought to establish the position whereby the 1997 IR
Agreement would not be varied prior to the negotiation of EBA 4 in November 1999.

17 BHPIO gave notice of the termination of the 1997 IR Agreement and a variation was eventually negotiated in July 1999. The
circumstance under which the new document was negotiated is set out in Mr Stockden�s witness statement paragraphs 192 to
214.

18 The revised IR Agreement included deletion of the provision for union convenors to take fortnightly off-site work release and
changed arrangements for shop steward meetings, mass meeting and pre-shift meetings.
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19 Clause 10 � Status Quo which provided the following was deleted from the revised document.
�10.0 Status Quo

1. Means all established and agreed practices and/or procedures including those that have been negotiated at the
employer/union level.

2. Where there is disagreement as to which work constitutes status quo, the parties shall immediately discuss ways
in which normal operations will proceed without prejudice to the position of the parties in subsequent
discussions of proceedings.�

However with the clause providing for the method of progressing industrial problems the requirement that �Status Quo will
continue when matters are being progressed� was retained in the revised IR Agreement (Clause 3) � BHPIO Industrial
Relations Agreement (1997 � as amended, 16 July 1999).

20 Other factors which impinged either directly or indirectly on the relationship between the parties in 1998 � 1999 were the
competition between some of the unions at BHPIO for union members and the merger discussions and due diligence exercise
with Hamersley Iron. The former caused considerable disruption and the latter gave added impetus to the imperative for
BHPIO to bring its production costs into line with those of its competitors.

21 Issues of union coverage were the subject of proceedings under section 72A of the Act before the Full Bench of the
Commission with a decision being handed down on 22nd September 1999 ((1999) 79 WAIG 2998).

22 While industrial relations matters were not key issues in the merger discussions with Hamersley Iron they did stand out for
BHPIO�s management in comparing production costs with its competitors. On BHPIO�s assessment, Hamersley Iron was seen
to have a 25% to 30% productivity advantage as a result of their arrangements whereby all employees were staff appointments.
The due diligence exercise was subsequently considered to have been the catalyst for BHPIO to offer workplace agreements
under a non collective arrangement.

23 The decision of Kenny J of the Federal Court in Australian Workers Union v BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd [(2001) 102 IR 401] sets
out in detail developments which culminated in offers of workplace agreements to employees in November 1999. The course
of that development in Kenny J�s decision also covers consideration which was being given to BHPIO�s strategies for a
�revolutionary EBA� to replace the document which was to expire in November 1999. Kenny J notes that in September
1999 BHPIO was considering three principal scenarios. The first was a tough enterprise bargaining agreement to replace EBA
3 with no IR Agreement. This entailed abolishing the IR Agreement entered into in July 1997, only a minor wage increase,
staff doing wages work, 12 hour shifts for locomotive drivers and for rolling stock maintenance. There would be no
compromise (Kenny J (op cit) paragraph 135).

24 The second scenario was a �low level roll over EBA� with provision for WPA�s to be �dribbled out� in response to a
�groundswell� from the workforce (Kenny J (op cit) paragraph 136).

25 Within the final possibility were the options of a collective workplace agreement or the roll over of the then current EBA.
26 Next BHPIO considered delaying EBA negotiations and �just offering WPA�s in response to groundswell�. It was the two final

options within this scenario which were subsequently adopted by BHPIO (Kenny J (op cit) paragraph 137).
27 In September 1999 the industrial relations environment on BHPIO�s assessment included the following�

1. Major downsizing March � December 1999

2. Merger talks with Hamersley Iron had created the expectation of WPA�s in the workforce

3. There was an expectation that something was going to happen in November 1999 (EBA 3 expired at that time)

4. Workforce perception that employment prospects outside BHPIO were enhanced if on WPA�s

5. The unions� single bargaining unit was breaking down

6. Section 72A decision from the Full Bench

7. The opportunity created by a confused/disillusioned workforce
(Kenny J (op cit) paragraph 138)

28 Kenny J (op cit) states�
�By letters dated 9 November 1999, BHPIO wrote to all its employees bound by the Award offering them WPA�s
pursuant to the WPA Act. The offer was made to all employees bound by the Award other than those who had confirmed
their acceptance of an offer of voluntary redundancy as part of BHPIO�s restructuring program or implementation of
driver only rail operations. The package that was sent to each employee included a letter offering the employee a �staff
position� with a new title upon the condition that the employee sign the enclosed WPA to be registered under the WPA
Act. The letter set out a new total salary and other benefits and stated�

�Should you accept this offer your conditions of employment will be in accordance with this letter of
offer, the attached Workplace Agreement and Staff Contract of Employment.�

In addition the letter advised that�
�[Y]our entitlement to annual leave (including airfare travel assistance), sick leave and long service leave
accrued to date will be preserved and recognised in your staff position.
In addition, under the Staff Sick Leave benefits, you will be entitled to salary continuance during absences due
to illness or injury to a maximum period of 12 months. As a result, if you accept this offer, you may elect, if
you wish, to have your accrued sick leave paid out.�

Also included in the package were an Explanation of Offer; �Changes at a glance � A Comparison between Award and
Staff Employment�; and �What the Change Means for You: Key Questions and Answers on the Staff Employment
Offer�. The �Key Questions� document relatively stated�

�It is your choice as to whether you are a union member � this is not affected by your accepting the staff offer.
�
Your acceptance of the offer is completely up to you.
If you do not choose to sign the Agreement, your employment will continue on the current terms and conditions
of employment under the Award and the EBA.�
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The �Staff Contract of Employment� advised: �You are required to comply with all the Company�s Staff Handbook,
workplace policies and procedures as amended from time to time.� Employees were advised in the material sent to them
that the Staff Handbook provided: �An employee is entitled at any stage of [an issue resolution process] procedure to
have in attendance a work colleague to assist them in the progression of the issue.�

29 There were no negotiations between the parties about EBA 4 during 1999 nor subsequently. EBA 3 (together with EBA�s
1 and 2 and registered agreements) continued to apply to employees that did not take up WPA�s.

30 Information provided by BHPIO states that the company currently employs approximately 1600 employees at Perth and in its
Pilbara operations. Employees are identified as�

a. Approximately 560 traditional staff employees such as management, professional employees, administration
and support staff; and

b. Approximately 1040 employees who are traditionally covered by the Award and EBA�s.
31 However of the 1040 traditional Award and EBA employees there are about 550 employees who are award free by reason of

accepting the workplace agreements BHPIO offered in November 1999 (JMS witness statement paragraphs 22 and 24).
32 Other information provided in the course of proceedings confirms that with the exclusion of apprentices, the split between

employees covered by the Award and those working under WPA�s is 50% - 50%.
33 Mr D. Schapper representing the unions other than the AWU (Mr Llewellyn) and CEPU (Mr Murie), submitted a print out

from the BHP Minerals website (http://www.bhp.com) to give an overview of the BHPIO corporate structure and its
operations. An extract from this follows�

�BHP Minerals � Iron Ore
Introduction
BHP Iron Ore is part of BHP Minerals, a business group of BHP Limited (BHP). It encompasses the Mt Newman,
Goldsworthy and Yandi joint ventures, the Jimblebar mine, Pilbara Energy Pty Ltd and BHP Direct Reduced Iron Pty
Ltd. Joint Venture partners are Mitsui and Itochu. BHP Iron Ore holds quality certification to the international standard
AS/NZS ISO 9002:1994.
BHP Iron Ore began producing high grade iron ore from the rich Mt Whaleback mine, near Newman, in 1969, twelve
years after its discovery by Stan Hilditch. Since then, extensive exploration and drilling throughout the Pilbara has
expanded resources to over 10 000 million tonnes.
Today, BHP Iron Ore�s future is underlined by its vast reserves of quality iron ores occurring in some 40 orebodies with
access to the existing Newman to Port Hedland railway. Mt Whaleback, with remaining reserves of more than
750 million tonnes, continues to be the primary mine. The nearby Orebodies 18, 23, 25, 29 and 30, and Jimblebar have
been developed to supplement production from Mt Whaleback. On a larger scale, the Yandi and Yarrie mines have added
to the range of products available to BHP Iron Ore�s customers. Adjacent to Yandi is the yet to be developed Area C
reserve containing around 1800 million tonnes of high grade ore.
As mine production has increased, so too has BHP Iron Ore�s capacity to rail and ship its products to steelmakers around
the world and to BHP Steel in Australia. With the existing railroad infrastructure available for extensive new deposits,
and modern iron ore processing, blending and shipping facilities at Port Hedland, BHP Iron Ore can respond quickly to
the steel industry�s needs well into the twenty-first century.�

34 Mr D.J. Miller, Vice President Operations BHPIO outlined present industry trends and the demands to meet the future.
�Present trends in the iron ore market have made BHPIO�s higher production costs more significant. The iron industry
has undergone significant recent consolidation namely the�

(a) Acquisition of North by Rio Tinto, giving it control of Robe River and allowing it to integrate these
operations with its wholly owned Hamersley Iron business.

(b) The acquisition of Simitri and Ferteco in Brazil by the world�s largest producer, CVRD.
There has also been a trend towards the consolidation of customers in the market, for example, the formation in 1999 of
the Corus Group through the merger of British Steel and Hoogovens, the recently announced merger of the three large
European producers, Aceralia, Arbed and Usinor to create the world�s largest steel producer. Japanese Steel companies
NKK and KSC have also announced their intention to merge � this will create the largest Japanese Steel producer.
With BHPIO�s competitors and customers developing into larger entities, I consider there is a very real need for BHPIO
to ensure that it becomes more efficient as a business operation. These efficiencies can be gained through�

(a) better utilisation of the company�s capital assets (such as the company�s fleet of locomotives);
(b) lowering production costs; and
(c) developing a more efficient and flexible labour workforce.�

35 Developments in the international market and the challenges posed for BHPIO were matters of which the workforce
represented by unions were not unaware. Mr Schapper pointed out that the drop in iron ore prices and the reduction in tonnages
announced in March 1999 impacted most dramatically on the Mt Whaleback operations as steel makers showed a preference
for cheaper ore such as Yandi. It was an appreciation of the impact of developments in the international market that drove the
voluntary redundancy programme and in turn the Newman Business Efficiency Programme (�BEP�) (Union Material Folio 11:
Attachment to R. K. Kumeroa�s witness statement).

36 The BEP recorded that the parties had held discussions in March 1999 and recognised that a joint effort must be made to
improve the performance and efficiency of the Newman operations. It states that�

�The changes in the attached document have become necessary due to added pressure placed on the business resulting
from price decreases and tonnage reductions commencing 1st April 1999.
Our costs must be compatible to our competitors (including contractors) to ensure the future security of the business
operations and increased job security for its employees.�

(BEP page 1)
37 It is noted that in April 1999 in response to economic conditions the parties also entered into the DOO. The document

registered in the Commission on 21st April 1999 notes�
�First of all, introduction of Driver Only Operation is not about eliminating jobs, �it is about preserving jobs. The fact is,
the iron ore business is a highly competitive one, and production costs have a major bearing on positioning in the market
place. Therefore, the low-cost producers have a distinct advantage in pricing and sustainability in business.
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BHPIO�s major competitors in the Pilbara, namely Hamersley Iron and Robe River, operate their trains using single
person operation. This represents a substantial cost benefit in this area over BHP. By implementing Driver Only
Operation, BHP eliminates this competitive disadvantage.
In the words of John Hannah, Senior Vice-President and Group General Manager of BHP Iron Ore, �Reducing our cost
base is imperative to our future success�.
As everyone knows, the world, and in particular our industry, is subject to constant change � as has been underlined by
the sudden downturn in the Asian economies, our major markets.
Already we have seen the effects of this, as evidenced by the reduction in our railings and our inability to increase sales in
YEM99. The jury is still out on just what affect the current world economic situation will have on our markets in the
coming year, but we must be prepared to make adjustments to deal with changing market conditions.
Our shareholders are expecting a return on the large investments, which include�

! Nelson Point Expansion Project
! Yandi Mine expansion
! New mining equipment and railroad rolling stock
! Capacity Expansion Project, includes third dumper
! Lump Rescreening Plant upgrade (TCB2)

The excitement of rapid growth over the past few years is now being tempered by an uncertain market outlook, increasing
cost pressures and greater competition from other iron suppliers.
In these times, if we are to maintain or improve on our position in the iron ore industry, we cannot rely solely on
expanding our business to increase revenue from sales.
Therefore, the time has come to direct our efforts towards making the most out of the capital invested in our new projects.
At the same time, if we are to maintain or improve our competitiveness in a declining market, we must become stronger
by controlling our costs and continuing previous efforts to become a more efficient producer.
In a competing market, we must have a reliable, quality driven system in place at every point in the operating chain
leading to the delivery of ore to our customers.
To set new levels of efficiency, each department had been asked to develop benchmarks that compares their current
performance against others in similar industries.
The reality is that customers are only interested in the price of ore landed at their steel mills and, to this extent, our
objective is to reduce our overall unit costs by 20% over the short term.
Cost reductions should not be seen as a negative � it is an integral part of growing sustainable, sound business.
We are not going to compromise on safety and environmental performance and will continue to make these issues a
priority.
Similar reviews are going on in all BHP centres and some areas of BHP Iron Ore (eg. Marketing, Human Resources) are
participating in BHP Minerals-wide review.�

((1999) 80 WAIG 1771 at 1772)
38 Differences between the unions� proposed awards centre on provisions being sought by the AWU and CEPU with respect to�

1. the status of union representation in attendance during the Issue Resolution Process (Clause 18);
2. the maintenance of �status quo� while a matter is being progressed through the Commission under the Issue

Resolution Process (Clause 18);
3. recourse to the Issue Resolution Process where an employee or groups of employees are of the view that any

alteration of the Policies and Procedures under Clause 21 will have a detrimental impact on them; and
4. a requirement imposed on BHPIO to keep up to date a publication of its policies and procedures and provide a copy

to each employee and the union (Clause 21 � Policies and Procedures).
39 Without in any way detracting from the detailed submissions presented by Mr Schapper and supported by Mr Llewellyn and

Mr Murie, the following is a summary of some of the points put forward in support of the claim for a new award including the
principles and philosophy underpinning the terms and conditions being proposed.

1. The applicant unions have taken the initiative to seek the issuance of a new award. They recognise the need for an
orderly transition from the old system to the new system. With this there will be the stripping away of years of
interlocking layers of industrial regulation. This will facilitate change.

2. The need to meet international competition and the demands of clients is recognised. Within this framework the
unions want to preserve work for present employees and those that follow. The award addresses the fears of
employees that their jobs can be contracted out en mass and that their terms and condition can be undermined by
contractors.

3. The advent of WPA�s is a dramatic departure from several decades of the manner in which industrial relations have
been conducted between the parties. The approach has been based on a cooperation and is reflected in long-standing
registered and unregistered agreements.

4. Award protection is necessary against long term erosion of terms and conditions of employment. It protects those
employees who don�t wish to submit to the control of WPA�s. It reflects a proper balance between management by
employee consensus and command and control. The Award and unionism gives employees rights and obligations
which are fundamental to their position within the community.

5. There are core issues which are central to the employees� relationships with their employer and which some
members of the workforce are not prepared to hand control to BHPIO. These go to�

i. Wage rates;
ii. The number of hours to be worked;
iii. The time at which work is performed;
iv. The work to be performed

a. under classification
b. contracting out;

and
v. The location at which work is to be performed (ie. No unilateral transfers between sites).
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6. The award recognises and accommodates the contribution these employees have made to the prosperity of the
company. Properly used the award will make a massive contribution to productivity. It will reflect the status of
award employees in their contribution to BHPIO just as those who have taken up WPA�s are recognised.

7. The award has been developed in conjunction with members. It has been scrutinised and has been subjected to a
process of endorsement.

8. The wage fixing principles contemplate that the application may be heard and determined on its merits. There is
nothing in the principles which prevent it from determining the matter on the basis of equity, good conscience and
substantial merit in accordance with Section 26 of the Act. The application meets the requirements of Principle
10 ((2001) 81 WAIG 1721).

40 Particulars of Unions� Claims
Remuneration
The unions seek a wage outcome of 25% on rates paid under EBA 3. This increase also applies to allowances. It is stated that it
is not an ambit claim and nor is it claimed to be unreasonable.
The other element of the increase is for superannuation contributions to be increased from 8% to 14% of wage rates. This it is
said would bring BHPIO award employees into line with the benefit other employees throughout the BHP conglomerate enjoy.
Justification for the increase of 25% in wage rates is based on the following factors�

1. CPI movements since September 1999 quarter to March 2001 have been 6.3%. EBA 3 expired in November 1999.
There have not been any wage increases subsequent to the expiry of that agreement. It is recognised that the 6.3%
movement takes into account the impact of the GST.

2. General outcomes from EBA increases in the community have been in the range of 3.5% to 4.4% per annum in
1999 and 2000.

3. WPA�s have been granted very substantial pay increases from November 1999.
4. Since November 1999 there have been substantial increases in productivity at BHPIO. This has continued since

1999 albeit not at the same rate (refer to Publication �BHP Iron Ore Chronicle� January 1997 to May 2001 and
�Chronicle Summary�). It is submitted that EBA employees made a significant contribution to this increased output
and efficiency. Any claim that productivity improvement is solely attributable to WPA employees is rejected (refer
to memo from Graeme Hunt to all employees: �Outstanding Results for 2001� Exhibit A9).

5. A substantial wage increase is justified given the magnitude of change inherent in the award. The dramatic departure
from the way industrial relations has been conducted in the past will �yield massive increases beyond those now
possible�.

41 In promoting their claim the unions cited the fact that the determination of wage increases is not a �scientific or arithmetic
process�. The history of wage adjustments under EBA 2 (two increases of 5% p.a.) and EBA 3 (two increases of 5% p.a.)
shows that the claim is within reasonable bounds for the operation. The unions also claim that despite the anomaly within the
term of the proposed award, the wage increases being sought would effectively apply for three years. This takes into account
that EBA 3 expired in November 1999 and that there could be no further claim until December 2002.

42 While disclaiming that the wage adjustment seeks parity with increases accorded WPA employees, the unions note the
magnitude of salary increases under those arrangements (refer to Exhibits R12 and R13). It was pointed out that in addition to
the initial increase on taking up a WPA in November 1999, individuals received the pay out of accrued sick leave entitlements
and subsequent adjustment in 2000 and 2001 under the general salary review for BHPIO staff appointees and the Iron Ore
Incentive Program (�IOIP�).

43 In the course of proceedings Mr Schapper made application for retrospectivity to be granted to the unions� claim. It was noted
that those taking up WPA�s in November 1999 received three months retrospectivity. The claim for retrospectivity to the date
of application (ie. 2nd April 2001) is based on special circumstances. These are that BHPIO refused to negotiate an EBA from
at least November 1999 to June 2000 and that similar consideration was given to those entering into WPA�s.

44 As to the financial impact of the claim attention was drawn to the �BHP Investor Relations Investment Briefing Paper �
November 1999. Changes in Employment Arrangements � BHP Iron Ore�. The advice notes in the circumstances of
approximately one thousand of its award based employees moving to staff employment contracts (ie. WPA�s) then�

�It is expected that total salary costs will be in the order of A$10 million on a 100% take-up basis. The higher indicative
annual salary costs are less than 1% of cash costs per tonne of iron ore produced and will be significantly more than offset
by productivity gains. In addition accrued sick leave entitlements will be cashed out as a one off expected cost of
A$10 million (provision for these costs has already been made)�.

(Exhibit A2)
45 Use of Contractors

Restrictions imposed on BHPIO in the use of contractors has a history going back to before 1984. The Award provision has
been significantly modified by the operation of EBA�s, IR Agreements and the BEP. Specific provisions applied to the
company�s various operations (Refer to EBA2 dated 25th November 1995). Reference was made to �core� and �non core�
duties and provisions, for manning levels, job protection and the offer of overtime when contractors were used. Concessions
agreed to by the unions under the BEP and 1999 Industrial Relations Agreement on the use of contractors was at the time
recognised to have been on an interim basis pending negotiation of EBA4. Now that that has not eventuated, the Unions seek
to establish a position to increase restrictions on the use of contractors. This position is taken because of the fear that the
Newman Mining operation could be contracted out and everyone made redundant. This together with the introduction of
workplace agreements gives rise to fears of job security.

46 The unions accept the complexity of BHPIO�s operation and the fact that the company cannot retain all the expertise on staff
makes the use of contractors imperative. There are long standing arrangements and acceptance that contractors should be used
in emergencies and on particular work. However as far as the unions are concerned �enough is enough�. It is not that the
unions are seeking to prevent the use of contractors; it is claimed that they want to preserve the work currently being
performed by BHPIO employees. The use of contractors holds out the potential to completely eliminate award employment.

47 It is said that attempts to draft a provision which adequately addresses complex situations for the use of contractors while
preserving the skills and jobs of their members has, in the union�s experience been fraught with difficulty. The number of
disputes before Kenner C over the use of contractors and the application of industrial relations agreements and EBA�s to
particular circumstances attest to this (see Commission Exhibit �BHP Commission Matters�). Mr Schapper submitted�

�What we have attempted to do subject to those inherent limitations in our clause 25 - - the first paragraph really mirrors
existing provisions except there�s a requirement to give the detailed reasons for considering the use of contractors. The
provision of information of course in line with the authorities that I referred to yesterday about consultation in the work-
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force - - the provision of information is essential where one seeks to get one�s work-force on side. To get the work-force on
side other than by use of the big stick requires that the work-force be informed of what decisions are being made and why
they are being made. There�s then a provision which says�

�Where BHP decides to engage contractors it shall immediately give the unions at least 4 weeks� written notice of
those matters.�

Again that is much along the lines of existing clauses except I�ve added 6, the detailed reasons why direct employees of
BHP are not to carry out the work, and then I have said, and this is the major provision�

�Unless each of the unions give their prior consent in writing, BHP shall not engage contractors to perform any
work which at the date of the making of the application for this award was ordinarily or usually or largely carried
out by persons employed directly by BHP provided that consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.�

Now, what we are saying in that clause is enough is enough. The permanent work-force and the work that it performs has
been cut to the bone and it should go, in our respectful submission, no further. Now, BHP�s witness statements depict our
claim as something that will completely destroy its business. They depict our claim as if it would prevent the completely
uncontroversial use of contractors that has occurred for many years in the operation, and it doesn�t. There is a
misapprehension on the part of BHP as to what we seek to do is to preserve that work which is currently carried out by BHP
direct employees to those employees in the future, given the extent of contracting out that we have seen in the review of the
documents that I have made.
There�s then a revival of the clause �No employee shall be made redundant as a result of the use of contractors and no
employee to whom this award applies shall suffer detrimental - - any detrimental effect in respect of their earnings, job
security or available reasonable hours of overtime by reason of the employment of contractors�, which are similar to
existing provisions in the clause 29 or the various agreements.�

48 It is insufficient in the unions� view (Transcript pages 92 and 93) to cite the adequacy of redundancy payments as a retort to the
call for job security. They say that argument is too narrow and mistakes or misunderstands the nature of unionism. The present
employees owe their advantageous terms and conditions of employment not only to their own efforts but also those who came
before them at BHPIO. Employment and the terms and conditions under which work is performed should be available to those
that follow. Contracting out has the potential to completely eliminate award employment.

49 The unions believe that the terms of their proposed clause can accommodate demands for contractors under arrangements that
presently exist. To assist in meeting demands provision is proposed for casual, part-time and fixed term employment under the
proposed award.

50 As to the question of consultation with the workforce over the proposed use of contractors, the unions consider that it is
difficult if not impossible to set down in an entirely clear way the manner and mode of consultation. However an aggressive
exclusion of employees from the consultative process is a �lose � lose situation.�

51 To address the complexities of situations involving the use of contractors, the unions have said that �if at the date that this
application was made to this Commission work was ordinarily done by employees at BHP it shall continue to be so unless the
unions consent otherwise.�

52 In support of the claim copies of �Use of Contractors� provisions from other mining awards were tendered (see Exhibit A8).
53 Change of Location Clause 20

This is a �core� matter and is therefore excluded from matters over which BHPIO has �unilateral control.� While BHPIO may
require an employee to transfer that is subject to the consent of the employee.

54 Housing Policy � Under Termination (Clause 15)
The conditions which the Unions seek to include are those which applied when voluntary redundancies were effected in 1999.

55 Implementing Change
In many respects the unions see the provision in Clause 21 � Policies and Procedures and Clause 26 � Transitional as the
centrepiece of their award proposal. These provisions read together give BHPIO �unilateral power� to implement change, to
extricate itself from the interlocking, intermeshing and interdependent labyrinth of industrial regulations. This ability is
qualified only with respect to those �core� matters which cannot be varied other than by way of award amendment and the
requirement that BHPIO gives 6 weeks� notice of its intention to vary, change, abolish or replace some existing practice or
procedure.

56 While on the face of it Clause 21 � Policies and Procedures and Clause 26 � Transitional catches every policy and procedure in
BHPIO�s operation from safety to administrative requirements it is intended to cover those policies and procedures relevant
only to the particular interests of individuals as employees of BHPIO.

57 Just so that it is not misunderstood, while the requirement to give 6 weeks� written notice of each proposed variation, addition
or deletion imparts no other duty on BHPIO, the unions� make it clear that passive acceptance cannot be assumed. This it is
said characterises the difference between those on WPA�s and award employees. The latter retains the right to object, discuss
and if need be take matters to the Commission. Nevertheless the power vested in BHPIO to initiate change in all but �core�
activities is claimed to be absolute. It is intended to place BHPIO in the unique position of being able to introduce flexibilities
not previously considered. Overtime could be made compulsory but shift arrangements remain a �core� condition. Working
hours in rail could not be extended beyond the 42 hours or 45 hours to 50 hours without seeking a wage claim.

58 Notwithstanding the terms of Clauses 21 and 26 the provision for the continuing application of the 1999 IR Agreement (or as it
is referred to in the proposed Award, the Industrial Relations Agreement (1997 as amended) under the Issue Resolution
Process (Clause 18) introduces a complexity or complication to the operation of Clauses 21 and 26. This IR Agreement is
claimed by the unions to currently apply through the application of EBA 3 and the B.E.P. Nothing in Clauses 21 or 26 could
operate to cancel that agreement for 12 months.

59 The AWU and CEPU also seek, separately from the claim of the other unions, the continuing application of a status quo
provision. This has implications for the operation of Clauses 21 and 26.

60 Hours of Work
The terms set out in Clause 8 of the proposed award reflect the principle that hours of work are a �core� matter and cannot be
unilaterally changed. The unions submitted that hours are another aspect of the price of labour. There is no difference between
increasing the number of hours of work and leaving the price the same and leaving the hours the same and cutting the price.
Hours of work, it was pointed out dictates to a large extent an employee�s family life, his/her social activities and his/her
intellectual and educational pursuits.
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61 The unions� claim in Clause 8 is that each employee shall work a 40, 42, 44, 48 or 50 hour week in accordance with the current
rostered hours set in the department and the ordinary hours may only be altered with the agreement of the majority of
employees under the award working in the department. Likewise shift changes should not be made without the consent of the
majority of employees.

62 Employee Classification and Duties
This is considered to be a �core� issue by the unions. Although the classifications set out in Clause 7 � Wages have been taken
from EBA 3 and do not relate to any other provision in the proposed award, the unions consider that the classification structure
should be included in the award by way of a particular provision or by the operation of policy pursuant to Clauses 21 and 26 of
the union proposed award. It is accepted by the unions that there needs to be �a reasonably flexible classification structure�. (In
the course of proceedings BHPIO submitted a copy of �Schedule 3 � Award Classification�. This is being checked by the
unions).

63 The unions accept that rigid classifications have been broken down and that generally employees may be required to work
within their competence subject only to safe working conditions. This has long been a feature of employment at BHPIO. The
terms of Clause 6 is that:-

�Provided however that each employee shall be entitled to be employed primarily on the work for which that employee was
last employed on the making of this award is trained, competent and work experienced�.

is not intended as a major shift from the current position. The concern is that employees may be employed in lesser duties than
they might otherwise be employed on.

64 The following matters were the subject of written submission by the Unions during the course of proceedings. Claims on these
�secondary� matters are set out hereunder.

65 Choice � Clause 22 � Offer of Employment
It is current BHPIO policy to only employ new employees on the WPA and this policy in fact is applied. Such a policy is
susceptible to the jurisdiction of the Commission: RGC Mineral Sands Ltd v CMETU and Others 80 WAIG 2437. By offering
employment only on the WPA, BHPIO deprives new employees of the prospect of being employed under the award. The
prime purpose of the award is to set down employee rights and entitlements. The award is made for the protection of
employees. For example, the employee�s salary is set out in the award and is not variable at BHPIO�s instance. Under the
WPA, BHPIO can unilaterally vary employees� salaries. Similar situations (euphemistically called �flexibilities�) arise in
relation to all the other areas of critical importance to employees such as hours of work, shift arrangements, classification and
location of work.
Clearly it is employee rights which are most significantly affected by the EBA/WPA choice.
Since it is the employee�s rights which are affected, it is the employee who should have the choice as to which is to apply. The
question of whether the employee will trade off the award protections for the WPA dollars is a question which, under the
current policy, is being answered for the employee by BHPIO. This is clearly unfair. Further, existing employees had the right
to choose between the EBA and the WPA. There is no reason why new employees should not have the same right.

66 Productivity Bonus � Clause 7 - Wages
A productivity bonus was introduced as part of restructuring in 1990 (70 WAIG 4437).
It was extended to staff employees. The scheme was adjusted from time to time. Payment was last made under the scheme in
May 1999. Formal notice of withdrawal from the scheme was given in November 2000. The �trade offs� were not rescinded.
In addition to the annual overall salary review WPA employees receive an annual bonus under the IOIP. The target amount of
the bonus is 7.5% each year of defined salary. It is not an increase but an annual payment.
The bonus is calculated by reference to company performance and departmental performance. It is allocated according to
BHPIO�s assessment of each WPA individual�s performance.
Award employees have contributed significantly to the overall success of BHPIO (see Exhibit UM8 being Harris email of
2 July 2000 �a bloody good effort from all�� �thanks to all employees� and then concluding with the Hunt memo of 1 May
2001 �everyone is to be congratulated�. See also Chronicle April 2000 p2 �a credit to you all�; June 2000 p2 �a credit to all
employees�; July 2000 p1 �a credit to all employees�; October 2000 p4 �a credit to all employees� and Feb
2001 p4 �acknowledge the commitment of EBA employees�).
These remarks properly recognise that in a complex and integrated operation such as BHPIO the company�s output is, at least,
as much to do with co-operative teamwork as it is with individual effort. Increased overall productivity is therefore to the EBA
employees� credit as least as much as it may be to the credit of the WPA employees. The BHP charter/policy is at Exhibit 2. At
page 11 BHPIO commits to freedom of association for employees. At page 19 BHPIO commits to rewarding employees for
performance. But BHPIO is not performance rewarding those employees who have chosen to maintain an adherence to the
collective approach � as freedom of association permits them to do. BHPIO is therefore in breach of its own charter. It follows
from the above that the unions� claim for a performance related payment ought succeed. That claim excludes the individual
review aspect of the WPA incentive scheme. As each department�s allocated incentive amount is divided up between WPA
employees according to their respective individual reviews the Commission may need to make an adjustment to cater for the
fact that EBA employees are not to participate in the individual review process. This might be done by simply requiring the
budgeted amount per employee (being the �meets expectations: amount) to be allocated to each award employee.

67 Superannuation � Clause 17
This claim is for an increase in contribution from 8% to 14%. This is justified on the same basis as the 25% pay claim as
superannuation is simply remuneration paid to a fund instead of direct to the employee.
This is an important claim because of the beneficial tax treatment of superannuation contributions. That treatment effectively
increases the net benefit to the employee beyond that which flows from an equivalent gross wage increase.
As the BHP Provident Fund is a defined benefit fund there will need to be discussions between the parties as to treatment to be
given to such additional payment as the Commission may order.

68 Union Rights � Clause 23 � Union Representation
Right of entry
The current provision of the award is Clause 28 � Union Officials which gives a right of entry to a �duly accredited full-time
official�. The unions� claim is for any �accredited union representative� to have right of entry.
The purpose of this change is to recognise that unions, like other entities in the community, operate through a variety of agents
and representatives not necessarily limited to full time officials: see Wood statement at UM12 at paragraphs 6-8. To limit right
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of entry to full time officials is to impose an unjustifiable inflexibility on the union parties to the award inconsistent with
modern ways of conducting business.

69 Leave for stewards etc
The current IR Agreement (JMS6) provides�

• Paid leave, subject to release, for stewards and convenors to attend to the matters listed in paragraph 2 of
5.0 Site Union representatives� Performance of Duties p8. See also 9.0 Industrial Time at p12.

• Paid leave, subject to approval, for stewards and employees to attend the meetings list in 6.0 Meetings at p9.
Further, the DOO agreement (JMS5) provides for detailed union leave provisions at 6.20 Agreement on How We Do Business
at 80 WAIG 1792.
Provisions of this type have existed at BHPIO by agreement for a least a quarter of a century: see 55 WAIG 1617.
BHPIO carries the onus of justifying a change to a longstanding custom or practice: see 67 WAIG 763 at 766. No such
justification has been advanced.
Further, in view of the fact that BHPIO does not want to employ any person on the award/EBA and prefers WPA employment
it is likely that BHPIO, in the pursuit of its industrial objectives, may take unfair action against award/EBA employees. The
unfair dismissal claims of Jones and Robinson support this likelihood. Continuation of existing union rights is thereby
indicated.
Paid leave was granted by the Commission in the Robe paid meetings case: see IAC decision at 67 WAIG 723.
The claim for trade union training leave is a new claim which is justified.
ASE v WAGRC 71 WAIG 1863 evidences that this form of leave has been applicable in government employment since 1986.
A slightly more limited form of leave to attend training in dispute settling procedures was granted by the AIRC in Re Metal,
Engineering and Associated Industries Award PR 903193 decision of Munro J delivered 6 April 2001. See also Re Security
Employees (Victoria) Award 1998 Print S4197. This form of training will facilitate dispute resolution at site level at BHPIO.

70 Continuing payment for disputed dismissals
Continuation of this longstanding benefit is essential to preserve the efficacy of the remedy of reinstatement. Mr Robinsons�
evidence demonstrates that it would be virtually impossible for most dismissed employees to remain in the Pilbara pending
hearing and determination of this claim. If the Commission determines that they be reinstated it would be very difficult for the
employee to return to the Pilbara with all the associated costs and dislocation to family. Cooling�s case means the Commission
cannot remedy the financial loss on the determination of the claim. But the inclusion of �conditions which are to take effect
after the termination of employment� in paragraph (b) of the definition of �industrial matter� renders the present claim within
jurisdiction.

71 Casual Loading � Clause 24 � Casual and Term employees
The unions claim a casual loading of 25%. The current award provides for a loading of 20%. The loading for casual staff is
25%: see staff handbook, Exhibit UM4 addendum 1 p2.
Casual loading is to compensate for non-receipt of benefits such as annual leave, long service leave and the like.
Reasons why the loading should be greater than the current 20% include�

1. Long service leave at BHP is more beneficial than the standard 15 years.

2. BHP shift workers receive 5 weeks annual leave and casuals may be required to work shifts.

3. Recent cases indicate a trend to give ordinary casual workers 25%: Re Metal, Engineering an
Associated Industries Award 1988 print T4991 [25%]; Queensland Council of Unions v Crown and
Others No B1346 of 1999 QIRC delivered 3 April 2001 [23%].

72 Income Maintenance � Clause 8 � Hours of Work
Long term shift and classification transfers have major implications for employee remuneration. By seeking income
maintenance, the unions� claim seeks to smooth the economic effects of such transfers. The claim is similar to that which has
already been applied for many years. See attachments to Connors� statement at union materials #10; EBA II pp40-41, 79 at
JMS3. See also 1.2 staff handbook #4.

73 Various Allowances � Clause 7 � Wages
The unions proposed award and the BHPIO proposed award both include the allowances set out in EBA 3. BHP have deleted
the plumbers registration allowance and there is no objection from the unions as to this.
The unions� claim includes allowances which are currently paid but not included in EBA 3. There is evidence that each of the
allowances in question are currently paid: see Exhibit UM10 Connor�s statement at paragraph 10; Union Material UM9 Blyth�s
statement at paragraph 9 and the attached Nelson Point Shift restructure document of November 1999; Johncock UM 20 at
paragraph 46. In cross examination Stockden conceded that fairness requires that allowances which are currently paid should
continue and that the only basis that they are not in BHPIO�s claim is that they are not in EBA 3.
Each of the allowances in the union claim has been increased by 25%. Historically, allowances have increased by the amount
of any wage increase.

74 For the unions� part they see that they have, through the award application, initiated a process of sweeping away 30 years of
�encrustation of prescription�. It is acknowledged that in some instances the terms may have been drafted too widely.
However, the intentions are clear. The proposal seeks to facilitate change and while the unions will seek to be involved the
right only extends to being notified. They always retain their rights under the Act.

75 In putting forward the claim the unions expressly disavow the intent to embark on a trading process. �We are trading in
everything we�ve got�. In so doing the unions maintain protection of core areas to cover wages, the number of hours worked,
the time at which work is performed, the work to be performed (ie. classification and contracting out) and the location at which
it is to be performed. Any other matter which impacts on the terms and conditions of employment and, significantly, the
circumstances under which work is performed is a matter in respect of which notice should be given.

76 The Commission should make a decision in principle upon this matter as to whether the unions� claim for implementing
change ought be accepted or not. If it is, the unions submit that the parties should be directed to go away and draw up details as
to how it is to work. In this respect, it is submitted that a member of the Commission could be available to assist in that process
if there are difficulties.
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77 In support of their claim the unions presented evidence from the following witnesses�
Mr R.A. Blyth: Mobile Plant Operator/Production Operator B Shift at Nelson Point.
Mr T.A. Chadwick: Motor Mechanic, Shift Maintenance Nelson Point.
Mr D.J. Connors: Control Room Operator Finucane Island.
Mr R.K. Kumeroa: Production Worker Newman.
Mr G.N. Wood: State Secretary of the CFMEU Mining and Energy Division and Vice President of the

CMETU.
Mr N.J. Walton: Tradesperson ME Workshop Newman.
Mr D.J. Stead: Mechanical Tradesperson Field Maintenance Newman.
Mr N. Kalic: Mine Worker, Production Area, Nelson Point.
Mr D. Pike: Electrician Finucane Island.
Mr R.W. Powell: Engineering Tradesperson Finucane Island.
Mr G. Prvulovic: Beneficiation process Plant Operator, Finucane Island.
Mr C. Bentley: Mechanical Tradesperson Nelson Point.
Mr W.R. Johncock: Engine Driver.
Mr R. Robinson: of Cadjibut Way, South Hedland.
Mr R. Beggs: Mine Worker Newman.
Mr M.D. Llewellyn: Assistant Branch Secretary AWU.
Mr J. Murie: Assistant Secretary CEPU

78 The range of issues addressed by the witnesses included�
! involvement in industrial action
! operation of registered and unregistered agreements in the workplace
! resentment over pay differentials with WPA�s
! the operation of the status quo
! their understanding of the proposed award
! the implementation of transitional arrangements and prospects for change
! the use of contractors and the availability of overtime
! redundancies

79 For the AWU, Mr Llewellyn pressed the Commission to adopt its claim for the status quo to operate in relation to a dispute
once it is notified to the Commission. It would thus not be necessary for the union to separately seek a stay of operation via the
Commission. It pointed to what it described as a deterioration of the relationship between the unions and BHPIO over the last
18 months to two years as measured by the number of matters taken to the Commission. He also made separate submissions in
relation to the contractor / overtime linkages, the operation of the bonus and superannuation.

80 For the CEPU, Mr Murie similarly pressed for the maintenance of the status quo after the operation of the first 12 months of
the unions� claims. In the CEPU�s position, status quo would operate upon the making of an application to the Commission. He
also urges the Commission to insert a provision obliging BHPIO to continue for at least a further 6 months of employment the
employment of persons who have completed their apprenticeship. (He notes the evidence of Mr Stockden that it is BHPIO�s
present intention to continue the practice.)

81 Mr Dixon on behalf of BHPIO made comprehensive submissions in support of the BHPIO proposed award. In doing so he
addressed some background issues and the approach that the Commission should adopt in considering the competing claims
before it.
• It is common ground that the 1984 Award and all formal and informal agreements should be rescinded or cancelled. With

registered industrial agreements there are no residual obligations on cancellation under s.41(7) of the Act. As BHPIO
could retire from such agreements, that right should not be qualified by the operation of the new award.
In this respect the Commission should exercise its power to cancel the Order in matter C 60 of 2001 which continues to
bind BHPIO to the terms and conditions of the 1997 Industrial Relations Agreement (as amended) (2001 WAIRC 02341).

• The Commission has comprehensive powers to deal with industrial matters. It should not seek to deal with every
eventuality in the new award.

• BHPIO should be put in the same position as other employers. The level of award prescription should be commensurate
with industry generally.
A 30 year history of industrial relations agreements and informal arrangements should not prejudice BHPIO and provide
the basis for more protection for award employees than is available to them under rights established pursuant to the Act.

• BHPIO accepts that some employees want to work under the protection of the award system.
• The prosperity of BHPIO is in the employees� long term interests. Inefficiencies prejudice the long term viability of the

company.
• It is not BHPIO�s position that �WPA are better than award employees�. However, they do have a different attitude. They

are more productive, more flexible and more amenable to change. There is not the requirement for them to test every
initiative for permissibility against the terms of a formal or informal agreement. They accept the concept of a �whole of
job� approach to their work. It is wrong to say that they give up any right to object. They are free to cancel the WPA.
Exhibit R14 details examples of flexibilities and efficiencies under the system of WPA�s.

• BHPIO rejects the assertion that it benchmarks performance against Rio Tinto.
• Reductions in costs since 1998 are essentially attributable to two factors; first capital investments and second the greater

proportion of lower cost Yandi ore being produced and shipped.
Evidence submitted by the unions (exhibit 5 �Welcome to BHPIO�) illustrates that the environment in which WPA
employees operate is enhancing efficiency and productivity.

• Industrial Agreements failed to deliver to BHPIO the benefits it had bargained for. These agreements failed to
comprehensively secure reliability of supply, an orderly process for dispute resolution and no forms of industrial action
before, during and after the settlement of an industrial issue. However, BHPIO was required to maintain status quo during
the resolution of a matter, payment to dismissed employees until matters before the Commission were finalised and time
for union representatives to attend to union matters.
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Status Quo has not contributed to the speedy resolution of matter. It operates to usurp the role of the Commission.
• In respect to the genuineness of this pay claim BHPIO draws the Commission�s attention to the fact that in the certified

agreement which is being pursued by the unions there is a 15% claim over the term of the agreement and a redundancy
claim for 2 weeks for each year of service. It is for 3 weeks for each year of service under the new award.

• Consistent with the wage fixing principles the new award should be limited to a Safety Net Award.
If one compares BHPIO�s proposed award to awards prescribed generally by the Commission for industry then it need
not be concerned about ongoing issues which the unions might pursue at the federal level. If the unions continue to pursue
their certified agreement, which on all the evidence is most probable, BHPIO will defend itself within the statutory
scheme available to it. In the meantime, its award will permit it to carry on in a reasonably efficient manner without the
�amazing level of restriction� which the unions� claims would impose on it.

82 The origins of clauses in the BHPIO proposed award are set out in Exhibit R5.
83 In summary, the BHPIO proposed counter-claim award contains the following provisions�

• The term of the award is 12 months.
• The provision for recission of all previous awards and agreements specified in the documents concerned.
• Transfer from one level to another is with the employee�s consent and with one week�s notice (Clause 6.1).
• The Contract of Employment provision reflects the requirement to work a reasonable amount of overtime. Provision for

casual, short-term and part time employment have their source in an EBA.
• The wage rates proposed pick up existing rates under EBA 3 with a 5% increase.

The increase in the aggregate wage proposed under the award was calculated on the basis of the Perth CPI increase,
adjusted to take out the effects of GST for the period between the December quarter 1999 to the March quarter 2001. This
equates to 2.7%. A further 2.3% was then added to take into account the term of the proposed award.

• Hours of work provisions must be read with the schedule which refers to hours worked on which employees are working
particular shift panels or not. Overtime payments are calculated in accordance with the specifed rates under the schedule.
This reflects the proposed wage movement.

• Hours of duty for shift work arrangements reflect the current award but do not include the obligation to consult. If a
change is rendered unfair because there was not consultation, the matter can be reviewed at a later stage.
The right to change the roster is not subject to veto. The protection under the existing award for changing shifts on less
than 48 hours� notice is reflected in the proposed award (Clause 9.7).

• Annual leave travel assistance comes from the existing award and EBA 3 entitlement.
• Sick leave entitlement of 80 hours for each year of service reflects the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.
• Proposed redundancy provisions reflect the terms of the existing award as modified in 1991 and which applied when the

Voluntary Redundancy Programme was implemented in March 1999. It stands at 2 months� wages plus 2 weeks� wages
for every completed year of service. The unions� claim is for 3 weeks� wages for each completed year of service.

• BHPIO contribution to the Employees Provident Fund remains at 8%.
• The Issue Resolution Process under Clause 21 of the proposed award is in line with the provision the Commission

inserted into awards under the Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Act.
• The classification structure will be subject to consideration by the unions. It should be applied on the major and

substantial test.
84 In addressing the provisions to be inserted in the new award. BHPIO rejects the notion that it carries the onus for establishing

change. What is presently in place may not be meritorious and to perpetuate those provisions would be contrary to Section
26 of the Act.

85 BHPIO submits that the proposed counter-claim award addresses �fundamental� or �core� issues identified by the unions. In
summary, there is no need for protection in the use of contractors. The wage increase is appropriate and ordinary hours are
protected. There is no unilateral power to vary arrangements. Shift roster provisions are consistent with the existing award. The
classification structure will be inserted into the award. There is protection against relocation to another site.

86 Furthermore, BHPIO submits that there is no equity in the unions� claim. The unions should be tested against the terms of the
IR Agreement. The legal effect of the proposed transitional provisions under the Clause 26 makes policies and practices
enforceable as award provisions. It enables award variations to progress without reference the Commission to assess the
intention, effect or enforceability. The arrangement does not satisfy the terms of section 26 with respect to its productivity
outcome. The concept with the proposed Clause 21 � Policies and Procedures, is said by BHPIO to represent a mechanism for
change that is unworkable. The inescapable conclusion is that change will only occur if the unions agree.

87 On limiting the use of contractors, it should be recognised that they are an integral and beneficial part of BHPIO business.
BHPIO will continue to use contractors, with the nature of operations requiring the reassessment of contractor�s usage from
time to time. There is no evidence of loss of skill in the workforce through the use of contractors. Where redundancies have
occurred employees have been retrained and treated fairly. The unions� claim in this respect is unworkable. The Commission
should not interfere with running the operation. The limitation on the use of contractors merely serves to ensure the availability
of overtime.

88 BHPIO submits that the claim for a 25% increase in wage rates is unjustified. The magnitude of the claim fails to appreciate
material differences between the way WPA employees and those covered by the EBA are working. The award is not the final
claim and it will not settle matters between the parties.

89 With respect to the provisions for union representation, the benefit being extended to those employees by virtue of union
membership is contrary to s96B of the Act. As to the claim for choice under Clause 22. � Offer of employment, BHPIO notes
that this may necessitate intervention on the grounds of inconsistency.

90 On other matters the subject of claim by the unions, BHPIO noted the following�
1. The claim for retrospectivity

This was not included when the claim for the new award was lodged. There has been no evidence to support the
claim and BHPIO did not have an opportunity to cross examine witnesses on issues going to its merit. It was
noted that the unions are still pursuing a Federal certified agreement.
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2. Employees classifications and duties
On the application of the proposed award, the company could in effect alter the rates of pay in real terms by
altering the classification structure.
In other respects the proposed clause is restrictive. By limiting work to that which an employee was primarily
employed when the award is made, the provision cuts across the terms of the contract of employment.

3. On the claim for changes to travel assistance on annual leave, BHPIO pointed out that there was no evidence of
any difficulty with existing provisions or practice.

4. Changes claimed for the long service leave entitlement are unsupported by evidence.
5. In relation to the unions� proposed provisions for sick leave (Clause 12) and other leave (Clause 14) it is

submitted that the company�s provisions (Clauses 15 � 17) are preferable.
The evidence presented through Mr Stockden claims a high level of absenteeism for EBA employees. One way
of managing this is through the requirement to provide doctors� certificates. By the provision of appropriate
medical certification by employees this issue will be properly managed.

6. On the claim for additional provision of protective clothing for casuals, BHPIO pointed out that there was no
evidence lead to support the change.

7. Clause 24 of the union�s claim deals with an increase for the casuals� rate. It is proposed to move from 20% to
25%. There are restrictions imposed on the use of casuals. There was no evidence lead on these matters and
BHPIO pointed out that the increased loading would effectively set a new standard in the Commission.

8. Under Clause 28 union representatives are entitled to meet and have discussions with apprentices as a group
once a month. BHPIO objects to this provision on the basis that there was no evidence to justify the entitlement
in that form and offends the freedom of association.

91 In support of its claim, BHPIO presented evidence from the following witnesses�
Mr J.M. Stockden: Vice President Human Resources BHPIO
Mr D.J. Miller: Vice President Operations BHPIO
Mr A. Holland: Supervisor Train Crew Development
Mr P.W. Priestley: Superintendent Maintenance Finucane Island
Mr M.B. Campbell: Superintendent Production Finucane Island
Mr D.W. Daines: Manager Ore Processing Newman

Mr C.T. Dunbar: Mine Services Coordinator Newman
Mr J.R. Harris: Manager Maintenance Finucane Island
Mr B. Hickling: Supervisor A Shift Nelson Point
Mr G.A. Offereins: Manager Track and Signalling
Mr R.F. Donnelly: Manager Rolling Stock and Vehicle

Maintenance Port Hedland
Mr G.A. Knuckey: Manager Mine Maintenance Newman

92 BHPIO�s witnesses addressed the history of workplace developments, matters going to the operational requirements at present
and under each of the proposed new awards and the management of two groups within the workforce. Other matters
included�

! efficiencies and flexibilities resulting from the introduction of WPA�s
! the limitations associated with employment under EBA�s and formal and informal agreements
! business objectives and departmental plans
! the planning process and the use of contractors
! industrial action
! the 1999 Redundancy Programme

93 Conclusion
As counsel for the respective parties reiterated, the case presented is in two major parts�

(a) the level and form of award prescription to be imposed on BHPIO in carrying on its business. This includes the
administrative burden entailed in meeting any obligation; and

(b) the level of wage rates the new award should attract.
These two elements are directly related.

94 Under the �Statement of Principles � June 2001�, the Role of Arbitration and the Award Safety Net Principle states�
�Existing wages and conditions in awards and relevant agreements of the Commission constitute the safety net which
protects employees who may be unable to reach an industrial agreement.�

((2001) 80 WAIG 1721 at 1722)
95 The Commission is to apply the State Wage Principles. We consider that Principle 10 is satisfied by the material before us.

Accordingly, no other principle is applicable and in that regard we agree with the submissions of Mr Schapper and AMMA to
that effect.

96 There is tension between establishing an Award Safety Net which assumes existing award conditions and those in relevant
agreements and the requirements of Principle 10 (�Making or Varying an Award or Issuing an Order which has the effect of
varying conditions above or below the safety net). The objective must be to establish terms and conditions consistent with
demands for structural efficiency and productivity based outcomes.

97 All parties have pressed for significant changes not all of which rely on existing award conditions and relevant agreements.
Indeed to rely on existing award conditions and relevant agreements would, it is argued, be contrary to Section 26 of the Act as
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some existing conditions may lack merit. The unions in particular concede that the current regime operates to BHPIO�s
disadvantage. The necessity for flexibility is recognised.

98 The age of the award and the limited reliance placed on it for a considerable time together with the advent of a series of
interlocking EBA�s registered and informal agreements, some of which also date back a considerable period of time, do not
necessarily reflect several decades of structural efficiency under the award fixing system to which other employers and
employees have been subjected.

99 The respective approaches taken by the parties reflects an acceptance that much of the formal and informal regulation under
which they have operated by agreement and which the parties themselves considered fair only 2 years ago, is now outmoded.
This acceptance facilitates the establishment of an award free from the successive layers of negotiated working conditions and
one which meets the present requirements of the industry while protecting the legitimate interests of employees.

100 The circumstances of these applications presents a unique opportunity to set down a new foundation upon which industrial
relationships can be conducted. This means a break with 30 years of tradition and practices. We consider that the greater the
difference in the systems of work the greater the likelihood of future disruption. There is some suggestion in the evidence that
EBA employees have noticed a change in attitude towards them by some BHPIO staff. The potential of disruption in the
workplace by the operation of two regimes gives no warrant for any change in attitude on the part of BHPIO. Employees are
free to remain under the award and EBA structure.

101 We have had regard for the provisions of Section 26A of the Act. We are satisfied that we have not received in evidence, or
informed ourselves, of any workplace agreement or any provision of a workplace agreement. Rather, the conditions of
employment of those employees of BHPIO who are parties to the WPA are not contained within the workplace agreement. The
conditions of employment are contained in the letters and other documents separate from the workplace agreement. We agree
with the submission that Section 26A is to be read strictly and accordingly believe we are not prohibited by Section 26A from
having regard for the conditions of employment of WPA employees to which all parties referred us. Indeed, the essence of the
issue before the Commission arises from the fact that 50% of the workforce is under the regime of the WPA whilst the
remainder work under the regime of the award, EBA, registered and unregistered agreements.

102 The unions� objective of facilitating an orderly transition from the old system through their proposed mechanisms in their
Clauses 21 and 26 is an acceptance by them that dramatic changes need to be made to meet operational requirements.

103 However from all of the evidence and the acknowledged difficulty in drafting the provisions we doubt whether the
mechanisms can work in the form proposed. We consider there is evidence to support a conclusion that the unions� claims for
�consultation� over the introduction of change is for the purpose of either delay or for negotiating further concessions. In that
context, �consultation� seems pointless. Without a catalyst to break links with the past we consider that it is likely that there
will be recourse to the same approaches for dealing with change that has characterised the relationship in the past.

104 We realise that a change in culture will not happen overnight. The new award must facilitate it. We consider that BHPIO�s
employees are equally prepared to contribute to BHPIO�s future whether they are covered by the EBA or a WPA. The
differences between them arise from the differences in their industrial regulation. The environment must be established
whereby attitudes that reflect a commitment to business objectives are fostered. However that does not mean that we accept the
award proposed by BHPIO in its entirety.

105 The history of wage fixation has evolved over one and a half decades. It has moved from addressing the need to remove
restrictive work practices in awards and inserting facilitative provisions and structural efficiency clauses to meet the needs of
industry, to the negotiation of enterprise specific agreements to address the particular demands and productivity requirements
of individual workplaces.

106 Since the mid-1980�s enterprise bargaining has been the focus of the industrial relationship at BHPIO�s operations. With the
failure to continue that process the spotlight returns to the award.

107 The enterprise specific award must fulfil the dual requirements of protecting employees as a safety net and providing the
employer with a structurally efficient framework within which efficiencies and productivity improvements can be pursued.

108 It should reflect the developments under the process of structural reform that has been going on for the past fifteen years. The
award cannot harbour inefficient work practices in the expectation that at some time in the future those matters may be
addressed under another EBA.

109 The wage fixing principles now recognises the particular nature of an enterprise specific award. Where agreement can be
reached between parties the award can be varied under Principle 10 without recourse to the Commission in Court Session. In
effect the enterprise award can be the EBA.

110 With the restoration of the primacy of the enterprise award at BHPIO, wage rates must reflect the worth of work in a
structurally efficient environment free from restrictive work practices. In the enterprise award it must effectively identify what
would otherwise have been specified as the commitments to efficiency and productivity outcomes under an EBA. In this
respect the wage rate must be commensurate with the scope of benefits the employer can achieve in managing the structurally
efficient workplace.

111 In the circumstances of BHPIO�s operation, the productivity already achieved provides the benchmark.
112 While award employment necessarily imposes some limitations in comparison with a totally unregulated environment,

nevertheless the benefits in productivity outcomes and efficiencies and the ability to manage without the encumbrances
inherent from the history of agreements and formal and informal arrangements, are significant.

113 The challenge is for BHPIO to manage change in the structurally reformed regulated workplace.
114 The worth of work has to a significant extent been established on what was offered to award employees to take up WPA�s.
115 The levels of efficiency, flexibility and productivity being realised presently must be the objective for those who will be

employed under the award.
116 We consider that an award should issue. The level of award prescription should be minimal. It should not afford an opportunity

for the successive layers of negotiated working conditions to be held on to in the expectation of further concessions.
117 It will be for BHPIO to introduce and manage the changes it needs to introduce. The changes to be made in the workplace

should not be tested against limitations that go beyond the reasonableness of working within skill, competency, training and
safety.

118 Our objective is to provide an environment for change together with a stable industrial relationship between the parties.
119 To achieve this we believe that�

(1) the arrangements, practices and agreements which give rise to restrictive work practices, limited efficiency,
flexibility and productivity and which are now to change are to be identified.
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(2) The Award and all formal agreements are to be rescinded.
(3) The Order of Kenner C continuing the operation of the 1997 IR Agreement (as amended) be cancelled.

120 Upon the provision of details of (1) above, the Commission will convene to deliver the award. This will have the effect of
rescinding the Award and registered agreements. At that time the Commission will also move to cancel the Order which
continues the operation of the 1997 IR Agreement (as amended).

121 The Commission will require advice from the unions as to their position(s) on the Classification Structure (Schedule) tendered
by BHPIO in the course of proceedings. It is intended that the Classification Structure will be included in the Award.

122 The parties are required to consider whether or not it is appropriate to identify Key Minimum Classifications within the
Structure to ensure that internal relativities are identifiable.

123 We also recognise the observation of Mr Dixon that �
�in relation to the company�s award it recognises that there are a number of matters that might in the future need to be the
subject of further negotiation with the unions such as hours, the length of shifts, transfer between sites, flexibilities across
trades and so on. In other words, changing the classification structures to allow greater flexibility of work at a different rate
of pay, whether you pay overtime for every hour worked and things like that which is the present claim. Those are matters
in respect of which there is room for change and improvement.�

(transcript p. 1225)
124 In accordance with our preference at this stage to decide matters in principle, we provide to the parties the opportunity to give

effect to this intention with recourse to the Commission if it is unavailing.
125 The advice from the unions on their position(s) regarding the Schedule 3 � Classifications will be required at least five working

days before the Commission reconvenes.
126 We have considered at length the relative advantages and disadvantages of determining in this Decision the final form of the

award to issue. The detail of the claims, the evidence of the witnesses presented by all parties and the detailed submissions
presented to us make this a formidable task. We have concluded that the long history of negotiation in BHPIO suggests that the
parties ought have the opportunity to tailor the wording of the clauses themselves, with recourse to the Commission, in
accordance with the issues between them decided in principle.

127 Therefore, the award to issue will in principle:
(a) recognise the use of contractors as an integral part of BHPIO�s operations. The Commission will not impose a

limitation on their use. There will however be provision for notification within the workplace directly involved in the
use of contractors. This would seem to be an appropriate way for employees to keep informed. Notification may not
necessarily be in writing but can be conveyed to those in the work area by the supervisor. Notification is to be given
as soon as is practical after the decision to retain the contractors had been made. Where contractors are currently on
site notification will not be necessary. An appropriate form as a guide, modified as necessary, could be that as
contained in Kenner C�s recommendation in matter C 36 of 2001 (2001) 81 WAIG 915.
The Commission recognises that there may be a fear regarding the possible contracting out of what is considered to
be core work and which is not currently performed by contractors but considers that this would be a �significant
effect� as that is defined in Section 40 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993. This implies a term in
each employee�s contract of employment which obliges BHPIO to enter into the discussions which we would
otherwise consider necessary.

(b) Retain the housing policy on termination in the same terms as was implemented by BHPIO when the voluntary
redundancy programme operated in April 1999.

(c) Require BHPIO to respect and observe collective bargaining rights. BHPIO will respect union structures on each site
and the rights of these structures to exist and operate. However, this will not extend to the provision of paid meetings
and paid time off as of right. We appreciate the submission that draws attention to the history of such provisions in
BHPIO and its predecessors. We have also considered the submissions regarding the possible effect of Section
96B(1)(a)(iv). We have had regard for the authorities to which Mr Schapper referred. In the context of the
imperative recognised by all parties of the issue of productivity and that it cannot be said that paid time off to attend
to union business is a provision commonly prescribed by tribunals, the claim in this particular is refused.

(d) Permit an official of a union party to this award who is credentialed in accordance with the registered rules of that
union to enter the premises in accordance with the provision of Section 49AB of the Act.

(e) Contain Hours of Duty which the Commission will decide in the light of information received pursuant to the
identification of all arrangements and practices to be cancelled. However, as a matter of principle, hours for which
payment is made shall be worked.

(f) Prescribe wage rates increased by 14% upon the cancellation of the Award and the 1997 IR Agreement (as
amended).
We propose that on the anniversary of that increase a further 6% will be payable. The Commission in Court Session
is prepared to sit in 6 months� time for the purpose of ordering that the 6% increase be paid at a date not earlier than
6 months from the date of this decision if there has been a demonstrated increase in flexibility, productivity and
efficiency in accordance with our decision.
The increase shall apply to allowances. It will not be applied before the date of these reasons for decision.
We reach this conclusion in the context of the almost unique circumstances of this workplace. The long history of
negotiated working conditions, the decision of 50% of the workforce to work in a different regime and the
recognition of the unions and their members that the past must go compel this conclusion.
We consider that the significance of the changes which are to occur will lead to an improvement in productivity of a
magnitude which amply justifies an increase of this size. We reach this conclusion with the assistance of the
evidence of the increase in productivity which is stated to have occurred as a result of the change to work practices
of the 50% of the workforce which moved to WPA�s. The significant reduction of differences in work practices
which currently exists between the WPA�s and EBA�s as a matter of equity must lead correspondingly to a
significant reduction in the differences in remuneration.
We also consider that that evidence reveals a capacity on the part of BHPIO to pay the remuneration increases
proposed. There was no submission or evidence to the contrary by BHPIO and we are required by Section 26(1)(d)
of the Act to have regard to the matters there set out. We are satisfied that there are no impediments imposed by
Section 26(1)(d) to our proceeding in the manner contemplated by this decision. The evidence of the substantial
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improvement in remuneration paid to employees who no longer work in accordance with the Award and EBA
regime is of itself significant.
We recognise, as do all the parties, the need for there to be a change in the culture. Without that change, the
increased productivity inherent in the unions� stated intentions of co-operating in the dramatic changes which need
to be made to meet operational requirements will not eventuate. We also recognise that there is evidence to support
the submission of BHPIO that there will be resistance to that change. Accordingly, the total of the wage increase we
consider appropriate will be made in two stages. This will allow an opportunity for the increase in productivity to be
seen.
It is important to state that BHPIO has a significant role to play in creating the environment for change to occur in a
positive manner. This will be assisted in our view by BHPIO ensuring that its evidence put before us that the
company does not, and will not, treat its EBA employees with any less consideration than it does its WPA�s is
accepted and understood at all supervisory levels in the workplace.

(g) Prescribe a superannuation contribution that will be increased to 14%. We are of the view that the superannuation
clauses as proposed by both parties are caught by the provisions of Section 49C. In each case we are of the view that
in the context of Section 49C the wording in each proposed clause does more than merely note the parties� preferred
fund. We request the parties to draft the clause to be inserted in the award accordingly.

(h) Prescribe that award employees may elect individually to participate in the IOIP subject to them fulfilling all of the
review requirements. If award employees are to elect to benefit from the performance payment system in operation
at BHPIO, it is only appropriate and consistent with Section 26 of the Act, that they be required to bear the burden of
the individual review process. This means that award employees must be prepared to accept adverse performance
pay consequences if they do not meet individual performance expectations.

128 On the matter of overtime there will be a provision requiring employees to be available to perform overtime on a reasonable
basis.

129 We have also had regard for the claims from the AWU and the CEPU for the current provisions to be retained obliging the
status quo to be observed upon a challenge being mounted to any proposed change. However, it is evident that there are
different understandings of what is meant by the �status quo� in any particular situation. This has been the subject of recent
disputation between the parties. Further, we consider that there is sufficient evidence before the Commission to permit the
conclusion that the operation of the status quo provision has been an impediment to the very change which the unions
themselves concede now needs to occur. Accordingly, we are not of the view that the status quo should be maintained in the
manner claimed by the AWU and the CEPU.

130 We consider that there is a sufficient protection against possible harsh or unfair treatment in the powers of the Commission
under Section 44 of the Act in the event that circumstances warrant the making of an order obliging BHPIO to observe the
status quo. We do not attempt to prescribe here the circumstances which would warrant the making of such an order. Suffice to
say that orders of this kind have been made by the Commission in appropriate circumstances. It ought be apparent, however,
from the context of this decision as a whole, that the making of such an order is not to be expected in the ordinary course of the
changes to be introduced because we accept as sound the submissions of the unions that the current regime operates to
BHPIO�s disadvantage and, by implication, to the disadvantage in the long term of the unions� members.

131 For the same reasoning we do not consider it continues to be appropriate for dismissed employees to continue to receive their
salary and other related benefits following their dismissal if the dismissal is challenged. In part we recognise that this creates
an environment for a dismissal to be routinely challenged even if the challenge may be without merit. Rather, we are persuaded
that whether or not dismissed employees should continue to receive their salary and other related benefits following their
dismissal if the dismissal is challenged, is a matter appropriate for the Commission to assess in an individual case.

132 The claim of the unions for a clause to be inserted in the award obliging BHPIO to offer new or prospective employees
employment under either the terms of the new award or the WPA at the choice of the employees is approved in principle. This
Commission in Court Session is very much aware that in the absence of such a clause, the stated policy of BHPIO in preferring
to engage new employees solely upon WPA�s will inevitably lead to the undermining of, and the eventual marginalisation of,
award conditions as natural attrition occurs. In the context of the material before the Commission, we consider that for the
award to issue to be meaningful and to provide a safety net of wages and conditions, and the right to bargain collectively, in the
workplace for the future, it must be available as a matter of choice to new or prospective employees. In this regard, the
Commission is extending to new or prospective employees what is effectively the same choice which has been given to current
employees.

133 With respect to transfers and income maintenance, we will prescribe that BHPIO may require employees to transfer to other
operations or locations. We are reluctant to approve the unions� claims that the employee must consent. In circumstances
where an intended transfer would cause genuine hardship to an employee for reason of family circumstances, we would expect
BHPIO to deal with the circumstance with understanding. However, the unions� claims may also provide an opportunity to
frustrate a transfer for reasons which ultimately may be at odds with the unions� stated intentions to improve productivity. We
have concluded that the availability of access to the Commission in an individual case will be sufficient to address the concerns
of the unions.

134 On the matter of redundancy benefits, the unions claim an additional week per year of service as an enhanced severance
payment to employees made redundant. On the evidence there was little to justify the claim. The present prescription has been
applied by BHPIO. We would need to be persuaded that the present entitlement is unreasonable and the merits are with it being
improved: CMETSWU & Ors v RGC Mineral Sands Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 27. This conclusion would not prevent a claim
being made in the event of redundancies occurring. This observation does not invite an application to be made. Nor is it to be
taken as a comment upon the current provisions.

135 The unions claim an increase from 20% to 25% for the casual loading. We are not persuaded that the claim has been
established. A casual loading of 20% reflects the standard as it exists in this Commission. Decisions relied upon by the
applicant in relation to the Federal Metal Industry Award (Print T499) and the General Ruling of the Queensland Industrial
Relations Commission (Qld Govt Gazette 12 April 2001 389), were the outcome of test cases to establish new standards. It
would not be appropriate, in the absence of a compelling case, to depart from the standard in this State on this occasion.
Moreover, there appears to be little if any casual employment at BHPIO, on the evidence. The issue is somewhat of a moot
point.

136 The term of the Award will reflect the operation of these increases.
137 Provision will be made for no further claims and ASNA shall be absorbable in the increases awarded.
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138 We propose to re-convene the Commission in Court Session for the purpose of allowing the parties to report back on a date
28 days from the date of this decision. The Commission hopes this provides a sufficient period of time for the arrangements,
practices and agreements which give rise to restrictive work practices, limited efficiency, flexibility and productivity and
which are now to change to be identified, and for the parties to provide to the Commission the necessary information for the
drafting of clauses to be inserted in the award.
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Further Reasons for Decision
1 In accordance with the Reasons for Decision of 2 November 2001 [2001 WAIRC 04082] the Commission re-convened the

proceedings on 7 December. On that occasion it was apparent that the parties had made no progress on the matters contained in
the Reasons for Decision and the Commission announced it would adjourn and issue further Reasons for Decision. What
follows are those further Reasons for Decision. These are supplementary to, and are to be read in conjunction with the Reasons
for Decision. The unions referred to a number of issues and where appropriate we refer to the paragraph numbers of the
Reasons for Decision.

Section 26A Issue
2 Section 26A of the Act relevantly provides as follows�

�In the exercise of its jurisdiction the Commission shall not
(a) receive in evidence or inform itself of any workplace agreement or any provision of a workplace agreement; or
(b) award particular conditions of employment to employees who are not parties to a workplace agreement merely

because those conditions apply to any other employees who are parties to a workplace agreement. �
3 The statutory scheme provided by s 26A of the Act, reflects the general intention of the legislature that matters concerning

employees employed under registered workplace agreements under the Workplace Agreements Act 1993 (�WA Act�), are not
generally to be the concern of the Commission, when exercising its jurisdiction and powers under the Act. The general scheme
in this regard, is contained in Part 1A of the Act and s 4 of the WA Act. This is of course, subject to the express exceptions to
this general proposition as contained in, for example, ss 7F and 7G of the Act.

4 It is also the case that s 26A is concerned with workplace agreements that have been registered under the WA Act and have
force and effect accordingly under that Act. It has been held that it has no application to offers of workplace agreements, if
those offers are relevant for purposes other than their subsequent existence as registered workplace agreements: Commissioner,
Public Service Commission and Others v Civil Service Association of Western Australia Inc (1998) 79 WAIG 3629; ALHMWU
v Airlite Cleaning Pty Ltd and Ors (2001) 81 WAIG 1162. The latter decision of the Commission in Court Session went on
appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court. The appeal was upheld on the basis that the scheme of regulation under the Act and the
WPA Act are such that it is not open for the Commission, by the exercise of a discretion to counter the effect of different
conditions of employment outcomes under each statutory scheme: Airlite Cleaning Pty Ltd & Ors v ALHMWU (unreported
2002 WASCA 24).

5 Following the publication of the decision of the court in Airlite, the parties were invited to put written submissions to the
Commission in Court Session as to the effect of this decision on the present proceedings. The unions represented by Mr
Schapper, the second and third respondent unions and BHPIO did so. Mr Schapper submitted, amongst other matters not
relevant to the Airlite decision, that arguably the whole decision of the Commission fell foul of the decision of the court in that
the decision of the Commission in Court Session had, as the submission went, the purpose and effect of rendering employment
conditions for award employees as similar as possible to those of WPA employees. The second and third respondent unions
submitted that the proposed �choice� provision must fail in light of Airlite but otherwise made a similar submission to Mr
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Schapper on the �scheme� issue. BHPIO confined itself only to the issue of the �choice� provision as being struck down as a
result of Airlite. We have taken into account the parties� submissions.

6 The question of the application of s 26A of the Act to these proceedings arose during the course of the substantive hearing.
This was so, given the nature of the unions� claims and the status of employment arrangements at BHPIO.  In this regard, Mr
Schapper, counsel for three of the unions, said at 62-63 of the transcript�

�Another fact to be taken into account is the fact of course that the WPAs have been granted very substantial pay
increases from November of 1999. Now, you cannot under the Act award my clients� members increased payments
merely on that basis. Under section 26 - - or is it 27?�
BEECH C: 26A
MR SCHAPPER: 26A says�
�In the exercise of it jurisdiction the Commission shall not receive in evidence -�
And that�s - - paragraph (a) is not applicable here. And 26A says you shan�t award particular conditions of
employment to employees who are not parties to a workplace agreement merely because those conditions apply to any
other employees who are parties to workplace agreements. The concept clearly behind that section is you can�t just flow
on WPA conditions to award employees - the use of the word �merely because those conditions apply� - but it�s quite
clear that you can certainly take into account what WPAs in the same workplace have received, or indeed even in a
different workplace, when you decide what is an appropriate set of terms and conditions of employment for award EBA
employees.
If you could not take that into account then, consistent with the scheme of section 26A, one would�ve thought that there
would�ve been a prohibition on the Commission receiving evidence or informing itself as to the particular conditions of
employment of WPA employees. The legislature would�ve said you�re just not allowed to look at what they get. It hasn�t
said that. It�s said you�re not allowed to look at the terms of the workplace agreement but - - you can look at particular
conditions of employment for WPAs but you can�t award those conditions to EBA award employees merely on the basis
that they are enjoyed by WPA employees. Quite clearly it�s within the contemplation of the legislature that you can
certainly take them into account but not act solely on that basis and we say you should take them into account and you
should not act solely on the basis of what the WPAs get in determining what kind of pay increase my clients are to
receive.�

7 Furthermore, Mr Dixon SC, counsel for BHPIO, when addressing the Commission in Court Session in closing submissions,
said of s 26A of the Act at 1179-1180 of the transcript�

�BEECH C: Mr Dixon, I wonder if I might ask you to comment on the issue of section 26A. Mr Schapper -�
MR DIXON: Yes.
BEECH C: - - has indicated he does not think we are prevented from knowing what workplace agreement people do at
BHP because those conditions are not actually within the workplace agreement, and it�s an issue that I would like the
company to comment on at least at some stage in the proceedings. I�m wondering if you could take the issue on notice.
MR DIXON: Yes. Commissioner Beech, it sounded to me yesterday when I think you asked a similar question or when
something was said to you about Mr Schapper, is that, �Well, they�re beyond the jurisdiction. They don�t count.� Of
course that�s wrong. The workplace agreement employees are in no different position in the Commission�s overall
assessment of a claim like this than are staff or other people who might not be the subject of an award.
The prohibition in section 26A is against the Commission having disclosed to it firstly the contents of a workplace
agreement. And I know you have, Commissioner Beech, dealt with this in a number of decisions. I have them handy. I
had them handy.
One of them is Hamersley Iron, CMETSU - - the CFMEU v Hamersley Iron at 78 WAIG 736, a decision which Mr
Schapper was in where Commissioner Beech, you deal with this matter at 737, and you say�

�The Commission drew the attention of the parties to section 26A. I was assured by both the parties that any
condition of employment of a staff engineman referred to in these proceedings is not a provision of the staff
enginemens workplace agreement. Indeed, as I understand it, the vast bulk of the staff enginemens employment
conditions are not contained within the workplace agreement all. In this regard I note that while section 26A(a)
speaks of the Commission not receiving in any evidence any provision of a workplace agreement or any
provisions of a workplace agreement, section 26A(b) refers to the Commission not awarding particular
conditions of employment to employees who are not parties to the workplace agreement. The language
differentiates between any provision of a workplace agreement and conditions of employment of a person
covered by the workplace agreement. Although the Commission may not receive in evidence any provision of a
workplace agreement, or any provisions of a workplace agreement, that prohibition does not extend to the
Commission receiving into evidence any conditions of employment of an employee employed pursuant to a
workplace agreement which are not a provision of the workplace agreement.�
In other words, the terms and conditions of employment, the flexibilities which exist?. Now, in my respectful
submission, that is a correct analysis of the section, which means that if the Commission is assessing the present
claim and there are repeated comparisons drawn by the unions to the rates of pay and benefits obtained from
the workplace agreement by workplace agreement employees as conditions of their employment, they have
invited the Commission to have regard for those. We think that that is appropriate.�

8 The Commission in Court Session was somewhat comforted by the submissions of counsel for the parties to the proceedings,
that the course adopted by the Commission, and one invited by the parties themselves, did not infringe the legislative
proscription imposed by s 26A of the Act. That is, we were satisfied that in determining this matter, the Commission has not
had regard to the actual provisions of a registered workplace agreement under the WA Act and nor has it awarded conditions of
employment merely on the basis that those conditions of employment are contained in workplace agreements. We deal with the
latter issue further below.

9 As part of the cases put by the parties, the Commission in Court Session received into evidence as exhibits, various documents
relating to offers of workplace agreements, for example union materials folio 4 and annexures JMS8 and JMS9 to the witness
statement of Mr Stockden. There was no evidence before the Commission that those particular offers ever became registered
workplace agreements indeed, the evidence was to the contrary, as the offerees in those cases, did not accept them. Similarly,
consistent with the submissions of Mr Dixon for BHPIO, the Commission also had evidence before it including flexibilities
and efficiencies that on BHPIO�s evidence and submissions were generated by WPA employees. There was also evidence from
the unions regarding comparisons as to rates of pay between those employed under workplace agreements and those under
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award conditions. We do not consider that evidence of that kind, directed as it was to conditions of employment and
productivity and efficiency outcomes as opposed to the terms of any workplace agreement instrument registered under the WA
Act, infringed upon the prohibition contained in s 26A(a) of the Act.

10 As to s 26A(b), the prohibition imposed by this provision of the Act is that the Commission may not award particular
conditions of employment �merely� because those conditions apply to employees covered by workplace agreements. In the
interpretation of this provision, applying accepted principles of construction, the word �merely� should be given its ordinary
and natural meaning. For the purposes of the Shorter Oxford Dictionary, �merely� is defined to mean�

�1. Without admixture or qualification. 2. Absoloutely; altogether; actually. 3. Only (what is referred to) and nothing
more.�

11 Thus, the provision is directed to the circumstance of the awarding of conditions of employment to employees not covered by a
workplace agreement, simply because those same conditions are enjoyed by employees covered by a workplace agreement and
for no other reason. That clearly and manifestly is not the position in these proceedings The Commission in Court Session has
carefully considered all of the evidence and the submissions of the parties as to the merits of each of the unions� claims and the
counterclaims of BHPIO. That consideration has involved the Commission in an assessment of the need for BHPIO to achieve
the desired flexibilities and productivity outcomes in a modern enterprise environment, combined with the need for the award
employees to be suitably rewarded for the significant changes that are to be implemented in the enterprise. Furthermore and in
any event, 26A(b) of the Act does not in terms, prevent the Commission from taking into account in its deliberations,
conditions of employment of employees covered by workplace agreements, as long as that is not the sole basis for the
Commission awarding such conditions to employees not covered by workplace agreements.

12 Accordingly, we do not consider that the Commission has, in its decision, infringed upon the requirements of s 26A of the Act.
13 In [102] and [103] we referred to the union�s proposed clauses 21 and 26 and our doubt that the mechanisms proposed by them

can work in the form proposed. Some detail of the claims is also referred to in [55] to [58]. Mr Schapper submitted that the
unions sought a�

�� minimalist award which extends over a handful of pages and the intention is to strip away the complex layer upon
layer upon layer of industrial instruments � and to replace it with a simple, minimalist document which recognises on
the one hand BHP�s changed approach and aspirations in relation to its work-force but on the other hand incorporates
protections for employees only in those areas which are of critical importance to them�

(transcript p. 27-28)
14 The unions seek only to be notified in advance of the change occurring. The submission was strongly made that it was highly

desirable that consultation between an employer and its workforce before the introduction of change was desirable. Reference
was made to the Federal TCR cases (1984) 8 IR 34; 9 IR 115 as they were endorsed by a Commission in Court Session in this
State: (1986) 66 WAIG 580. Nevertheless, the submission was made that the unions do not ask to be consulted in respective
change and it is a measure of the extent of the unions� position that it is not asked for.

15 BHPIO�s opposition to the claims is referred to in [86]. It sees the claims as unworkable. Clause 26 would require all its
policies, procedures work practices and financial arrangements to continue by force of the unions� proposed award yet the
unions, and thus the Commission, cannot identify every policy, procedure or work practice and their contents. It submits that
the Commission cannot make matters enforceable by operation of the award when it does not know what they individually are.
If BHPIO changes a policy, it will likely be in breach of the award. Although the unions propose that change can be made by
BHPIO giving 6 weeks� notice, it is quite clear from the evidence, as distinct from the unions� submissions, that change in the
first instance will only occur if the unions agree.

16 We do not believe the union�s claims in their proposed clauses 21 and 26 are capable of working as proposed. The difficulty in
identifying each of the policies, procedures, work practices and financial arrangements is apparent. Further, if those policies,
procedures work practices and financial arrangements became award provisions and were required to be maintained by virtue
of the award, we consider that also to provide that any of them may be varied or removed simply by BHPIO giving notice runs
into the jurisdictional issues referred to in CWAI v WA Timber Industry Union (1991) 71 WAIG 19: it may allow contracting
out of the award.

17 We also agree with the submission that the evidence suggests that the procedure of giving notice as it is proposed by the unions
is for the purpose of enabling opposition to any change proposed. We note the cross-examination of Mr Kumeroa (transcript p.
179 and following) in relation to examples where BHPIO may give notice of change. For example, if notice was given to
change a present understanding that BHPIO would utilise Level 4 employees only provided Level 3 employees are not
disadvantaged, his view is that the understanding is likely to remain. Although Mr Kumeroa states that BHPIO may change
anything provided six weeks� notice is given, that does not apply to matters such as rosters, salaries, classifications and
relocation where the unions� consent will be necessary. Even so, if BHPIO gave six weeks� notice regarding training, Mr
Kumeroa agreed with the suggestion that the unions would �steadfastly oppose any departure from the existing system�
(transcript p. 183). We also think it is clear from his evidence that it is likely there would be opposition to most of the changes
within the process of �discussion� as seen by Mr Kumeroa.

18 Effectively, the provision as sought would have the effect of allowing opposition to be mounted, as Mr Kumeroa�s evidence
illustrated. The marked division between what was traditionally described as staff work and wages work and staff doing wages
work is still a division the unions would seek to maintain, even if not strenuously (evidence of Mr Connors, transcript p 278).
We consider there is an inference to be drawn from Mr Johncock�s evidence (transcript p 321) that there are long standing
issues which have been opposed by the unions and his concession that with negotiation there may well be room for change is
consistent with the union opposing matters strenuously. We also refer to the evidence of Mr Murie (transcript p. 431) that
BHPIO�s proposed changes would be assessed on the basis of whether, on the assessment of the unions, the changes proposed
were encompassed within the wage increase to be granted. If it is not, then there would be resistance and further bargaining.
This appears to be in contrast to the principal submission of the unions that they have nothing left to give in the concessions
they are prepared to give in this matter and only goes to underscore our reservations in relation to the unions� proposal in this
regard.

19 It is in this context that we believe BHPIO�s submission that the unions� claims should be seen as designed as a means to
extract further gain on a future occasion to have weight. It urges the Commission not to adopt the unions� proposition whereby
change may be subject to veto or where only one or two employees can oppose, successfully, the introduction of change. The
apparent purpose of the unions� claim for the giving of notice is for the unions to see whether or not they will consent to
whatever is proposed.

20 It is in that context that we concluded in [103] that �consultation� seems pointless. We do not exclude consultation where there
is a genuine desire to �sweep away the accumulated encrustation of nearly 20 years of industrial agreement-making� (transcript
p. 58) and we endorse the submission from Mr Dixon (transcript p. 72) that, �certainly in the context of the use of contractors�,
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it defies sensible suggestion that an employer of this kind will make a major decision that is going to affect employees without
some form of consultation. We also note the evidence of Mr Stockden, given under cross-examination (transcript p.625) that in
a matter as important as the classification structure, sitting down and having discussions with the parties affected is
appropriate, with employees in the first instance and with their unions.

21 We stated further in [103] that a catalyst was required which will break the links with the past. That catalyst is to be the award
to issue. It will not contain the clauses 21 and 26 proposed in either of the unions� proposed awards. By the issuing of the
award, and the cancellation of the previous industrial instruments, those past practices will be able to be changed by BHPIO
merely giving the appropriate notice of the change to the employees to be affected under their contracts of employment and, if
the change is significant to the union, that an employer would ordinarily give to an employee when a change is to be made.

22 We recognise that the employees to be covered by this award still intend to have input into change which is to occur. The
issuance of the award will remove the foundation for many of the present work practices. Where other changes are to be
introduced, the notification of those changes necessarily will allow an opportunity for discussion to then occur and matters
which are not able to be agreed to be brought to the Commission.

23 We recognised in [104] that there will need to be change in culture at the workplace which will not happen overnight. We do
record however the evidence of a preparedness for flexibility and efficiency in the present EBA workforce. The evidence
includes the examples quoted to us from �The Chronicle� and, for example, in the statements of Mr Chadwick (union folio
9 paragraph 3) and Mr Blyth (folio 9 paragraphs 5 and 6). It is for that reason that in [104] and [117] we comment that it is for
BHPIO to establish the environment for that cultural change to occur.

111 - The Benchmark is the Productivity Already Achieved
24 We have had regard to the evidence before the Commission regarding the efficiencies and productivity increases achieved. We

consider Mr Miller�s evidence of the greater competition in the market place and the requirement on BHPIO to keep a tight
control over labour costs, capital utilisation and capital outlays, (amongst others) is also inherently recognised in the unions�
positions. Indeed, the unrelenting pressure to remain competitive appears to be recognised in the CEPU�s own exhibit 1. The
submissions of the unions is that the EBA employees have been productive although, as the submissions of Mr Schapper state,
the unions recognise the need to make changes arising out of the necessity to remain competitive in an environment where long
term real prices for iron ore are declining (transcript p. 1086 � 1087). In that regard, Mr Miller�s evidence of his experience
contrasting the position of BHPIO when merger discussions were underway with Hamersley Iron in 1998 carries significant
weight. We therefore recognise the future directions of BHPIO contained in Mr Miller�s evidence.

25 We conclude that a significant factor affecting the efficiencies of award employees is derived from the award structure and
EBA and industrial agreements which have resulted from the many compromise agreements reached over time between the
parties. By removing the layers of prior industrial regulation, in conjunction with a minimalist award regime, in the context of
the contribution made by EBA employees to date, we are confident that the environment will be created for BHPIO to achieve
the required levels of workplace performance for award employees.

Contractors
26 In [127(a)] we stated that the award will recognise the use of contractors as an integral part of BHPIO�s operations. The unions

pointed to the long history of provisions in the various industrial agreements regarding the utilisation of contractors. This has
involved a requirement to give notice of the nature of the work to be performed, the name of the contractor, standard hours to
operate during the contract and the likely duration of the contract. There is also a linkage provision between the utilisation of
contractors and overtime. It was submitted that as BHPIO increased the use of contractors so the availability of overtime was
reduced to the permanent workforce. Therefore, provision was made for a minimum of overtime to be offered to employees
within that classification which would otherwise perform the work to be contracted out. The IR agreement contained
provisions requiring BHPIO to inform work groups directly affected and the facilitation of a meeting, and notification of the
state offices of the various unions. We note that the contractor � overtime linkage was removed in the Newman Business
Efficiency document. Whilst the status of this document was in issue in the proceedings, the fact remains that the parties have
worked under its terms since its inception.

The Position of the Unions
27 The unions state that these provisions need to be simplified. However, the unions submit that the WPA goes too far in terms of

that simplification. They seek an increase in the restrictions on the use of contractors and seek to address the fear of the
possibility that employees at Newman will be made redundant and the whole mine contracted out. This is submitted to be a
real, substantial and justified fear for the security of employment.

28 The evidence is that there is a huge variety of different types of work required to be performed throughout the operations to be
covered by this award. There is also the recognition that the expertise to do that work may not lie within BHPIO�s workforce.
The unions seek a clause which provides that they will be given at least four weeks� written notice of BHPIO�s decision to
engage contractors. Significantly, it would provide that BHP would not engage contractors unless each of the unions gives
their prior consent in writing, provided that consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. The unions submit that what they seek
to do is to preserve work which is currently carried out by BHP direct employees to employees in the future. Contracting out
holds the potential to completely eliminate award employment. In addition, the unions are prepared to provide for casual, part-
time and fixed term employment so that the range of types of employment is increased giving an increased in flexibility.

29 We refer to the evidence of Mr Stead (transcript p. 230) that the unions will insist that if work can be done by utilising existing
staff on overtime it will oppose the use of contractors irrespective of the outcome of the award proceedings. We also note his
evidence that on occasions when contractors return from time to time BHPIO merely informs the union that the contractors are
on site. Although Mr Stead attempted to draw the distinction between core and non-core work, this is not reflected in the
unions� proposed clause. The requirement he referred to of giving four weeks� written notice in relation to shovel maintenance
was acknowledged to be nonsense (transcript p. 230).

30 Mr Stead�s further evidence is that if existing staff resources are not adequate BHPIO has the ability to utilise contractors
without a problem. A problem will occur if BHPIO decides, for example, to have all of the ordinary work of those engaged in
the mobile equipment workshop contracted out on a permanent basis (transcript p. 236). His evidence is supported by the
evidence of Mr Chadwick (union folio 9, paragraph 8) where he states that the use of contractors on work ordinarily performed
by BHP direct employees can and does cause problems because employees see the use of contractors as threatening their own
security of employment. The reduction in the numbers of directly employed employees does lead to the acceptance of a
contractor base within the workforce, although this does lead to a concern about losing the ability to work overtime, together
with the quality of the work performed and the �possession� of BHP�s employees for what they see as their work. The
individual approach of convenors as to whether contractors would come in or not does affect the smooth utilisation of
contractors (transcript p. 344). This also depends, however, on the attitude of BHP�s supervisors in approaching the convenor,
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and this has deteriorated, at least from the evidence of Mr Chadwick, since the advent of the BHP�s decision to go to
workplace agreements.

BHPIO�s Position
31 In contrast, BHPIO sees the clause proposed by the unions as being a practical prohibition on BHPIO�s use of contractors.

Further, the ability of BHPIO to engage contractors should not be determined by the employees or a group of them. It denies
sound business practice and is not an obligation which the Commission imposes upon other employers. The unions� proposed
clause is seen as a nonsense. BHPIO attacks the contractor overtime linkage and points to the opposition by the unions to
BHPIO�s claim that employees be required to work a reasonable amount of overtime. It sees an inconsistency in the unions�
opposition to that provision and their request that there be restrictions on BHPIO in the way it which it seeks to have work
performed by contractors linked to an ability to work overtime. The requirement to give notification to the unions causes
difficulties if consent has to be sought over weekends or in the middle of nightshift.

32 BHPIO submits that it has not made any person compulsorily redundant. There was an increased use of contractors following a
large number of employees who took up the offer of voluntary redundancy. However, there is a need to utilise contractors.
BHPIO prefers to have its own workforce perform, for example, mining, provided it can be productive enough. BHPIO invests
a great deal in training and experience in getting its employees experienced in a number of areas. Mr Stockden�s evidence was
that at the end of the day business will survive if it is efficient and there is a link here with BHPIO�s future intentions regarding
the existing process of using contractors.

Consideration
33 The review by the Commission of the evidence before it, some of which is summarised above, leads only to the conclusion that

the use of contractors has been an integral part of BHPIO�s operations for many years. The variety of its operations means that
the use of contractors differs. We also recognise, as we believe the unions have recognised, that BHPIO�s use of contractors
will continue in the future. We note and accept the evidence in reply of Mr Harris that an increased use of casual, part-time and
fixed term employment as proposed by the unions is unlikely to be successful because there is generally not an excess of local
people to fill these types of roles.

34 We recognise from the unions� evidence and submissions that there is a fear of a future contracting out of �core� areas of
BHPIO�s operations. We record that in none of the evidence from BHPIO is there a present intention to replace its employees
with contractors. In relation to EBA 2 BHPIO wished to utilise contractors within mine maintenance with increased flexibility.
However, the evidence is that it is not BHPIO�s intention to replace its employees with contractors; rather its purpose is to
utilise contractors for, for example, surges in workload. In each case, BHPIO undertook to inform work groups directly
affected of the matters relating to the engagement of contractors. That appears from the evidence to be BHPIO�s consistent
position.

35 Further, we do not believe the circumstances are such that the Commission is able to restrict the use of contractors within
BHPIO�s operations. To do so is for the Commission to effectively put itself in the place of the management of BHPIO�s
business and to usurp its management prerogative. This the Commission is not to do and has consistently said so on past
occasions. For that reason, the Commission will not impose the limitation on the use of contractors sought by the unions. There
will however, be provision for notification within the workplace directly involved in the use of those contractors.

36 We recognise from the evidence the concern regarding the future use of contractors on a greater scale in areas which the unions
have regarded as their �core� work. Once it is recognised, however, that the Commission is not able to prohibit the use of
contractors then, on the evidence, the best safeguard against a greater future use of contractors is the efficiency of the direct
workforce. We recognise the inherent practical position in Mr Stockden�s evidence that at the end of the day business will
survive if it is efficient and there is a link here with BHPIO�s future intentions regarding the existing process of using
contractors. BHPIO tendered in evidence conditions of employment of contractors, in agreements to which some of the present
unions are party, noting those contractors� conditions of employment are less that those of BHPIO�s EBA workforce. If, as the
unions recognise, the business ultimately is run to make a profit, BHPIO�s preference to retain �in house� the profit margin
that would otherwise be paid to a contractor becomes significant (cf. transcript p.95).

37 We also refer to s.40 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993. A term is implied in each employee�s contract of
employment obliging BHPIO to enter into discussions in the event that there is to be a major change in the composition,
operation or size of, or skills required in BHPIO�s workforce that will affect the employee. The practicability of giving notice
is, we are persuaded, reflected in the evidence before us. In some cases, there is no current practice of notification of the return
of specialist contractors who have previously been engaged. It is not practicable to notify in some cases where an urgent
position arises in the middle of a shift or a weekend. We recognise the potential benefits to all parties if BHPIO discusses with
award employees the position regarding contractors and give the employees an opportunity to respond with initiatives of their
own. We endorse this potential and believe this can arise when notification, in a form as modified and as contained in Kenner
C�s recommendation in matter C 36 of 2001, is conveyed to those in the work area by the supervisor as soon as practical after
the decision to retain contractors has been made.

Retention of Housing Policy on Termination
38 In Clause 15 Termination of the unions� claim is a provision which states�

�Upon payment of all dues an employee in the Home Ownership Scheme shall have the opportunity to purchase the
property outright in lieu of termination airfares/re-location to place of engagement in Australasia.�

39 The unions submit that in the redundancy exercises in 1999 at Newman employees who were purchasing a house from BHPIO
under the Home Ownership Scheme were given the option of buying the house as distinct from re-selling it back to BHPIO
upon leaving. This also occurred in relation to redundancies that resulted from the driver only agreement where �redundancy
retention� meant retaining one�s house upon redundancy as distinct from being required to selling it back to BHPIO (see:
80 WAIG at 1790). The claim of the union is that the option of purchasing the house should be available on termination for
any reason rather than only where termination is by reason of redundancy.

40 BHPIO sees this issue as complicated by the joint venture ownership of the housing concerned. That is, the rights of others are
affected and there are tax implications potentially in relation to a claim of this kind. BHPIO sees the clause claimed as vague in
its operation and there is insufficient material before the Commission to justify a change.

41 We consider that the issue of home ownership raises issues additional to the issues involved in the claims otherwise before us.
In can probably be fairly stated that home ownership is embedded in the Australian psyche. It is more than just the acquisition
of a material possession. It goes to the family�s place in the community, friendships and is part of the complex of things that
contribute to our identity. The home itself can give expression to our personality; an investment that may exceed the value of
the capital outlay and at times the place that affords us sanctuary against the woes of the world.
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42 A person�s home is the point of reference for our memories; the place where we may celebrate our lives and those of our
children. It is the place where we hide our disappointments and where we are reinvigorated so that we can go out and meet the
demands of our work, make a contribution to our community and meet the challenges of our society. It may not go too far to
suggest that in many respects home ownership is an integral part of the stability that characterises Australia as a nation.

43 In the context of this claim, it is not irrelevant to note that the development of the north of this State has been recognised in the
process of �normalisation�. Ownership extends beyond the home to the pride that is inherent in membership of a community
that asserts itself and is recognised through its cultural, sporting and social activities.

44 The dislocation that comes with termination of employment often reverberates most profoundly in the loss of the family home.
Relocation can interrupt education; a partner�s employment might also be lost and family members� participation in sports
teams and cultural activities could come to an end. Goals have to be revised and dreams re-dreamt.

45 The opportunity to retain ownership affords the family the option of remaining in the community and while the reality of
relocation may be inevitable it affords the prospect of undertaking a shift at a time which may assist all members of the family
making the transition with least disruption. It enables the individual and the family to continue to participate in the community
in which they have been a part for some time. The personal investment in home ownership may be realised at a time more
conducive to family relocation and market circumstances if ownership is not severed along with the terminations of the
owner�s employment. The detriment that termination carries is not compounded by the necessity to vacate the family home.
The availability of continuing ownership may contribute to better industrial relations with the threat of vacating the family
home no longer the immediate implication of termination of employment.

46 While we recognise the submissions of the respondent, it would seem that the tax implications and joint venture ownership of
housing raised in those submissions have not been insurmountable issues when employment is terminated by reason of
redundancy. The reason for the termination of the contract of employment of itself could not change the resolution of those
issues. The same issues regarding housing are likely to arise whether or not the termination is by reason of redundancy. The
arrangement which has been recognised to have merit in a redundancy situation appears to us to be just as relevant in a
dismissal for reason other than redundancy. For those reasons, we see the granting of the unions� claim as being equitable in
the circumstances of employment in the respondent�s iron ore operations in this region of the State.

Collective Bargaining Rights
47 In [127(c)] we required BHP to respect and observe collective bargaining rights. In doing so, we note that there was little direct

evidence on the question of the rights of employees to belong to unions and to collectively bargain. We regard it as inherent in
the making of the award to issue from these proceedings to which the unions are parties that employees to be covered by it are
able to organise, become and remain union members, and to bargain collectively without hindrance. The freedom of
association provisions contained in Part VIB of the Act recognise, at least in part, these principles in relation to union
membership. The employees� rights to do so, and the rights of the unions to which they belong to represent their members and
those who are potential members is to be recognised in the award.

48 An issue of significance between the parties goes to the claim for the provision of paid union meetings and paid time off as of
right to continue. Submissions were made regarding the history of such provisions in the various industrial instruments
negotiated between the parties and to that extent the submission that not to grant the claim ignores that history (see applicants�
outline of submissions on secondary matters page 5). In the decision we have reached we have not ignored the history.
However, the current industrial framework must also include the recognition by the unions of the importance for BHPIO to
operate effectively.

49 Our decision is not based upon the submissions regarding section 96B and C of the Act. We were not of the view that to
provide for paid union meetings is to treat one employee more favourably than another for the purposes of the legislation.
Indeed, to provide for time off for union members to attend meetings during working time seems to us little different for the
purposes of the legislation than it would be to grant an employee paid time off to attend to personal business during working
time. The ability to attend union meetings without loss of pay is not a benefit which, in its terms is restricted only to employees
who are members of unions. There may well be employees who are members of unions who do not attend the meetings.
Similarly, there may be those who are not members of unions, but who may be desirous of joining, who do attend meetings.
The extent to which this may or not occur was not the subject of evidence before us.

50 However, the imperative behind the decision of the Commission in Court Session is the imperative of improving efficiency. As
a matter of principle, employees who have regular paid time off work to attend union meetings or union business will be less
productive than those who do not. In the context of the case presented, and the environment, containing as it does a fear of the
increasing use of contractors and the lack of any evidence before the Commission that paid union meetings are retained in
other iron ore companies in this State, the provision of paid time off work as claimed is not merited on the evidence currently
before the Commission. To that extent, and as we have observed, it cannot be said that leave to attend union business is a
provision commonly prescribed by tribunals. The decisions to which our attention was drawn (FEDFU v RRIA (1987)
67 WAIG 763 and RRIA v AMWSU (1987) 67 WAIG 723) were noted. We have not been persuaded the claims have merit.
That is not to say that there may not be circumstances in the future where the Commission might consider that such provisions
may be warranted for a particular purpose. However, in general the claim at this time is refused.

51 In relation to the right of entry provision claimed, we have considered the submissions of BHPIO that any union official given
right of entry should be a full-time official of that union. We have considered also the submission that the clause proposed is
capable of abuse, the statement of Mr Stockden from paragraph 147 onwards and the findings of Polities SDP in BHP Iron Ore
Pty Ltd v William Warren Tracy (unreported AIRC 7 June 2001) that the right of entry provision has been exercised in effect
for an improper purpose by Mr Tracey. BHPIO submits that the clause proposed contains an element which permits
accreditation of a union representative not subject to the unions� rules, the rules over which the Commission has control, and it
is strongly opposed.

52 Our consideration in this matter is principally directed to the issue of accountability. We consider that in principle a person
properly accredited by a union party to an award as a representative of that union should have the right to enter any premises
where an employer bound by the award is carrying out work. The issue becomes one of accountability in the event that the
right is abused. This brings into focus the registered rules of the union concerned. It is axiomatic that a union may only act in
accordance with its registered rules. It is also to be noted that on and upon registration under the Act by s 61 of the Act, all
members of a union are bound by its rules. It is those rules which either allow, or do not allow, the accreditation of persons
whether they are full-time or not. Accordingly, the Commission decided that the issue is to be addressed in the terms of the
unions� registered rules. If a person is accredited in accordance with the registered rules, it matters not whether that person is
full time or part time. Any future issue arising over the conduct of a union official in the workplace, or whether a visit is for an
improper purpose, is able to be dealt with by the Commission under the Act on a future occasion in the event that an issue
arises.
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53 As to the balance of the right of entry clause, the clause sought by the union is that the union representative may enter BHPIO
premises to interview and or meet any employees but not so as to significantly interfere with BHPIO�s business. BHPIO
proposes that the existing provision remain. That provision permits the representative to interview employees during their
working hours with the permission of the industrial relations officer. BHPIO is critical of the unions� claim because it
expressly recognises a right of the union representative to interfere with BHPIO�s business, provided it is not �significantly�.
In this regard, Mr Stockden�s statement at paragraph 151 is that Mr Tracey�s actions on site caused serious and significant
disruptions on site.

54 Our consideration of this issue is that the existing provision will remain. There has not been demonstrated to have been a
problem with BHPIO granting permission to a union representative to interview or meet employees in the workplace. That
position should not change. We consider that, in principle, it is not unreasonable for a union representative to be able to
interview or meet employees and if in the future a union representative is not allowed to do so then an amendment to the clause
may be requested. The evidence regarding Mr Tracey does not suggest that there is a broad problem with the operation of the
clause but rather relates to the activities of one individual in the context of the history of the industrial relations environment
arising from the workplace agreements dispute.

55 The unions� claim in relation to union structure is similarly, in principle, a matter for the unions, provided it is in accordance
with their registered rules. BHPIO contends (statement of Mr Stockden at paragraph 109) that each of the unions could
organise themselves differently and each require BHPIO to recognise their deemed arrangement and that it may increase
potential for inter-union disputes. The recent history of disputed coverage resulting in the s.72A application shows that there is
potential for inter-union disputes however we do not consider the clause proposed by the unions necessarily increases that
potential. We consider that the award should recognise the right of an employee to be represented by a union representative,
which includes a shop steward, on an individual and collective basis. The union representative attending a meeting with
BHPIO representing an employee should not lose wages for doing so any more than would any employee accompanying
someone to an interview with management. We consider that the right of an employee to have someone of his or her choice,
including a union representative, is a necessary part of the fair treatment of an employee by an employer.

Hours of Duty
56 In [127(e)] the Commission in Court Session concluded that the hours of duty will be decided by the Commission in the light

of information received pursuant to the identification of all arrangements and practices to be cancelled. However, as a matter of
principle, hours for which payment is made shall be worked.

57 The information received from BHPIO has not been the subject of submissions by either party and accordingly the various
contentions before the Commission are resolved in the following manner. The claim of the unions establishes set hours of work
in accordance with the current rostered hours set by the department in which they work as at the date the claim for the award
was made. It further contains a provision that ordinary hours may only be altered with the agreement of the majority of
employees employed under the award working in that department.

58 The claim of BHPIO is for hours of 40 per week to be the hours of day workers and for 12 hour shifts to be worked for shift
workers. The ordinary hours of shift workers are not actually defined.

59 In our assessment there is little difference of substance between BHPIO and the unions about the fixing of ordinary hours. In
our view, it is appropriate that the ordinary hours of work be specified. This carries with it, inherently, the notion that an
employee�s salary will comprise payment for ordinary hours plus additional payment for any overtime worked. This, again
inherently, is administratively less efficient than the payment of an annual salary inclusive of such entitlements as overtime,
recalls to work and applicable allowances, as noted in exhibit R14 in reference to Mr Stockden�s statement at paragraph 31.
Nevertheless, the common ground between the claim of the unions and that of BHPIO, at least in this regard, is those hours of
work be specified. While we note BHPIO�s view that hours of work for day workers should be specified as 40, our assessment
is that employees� ordinary hours should remain as they currently are in practice. It is not the intention of the Commission, by
the issuance of this award, to change the ordinary hours of work to 40 of those who may presently be working different
ordinary hours, as is suggested in the unions� submissions.

60 We acknowledge the stated intention of the unions to acknowledge the requirement for flexibility and the need for BHPIO to
stay competitive that the employees directly affected by any proposed change to ordinary hours be consulted. In the event that
an agreed change is not possible, then the matter is able to be brought to the Commission. However, for the reasons previously
referred to, we do not consider it possible to prescribe an award condition whilst reserving to the parties a right to work
different hours by agreement.

61 The unions� claim that an employee on a two x 12 hour shift system must work at least half the cycle on day shift, except in
rail, is a newly sought provision. We agree with BHPIO that there is no evidence to support such a change. The issues which
arise regarding ordinary hours in rail are, as Mr Schapper observed, complicated. The ordinary hours in rail contain the �job
and knock� concept whereby once the job is done the employee can knock off work and even if the employee has not worked
for 10 hours, the employee is paid for 10 hours. There is also evidence to support the conclusion that with EBA employees,
more drivers now work longer than the eight hours when the operational requirements warrant it (see transcript p. 653). In our
view, the principle to be applied is that employees should be paid for the hours which they work and work for the hours for
which they are paid. In the case of rail that is against a background of employees being paid for 10 hours. That is consistent
with BHPIO�s claim in Clause 9.5 as it applies to locomotive drivers. (We note also the provision of 10 hours� ordinary time in
Clause 9.4 for track crew employees. However, there was no direct evidence in relation to track crew employees.)
Accordingly, it is our assessment that BHPIO�s claim in this regard is to be preferred.

Wage Increase
62 In [127(f)] we prescribed the wage increases to be paid. The particulars of the unions� claims are set out in [40]. The

justification for the claimed increase of 25% is set out and has been considered.
63 The Commission notes BHPIO�s position proposing the existing rates under EBA 3 with a 5% increase. BHPIO�s opposition to

the claimed 25% wage increase and its submission at [88] that the magnitude of the claim fails to appreciate material
differences between the way WPA employees and those covered by the EBA are working has also been considered.

64 We have noted our conclusion that the circumstances of the material before the Commission present almost unique
circumstances. The commendable approach of the unions in this matter will also see significant changes occur in the
efficiencies achieved by award employees, in addition to the contribution they have already made and for which they should be
rewarded. While there may be room for debate about the extent to which future efficiencies will materialise, we conclude that
the thrust of the unions� approach will result in an improvement in productivity of a magnitude which justifies a significant
increase. We do not compare increase in efficiency with the increase in efficiency said to have occurred with WPA�s.
Furthermore, we are not awarding award employees, as a condition of employment, the remuneration of WPA employees.
Nevertheless, given the factors we have referred to in the Reasons for Decision which have issued we considered that a wage
increase of 20% is justified on the material before the Commission and for the reasons we have stated.
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65 In our view, however, the evidence before the Commission from some of the unions� witnesses which indicate not only that
opposition to change will be maintained, but also that further changes to be implemented by BHPIO will be regarded as an
opportunity to claim further increases in remuneration, prompts us not to award the wage increase in one sum. Rather, we
conclude that the significant majority of the sum to be awarded should be paid initially with the balance payable in a further
12 month period or earlier in the event that there has been a demonstrated increase in flexibility, productivity and efficiency in
accordance with the Commission�s decision.

66 The Commission has had regard for the claim of the unions that the wage increase be paid retrospectively. The Commission
concluded that the wage increase would not be applied at a date prior to the delivery of the Reasons for Decision. In reaching
that conclusion the Commission points to the substantial proportion of the wage increase due being for the improvements in
productivity which are to occur. We recognise the evidence before the Commission of the time which has elapsed since a wage
increase has been paid to these employees. We also note that a contributing factor to this time period was the decision of
BHPIO not to engage in discussions on a new enterprise bargaining agreement once it had taken the decision in principle that it
would offer only workplace agreements. The Commission also takes into account, however, the evidence before the
Commission of the industrial action which occurred and that the claim for the new award was not brought to the Commission
until 2 April 2001. In balancing the issues to be considered the Commission did not conclude that retrospectivity to a date prior
to the date of the Reasons for Decision was made out. Therefore, the wage increase to apply will not apply before 2 November
2001.

67 We have decided to award the same increase to allowances. We note the submission of BHPIO that there has not been any
evidence of a change to disabilities, for which some allowances are paid, warranting an increase. Nevertheless, we regard it as
important to maintain the relativities of allowances to the wage rates concerned as a matter of principle.

Superannuation
68 The unions� claim is set out in [67]. The claim is presented as part of the remuneration to be paid for the increased flexibility

and thus productivity to be realised from the award to issue. The size of the increase is justified on similar grounds to the
justification of the claimed 25% wage increase. The unions place emphasis on the claim due to the benefit to employees being
greater in money terms than the corresponding increase being granting by a way of a wage increase because of the different tax
regime applicable.

69 BHPIO, in its opposition to the unions� claim, calculates that it is equivalent to a 120% increase in what is presently awarded.
The increase sought is not seen as being merit based. The evidence of Mr Stockden, at paragraphs 68 to 70 of his witness
statement, expands upon BHPIO�s position. The cost of granting the unions� claim is approximately $2,236,140.00.

70 The difficulty which the unions� claim presents lies in the basis of the wage increase it seeks overall. As Mr Stockden�s
evidence shows, the claimed increase in superannuation is part of the unions� overall claim for increases in remuneration. The
unions have been careful not to equate the increase in remuneration they seek simply upon the equivalent remuneration
increase received by employees who signed a WPA. Rather, the unions� claim overall is an estimate on their part arising from
the increase in inflation estimated by the unions as 6.3% from September 1999 to March 2001 (transcript p. 61), the unions�
estimate of percentage increases from enterprise bargaining agreements generally which the unions conclude are between 3½
to 4%, the calculation by the unions of the remuneration increase given to employees on WPA�s and finally the substantial
increases in productivity estimated by the unions from examples given in The Chronicle and following the restructuring,
redundancy and reductions in the size of the workforce in 1999. The unions point to what they see as the potentially massive
increases in productivity which will result from the granting of the award in the terms claimed.

71 In reaching our conclusions, we have been conscious of the prohibition in s.26A(b) of the Act dealt with above. As noted
above, the prohibition extends to the circumstance where conditions are awarded simply because, as a matter of comparison, an
employee on a WPA enjoys it and for no other reason. That is not the position in this case. Section 26A(b) does not prevent the
Commission from ordering particular conditions which are in the same terms as conditions received by employees who are
parties to a workplace agreement if, for example, the fact of those conditions being received by employees who are parties to a
workplace agreement are an immaterial side issue: Iluka Midwest Ltd and Another v. CMETSWU and Others (2001) 81 WAIG
763 at [56].

72 The claimed increase in superannuation cannot be separated from the significant changes which are to occur in the manner
work is performed by EBA employees. That reasoning has already resulted in the Commission deciding in an increase in the
order of 20% for the reasons already given. In our view also, a significant increase in superannuation is warranted for similar
reasons. The simple fact of the existence of a similar superannuation benefit for WPA employees has not, of itself, without
independent consideration of the merits of the totality of the unions� remuneration claim by the Commission, been a relevant
consideration in our decision. We accept the increasing role that superannuation plays in employees� remuneration. That is
reflected not just in the progressive increase in the contribution rate under the relevant Federal legislation. It is reflected in the
level of contribution presently made by BHPIO and the value which it places upon superannuation as part of employees�
remuneration.

73 We are not, however, of the view that the percentage increase to the superannuation contribution should be of the order of 20%
being the magnitude of the wage increase we have assessed. The claim of the unions is for an increase of 8% which will take
the superannuation contribution of BHPIO to 14%. We are acutely aware that that is the contribution level of the
superannuation contribution for employees who signed the WPA and that the equivalent costs is, on Mr Stockden�s evidence,
greater than 8%. Nevertheless, we regard it as artificial on the evidence to attempt to assess a different increase merely because
of s.26A(b). In our view, the 8% increase in superannuation for employees to be covered by this award is amply justified on
the basis of the increases in productivity that has occurred in the past and is to be seen in the future.

74 Finally in relation to superannuation, in its Reasons for Decision the Commission in Court Session reached the conclusion that
the superannuation clauses as proposed by both parties are caught by the provisions of section 49C of the Act. The clause
proposed by the unions provides for employees to be entitled to membership of the BHP Provident Fund and may elect to
become a non-contributory or contributory member. It requires BHPIO to make contributions in respect of each employee at
the level of 14%. It provides a contribution rate by the employee of 5%. The clause proposed by BHPIO notes that it is agreed
that the preferred in-house fund will be the BHP Iron Ore Employees Provident Fund and that the employee will contribute 8%
of provident fund wages for each employee.

75 Section 49C(2) prohibits the Commission from making an award which requires contribution to a superannuation fund by an
employer unless certain conditions are met. We tend to the view that the clauses proposed by both the unions and BHPIO
require contribution to a fund either by an employee or the employer. In the case of the unions it requires a payment of 14%. In
the case of BHPIO�s proposed clause it obliges BHPIO to contribute 8%. We are not persuaded that the issue turns upon the
nomination or the identity of the fund to which the monies are paid. The force of the provision to be included in the award will
require BHPIO to contribute to a superannuation fund or scheme and that is the issue addressed by s.49C(2) (cf. Iluka Midwest
Ltd and Another v. CMETSWU and Others (2001) 81 WAIG 763 at [57]). For that reason, the Commission has requested the
parties to draft the clause to be inserted into the award having regard to the provisions of s. 49C of the Act.
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Incentive Programme
76 In [127(h)] we decided that award employees may elect individually to participate in the IOIP subject to them fulfilling all of

the review requirements. In clause 7. � Wages, the unions� claim is that BHP shall apply and give effect to the terms of the
policy known as the BHP Iron Ore Incentive Program to and in respect of each employee except that part of the policy which
relates to the individual employee�s performance review.

77 The unions refer to the productivity bonus scheme which was introduced as part of restructuring in 1990 (as was noted by the
Commission at the time: (1990) 70 WAIG 4437). There was a package of trade-offs and productivity off-sets at the time in
relation to the bonus remaining in place. The last payment under the productivity bonus scheme was made in May 1999 and
BHP formally gave notice of withdrawal from the bonus scheme in November 2000. The unions submit however that the
trade-offs or productivity off-sets given at the time in 1990 were not rescinded by BHPIO. That scheme had been applicable to
both wages and staff employees.

78 The unions described the incentive programme as a bonus calculated by reference to BHPIO�s performance, departmental
performance and then an assessment by BHPIO of each individual�s performance. The unions argue that since payment was
last made under the previous productivity bonus scheme EBA employees have contributed significantly to the overall success
of BHPIO. The unions point to the email from Mr Harris, the memorandum from Mr Hunt and The Chronicle articles.
Therefore, they submitted, increased overall productivity is to the credit of all employees, including EBA as much as it may be
to the credit of staff. The unions are critical of BHPIO committing itself to rewarding employees for performance but not those
employees who have chosen to maintain an adherence to the collective approach.

79 While the unions seek the application of the incentive programme, they argue that the individual review aspect of the incentive
programme ought to be excluded and the budgeted amount per employee given to each department ought to be required to be
allocated to each award employee. If participation in the individual review process was seen as necessary, then supervisors
should be subject to review by those whom they supervise as a condition of this process. The unions emphasize that payments
made under the incentive programme are not a reward for participation of the individual but rather BHPIO and its department�s
performances. The review process inherent in the programme is simply the mechanism by which the award is distributed
(transcript p. 1083). The unions see the process, however, as a subjective process involving the employee�s supervisor. The
unions submit that supervisors are sensitive to BHPIO�s preference for employees to be on workplace agreements and in a
highly subjective process such as the one involved it may not be possible for supervisors to appraise award employees free of
those influences.

80 BHPIO opposes the claim. It sees the incentive programme as a key element in its relationship with its dealings with its non-
award employees, both traditional staff and workplace agreement employees. BHP believes that the scheme enhances
performance and personal development of employees who participate in the scheme and that it is mutually beneficial both to
BHPIO and to the employee concerned. Assessment may recognize additional responsibilities assumed by employees or
additional tasks they may assume to expand their skills, experience and overall contribution. It allows negative performance
issues to be addressed but overall it is a positive incentive scheme. It is significant that this can take place in the absence of any
concern of a constraint imposed by award obligations. It was submitted that remaining under award regulation was
incompatible with participation in such a scheme. BHPIO�s overall contributions take into account the contribution by
departments and also the individual employee�s performance. Individual employees must be prepared and must participate in
the process with a view to achieving the goals. Therefore, BHPIO does not seek to impose the obligation on unwilling
participants because it will not work. Therefore, those employees who do not participate in the programme ought not to be
entitled to the reward which comes from that participation.

81 The evidence of Mr Stockden from paragraph 43 onwards in his witness statement sets out the operation of the incentive
programme in some detail. It has been operative since late 1999. BHPIO sees this system as giving it a direct role with each
participating employee�s performance and can reward individual effort and achievements. It sets goals and employees may
direct their efforts to achieving them in the knowledge that it will be recognized and rewarded.

82 The Commission has given consideration to these issues in reaching the conclusion that it did that individual award employees
may elect to participate in the incentive programme subject to them fulfilling all of the review requirements. We were
persuaded to that conclusion by the nature of the incentive programme being to reward both its overall performance and also
individual performance. We are quite persuaded by the evidence contained in the Chronicle references to which we were
referred, and the various separate commendations from BHPIO to its EBA employees for work that was well performed, that
employees under the award have not only contributed to BHPIO�s performance but that individuals have similarly performed
well notwithstanding their remuneration via the EBA. Simple fairness requires that the incentive programme be extended to
employees under the EBA (see AFMEPKIU and Others v. Western Australian Mint (1996) 76 WAIG 1700).We do not accept
that employment under the award is, of itself, incompatible with participation in such schemes. The important proviso is
however, that as an individual�s performance assessment is an integral part of the incentive programme we consider that an
employee wishing to have the benefit of the incentive programme must commit to and accept the individual assessment
process, which is an inherent part of it.

83 We appreciate from the evidence overall that the scale of individual performance may differ from employees who are
employed by the award and those who are not. However, it cannot be said that individual employees covered by the award are
not committed to the productivity of BHPIO nor of their own individual performance. To so conclude would be inconsistent
with the evidence before the Commission. If an employee has contributed to the overall performance of BHPIO and has
performed well individually and has met targets set by BHPIO, there is simply no reason in merit why the benefits of the
incentive programme should not be applied. We recognize that the incentive programme should not be imposed on an
employee who is simply unwilling to participate.

84 Correspondingly, the evidence referred to above suggests that there will be many employees who prefer to remain covered by
the award, and with the opportunity to bargain collectively preserved to them, who nevertheless will perform well as
individuals and will wish to participate on this basis in the incentive programme. While we are conscious that it is a condition
of employment received by employees on workplace agreements, this condition of employment is not being awarded by the
Commission merely for that reason. Indeed, it is inherent in our overall decision in this matter that the award structure should
provide as far as possible for employees covered by the award to become as productive as employees of BHPIO generally and
if they contribute to the performance of BHPIO which warrants reward, they should be included. It is consistent with that
reasoning for the Commission to provide access to the incentive programme on an individual basis to further encourage that to
occur.

85 We are not persuaded that individual supervisors will discriminate against award covered employees as submitted.
Nevertheless, BHPIO should ensure not only that fairness is done but also that it is seen to be done.
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Overtime
86 The unions� claim for overtime to be paid at double time was not pursued (transcript p. 1239). The only issue requiring any

determination from the Commission is the extent to which there is a refusal by employees to work overtime. The evidence of
Mr Priestley suggests strongly that there is reluctance on the part of award employees to respond to call outs such that there is a
tendency to use contractors to perform those tasks (statement paragraph 28-30). There is further evidence from Mr Donnelly to
the same effect (statement paragraphs 19-21); and see also the statement of Mr Daines at paragraph 36; Mr Knuckey at
paragraph 15. There was at least some evidence that overtime had been refused as part of industrial action (evidence of Mr
Powell, transcript p. 270). It is common ground that the award presently provides for overtime to be voluntary. Nevertheless,
BHPIO submits (transcript p. 1196) that it has tried to improve the availability of employees working overtime. Various
formulae have been developed over time and been agreed to, but the evidence is that it has not worked. The standard provision
which applies to other employees in relation to the working of overtime ought to be introduced. BHPIO brought evidence to
support its submission that it regularly has difficulty in getting the requisite labour on overtime from its workforce. In some
areas only 30% of overtime on offer is taken up. It was submitted that it is the refusal to accept an offer of overtime which
necessitates the engagement of contractors. There is evidence of employees who accept an offer of overtime but then who do
not attend to do the work (evidence of Mr Daines at paragraph 77 and Mr Priestley at paragraph 22).

87 We accept the evidence and find that BHPIO does have some difficulty in obtaining employees to work overtime, as a
consequence of employees not being available to work it or not attending for work after acceptance of overtime. We also
consider that there is evidence which allows the conclusion that on occasion BHPIO is then obliged to bring in contractors and
we find accordingly. We acknowledge the evidence that BHPIO has not previously requested that reasonable overtime become
compulsory, but do so in the context of Mr Stockden�s evidence that BHPIO did not do so on the basis that it is something that
would not be able to be achieved by agreement and it was therefore not a sufficient priority. Nevertheless, BHPIO
acknowledges that voluntary overtime is �well embedded in the culture of the workplace� but that BHPIO would accommodate
individuals who, for perhaps pressing family needs, would need to be accommodated within the concept of compulsory
overtime.

88 Upon a consideration of the evidence as a whole we consider that a requirement to work a reasonable amount of overtime is
not an unduly harsh or unwarranted provision. Such a provision has been a common feature in awards of this Commission.
Whilst the word �reasonable� is not a word of precise definition and will vary from individual to individual, we believe that the
circumstances as presented to us warrant at least a statement that employees will be expected work a reasonable amount of
overtime. It is for these reasons that we stated at [128] that a provision will be inserted into the award.

Status Quo
89 The claim separately pursued by the AWU and the CEPU for the maintenance of the status quo while an issue is being

progressed through the Commission was decided by the Commission at [129]. We had regard to the submissions and evidence
of Mr Llewellyn and Mr Murie as referred to earlier in the Reasons for Decision at [79] and [80]. We noted also the evidence
of Mr Stockden (statement paragraph 93) of his experience over the previous 18 months with a number of disputes raised by
the unions relating to the interpretation of the �status quo� in respect of the Ongoing Change Agreement. We accept that
evidence. We considered the proposed clause would similarly invite arguments regarding the precise point at which �status
quo� is to come into operation as well as possible disagreements over the meaning of �status quo�.

90 Further, BHPIO has submitted that the present status quo arrangements have themselves been used as an impediment to the
changes which the unions now concede are necessary. There is evidence from Mr Stockden (statement paragraph 182) where
the status quo provision is seen by him as essentially providing a right of veto for the unions. In relation to engaging
contractors, Mr Stockden�s evidence (statement paragraph 100) is that unions have recently delayed and frustrated BHPIO
from engaging contractors by issuing grievances and seeking to apply an interpretation to the �status quo� such that BHPIO is
prevented from applying the award and IR agreements provisions permitting the utilization of contractors (as see also
paragraph 221(a)). That is not to say, however, that particular circumstances may not warrant the maintenance of the status quo
pending the determination of the Commission.

91 However, our assessment is that that is something best decided on a case by case basis. There may well be circumstances
where a proposed change is brought to the Commission by the unions and the maintenance of the status quo is not seen as
necessary or desirable. The claim that is brought before the Commission by the unions in this matter is for the status quo to
operate automatically upon a challenge by a union. Putting to one side the inherent difficulties with the provision as claimed,
we are not in these circumstances minded to grant the claim.

92 In similar vein, we consider that the status quo should not automatically operate when a dismissal is challenged before the
Commission. We have had regard for the evidence of Mr Chadwick (statement paragraph 11) regarding the cost of living being
high and the impracticality of living reasonably in the Pilbara without work. We have also considered the evidence of Mr
Robinson. His dismissal occurred on 5 September 2000 and he received ordinary pay from BHPIO until the decision of the
Commission in May 2001. His evidence is that had he not received that income he would almost certainly have had to leave
the Pilbara and return to Victoria (and see the evidence in reply of Mr Wood).

93 BHPIO presses an alternate view. The evidence of Mr Stockden in particular (at paragraph 225) is that the majority of
terminations are challenged in order to take advantage of the status quo provision regardless of the merits of the dismissal. Mr
Stockden gave examples for holding that opinion. Mr Stockden�s evidence referring to the dismissal of Mr Parr is challenged
by Mr Wood and we accept that the circumstances of the challenge to Mr Parr�s dismissal may not be as Mr Stockden would
believe. Nevertheless, the evidence of Mr Stockden overall, including the examples of challenges where there has been a
serious assault and on three occasions where applications were dismissed (paragraph 227), has been given weight.

94 The issue is whether there should be an automatic maintenance of the status quo if a dismissal is challenged. The evidence
before the Commission suggests that the answer should be �no� whilst recognizing that the Commission may make an interim
order to that effect on a case by case basis. This also recognizes the preparedness of BHPIO to continue a dismissed
employee�s accommodation arrangements pending the hearing and determination of the claim in the Commission (Mr
Stockden�s reply statement at paragraph 9).

95 Subsequent to the Commission�s Reasons for Decision in this matter Mr Schapper has queried the power of the Commission to
issue such an interim order, citing s.23(3)(h) of the Act. That provision states that on a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair
dismissal the Commission may not make any order except an order that is authorized by section 23A. This was not an issue
raised by any of the parties in the substantive hearing and as a result the issue has not been the subject of argument before us.
Nevertheless, we are presently of the view that if the interpretation placed upon s.23(3)(h) by Mr Schapper is correct, then it
would operate to prevent the Commission making any order of an interlocutory nature, for example, an order regarding the
discovery, production and inspection of documents. That would, in our opinion, produce an absurd result and one that,
applying accepted canons of statutory construction, is not to be preferred: Cooper Brookes (Wollongong) Pty Ltd v FCT (1981)
35 ALR 151 at 169-170; see generally Statutory Interpretation in Australia Fourth Ed Pearce and Geddes at para 217) . Rather,
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we find, for the reasons set out by Beech C. in ALHMWU v. Burswood Resort (Management) Ltd [2001] WAIRC 02655;
81 WAIG 1249 at paragraph [13], that s.23(3)(h) is intended to codify the powers of the Commission to issue final orders
pursuant to s 23A of the Act, upon a finding that a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unfair. Section 23(3)(h) does not prevent
the Commission exercising the interlocutory powers otherwise contained within the Act including within ss32 and 44. We do
not therefore accept the submission of Mr Schapper that the Commission is without jurisdiction or power to make such an
interim order in an appropriate case.

Choice
96 The Commission in Court Session in Airlite identified one consequence of the employers offering employment only on WPA�s

as being that the numbers employed on award terms and conditions in the industry are diminishing. The Industrial Appeal
Court identified this as a consequence directly contemplated by the legislature and for which it legislated when it enacted the
WP Act. To the extent that the Commission in this matter has also reached that conclusion, the decision of the court is direct
authority that the conclusion cannot stand.

97 Mr Schapper, in his supplementary submission of 1 March 2002, has suggested that to the extent that the Commission in this
matter reached its conclusions based upon preserving the award to issue as the safety net, the decision of the court is not direct
authority against that conclusion. We have given consideration to this submission. The concept of the award as the safety net is
underpinned by the State Wage Principles. However, an award exists as a safety net irrespective of the numbers of persons
covered by it. Thus, in an industry where most, if not all employees are presently employed pursuant to WPA�s, the award
stands as the safety net to the industry to which it applies. We are accordingly not of the view that our conclusion can stand in
light of the decision in Airlite.

98 It was submitted also that the Commission�s decision to include a clause regarding choice in order to extend the right to choose
which was afforded to those in employment to those coming into employment is not caught by the Airlite decision. In its
reasons at [51], the court held that the Commission may not properly be persuaded that it should exercise jurisdiction in respect
of an industrial matter by virtue of matters directly contemplated and authorised by Parliament in the WP Act. We would need
to be persuaded that the fact that persons not in employment do not have the right to choose between being employed pursuant
to award or workplace agreement conditions is a matter which was not directly contemplated and authorised by Parliament in
the WP Act. The unions have not sought to persuade us of that and, with respect, we suspect that they would not be able to do
so.

99 Accordingly, we are unable on the material presently before us to distinguish the court�s decision in Airlite from the decision
we had reached and the claim of the unions for a clause to be inserted in the award to issue prescribing a choice to prospective
employees is necessarily refused.

Transfers and Income Maintenance
100 The location at which work performed is one of the unions� key areas. In the submission of the unions this issue goes to the

impact on the employee and the employee�s family of the location of the work. For example, an employee employed at Port
Hedland may have his or her family location there and for BHPIO to have an unlimited discretion to simply transfer that
employee to Newman, or vice versa, is to place too much power in the hands of BHPIO in respect of a matter which is of
fundamental importance to the employee. The unions therefore wish to impose a restriction that there will be no transfer
between locations without employee consent.

101 The Commission noted the evidence of Mr Connors (paragraph 7) that income maintenance where an employee has been
reclassified or transferred from shift to days has been a long standing feature of employment at Finucane Island. The evidence
of Mr Blyth (paragraph 8) states that income maintenance for employees transferred from shift to day work reflects long
standing existing practice since approximately 1986. It was used recently at Nelson Point to maintain the income of employees
who ceased to be leading hands following a restructure.

102 The Commission also noted the response of BHPIO that this may be one of the matters which in the future may be the subject
of further negotiations between the unions (transcript p. 1225). Indeed, BHPIO submits that its claim contains provisions
consistent with the existing award to protect employees in relation to shift and rosters (transcript p.1209). Mr Stockden�s
statement in reply (paragraph 13) states that it has been a long standing practice that the company has been able to introduce
changes to its rosters with two weeks� notice without agreement from the relevant unions or employees. We find accordingly.

103 We are mindful, on the balance of the evidence, of the consequence upon employees who may, for example, be requested to
move from long standing employment in Port Hedland to Newman with its consequent dislocation to family arrangements.
That is not to say that all such transfers would have such a consequence. The unions� claim will, if accepted, give an individual
a right of veto over any proposed transfer. We consider it as consistent with the need for increased flexibility for that not to
occur. For that reason, the unions� claim is refused.

104 However, that does not give license to BHPIO to transfer its employees where such a transfer would have harsh or unfair
consequences upon the employee, including by reason of the consequence upon the employee�s family. We consider it
important to recognise that BHPIO may, for operational need, transfer an employee without requiring the employee�s prior
consent. However, BHPIO�s decision to do so in an individual case may be challenged and the Commission may, depending
upon the circumstances, order that a proposed transfer not occur. The Commission has done so in the past where unfairness has
been established. We consider that will provide a balance between the necessity for the increase in flexibility on the one hand
and the need to protect employees against the harsh consequences of any particular decision on the other. Income maintenance
ought to continue to apply in principle where it will produce a harsh or unfair consequence upon the employee. The duration of
that income maintenance will necessarily depend upon the circumstances.

Redundancy
105 As we noted in the Reasons for Decision which have issued at [134] there was little evidence to justify the claim made by the

unions to improve the redundancy benefits otherwise payable. Correspondingly, the history of the present provision is outlined
in the evidence of Mr Stockden (paragraph 127 to 133). On a consideration of the evidence we were not persuaded that the
present entitlement is unreasonable and that there is merit with it being improved. We have, however, not intended this
decision to prevent an application being made according to the circumstances of the case in the event that redundancies do
occur.

Casual Loading
106 The claim of the unions and the Commission in Court Session�s decision are contained at [135]. We had noted the unions�

submissions found at page 6 of the written outline of submissions on �secondary� matters. The submission notes that the
loading for casual staff, as distinct from casual employees under the award, is 25%. An argument submitted by the unions is
that increasing the casual loading to 25% is justified because long service leave is more beneficial that the standard 15 years,
casuals may be required to work shifts and there is a trend in recent cases to give ordinary casual employees 25%.
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107 The cross-examination of Mr Stockden (transcript p. 539) shows that the difference between loadings for staff and award
casuals appears to be historical. Further, his evidence is and we find that there has been only minimal employment of casuals
as either award covered employees or staff. BHPIO urged that there was no evidence put before the Commission to justify both
the increase in the loading and also the balance of the unions� clause which in its submissions impose restrictions upon BHPIO
regarding the utilisation of part-timers or casual employees.

108 We agree with the comments of Mr Stockden that the present loading of 20% is likely to be the quantum commonly prescribed
in awards in this Commission. We did not find the two cases to which Mr Schapper referred as being of assistance in the
context of BHPIO�s operation where particularly there is no evidence of casual employment. We agree with the submission of
Mr Dixon (transcript p. 1283) that the traditional components of the casual loading do not include long service leave and the
fact that the long service leave provisions for BHPIO may be more generous than that found in industry generally does not in
these circumstances provide a reason why the casual loading should similarly be more generous. Further, even if casual
employees may be required to work shifts, that fact of itself does not seem persuasive as a reason why the loading should
therefore increase.

109 Ultimately, the infrequent use of casuals by BHPIO distinguished it from industries where there has been an increase in the
level of casual employment. Indeed, the increased casualisation of the workforce in some industries may warrant such an
increase but that will depend upon the circumstances. Once those aspects of the unions� submission have been dealt with there
remained only the reason that staff employees receive 25%. As BHPIO itself has pointed out, that has not been a reason
historically in its operations for such an increase and to the extent that the staff employees are also employees on workplace
agreements the submission runs into the legislative difficulty presented by s.26A(b) of the Act.

110 Mr Schapper, somewhat surprisingly, strongly contested the use by the Commission in its Reason for Decision of the word
�standard� when referring to the present 20% loading. The use of that word does not of itself indicate that there is a �standard�
in the sense that that word is used for the purpose of the Wage Fixing Principles and test cases. We would be surprised
however if it could not be shown that a 20% loading for casuals is the most common loading in awards of this Commission.
Certainly, the unions have not sought to persuade us otherwise. In that event, the use of the word �standard� does not appear to
us to be exceptional.

111 The unions also claim that a provision should be inserted in the award requiring BHPIO to retain apprentices in employment
for a period of six months after the completion of their apprenticeship. This is an existing practice of long standing (Statement
of Mr Chadwick paragraph 9). Mr Stockden�s statement in reply at paragraph 6 notes that the practice has never been part of
the award or an industrial agreement and the present intention is to continue the practice. We accept that evidence. We note the
reasons why the practice has occurred (attachment JMS 51) and given the intention of continuing the practice we do not see a
need for it to be incorporated in the award. We are not persuaded that the balance of the clause sought is made out on the
merits on this occasion.

Sickness and Accident Scheme
112 BHPIO seeks to include in the award to issue provisions amending the sickness and accident scheme which is described in Mr

Stockden�s statement as �a current and significant entitlement for the award and EBA employees (paragraph 143). We have
considered the statement and the issues canvassed in the cross-examination commencing at transcript p.505. We consider it
reasonable that BHPIO may require an employee to undergo one or more medical examinations at its expense and that BHPIO
may nominate a doctor if one cannot be mutually agreed. We have some reservations about the proposed clause 13.7 which
provides BHPIO with the authority to direct an employee to undergo a rehabilitation programme if the doctor has approved
that programme. However, provided that the rehabilitation programme proposed by the doctor nominated by BHPIO is not
opposed by the employee�s doctor, we would be prepared to grant this provision on this basis.

Other Matters
Interim Order of Kenner C
113 At the proceedings on 7 December 2001 BHPIO made application to set aside the order of Kenner C in application C 60 of

2001 dated 16 March 2001 (�the Order�). The basis of that application in essence being that the course now adopted by the
Commission in Court Session in publishing these supplementary reasons, and the attendant delay, has been at the behest of the
unions. It was therefore submitted that BHPIO should not remain subject to the Order in these circumstances.

114 Mr Schapper strongly opposed BHPIO�s application. He submitted that in the context of the entire proceedings and further
proceedings that may be required to finally conclude the matter, any delay would not be significant. Additionally, Mr Schapper
submitted that as the increases in remuneration contemplated by the Commission�s decision are contingent upon the recession
of all prior industrial instruments, including the Order, it would be wrong in principle to revoke the Order at a time when none
of the benefits of the decision have flowed to the affected employees.

115 We have decided that in light of the course that we propose as referred to below, the Commission in Court Session will not, at
this point, revoke the Order. At paragraph 119 and 120 of our reasons for decision of 2 November 2001, the Commission in
Court Session said that on the delivery of the new award, all prior industrial instruments and the Order will be cancelled.

116 We anticipate that this will now, for the reasons stated below, occur promptly.
Interim Orders
117 At paragraph 9 of the unions� supplementary submissions certain interim orders are sought. In light of the course to be adopted

by the Commission, we do not propose to grant such orders.
Future Course
118 The Commission in Court Session has, in these further reasons for decision, set out the basis for its findings and conclusions in

relation to the key issues identified in the claims by the unions and BHPIO. We have provided to the parties clear guidance on
the content of proposed award clauses in what were identified by the parties as �core issues�. Where relevant elements of the
claims have been rejected that has been made plain and the reasons for so concluding have been expressed by the Commission
in Court Session. In our opinion, for the Commission in Court Session to descend into further particularity would require us to
specify the actual award clauses to be given effect.

119 By letter dated 4 December 2001, the solicitors for BHPIO provided to the Commission and the other parties, a copy of a
revised proposed award said to give effect to the Commission in Court Session�s reasons for decision of 2 November 2001. In
response to that and in light of these further reasons for decision, we now direct the unions to file and serve within seven days,
in accordance with Mr Schapper�s stated readiness to do so at the resumed hearing on 7 December 2001, a revised proposed
award to give effect to the Commission in Court Session�s reasons for decision as a whole. We also direct the parties to confer
within 21 days of service of the unions proposed award on BHPIO, in an endeavour to reach agreement on the award
provisions. We note there are a number of areas in the claims in respect of which there are few differences. We expect those to
be resolved. We also direct the parties to confer within that time in relation to the consolidated classification structure tendered
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during the course of the proceedings and the subject of correspondence between Mr Schapper and Mallesons of 26 November
2001.

120 To the extent that the parties are not able to reach agreement on the terms of the proposed new award, the Commission in
Court Session will deliver an award. In that regard, the Commission requires advice from the parties at the end of the period
specified in paragraph 119 as to their positions. On the issuance of the award, as either agreed or determined in whole or part
by the Commission in Court Session, the Order will be revoked.

_________

2002 WAIRC 05810
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Further Reasons for Decision
1 Following the Reasons for Decision of 2 November 2001 [2001 WAIRC 04082] and the Further Reasons for Decision

[2002 WAIRC 05009] we directed the parties to confer within 21 days of the service of the unions� revised proposed award in
an endeavour to reach an agreement on the award provisions. As we noted in the Reasons at [126] the details of the claims, the
evidence of the witnesses presented by all parties and the detailed submissions over an extended period of time have made this
a formidable task. At the resumed hearing the Commission was informed that agreement had been reached on many, but not all
clauses of the award. Both the unions and BHPIO presented the Commission with revised claims which represent their
respective positions following the Reasons and the Further Reasons. The unions and BHPIO presented written submissions and
also spoke to those submissions.

2 When the hearing resumed before the Commission, the Commission unanimously granted leave to intervene to the companies
which are, together with the BHPIO, joint owners of the housing the subject of the unions� claim and of the Commission�s
decision on that claim (Further Reasons at [38]). The unions subsequently advised the Commission that they no longer wished
to pursue that claim at this time and requested that the Commission include in the liberty to apply in this award liberty for the
unions to pursue by way of separate application, during the currency of the award, the issue regarding housing. Neither BHPIO
nor the companies given leave to intervene objected to that course of action, although they made a submission that the liberty
to be granted should be limited to the claim that was made and which would not permit a new and different claim to be
brought. These Reasons for Decision therefore go no further in relation to the intervention that was granted.

3 What follows are the Commission in Court Session�s Reasons for Decision on the disputed clauses. Each clause as contained
in the minute of proposed order is dealt with numerically, by separate heading, although the insertion of the required No
Further Claims, Minimum Wage and Arbitrated Safety Net clauses have altered the clause numberings in the award to issue
from the drafts filed by the parties and there has been some rearrangement of the order of the clauses. The text of our reasons
under each clause heading will refer however, to the numbering of the clauses as claimed in the parties� proposed awards.

Clause 4. � Term
4 In the unions� original claims, a term of three months was sought. BHPIO sought a period of 12 months. At the resumed

hearing, the parties pressed for terms of six months and two years respectively.
5 The Commission has decided that the term of the award is to reflect the operation of the wage increases which have been

prescribed (Reasons [136]). The Commission in the Further Reasons decided that the wage increase should not be in one sum
but rather should be paid with an initial increase with the balance payable in a further 12 months or earlier in the event that
there has been a demonstrated increase in flexibility, productivity and efficiency in accordance with the Commission�s decision
(Further Reasons [65]). This shows that the term of the award may be only fairly considered in the context of the operative date
of the wage increases to apply. We therefore turn to consider that issue.

6 The unions press for the wage increase to operate from 2 November 2001. BHPIO states that it would be inconsistent with the
Commission�s reasons to give a retrospective operation to increases which are predicated on changes yet to occur.
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7 In the Further Reasons from [62] onwards, and particularly at [66] the Commission concluded that the wage increase would
not be applied at a date prior to the delivery of the Reasons for Decision on 2 November 2001. This in part was because the
substantial proportion of the wage increase that is due is for the improvements and productivity which are to occur. In reaching
that decision, the Commission recognised the time-lapse which has occurred since the last wage increases to employees and for
that reason rejected the unions� claims for retrospectivity earlier than 2 November 2001.

8 In the conclusion we reached, the Commission�s intention was to give guidance to the parties to assist them in concluding the
terms of the award and the date of operation. The date of operation now to be decided is only able to be considered in the light
of the present circumstances. The Commission had previously considered that the fact that the employees had not received a
wage increase for some time did not of itself justify retrospectivity. However, we do not consider it fair that the employees not
receive the initial increase to be awarded from 2 November 2001. We recognise that the substantial increases in productivity to
the respondent are yet to occur.

9 Whilst we acknowledge the submission of BHPIO as to the delay occasioned by the unions� application made on 7 December
2001 which lead to the Further Reasons, for the reasons submitted by Mr Schapper and in the circumstances whereby the
profitability of BHPIO can also be attributed to the employees covered by the award (refer to Publication �BHP Iron Ore
Chronicle� January 1997 to May 2001 and �Chronicle Summary�, refer to memo from Graeme Hunt to all employees:
�Outstanding Results for 2001� (Exhibit A9) and the bundle of documents tendered by the unions at the resumed hearing
which became exhibit A11) the circumstances warrant the wage increase operating earlier from the date of the award. In our
view, those circumstances and the situation which has led to the Commission�s decision, including as it does the inability of
the parties to conclude not only an enterprise bargaining agreement, but also an agreement on the award to issue
notwithstanding the decisions in principle given by the Commission in Court Session, are special circumstances which make it
fair and right to do so.

10 Given that the supplementary wage increase to be awarded is to be based upon proven increases and efficiency following the
cancellation of the various industrial instruments and the operation of this award, the Commission will not sit to consider the
further wage increase until at least a further six months has passed from the operation of the award itself. For that reason, we
consider that the term of the award should be 12 months that date marking the outside point for the operation of the balance of
the wage increase.

Clause 5. � Rescission
11 The only difference between the parties is whether the industrial instruments to be rescinded upon the issuance of this award

either include all prior informal agreements between the parties or those informal agreements which are enforced by virtue of
the interim order of the Commission dated 16 March 2001. As a matter of construction, the Commission will be cancelling the
order of the Commission dated 16 March 2001 and therefore all of the prior informal agreements, including the Industrial
Relations Agreement (1997) as amended, will be superseded and replaced. Therefore, the words �as in force by virtue of the
interim order of the Commission dated 16 March 2001� should remain in the award to issue.

Clause 7. � Aggregate wages
12 BHPIO�s proposal is contained in its submissions at paragraph 36. The fundamental difference between that and the

proposition of the unions is the unions� retention of the classification structure.
13 The decision of the Commission as expressed in its Reasons and Further Reasons was given in the context of the claims then

before the Commission. BHPIO�s claim, which in general was the claim favoured by the Commission over the proposal of the
unions, provides for employees to be employed in classifications set out in a classification structure. The Commission is not
prepared, on the evidence and materials before it, to depart significantly from the matters that were in issue before it and upon
which its decision has been based. The award to issue therefore will contain Clause 8.1 as contained in the unions� amended
proposal. Given that the roster is to be identified in order to determine an employee�s remuneration, the words �and roster� are
included.

14 In doing so we accept the unions� recognition not to �return to the days of rigid classification or union demarcation and the
necessity for flexibility in the work that people do� and state that the classification structure is not to be taken by the
employees as placing a restriction on flexibility in the performance of work. Correspondingly, in the event that an issue arises,
the matter is able to be brought to the Commission.

15 The Commission�s Reasons and Further Reasons for Decision were based upon both the BHPIO proposed award and the
unions� proposed award both of which contained a classification structure. The Commission�s decision was largely in favour of
the increased flexibility which would flow from BHPIO�s proposed award compared with the intentions reflected in the
proposed award of the unions. The proposed departure of BHPIO from the recognised classification structure which it itself
proposed originally therefore reads more into the Commission�s Reasons and Further Reasons than was intended, particularly
given that the Commission could not have in mind any proposal to move away from the established classification structure at
the time its reasons was given. This is all the more so having regard to the parties� submissions in the substantive proceedings
that the classification structure is one of the matters that is anticipated to require ongoing discussions beyond the making of the
award. For that reason, the unions� proposed classification structure in their Schedule III, which is a consolidation of the
existing structure, is to be incorporated into the award.

16 The unions� amended provision in Clause 8.4 reflects the decision of the Commission that each employee may elect to
participate in the respondent�s incentive programme. For that reason, it is included. BHPIO�s suggested wording is in its
proposed Clause 26 of its revised claim. It provides that the employee is to elect to participate in the annual programme within
14 days prior to the next commencement date, which this year is July 1. Given the timing of these Reasons, and that there may
be a speaking to the minutes, we will provide that for this year an existing employee shall be given the 14 days period of time
which is prescribed for a �future� employee to elect after commencement of employment. The 14 days is to commence from
the date this award commences. The suggestion by BHPIO that the clause stipulates that the employee is to comply in all
respects with the programme is an inherent requirement and it is not necessary for it to be an award prescription.

17 We also require the parties to provide to the Commission, for issuance with the new award, updated salary and allowances
schedules to incorporate the remuneration increases we have awarded in our decision. We note that exhibits R16 and
R17 represent the parties� agreed position as to allowances.

Clause 9. - Contract of Employment
18 We consider that the contents of this clause are more accurately described by the clause title �Contract of Employment� than

the clause title �Basis of Employment� as BHPIO proposes. We note that BHPIO�s original award claim did not propose to
change the title of the clause and we see no warrant to change it.

19 BHPIO claims that wording at the commencement of this clause, which is agreed to be that employees may be directed to carry
out such duties as are within the limits of their skill, competence and training, should have the words �� and safety. There
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shall be no other limitations on the performance of work� added. We consider that the agreed wording is sufficient. In the
context of the original claim and counter claims, and the decisions in principle reached by the Commission, we do not consider
that further provisions are necessary. There will necessarily be provisions of this award which may literally impact on the
performance of work, for example the taking of annual leave, that we consider it unwise to include the claimed words.

20 The Commission in Court Session in its Reasons, and its Further Reasons, has endorsed as a matter of principle the benchmark
of the productivity already achieved (Reasons [111]) and that the levels of efficiency, flexibility and productivity being
realised presently must be the objective for those who would be employed under the award (ibid [115]). In that context, we did
not accept the proposals of the unions regarding their core matters and the process by which change would be introduced.
Nevertheless, and as we indicated in the Reasons at [104] that does not mean that we accepted the award proposed by BHPIO
in its entirety. Even with the minimalist award (certainly minimalist in comparison to the combined regime of the award,
enterprise bargaining agreements and both the registered and unregistered industrial agreements that have been the result of
some 30 years of tradition and practices), some safeguards will necessarily be required.

21 Thus, the principles outlined by us in the Reasons and the Further Reasons concerning flexibility and the benchmark set by the
productivity already achieved were said in the context of the claims and counter claims which were before us, and which were
the subject of argument before us. Our comments cannot be held to address issues which were not, and have not, been the
subject of evidence and argument before us. This, in part, makes us cautious with agreeing to insert the suggestions in
BHPIO�s revised claim at Clauses 6.2 and 6.3 that employees be required to undertake such training as is directed and as made
available by the company and that the company may appoint and require an employee to perform the duties of a leading hand.
Whilst we appreciate the issue of flexibility and productivity, and that the employees to be covered by the award have
committed through their unions to that course of action, we are not at this stage prepared to incorporate those provisions. We
note that employees must retain the capacity to be flexible through extending the range of skill and competency that they have
through training and that it is not for an individual to pick and choose whether or not to accept training.

22 In paragraph 6.2 of the unions� revised claim, the words �to meet the operational requirements of the Company� should not be
included. The decision of the Commission is that employees may be required to work a reasonable amount of overtime. That
overtime would not be offered by BHPIO unless it was to meet its operational requirements and those words are unnecessary.

23 In Clause 6.5 of BHPIO�s original claim was the period of time for an employee to be absent from work without the approval
of BHPIO and be deemed to have abandoned his or her employment is one week. We see nothing in the Reasons and Further
Reasons which caused this provision to be altered and it will be approved.

24 In Clause 6.6 of the unions� revised claim, we agree that the words �and the union� ought to be inserted. For the reasons which
follow, the recognition by the Commission that the right of employees to collectively bargain and be represented by the union
is entirely consistent with that provision.

25 In Clause 6.8 of BHPIO�s revised claim, BHPIO proposes to insert a provision that BHPIO may require employees to transfer
to other operations or locations after consulting with the employee. The unions argue that the proposal extends a claim for a
limited right of transfer to an unlimited one and that such a claim was neither claimed nor argued during the hearing of the
matter.

26 However the question of transfers arose in BHPIO�s original claim at 6.6 and in the unions� original claims in Clause 8 �
Hours of Work that �BHP may require an employee to transfer from day work to shift work or from shift work to day work�
and Clause � 20 that �� BHP may require employees to transfer to other operations or locations�. The decision of the
Commission in its Reasons at [133] indicates that we will prescribe that BHPIO may require employees to transfer to other
operations or locations. The decision of the Commission in principle will be included in the award.

27 In doing so we note that in the BHPIO original claim in clause 6.6. arising from the DOO agreement a procedure was specified
to be followed. The procedure is that BHPIO shall in the first instance seek expressions of interest from employees and only if
there are no volunteers to transfer should BHPIO select the employee after consulting with the employee. We consider that it is
desirable that employees are aware a particular procedure will be followed in the event of a transfer. A procedure such as that
in the BHPIO original claim whereby a suitable volunteer will be sought in the first instance seems to us to be appropriate.
Given that the BHPIO original claim contained a procedure, we do not regard it as a �restrictive procedure� as BHPIO now
suggests.

28 Further, we add that there is recourse to the Commission in the event that a particular transfer is alleged to be harsh, oppressive
or unfair. The Commission will in that event deal with any issue of income maintenance where to discontinue it would produce
a harsh or unfair consequence upon the employee. For that reason, we see little need to put a clause in the award as proposed.
We agree with the submission of the unions that transfer between classifications is, depending on the circumstances, likely to
constitute a dismissal and proposed re-engagement and for that reason is also not part of any award provision.

Clause 10. � Casual, Short-term and Part-time employment
29 After the words �All time worked by a casual employee in excess of the ordinary hours of work applicable to� in Clause

7(1)(d) BHPIO proposes the wording �his or her area of work �� in lieu of the words �the classification in which he or she is
working ��. The Commission notes that this was not proposed in the original claim and is not persuaded that it is appropriate
to change the words as originally claimed.

30 In Clause 7(2)(a) both revised claims agree on the provision of �short-term� employment but not on the duration of �short
term� employment.  There is no fixed concept of what constitutes �short-term� employment. BHPIO contends it should not
exceed 12 months. The unions contend it should not exceed six months. The principle behind the recognition of short-term
employment is to differentiate it from permanent employment. We have not been taken to any evidence where this issue was
specifically addressed. We understand from the 1993 EBA (JMS2) that the parties had agreed at that time to 6 months and as
presently advised that will be the duration in the award to issue.

31 In Clause 7(3)(a) in both revised claims a part-time employee is referred to as one who is �engaged on a weekly contract of
employment�. BHPIO proposes to delete those words so that a part-time employee is one who works regularly from week to
week. BHPIO submits that part-time employees are no longer engaged on a weekly contract of employment. Remuneration is
paid fortnightly.

32 The original claim from BHPIO, and the basis upon which our decision was reached, did not omit those words and we are not
persuaded that they should now be deleted.

Clause 11. � Hours of Work
33 Consistent with the Commission�s reasoning in paragraph 30 of these Reasons for Decision, BHPIO�s wording in 9.1 of its

original claim which is the wording adopted by the unions in their revised proposal is preferred. Consistently with that, the
Commission is not prepared on the submissions before it to depart from the wording originally claimed by BHPIO and upon
which the Commission�s decision was based.
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34 BHPIO proposes in Clause 9(1)(b) to prescribe that it may set and vary the start time for the commencement of ordinary hours
to meet the Company�s operational requirements. This is stated to be to ensure disputes do not occur as to whether a decision
to change the ordinary hours is permitted under the award where there are operational requirements for the change. In the
Further Reasons for Decision at [60] we acknowledged the stated intention of the unions for the requirement of flexibility and
the need for BHPIO to stay competitive that the employees directly affected by any proposed change to ordinary hours be
consulted. We did not consider it possible to prescribe an award condition whilst reserving to the parties a right to work
different hours by agreement. The provision claimed by BHPIO does not seek to vary the ordinary hours of work rather, to
vary the start time for the commencement of those ordinary hours. We see it as consistent with the need of flexibility to allow
that to occur. We reiterate our previously stated concern that there be consultation in such circumstances.

35 In Clause 9.3(a) of the unions� revised claim, the unions� proposal is the wording in BHPIO�s original claim. The Commission
does not understand that the different shift systems currently in operation (apart from locomotive drivers) is not encompassed
within that original claim. On the submission of BHPIO we do not see a warrant to depart from that original position and we
have some reservations that a revised drafting of this provision may carry the risk of unintended consequences.

36 In 9.3(b) of the unions� revised claim, the unions claim that a requirement to work a shift change be paid at the overtime rate
was not pursued and those words will be removed.

37 Clause 9.4 of the unions� revised claim is the same wording as the original BHPIO claim and is to be included.
38 Clause 9.5 of the unions� revised claim is now the same as BHPIO�s 9.4 of the revised claim and is to be included.
39 The first sentence of the unions� claim in Clause 9.6 is in accordance with BHPIO�s original claim. The unions then claim a

provision that all time worked on periodic overhauls be paid at overtime rates. The unions claim that this is a present and
longstanding practice and if it is removed the consequent loss of income detracts from the wage increase to be awarded in the
award. The issue of periodic overhauls and the payment for working on them was contained as part of the unions� claim but
was not the subject of specific evidence. We acknowledge the findings we have made that go to flexibility. We also
acknowledge the point that full effect should be given to the wage increase to be awarded. If periodic overhauls are in fact
regular then the longstanding practice that they are paid at overtime means they are more likely to become part of an
employee�s regular income. If periodic overhauls are indeed periodic then the argument loses force. We are not disposed to
include the provision on the information before us.

40 Similarly, the unions submit that it is current practice for overtime for day employees to be based upon the four weekly work
cycle. The Commission considers that the agreed wording of the parties in 9.6, that all time worked in excess of ordinary hours
is paid at the rate set out in schedule I, governs the situation and as day employees work a 40 hour week then time worked in
excess of ordinary hours on a weekly basis is to be paid at the overtime rate.

41 BHPIO seeks a provision in its Clause 9.5 Overtime of its revised claim that by agreement between BHPIO and the employee
overtime may be taken as time off in lieu. This is opposed by the unions. It is also not a matter contained in the original claim
by BHPIO. Nevertheless, we consider that the proposal has merit. The opposition to it from the unions goes to their concern
that employees may only be offered overtime on the basis that it is remunerated as time off in lieu. We do not regard the
unions� fears as well founded but will provide that the agreement to be reached between BHPIO and the employee is to be
made after the overtime is worked. An individual member always has recourse to his union when considering this matter.

42 The unions� claim in Clause 9.7 is that the BHPIO original claim which allows for the changing of the shift system in operation
on the giving of 14 days� notice is to be deleted. The concern of the unions is not that BHPIO not be able to change the shift
system as such but that BHPIO not be able to change what constitutes the ordinary hours and the continuous shift manner in
which shifts worked. The unions concede that BHPIO can change the shift system that is in operation within the context of it
being a two-shift system. Given the decision we have reached approving the unions� claims in Clause 9.3 which is for the two-
shift system the reservation of the unions have been addressed therefore Clause 9.7(d) will be included.

43 BHPIO claims in its Clause 9.7 that there should be an express provision to the effect that all hours paid for shall be worked. In
the Reasons for Decision at paragraph 127(e) and in the Further Reasons at paragraph [56] we stated that as a principle this
should apply. Given the prior history in relation to these matters, we consider it appropriate to reflect such a principle in the
award to issue. This provision will therefore be included.

44 The unions� claims in 9.8 Recalls are the original clause as sought by BHPIO. BHPIO proposes that by agreement recalls may
be for less than 4 hours. This is a proposal that has not been an issue before the Commission in these proceedings and the
original clause as sought by BHPIO is to be included in the award to issue.

45 The unions claim provisions in Clauses 9.9, 9.10, 9.11, for rest periods after overtime, on call or on standby, and meals and rest
breaks. The unions submit that these clauses reflect the current and long standing practice on site and that each of them is
reasonable and necessary. The respondent, however, considers that these provisions cut down on flexibility in the respondents�
operations and should be dealt with on safety principles.

46 Subsequent to the conclusion of the hearing, by letter dated 8 June 2002, Mr Schapper brought to the attention of the
Commission in Court Session that his clients� stated intention had been, in relation to the proposed clause 9.11, to continue the
current provisions, which are reflected in provisions contained in EBA I. The relevant provisions of EBA I apply to the
exclusion of the existing award provisions in relation to these matters. Implicit in this communication is the claimed clauses
have been inserted in error by the applicants. The fact that it was the current provisions that are claimed is to an extent
confirmed in BHPIO�s submissions, where they attack the claimed clauses as being less flexible that what is currently provided
in EBA I.  By letter of 17 June 2002 the solicitors for BHPIO opposed the union�s proposed substitution of the EBA I
provisions for those contained in the union�s draft award.

47 Firstly, our approach to the matter generally is reflected in our understanding that as to the proposed clause 9.9, the
requirement for a 10-hour break after overtime is a reasonably frequent provision within awards of the Commission and its
adoption in this award does no more than measure the award against provisions which operate generally. The same applies to
the on call and meal and rest break provisions. In that regard, they are considered by the Commission as reasonable. Neither do
we see these provisions as being contrary to the requirements for flexibility in the respondent�s operations. Given that the
provisions of an award will necessarily introduce restrictions which would not be present if an award did not apply, employees
should not be denied some of the usual safeguards.

48 Secondly, in relation to the proposed substitution of the rest and meal break provisions, we accept that based on the
submissions of the unions during the course of the proceedings, it was the intention of the unions to insert the current
provisions as applying at BHPIO. Given that it is accepted by BHPIO that these provisions are more flexible than those in the
unions� draft award, consistent with our overall intention that such provisions afford flexibility to BHPIO, they will be
inserted.
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Clause 12. � Annual Leave
49 The only provisions in this clause that are in dispute are the claim in clause 10(9) by BHPIO for an employee to be able to take

lesser amounts of annual leave subject to the approval of BHPIO, and the claim of the unions that there be a limit of taking up
to 10 single days or shifts upon the giving of 48 hours� notice subject to the approval of the supervisor. There is a proviso in
the unions� claim that if the supervisor does not refuse approval within 24 hours of the notice the employee is entitled to take
the leave in question. The provision regarding rail employees being entitled to a total of 18 single days or shifts off is not seen
by the unions as being anything other than a reflection of existing practice.

50 The provision claimed by the unions for an employee to take up to 10 single days or shifts of annual leave each year on the
giving of notice and subject to the approval of the supervisor was part of BHPIO�s original claim (10.9). We accept that
original claim. We consider that the giving of the 48 hours� notice carries with it an obligation for the supervisor to respond
within a reasonable timeframe but we will not, in the absence of evidence, insert the provision claimed that the leave is to be
taken unless refusal is given within 24 hours.

51 BHPIO does not agree that the giving of 18 days off for rail employees is a present and longstanding condition and in the
absence of agreement, the claim is not granted. The unions� claims in the original hearing neither sought additional single days
off for rail employees nor provided for less than four weeks� notice of intention to take leave. In the event that shorter notice is
able to be agreed between the parties as acceptable, there should be a provision in the award to allow that agreement and the
provision to that effect in the unions� amended claim in 10.12 is agreed.

Clause 13. � Annual Leave Travel Assistance
52 The only issue between the parties in Clause 11(3) of the unions� claim is for an exception regarding the forfeiture of annual

leave travel assistance. This is said to be a self evident and commonsense position which applies at site level. BHPIO opposes
the claim and states there was no evidence to support it.

53 The Commission considers that if other arrangements are made between employee and supervisor, then if the honouring of that
agreement means that the entitlement to annual leave travel assistance would not be forfeited in a given case then that is a
common sense position and, consistent with the annual leave provision above, it will be included.

Clause 15. � Sick Leave
54 There is a difference between the parties regarding the number of days� absences for which a medical certificate would need to

be provided. BHPIO proposes that a medical certificate be provided if requested by BHPIO for absences from work exceeding
one day. The unions state that the provision should be for absences from work exceeding two days. In this regard, we accept
the evidence of Mr Stockden at pp 576 to 577T and the provision will be one day. The Commission accepts that BHPIO sees a
need to address absences in particular work locations. The provision allowing BHPIO to claim a medical certificate for
absences exceeding one day or more will allow that issue to be addressed.

55 In the claimed Clause 13(4) the issue between the parties is whether the non-contributory sickness and accident scheme
referred to in the award is to be BHPIO�s scheme. The Commission sees little reason to require that the non-contributory
sickness and accident scheme must be BHPIO�s scheme and not some other scheme. The issue is really the provision of an
appropriate scheme. That may not only be BHPIO�s scheme. The unions� suggested change in 13(4) is not accepted.

56 In the Further Reasons at [112] the Commission decided that provided the rehabilitation programme proposed by the doctor
nominated by BHPIO is not opposed by the employee�s doctor we would grant the provision claimed. It is that wording which
is to be incorporated into the award and accordingly BHPIO�s proposed wording is to be included in the award to issue.

Clause 20. � Redundancy
57 The unions claim that the transportation for the employee and/or dependents and personal effects should be air transportation.

This was not part of any original claim and there was no evidence led in support of this claim. Rather, the Commission accepts
the submissions of BHPIO at paragraph 70 of its submissions that as a matter of practice air transport has been provided to
employees provided the circumstances have made that not possible because of the geographical location of the place of
engagement or because an employee requests an alternative means of transport which BHPIO agrees to. Accordingly, that
claim is refused.

Clause 21. � Superannuation
58 The Commission acknowledges the typographical error in the Further Reasons for Decision in [73] where the Commission

noted the claim of the unions is for an increase of 8% when it should read 6%.
59 The parties were required to provide alternate wording for the clause consistent with s.49C of the Industrial Relations Act

1979 (the Act). In all other respects, the issue decided by the Commission in its Reasons and Further Reasons related to the
contribution rate. For that reason, the 14% is of the average of the employee�s salary based upon the unions� clause with the
addition of the provision for employees to contribute 5% of the provident fund wage as is current practice.

Clause 22. � Travelling on Engagement and Termination
60 The differences between the parties relate to a claim by the unions that BHPIO pay the airfare, as distinct from the fare, of an

employee from the place of engagement to any place of employment. The unions state that this is in recognition that air travel
is now the usual means of travel to and from the Pilbara. The Commission is not aware of a reason to change the present
provision (which states �fare� rather than �airfare�) and the change proposed by the unions is refused.

61 The claim of the unions that locally engaged employees are provided with an airfare to Perth was not before the Commission
and is seen as a new claim in respect of which there is no evidence and it is refused.

Clause 23. � Issue Resolution Process
62 The principal difference between the parties in the proposed Clause is the proposal of the unions creating an entitlement to

union representation and assistance at each stage of the procedure. BHPIO provides in its Clause 21.5 that nothing in the
procedure shall be read so as to exclude an employee or employees having an employee representative including a shop
steward of their choice or an official of an the union party to the award for which they are eligible for membership to represent
them. The Commission considers it as appropriate that the entitlement to union representation and assistance be stated
positively. Where the union representation is an employee then when that employee is representing another employee the
employee shall do so without any loss of earnings.

63 BHPIO considers it important because of the s.72A proceedings and the evidence referred to in that decision that the award
provide that the union official referred to be an official of a union with relevant eligibility. The unions assert that the logistics
of union organisation in the Pilbara often means that unions may on an agreed basis have one official represent a number of
unions on site. In the conclusion we have reached, provided that the union official is specifically authorised by a union party to
the award to represent that union, the difficulties seen by the Commission in the s.72A proceedings ought to be avoided. The
issue resolution process will provide accordingly.
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64 Assistance does not, for the purposes of this clause, go beyond the direct assistance to an employee who raises an issue for
resolution pursuant to Clause 23 of the award. It is consistent with this reasoning to provide that where more than one
employee is part of the issue resolution process, there is a right for representation on a collective, rather than on an individual
basis.

Clause 24. � Personal Protective Equipment
65 No issue was raised regarding personal protective equipment during the original proceedings to justify the changes sought here

and the unions� claims are rejected.
Clause 25. � Right of Entry
66 The Commission decided (Reasons [127](d)) that the award will permit an official of the union party to the award who is

credentialed in accordance with the registered rules of that union to enter the premises in accordance with the provisions of
s.49AB of the Act. In the Further Reasons at [51] to [54], the Commission stated that the issue is one principally of
accountability. We consider it important that the award state that the credentialing of the official is to be done in accordance
with the union�s registered rules. We consider that emphasis is not found in the words �duly� accredited as the unions propose.
The award will therefore provide that a representative of a union party to the award who is credentialed in accordance with the
registered rules of the union may enter BHPIO�s sites at any time but shall not without the permission of the relevant industrial
relations officer or his or her appointed representative interview employees during their working hours.

Clause 26. � Posting of Notices
67 The difference between the parties is whether or not the notice is to be signed by �an official� or an �accredited representative�

of a union party to the award. Consistent with the Commission�s reasoning in this matter the signing is to be by a duly
accredited representative of a union party to the award. In the context of the signing of a notice by a shop steward, the words
�duly accredited� are appropriate.

Clause 27. � Utilisation of Contractors
68 The parties have been unable to agree on this clause. In its Reasons and Further Reasons the Commission has decided that the

Commission will not impose a limitation on the use of contractors given that they are and have been an integral part of
BHPIO�s operations [127(a)]. Rather, there will be a provision for notification within the workplace directly involved in the
use of contractors. Notification may not necessarily be in writing but can be conveyed in the work area by the supervisor and
notification is to be given as soon as practicable after the decision to retain the contractors is been made.

69 In the Reasons for Decision we noted that where contractors are currently on site notification will not be necessary (paragraph
127(a)). However, it is now recognised that these contractors may have an ongoing presence on sites for a considerable period
of time under an existing contract or succession of contracts. It is not intended that an ongoing presence by these contractors
would obviate the need for relevant employees to be informed. In view of this some safeguard is necessary.

70 The Commission also indicated that the recommendation of Kenner C in C 36 of 2001 may be used as a guide. Based upon that
decision, the clause to be inserted will state that BHPIO may use contractors as an integral part of their operations. Based upon
the recommendation of Kenner C if BHPIO decides to retain the services of a contractor BHPIO must notify, either orally or in
writing, the employees directly affected by the use of the contractor within the relevant work area or their on site union
representative of that decision as soon as practicable after the decision to retain the contractor has been made. The notification
is to apply to any use of contractors after the award comes into operation and will also apply to the contractors who are on site
as at the date of the making of the award after a period of three months, but only so far as an initial notification is required. If a
contractor who is currently on site completes a contract and is subsequently brought back or has their contract extended, that
return or extension as the case may be, attracts the requirement for notification. To that extent, BHPIO�s proposed clause in
their 25.1 and 25.2 as modified by these Further Reasons is to be inserted in the award.

71 Further, we consider that the notification should contain the scope and anticipated duration of the contractor�s work. By this
means, the unions� concerns regarding the contracting out of core work of which the Commission has taken notice, may be
able to be addressed by the requirement of detail of the use of contractors. Furthermore, we also consider in the context of this
award that the relevant union party to the award should be notified, including the particulars of the scope and duration of the
work, in the event that BHPIO is obliged pursuant to the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 to inform or discuss
any matter with any employee to whom the award applies.

Clause 28. - Union Representation
72 The unions submit that a clause should be inserted in the award regarding union representation. There is no corresponding

provision sought to be inserted in the award as proposed by BHPIO. We consider that the conclusions we have reached
(Reasons at [127(c)] and the Further Reasons at [47] onwards) mean that a union representation clause is appropriate in the
circumstances in this case. Of necessity, and in accordance with our Reasons and the evidence, the purpose of the clause is to
give effect to the Commission�s decision which necessarily reduces, rather than creates, the conditions of employment
affecting union representation built up over years of negotiation.

73 The clause will state that employees have a right to bargain collectively and BHPIO shall recognise union structure on each
site. Necessarily, the manner in which the unions structure themselves is a matter for the unions and, where appropriate their
registered rules. While that is not a licence for union structures to inhibit the operations of BHPIO, it is not for BHPIO to
indicate to the unions what the unions� structures should be.

74 The history of union representation and the recent history of the deterioration of industrial relations between the parties suggest
that more than the minimum requirement in the Act is to be prescribed.

75 Consistent with our Further Reasons [47] that employees are able to bargain collectively without hindrance, the award will
facilitate the opportunity for collective negotiations. The composition of the single bargaining unit is not a matter for award
prescription, neither is the granting of leave to attend meetings of the single bargaining unit. The award should, nevertheless,
recognise that shop stewards attending Commission conferences or hearings not lose earnings.

76 The regular holding of union meetings was dealt with by the Commission. The issue was not dependent upon whether or not
the meetings were paid.

Messing, Housing and Transport
77 The Commission recognises that issues of messing, housing and transport are major areas of benefit to employees which are

current and longstanding. This would be true of other benefits as well. Nevertheless, and consistent with the concept of a
minimalist award, the Commission has rejected in principle the proposition that such benefits be enshrined in the award. This
is not inconsistent with the unions� original concept that policies could be changed upon notice. We will therefore not prescribe
these provisions in the award. Their non-inclusion is not an invitation to change merely that change will not require an award
amendment. In the event of proposed change in these issues the proposed changes may be brought to the Commission for
consideration if the circumstances warrant.
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Clause 29.- Liberty to Apply
78 Given that a component of the aggregate salaries provision we have awarded is prospective, we will grant liberty to apply in

relation to this matter.
79 In relation to housing retention, the unions, following the grant of leave to intervene to those entities represented by Mr Le

Miere, advised the Commission that they did not wish to proceed at this time in relation to the claim, but sought a liberty to
apply in relation to this provision generally. A general liberty was opposed by both BHPIO and the intervenors, on the basis
that if the Commission granted liberty to apply on this issue, it should be confined to the provision as claimed by the unions.

80 The question of the opportunity for employees to purchase houses on termination of employment was the subject of the unions�
original claim in clause 15. It was subsequently modified to a �best endeavours� provision in the unions� revised claim. Mr
Schapper submitted that an alternative course for the unions was to simply bring fresh proceedings against the joint venturers
to overcome the objections raised by them and BHPIO to a general liberty provision.

81 We are of the view that largely for the reasons identified by Mr Schapper, there should be a general liberty to apply in relation
to housing. Whether or not it becomes necessary to deal with that issue will be a matter for the unions to consider.

82 The unions sought to include the matter of overtime rates for rail employees in the liberty to apply clause. This was not the
subject of a substantive claim in the unions� proposed award. The matter was raised by Mr Schapper in submissions but it
appears that it was later conceded by the unions (at 1239T) that the formula for the calculation of overtime had been the
subject of an agreement of longstanding and the matter was not pursued further. We therefore decline to provide a liberty to
apply in respect of this matter.

83 Finally, a general provision was sought to be the subject of liberty to apply, that being all matters presently before the
Commission. This was strongly opposed by BHPIO. We are not persuaded that such a general liberty should be granted. The
issuance of the new award will not terminate existing proceedings under the Act. They will be dealt with on their merits in
accordance with the terms of the relevant industrial instruments, in existence both prior to and consequent upon this decision.

Schedule II � Allowances
84 The allowances which the unions seek to specify, which are existing allowances will be specified. The Commission agrees that

the mere fact that they are not included in any registered agreement does not provide a valid reason for not including the
allowances in the award.

85 A minute of proposed order now issues. The Commission proposes that any issue arising from the minute be submitted in
writing to the Commission within seven days and the Commission will decide the issues on the written submissions.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06027
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH AND OTHERS,
APPLICANT
v.
BHP IRON ORE LIMITED, THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS� UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN
BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, THE COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL,
ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS
UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING AND ELECTRICAL DIVISION, WA BRANCH,
RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER

DATE FRIDAY, 19 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. A 2 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06027
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result New award made. Related orders and applications revoked and dismissed
Representation
Applicant Mr D. Schapper (of counsel) on behalf of the AFMEPKIU, the CFMEU and the TWU

Mr M. Llewellyn on behalf of the AWU
Mr J. Murie on behalf of the CEPU

Respondent Mr H. Dixon (of Senior Counsel) on behalf of BHPIO and with him Mr Kelly (of counsel)
Mr R. Gifford on behalf of AMMA

Intervenor Mr R. Le Miere (of Queens Counsel) and Mr R. O�Shannassy (of counsel) on behalf of BHP Billiton
Minerals Pty Ltd, Mitsui-Itochu Iron Pty Ltd, CI Minerals Australia Pty Ltd and Mitsui Iron Ore
Corporation Pty Ltd and BHP Billiton Direct Reduced Iron Pty Ltd

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Supplementary Reasons for Decision
1 On the publication of the Commission in Court Session�s further reasons for decision and minute of proposed order, the parties

were invited to deal with any issues arising from the minute in writing within seven days of its publication. The Commission
also indicated that it would deal with such issues on the written submissions. The unions and BHPIO availed themselves of this
opportunity and these short supplementary reasons deal with the matters arising.

2 Minor typographical drafting issues are not specifically dealt with and are self evident in the award that now issues by order.
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Clause 3 - Area and Scope
3 We accept the unions� submissions that in sub clause (1) the reference to �callings� should be to �classifications� for the

purposes of consistency with the rest of the award and that change is made.
Clause 6 - No Further Claims

4 The Commission acknowledges the submissions of BHPIO on this matter to the effect that in the absence of such an
undertaking given by the unions in the course of the proceedings, there is some artificiality attached to the proposed clause.
The clause has been re-drafted to reflect there being no further claims for the duration of the award, except for the increases as
expressly provided in the award itself.
Clause 7 � Aggregate Wages

5 We note the submissions of the unions in relation to the operative date for allowances, to the effect that they should also be
paid retrospectively as they are a part of an employee�s wage. The Commission in Court Session does not intend the
allowances prescribed in schedule IIA to be payable retrospectively from 2 November 2001. It is only aggregate wages as
described and claimed that will be retrospective.  Allowances in schedule IIA will be payable from the date of the making of
the award. The allowances prescribed by schedule IIB will be payable from twelve months after the making of the award
unless otherwise determined by the Commission. Appropriate drafting amendments have therefore been made in this clause to
make this clear.
Clause 9 - Contract of Employment

6 We refer to the proposed sub clause (6). The substance of this provision is dealt with in our Further Reasons for Decision at
paragraphs 25 - 28. The provision should include reference to the relevant union as the case may be. BHPIO submitted that the
obligation to consult with the relevant union should identify the union referred to and also, that provision should be made to
recognise the ability of an employee to request such consultation. This aspect of BHPIO�s proposal was opposed by the unions.

7 We acknowledge the issues raised by BHPIO�s suggested amendment and we accept it.
8 Additionally, in relation to the submissions of the unions and BHPIO as to any procedure to be adopted, whilst we

acknowledged the appropriateness of a procedure to be followed in the event of a transfer, it is not our intention to embody
such a procedure in the award. Rather, that is a matter that we envisage would be the subject of agreement between the parties.
As we have noted in paragraph 28 of our Further Reasons for Decision, any allegation of a transfer being harsh, oppressive or
unfair, may be referred to the Commission.

9 We are also of the view that such a procedure should not be applicable where BHPIO wishes to transfer an employee from one
operation to another within a location, such as within the operations at Port Hedland or Newman. This would not be consistent
with the promotion of flexibility and the removal of restrictive practices. It should apply however, where a transfer is
contemplated between such locations as it is these types of transfers which are most likely to have a substantial effect on an
employee�s domestic arrangements, which we have already referred to in our earlier reasons for decision.
Clause 10 - Casual, Short-term and Part-time Employment

10 Paragraph 10(1)(d) dealing with casual employees working in excess of ordinary hours of work, has been amended consistent
with BHPIO�s submission that it be confined to the classification in which the employee is working.
Clause 11 - Hours of Work

11 Sub clause 11(4) has been amended to reflect the agreed position of the parties by the insertion of reference to �on a
continuous shift basis� at the end of the clause.

12 In relation to sub clause 11(10) the words �for the hours the employee works� have been inserted to make it clear that payment
at overtime rates is for time worked only.

13 In relation to placitum 11(12)(A)(3)(a)(iv) we do not accept the submission of BHPIO that this provision is inconsistent with
the Commission�s reasons. In our Further Reasons for Decision we made it clear that the existing provisions contained in EBA
I would be included in the award. In relation to placitum 11(12)(A)(3)(a)(vii), the unions submitted that periodic overhauls are
still performed and thus, breaks should apply in such cases. BHPIO submitted that there are no longer afternoon shifts worked
on site as shifts are worked on a 12 hour basis.

14 We accept that if such work is still being performed then the break provisions should continue to apply. They should reflect
current shift arrangements and this will be accommodated.
Clause 15 - Sick Leave

15 Sub clause (12) has been amended to reflect the agreed position between the parties by the insertion of the reference to any
other fund into which contributions may be made.
Clause 19 - Special Leave

16 Similarly, sub clause (2) has been amended to reflect the agreed position of the parties to the effect that employees may use
limited accrued sick leave for special leave purposes.
Clause 21 - Superannuation

17 Sub clause (1) has also been amended to refer to �the Provident Fund Wage� as agreed between the parties in respect of the
14% contribution by BHPIO.
Schedules I and II Aggregate Wages and Allowances

18 The parties agree that there should be a shovel driver�s allowance to reflect current practice. That allowance is agreed to be
$888.00 per annum and is fixed. Accordingly, schedules IIA and IIB have been amended to reflect this allowance.

19 Otherwise the aggregate wages and allowances schedules as agreed between the parties have been attached to the award.
20 The order now issues.

_________
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2002 WAIRC 06024
IRON ORE PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING (BHP BILLITON IRON ORE PTY LTD) AWARD 2002

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED

INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH AND OTHERS,
APPLICANTS
v.
BHP IRON ORE LIMITED, THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS� UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN
BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL,
ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS
UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINERING & ELECTRICAL DIVISION, WA BRANCH,
RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION
CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER

DELIVERED FRIDAY 19 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. A 2 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06024
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result New award made. Related orders and applications revoked and dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr D Schapper of counsel on behalf of the AFMEPKIU, the CFMEU and the TWU

Mr M Llewellyn on behalf of the AWU
Mr J Murie on behalf of the CEPU

Respondent Mr H Dixon of Senior Counsel on behalf of the respondent and with him
Mr R Kelly of counsel
Mr R Gifford on behalf of the AMMA

Intervenors Mr R Le Miere of Queens Counsel and Mr R O�Shannassy of counsel intervening on behalf of BHP
Billiton Minerals Pty Ltd, Mitsui-Itochu Iron Pty Ltd, CI Minerals Australia Pty Ltd, Mitsui Iron Ore
Corporation Pty Ltd and BHP Direct Reduced Iron Pty Ltd

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr D Schapper of counsel on behalf of the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred
Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch, The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers and
the Transport Workers Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch, Mr M Llewellyn on behalf of
the Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers, Mr J Murie on behalf of the
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia,
Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch and Mr H Dixon of Senior Counsel and with him Mr R Kelly of counsel on behalf
of the respondent and Mr R Gifford on behalf of the Australian Mines and Metals Association (Inc) and Mr R Le Miere of Queens
Counsel and Mr R O�Shannassy of counsel intervening on behalf of BHP Billiton Minerals Pty Ltd, Mitsui-Itochu Iron Pty Ltd, CI
Minerals Australia Pty Ltd, Mitsui Iron Ore Corporation Pty Ltd and BHP Direct Reduced Iron Pty Ltd the Commission, pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby�

(1) MAKES the Iron Ore Production and Processing (BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd) Award 2002 (No. A2 of 2001) in
accordance with the following schedule and that this award shall have effect from the date hereof provided that the
salaries set out in Schedule IA to the award shall operate from the first pay period commencing on or after
2 November 2001.

(2) ORDERS that to the extent the applicants� claims and the respondent�s counterclaims are not otherwise granted in
the award to issue they be and are hereby dismissed.

(3) ORDERS that the order of the Commission dated 16 March 2001 in application C 60 of 2001 be and is hereby
revoked.

(4) ORDERS that application CR 60 of 2001 be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,

[L.S.] Commission in Court Session.

_________

SCHEDULE
1. - TITLE

This award shall be known as the Iron Ore Production & Processing (BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd) Award 2002.
1B. - MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE

(1) No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Wage unless otherwise provided by this clause.
(2) The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult employees is $413.40 per week payable from the beginning of the

first pay period commencing on or after 1st August 2001.
(3) The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $413.40 per week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from

State Wage Case decisions.
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(4) Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casual or part time employees shall not be paid less than pro
rata the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the hours worked.

(5) Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision
to the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $413.40 per week.

(6) (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or
Jobskills placements, or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum
award rate.

(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special categories of employees not included here or otherwise in
relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage.

(7) Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage shall�
(a) apply to all work in ordinary hours.
(b) apply to the calculation of overtime and all other penalty rates, superannuation, payments during sick leave,

long service leave and annual leave and for all other purposes of this award.
(8) Minimum Adult Award Wage

The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly wage for adult employees payable under the 2001 State Wage
Case Decision. Any increase arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any equivalent
amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by this award
which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award. Such above award payments include wages payable pursuant to
enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award
arrangements. Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage.

2. - ARRANGEMENT
1. Title
1B Minimum Adult Award Wage
2. Arrangement
3. Area & Scope
4. Term
5. Rescission of All Previous Awards and Agreements
6. No Further Claims
7. Aggregate Wages
8. Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments
9. Contract of Employment
10. Casual, Short Term and Part-Time Employment
11. Hours of Work
12. Annual Leave
13. Annual Leave Travel Assistance
14. Long Service Leave
15. Sick Leave
16. Public Holidays
17. Parental Leave
18. Bereavement Leave
19. Special Leave
20. Redundancy
21. Superannuation
22. Travelling on Engagement and Termination
23. Issue Resolution Process
24. Personal Protective Equipment
25. Right of Entry
26. Posting of Notices
27. Utilisation of Contractors
28. Union Representation
29. Liberty to Apply
30. Parties to Award

Schedules IA and IB � Aggregate Wages
Schedules IIA and IIB � Allowances
Schedule III � Award Classifications

3. - AREA & SCOPE
(1) This award extends to and binds�

BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd (�the Company�) and no other employer and the following unions�
(a) the Australian Workers� Union, Western Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers;
(b) the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western

Australian Branch;
(c) the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Information, Postal, Plumbing & Allied Workers� Union of

Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch;
(d) the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers;
(e) the Transport Workers Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch; and
all employees employed by the Company in the classifications mentioned in this award.

(2) This award is restricted in its operations to the land and premises occupied and controlled by the Company between the
18th and 26th parallel of South latitude.
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4. - TERM
This award shall operate from the first pay period commencing on or after the making of this award and shall remain in force for a
period of 12 months.

5. - RESCISSION OF ALL PREVIOUS AWARDS AND AGREEMENTS
This award supersedes and replaces the Iron Ore Production & Processing (Mount Newman Mining Pty Ltd) Award No A29 of
1984, all prior industrial agreements including but not limited to�

(a) the BHP Iron Ore Enterprise Bargaining Agreement of 1993;
(b) the BHP Iron Ore (Goldsworthy) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement of 1994;
(c) the BHP Iron Ore Enterprise Bargaining Agreement of 1995;
(d) the BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd Enterprise Bargaining Agreement of 1997;
(e) the BHP Iron Ore Pty Ltd Driver Only Operation Agreement 1999,

and all prior informal agreements between the parties to this award including but not limited to the Industrial Relations Agreement
(1997 as amended) as in force by virtue of the order of the Commission dated 16 March 2001.

6. - NO FURTHER CLAIMS
Except as provided in this award the unions party to it will not for the duration of the term of the award make any extra claims,
award or over award, including increases in allowances under the Commission�s Wage Fixing Principles.

7. - AGGREGATE WAGES
(1) Employees shall be employed in the classifications set out in the classification structure in the attached schedules marked

IA and IB and shall be paid the annual aggregate wage according to their classification and roster. Aggregate wages set
out in schedule IA shall be paid from the beginning of the first pay period on or after 2 November 2001. Allowances set
out in schedule IIA shall be paid from the beginning of the first pay period on or after the making of this award.
Aggregate wages set out in schedule IB and allowances set out in schedule IIB shall be paid from the beginning of the
first pay period on or after 12 months from the making of this award unless otherwise determined by the Commission.

(2) Wages shall be paid fortnightly on a pro rata basis of the aggregate wage, together with any other entitlements, directly
into the employee�s bank, credit union or building society account.

(3) Allowances which are not included in the aggregate wages are those set out in the attached schedules marked IIA and IIB.
(4) Each employee may elect to participate in the Company�s Incentive Program and, where they so elect, the Company shall

give effect to that program in accordance with its terms in respect of that employee. Provided that employees employed as
at the making of this award shall have 14 days from the date of the making of the award to elect to participate. New
employees shall make an election within 14 days of commencing employment with the Company.

8. - ARBITRATED SAFETY NET ADJUSTMENTS
Increases to salaries, wages and allowances arising from arbitrated safety net adjustments determined by the Commission are to be
absorbed into the salaries and allowances prescribed by this award.

9. - CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
Employees may be directed to carry out such duties as are within the limits of their skill, competence and training.
(2) Employees may be required to work a reasonable amount of overtime.
(3) Subject to sub clause (4), a contract of employment to which this award applies may be terminated on the giving of,

payment in lieu or forfeiture of the following periods of notice�
(a) in the case of a casual employee - 1 hours notice;
(b) in any other case the period of notice is�

Period of continuous service Period of notice
Not more than 1 year 1 week
More than 1 year but not more than 3 years 2 weeks
More than 3 years but not more than 5 years 3 weeks

(c) in addition to the notice in paragraph 9(3)(b) an employee over 45 years old who has completed at least 2 years
of continuous service at the time that the contract of employment is terminated is entitled to an additional weeks
notice from the Company.

(4) A contract of employment to which this award applies may be terminated without notice for misconduct which, at law,
would justify summary dismissal, in which case an employee is only entitled to be paid up to the time of dismissal.

(5) An employee who has not obtained the approval of the Company and is absent from work for 1 week is deemed to have
abandoned his or her employment.

(6) The Company may require employees to transfer to other operations or locations after consulting with the employee and,
where requested by the employee, with the union of which the employee is eligible to be a member.

10. - CASUAL, SHORT TERM AND PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
(1) Casual employment

(a) �Casual employee� means an employee engaged on an hourly contract of service.
(b) A casual employee shall be paid the pro rata hourly rate applicable to the classification in which he or she is

working as set out in the attached schedules marked IA and IB plus a loading of 20%.
(c) Clauses 12 - Annual Leave, 13 - Annual Leave Travel Assistance, 14 - Long Service Leave, 15 - Sick Leave,

16 - Public Holidays, 17 - Parental Leave, 18 - Bereavement Leave, 19 - Special Leave and 20 - Redundancy do
not apply to casual employees.

(d) All time worked by a casual employee in excess of the ordinary hours applicable to the classification in which
he or she is working shall be paid at the overtime rate as set out in the attached schedules marked IA and IB.
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(2) Short term employment
(a) Employees may be engaged for a short term duration which will not exceed 6 months.
(b) A short term employee shall be paid the pro rata fortnightly rate applicable to the classification in which he or

she is working as set out in the attached schedules marked IA and IB.
(c) On the satisfactory completion of their contract, employees on short term employment will�

(i) if appointed in Perth receive an economy class air fare return to Perth; or
(ii) if appointed locally, receive two shifts pay.

(d) Clauses 13 - Annual Leave Travel Assistance, 14 - Long Service Leave, 15(4) - Sickness and Accident Scheme,
17 - Parental Leave and 20 - Redundancy do not apply to employees on short term employment.

(3) Part-time employment
(a) �Part-time employee� means an employee engaged on a weekly contract of employment who works regularly

from week to week for less than the ordinary hours applicable to the classification in which he or she is working
as set out in the attached schedules marked IA and IB.

(b) A part-time employee shall be paid pro rata the aggregate wage applicable to the classification in which he or
she is working as set out in the attached schedules marked IA and IB.

(c) All time worked by a part-time employee in excess of the ordinary hours applicable to the classification in
which he or she is working shall be paid at the overtime rate as set out in the attached schedules marked IA and
IB.

(d) Time allowed for annual leave, long service leave and sick leave will apply to part time employees in the same
proportion that the part-time employee�s regular ordinary weekly hours bears to the ordinary hours applicable to
the classification in which he or she is working as set out in the attached schedules marked IA and IB.

(e) A part time employee shall be entitled to benefits under the sickness and accident scheme in clause 15 and
annual leave travel assistance in clause 13 in the same proportion that the part-time employee�s regular ordinary
weekly hours bears to the ordinary hours applicable to the classification in which he or she is working as set out
in the attached schedules marked IA and IB.

11. - HOURS OF WORK
(1) Ordinary hours

(a) Each employee shall work either the daywork or shiftwork ordinary hours per week applicable to the
classification in which he or she is working as set out in this clause and schedules IA and IB.

(b) The Company may set and vary the start time for the commencement of ordinary hours to meet the Company�s
operational requirements.

(2) Day employees
The ordinary hours of day employees shall be 40 hours per week worked from Monday to Friday inclusive.

(3) Shift employees
(a) The ordinary hours of shift employees shall be worked in shifts of 12 hours on a continuous shift basis on either

a�
(i) 2 shifts - 4 panel shift system; or
(ii) 2 panel shift system.

Shift employees may also be required to work a 15 minute or 30 minute shift change.
(4) Locomotive drivers

The ordinary hours of locomotive drivers shall be 100 hours per fortnight which shall be worked in 10 shifts of 10 hours
on a continuous shift basis.

(5) Track crew employees
The ordinary hours of the track crew employees working shiftwork at Redmont, Newman and Port Hedland shall be
worked in shifts of 10 hours with 8 shifts on and 4 shifts off on a continuous shift basis.

(6) Overtime
All time worked in excess of ordinary hours shall either�
(a) be paid at the rate set out in the attached schedules marked IA and IB; or
(b) by agreement between the Company and the employee affected reached after the overtime has been worked, be

taken as time off in lieu.
(7) Shiftwork

(a) The Company may require employees to work shiftwork.
(b) The Company may require employees to change from one shift to another on the giving of 48 hours notice. If

the Company gives less than 48 hours notice the employee shall be paid at the overtime rate applicable to the
classification in which he or she is working as set out in the attached schedules marked IA and IB.

(c) The Company may require employees to transfer from daywork to shiftwork or from shiftwork to daywork on
the giving of 7 days notice. If the Company gives less than 7 days notice and the employee works for less than
5 consecutive night shifts the employee shall be paid at the overtime rate applicable to the classification in
which he or she is working as set out in the attached schedules marked IA and IB.

(d) The Company may change the shift system in operation on the giving of 14 days notice.
(8) Hours for which payment is made shall be worked

All hours for which payment is made under this award shall be worked by employees as directed by the Company in full
compliance of the obligations set out in clause 9.

(9) Recalls
(a) An employee who, after leaving the job, returns at the direction of the Company to work overtime is deemed to

have been recalled. An employee recalled to work overtime shall with each such recall be paid for at least
4 hours at the overtime rate applicable to the classification in accordance with which he or she is being paid.
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(b) The provisions of this subclause do not apply where it is customary for an employee to return to perform a
specific job whether outside his or her ordinary hours of work or where the overtime work is, except for a
reasonable meal break, continuous completion of the ordinary hours of work.

(10) Rest period after overtime
An employee who, by reason of working overtime has not had at least 10 consecutive hours off duty after the termination
of the employee�s ordinary hours of work on any day shall not, unless in exceptional circumstances the employee is
specifically directed by the departmental head, commence ordinary hours of work on the next day until the employee has
had 10 consecutive hours off duty. The employee shall be paid for any of their ordinary hours which fall within the
10 hour break, notwithstanding that they shall not have been worked. Where the employee does not have at least
10 consecutive hours off duty they shall be paid at the overtime rate for the hours the employee works until such time as
they have had 10 consecutive hours off duty.

(11) On call or on stand-by
An employee who is required to hold himself in readiness outside his ordinary hours of work for a call to work shall, for
the time that he so holds himself in readiness, be paid

(i) at the overtime rate on a Saturday, or Sunday or public holiday or in the case of a continuous shift
worker his rostered day off; and

(ii) at ordinary time rates on any other day.
(12) Meal and Rest Breaks

(A) Day employees
(1) Meal Intervals

All employees shall be allowed a 30 minute meal interval, where practicable, during the fifth hour of the shift
but in any event so as to commence no later than five and one half hours after the commencement of the shift
except in emergency circumstances. For the purpose of this paragraph emergency circumstances are those in
which the work cannot reasonably be interrupted without�
(i) danger to persons or damage to plant and equipment; or
(ii) rendering useless, work which has already been performed.

(2) Smoko Rest Period
(i) A smoko rest period of 15 minutes shall be allowed to each employee during each shift, shall be

deemed to be time worked and, subject to the following provisions of this paragraph, shall be taken on
the job.

(ii) Where the crib room is available for taking smoko rest periods and any employee or group of
employees is able to visit the crib room for that purpose without being absent from the job for more
than 15 minutes, that employee or group of employees may take the smoko rest period in the crib
room.

(iii) The crib room shall be deemed not to be available to any employee or group of employees upon it
being established that the employees concerned have shown by their conduct that they are not
regularly able to visit the crib room for smoko without being absent from the job for more than
15 minutes.

(3) Rest Periods and Meal Breaks on Overtime
(a) Overtime

(i) Employees who work 1-1/2 hours to 2 hrs of overtime immediately after completion of the
rostered shift shall receive a 15 minute rest break immediately prior to the commencement
of overtime.

(ii) Employees who work 2 hrs of overtime immediately following the rostered shift shall be
entitled to a rest break of 15 minutes and an additional payment of 20 minutes at overtime
rates if no additional crib break has been taken since the mid shift crib break.

(iii) Employees who work 2 hrs overtime immediately prior to the commencement of the
rostered shift shall receive a 15 minute rest break immediately prior to commencement of
the rostered shift.

(iv) Where an employee works 4 hours overtime immediately after his/her rostered shift finish,
he/she shall receive a 15 minute rest break prior to the commencement of the overtime, will
be paid 4-1/2 hours at overtime rates, and be given a meal ticket, in lieu of an overtime meal
and half hour break.

(v) When an employee works 4 hours overtime immediately prior to his/her rostered shift
commences, he/she shall receive a 30 minute crib break prior to commencement of the
rostered shift and will receive an overtime meal provided that 4 hours notice of the
commencement of the overtime is not given.

(vi) Where an employee works an overtime shift in excess of four and up to eight hours
immediately after his/her rostered shift, he/she shall receive a 15 minute rest break prior to
commencement of the overtime shift, shall take the breaks allowed to the rostered
employees on that shift, and be given a meal ticket.

(vii) For the current arrangements under which day shift (afternoon shift if applicable) or night
shift is worked for the purpose of periodic overhaul, the following shall apply�
Day shift (afternoon shift if applicable)- 2 smoko breaks of 15 minutes each, 1 meal and ½
hour crib break, and 1 meal ticket given to the employee.
Night shift- 2 smoko breaks of 15 minutes each, 1 meal and ½ hour crib break, (taken at
normal night shift crib time), and 1 meal ticket given to the employee.

* Where a 15 minute rest break is applicable paragraphs (i), (ii) & (iii) may be waived at the discretion
of supervision and paid at the appropriate penalty rate.
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(B) 12 Hour Shift Workers
On each shift work breaks totalling a maximum of 60 minutes shall be allowed. This shall consist of one crib
break (meal interval) and a maximum of two other breaks. Breaks from work other than the crib break must be
taken on the operating equipment (including mobile plant).
The duration of breaks shall be determined by the employees and their supervisor. The scheduling of the breaks
shall be determined by supervision based on operational requirements.
The crib break (meal interval) including wash up time to be taken, must be taken subject to operational needs,
between the fourth and sixth hour of the shift but in any event so as to commence no later that six and a half
hours after commencement of the shift.
The paid crib-break and paid smoko rest period shall be taken by 12 hour shift mineworkers in such a manner
that production shall continue uninterrupted by such breaks at the worksite.

12. - ANNUAL LEAVE
(1) Employees working on day work shall be entitled to annual leave at the rate of 190 hours per annum.
(2) Subject to sub clause (9) an employee working on day work is required to take annual leave in blocks of at least 5 shifts.
(3) Employees working on shiftwork shall be entitled to annual leave at the rate of 228 hours per annum.
(4) Track crew employees working on shiftwork at Redmont, Newman and Port Hedland shall be entitled to annual leave at

the rate of 228 hours per annum.
(5) Locomotive drivers required to work shiftwork shall be entitled to annual leave at the rate of 288.8 hours per annum.
(6) Subject to sub clause (9) shiftworkers are required to take annual leave in blocks of at least 4 shifts.
(7) All annual leave shall accrue pro rata on a weekly basis.
(8) Unless otherwise agreed with the Company, an employee may not take annual leave before completing six months

continuous service with the Company.
(9) An employee may be entitled to take up to 10 single days or shifts of annual leave each year on the giving of 48 hours

notice subject to the approval of the supervisor, which approval is in the supervisor�s discretion based on operational
requirements.

(10) An employee may accumulate annual leave for a period of 2 years service, if the employee has notified the Company in
writing prior to the commencement of the second year. The maximum amount of annual leave that may be accumulated
and carried forward is 152 hours for a continuous shift employee or 114 hours in any other case.

(11) Annual leave shall be taken within 6 months of the end of that year of service and in the case of leave accumulated under
sub clause (10) the annual leave shall be taken within 6 months of the end of the second year of service.

(12) Subject to sub clause (9), an employee must give the Company at least 4 weeks� notice of the time at which the employee
wishes to take annual leave, which leave will be granted, unless the Company notifies the employee in writing within
14 days that a compelling reason exists for requiring the employee to take leave at some other time. Shorter notice may be
given by agreement of the Company.

13. - ANNUAL LEAVE TRAVEL ASSISTANCE
(1) The Company shall provide employees with annual leave travel assistance in the form of 2 return economy class air fares

to Perth for themselves, their spouses (meaning husband or wife which includes a de facto husband or wife) and each of
their dependent children residing with them for each complete year of service after a qualifying period of 12 months.

(2) Where an employee elects to travel by means other than air the Company shall pay the employee the cash equivalent of
the air fares. The employee�s spouse and children may take travel assistance independently of the employee.

(3) The entitlement to annual leave travel assistance is non-cumulative and if not taken in any year of service will be forfeited
except in circumstances where other arrangements are made between the employee and the supervisor.

(4) An employee is not entitled to annual leave travel assistance both as an employee and as a spouse or dependent child of
an employee.

(5) Where an employee fails to resume work upon the completion of the annual leave the Company may deduct from any
monies due to the employee the cost of travel assistance in respect of the employee, their spouse and dependents unless
the Company is satisfied that there are good and sufficient reasons which prevented the employee from resuming their
work.

14. - LONG SERVICE LEAVE
(1) An employee shall be entitled to long service leave of 6.5 weeks after the first 5 years of continuous site service and

1.3 weeks for each 12 months of continuous site service thereafter.
(2) Long service leave may be taken in more than one period but each period shall be in complete weeks except in special

circumstances approved by the Company. The 13 weeks long service leave which accrues after 10 years continuous
service shall be taken by the employee in not more than 4 periods unless otherwise agreed.

(3) Long service leave shall be granted and taken as soon as reasonably practicable after the right thereto accrues.
15. - SICK LEAVE

(1) An employee shall be entitled to payment for non-attendance of work on the grounds of personal ill health for 80 hours
for each year of service.

(2) All sick leave will accrue pro rata on a weekly basis and will accumulate from year to year.
(3) Employees are required to notify their supervisor as soon as practical of any such absence from work. The Company may

require that a medical certificate be provided�
(a) for absences from work exceeding 1 day; or
(b) if an employee has previously been absent on 2 occasions and the Company has advised the employee in writing

that a medical certificate will need to be provided for any subsequent absences within one year of service.
(4) An employee is entitled to claim benefits under a non-contributory sickness and accident scheme where�

(a) the employee is unable to attend for work on the grounds of personal ill-health and such ill-health has resulted
in non-attendance at work for a period of 7 calendar days or more; and

(b) the employee has exhausted all accrued sick leave.
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(5) The maximum benefit payable under sub clause (4) shall be�
(a) in the case of sickness, for a period of not more than 52 weeks; or
(b) in the case of an accident, for a period of not more than 104 weeks.

(6) The Company may require any employee claiming benefits under the sickness and accident scheme to undergo medical
examinations at its expense, by either a doctor mutually agreed upon between the Company and the employee or failing
mutual agreement a doctor nominated by the Company.

(7) The Company may require any employee claiming benefits under the sickness and accident scheme to undergo
rehabilitation programmes if that programme has been approved by a doctor who has medically examined the employee
under sub clause (6) unless the programme is opposed by the employee�s doctor.

(8) The benefits payable under the sickness and accident scheme shall be�
(a) in the event of personal ill health necessitating non-attendance at work, the amount of $400.40 per week or the

aggregate wages applicable to the classification in which the employee is working as set out in the attached
schedules marked IA and IB , whichever is the higher;

(b) in the event of personal ill health where the employee returns to work but is reclassified to a classification
attracting a lower aggregate wage, the difference between the aggregate wages.

(9) In addition to sub clause (8) the following lump sum payments shall be made�
(a) accidental death, where the employee is not a member of the BHP Iron Ore Employee�s Provident Fund -

$31,400;
(b) loss of two limbs or two eyes or an eye and a limb - $16,290;
(c) loss on one limb or one eye - $8,140; or
(d) loss of one thumb and one index finger - $1,630.

(10) Where an employee fails to undergo a medical examination as required or fails to comply with a rehabilitation programme
as required the benefits payable under the sickness and accident scheme will cease to apply unless the Company is
satisfied that there are good and sufficient reasons which prevented the employee from doing so.

(11) The sickness and accident scheme does not apply in respect of any time for which the employee is entitled to
compensation under the Workers� Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 (WA).

(12) An employee shall not be eligible to claim benefits both under the sickness and accident scheme and under the BHP Iron
Ore Employee�s Provident Fund or any other fund to which contributions are made pursuant to clause 21 (2).

16. - PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
(1) An employee, other than a shift employee, shall be allowed 10 public holidays per annum without loss of pay. Where

such employees are required to work on a public holiday they shall receive the overtime rate as set out in the attached
schedules marked IA and IB for all hours worked.

(2) The Company shall not require normal work to be performed on Christmas Day (December 25) and Boxing Day
(December 26) other than those required for essential services of the comfort of the community and those continuous shift
employees required for a holding position for a continuous process and those required to bring about the resumption of
normal work.

(3) An employee who is absent from work on the working day following a public holiday is not entitled to payment for the
public holiday unless the employee satisfies the Company that he or she had a reasonable excuse for the absence.

17. - PARENTAL LEAVE
Parental leave will be granted in accordance with the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA).

18. - BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
An employee is entitled to up to 40 hours paid bereavement leave on the death of an immediate family member.

19. - SPECIAL LEAVE
(1) An employee may apply for up to 40 hours paid special leave per year of continuous service to be granted if the

employee�s spouse or dependent child leaves the site for the purpose of obtaining specialist medical treatment on the
recommendation of a registered medical practitioner or the sister in charge of medical services and the employee is, as a
consequence, unable to attend work.

(2) An employee may apply for up to a maximum of 2 shifts paid special leave per year of continuous service to be granted if
the employee�s spouse or a single parent employee�s dependent child is ill or injured and it is necessary for the employee
to be absent from work to care for the spouse or child on site. In addition an employee is entitled to use accrued sick leave
up to a total of 24 hours for day employees and 16 hours for shift employees for this purpose.

(3) The Company may grant unpaid special leave if some other circumstance exists which, in the Company�s view, justifies
the employee being granted unpaid special leave.

(4) Before becoming entitled to special leave the employee shall produce proof satisfactory to the Company of the necessity
for their absence from work.

20. - REDUNDANCY
(1) Where the Company no longer requires the job an employee has been doing done by anyone and this is not due to the

ordinary and customary turnover of labour it may be necessary to terminate the employment of an employee on the
grounds of redundancy. In such cases the employee shall be entitled to the following benefits unless they have been
offered, but fail to accept, appropriate alternative employment within the Company or another company within the BHP
Billiton Group�
(a) payment of 3 months� pay in lieu of notice in which case clause 9(3) does not apply;
(b) 2 months� pay, plus 2 weeks� pay for each completed year of continuous service;
(c) payment of any sick leave accrued in respect of service after 1 June 1982 and unused at the date of the

retrenchment;
(d) all pro rata payments due to the employee on termination, including pro rata long service leave for employees

with more than 12 months and less than 5 years continuous service;
(e) transportation for the employee and his or her dependents and personal effects back to their place of

engagement within Australasia.
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21. - SUPERANNUATION
(1) The preferred in house superannuation fund for employees will be the BHP Iron Ore Employee�s Provident Fund (�the

Fund�) into which the Company shall contribute 14% of the Provident Fund Wage and the employee shall contribute 5%
of the Provident Fund wage.

(2) The employee may nominate an alternative complying superannuation fund or scheme to the Fund into which the
Company and the employee will contribute the equivalent monetary amount as to what is required under sub clause (1).

(3) The Company is required to notify employees of the entitlement to nominate an alternative complying superannuation
fund or scheme.

(4) The Company and employee are bound by the nomination of the employee unless the Company and employee agree to
change the complying superannuation fund or scheme.

(5) The Company shall not unreasonably refuse to agree to a change of complying superannuation fund or scheme requested
by an employee.

22. - TRAVELLING ON ENGAGEMENT AND TERMINATION
(1) The Company shall pay the fare of an employee, for a mode of travel approved by the Company, from the place of

engagement to any place of employment.
(2) An employee whose fare is paid by the Company pursuant to sub clause (1) and whose employment is terminated for any

reason prior to the completion of 6 months continuous service shall refund, or the Company may deduct from any monies
due to the employee, the cost of the fare.

(3) Where an employee completes 12 months continuous service with the Company and resigns or is dismissed the employee
shall be given transportation back to his or her place of engagement within Australasia.

(4) The provisions of sub clause (3) do not apply to an employee who abandons his or her employment in accordance with
clause 9(5).

23. - ISSUE RESOLUTION PROCESS
(1) An employee or employees who wish to raise a matter shall first discuss it with his/her/their direct supervisor as soon as is

practicable.
(2) If those discussions do not result in a settlement the question, dispute or difficulty shall be referred to the next level of

supervision. Discussions at this level will take place as soon as practicable.
(3) The terms of any agreed settlement shall be jointly recorded.
(4) Any settlement resolution reached which is contrary to the terms of this award shall have no effect unless and until that

conflict is resolved to allow for it.
(5) Throughout all stages of the procedure all relevant facts shall be clearly identified and recorded.
(6) Each employee shall be entitled to union representation and assistance at each stage of this procedure. Any shop steward

representing or assisting an employee shall be entitled to do so without loss of pay. Provided that if the union
representative concerned is not a shop steward or official of the union of which the employee is or is eligible to be a
member, then that union representative must be authorised in writing by that union to assist the employee.

(7) If a matter affects more than one employee, subject to the requirements of sub clause (6), the employees concerned have
the right to have the matter dealt with, and be represented and assisted by shop stewards and the union in accordance with
the procedure in this clause.

(8) Any question, dispute or difficulty not settled may be referred to the Commission provided that the persons involved in
the question, dispute or difficulty have conferred amongst themselves and made reasonable attempts to resolve the
question, dispute or difficulties before referring the matter to the Commission.

24. - PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
(1) Employees, apart from casual or part-time employees, will be provided with 4 sets of work clothing per year of service.

Part-time employees will be provided with 2 sets of work clothing per year of service.
(2) Employees will be provided with one cold weather jacket in lieu of one clothing issue every two years.
(3) Employees, apart from casual, short term or part-time employees, will be provided with 2 sets of safety footwear on

commencement which will, thereafter, be issued on an as needs basis. Casual, short term and part time employees will be
provided with 1 set of safety footwear on commencement

(4) All other protective clothing will be issued on a needs basis.
(5) Casual, short term or part-time employees will be issued protective clothing on a needs basis.

25. - RIGHT OF ENTRY
A representative of a union party to this award who is duly accredited in accordance with the registered rules of the union may enter
the Company�s sites at any time but shall not, without permission of the relevant Industrial Relations Officer or his or her appointed
representative, interview employees during their working hours.

26. - POSTING OF NOTICES
The Company shall provide glass fronted notice boards at suitable locations for the posting of union notices and may remove any
notice which is not signed by a duly accredited representative of a union party to this award or a shop steward of any such union.

27. - UTILISATION OF CONTRACTORS
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, the Company has the unlimited right to retain the services of any contractor that it

determines.
(2) When a contractor on site at the date of the making of this award has an existing contract which extends beyond a period

of three months from that date then at the expiry of the three month period the Company must notify either orally or in
writing, employees directly affected by the use of the contractor within the relevant area (or their on site union
representative) of the contractor�s continuing presence, the scope of the contract and the anticipated duration of the
existing contract.

(3) If a contractor working on site at the date of the making of this award has an existing contract and continues on site under
a new or extended contract then the Company must notify either orally or in writing, employees directly affected by the
use of the contractor within the relevant work area (or their on site union representative) of that new or extended contract
as soon as is practicable after the decision to continue to retain the contractor has been made.
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(4) If the Company decides to retain the services of a contractor whose services are not, at the date of the making of this
award, being retained under an existing contract, the Company must notify, either orally or in writing, employees directly
affected by the use of the contractor within the relevant work area (or their on-site union representative) of that decision
as soon as is practicable after the decision to retain the contractor has been made.

(5) The notification referred to in sub clauses (3) and (4) shall include the identity of the contractor, the scope of and the
anticipated duration of the contract.

(6) To the extent that the engagement of a contractor by the Company requires the Company to comply with its obligations
under Part 5 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 then the Company shall also notify the relevant union
party to this award of the matters specified in sub clause (5).

28. - UNION REPRESENTATION
(1) The Company shall respect and observe the employees� right to bargain collectively and shall recognise the union

structures on each site and respect their right to exist and operate.
(2) The unions may organise themselves as they deem appropriate and will inform the Company as to their arrangements and

accredited representatives. The Company shall recognise union representatives.
(3) The Company shall not unreasonably withhold leave at ordinary time rates to union representatives attending Commission

conferences or hearings relating to the employees they represent.
29 - LIBERTY TO APPLY

Liberty to apply to the Commission for a variation to this award is reserved to the parties in relation to the following matters�
(1) Aggregate wages in respect of the 6% salary and allowance increases as prescribed in schedules IB and IIB.
(2) Housing retention on termination of employment.

30 - PARTIES TO AWARD
The parties to this award are�
(1) BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd;
(2) Australian Workers� Union, Western Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers;
(3) Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch;
(4) Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Information, Postal, Plumbing & Allied Workers� Union of Australia,

Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch;
(5) Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers;
(6) Transport Workers Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch.

SCHEDULE IA
EDIT NOTE: Please Note that the 2002 State Wage Case increase was not applicable to the rates in this schedule.

 
Days (40 hr

week)
4 Panel (12 hr cont

shift)
0.25 4 Panel (12.25 hr

cont shift)
0.5 4 Panel (12.5 hr

cont shift)
2 Panel (42) (12 hr cont

day shift)
8 on 4 off (10 hr cont

day shift)

 
Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

AWU             
1 $46,913 $32.2271 $61,943 $33.5996 $63,819 $33.5996 $65,697 $33.5996 $61,167 $33.4666 $70,571 $33.5996
2 $52,059 $36.6077 $68,725 $37.9801 $70,845 $37.9801 $72,968 $37.9801 $67,950 $37.8472 $78,603 $37.9801
3 $52,989 $37.3996 $69,950 $38.7723 $72,115 $38.7723 $74,284 $38.7723 $69,177 $38.6395 $80,054 $38.7723
4 $55,561 $39.5901 $73,342 $40.9627 $75,629 $40.9627 $77,918 $40.9627 $72,568 $40.8297 $84,072 $40.9627
TWU             
S1 $46,202 $32.3836     $64,692 $32.9937 $60,231 $32.8607   
S2 $49,642 $34.5493     $69,551 $35.9217 $64,762 $35.7889   
S3 $51,885 $36.4602     $72,724 $37.8325 $67,722 $37.6998   
LVS1 $49,267 $34.2309     $69,022 $35.6033 $64,271 $35.4704   
Prod Worker             
1 $46,913 $32.2271     $65,697 $33.5996 $61,167 $33.4666   
2 $52,059 $36.6077     $72,968 $37.9801 $67,950 $37.8472   
3 $52,989 $37.3996     $74,284 $38.7723 $69,177 $38.6395   
4 $55,561 $39.5901     $77,918 $40.9627 $72,568 $40.8297   
CMETU
Cranes             
1 $52,286 $36.8019   $71,157 $38.1744 $73,291 $38.1744 $68,250 $38.0415   
2 $52,953 $37.3689   $72,066 $38.7413 $74,231 $38.7413 $69,130 $38.6085 $79,998 $38.7413
3 $53,846 $38.1299   $73,288 $39.5025 $75,493 $39.5025 $70,266 $39.3697 $81,395 $39.5025
4 $55,845 $39.8310   $76,016 $41.2034 $78,317 $41.2034 $72,599 $41.0708   
AFMEU             
1 $46,913 $32.2271   $63,819 $33.5996 $65,697 $33.5996 $61,167 $33.4666   
2 $52,059 $36.6077   $70,845 $37.9801 $72,968 $37.7749 $67,950 $37.8472   
3 $52,989 $37.3996   $72,115 $38.7723 $74,284 $38.7723 $69,181 $38.6395   
4 $54,338 $38.5470   $73,955 $39.9196 $76,187 $39.9812 $70,952 $39.7866   
5 $56,435 $40.3333   $76,821 $41.7058 $79,151 $41.7058 $73,717 $41.5731   
6 $58,542 $42.1276   $79,700 $43.4999 $82,129 $43.4999 $76,494 $43.3671   
7 $60,640 $43.9141   $82,566 $45.2865 $85,095 $45.2865 $79,261 $45.1537   
8 $62,748 $45.7083   $85,442 $47.0806 $88,074 $47.0806 $82,038 $46.9481   
CEPU             
1 $45,044 $30.6347   $61,266 $32.0072 $63,053 $32.0072 $59,222 $31.8742   
2 $47,152 $32.4290   $64,143 $33.8013 $66,031 $33.8013 $61,481 $33.6686   
3 $51,359 $36.0124   $69,890 $37.3848 $71,981 $37.3848 $67,029 $37.2520   
4 $54,338 $38.5470   $73,955 $39.9196 $76,187 $39.9196 $70,952 $39.7866   
5 $56,435 $40.3333   $76,821 $41.7058 $79,151 $41.7058 $73,717 $41.5731   
6 $58,542 $42.1276   $79,700 $43.4999 $82,129 $43.4999 $76,494 $43.3671   
7 $60,640 $43.9141   $82,566 $45.2865 $85,095 $45.2865 $79,261 $45.1537   
8 $62,748 $45.7083   $85,442 $47.0806 $88,074 $47.0806 $82,038 $46.9481   
9 $64,855 $47.5023   $88,320 $48.8748 $91,050 $48.8748 $84,815 $48.7422   
Build Maint             
4 $54,338 $38.5470           
5 $56,435 $40.3333           
6 $58,542 $42.1276           
Apprentices             
1 Year $25,221 $19.6615   $36,740 $21.0339 $37,953 $21.0339 $34,679 $20.9010   
2 Year $31,522 $25.0362   $45,283 $26.4088 $46,805 $26.4088 $42,897 $26.2760   
3 Year $39,922 $32.2012   $56,673 $33.5738 $58,610 $33.5738 $53,851 $33.4411   
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Days (40 hr

week)
4 Panel (12 hr cont

shift)
0.25 4 Panel (12.25 hr

cont shift)
0.5 4 Panel (12.5 hr

cont shift)
2 Panel (42) (12 hr cont

day shift)
8 on 4 off (10 hr cont

day shift)

 
Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

4 Year $47,730 $35.7859   $65,974 $37.1585 $68,116 $37.1585 $62,935 $37.0256   
Adult
Apprentices             
1 Year $48,023 $33.1721   $65,335 $34.5447 $67,266 $34.5447 $62,632 $34.4118   
2 Year $48,023 $33.1721   $65,335 $34.5447 $67,266 $34.5447 $62,632 $34.4118   
3 Year $48,023 $33.1721   $65,335 $34.5447 $67,266 $34.5447 $62,632 $34.4118   
4 Year $52,235 $36.7568   $71,084 $38.1292 $73,215 $38.1292 $68,180 $37.9962   
             

CMETU Loco Hedland Newman Finucane    
Level 1 $33,978 $18.3654           
Level 2 $63,556 $24.2820           
Level 3 $77,994 $33.3336           
Level 4 $95,827 $42.3738 $95,827 $42.3738         
Level 5 $121,996 $51.3912 $121,996 $51.3912 $109,060 $49.2252       

SCHEDULE IB
EDIT NOTE: Please Note that the 2002 State Wage Case increase was not applicable to the rates in this schedule.

 Days (40 hr week)
4 Panel (12 hr cont

shift)
0.25 4 Panel (12.25 hr

cont shift)
0.5 4 Panel (12.5 hr

cont shift)
2 Panel (42) (12 hr cont

day shift)
8 on 4 off (10 hr cont

day shift)

 
Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

Annual
Salary

O/Time
Rate

AWU             
1 $49,382 $33.9233 $65,203 $35.3680 $67,178 $35.3680 $69,155 $35.3680 $64,386 $35.2280 $74,285 $35.3680
2 $54,799 $38.5344 $72,342 $39.9791 $74,574 $39.9791 $76,808 $39.9791 $71,526 $39.8392 $82,740 $39.9791
3 $55,778 $39.3680 $73,632 $40.8130 $75,911 $40.8130 $78,193 $40.8130 $72,818 $40.6732 $84,268 $40.8130
4 $58,486 $41.6738 $77,202 $43.1186 $79,609 $43.1186 $82,019 $43.1186 $76,387 $42.9786 $88,496 $43.1186
TWU             
S1 $48,634 $34.0880     $68,096 $34.7302 $63,401 $34.5902   
S2 $52,255 $36.3677     $73,212 $37.8124 $68,171 $37.6726   
S3 $54,616 $38.3791     $76,552 $39.8237 $71,286 $39.6840   
LVS1 $51,860 $36.0325     $72,655 $37.4772 $67,654 $37.3373   
Prod Worker             
1 $49,382 $33.9233     $69,155 $35.3680 $64,386 $35.2280   
2 $54,799 $38.5344     $76,808 $39.9791 $71,526 $39.8392   
3 $55,778 $39.3680     $78,193 $40.8130 $72,818 $40.6732   
4 $58,486 $41.6738     $82,019 $43.1186 $76,387 $42.9786   
CMETU
Cranes             
1 $55,038 $38.7389   $74,902 $40.1836 $77,148 $40.1836 $71,842 $40.0436   
2 $55,740 $39.3356   $75,859 $40.7803 $78,138 $40.7803 $72,768 $40.6405 $84,209 $40.7803
3 $56,680 $40.1368   $77,146 $41.5816 $79,466 $41.5816 $73,964 $41.4418 $85,679 $41.5816
4 $58,784 $41.9274   $80,017 $43.3720 $82,439 $43.3720 $76,420 $43.2324   
AFMEU             
1 $49,382 $33.9233   $67,178 $35.3680 $69,155 $35.3680 $64,386 $35.2280   
2 $54,799 $38.5344   $74,574 $39.9791 $76,808 $39.7631 $71,526 $39.8392   
3 $55,778 $39.3680   $75,911 $40.8130 $78,193 $40.8130 $72,822 $40.6732   
4 $57,198 $40.5758   $77,848 $42.0206 $80,197 $42.0854 $74,687 $41.8806   
5 $59,405 $42.4561   $80,864 $43.9008 $83,317 $43.9008 $77,597 $43.7611   
6 $61,624 $44.3448   $83,894 $45.7894 $86,452 $45.7894 $80,520 $45.6496   
7 $63,832 $46.2253   $86,911 $47.6700 $89,574 $47.6700 $83,432 $47.5302   
8 $66,050 $48.1140   $89,939 $49.5586 $92,710 $49.5586 $86,356 $49.4190   
CEPU             
1 $47,414 $32.2470   $64,490 $33.6918 $66,372 $33.6918 $62,339 $33.5518   
2 $49,633 $34.1358   $67,519 $35.5804 $69,506 $35.5804 $64,717 $35.4407   
3 $54,062 $37.9078   $73,568 $39.3524 $75,769 $39.3524 $70,556 $39.2126   

4 $57,198 $40.5758   $77,848 $42.0206 $80,197 $42.0206 $74,687 $41.8806   
5 $59,405 $42.4561   $80,864 $43.9008 $83,317 $43.9008 $77,597 $43.7611   
6 $61,624 $44.3448   $83,894 $45.7894 $86,452 $45.7894 $80,520 $45.6496   
7 $63,832 $46.2253   $86,911 $47.6700 $89,574 $47.6700 $83,432 $47.5302   
8 $66,050 $48.1140   $89,939 $49.5586 $92,710 $49.5586 $86,356 $49.4190   
9 $68,268 $50.0024   $92,969 $51.4471 $95,842 $51.4471 $89,279 $51.3076   
Build Maint             
4 $57,198 $40.5758           
5 $59,405 $42.4561           
6 $61,624 $44.3448           
Apprentices             
1 Year $26,549 $20.6963   $38,674 $22.1410 $39,950 $22.1410 $36,504 $22.0010   
2 Year $33,181 $26.3539   $47,666 $27.7987 $49,268 $27.7987 $45,155 $27.6589   
3 Year $42,023 $33.8960   $59,656 $35.3408 $61,694 $35.3408 $56,686 $35.2012   
4 Year $50,242 $37.6693   $69,446 $39.1142 $71,701 $39.1142 $66,247 $38.9743   
Adult
Apprentices             
1 Year $50,550 $34.9180   $68,773 $36.3629 $70,806 $36.3629 $65,928 $36.2230   
2 Year $50,550 $34.9180   $68,773 $36.3629 $70,806 $36.3629 $65,928 $36.2230   
3 Year $50,550 $34.9180   $68,773 $36.3629 $70,806 $36.3629 $65,928 $36.2230   
4 Year $54,984 $38.6914   $74,825 $40.1360 $77,069 $40.1360 $71,768 $39.9960   
             
CMETU Loco Hedland Newman Finucane    
Level 1 $35,766 $19.3320           
Level 2 $66,901 $25.5600           
Level 3 $82,099 $35.0880           
Level 4 $100,871 $44.6040 $100,871 $44.6040         
Level 5 $128,417 $54.0960 $128,417 $54.0960 $114,800 $51.8160       

SCHEDULE IIA
Description Amount   
Height Money $2.39 per shift   
Concentrator Allowance $0.41 per hour (actual)   
Meal Provision $9.82 or a voucher   
NACA - Loadout Tunnels $0.15 per hour (actual)   
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Description Amount   
SMR $0.48 per hour (actual)   
NACA - Mine $0.22 per hour (actual)   
House Drains - septics $5.51 per shift   
EPCO SewerageTank $5.51 per shift   
Fitting & Installing/Electrical Dual Licence $19.49 per week (Fixed) = $38.99 per fortnight fixed
Electrical OOEWA �B� Licence $19.49 per week (Fixed) = $38.99 per fortnight fixed
Rigger / Scaffolder $8.49 per week (Rate) = $0.22 per hour (All Purpose)
Rigger / Certified Scaffolder $16.02 per week (Rate) = $0.42 per hour (All Purpose)
Electrical Restricted Licence $9.75 per week (Fixed) = $19.49 per fortnight fixed
Leading Hand 2-5 $39.50 per week (Rate) = $1.04 per hour (All Purpose)
Leading Hand >5 $48.85 per week (Rate) = $1.29 per hour (All Purpose)
Shift Tradesperson $18.30 per week (Rate) = $0.48 per hour (All Purpose)
Unsupervised Tradesperson $13.62 per week (Rate) = $0.36 per hour (All Purpose)
Construction Allowance $5.87 per week (Rate) = $0.15 per hour (All Purpose)
HIAB Certificate $4.56 per week (Fixed) = $9.12 per fortnight fixed
HIAB Motor Vehicle $11.97 per week (Fixed) = $23.94 per fortnight fixed
Driver Coordinator $5,084.74 per annum (Rate) = $195.57 per fortnight Pro-Rata
Driver Instructor $2,337.00 per annum (Rate) = $89.88 per fortnight fixed
Finucane Island Charge Hand $90.97 per week (Rate) = $2.39 per hour (All Purpose)
Control Room Operator Allowance (Nelson Point) $2,711.76 per annum (Rate) = $14.90 per shift
Control Room Crib (Finucane Island) $20.47 per shift   
Car Dumper Control Allowance (Nelson Point) $14.90 per shift   
Control Room Crib (Nelson Point) $30.69 per shift   
Work Train Allowance $39.90 per shift   
Long Train Allowance $12.88 per trip   
Training Allowance $6.36 per shift   
Stockpile Dozing (Finucane Island) $0.48 per hour (actual)   
Confined Space (Finucane Island) $0.48 per hour (actual)   
Jack Hammer (Finucane Island) $0.48 per hour (actual)   
Mobile Operator Allowance (Nelson Point) $1.29 per hour (actual)   
Roster Change Level 2 Claim $84.75 per shift   
Roster Change Level 3 Claim $112.04 per shift   
Roster Change Level 4 Day Claim $140.65 per shift   
Roster Change Level 5 Day Claim $175.61 per shift   
Shovel Operators Transport Allowance $888.00 per annum   

SCHEDULE IIB
Description Amount   
Height Money $2.52 per shift   
Concentrator Allowance $0.43 per hour (actual)   
Meal Provision $10.33 or a voucher   
NACA - Loadout Tunnels $0.16 per hour (actual)   
SMR $0.50 per hour (actual)   
NACA - Mine $0.23 per hour (actual)   
House Drains - septics $5.80 per shift   
EPCO SewerageTank $5.80 per shift   
Fitting & Installing/Electrical Dual Licence $20.52 per week (Fixed) = $41.04 per fortnight fixed
Electrical OEEWA �B� Licence $20.52 per week (Fixed) = $41.04 per fortnight fixed
Rigger / Scaffolder $8.94 per week (Rate) = $0.24 per hour (All Purpose)
Rigger / Certified Scaffolder $16.86 per week (Rate) = $0.44 per hour (All Purpose)
Electrical Restricted Licence $10.26 per week (Fixed) = $20.52 per fortnight fixed
Leading Hand 2-5 $41.58 per week (Rate) = $1.09 per hour (All Purpose)
Leading Hand >5 $51.42 per week (Rate) = $1.35 per hour (All Purpose)
Shift Tradesperson $19.26 per week (Rate) = $0.51 per hour (All Purpose)
Unsupervised Tradesperson $14.34 per week (Rate) = $0.38 per hour (All Purpose)
Construction Allowance $6.18 per week (Rate) = $0.16 per hour (All Purpose)
HIAB Certificate $4.80 per week (Fixed) = $9.60 per fortnight fixed
HIAB Motor Vehicle $12.60 per week (Fixed) = $25.20 per fortnight fixed
Driver Coordinator $5,352.36 per annum (Rate) = $205.86 per fortnight Pro-Rata
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Description Amount   
Driver Instructor $2,460.00 per annum (Rate) = $94.62 per fortnight fixed
Finucane Island Charge Hand $95.76 per week (Rate) = $2.52 per hour (All Purpose)
Control Room Operator Allowance (Nelson Point) $2,854.49 per annum (Rate) = $15.68 per shift
Control Room Crib (Finucane Island) $21.55 per shift   
Car Dumper Control Allowance (Nelson Point) $15.68 per shift   
Control Room Crib (Nelson Point) $32.30 per shift   
Work Train Allowance $42.00 per shift   
Long Train Allowance $13.56 per trip   
Training Allowance $6.70 per shift   
Stockpile Dozing (Finucane Island) $0.50 per hour (actual)   
Confined Space (Finucane Island) $0.50 per hour (actual)   
Jack Hammer (Finucane Island) $0.50 per hour (actual)   
Mobile Operator Allowance (Nelson Point) $1.35 per hour (actual)   
Roster Change Level 2 Claim $89.21 per shift   
Roster Change Level 3 Claim $117.94 per shift   
Roster Change Level 4 Day Claim $148.06 per shift   
Roster Change Level 5 Day Claim $184.85 per shift   
Shovel Operators Transport Allowance $888.00 per annum   

SCHEDULE III- AWARD CLASSIFICATIONS
AWU LEVELS

FINUCANE ISLAND (MINEWORKER)
Core skills

(a) Boom stacker
(b) Stacker reclaimer 1 & 2 (stacking)
(c) Stacker reclaimer 1 & 2 (reclaiming)
(d) Shiploader
(e) Sample plant
(f) Sample preparation
(g) Train unloading operation
(h) Primary stacker
(i) Control Room
(j) Rubber tyred dozers larger than 950
(k) 936/950 front end loader
(l) Understand the material circuitry of the lump feed, rod mill and Whims
(m) Demonstrate correct field sampling and sample preparation of ore and slurry and specific gravity
(n) Demonstrate a working knowledge of the flocculant plant by automatic fault finding and making manual

batches
Provision of particular core skills will be based upon operational requirements.

Non core skills
(a) Classroom skills
(b) D9N and D9L
(c) Excavator
(d) Skid steer loader (bobcat)
(e) Water truck
(f) Forklift
(g) Tip truck
(h) Crane chaser dogman
(i) Basic sling and lift
(j) Basic warehouse skills

BENEFICIATION PLANT
1. AWU Level 1

Skills
(a) Ship lines
(b) Minor maintenance
(c) Basic life support
(d) Electrical awareness
(e) Assisting trades personnel as required
(f) Plant housekeeping / general labouring
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2. AWU Level 2
Skills
(a) 5 core skills
(b) 2 non core skills
Additional core skills
(a) Understand the material circuitry of the lump feed, rod mill and Whims and plant water systems
(b) Demonstrate correct field sampling and sample preparation of ore and slurry & specific gravity
(c) Demonstrate safe operating skills to charge the rod mill and remove scats
(d) Demonstrate ability to locate specific groups and alarms on the Control System

3. AWU Level 3
Skills
(a) 6 core skills
(b) 3 non core skills
Additional core skills
(a) Understand the material circuitry of lump and fines jigs and spirals circuits
(b) Demonstrate a working knowledge of the flocculant plant by automatic fault finding and making manual

batches
(c) Describe all items of plant equipment, its system of operation and checking
(d) Demonstrate on the Control System�

(i) The ability to start the plant from �cold�
(ii) The ability to identify sequencing faults and use the custom displays for sequence interlock queries
(iii) A working knowledge of a typical level and flow control loop
(iv) A working knowledge of the types of remote/local and start/stop combinations

4. AWU Level 4
Skills
(a) 6 core skills
(b) 4 non core skills
(c) Must continue to train
Additional core skills
(a) Be able to retrieve information on the SN60 Data Manager Computer, ie progress rates and daily data

information
(b) Demonstrate a sound knowledge of thickener operation. Compile an accurate list of�

Plant design FE grades
Target densities of plant process streams

(c) Demonstrate power failure recovery procedures for both partial and total power failures
(d) Describe in writing how a ratio, cascade and automatic control loop works, using a plant example for each

PORT OPERATIONS
1. AWU Level 1

Skills
(a) Ship lines
(b) Minor maintenance
(c) Basic life support
(d) Electrical awareness
(e) Assisting trades personnel as required
(f) Plant housekeeping / general labouring

2. AWU Level 2
Skills
(a) 5 core skills
(b) 2 non core skills

3. AWU Level 3
Skills
(a) 6 core skills
(b) 3 non core skills
or
(a) 7 core skills
(b) 2 non core skills

4. AWU Level 4
Level 4 control requires a high degree of competence and knowledge of the crushing, screening and shiploading circuits.
Skills
(a) 6 core skills
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(b) 4 non core skills
(c) Control room operator or mobile equipment operator
or
(a) 10 core skills (total)
(b) 5 non core skills (total)
Must continue to train

LABORATORY (MINEWORKER)
1. AWU Level 1

Job description
An employee�s primary duties are to collect, and prepare samples, collect data from field geological studies, carry out
sizing analysis and keep appropriate records.
Skills/duties
Entry requirements
(a) Require the ability to safety drive and operate a 4 wheel drive vehicle
(b) Hold a current and valid WA �B� class driver�s licence
(c) Competent in basic written and verbal instruction
(d) Satisfy medical requirements
(e) Ability to work unsupervised to the extent of current skills and competence
(f) Perform any other tasks with the appropriate level of supervision
Training requirements and general duties
(a) Carry out pre-start vehicle checks
(b) Perform all housekeeping duties as required and comply with appropriate safe operating procedures
(c) Perform cleaning and minor maintenance to equipment and assigned vehicles
(d) Become familiar with all active work areas as required
(e) Become familiar with blast clearance procedures
(f) Become familiar with Mine Emergency procedures
(g) Obtain a Hill driving permit within 30 days of commencement
(h) Train to become familiar in the particular area and complete area induction
(i) Update daily information for and update the display on the production bonus board as required
Geology
(a) Train in the competent use of geological and laboratory sampling equipment and train to competently carry out

the following�
(i) Perform sampling duties, eg collection, preparation, dispatch and storage of samples
(ii) Collect water level date
(iii) Stocktake core shed sample preparation area to maintain supply of consumables

(b) Train to accurately collect and record data of various types as required
Sample Preparation
(a) Perform sampling duties eg collection, preparation and sizing of samples
(b) Perform all necessary calculations and record all necessary data
(c) Test sample preparation equipment and complete associated reports
(d) Carry out moisture analysis as required
(e) Input and output necessary data from computer terminals
(f) Carry out sample station testing and complete associated reports
(g) Collect, prepare and analyse special samples as required
(h) Update wall maps

2. AWU Level 2
Job description
An employee�s primary duties are to collect, and prepare samples, collect data from field geological studies, carry out
sizing analysis and keep appropriate records.
Skills/duties
Entry requirements
(a) A person in this classification will be fully competent to perform the duties he/she has been trained in at Level

1 for Geology and Laboratory
(b) Hold a current and valid WA �B� class driving licence and Hill driving permit
Training requirements
(a) Competently instruct and train Level 1 employees if required
(b) Perform sampling duties, eg collection, preparation and sizing of samples

3. AWU Level 3
Job description
An employee�s primary duties are to collect, and prepare samples, collect data from field geological studies, carry out
sizing analysis and keep appropriate records.
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Skills/duties
Provide assistance to shift and senior shift analysts as required. This assistance may include�
(a) Weigh flux into vials - Labman and manual methods
(b) Weigh samples and flux into vials and correctly label each sample
(c) Fuse samples on Automatic Fusion Beadcasters
(d) Maintain high standards of housekeeping in weighing and Fusion rooms
(e) Assist Analyst in loading and reporting analyses from XRF to mainframe computer

LOCOMOTIVE WORKSHOP (MINEWORKER)
1. AWU Level 1

Job description
An employee in the Locomotive workshop area who gains basic functions and systems knowledge and skills.
Basic level worker able to perform basic tasks and assist any other employees as required in any area and to train for
higher levels under supervision. Entry must meet all medical requirements (colour blindness included) that pertain to their
work area.
Must be able to comprehend both written and verbal instructions.
Skills/duties
Area/Equipment knowledge
(a) Area equipment knowledge
(b) Communication procedures (Railroad safe working ticket)
(c) Light vehicle operation (Current WA �A� licence)
(d) CPR (Basic life support)
(e) Safety and Occupational Health
Skills/duties
(a) Minor Maintenance
(b) Painting
(c) Workshop, Rolling Stock Equipment Cleaning
(d) Operate workshop equipment eg, forklift, front end loader, cleaning equipment (various), overhead cranes

(pendant), dip tanks and other workshop machinery as required
(e) Strip - clean components as required
(f) Basic slinging and lifting
(g) Rolling stock shunting training (colour test required)
(h) Work in any area within limits of competency at request of supervision

2. AWU Level 2
Job description
An employee who has passed Level 1 and is competent in the following skills. Assists tradespersons, carry out minor
maintenance activities and can perform functions in all maintenance activities and can perform functions in all
maintenance areas.
Skills/duties
Area/Equipment knowledge
(a) Shunting rolling stock maintenance duties all areas
(b) Operate trackmobile
(c) Drive forklift truck (10,000 kg)
(d) Driving locos in and out of workshop
(e) Tool and material store duties including basic keyboard skills
(f) Accessing the warehouse system for the ordering of spare parts and equipment
Skills/duties
(a) Current �B� class WA driving licence
(b) Basic servicing to rolling stock eg�

(i) changing brake blocks
(ii) changing lube oil filters
(iii) changing fuel oil filters
(iv) engine oil changes etc,
including but not limited to the above minor servicing areas

(c) Light vehicle inspection
(d) Work in any area within limits of competency and train at request of supervision
(e) Drive recovery truck and its associated equipment, ie HIAB crane
Training
Continue to train as mutually agreed in further skills to meet operational requirements
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3. AWU Level 3
Job description
Any employee who has demonstrated competence and proficiency in all Level 2 requirements (job description and skills)
and has in addition acquired and demonstrated competence in the following skills; assisting any tradesperson, able to
carry out minor maintenance, and can perform functions in all maintenance areas.
Skills/duties
(a) Hold a current WA �B� class drivers licence
(b) Operate trackmobile in all rollingstock maintenance workshops and workshop limits
(c) Carry out minor repairs and servicing to locomotives and other rollingstock equipment, for example,

compressor cars
(d) Oxy cutting
Training
Continue to train as mutually agreed in further skills to meet operational requirements.

MINE MAINTENANCE (MINEWORKER)
1. AWU Level 1

Job description
An employee who undertakes cleaning, labouring and basic maintenance duties, who lends assistance to others and
carries out the list of a wider range of duties as described in the Award Restructuring document of 20 February 1990.
In addition to the above an employee in this level will have demonstrated competence and proficiency in the items listed
and will continue to train as required.
Skills/duties
(a) Forklift operation (one type)
(b) Slinging and lifting
(c) Hill driving licence
(d) General use of hand and power tools
(e) General knowledge of welding and cutting equipment
(f) Basic servicing (refuelling, top ups, occasional oil and filter changes)
(g) Pendant crane operation
(h) Operate maintenance equipment (steam/high PSI cleaner, wheel motor trolley and so forth)
(i) Fire Equipment servicemen relief (if required)
(j) Basic life support (if required)

2. AWU Level 2
Job description
An employee who has demonstrated competence and proficiency in all Level 1 requirements (job description and skills)
and has in addition acquired and demonstrated competence and proficiency in 9 of the following skills, and continues to
train as required in further skills to meet operational requirements.
Skills/duties
Storeperson duties
(a) Limited issuing / loading / delivery from main warehouse to suit operational requirements
(b) Forklift operation (all types)
(c) Equipment familiarisation
(d) Drive Mobile equipment (buses, 5 and 12 tonne trucks)
(e) Operate hiab for maintenance purposes
(f) Hiab ticket
(g) Cherry Picker / Lift Platform
(h) Restricted haultruck ticket (all types)
(i) Shovel washdown truck
(j) Input / extract information from computer / manual systems
(k) Dogman�s ticket
(l) Lubrication truck operation
(m) Cable reticulation crew relief when required
(n) Road sweeper (when required)
Equipment servicing
(a) Wiseda Haultrucks
(b) Drills
(c) Buses
(d) Caterpillar Haultrucks
(e) P&H Shovels
(f) Trucks
(g) Loaders
(h) Marion Shovels
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(i) Cranes
(j) Dozers
(k) Forklifts
(l) Graders
(m) Gen sets
Restricted mobile plant operators ticket (includes retrieving plant from the field if required)
(a) Dozer
(b) Drills
(c) Bobcats and Gradell
(d) Loader & Scraper
(e) Shovel
(f) Grader
(g) Excavator

3. AWU Level 3
Job description
An employee who has demonstrated competence and proficiency in all Level 2 requirements (job description and skills)
and has in addition acquired and demonstrated competence and proficiency in at least three of the following skills. Skills
mix to be determined by Supervisor based on operational requirements. Employees may be required to train in further
skills to meet operational requirements.
Skills/duties
Storeperson duties
(a) Limited issuing / loading / delivery from main warehouse to suit operational requirements
(b) Forklift operation (all types)
(c) Equipment familiarisation
(d) Drive Mobile equipment (buses, 5 and 12 tonne trucks)
(e) perate hiab for maintenance purposes
(f) Hiab ticket
(g) Cherry Picker / Lift Platform
(h) Restricted haultruck ticket (all types)
(i) Shovel washdown truck
(j) Input / extract information from computer / manual systems
(k) Dogman�s ticket
(l) Lubrication truck operation
(m) Cable reticulation crew relief when required
(n) Road sweeper (when required)
Equipment servicing
(a) Wiseda Haultrucks
(b) Drills
(c) Buses
(d) Caterpillar Haultrucks
(e) P&H Shovels
(f) Trucks
(g) Loaders
(h) Marion Shovels
(i) Cranes
(j) Dozers
(k) Forklifts
(l) Graders
(m) Gen sets
Restricted mobile plant operators ticket (includes retrieving plant from the field if required)
(a) Dozer
(b) Drills
(c) Bobcats and Gradell
(d) Loader & Scraper
(e) Shovel
(f) Grader
(g) Excavator
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ORE CAR REPAIR SHOP
1. AWU Level 1

Job description
A level 1 employee in the Ore Car Repair Shop, is one, who has gained basic knowledge of the function, skills and system
knowledge of the area.
The level 1 worker will be able to perform basis tasks, assist tradespersons and other employees. Must meet all medical
requirements pertaining to the area. Be able to work unsupervised to their level of competency.
Skills/duties
Area/Equipment knowledge
(a) Area equipment location and identification
(b) Communication procedures (Railroad and working ticket)
(c) Light vehicles operation
(d) Sound knowledge of the operation of the marshalling yard
(e) Must know the general safety rules that apply within the Railroad
(f) Must be able to identify the various types of rolling stock and their major components
(g) Know the locations of all workshop and operating areas on site
(h) Safety and Occupational Health
Skills/duties
(a) Drive forklift truck
(b) Operate overhead cranes and all ancillary workshop cranes
(c) Be able to carry out basic slinging and lifting
(d) Be capable of operating a tool and material store *
(e) Carry out basic maintenance tasks within the workshop
(f) Be able to correctly use hand tools and power tools
(g) Able to operate the Ore Car Component Tracking System *
(h) Inspection techniques
(i) Proficient in CPR
(j) Workshop cleaning
(k) Workshop painting
(l) Training as required towards level 2
(m) Work in any area within limits of competency at request of supervision.
* Skills not performed at the time of the making of this Award

2. AWU Level 2
Job description
A level 2 employee in the Ore Car Repair Shop, is one, who has passed level 1 and who is competent in the following;
assisting any trades person or supervision, able to carry out minor maintenance.
Skills/duties
(a) Drive trackmobile for moving rolling stock around the workshop
(b) Carry out full shunting duties
(c) Drive recovery truck and its associated equipment, ie HIAB crane
(d) Be competent in the operational use of all equipment associated with the repair and lifting of rolling stock
(e) Remove roller bearings from axles
(f) Strip and clean roller bearings **
(g) Remove/replace draft gears from rolling stock using the full range of workshop equipment
(h) Carry out basic fault finding
(i) WA �B� class drivers licence
** Other skills performed in this classification at the time of making this Award
Training
Continue to train as mutually agreed in further skills to meet operational requirements.

3. AWU Level 3
Job description
Any employee who has demonstrate competence and proficiency in all Level 2 requirements (job description and skills)
and has in addition acquired and demonstrated competence in the following skills; assisting any tradesperson or
supervision, able to carry out minor maintenance.
Skills/duties
(a) Operate trackmobile in a productive mode
(b) Oxy cutting
(c) Carry out minor repairs to rollingstock equipment
(d) Operate small front end loader
Training
Continue to train as mutually agreed in further skills to meet operational requirements.
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ORE PROCESSING
Functions List Fraction of Function
FIXED PLANT:
• Primary crusher * 1
• Mobile 1
• Trainloading - OHP 1/2
• Trainloading - OB29 * 1/2
• Crusher control * 1
• Bush 1
• Outer Bush 1
• Drums 1
• Cyclones / Spirals **/ Cones * 1
• Bene control 1
• OB 29 in * 1
• OB 29 out * 1
• IPWC in * 1
• IPWC out * 1
* Skills not performed at the time of the making of this Award
** Other skills performed in this classification at the time of making this Award
OTHER:
• Minor maintenance 1
• Sampling 1
• Storeperson 1/4
• Lifting skills 1/4
Note 1: Trainloading- OHP is made up of LOT1 and LOT2. 

Trainloading - OB29 is made up of LOT3.
MOBILE PLANT:
• Skid steer loader 1/4
• Other loaders 1/4
• Trucks 1/4
• Hiab 1/4
• Rockbreaker/backhoe/excavator 1/4
• Forklift 1/4
• Gradall 1/4
• Manlift platforms/cherry picker 1/4
• Archer trolley 1/4
• Basic dozing skills 1/4
• Basic large loader skills 1/4
This list contains examples only of functions currently performed. Additional items may be added at any time.
1. AWU Level 1

Essential Skills
(a) Hill driver�s licence
(b) Basic life support
(c) OHETC operation
(d) Area inductions
(e) Lifting skills
(f) WA �B� class licence
(g) Company computer systems

2. AWU Level 2
Functions
(a) Achieved competence in at least 4 functions from the functions list as determined by supervision. This must

include�
(i) Minor maintenance
(ii) 1 fixed plant function

(b) Must have 12 months experience at Level 1.
3. AWU Level 3

Functions
(a) Achieved competence in at least 7 functions from the functions list as determined by supervision. This must

include 5 fixed plant functions.
(b) Must have 12 months experience at Level 2.
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4. AWU Level 4
Functions
(a) Achieved competence in at least 10 functions from the functions list as determined by supervision. This must

include 7 fixed plant functions.
(b) Must have 12 months experience at Level 3.
(c) Must continue to train.

PORT OPERATIONS (MINEWORKER)
Core Skills

(a) Stackers 3,4,5,6,7 & 8
(b) Car Dumper 1
(c) Car Dumper 2
(d) Advanced Crushing & Processing
(e) Shiploaders 1 & 2
(f) Manual Reclaimers
(g) Shiploading samples stations
(h) Crushing Sample Stations
(i) Sample Preparation
(j) Non Production Basic Sampling
(k) Advanced Sampling
(l) Automatic Reclaimers
Provision of particular core skills will be based upon operational requirements.

Non core skills
(a) Classroom skills
(b) 450/966 FEL or equivalent Bobcat
(c) �C� class water truck
(d) �B� class tip truck
(e) Fork lift
(f) Basic warehouse procedure
(g) Crane Casher Dogman
(h) Road Sweeper
Equipment numbers and identification will alter as new equipment is introduced and old equipment decommissioned.

Mandatory Base Training - Level 1
(a) Ship lines
(b) Area Basics
(c) Minor maintenance & basic sling & lifting
(d) Basic life support
(e) QA system
(f) Electrical awareness

Mobile Plant Skills
(To be provided as per operational requirements and by appointment)
(a) Tracked Dozer
(b) Large front end loader
(c) Gradall
(d) Grader
(e) Other future equipment

1. AWU Level 1
Skills
(a) Ships lines
(b) Area basics
(c) Cleaning
(d) Minor maintenance
(e) Basic life support
(f) Electrical awareness
(g) QA system awareness

2. AWU Level 2
Skills
(a) 4 core skills
(b) 1 non core skill
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3. AWU Level 3
Skills
(a) 6 core skills (Total)
(b) 2 non core skills (Total)

4. AWU Level 4
Control operator in charge (by appointment)
or
Mobile plant operator (by appointment)
or
Alternative
Skills
(a) 8 core skills (Total)
(b) 4 non core skills (Total)

SHIPLOADING CRUSHING MAINTENANCE (DAYWORKER)
1. AWU Level 1

Job description
An employee in the Port Crushing/Shiploading area who gains basic area function, system knowledge and skills.
Basic level worker able to perform basic task and assist any other employee as required.
Skill/Duties
Area/Equipment knowledge
(a) Area equipment location and identification
(b) Communication procedures
(c) Light vehicles operation
(d) Occupational Health and Safety
Skills/duties
(a) Ships lines
(b) Minor maintenance
(c) Cleaning (including ore man hosing)
(d) Basic life support
(e) Assisting tradespeople
(f) Painting
(g) Workshop cleaning
(h) Strip and clean components
(i) Use of general power and hand tools
(j) General labouring duties
Training as required towards Level 2.
Work in any area within limits of competency at request of supervision.

2. AWU Level 2
Job description
Any employee who has demonstrated competence and proficiency in all Level 1 requirements (job description and skills)
and has in addition acquired and demonstrated competence and proficiency in the following skills to meet operational
requirements. Assists tradespersons, carries out minor maintenance activities and can perform functions in the operating
areas.
Skill/duties
Area/Equipment knowledge
(a) A sound equipment and plant knowledge with the ability to perform minor maintenance duties on all the

equipment in the assigned area.
(b) Limited operations (move core equipment) eg locate on maintenance pad; raise and lower boom; operate for

testing, etc.
Skills/duties
(a) Scissor/platform lifts operation
(b) Minor maintenance/servicing
(c) Basic slinging and lifting
(d) Maintenance duties
(e) Usage of workshop equipment
Minimum of two non core skills for dayworker alternative skill list.
Work in any area within limits of competency at the request of supervision.

3. AWU Level 3
Job description
Any employee who has demonstrated competence and proficiency in all level 2 requirements (job description and skills)
and has in addition acquired and demonstrated competence and proficiency in the following skills to meet operational
requirements.
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Skills/Duties
Essential
A thorough knowledge of plant and equipment with the ability to perform all minor maintenance tasks in the assigned
area without supervision.
Skills/duties
In addition to the skills and duties detailed in Level 1 and Level 2�
(a) Conveyor tracking *
(b) Three non core skills from the dayworker alternative skills list
(c) Lubrication
Work in any area within limits of competency at request of supervision
* Skills not performed at the time of the making of this Award

Alternative skills list
Examples of non core skills�
(a) Small FEL *
(b) Store Duties
(c) Basic warehouse procedures
(d) Crane chase dogman
(e) Bobcat
(f) Forklift
(g) Tip truck *
(h) Water truck *
(i) Hiab
Alternative skills will be chosen where possible in conjunction with the employee but will ultimately be decided by
supervision/operational requirements.
* Skills not performed at the time of the making of this Award

TRACK MAINTENANCE (NELSON POINT)
1. AWU Level 1

Skills list
Skill Description Tools or Equipment included

�A� Class licence WA Drivers licence or other State equivalent
Identification and proper use of
basic hand tools

Be able to correctly identify basic handtools,
understand their use, show competence in the
correct use of the tools including the use of
appropriate safety equipment and any Safe
Work Procedures.

Sleeper and rail tongs
Hammer and Pigs foot
Spike pulling Bar
Foot gauge adjuster
Simplex track jack
Traklok clip remover
Pandriver
Jim Crow rail bender

Identify track components Be able to correctly identify and understand the
function of basic track components.

All spikes and clips
Sleeper plates and fishplates
Pads and Insulators
All types of sleepers
Switch blade and Heel block
RBM and Swingnose frogs
AWS magnets

Minor maintenance of vehicles Be able to check water, oil and fuel levels and
top up if required, check and maintain proper
tyre pressures, check other safety features of
vehicle.

4WD Light vehicles
Coaster buses
Trucks

Maintenance of minor
equipment

Be able to check water, oil and fuel levels and
top up if required, check and maintain all
consumables such as grinding stones discs and
drill bits

Rail saw and rail drill
Profile grinders
Air tampers
Weld shears etc.

Use of radio Be able to correctly use the radio knowing
correct protocol and which channels to use.

Vehicle mounted
Handheld

Basic experience in
resleepering, retailing and
switch maintenance

Take part in a reasonable amount of this type of
work so that a basic understanding of the
process is gained.

2 Alternative skills
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2. AWU Level 2
Skills list

Skill Description Tools or Equipment included
Operation of all minor
equipment

Be able to correctly operate all commonly used
small equipment, demonstrating knowledge of
all Safe work procedures.

Rail saw and rail drill
Profile grinders
Air tampers
Impact wrench
Sleeper drill
Weld shears etc.

Basic first aid Attend and satisfactorily complete a 1 day first
aid course.

Assist Thermit welders Learn by instruction and experience how to
carry out all functions of the Thermit welding
process except for the actual welding.

Operate resleepering machine Be able to correctly operate this machine in a
safe and competent manner.

Gemco (or equivalent)

Drop ballast Be able to correctly control the doors on the
ballast wagons and drop ballast to the required
spot and to the correct quantity.

Manual doors
Geared doors

Oxy cutting Be able to cut rail using an oxy torch in a safe
and competent manner.

2 Alternative skills
3. AWU Level 3

Skills list
Skill Description Tools or Equipment included

Senior first aid Attend and satisfactorily complete a 3 day
senior first aid course

Operate steel train Learn by instruction and experience how to
carry out all functions on the steel train for
laying out and picking up rail (except for crane
work).

Carry out resleepering work Be competent to perform all tasks associated
with resleepering, and have a basic
understanding of the process.

All resleepering tools and equipment

Carry out rerailing work Be competent to perform all tasks associated
with rerailing, and have a basic understanding
of the process.

All rerailing tools and equipment

Repair switch components Be competent to carry out repairs to switches
such as - profile grinding, changing out parts
like heel-block, bolts, blade, frog, etc.

Repair broken rails Be competent to attend to a broken rail when
required and carry out necessary repairs to
enable traffic to run whenever possible and to
advise rail type and closure length for welding.

Basic knowledge of track
geometry

Have an understanding of basic track geometry
such as track gauge, the need for superelevation
on curves, clearances for switches at the frog,
etc, sleeper spacings, use of survey marks for
alignment, etc.

2 Alternative skills
4. AWU Level 4

Skills list
Skill Description Tools or Equipment included

Build switch Be competent to construct a standard 1 in 10 or
1 in 15 switch to the correct design from
drawings or sketches supplied.

Build new track Be competent to construct new trackwork such
as a new siding or deviation to the correct
alignment and tolerances.

Operate all equipment Be able to safely and efficiently operate all
standard track maintenance equipment

All minor equipment (as at Level 2)
Resleeper machine
Trackjack
Gemco scarifier

Further training as required Undertake training on any new equipment
introduced into Track maintenance
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Skill Description Tools or Equipment included
Basic knowledge of gang
administration

Be capable of processing time cards with
correct cost codes, fill in standard reports, order
materials as required.

Carry out track inspections Be competent to carry out a basic inspection
and verify that track is passable for normal
operations, and to highlight any major faults
found.

2 Alternative skills

Alternative Skills list for Trackworkers
Skill Description Tools or Equipment included

Assist Steel train operation Be competent to carry out duties on the steel
train under instruction

Flashbutt stations Be able to perform all tasks of the flashbutt
process except welding

Grinders

Operate fuel truck Be able to operate in a safe and efficient
manner

Operate EM80 Be able to operate in a safe and efficient
manner to enable mainline runs to be made.

Thermit welding Undertake formal training in Thermit welding
and successfully complete it, carry out the
required number of welds under supervision
and be awarded a certificate.

Operate forklift Successfully undertake formal training to
enable safe and efficient operation.

Operate 950FEL or equivalent Undertake competency training with the
earthworks gang to enable the safe use of this
equipment.

Operate ballast regulator Successfully complete on the job training and
be awarded a ticket.

Hiab ticket Complete formal training and be awarded a
ticket to operate.

Dogman�s ticket Complete formal training and be awarded a
ticket to.

Track machine ticket (Mainline
tamper)

Successfully complete on the job training and
be awarded a ticket.

Track machine ticket (Switch
tamper)

Successfully complete on the job training and
be awarded a ticket.

Occupational health certificate Successfully pass a 5 day course.
Flashbutt welding Undertake on a job training and pass a

competency test.
�B� class licence WA Drivers licence or other State equivalent
Basic computer skills Be able to operate computer in basic functions

such as order materials from warehouse, enter
work details on system.

Basic knowledge of track
circuits and signalling

Have a basic understanding of how signals
work through the rail, the reason for insulated
joint, the different signal aspects.

Escort duties for out-of-gauge
road traffic

Be able to escort wide loads, knowing that
correct procedures and legal requirements.

Operate Trackjack Be able to operate in a safe and efficient
manner.

Operate Gemco/scarifier Be able to operate in a safe and efficient
manner.

Operate Hiab (under 10 metre
tonne)

Perform lifts of less than 10 metre tonnes in
accordance with BHPIO Safe Working
Procedures for the lifting of designated loads.

Radio coverage Sit for and pass the practical and written exam
for a Safe working certificate.

Hi-rail ticket Sit for and pass the practical and written exam
for a Hi-rail certificate.

Hi-rail vehicle

Grader ** Undertake competency training to enable safe
and efficient operation

Unspecified Track Machine ** Undertake competency training to enable safe
and efficient operation

** Other skills performed in this classification at the time of making this Award
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WAREHOUSE - NEWMAN (MINEWORKER)
1. AWU Level 1

Job description
An employee who gains basic Warehouse skills and is able to perform basic warehousing duties, and who assists any
other employees as required. Level 1 employees are committed to ongoing training to reach Level 2 and Level 3.
Skill
(a) WA �B� class driver�s licence
(b) Traction battery maintenance and changing
(c) Crown stock picker
(d) Lansing Bagnall/reach trucks (internal forklifts)
(e) Floor sweeper
(f) Hill driving permit
(g) Restricted crane ticket (if required)
(h) Overhead crane (if required)
(i) Enquiry skills on Warehouse computer system
(j) Dangerous goods awareness
(k) Train in toolstore duties if required
Duties
Basic warehousing duties. For example�
(a) Issuing of all goods (including removal of picking slip from printer)
(b) Binning of all goods including relocation
(c) Housekeeping duties ie cleaning (including vehicles, painting, general repairs etc)
(d) Deliveries and pickups from required locations
(e) General labouring
(f) Operate internal forklifts
(g) Check off manifests
(h) Review orders, purchase and stores requisitions using computerised Warehouse system
(i) Reactivate computer system and printer when they fail
(j) Toolstore duties if required
(k) Answer phone and take messages in absence of others
(l) Attend safety training as required.

2. AWU Level 2
Job description
An employee who has gained Level 1 skills and competently performs Level 1 duties, and who then obtains the following
skills and performs the following additional duties. Level 2 employees are committed to ongoing training to reach Level
3.
Skill
(a) External forklift ticket
(b) Overhead crane certification
(c) Articulated forklift ticket if required (optional)
Duties
Perform the list of duties as per Level 1, and in addition�
(a) Operate the external forklift
(b) Perform truck loading and unloading
(c) Perform binning, relocation, issues and delivery duties
(d) Pick up and deliver scrape and auctionable materials
(e) Train others as required
(f) Training as required towards Level 3.

3. AWU Level 3
Job description
An employee who has gained Level 1 and 2 skills and competently performs Level 1 and 2 duties, and who then obtains
the following skills and performs the following additional duties.
Skills
(a) Warehouse computer system skills to be able to perform duties as listed (input, extract and enquiry)
(b) Microfiche reader skills
(c) Understanding of Warehouse activity based cost system
Duties
Perform the list of duties as per Level 1 and 2, and in addition�
(a) Using the Warehouse computer system, microfiche and hardcopy undertake the following tasks�

(i) Acquit manifests and waybills
(ii) Review manifests, waybills, orders, purchase and stores requisitions
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(iii) Create and print manifests and waybills
(iv) Allocate bin locations
(v) Receival of goods
(vi) Prepare materials and documentation for backloading (road, rail and air) and complete despatch
(vii) Assist in rectifying errors and documentation anomalies
(viii) Conduct audit work if required

(b) Undertake all duties concerned with receival of goods, eg Air freight and Locals. This includes anomaly
correction and VHS acquittal but excludes filing.

(c) Undertake all duties concerned with issuing stock. This includes anomaly investigation and correction of
picking slips. This excludes filing.

(d) Organise maintenance work on Warehouse equipment, eg vehicles, forklifts
(e) Undertake responsibility for goods returned for credit. This excludes filing.
(f) Perform shift coverage if required
(g) Train others as required
(h) On backshift, maintain security, deal with phone enquiries relating to stock, bin location and requisitions, hand

written issues (backup issues). Inform Supervision if anything out of the ordinary occurs
(i) Undertake toolstore duties if required.

WAREHOUSE - PORT HEDLAND (MINEWORKER)
1. AWU Level 1

Job description
Any employee who undertakes warehouse duties and carries out the list of a wider range of duties as described in the
Award Restructuring document of 20 February 1990. (Refer Summary of Industrial Agreements 20 February 1990 such
as agreed list incidental and peripheral - but not limited to).
Skills/duties
Warehouse duties
Basic storemans duties. For example�

(i) Issuing of all goods (including removal of issue slip from printer)
(ii) Binning of all goods including relocation
(iii) Inventory upkeep (protection/cleaning)
(iv) Process personal issues
(v) Deliveries to required destinations
(vi) Pickups from required locations
(vii) Tool store duties as required *
(viii) Housekeeping duties ie cleaning (including vehicles, painting, general repairs etc)
(ix) Erect/repair - racks, cabinets, bins etc as required
(x) Hill driving licence *
(xi) Safety training
(xii) General labouring.
* Skills not performed at the time of the making of this Award

In addition to the above an employee will have demonstrated competence and proficiency in�
(i) Items listed
(ii) Continue to train as required.

Skills
(a) Traction battery maintenance/changing
(b) Escalifts
(c) Crown order pickup
(d) Lancing Bagnall reach trucks
(e) Floor sweeper and scrubber
(f) Crown stacker
(g) Maintain empty drum recovery programme
* Skills not performed at the time of the making of this Award
Optional
(a) Unload/load rail etc at the MKMO yard (Hedland only)
(b) Restricted crane ticket
(c) Overhead crane usage
(d) Dangerous goods awareness
(e) B Class licence
Training as required towards Level 2.
Work in any area within limits of competency at the request of supervision.
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2. AWU Level 2
Job description
An employee who has demonstrates competence and proficiency in all Level 1 requirements (job description and skills)
and has in addition acquired and demonstrated competence and proficiency in the following skills and continues to train
in further skills to meet operational requirements.
Skills/duties
(a) Input, extract and enquiry computer skills
(b) Receival of all goods
(c) Truck loading/unloading
(d) Manifest check off
(e) Prepare materials and documentation for backloading (Road, rail and air) and complete despatch
(f) Pick up and deliver scrap and auctionable materials
(h) Forklift ticket (articulated if required)
(i) B Class driving licence
(j) Upkeep of Powerhouse storage area (Hedland)
(k) Use of microfiche readers *
(l) Candy wagon consolidation and loading (Hedland)
(m) Control the loading of fuel (Hedland) *
(n) Training of others if required
(o) Conduct audit work if required
(p) Shift coverage if required (Newman)
Work in any area within limits of competency at the request of supervision.
* Skills not performed at the time of the making of this Award

3. AWU Level 3
Job description
An employee who has demonstrated competence and proficiency in all Level 1 and Level 2 requirements (job description
and skills) and has in addition acquired and demonstrated competence and proficiency in the following skills to meet
operational requirements.
Skills/duties
(a) Possess computer skills to be able to perform the tasks listed�

(i) Sign off manifests
(ii) Receive manifests
(iii) Review manifests and waybills
(iv) Review supply information
(v) Review orders
(vi) Review purchase requisitions
(vii) Print manifests
(viii) Create waybills and manifests
(ix) Allocate bin locations
(x) Review stores requisitions.

(b) Possess ability to reactivate the computer system should it fail
(c) Acquit stock take variances following the manual audit
(d) Understand the warehouse activity based costing system
(e) Do all of the duties current done by Key Transport employees to open and prepare the tautliner trucks for off

loading as required *
(f) Do all of the duties currently done by Warehouse staff which are involved in the receival of all goods. This is to

include filing, anomaly correction and VHS acquittal
(g) Do all of the duties currently done by Warehouse staff involved in the issuing of stock. This is to include

anomaly investigation and correction and filing of the picking slip
(h) When requested, do all of the duties currently done by the Warehouse foreman to have maintenance work on the

Warehouse and equipment organised
(i) Take over the goods return for credit duties from the Warehouse staff. This will include filing
* Skills not performed at the time of the making of this Award

WATER SERVICES (MINEWORKER)
4. AWU Level 4

Skills/duties
(a) Fork lift driving
(b) Hiab operations up to 12 ton
(c) B class licence
(d) Poly welding
(e) Loader operating 980 and 992
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(f) General clean up duties
(g) Using spanners to connect and disconnect poly lines valves pumps etc
(h) Bore installations and removals in the pit
(i) Pump station installations and disconnections
(j) Move trailers with truck for blasts etc
(k) Backhoe operating
(l) General trades assistance duties
(m) Borefield repairs and pumps steel pipelines as well as poly lines
(n) Inspections of equipment and installations
(o) Dam repairs
(p) Borefield pump installations and removals
(q) Water treatment plant operating after sufficient training period

TWU LEVELS
1. TWU Level S1

S1 Serviceperson
To include�
(a) Serviceperson
(b) Transport assistant

2. TWU Level S2
S2 Service truck operator - grade 1
To include�
(a) Motor vehicle driver�

(i) more than 5 tons and up to 10 tons capacity
(ii) more than 10 tons capacity

(b) Waste disposal truck driver/operator - more than 5 tons and up to 10 tons capacity
3. TWU Level S3

Service truck operator
Job description
Service Truck Operators may elect to remain as Service Truck Operators. Employees who remain as Service Truck
Operators will perform any work that is within their skills, competence and training. In general this will involve driving
and operating equipment and assisting tradespeople, and will include the following specific skills and duties.
Skills and duties
(a) Hill driving licence
(b) Operate maintenance equipment
(c) Forklift operation (all types)
(d) Drive/operate mobile equipment, forklifts, cherry pickers and lift platforms
(e) Operate equipment for maintenance purposes (drills, trucks, mobile plant)
(f) Double Articulated Truck more than 10 tonnes
(g) Machinery float driver
(h) Operate Hiabs, greater than 10 mt tonnes
(i) Operate shovel & drill lube trucks/trailers
(j) Slinging and lifting
(k) Dogman�s ticket
(l) General use of hand and power tools
(m) General knowledge of welding and cutting equipment
(n) Pendant crane operation
(o) Basic life support (if required)
(p) Limited issuing/loading/delivery from main Warehouse to suit operational requirements
(q) Input/extract information from computer/manual systems
(r) Equipment servicing
(s) Basic servicing (refuelling, top ups, occasional oil and filter changes)
(t) Drive themselves and others in carrying out their full range of duties
(u) Perform escorts as required by supervision
(v) Perform roadblocks under the direction of supervision

4. TWU Level LVS1
Position not utilised at all

PRODUCTION WORKER LEVELS
NEWMAN
Skills List

Essential skills
(a) Labouring
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(b) Cable handling
(c) Reticulation
(d) �B� class licence

Range of labouring duties (not exhaustive)
(i) Check light vehicles and top up water, oil, tyres, refuel and so forth
(ii) Wash and clean trays of light vehicles
(iii) Take light vehicles in for repairs and pick up after repairs
(iv) Pick up spotters vehicles and wash when required
(v) Wash Mining Department vehicles as and when required
(vi) Ensure light vehicle electrics are working, if not take to Auto�s or Minesite
(vii) Report any damage to vehicles
(viii) Ensure wheel chocks are in vehicles
(ix) Collect vehicles before and after crib runs
(x) Perform jump starts and change light globes
(xi) Perform air starts
(xii) Transport foremen and Whitehouse personnel as required
(xiii) Take manning sheets to Whitehouse at start of shift
(xiv) Help move shovels and cable boats
(xv) Move cable bridges and mats for shovels and drills
(xvi) Assist in drill moves when required
(xvii) Put out cones and flashing lights and maintain them. Ensure all needed areas have them in place
(xviii) Move lighting plants including Orebody 29
(xix) Deliver cleaning equipment to shovels
(xx) Place marker posts and signs where necessary
(xxi) Rubbish runs on mine equipment when required
(xxii) Pick up meals when required
(xxiii) Deliver fire extinguishers to mine equipment
(xxiv) Assist where necessary on road blocks
(xxv) Chock broken trucks when necessary
(xxvi) Assist at Orebody 29 as required
(xxvii) Move standby trucks, tip load if required, refuel and park at SPB9 or crib rooms
(xxviii) Assist with washing out misfires
(xxix) Assist tradespersons on allocated equipment
(xxx) Assist with attachment of TRO 71 to disabled haultrucks
(xxxi) Escort duties
(xxxii) Change ground engaging tools
(xxiii) Perform reticulation moves
(xxxiv) Pegging duties
Range of manual cable handling duties (not exhaustive)
(i) Coiling cable into cable boats / relocation of cable boats
(ii) Lowering and recovery of cable over bench faces
(iii) Positioning of cable bridges and raising or lowering of cable at cable bridges
(iv) Positioning of cables at substations
(v) Placement of cables at underground road crossing
(vi) Coiling cable requiring repair at the General Workshop
(vii) Cable handling for Shovel and Drill relocation
(viii) Positioning of 11kv armoured cable at power poles
(ix) Securing of 11kv armoured cables on cable reels
(x) Placement of cable coupler cradles for bolted couplers
(xi) Placement of reflective cones along cable routes as directed
(xii) Placement of ground level mat type cable crossing
(xiii) Retrieval of buried cables
Range of reticulation duties (not exhaustive)
(i) Lay victaulic pipe
(ii) Move sprinklers
(iii) Repair hoses
(iv) Screw steel pipe together
(v) Painting
(vi) Cleaning
(vii) Assist Engineering Tradesperson
(viii) Assist in pulling or setting up bore pumps
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Base Skills
(a) Small loaders/wheel dozers
(b) Cable reel truck / loader and hose reel truck (includes Hiab)
(c) Pipe truck/backhoe
(d) Rockbreaker
(e) Drill service truck
(f) Blast crew functions (includes basic powder monkey duties, bulk explosives, stemming machine) *
* Skill not performed at the time of the making of this Award
Advanced Skills
(a) Haultrucks/watercarts/spotting
(b) Loaders
(c) Large wheel dozers
(d) Graders/scrapers (if required)
(e) Dozers
(f) Excavators
(g) Shovels
(h) Drills
(i) Motivator/tow truck/machinery float (Brutus)
Each line represents one skill.
Additional skills may be added at any time.

1. Production Worker Level 1
Prerequisites
Hill driver�s licence
Basic life support
Department induction
Skills
All Essential Skills as per training manual task lists and safe work procedures.
Must have a minimum of 3 months experience on being passed out as competent on level 1 skills, before being eligible to
train for level 2.

2. Production Worker Level 2
Skills
Achieved competence in one Base Skill as per training manual task lists.
Training in additional Base Skills will be undertaken based on operational requirements.
Must have a minimum of 3 months experience on being passed out as competent at level 2, before being eligible to train
for level 3.

3. Production Worker Level 3
Skills
Achieved competence in one Advanced Skill, haultrucks, as per training manual task lists.
Must have a minimum of 12 months experience on being passed out as competent at level 3, before being eligible to train
for level 4. Training in an additional Advanced Skill will not be provided until an Advanced Skill becomes available.

4. Production Worker Level 4
Achieved competence in at least two Advanced Skills, including haultrucks, as per training manual task lists.
Skills mix to be determined by Supervision based on operational requirements. Individual skill preference will be
considered but no guarantee can be given that the preferred skills will be acquired.
The number of employees at this level shall be based on operational requirements.

CMETU CRANES
1. CMETU Cranes Level 1

Job description
An employee in this classification will operate or train to operate mobile cranes (within three months and within the limit
of WorkSafe Western Australia Commission certificate 3B) and will perform all those tasks and skills listed in this
classification.
Prerequisites
WA �B� or �C� class drivers licence as required.
Skills/duties
(a) Escort duties
(b) Breaking down/making up/transporting (cranes/lifting gear)
(c) Carry out maintenance checks - oil levels, hoses etc
(d) Carry out safety checks - lifting gear, beams, slings, ropes associated with cranes
(e) Clean crane/carrier and ancillary equipment
(f) Follow appropriate radio procedure
(g) Basic servicing, refuelling/lube of cranes and related equipment
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(h) Dogman duties as per dogman certificate of competency
(i) Assist with crane related activities
(j) Assist tradespersons in carrying out crane maintenance
(k) Operation of forklifts, hiabs
(l) Truck driving, including the low loader but excluding the prime mover and trailers
Training Requirements
(a) WorkSafe Western Australia Commission certificate 3B or equivalent (within three months)
(b) Dogman certificate of competency course �D� licence (within 12 months)
(c) WA �C� supplementary class drivers licence
(d) Unrestricted Hill Drivers Permit
Nominated Skills/Duties
(a) Senior first aid
(b) Employer railroad safe working certificate (provided for by the employer)
(c) Make up chains
(d) WorkSafe Western Australia Commission certificate 3-D-2 or equivalent

2. CMETU Cranes Level 2
Job description
An employee in this classification will operate mobile cranes (within the limit of WorkSafe Western Australia
Commission certificate 3-D-2) and will perform all those tasks and skills listed in this classification.
Prerequisites
(a) WorkSafe Western Australia Commission certificate 3-D-2 or equivalent
(b) Dogman certificate of competency course �D� licence
(c) Unrestricted Hill Driver�s permit
(d) WA �C� supplementary class drivers licence
Skills/duties
(a) Escort duties
(b) Breaking down/making up/transporting (cranes/lifting gear)
(c) Carry out maintenance checks - oil levels, hoses etc
(d) Carry out safety checks - lifting gear, beams, slings, ropes associated with cranes
(e) Clean crane/carrier and ancillary equipment
(f) Follow appropriate radio procedure
(g) Basic servicing, refuelling/lube of cranes and related equipment
(h) Dogman duties as per dogman certificate of competency
(i) Assist with crane related activities
(j) Assist tradespersons in carrying out crane maintenance
(k) Operation of forklifts, hiabs
(l) Truck driving, including the low loader but excluding the prime mover and trailers
Nominated skills/duties
(a) Senior first aid
(b) Employer railroad safe working certificate (provided for by the employer)
(c) Make up chains
(d) WorkSafe Western Australia Commission certificate 3-D-3 or equivalent

3. CMETU Cranes Level 3
Job description
An employee in this classification will operate mobile cranes (within the limit of WorkSafe Western Australia
Commission certificate 3-D-3) and will perform all those tasks and skills listed in this classification.
Prerequisites
(a) WorkSafe Western Australia Commission certificate 3-D-3 or equivalent
(b) Dogman certificate of competency course �D� licence
(c) Unrestricted Hill Driver�s permit
(d) WA �C� supplementary class drivers licence
Skills/duties
(a) Escort duties
(b) Breaking down/making up/transporting (cranes/lifting gear)
(c) Carry out maintenance checks - oil levels, hoses etc
(d) Carry out safety checks - lifting gear, beams, slings, ropes associated with cranes
(e) Clean crane/carrier and ancillary equipment
(f) Follow appropriate radio procedure
(g) Basic servicing, refuelling/lube of cranes and related equipment
(h) Dogman duties as per dogman certificate of competency
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(i) Assist with crane related activities
(j) Assist tradespersons in carrying out crane maintenance
(k) Operation of forklifts, hiabs
(l) Truck driving, including the low loader but excluding the prime mover and trailers
Nominated skills/duties
(a) Senior first aid
(b) Employer railroad safe working certificate (provided for by the employer)
(c) Make up chains
(d) Employer rigging course

4. CMETU Cranes Level 4
Job description
An employee in this classification will operate mobile cranes and will perform all those tasks and skills listed in this
classification.
Prerequisites
(a) Employer rigging course
(b) WorkSafe Western Australia Commission certificate 3-D-3 or equivalent
(c) Unrestricted Hill Driver�s permit
(d) Dogman certificate of competency course �D� licence
(e) WA �C� supplementary class drivers licence
Skills/duties
(a) Escort duties
(b) Breaking down/making up/transporting (cranes/lifting gear)
(c) Carry out maintenance checks - oil levels, hoses etc
(d) Carry out safety checks - lifting gear, beams, slings, ropes associated with cranes
(e) Clean crane/carrier and ancillary equipment
(f) Follow appropriate radio procedure
(g) Basic servicing, refuelling/lube of cranes and related equipment
(h) Dogman duties as per dogman certificate of competency
(i) Assist with crane related activities
(j) Assist tradespersons in carrying out crane maintenance
(k) Operation of forklifts, hiabs
(l) Truck driving, including the low loader but excluding the prime mover and trailers
(m) Rigging duties. Rigging involved in the positioning and dismantling of equipment or any material that requires

the use of gear. This will involve
(i) Safe working loads for ropes, chains and slings
(ii) Splicing and knotting of ropes and the making of slings
(iii) Safe working loads of, and uses for, gear and equipment
(iv) Slinging and lifting of heavy loads

Nominated skills/duties
(a) Senior first aid
(b) Employer railroad safe working certificate (provided for by the employer)
(c) Make up chains
(d) WorkSafe Western Australia Commission certificate 3-D-3 or equivalent

AFMEU LEVELS
ENGINEERING TRADESPERSON
Additional vendor and/or in-house training is to be undertaken at all levels as required.
TAFE accredited training will be determined subject to departmental/area requirements in consultation with the union or employee
concerned.
4. AFMEU Level 4

Prerequisites
An engineering tradesperson level 4 is an employee who holds a trade certificate or tradespersons rights certificate as
an�
(a) Engineering tradesperson (mechanical); or
(b) Engineering tradesperson (fabrication),
and is able to exercise the skills and knowledge of that trade.
Skills/Duties
An engineering tradesperson works to the current trade syllabus�
(a) Understands and applies quality control techniques
(b) Exercises good interpersonal and communications skills
(c) Exercises computer keyboard skills, eg, input and receive information as required
(d) Exercises discretion within the scope of this grade
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(e) Performs work under general supervision either individually or in a team environment
(f) Operates all lifting equipment incidental to his or her work subject to appropriate training
(g) Performs non-trade tasks incidental to his or her work
(h) Performs work which, while primarily involving the skills of the employee�s trade, is incidental or peripheral to

the primary task and facilitates the completion of the whole task. Such incidental or peripheral work would not
require additional formal technical training

(i) Able to inspect, facilitate and test equipment and/or materials for conformity with established operational
standards

(j) Works from drawings, prints, plans or manuals
(k) Understands and applies basic computer techniques as they relate to maintenance operations/machining.

5. AFMEU Level 5
Prerequisites
An engineering tradesperson level 5 is an�
(a) Engineering tradesperson (mechanical); or
(b) Engineering tradesperson (fabrication),
who has completed a minimum of 80 appropriate hours in addition to the training requirements of a tradesperson at level
4. This can include vendor, in-house or TAFE training.
Skills/Duties
An engineering tradesperson level 5 works above and beyond a tradesperson at level 4 and to the level of his or her
training�
(a) Exercises the skills attained through satisfactory completion of the training prescribed for this classification
(b) Exercises discretion within the scope of this grade
(c) Works under general supervision either individually or in a team environment
(d) Understands and implements quality control techniques
(e) Provides trade guidance and assistance as part of a work team
(f) Records and reports faults accurately.

6. AFMEU Level 6
Prerequisites
An engineering tradesperson level 6 is an�
(a) Engineering tradesperson (mechanical); or
(b) Engineering tradesperson (fabrication),
who has completed a minimum of 160 hours TAFE (or equivalent TAFE modules) accredited training plus a minimum of
80 hours vendor/in-house training.
Skills/Duties
An engineering tradesperson level 6 works above and beyond a tradesperson at level 5 and to the level of his or her
training�
(a) Exercises the skills attained through satisfactory completion of the training prescribed for this classification
(b) Provides trade guidance and assistance as part of a work team
(c) Assists in the provision of training in conjunction with supervisors and trainers
(d) Understands and implements quality control techniques
(e) Works under limited supervision either individually or in a team environment.

7. AFMEU Level 7
Prerequisites
An engineering tradesperson level 7 is an�
(a) Engineering tradesperson (mechanical); or
(b) Engineering tradesperson (fabrication),
who has completed a minimum of 240 hours appropriate TAFE (or equivalent TAFE modules) accredited training plus a
minimum of 80 hours vendor/in-house training.
Skills/Duties
An engineering tradesperson level 7 works above and beyond a tradesperson at level 6 and to the level of his or her
training�
(a) Exercises the skills attained through satisfactory completion of the training prescribed for this classification
(b) Is able to provide trade guidance and assistance as part of a work team
(c) Provides training in conjunction with supervisors and trainers
(d) Understands and implements quality control techniques
(e) Works, if so required, without supervision, either individually or in a team environment.

8. AFMEU Level 8
Prerequisites
An engineering tradesperson level 8 is an�
(a) Engineering tradesperson (mechanical); or
(b) Engineering tradesperson (fabrication),
who has completed a minimum of 320 hours appropriate TAFE (or equivalent TAFE modules) accredited training plus a
minimum of 80 hours vendor/in-house training.
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Skills/Duties
An engineering tradesperson level 8 works above and beyond a tradesperson at level 7 and to the level of his or her
training�
(a) Exercises the skills attained through satisfactory completion of the training prescribed for this classification
(b) Is able to provide trade guidance and assistance as part of a work team
(c) Provides training in conjunction with supervisors and trainers
(d) Understands and implements quality control techniques
(e) Works, if so required, without supervision, either individually or in a team environment.

LOCOMOTIVE WORKSHOP - TOOLS & MATERIALS STOREPERSON
3. AFMEU LEVEL 3

Job description
An employee who is competent and proficient in Level 2 duties and gains/obtains the range of duties/skills listed below.
Skills/duties (But not restricted to)
(a) Order parts and stock items for MIMS
(b) Basic/modified course in fitting skills including drill and tapping; assembly and disassembly; and oxy cutting

and gas metal arc welding
(c) Dogmans course
(d) Receival, inspection and quarantine of stock received from warehouse/supplier
(e) Minor inspection and repairs to hand tools within the store
(f) Sharpen drills in the locomotive workshop
(g) HIAB course
(h) Dangerous goods awareness programme
(i) Calibration of gauges and measuring equipment
(j) B class licence
(k) Operate forklift
(l) Operate trackmobile
(m) Shunt rolling stock equipment
(n) Work in any area within limits of competency at request of supervision
** Other skill performed in this classification at the time of making this Award

LUBRICATION CREW
1. AFMEU Level 1

Skills
(a) Tagging and isolation procedures
(b) Basic knowledge of plant in crushing and shiploading
(c) Conveyor familiarisation
(d) Take oil samples
(e) Use of spill kits
(f) Operate overhead cranes
(g) Lifting and slinging
(h) Assist with schedules
(i) Assist tradesman as required
(j) Raise safety concerns

2. AFMEU Level 2
Skills
(a) Operate and maintain workshop equipment

(i) Welder (welding course Training Centre)
(ii) Grinder
(iii) Pipe threader
(iv) Hand tools

(b) Maintain service equipment, pumps, trailers etc
(c) Install and repair grease lines, Perma lubes, and nipples
(d) Forklift certificate
(e) Follow job cards
(f) Report and record faults and safety issues
(g) Service airline water traps and lubricators
(h) Crusher lube filter changes
(i) Understand Farval operation and servicing
(j) Demonstrate basic plant knowledge
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3. AFMEU Level 3
Skills
(a) Demonstrate competency of level 2
(b) Plan job requirements for job card
(c) Oxy welding and basic fitting (Training centre course)
(d) Knowledge of condition monitoring

(i) Vibration (condition monitoring dept)
(e) Lubrication course, (Mobil &/or OCS)

(i) Oil sampling and analysis
(ii) Alternate lubricants
(iii) Gearbox lubrication

(f) Bearing fundamentals (Training centre or CBC bearing course)
(g) Supervise and instruct Level 1 & 2 persons
(h) Understands and implements Quality Control and waste management techniques

ORE CAR REPAIR SHOP - TOOLS & MATERIALS STOREPERSON
3. AFMEU Level 3 

Job description
An employee who is competent and proficient in Level 2 duties and gains/obtains the range of duties/skills listed below.
Skills/duties (but not restricted to)
(a) Order parts and stock items for MIMS
(b) Basic/modified course in fitting skills including drill and tapping; assembly and disassembly; and oxy cutting

and gas metal arc welding
(c) Dogmans course
(d) Receival, inspection and quarantine of stock received from warehouse/supplier
(e) Stock control of OCRS satellite warehouse and working stock within the workshop
(f) Minor inspection and repairs to hand tools within the store
(g) Sharpen drills in the OCRS
(h) Operation of bearing presses
(i) Recovery of disabled rolling stock
(j) HIAB course
(k) Dangerous goods awareness programme
(l) Calibration of gauges and measuring equipment
(n) Operate forklift
(o) Work in any area within limits of competency at request of supervision

PORT MAINTENANCE - TOOLS & MATERIALS STOREPERSON
3. AFMEU Level 3

Job description
An employee who is competent and proficient in Level 2 duties and gains/obtains the range of duties/skills listed below.
Skills/duties (but not restricted to)
(a) Order parts and stock items for MIMS
(b) Close off work orders
(c) Basic/modified course in fitting skills including drill and tapping; assembly and disassembly; and oxy cutting

and metal (including gas metal arc welding)
(d) Dogmans course
(e) Dangerous goods awareness programme
(f) Minor inspection and repairs to hand tools
(g) B class licence
(h) Operate forklift
(i) Operate elevated platform
(j) Use of explosive tools
(k) Sharpen drills
(l) Work in any area within limits of competency at request of supervision

SERVICEMAN/MAINTAINER
1. AFMEU Level 1

Skills/duties
(a) Service all road vehicles - lubrication, globes, wipers, earthmoving equipment to 250 kilowatts power
(b) Service conveyors *
(c) Washbay duties
(d) Assist tradespersons as directed
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(e) Housekeeping duties
(f) Maintain own stock of oils and filters
(g) Report faults detected to foreperson
(h) Carry out jump starts, after training
(i) Carry out air starts, after training
(j) �B� Class driver�s licence (after 3 months)
(k) Operate power tools
(l) Basic slinging and lifting
(m) Operate overhead crane
(n) Service diesel engines on welding machines
(o) Service crushers *
(p) Service bearings and bearing housings *
(q) Carry out service schedules
(r) Carry out oil changes on Crusher screens *
* Skills not performed at the time of the making of this Award

2. AFMEU Level 2
Skills/duties
(a) Service all equipment
(b) Drive forklift - to assist with services
(c) �C� class truck licence - to position vehicles for service *
(d) Repair own equipment *
(e) Relief tool store person *
(f) Change fan belts (simple applications only)
(g) Drive/operate service truck (ex Port or Railroad) - for services at GMWS *
(h) Relief service truck operator *
(i) Escort duties for vehicles going to service *
(j) Check trailer wheel bearing lubrication, in situ.
(k) Replace grease lines between nipple and remote application
(l) Service diesel engines on Shiploader 1 and 2, Reclaimers 1 and 2, Fire pumps
(m) Service own air line supply
(n) Conveyor idler changeout as required *
(o) Operate (non productive) mobile plant equipment ie start, stop and relocate **
* Skills not performed at the time of the making of this Award
** Other skill performed in the classification at the time of making this Award

3. AFMEU Level 3
Skills/duties
Vehicle maintenance
(a) Adjust prime mover and trailer brakes after training (�S� cam only)
(b) Change fan belts - all vehicles
(c) Adjust dozer tracks (after training)
(d) Replace air lines (all air brake systems) *
(e) Change cutting edges and teeth on earthmoving equipment
(f) Repack trailer wheel bearings and adjust trailer brakes (after training)
(g) Minor damage electrical wiring repairs on trailers. Replace headlamps, globes and lenses
(h) Replace modular units such as air cylinders, brake boosters, hydraulic cylinders (up to 50mm bore and one

metre stroke). Not spring brake boosters assemblies
(i) Make and replace hydraulic hoses (simple applications only) *
(j) Change out Gradall buckets and boom extension
(k) Change our wide sweep and channel brushes on Scarab and Johnston sweepers *
(l) Water tanker changeovers *
(m) Oxy cutting and small mig and arc welding jobs (after training)
(n) Dogmans course
* Skills not performed at the time of the making of this Award

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE WORKSHOP - TOOLS & MATERIALS STOREPERSON
3. AFMEU Level 3

Job description
An employee who is competent and proficient in Level 2 duties and gains/obtains the range of duties/skills listed below.
Skills/duties (but not restricted to)
(a) Order parts and stock items for MIMS
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(b) Basic/modified course in fitting skills including drill and tapping; assembly and disassembly; and oxy cutting
and gas metal arc welding

(c) Dogmans course
(d) Receival, inspection and quarantine of stock received from warehouse/supplier
(e) Minor inspection and repairs to hand tools within the store
(f) Sharpen drills in the VMWS
(g) Dangerous goods awareness programme
(h) Calibration of gauges and measuring equipment
(i) B class licence
(j) Operate forklift
(k) Work in any area within limits of competency at request of supervision

CEPU LEVELS
ELECTRICAL ASSISTANTS
1. CEPU Level 1

Job description
An employee who assists tradespersons where required, to carry out the various tasks associated with the repair and
maintenance of equipment and plant and/or performs such duties as defined when directed by a tradesperson or as
appropriate by supervision.
Prerequisites
(a) An employee at this level would be required to hold a current and valid WA �A� class driving licence.
(b) An employee at this level will be able to effectively communicate in English and be able to recognise basic

electrical components, hardware and tools.
Skills/Duties
(a) Electrical assistants will primarily carry out an assisting function to electrical tradespersons however electrical

assistants in an area will no longer be restricted to assisting electrical tradespersons.
(b) Carry out light vehicle checks and minor maintenance.
(c) Carry out housekeeping and general cleaning duties (using all appropriate cleaning aids).
(d) Competently and safely use basic hand and power tools.
(e) Carry out brush hand duties as appropriate in an industrial application.
(f) Complete basic reports and collection of information.
(g) Competently communicate using FEMCO, 2 way radio, phone etc.
(h) Carry out minor duties of the trade under the direction and supervision of the electrical tradesperson
(i) Carry out training in basic life support and resuscitation methods, including live incidents.
(j) Carry out training in Level 2 electrical assistants duties.

2. CEPU Level 2
Job description
An employee who assists tradespersons where required, to carry out the various tasks associated with the repair and
maintenance of equipment and plant and/or performs such duties as defined when directed by a tradesperson or as
appropriate by supervision.
Prerequisites
(a) Must have completed satisfactory service at level 1. Will have satisfactorily completed employer and/or vendor

training as appropriate to the area in which the incumbent is allocated. An employee at this level will have
completed a minimum of three months at level 1 and have been satisfactorily assessed for progression to this
level.

(b) An employee at this level would be required to hold a current and valid WA driving licence of the class
appropriate to the area and where required a hill driving permit.

Skills/Duties
(a) Carry out all level 1 duties as required
(b) Competently maintain parts/equipment storage.
(c) Competently and safely operate overhead cranes.
(d) Competently and safely carry out slinging and lifting associated with overhead crane use.
(e) Competently and safely operate equipment where required eg cherry pickers, elevating platforms, hiabs,

forklifts, haulpaks etc.
(f) Carry out minor duties of the trade under the direction and general supervision of an electrical tradesperson,

including but not limited to�
(i) Removal of motor covers
(ii) Change out of carbon brushes
(iii) Medium voltage isolations - i.e. up to 440 volts
(iv) Resets - with reference to their supervision
(v) Change out plugs in modules (not cards and no exposed terminals)
(vi) Lamp changing
(vii) Use equipment for completion of tasks (for example hydraulic crimpers, threading equipment,

explosive power tools, undercut commutators and so forth).
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(g) Undertake training associated with level II duties as required.
(h) Input and retrieve information using basic computer skills.
(i) Carry out appropriate safety checks associated with the trade.

3. CEPU Level 3
Position not utilised at all

ELECTRICAL TRADESPERSONS
Electrical tradespersons shall be classified in accordance with the following structure.
Electrical tradespersons shall be required to carry out any electrical, electronics, automotive electrical, air conditioning/refrigeration
work and cable splicing activities to the full extent of their training and competence. Such electrical work will be subject to the
appropriate trade training and licensing requirements.
Progression from level to level will be subject to satisfactory completion of the appropriate training requirements.
An employee of a lower grade shall not test the work of an electrical tradesperson.
Vendor training will be part of the classification structure and will be such training which is not covered by an identifiable
appropriate TAFE subject.
It is envisaged that vendor training may be portable and be supported by the employer documentation to reflect that specific
training.
4. CEPU Level 4

Job description (Electrical tradesperson)
Be capable of fault finding on equipment to at least card level, able to interpret and follow schematic diagrams, repair and
maintain the whole range of employer operated equipment (area specific).
Prerequisites
SEC electrical licence �B� endorsed fitting and/or mechanics
Training requirement
Base tradesperson
Job description (Automotive Electrician)
Be capable of fault finding, testing and repairing the full range of plant/equipment on site containing automotive electrical
componentry. Able to interpret equipment related drawings. Would be expected to fault find down to card level.
Job description (Refrigeration fitter)
Be capable of fault finding testing and repairing the full range of air conditioning plant. Able to interpret trade related
drawings including brackets, duct etc. Would need to fault find down to card level.
Prerequisites
WA �R� restricted electrical licence
Job description (Cable splicer - only in level 4)
Be capable of fault finding on all types of cables of variable size and voltage ratings. Carry out all types of cable repairs,
including crimp, thermal, in line sleeve etc. Carry out complicated cable testing utilizing sophisticated test equipment.
Instruct others in complete repair methodology. Carry out varying types of terminations. Maintain plug quality control.
Prerequisites
WA �R� restricted electrical licence
Training requirements
6 months on the job training plus vendor and inhouse training as appropriate
Job description (Linesperson - only in level 4)
Be capable of fault finding testing and repair of complete distribution networks associated with employer operations.
Maintain a comprehensive knowledge of feeders, spurs etc by location and description. Able to interpret trade related
schematic drawings.
Prerequisites
�A� grade lineperson�s certificate

5. CEPU Level 5
Job description (Electrical tradesperson)
Electrical tradesperson - level 5 will have satisfactorily completed employer and/or vendor training as appropriate to the
area in which they are allocated and be capable of fault finding on equipment at a level more complex than level 4. Will
have a higher knowledge, application and ability to repair electrical equipment including AC motors, generators, DC
motors, arc welding, hydraulics, pneumatics, electrical testing, electrical analysis, control and relay logic, electrical
switchboards, HV distribution systems, electrical lighting, batteries, low voltage systems including auto electrical and
refrigeration (area specific and where required).
Prerequisites
SEC electrical licence �B� dual endorsed fitting and mechanics
WA �B� class driver�s licence (as required)
Training requirements
Approximately, but not less than, a total of 80 hours vendor training or 80 hours TAFE accredited training.
Job description (Automotive electrician)
Will have to complete employer/vendor/ TAFE training as appropriate. Fault find to more complex levels than level 4.
Will have a higher knowledge application and ability including possible cross skills in air conditioning.
Prerequisites
12 months post trade experience
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Job description (Refrigeration fitter)
Will have to complete employer/vendor/ TAFE training as appropriate. Fault find and repair to more complex levels than
level 4. Will have a higher knowledge application and ability including possible cross skills in auto electrical works.
Prerequisites
WA �R� restricted electrical licence

6. CEPU Level 6
Job description (Electrical tradesperson)
Will have satisfactorily completed service at level 5. Will have satisfactorily completed Company training and/or vendor
training as appropriate to the area in which he or she is allocated. Will be capable of fault finding on electronic equipment
to a higher level than level 5 which requires a broader understanding to allow electronics component changing within the
system. Able to complete reports containing technical information, and access and input information into computer
systems.
Prerequisites
SEC electrical licence �B� dual endorsed fitting and mechanics
WA �B� class driver�s licence (as required)
Training requirements
Approximately, but not less than, a total of 160 hours TAFE accredited training. plus a minimum of 80 hours vendor
training plus further vendor training as agreed
Job description (Automotive electrician)
Level 6 will have satisfactorily completed service at Level 5. Will have satisfactorily completed employer/vendor/TAFE
training applicable to all work areas. Fault find/repair to a higher level than level 5 which requires a broad understanding
to allow electronics components to be changed. Able to complete reports of a technical nature, access and input
information into computer systems, cross skill to air conditioning where required.
Prerequisites
12 months post trade experience
Job description (Refrigeration fitter)
Level 6 will have satisfactorily completed service at level 5. Will have satisfactorily completed employer vendor/TAFE
training applicable to all work areas. Fault find/repair to a higher level than level 5 which requires a broad understanding
to allow electronics components to be changed. Able to complete reports of a technical nature, access and input
information into computer systems, cross skill to auto electrical where required.
Prerequisites
SEC electrical licence �B� dual endorsed fitting and mechanics
WA �B� class driver�s licence (as required)
Training requirements
Approximately, but not less than, a total of 160 hours TAFE accredited training. plus a minimum of 80 hours vendor
training plus further vendor training as required.
Job description (Electronics tradesperson)
This will also be an entry point for electronics tradespersons who will need to satisfactorily complete
vendor/TAFE/employer training as appropriate. Carry out all electronic/digital/instrumentation repairs to the full range of
employer equipment within electrical licence guidelines.
Prerequisites
12 months post trade experience
WA �R� restricted electrical licence
Electronics trade training or equivalent TAFE training

7. CEPU Level 7
Job description (Electrical/electronics tradesperson)
Will have satisfactorily completed service at level 6. Will have satisfactorily completed employer and/or vendor training
as appropriate to the area in which he or she is allocated. A person in this classification works as an electrical/electronics
tradesperson and is required to work to the full extent of his or her trade qualifications and electrical licence. Will perform
work up to and including the requirement to assist with minimal supervision, the commissioning, fault finding and repair
of electronic, electro-mechanical and instrumentation systems with the aid of complex schematic diagrams. Will examine,
diagnose, modify, correct, test and install systems circuits, and prepare drawings and technical reports. Input and extract
information from computer systems.
An electronic tradesperson will also carry out all electronic/digital/instrumentation repairs to the full range of employer
equipment within electrical licence requirements. **
** Other skill performed in this classification at the time of making this Award
Prerequisites
SEC electrical licence �B� dual endorsed fitting and mechanics
WA �B� class driver�s licence (as required)
An electronic tradesperson will also have 12 months post trade experience
Training requirements
Approximately, but not less than, a total of 240 hours TAFE accredited training plus a minimum of 80 hours vendor
training as agreed.
Job description (Automotive electrician)
Level 7 will have satisfactorily completed service at level 6. Will have satisfactorily completed employer/vendor/TAFE
training applicable to all work areas. Fault find/repair to a higher level than level 5 which requires a broad understanding
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to allow electronics components to be changed. Able to complete reports of a technical nature, access and input
information into computer systems, cross skill to air conditioning where required.
Job description (Refrigeration fitter)
Level 7 will have satisfactorily completed service at level 6. Will have satisfactory completed employer/ vendor/TAFE
training applicable to all work areas. Fault find/repair to a higher level to allow electronics components to be change.
Able to complete reports of a technical nature, access and input information into computer system, cross skill to auto
electrical where required.

8. CEPU Level 8
Job description (Electrical/electronic tradesperson)
Will have satisfactorily completed service at level 7. Will have satisfactorily completed employer/vendor training as
appropriate to the area in which he or she is allocated. He or she will perform work up to and including the
commissioning, fault finding and repair of electronic, electro-mechanical and instrumentation systems with the aid of
complex schematic diagrams. Will examine, diagnose, modify, correct, test and install systems comprising complicated or
intricate interconnecting circuits. Will manufacture test apparatus and prepare drawings and technical reports. Is able to
work without supervision.
An electronic tradesperson will also carry out all electronic/digital/instrumentation repairs to the full range of employer
equipment within electrical licence requirements. **
** Other skill performed in this classification at the time of making this Award
Prerequisites
SEC electrical licence �B� dual endorsed fitting and mechanics
WA �B� class driver�s licence (as required)
An electronic tradesperson will also have 12 months post trade experience
Note: This is the ceiling level for an electronics tradesperson who only has a WA �R� restricted electrical licence
Training requirements
Approximately, but not less than, a total of 320 hours TAFE accredited training plus a minimum of 80 hours vendor
training as agreed.
Job description (Automotive electrician)
Level 8 will have satisfactorily completed service at level 7. Will have satisfactorily completed employer/vendor/TAFE
training applicable to all work areas. Fault find/repair to a higher level than level 5 which requires a broad understanding
to allow electronics components to be changed. Able to complete reports of a technical nature, access and input
information into computer systems, cross skill to air conditioning where required.
Job description (Refrigeration fitter)
Level 8 will have satisfactorily completed service at level 7. Will have satisfactory completed employer/ vendor/TAFE
training applicable to all work areas. Fault find/ repair to a higher level to allow electronics components to be change.
Able to complete reports of a technical nature, access and input information into computer system, cross skill to auto
electrical where required.

9. CEPU Level 9
Job description (Electrical/electronic tradesperson)
Will have satisfactorily completed service at level 8, and will have satisfactorily completed employer and/or vendor
training as appropriate. Will perform work up to and including commissioning, fault finding and repair of electronic,
electro-mechanical and instrumentation systems with the aid of complex schematic diagrams. Will examine, diagnose,
modify, correct, test and install systems comprising complicated or intricate interconnecting circuits. Will manufacture
test apparatus and prepare drawings and technical reports. Will be able to input and extract information from computer
systems. Is able to work without supervision.
An electronic tradesperson will also carry out all electronic/digital/instrumentation repairs to the full range of employer
equipment within electrical licence requirements. **
** Other skill performed in this classification at the time of making this Award
Prerequisites
SEC electrical licence �B� dual endorsed fitting and mechanics.
WA �B� class driver�s licence (as required)
12 months post trade experience
Training requirements
Approximately, but not less than, a total of 400 hours TAFE accredited training, inclusive of the certificate in industrial
electronics or equivalent.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE LEVELS
4. Building Maintenance Level 4

Job description
A Building Maintenance Tradesperson Level 4 is an employee who holds a trade certificate or tradesperson�s certificate
as a�
(a) Carpenter and Joiner
(b) Plumber
(c) Painter,
and is able to exercise the skills and knowledge of that trade and works to the current trade syllabus.
Skills/duties
The skills/duties of a Building Maintenance Tradesperson at Level 4 are�
(a) Understands and applies quality control techniques
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(b) Exercises good interpersonal communication skills
(c) Exercises discretion within the scope of this grade
(d) Performs work under general supervision, either individually or in a team environment
(e) Performs work which while primarily involving the skills of the employees trade is incidental to the primary

task and facilitates the completion of the whole task. Such incidental work would not require additional formal
technical training, and may be of a non trade nature to allow completion of the whole task

(f) Works from drawings, prints, plans and manuals

5. Building Maintenance Level 5
Job description
A Building Maintenance Tradesperson - Level 5 is an employee who holds a trade certificate or tradesperson�s certificate
as a�
(a) Carpenter and Joiner
(b) Plumber
(c) Painter,
who has completed a minimum of 80 appropriate hours in addition to the training requirements of a tradesperson at Level
4 - this can include vendor or in-house training.
Skills/duties
General
A Building Maintenance Tradesperson Level 5 works above and beyond a tradesperson at Level 4 to the level of his/her
training�
(a) Exercises the skills attained through satisfactory completion of the training prescribed of this level
(b) Recording and reporting faults accurately
(c) Provides trade guidance and assistance as part of a work team
(d) Exercises discretion within the scope of this grade
(e) Works under general supervision either individually or in a team environment
(f) Understands and implements quality control techniques
Basic skills required for a Level 5 Building Maintenance Tradesperson in the following trades�
Carpenter and Joiner
Essential components�
(a) Tiling and Plastering
(b) Painting
(c) Concrete Work
(d) Gas Welding
(e) Basic Plumbing
Plumber or Painter
Essential components�
(a) Carpentry
(b) Plumbing
(c) Tiling and Plastering
(d) Glazing
(e) Painting
(f) Bricklaying
(g) Concrete Work
(h) Gas Welding
Optional Components subject to Operational Requirements
(a) Vinyl and Carpet flooring
(b) Roofing (guttering, flashings, downpipes)
(c) Fencing and Signposting
(d) Basic Brick Laying
(e) Basic Computer Keyboard work
(f) Operate forklift and other trade related lifting equipment

6. Building Maintenance Level 6 (Newman only)
Job description
A Building Maintenance Tradesperson Level 6 is an employee who holds a trade certificate or tradesperson�s certificate
as a�
(a) Carpenter and Joiner
(b) Plumber
(c) Painter,
who has completed a minimum of 160 hours TAFE (or equivalent TAFE modules) accredited training plus a minimum of
80 hours vendor/in-house training. Such courses must be of equal benefit to both the Company and the employee.
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CMETU LOCO LEVELS
1. CMETU Loco Level 1

A person at this level shall undertake basic training in all railroad operations functions and procedures.
Duties�
Classroom tuition on job training.
Skills and knowledge-training modules�

Stage Description Estimated time
Stage 1 • Induction

• First aid
• Fire fighting drill
• Fire wardens
• Computer awareness
• Four wheel drive course
• Quality assurance

1.5 weeks

Stage 2 • Rule book
• General appendix
• Work instructions
• Rules in general
• Radio procedures
• Signals eg hand, flag & light
• Skills transfer
• Communications skills
• Report Writing skills

1.5 weeks

Stage 3 • Locomotive familiarisation
• Basic locomotive systems
• Basic air systems, Epic & 26L
• Locomotive independent brakes
• Basic locotrol 3
• Basic ATP
• IFC
• DID

1 week

Stage 4 • Locomotive Prep familiarisation
• Prep duties, fuelling, sanding, shunting, cleaning,

servicing
• Procedures, cyclone shutdown
• Christmas shutdown,
• Locomotive handling

2 weeks

Stage 5 • Work place experience as a trainee
• Work under supervision in Locomotive Prep

1 week

On completion of the above the trainee shall undergo a theory and practical assessment and a pass out competency
assessment. If successful shall be issued with a restricted Drivers certificate to operate in Locomotive Prep areas and
progress to level two (2).
If a trainee fails an assessment they shall be reassessed within thirty (30) days.
A second failure shall result in removal from Driver career path.

2. CMETU Loco Level 2
A person at this level will have completed a level one (1) training course and shall be competent to perform duties in
locomotive preparation and gain further experience in yard duties under supervision.
Duties�
(a) Cleaning and preparation of locomotives
(b) Cleaning and housekeeping of work area and equipment
(c) Servicing of locomotives
(d) Shunting of locomotives - preparation of locomotives, multi unit locomotive consists and locotrol consists

within locomotive prep/service facilities
(e) Safety audits/checks of work area, lock up Prep facilities for shut downs
(f) Clean railroad vehicles
(g) Demonstrate proficiency�s and instruct employees in training
(h) Develop competency to level three (3) Driver certification standard
(i) Operate road vehicles.
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Skills and knowledge-training modules�
Stage Description Estimated time
Stage 1 • Air brakes-EPIC and 26L detailed

• Locomotive air brakes-detailed
• Ore cars - details
• Compressor cars - detailed
• Other rolling stock

1 week

Stage 2 • Ancillary equipment
• Mechanical
• Electrical
• Pneumatic
• Locotrol 3-detailed
• Fault finding of the above

2 weeks

Stage 3 • Rule book - detailed
• General appendix - detailed
• Operation procedures - detailed
• Work instructions - detailed
• CTC - train order
• Signals
• Train order
• Working on or near track
• Train handling concepts
• Hi-rail course

2 weeks

Stage 4 • Yard familiarisation
• Hedland Yard road layout
• Switches, all workshop areas,
• �Y� area, turning locomotives
• Under supervision, make up and break up of trains in

Hedland Yard, shunting in Hedland Yard, spotting the
dumpers, simulator training, drive on tracks and get over
view of system, all other yards shall be covered in theory
(Jimblebar Junction, Newman, Yandi, Bofin)

2 weeks

Stage 5 • Track familiarisation under supervision of all tracks 3 weeks
On completion of the above the trainee shall undergo a theory and practical assessment and a pass out competency
assessment. If successful shall be issued with a certificate of competency to drive/operate locomotives (not trains) and
progress to level three (3).
If a trainee fails an assessment they shall be re-assessed within thirty (30) days.
A second failure shall result in removal from Driver career path.
Requirements to be fulfilled within this level prior to progression to the next level.
• Personnel employed with previous Driver qualification, shall undertake a minimum of two (2) months at this

level before progression to the next level.
• Personnel employed with previous Driver qualifications, shall undertake a minimum of six (6) months at this

level before progression to the next level.

3. CMETU Loco Level 3
A person at this level will have completed a level two (2) competency pass out and shall perform duties operating
locomotives on a limited basis, all aspects of shunting within Yards and work as a second person on trains as required.
Duties�
(a) Work at lower level as required
(b) Work as a second person on trains on mainlines/yards as required
(c) Operate locomotives into and out of traffic/workshops
(d) Conduct safety checks on locomotives
(e) Set up locomotive consists/locotrol units
(f) Prepare and stable locomotives/rolling stock as, when and where required
(g) Make and break trains in Yards (ground work)
(h) Shunt in and around all workshops
(i) Replace defective equipment
(j) Perform all shunting/switching aspects within all Yards
(k) Demonstrate proficiency�s in instructing and assisting employees in lower levels
(l) Develop competency to level four (4) Drivers certification standard
(m) Operate road/rail vehicles.
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Skills and knowledge-training modules�
Stage Description Estimated time
Stage 1 • Application of train handling theories on simulator 3 days
Stage 2 • Assessment of prior knowledge and recognition of the

following competency�s
• Rule book/General appendix
• CTC - train orders
• Yards
• ATP
• Locotrol
• DID, IFC
• Air brake
• Locomotives

1 day

Stage 3 • Remediation training if required 1 day
Stage 4 • Advanced skills transfer 3 days
Stage 5 • Practical experience performing various duties within this

level structure
3 weeks

• Demonstrate and analyse skills attained in the field on the
simulator

3 days per month

• Minimum of 15 mainline trips operating head end
powered trains under supervision

15 trips

• Compile a log of trains and competency�s undertaken 15 trips
When the log of competency�s has been fully covered then the final pass out assessment shall be conducted.
On comparison of the above the trainee shall undergo a theory and practical assessment and a pass out competency
assessment. If successful shall be issued with a certificate for this level and a Progressional Drivers Log and progress to
level four (4).
If an employee fails an assessment they shall be re-assessed within ninety (90) days.
A second failure shall result in a further assessment within ninety (90) days.
A third failure shall result in removal from the Drivers career path.
Requirements to be fulfilled within this level prior to progression to the next level.
• Perform a minimum of fifteen (15) mainline head end powers trips (BHPIO Railroad) under instruction of a

qualified Driver at this level before progression to the next level.
• Work a minimum of ten (10) days as the second person operating trains in yards.

4. CMETU Loco Level 4
A person at this level will have completed a level three (3) competency pass out and shall be qualified to operate head end
powered trains under Driver Only Operation over the BHP Iron Ore Pilbara District Railroad and shall operate locotrol
trains under supervision.
Duties�
(a) Work in lower level/s as required
(b) Work in all aspects of the Yards in accordance with Yard operations
(c) Operate all head end powered trains on the BHP Iron Ore Pilbara District Railroad
(d) Operate mainline locotrol ore trains under instruction of a level 5 Driver
(e) Operate all trains within the Jimblebar Junction are (Jimblebar Junction/Newman/Jimblebar Mine/Ore Body

18/Ore Body 23-25)
(f) Shall be required to demonstrate proficiency and instruct/assist employees in lower levels
(g) Develop competency to level five (5) Drivers certification standard
(h) Operate road/rail vehicles.
Skills and knowledge-training modules�
Stage Description Estimated time
Stage 1 • Demonstrate and analyse skills attained in the field on the

Simulator
3 days per month

• Minimum 10 mainline trips operating locotrol III trains
under supervision

10 trips

• Compile a log of trains and competency�s undertaken 10 trips
When the log of competency�s has been fully covered then the final pass out assessment shall be conducted.
On completion of the above the trainee shall undergo a theory and practical assessment and a pass out competency
assessment. If successful shall be issued with a certificate for this level and progress to level five (5).
If an employee fails an assessment they shall be re-assessed within ninety (90) days.
A second failure shall result in a further assessment within ninety (90) days.
A third failure shall result in removal from the Drivers career path.
Requirements to be fulfilled within this level prior to progression to the next level�
• Perform ten (10) mainline locotrol trips (Hedland to Jimblebar Junction Railroad) under instruction of a level

five (5) Driver at this level before progression to the next level
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5. CMETU Loco Level 5
A person at this level will have completed a level four (4) competency pass out and shall be qualified to operate all trains
under Driver Only Operation over the BHP Iron Ore Pilbara District Railroad.
Duties�
(a) Work at lower levels as required
(b) Perform duties of all levels as required
(c) Operate all trains as Driver Only Operation
(d) Operate all trains over the BHP Iron Ore Pilbara District Railroad
(e) Demonstrate proficiency and instruct employees in lower levels in all aspects of the operation.
Skills and knowledge-training modules�
Stage Description Estimated time
Stage 1 • In service training 5 days every 18 months

• Simulator training as required
• First aid renewal every 2 years
• Fire fighting refresher every 2 years
• Driving course refresher as required
• Training modules as introduced with new technology,

concepts and procedures

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05952
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
BURSWOOD RESORT (MANAGEMENT) LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
COMMISSIONER S WOOD
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON

DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 10 JULY 2002
FILE NO. A 2 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05952
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application for new award dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr J Welsh
Respondent Mr G Blyth (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western Australian Branch (″the Union″) filed an

application for a new award on 8 March 2002. The proposed Award is titled ″Burswood Island Resort Employees Award
2002″. The Union seeks to replace and supersede the Burswood Island Resort Employees Award, A23 and A25 of 1985 (″the
Casino Award″), and the Burswood International Resort Casino Employees Industrial Agreement 2001 (″the Casino
Agreement″) by the making of the proposed award. The date of expiry of the Casin Agreement is 30 June 2002. It is proposed
by the Union that the term of the award is to commence on and from the first pay period after 1 July 2002, until 30 June 2003.
Burswood Resort (Management) Ltd (″the Respondent″) objects to the Union�s application for a new award.  Alternatively, it
says that if the Commission determines that a new award should issue, the Respondent puts forth a draft of a proposed award in
its notice of answer and counterproposal that the Commission should make.

2 After the Union filed the application a s.32 conference was convened by the Commission on 16 May 2002. At that conference
the Respondent contended that as a matter of law, the claim for a new award cannot be made by the Union whilst the Casino
Agreement continues to operate. Following the s.32 conference the Chief Commissioner allocated this matter to a Commission
in Court Session. The Commission in Court Session convened a conference for directions under s.32 of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 (″the Act″) on 14 June 2002. At the conclusion of the conference the Commission determined it would hear and
determine the following matters as preliminary issues�

(a) Whether there is jurisdiction to hear and determine the claim before the Commission in Court Session because
of the operation of Clause 45 of the Casino Agreement;

(b) Whether the Commission should dismiss the Union�s application as not being in the public interest because of
the operation of Clause 45 of the Industrial Agreement.

The Commission directed the parties to provide its submissions in writing to the Commission.
No Jurisdiction
3 The Respondent submits there is no jurisdiction to hear and determine the claim before the Commission in Court Session

because of the operation of Clause 45 � No extra claims of the Casino Agreement. Clause 45 provides as follows�
″The Company and the Union agree that there will be no extra claims for the term  of this agreement and whilst
it continues in force.�
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The Respondent says that Clause 45 operates to prevent the Union from making an application and it follows that the claim for
a new award is not a valid application. The Respondent goes so far as to say that in the absence of a valid application there is no
″industrial matter″ before the Commission. In support of its argument the Respondent referred to the following Full Bench
decisions of the New South Wales Industrial Commission. In Electrical Trades Union of Australia v Nationwide News [1995]
NSWIR Comm 65 del. 28 April 1995 and New South Wales Education Employees (Non Continuing Contract Employment)
Award (1999) 92 IR 239 the New South Wales Commission dismissed the claims before the Commission on the basis that a no
extra claims clause specified in the relevant awards precluded the claims from being pressed against an unwilling party.
However neither of these decisions considered whether the Commission had jurisdiction to hear and determine the claims. It is
apparent from both decisions that the New South Wales Commission declined to exercise its jurisdiction by refraining from
dealing with the matters before it.

4 The Respondent has not pointed to any provisions in the Act which prohibits the Commission from dealing with the Union�s
claim. It is our view that the Union�s application is plainly an application before the Commission that raises an ″industrial
matter″. As the Union points out in its written submissions, the constraints on the jurisdiction of the Commission to deal with
industrial matters affecting salary, wages and other remuneration and conditions of employment as set out in s.23(2)(a) and
23(3) of the Act. None of these constraints has any bearing on this matter.
Public Interest

5 The Respondent says that in exercising its jurisdiction to dismiss the application the Commission should consider the objects
of the Act, in particular s.6(d) of the Act. Section 6(b), (c) and (d) of the Act provide�

″The principal objects of this Act are � 
(b) to encourage, and provide means for, conciliation with a view to amicable agreement, thereby preventing and

settling industrial disputes;
(c) to provide means for preventing and settling industrial disputes not resolved by amicable agreement,

including threatened, impending and probable industrial disputes, with the maximum of expedition and the
minimum of legal form and technicality;

(d) to provide for the observance and enforcement of agreements and awards made for the prevention or
settlement of industrial disputes;″

6 The Respondent says that object 6(d) can best be achieved by dismissing the Union�s application and that the objects in 6(b)
and (c) should not operate to defeat the object of ″observance and enforcement of agreements.� In particular, it is submitted
that the Union cannot rely on the objects of ″conciliation″ and ″preventing and settling″ of industrial disputes in furtherance of
its claim. The Respondent says the Casino Agreement has been made in settlement of an industrial dispute and must now be
observed by the parties whilst it continues in force. Secondly there can be no ″industrial dispute″ because Clause 45 prevents
the parties from making any extra claims.

7 The Respondent also says that if a party initiates claims in breach of a ″no extra claims″ clause it is reasonable for the other
party to simply disregard the claim without fear of becoming involved in an alleged industrial dispute.

8 The Respondent also argues that by entering into the Casino Agreement, in particular by agreeing to the ″no extra claims″
clause, the Union has given away a right that might otherwise exist for an award to be arbitrated. In Civil Air Operations
Officers� Association of Australia (1999) Print R4810 Duncan DP observed at paragraph [18] that a ″no extra claims″ clause in
a certified agreement that applied during the term of the certified agreement had the effect that the parties could be said to have
deferred the right to bring the application before the Commission during the currency of the period of the certified agreement.
The Respondent says having given away the right to arbitration of the new award (which is the clear affect of Clause 45 of the
Casino Agreement), the Union must now choose between the protections it has whilst the industrial agreement remains in
operation or alternatively, retire from the agreement (after its expiry date). If it retires, the Casino Award will apply and then
the Union may take steps to seek whatever award variation it (the Union) considers appropriate.

9 The Respondent says the Union�s approach is inconsistent with the Statement of Principles � June 2001 State Wage Case
decision (2001) 81 WAIG 1721. In particular the Respondent says that the objectives of the principles are to encourage and
promote enterprise bargaining with the award system as the ″safety net″. Further the Respondent says it is for the parties at the
enterprise to take responsibility for their own industrial relations affairs and to reach agreements appropriate to their enterprise.
The Respondent submits it follows that where agreement has been reached the agreement must then be observed. The
Respondent also says to allow the Union�s claim will have the effect of ″flowing back″ matters contained in an industrial
agreement to an award and this will prevent or substantially impede future enterprise negotiations between the Union and
Burswood. Furthermore the flow on effect of such a decision for other parties would be inconsistent with the objects of the
Act.

10 The Union simply says that the discretionary power in s.27(1)(a) of the Act to dismiss an application on public interest grounds
should not be exercised by the Commission in a factual vacuum. The Union argues the question of public interest must be
considered according to the principles of good conscience, equity and the substantial merits of the case. Put simply, the Union
says that to determine whether it is in the public interest to dismiss the Union�s application, the Commission must take into
account the evidence surrounding the case and the failure to do so may result in a miscarriage of justice by way of the wrongful
exercise of discretion (House v King (1936) 55 CLR 499). In other words, the Union says it needs an opportunity to address the
Commission as to what is the appropriate way for parties who are unable to reach an agreement for an s.41 agreement, to deal
with a continuing dispute. The Union says that where a party such as the Respondent refuses to enter into enterprise bargaining
negotiations that the parties have to go back to the award process (ALHMWU v Burswood Resort (Management) Ltd (2081)
WAIG 2434).

Conclusion
11 It is our view that the Commission does have jurisdiction to deal with the Union�s application for a new award. Section 41 of

the Act provides�
″(1) An agreement with respect to any industrial matter or for the prevention or resolution under this Act of disputes,

disagreements, or questions relating thereto may be made between an organization or association of employees
and any employer or organization or association of employers.

(2) Subject to subsection (3) and section 41A, where the parties to an agreement referred to in subsection (1) apply
to the Commission for registration of the agreement as an industrial agreement the Commission shall register
the agreement as an industrial agreement.

(3) Before registering an industrial agreement the Commission may require the parties thereto to effect such
variation as the Commission considers necessary or desirable for the purpose of giving clear expression to the
true intention of the parties.
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(4) An industrial agreement extends to and binds � 
(a) all employees who are employed � 

(i) in any calling mentioned in the industrial agreement in the industry or industries to which the
industrial agreement applies; and

(ii) by an employer who is � 
(I) a party to the industrial agreement; or

(II) a member of an organization of employers that is a party to the industrial agreement or
that is a member of an association of employers that is a party to the industrial
agreement;

and
(b) all employers referred to in paragraph (a)(ii),

and no other employee or employer, and its scope shall be expressly so limited in the industrial agreement.
(5) An industrial agreement shall operate � 

(a) in the area specified therein; and
(b) for the term specified therein.

(6) Notwithstanding the expiry of the term of an industrial agreement, it shall, subject to this Act, continue in force
in respect of all parties thereto, except those who retire there from, until a new agreement or an award in
substitution for the first-mentioned agreement has been made.

(7) At any time after, or not more than 30 days before, the expiry of an industrial agreement any party thereto may
file in the office of the Registrar a notice in the prescribed form signifying his intention to retire there from at
the expiration of 30 days from the date of such filing, and such party shall on the expiration of that period cease
to be a party to the agreement.�

12 It is our view that there is nothing in s.41, s.42 and s.43 of the Act which prohibits the Commission from hearing and
determining an application for new award whilst an industrial agreement has not expired or continues on in force. To the
contrary, it is inherent in s.41(6) of the Act that an industrial agreement can cease to continue in force after the date of expiry
when a new award is made in substitution for the industrial agreement. In this case the application for an award makes it plain
that the terms of the proposed award are only to take affect from the expiry of the term of the Casino Agreement.

13 However, it is our view that it is desirable and in the public interest to dismiss the Union�s application pursuant to s.27(1)(a)(ii)
of the Act. In our view it is inherent in the objects of the Act and the entire scheme of the Act that the Commission is to
encourage the parties to settle industrial disputes and where such disputes are resolved by amicable agreement by entering into
a s.41 industrial agreement, the terms of that agreement should be adhered to. Further it is our view by bringing a claim for an
award and seeking arbitration, that action is in breach of Clause 45 of the Casino Agreement. Pursuant to s.83 of the Act where
a contravention or failure to comply with a provision of an industrial agreement is proved a penalty can be imposed by the
Industrial Magistrate. In Registrar v Amalgamated Metal Workers� and Shipwrights� Union of Western Australia (1989)
69 WAIG 29 and (1990) 70 WAIG 3947 the Full Bench upheld appeals by the Registrar (against a decision of the Industrial
Magistrate), that there was a case to answer by the Union in respect of a �no extra claims� clause. In the second appeal the Full
Bench remitted the matter to the Industrial Magistrate to fix a penalty.

14 We agree that Clause 45 has the effect that the parties to the Casino Agreement agreed to defer extra claims for the term of the
agreement. However, we do not accept that the effect at law of Clause 45 prevents the Union from making claims after the
term of the agreement has expired. In our view the words in the extra claims clause ″and whilst it continues in force″ is
repugnant to and thus inconsistent with s.41(6) of the Act. Those words seek to prohibit and render unlawful (through the
operation of s.83) the right of a party to seek to make a new industrial agreement or award which s.41(6) makes lawful. It is
also our view that these words are capable of being severed so that clause 45 in its entirety is not rendered invalid. Section
41(6) makes it plain that a new agreement or award can be made in substitution for an earlier industrial agreement (once the
earlier agreement has expired) and the earlier industrial agreement is rendered inoperative. When this section is read together
with the objects of the Act it is plain that the parties cannot enter into an agreement to prohibit an application for an award. We
do not agree that this can only be done if the Union retires from the agreement. Section 41(6) provides that an industrial
agreement continues in force except when a party retires from the agreement or until a new agreement or award is made.
Section 41(6) clearly contemplates two circumstances in which an industrial agreement can cease to have effect, one by
retiring from the agreement or the making of a new industrial instrument. It is inherent in s.41(6) that once the term of an
industrial agreement has expired parties are entitled to enter into negotiations and take steps if necessary to seek arbitration of
an award in substitution for an earlier industrial agreement that continues in force after its term has expired.

_________

2002 WAIRC 05951
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
BURSWOOD RESORT (MANAGEMENT) LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
COMMISSIONER S WOOD
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION

DATE OF ORDER WEDNESDAY, 10 JULY 2002
FILE NO. A 2 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05951
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Result Application for new award dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr J Welsh
Respondent Mr G Blyth (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr J Welsh on behalf of the Applicant and Mr G Blyth on behalf of the Respondent the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders�

THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. H. SMITH,

[L.S.] Commission In Court Session.

PRESIDENT—Matters dealt with—
2002 WAIRC 06181

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WA INCORPORATED, APPLICANT

v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, RESPONDENT

CORAM HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
DELIVERED MONDAY, 12 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. PRES 9 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06181
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Decision Application dismissed
Representation
Applicant Ms M in de Braekt, as agent
Respondent Mr R Andretich (of Counsel), by leave
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
This matter having come for hearing before me on the 12th day of August 2002, and I having heard Ms M in de Braekt, as agent, on
behalf of the applicant and Mr R Andretich (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and I having determined that my
reasons for decision will issue at a future date, it is this day, the 12th day of August 2002, ordered that application No PRES 9 of
2002 be and is hereby dismissed.

(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.] President

PRESIDENT—Unions—Matters dealt with under
Section 66—

2002 WAIRC 06029
Editor�s Note: Order re adjournment [MNC 2002WAIRC05799] and Order �dismissing application� [MNC

2002WAIRC05933] in Matter No. PRES 25 of 2002 was published in July WAIG, Vol. 82, Part 2, Subpart
1 at pages 1211-1212.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES CIMLIE JEAN BOWDEN, APPLICANT

v.
THE SECRETARY, THE AUSTRALIAN NURSING FEDERATION, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF
WORKERS, PERTH, RESPONDENT

CORAM HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
DELIVERED TUESDAY, 9 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. PRES 25 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06029
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Decision Application dismissed
Representation
Applicant Mr C Young, as agent
Respondent Mr M Olson, as Secretary of the respondent union
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
(Delivered ex tempore and edited by the President)

THE PRESIDENT�
1 This is a matter where leave to discontinue was sought. It did occur late in the proceedings, but that is not unusual in

proceedings, and it is not sufficient for me to have considered it, nor was I asked to consider it on the question of costs or to
consider the question of costs..

2 I am, however, of the view that, given the circumstances of the matter, and the fact that it is a reasonably long-standing
application which has been listed for hearing, that it might be tidier in this instance to dismiss it. And that, I think, fits the
equity, good conscience and substantial merits of the matter, although I have sympathy for the view expressed by Mr Young
that it might be more a matter of semantics than not.

3 However, I think that a dismissal of the matter, in the absence of evidence to establish it, is a more appropriate order in the
circumstances of this matter. So, I do propose to dismiss the application, and the reasons for me so doing I have just expressed.

4 There will be an order dismissing the application which will issue today.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06010
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES KIM MAREE LUBY, APPLICANT
v.
THE SECRETARY, THE AUSTRALIAN NURSING FEDERATION, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF
WORKERS PERTH, RESPONDENT

CORAM HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 17 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. PRES 16 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06010
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Decision Application dismissed
Representation
Applicant Mr C Young, as agent
Respondent Mr R W Richardson (of Counsel), by leave
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
INTRODUCTION

1 This is an application by the above named, Kim Maree Luby, brought under s.66 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as
amended) (hereinafter referred to as �the Act�), and naming the above named organisation of employees, as the term
�organisation� is defined in the s.7 of the Act, as respondent.

2 By the application, the applicant, who alleges that she is a financial member of the respondent organisation, The Australian
Nursing Federation, Industrial Union of Workers (hereinafter referred to as �the ANF�), and has been since 1993, an elected
member of the Executive, and a member of the Council of the ANF, complains that the Secretary, Mr Mark Anthony Olson,
has not made a correct nor an accurate record of the proceedings for the minutes of the Council in respect of several Council
meetings held since 14 December 2001.

3 It was not in issue that I had jurisdiction to hear and determine this application, which I clearly have.
PARTICULARS AND ANSWER

4 It is necessary to list the particulars of these alleged failures or breaches as they appear in the further and better particulars of
the application which are filed herein. They are as follows:-

�1. Mark Olson, as Secretary of the Union, breached Rule 16(2)(a) by failing to make an accurate record of the
proceedings of Council on 14 December 2001 by
� Item 7 � Business arising from previous minutes, R. Lorrimar provided additional detailed

historical information about the Nurses Board and ANF dispute. This was not included in the
Minutes

� Spelling error at item 13 � Legal assistance committee � should read decision not decio0n
� Item 15.3 did not record the ANF Officer designated by the Secretary was Ken Jones

 2. Mark Olson, as Secretary of the Union, breached Rule 16(2)(a) by failing to make an accurate record of the
proceedings of Council on 25 February 2002 by
� S. Cloughessy is recorded as being present, an apology and a proxy [she was not present at this

meeting]
� J. Farrington & C.Wiltshire not recorded as apologies
� Item 5 � Notification of items of other business did not record the following�

i. 15.1 Renovations
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ii. 15.2 WAIRC
iii. 15.3 Worksafe
iv. 15.4 Sub-Branch/Conference Rules

� Item 8 � Correspondence [the following correspondence not listed]
i. Letters from K.Luby dated 27/1/02 & 15/02/02
ii. Letters from R.Lorrimar dated 10/1/02, 27/1/02, 18/2/02 & fax dated 1/2/02

� Item LU 9 � Secretary�s Report at #4 � K.Luby & T.Young abstained, not noted in the minutes
� Item 15.1 � Renovations � did not include the description of the renovations, namely a large

training room, meeting rooms, gym for Officers, industrial/account library, and that the ANF could
�afford between $30,000-$40,000�.

� Item 15.2 � WAIRC report � a number of issues raised but not noted, including references to W.
Tracy, Tony Hall, terms and conditions of employees of the ANF, Council as the nominal
employer.

� Item 15.2 � WAIRC report � K.Luby & T.Young not recorded as voting against the motion
� Item 15.3 � Worksafe report � a number of issues raised but not recorded, including the

allegations and the nature of the allegations against Mark Olson and the ANF, the appeal process,
responsibility and liability of individual Councillors and the State Secretary, PIN Notices of 1999.

 3. Mark Olson, as Secretary of the Union, breached Rule 16(2)(a) by failing to make an accurate record of the
proceedings of Council on 9 March 2002 by
� After item 4 � Leave of absence and before item 5 - Proposed rule change the issue of attendance

at the WAIRC by Luby & Lorrimar was raised and recorded. The explanation provided by Lorrimar
and Luby was not recorded in the minutes.

� At page 3 of the minutes at Resolution 4 the following addition was not included in the minutes �
�that Council direct me to authorize another Councillor to attend the Commission that resolution
would not preclude them from doing that as well.�

 4. Mark Olson, as Secretary of the Union, breached Rule l6(2)(a) by failing to make an accurate record of the
proceedings of the Council on 9 March 2002 by not clearly identifying if the minutes refer to the Union or
the WA Branch.�

(I must say that I found the particulars of the application inadequate and at times confusing).
5 Generally, the respondent denies any breach of the rules, denies a number of factual allegations, states that the allegations are

frivolous and vexatious and that the minutes were accepted as correct by a majority vote of the Council.
6 Further, the respondent says, by way of answer, that the process available within the union for individual Councillors to raise

the accuracy of the minutes and have inaccuracies remedied was not availed of by the applicant. The applicant admitted that
under standing orders, a member of Council has the right to challenge any resolution to adopt the minutes of the previous
meeting.

7 Rule 16(2)(a), which is the relevant rule, reads as follows:-
�(2) The Secretary shall be responsible for�

(a) the making and keeping of a correct record of proceedings of the Council;�
BACKGROUND

8 As was admitted, and as I find from the facts, the applicant was, at all material times, a financial member of the ANF, a
member of its Executive, and since 30 November 2001 of its Council.

9 The Council governs the ANF by virtue of Rules 10 and 11, but subject to the control of members of the union, and, in
particular, the control exercisable by the majority of union members voting in the plebiscite, and the direction of the members
in general meetings and annual general meetings. (see Rule 27(13) and Rule 29(1)).

10 The Executive exercises powers delegated to it by the Council and a number of specified powers, subject to Council direction.
(see Rules 12 and 13). The Secretary is the principal officer of the ANF (see Rule 16).

11 I should add that for quite some years the applicant, Mrs Luby, has been a registered nurse, and is currently employed in that
capacity at the Sir Charles Gardiner Hospital in Subiaco.

12 At all material times, Ms Toni-Michelle Young has been a member of the Council along with the President, Ms Patricia
Fowler, Mrs Rosemary Lorrimar and others.

13 Since 30 November 2002, Mrs Luby has been a member of the Executive and the Council of the ANF.
14 At all material times, Mr Mark Anthony Olson was the Secretary of the Council and a member of the Council. At all material

times, members of the Council included Mrs Rosemary Lorrimar, Ms Toni-Michelle Young, and as President, Ms Patricia
Fowler. There was also a number of other persons whose names are mentioned in the minutes of the Council and who from
time to time were mentioned in evidence.

15 There was a number of relevant meetings of Council which were held, respectively, on 14 December 2001, 25 February 2002,
9 March 2002 (a special meeting), 22 April 2002 and 7 June 2002.

16 The minutes of each meeting (with the exception of 7 June 2002, the minutes of which had not been prepared at the time this
matter was heard), were prepared by Mr Olson by direct noting on his computer and by hand written notes made during the
meeting. He did this whilst participating in the meetings, as a Councillor, thus fulfilling the role of Secretary and of Minute
Secretary. It is clear, and it was the evidence that it was not the custom of the ANF to require that a lot of detail of what
occurred at meetings be included in the minutes.

17 The minutes are admittedly and palpably not a verbatim record of the proceedings of the meetings. Mrs Luby said, in
evidence, that she was not asserting that the minutes should be a verbatim record of the proceedings at the meetings. She
admitted that under standing orders a member of Council has the right to �challenge� any resolution to adopt the minutes.

18 On her own admission, Mrs Luby did not raise the matters about which she complained in the minutes at any meetings of the
Council when the minutes were on the agenda for adoption. However, she did vote against the adoption of the minutes in the
form in which they were recorded on one occasion.
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19 It was admitted that all of the �resolutions� were recorded, but whether they were carried or not was not. I should add that
unless a motion is carried it does not become a resolution and should not be recorded as such.

20 The minutes of the Council meeting of 14 December 2001 were accepted by majority of the Council as a true and accurate
record of the meeting; so also were the minutes of the meeting of 25 February 2002, of the Special Council meeting of
9 March 2002 (on 22 April 2002), and of 22 April 2002 on 7 June 2002, on the oral evidence of Mr Olson, there being no
minutes of the meeting of 7 June 2002 available to evidence that fact.

21 There were also, on the evidence many Special Council meetings held after 30 November 2001.
22 Mrs Luby gave a great deal of evidence of what occurred at the meetings from hand written notes taken during those meetings.
23 Mr Olson admitted, in evidence, that his duty was as the rule required and that in so recording he had to act impartially. He

himself takes the notes and does not use, on the evidence, a Minute Secretary.
COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE MINUTES

24 I now turn to the actual complaints about the minutes made by the applicant and the evidence of the witnesses concerning this.
There was a substantial amount of documentary evidence. Evidence was given by the applicant, by Ms Toni-Michelle Young
on behalf of the applicant, and by Mr Olson for the respondents.

Minutes of the Council Meeting held on 14 December 2001 (Exhibit 2.1)
Item 7
25 This item was �Business Arising From Previous Minutes�. The complaint was that both Mrs Luby and Mrs Lorrimar had

given detailed historical and other information about some disputes and the relationship between the ANF and the Nurses
Board of Western Australia, a Board created under the statute and which registers and disciplines registered nurses in this
State. She also said that Mrs Lorrimar asked for these comments to be recorded. Mrs Luby alleged that there was a deliberate
omission to record those comments.

26 As a matter of fact, I find that what Mrs Luby said in evidence was said, but not included in the minutes. As a matter of fact, I
am satisfied that it was not deliberately omitted, not the least because there was no detail included of what any other
Councillor said.

27 I find that there was an omission from the minutes as alleged. However, it is certainly not the case as an isolated instance that
this was necessarily a failure in the Secretary�s discharge of his duties. I will deal with those matters later in more detail.

Item 13
28 Mr Olson admitted that there was in Item 13 a spelling error in that the word �decision� is spelt �decisioOn�. Again I will deal

with the consequences of that error later in these reasons.
Item 15.3
29 The complaint was that the resolution in Item 15.3 was incorrectly recorded. Item 15.3 reads as follows:-

�That Council authorised telephone on�call payment, consistent with the provisions of the WAGHI
Agreement 2001, to the ANF Officer designated by the State Secretary to provide emergency telephone,
over the period of 21 December 2001 � 2 January 2002.�

30 Mrs Luby said that the importance of the designated officer is that when the State Secretary, Mr Olson, goes on leave the
Council must identify who must take his role. Further, the person must be a registered nurse, she said. It was her evidence that
the motion was �amended� by Mr Olson to recall a Mr Ken Jones, an employee of the ANF, would be the designated officer. It
was also her evidence that Mr Olson said that he was going to amend the existing motion and the effect of that, of course,
would be that Mr Jones was identified in the resolution as the designated officer. Mr Olson�s evidence was that there was no
amendment of the resolution in those terms, although he said Mr Ken Jones� name was mentioned in the discussions. He said
in evidence that there were a number of other persons� names mentioned in the course of the discussion. Mr Olson also denied
that the designated officer was one designated to act in the role of Secretary, but rather that he or she was a person designated
as some sort of contact point to answer inquiries whilst the Secretary was on leave.

31 This was a resolution moved by Mr Olson and seconded by Ms Jo Briggs, but voted against by Mrs Lorrimar, whose
dissenting vote was recorded in the minutes. There was, therefore, a dispute on the evidence between Mrs Luby and Mr Olson
as to whether Mr Olson in the meeting had in fact designated Mr Ken Jones, a member of the staff of the ANF, as the person
who would take emergency queries over the Christmas/New Year period. I accept Mrs Luby�s evidence that Mr Jones� name
was mentioned by Mr Olson as the person to be designated; otherwise there would be no point in the resolution and no point in
Mrs Lorrimar�s dissent. Mrs Luby�s evidence that she and Mrs Lorrimar disagreed with Mr Jones� appointment and said so, I
accept.

32 In view of Mrs Luby�s own doubt expressed in her evidence as to whether there was an amendment or not to the resolution, I
am not satisfied that the resolution was incorrectly recorded. I am not so satisfied because Mr Olson�s evidence was that he
moved no such amendment and Mrs Luby�s evidence does not clearly refute that evidence.

33 As to the failure to record abstentions by Ms Young and Mrs Luby, it was Mr Olson�s evidence that such abstentions are
recorded if requested, and that no such requests were made on this occasion. I accept that the requests were made having seen
the witnesses in the witness box, but particularly because, on his own evidence, Mr Olson did not remember or record all that
was occurring, whereas Mrs Luby clearly recorded, in writing, at the time, and it was not seriously contradicted, what
occurred, in particular where it involved what she did; and her recollection in these matters based on her notes was not shaken
in cross-examination.

34 There was accordingly an error in the minutes of that meeting, in that there was a failure to record those abstentions when it
was requested that they be recorded.

35 At that meeting a number of resolutions were passed.
Minutes of the Council Meeting held on 25 February 2002 (Exhibit 2.3)

(a) Those Present
This was a complaint that Ms Sandy Cloughessy, a member of the Council, was recorded as being present at the
meeting when she was not present and had in fact apologised. That was admitted by Mr Olson to be an error, since
she was not present.

(b)        Apologies
This was an allegation that one Jackie Farrington and one Cliff Wiltshire, both members of the Council who were
not present, were not recorded as �apologies�. It was admitted in evidence by Mr Olson that they were not because
they had not forwarded apologies and that the practice was not to record apologies unless a person tendered an
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apology. That evidence was not contradicted. It is therefore clear that no apologies were given and that none were
recorded or required.

(c) Item 5
This matter arose because an employee of the ANF for some years, Ms Sue Blanchard, had been terminated in her
employment with the ANF on the grounds of redundancy by Mr Olson. She made application to this Commission
and the matter came on for conciliation proceedings before Commissioner P E Scott. Mrs Lorrimar and Mrs Luby
attended the proceedings. This was objected to by Mr Olson and Ms Brigette Burke after the event, and, indeed, I
think at the Commission by Ms Burke, the senior industrial officer of the ANF.
Mrs Lorrimar and Mrs Luby maintained at the meeting that they could not obtain information which they had
requested from Mr Olson about this dismissal and that of another employee, Mr Tony Hall, who had also made
application to the Commission. The item was clearly introduced by a report by Ms Burke, at the meeting. Mrs Luby
and Mrs Lorrimar responded and explained what they had done. The complaint was that what they said was only
briefly recorded. In particular it was not recorded that they had said that they had gone to the Commission because
the information which Mr Olson was giving them was not sufficient and this explanation was part of the detail
which they had provided at the meeting. Mr Olson did not deny this. Ms Burke complained that Mrs Luby said that
by their presence they had ambushed �them� in the Commission.
Mrs Luby also gave evidence that the President, Ms Fowler did not thank Ms Burke as was recorded and did not
allow an opportunity for them to respond to her statement. Mrs Luby also gave evidence that Mr Olson said at the
meeting �I will amend that to say�:-

�The State Secretary can authorise a Councillor of his choice to attend�.
Mrs Luby said that when it came to Item 5 in the minutes of that meeting, the President, Ms Patricia Fowler, said
that there were other items to be discussed on the agenda. It is quite clear, on all of the evidence, that
Mr Castiglione (of Counsel), discussed, in Committee, the workplace notices which were served on the ANF and
on Mr Olson alleging harassment of and bullying of employees by him. Mr Castiglione also advised that the notices
were subject to appeal. Mr Olson did too. The latter also informed the meeting that the notices had issued but were
vague. Questions were asked by members and answered by him.
The complaint was that under Item 5 �Notification of Items of �Other Business�� there were not recorded the
following items:-
(i) 15.1 Renovations
(ii) 15.2 WAIRC
(iii) 15.3 Worksafe
(iv) 15.4 Sub Branch/Conference rules
On a fair reading of the minutes, and as Mr Olson said in evidence, these were recorded under Item 4 and Items
15.1, 15.2 and 15.4 separately in the minutes where discussion in relation to these items by number is specifically
recorded. There was no omission therefore from the minutes in that respect contrary to the complaint.

(d) Item 8
The complaint relating to this item was not pursued and it is not necessary to consider that matter further.

(e) Secretary�s Report � referred to in Particulars and Evidence as Item LU-9
In relation to Item LU-9 which appears under the heading of �Secretary�s Report� the complaint was that the fact
that Mrs Luby and Ms Young abstained from voting was not recorded in the minutes. Mr Olson said in evidence
that they did not request that their abstentions be recorded. There evidence was that they did so request. I am
satisfied that they did so request and that their abstentions were not recorded in the minutes.

(f) Item 15.1
The complaint was that, under Item 15.1, which related to the proposed renovations at the ANF�s premises, which
included the proposed provision of a large training room or rooms, a gymnasium for officers, and an
industrial/account �library�, those particulars were not recorded.
It was also the complaint that the assertion that the ANF could afford $30,000-$40,000 to effect these renovations
was not recorded.
That figure was certainly mentioned. Mr Olson�s evidence was that the quote for the renovations was circulated
with the Council packs. These are packs of documents which are distributed to Councillors before meetings
containing documents to be referred to or otherwise used at meetings.
The Council packs, according to Mr Olson, referred to figures of $60,000 as one quote and another much less
figure. The amount of $30,000�$40,000 was not mentioned Mr Olson said, because on 7 June 2002 there was to be
a resolution and that figure would then be included. It is difficult to understand how that could be said because it is
not clear how that was going to occur.
On all of the evidence, it was clear that these matters were discussed but were not recorded, Mr Olson admitting so,
and I so find.

(g) Item 15.2
The complaint in relation to Item 15.2 in the minutes of this meeting was that a report and discussion in relation to a
matter involving Ms Sue Blanchard and a matter involving Mr Tony Hall, both of whom were employees of the
ANF and whose employment was terminated, and further who made applications to this Commission in relation to
those matters where Mr Olson effected their dismissals, were not recorded adequately. There were clearly a number
of matters raised and some detailed comments made by Mrs Lorrimar and Mrs Luby which were not recorded; nor,
on the other hand, was there detailed discussion by other members of the Council recorded. In that respect,
however, the minutes do not reflect what occurred.
Mr Olson�s evidence was that there was no complaint about this item by any person when the question of the
adoption or acceptance of their minutes arose at the next meeting. That was admitted, and I so find.
There was a further complaint that Mrs Luby and Ms Young were not recorded as having voted against the motion
recorded in Item 15.2 as having been resolved in the affirmative. This item also referred to the dismissal of
Mr Tony Hall and his application to this Commission. There were additional matters mentioned about this item
which were not recorded, it is clear on the evidence.
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The resolution, as recorded, was that:-
�That consistent with rule 11(17), ANF Council authorises the State Secretary to do all that is necessary to
protect the union and its members in the matters currently before the WAIRC re: Susan Blanchard and
Tony Hall�.

The evidence of Ms Young and Mrs Luby was that they requested that their dissenting votes be recorded and they
were not. Mr Olson did not deny in evidence that the votes were not recorded, but denied that any such request was
made. I am satisfied that such requests were made on the evidence, having regard to Mr Olson being less definite in
his memory than Mrs Luby was in evidence, as I have observed above, and that they were not recorded. They
should have been.

(h) Item 15.3
Notices called �PIN notices�, it was not in dispute, had been served on the ANF and on Mr Olson by Worksafe
under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 (as amended). These notices were referred to by
Mr Castiglione, the solicitor for the ANF, as I have observed above.
The complaint was that, under Item 15.3 � Worksafe Report, there was an inadequate record in the minutes of
allegations against Mr Olson and the ANF concerning harassment of staff, the appeal process against the PIN
notices, the responsibility and the liability of individual Councillors and the State Secretary. The evidence was that
at the meeting these matters, and, that is, one assumes the issue of the notices, were said to be subject to appeal.
Mr Olson accepted in evidence that all of these matters were significant issues and were not fully recorded.
I should add that Mr Castiglione, when he addressed the meetings, told the Council that the matter was under
appeal and what he said was not in detail recorded as I have already observed. It is clear that all of these details
were not recorded and that the minutes contain omissions in that respect. I so find.

Minutes of the Council Meeting held on 9 March 2002 (Special Meeting) (Exhibit 2.5)
(a) The first complaint was that after Item 4 � Leave of Absence, and before Item 5 - Proposed Rule Change, the issue

of the attendance at the Commission by Mrs Lorrimar and Mrs Luby in relation to a conference convened by a
Commissioner concerning Ms Sue Blanchard�s application, and the discussion relating thereto, was not properly
recorded. There was a complaint about and criticism of that attendance by Ms Burke and Mr Olson. It is clear that
the explanation for attendance at this conference by Mrs Luby and Mrs Lorrimar, as given by them at the meeting,
was recorded in the minutes but not in the detail in which they put their explanation.

(b) This complaint was that on page 3 of these minutes, at Resolution 4, the following addition was not included in the
minutes:-

�That Council direct me to authorise another Councillor to attend the Commission. That resolution would
not preclude me from doing that as well.�

Mrs Lorrimar asked that her dissenting vote be recorded and it was.
However, the allegation of that omission was denied in evidence. It is not clear that it is part of the resolution and
therefore that its omission is an omission from a correct recording of the minutes.
This allegation was not made out, the evidence sought to be adduced in its favour having been ruled inadmissible.

Minutes of the Meeting held on 22 April 2002
(a) On 22 April 2002 the workplace improvement notices were raised again and the Council went into Committee.

(That fact was not minuted). Mr Olson read the notices but they were not tabled or produced in the original or the
copy form by Mr Olson. As I have observed they related to allegations of intimidation and bullying of employees.

(b) S.55(1) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 (as amended) was read out, but it is not clear by whom.
Mrs Luby and Mrs Lorrimar also spoke regarding the ANF�s responsibilities. Ms Young, they said in evidence,
asked for a copy of the notices and this was denied her. Mrs Lorrimar said that she wished to see the actual notices.
She was not shown the actual notices. On 22 April 2002, Mrs Luby advised that she wished it to be noted that she
had voted against the resolution to accept the minutes of the meeting of 9 March 2002 in the form in which they
were before the meeting (see pages 477-478 of the transcript). I accept, for the reasons expressed above, that she
did. This was not noted.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
36 The Council is the supreme governing body of the ANF. The Secretary is a member of the Council and is required by rule

16(2)(a) to:-
�� be responsible for�

(a) the making and keeping of a correct record of proceedings of the Council.�
37 This clearly includes the producing of an accurate record of the proceedings at meetings of the Council. He then brings the

minutes, as a matter of practice, to the President for approval. The minutes, no doubt, are then distributed to members with
other documents relating to the next meeting and the final arbiter of the correctness and accuracy of the minutes as a record is
the Council itself in a meeting.

38 It is the duty of the President, upon the confirmation of the minutes, to sign the minute book (see rule 14(2)). That, in at least
some instances, on the evidence, has not been done and is unsatisfactory.

39 The evidence is, and I so find, that all of the minutes of all of the meetings, the subject of these proceedings were adopted, and
some after amendments were made at subsequent meetings of the Council ((ie) meetings held subsequent to the date of the
each of the minutes referred to above).

40 Under rule 16(2)(a), after the minutes are accepted as a correct record, the second part of the Secretary�s duty begins, namely
the requirement that he �keep� the records. Needless to say, in the discharge of his duties he must act impartially and without
bias. Indeed, by definition, a record which is not accurate whether for reasons of partiality or otherwise is incorrect. It is trite to
observe that a record which erroneously or deliberately wrongly reports or fails to report what occurred in the meeting
proceedings would not be correct.

THE CONTENT OF MINUTES
41 What is required to be recorded in minutes?

(a) The minutes should be an accurate recording of everything that is done at a meeting.
(b) The minutes should be an accurate record of the proceedings at the meeting (that is the common law and what rule

16(2)(a) prescribes).
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(c) Whilst the minutes should be a complete record of the proceedings this does not mean that the minutes should be a
word for word transcription of everything that was said at the meeting. Such minutes are usually too cumbersome to
assist. (However, it is fair to observe, for my part, that Council may, for a particular reason, or on request require by
resolution or as a practice that such a record might be kept).

(d) It is generally sufficient that the minutes are a complete record of every decision reached by the meeting.
(e) The minutes should first describe the nature of the meeting, specify whether it is ordinary, a special or adjourned

meeting and the date, time and place thereof.
(f) The names of those present and the Chairperson should be set out.
(g) Apologies and absences otherwise required to be recorded should be so recorded.
(h) There should be a record of the business of the meeting in the order in which it is done.
(i) The appointment of a Chairperson, the confirmation or adoption of minutes of the previous meeting and a brief

statement of the correspondence laid before the meeting and what it is decided thereon should be noted.
(j) All decisions arrived at, at the meeting should be recorded in the minutes.
(k) That means that the precise words of all motions and amendments which are proposed together, if desired with the

names of the movers and seconders, and whether the proposals are carried or rejected should appear.
(l) If any person wishes to have her/his dissent or abstention noted in the minutes, this should be done but only if the

person expresses that wish.
(m) It is also proper to record the numbers voting for or against any proposal before the meeting, but this is only

necessary when the rules require that a stated number or percentage is necessary before a motion can be carried.
(n) The minutes should refer to any reports of committees that have been presented to the meeting.
(o) Standing orders or special resolutions may alter those practices but not the substantial requirement to keep an

accurate record
(p) The Chairperson should regard it as part of his/her duty to see that the records are correct.
(q) Under the rules of this organisation, and of common law, it is the duty of the Secretary to ensure that they are

correct.
(r) The confirmation or adoption of minutes decides their accuracy as a record of proceedings.
(s) It is upon the motion for confirmation of the minutes as to their accuracy that, as a record of the proceedings, a

discussion of that point occurred
(See, generally, �Joske�s Law and Procedure at Meetings in Australia�, 9th Edition, page 79-80, and see also Horsley �The
Law and Administration of Associations in Australia�, pages 135-136).

42 Minutes which record that a particular proceeding took place at a meeting are, if properly authenticated, evidence that it did
take place (see Potts v Miller (1940) 40 SR (NSW) 351, see also R v Staples (1893) 19 VLR 47).

43 It is quite clear that it is the duty of the Secretary, Mr Mark Anthony Olson, to carry out what rule 16(2)(a) requires, and,
indeed, all of his duties under the rules. In relation to rule 16(2)(a), the rule is a mandatory rule casting a mandatory obligation
on him. If he does not carry out his duty he commits a breach of the rules.

44 As Joske J said in Re Elections for Officers in Electrical Trades Union (NSW Branch) [1961] 3 FLR 86 at 90-91):-
�A secretary should realize that even though his own office may be in jeopardy in an election, while he remains
secretary he has a duty to all members to behave fairly and impartially. In my view Mr. Dolan entirely failed to
carry out a fiduciary duty (as returning officer), which a secretary should regard as a most important duty cast upon
him.�

I apply what His Honour said.
45 In the discharge of his duties therefore, a Secretary of an organisation must act fairly and impartially.
46 That applies to all of the duties cast upon the Secretary of this organisation, Mr Olson, including his duty to correctly make

and keep a correct record of proceedings of the Council.
47 In the end, it matters not, in some respects, whether he has failed to act in a fair and impartial manner or without bona fides, if

he has failed to carry out the duty imposed on him under the rules, in this case, rule 16(2)(a); although he is not absolved from
his duty to act in an impartial and fair manner, and bona fides.

48 His duties are as follows:-
49 The Secretary shall be responsible for the making and keeping of a correct record of the proceedings of the Council.
50 That means that the Secretary is required to make or ensure that a correct record of the proceedings is made.
51 He is also required to �keep� ((ie) preserve or cause to be preserved) a correct record of the proceedings of the

Council.
52 I should add that it is also the duty of the President to see that the minutes are correct, and to sign them as soon as the meeting

has accepted them. That was not done in this case (see rule 14(2) and �Joske�s Law and Procedure at Meetings in Australia�
(op cit) at page 80).

53 What then is the Secretary�s role? The Secretary�s role and his duty is to make a correct record ((ie) to prepare a correct record
of the proceedings in accordance with the principles which I have expressed above).

54 I want to turn to the ordinary meaning of the word �correct�. There is no judicial definition of that word in the right context, or
at least not one which I have been able to find. �Correct� means in its most appropriate definition:-

�Conforming to fact or truth; free from error, accurate.�
55 �Correct� must also be read in the context of the prescription of what is required in the minutes (see �Joske�s Law and

Procedure at Meetings in Australia� (op cit)).
56 A correct record is as I have expressed it to be above relying on the authority of �Joske�s Law and Procedure at Meetings in

Australia� (op cit) and Horsley �The Law and Administration of Associations in Australia� (op cit). A record cannot be correct
unless it is accurate. The Secretary obviously is not the ultimate arbiter and cannot be the arbiter in the end of what is a correct
record of the proceedings of the Council because the minutes only become a correct record of the proceedings of a meeting
when they are accepted as such by the Council and then signed for as such by the President. It is however, the Secretary�s duty
to produce a correct record to the meetings for adoption or otherwise.
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57 However, in this case, it is quite clear that, with very few amendments, the record of the proceedings prepared by the Secretary
was accepted by the Council. (I would add in parenthesis that they are not �confirmed�. That term is entirely incorrect as
Horsley �The Law and Administration of Associations in Australia� (op cit) points out).

58 However, the Secretary�s duty to make a correct record ends when the minutes come to the Council. The Council then decides
what constitutes a correct record and any motions to adopt the minutes as correct can be opposed, defeated or dissented from.

59 If the Secretary presents the Council with an incorrect record, he/she and/or the President have failed in his/her duty. However,
once the Council accepts the minutes, and particularly if they do so without dissent then the process is out of the hands of the
Secretary.

60 I would add that there is a proper mechanism and a correct time to deal with errors and omissions in minutes of meetings and
that is when there is a motion to adopt them. I would also add that a Council which adopts a course of conduct of failing to
properly record what a member or members of the Council reasonably requires to be recorded or which does not accurately
record significant matters of information, debate or statement may well be held to be acting without bona fides (see Scott and
Others v Jess (NSW Nos 11 and 14 of 1984) 56 ALR 379). One example where it might be inferred that the Council is
oppressing a member or members who are in a minority, might occur if what they have said or done is not recorded, where it is
pertinent or requested with good reason, to be recorded, because of an express or implied course of conduct by the Council, or
by the Secretary for that matter.

61 I am persuaded that Ms Young, Mrs Luby and probably Mrs Lorrimar are persuaded that the Council is stacked against them
and that the Secretary is not providing information to which they are entitled.

62 Mr Olson�s coyness in not providing copies of the requisite worksafe notices to the Council might add fuel to that fire.
However it is not necessary for me to make findings on the validity of those opinions.

PARTICULAR 1
63 I am of opinion that some complaints about the minutes erred on the side of nitpicking, and should have been dealt with by an

informal telephone call or discussion or a motion not to adopt the minutes to include those matters of complaint. These
include, of course, one matter referred to in paragraph 1 of the particulars which is a complaint about the mere misspelling of
the word �decision� in Item 13 of the minutes of 14 December 2001. It was not a matter of proper complaint because of its
sheer triviality, nor was the misspelling a breach of the Secretary�s duty.

64 It is clear that the historical information about the Nurses Board and the ANF provided by Mrs Lorrimar was not recorded or
recorded sufficiently. I am not persuaded that that detail was required. It is quite clear that the minutes have not as a matter of
practice, been detailed. That omission could have been remedied by a request for its verbatim recording by Mrs Lorrimar, or a
similar request or motion when the minutes were moved to be adopted. These steps were not taken and should have been taken
(see s.110 of the Act).

65 As to the omission of the name of Mr Ken Jones from the resolution, on 14 December 2001 in relation to designated officers,
it is not at all clear, for the reasons which I have already expressed, that any reference to Mr Jones was in the motion as
moved, and thus that there was any error in the minutes in that respect, and certainly not one sought to be corrected at the next
meeting.

PARTICULAR 2
66 As I have found, there was an error in relation to the recording of Ms Cloughessy as being present when she was absent and

had, in fact, apologised. However, this was a minor error admitted by Mr Olson which one would expect to have been
corrected upon the motion to have the minutes adopted. It should not have been a matter of complaint.

67 The complaint that the apologies of Mr Farrington and Mr Wiltshire�s apologies were not recorded was met by Mr Olson�s
evidence which was not contradicted and which I accept, namely that Mr Farrington and Mr Wiltshire did not apologise. There
was no error established, and this also, for that reason, should not have been a matter of complaint.

68 It was quite erroneous, as was clear from the evidence, and, indeed, the minutes of the Council meeting of 25 February 2002,
that the items of other business alleged not to be identified under Item 5 are adequately and separately identified in the
minutes. There was no substance in that as a complaint.

69     It is not clear why the correspondence referred to in Particular 4 is not listed in the item under correspondence, but again if that
were the case, and it is not certain from the evidence that should have been raised when the minutes came up for adoption at
the next meeting, which is the usual course which is taken.

SECRETARY�S REPORT, 25 FEBRUARY 2002, ITEM LU-9
70 I refer now to the Secretary�s Report Item at the meeting of 25 February 2002 which has been referred to as LU-9 in the

Particulars, and make the following comments.
71 It is not noted that Mrs Luby and Ms Young abstained from voting on this resolution. I accept that they did so, that they

requested that their abstention be recorded, and that it was not. This again was an omission which should have been sought to
be remedied upon the motion to accept the minutes.

72 A similar observation can be made in relation to the failure to record the dissenting vote of Mrs Luby and Mrs Young in
relation to Item 15.2, the acceptance of the report of proceedings in this Commission.

73 As to Items 15.1, 15.2 and 15.3, I accept that detailed discussion was not recorded on those items, but that was not confined to
those matters raised by Mrs Luby, Ms Young and Mrs Lorrimar. Admittedly, there is a substantial amount of what Ms Burke
was reported to have said recorded, but that, on its own, is not sufficient to persuade me that there was a lack of impartiality on
the part of Mr Olson sufficient to enable me properly to interfere.

74 Admittedly, too, little is recorded of what Mrs Luby said. However, I am not persuaded that the report was �incorrect�, for that
reason. In relation to a matter in any event, such as the price which could be afforded for renovations by the ANF, there was
no necessity to record it and if there were, it should have been pressed when a motion was moved to accept the minutes.

PARTICULAR 3
75 This particular refers to 9 March 2002 minutes of the Council and the complaint about them.
76 The complaint is first that the issue of attendance by Mrs Lorrimar and Mrs Luby at the Commission, where there were

conferences being held relating to Mr Hall�s and Ms Blanchard�s applications, and the discussion of it was not reported in
sufficient detail.

77 There was certainly a record of what they said, in the end, which was a defence of their position, however brief. A fuller
record should have reported their complaint that they did not regard themselves as getting sufficient information from
Mr Olson, and that is why they went to the Commission namely to obtain information at first hand themselves. It was an
unsatisfactory omission.
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78 To not record that was a failure to accurately and correctly record a significant comment. However, again it could have been
the subject of a motion at the next meeting when the minutes were sought to be adopted.

79 There is no substance, therefore, in that complaint, and, in any event, I think that my recording of that omission in these
reasons is sufficient to remedy the situation.

80 At page 3 of the minutes of 9 March 2002, resolution 4 was said to be included in the minutes. It is not certain, on the
evidence, that it was in the form recorded. If it were it would be extraordinary. It seems to me that Council, by the resolution,
if it were in that form, directs who should attend, not the Secretary as the resolution purports to say, but I make no finding of
culpable omission under that head.

PARTICULAR 4
81 The allegations contained in this particular are not made out because the evidence in support was ruled to be inadmissible on

the basis that it was evidence of what occurred, on the face of it, at a meeting of the Federal ANF.
CONCLUSIONS

82 I make the following findings.
83 Although there are at times imbalances and omissions in relation to what occurred at the meeting and the version of Mrs Luby

and Ms Young of what occurred, it is not so consistent or so serious that it can, on the evidence currently before me, be said to
represent generally partial and/or unfair discharge of his duty by the Secretary, although some criticisms can be made of him
in relation to one or two items of selectivity, as I have observed. It is clear that there is a background of ill-will between
Mrs Luby, Ms Young, perhaps Mrs Lorrimar, Mr Olson and other members of the Council, and that that colours, to some
extent, their view of each other. That is borne out, too, by some of the trivial complaints about the minutes of which there are a
number, as I have observed above. It is also clear that it is not a practice of the ANF Council to require a detailed record or a
verbatim one of proceedings in meetings. Indeed, Mrs Luby does not seek it herself. It is also clear that at times, but not often,
Mr Olson has not properly recorded action taken by or words spoken or explanations given by Mrs Lorrimar, Ms Young or
Mrs Luby. None of it, however, is sufficient for me to find that he has acted so impartially or with such unfairness that I ought
to interfere. In particular, is it difficult to say that either he or the Council has done so when there has not been action taken to
request more detailed recording or to challenge the minutes when a motion for the adoption has been moved.

84 Nonetheless, I am satisfied, and find as I did above, that a number of errors occurred in relation to the keeping of the minutes.
The failure to record abstentions and dissents, and that resolutions are carried could be regarded as a serious failure to keep
correct records, if it were to continue. Those omissions are on the authority of Joske (op cit) a failure to make a correct record.

85 Some other errors and omissions arose because the record kept was inaccurate, but not in any serious respect, and some of
them were more significant.

86 In any event, having regard to s.110 of the Act, no sufficient opportunity was taken, except on one occasion, to move that the
minutes not be accepted or to formally move amendments or to generally object to their form.

87 By not taking those steps, generally, the applicant did not take steps which it was open to her to take and which should have
been taken within the mechanisms of the Council, and, indeed, of the ANF, to properly raise and attempt the remedy of
incorrectness in recording what occurred at meetings and to have that incorrectness remedied.

88 Of course, it is fair to say that a course of conduct where genuine remedies were sought by a member of Council in relation to
incorrect compiling of the minutes and where that course of conduct consistently denied that remedy would present evidence
of a lack of bona fides on the part of the Council in discharging its role.

89 However, I take into account s.110 of the Act and the nature of the omissions and errors as a whole, and I find that as a matter
of equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case, and having regard to s.6(f) of the Act, which requires me to
encourage the democratic control of organisations and the full participation by members of such an organisation in the affairs
of the organisation, and decide therefore that I should not make the orders sought.

90 I add that I certainly would not make orders and it would be unfair and unreasonable to do so, to strike down any of the
resolutions complained of, even if it were open to me to do so as a matter of law in this case.

91 Further, s.26(1)(c) of the Act which requires me to take into account the interests of the parties, and the interests of other
persons, directly and indirectly involved including the respondents, the respondent organisation and the members generally
does not persuade me, for the reasons which I have expressed above that I should make the orders sought.

92 For those reasons I will dismiss the application.
Order accordingly

_________

2002 WAIRC 06009
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES KIM MAREE LUBY, APPLICANT
v.
THE SECRETARY AUSTRALIAN NURSING FEDERATION, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF
WORKERS PERTH, RESPONDENT

CORAM HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 17 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. PRES 16 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06009
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Decision Application dismissed
Appearances
Applicant Mr C Young, as agent
Respondent Mr R W Richardson (of Counsel), by leave
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Order
This matter having come for hearing and determination before me on the 13th and 14th days of June 2002, and I having heard Mr C
Young, as agent, on behalf of the applicant and Mr R W Richardson (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and having
reserved my decision in this matter, and reasons for decision been delivered on the 17th day of July 2002, it is this day, the 17th
day of July 2002, ordered that application No. Pres 16 of 2002 be and is hereby dismissed.

(Sgd.) P.J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.] President.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06067
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES KIM MAREE LUBY, APPLICANT
and
THE SECRETARY, THE AUSTRALIAN NURSING FEDERATION, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF
WORKERS, PERTH AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
DELIVERED THURSDAY, 25 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. PRES 12 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06067
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Decision Application dismissed
Representation
Applicant Mr C Young, as agent
Respondent Mr R W Richardson (of Counsel), by leave

Ms Toni-Michelle Young, on her own behalf
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PARTIES KIM MAREE LUBY, APPLICANT
and
THE AUSTRALIAN NURSING FEDERATION, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, PERTH,
RESPONDENT

CORAM HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
DELIVERED THURSDAY, 25 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. PRES 21 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06067
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Decision Application dismissed
Representation
Applicant Mr C Young, as agent
Respondent Mr R W Richardson (of Counsel), by leave
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 These were two applications heard together, by consent. They were brought under s.66 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as

amended) (hereinafter referred to as �the Act�).
2 It was not in issue that I had jurisdiction to hear and determine them since the respondent organisation, The Australian Nursing

Federation, Industrial Union of Workers, Perth (hereinafter referred to as �the ANF�), was, at all material times, an
organisation as that is defined in s.7 of the Act, and the applicant, the above named Kim Maree Luby, was, at all times, a
financial member of the ANF.

3 The first named respondent in application No PRES 12 of 2002 was, at all material times, the Secretary of the ANF, who is
currently Mr Mark Anthony Olson. The respondent to application No PRES 21 of 2002 was the ANF, an organisation as that
is defined in s.7 of the Act.

4 Further, the orders sought in each instance were orders of the type properly described in s.66(2) of the Act, (in its general
provision).

5 Both applications were opposed. By both applications the applicant sought orders relating to alleged denials of or failures on
the part of the ANF, to comply with requests by the applicant to provide her with documents and information.

6 Application No PRES 12 of 2002 is a complaint that the Secretary of the ANF, in response to a request dated 27 January
2002 for documents relating to the suspension and subsequent termination from employment of a Mr Tony Hall, an employee
of the ANF at the time, refused to provide a list of documents or make them available to her.

7 The respondents deny that the Secretary has ever refused to provide copies of documents relating to any matter to the applicant
or that there is any breach of the rules of the ANF as alleged.

8 The Secretary �acknowledges� as a general rule and subject to direction that Councillors and the Executive Members have �a
right to view and have copies of documents relevant to the running of the Union�.

9 By application No PRES 21 of 2002 it was alleged that the Secretary of the ANF �breached� rule 10 by denying the applicant
access to documents and information so that she �could not partake (sic) in and oversee the management of the affairs of the
Union�.
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10 The documents alleged to have been denied to her were as follows:-
�Particulars of denial of documents�
11 Letter dated 27 January 2002 to M. Olson requesting documents relating to T. Hall. No response or reply

received. No documents provided.
12 Letter dated 15 February 2002 to M. Olson re-requesting documents regarding T. Hall. No response or reply

received until 25 February 2002. No documents provided.
13 The Applicant verbally requested at a Council meeting of the Union on 25 February 2002 to be provided with S.

Blanchard�s redundancy package. No response, and documents were not provided.
14 At a Special Executive meeting held on 1 March 2002 the Applicant asked M. Olson �why the documentation

[relating to T. Hall] was not forwarded at the time it was requested.� M. Olson replied �we are not under any
obligation to provide you with any documentation.� M. Olson went on to discuss access via �freedom of
information� and stated, �he would provide the Applicant documents if there were no legal proceedings.�

15 At a Special Executive meeting held on 1 March 2002 the Applicant requested copies of the Grievance Procedure
& Complaints policy. This has not been provided to the Applicant.

16 At a Special Council meeting held on 9 March 2002 R. Lorrimar stated �your going to provide every Councillor
with a copy of that [Resolution #4 � motion on the books April 1995] before we leave the premises.� The
documents have not been provided.

17 At a Council meeting of the Union held 22 April 2002 the Applicant requested that the Secretary provide her with
a copy of the WorkSafe Improvement Notices. R. Lorrimar also requested that she be provided with a copy of
the WorkSafe Improvement Notices. The Improvement Notices were not and have not been provided.

18 At an Executive meeting held on 25 March the Applicant requested that the Secretary provide her with a copy of
T. Hall�s Deed of Settlement. Mark Olson refused her request on the grounds that the Deed of Settlement was
confidential.�

19 It is also alleged that Mr Olson committed a breach of the rules by denying the applicant at the meeting of 25 March 2002, a
meeting of the Executive, a copy of the Deed of Settlement between the ANF and Mr Tony Hall, refusing her requests on the
grounds that the Deed was confidential.

20 In its answer, the respondents allege that the Secretary has never denied the applicant copies of documents. In particular, it is
also denied that the Secretary failed to provide Mrs Luby with Ms Susan Blanchard�s redundancy package, or that the
applicant has been refused access to the �Grievance Procedure and Complaints Policy�, which does not exist.

21 It is also denied that the applicant ever requested copies of the WorkSafe Notices, and further states that the full contents of
both notices were read to Council, including the applicant, at the meeting of Council held on 22 April 2002.

22 The question of the Deed of Settlement, it was said, was referred to the Council.
23 The applications were otherwise generally denied.
24 By the applications, Mrs Luby, the applicant, applied for orders that:-

(a) A member of Council or Executive has a right under the rules of the ANF to have access to and be provided with
any documents within the power, custody, care and control of the ANF.

(b) A member of Council or Executive can obtain from the Secretary and/or President and/or other officer or employee
of the ANF what documents exist (if any) the ANF has in its power, custody, care or control on a particular topic or
issue.

(c) The Secretary of the Australian Nursing Federation, Industrial Union of Workers, Perth has breached Rule 10 by
not allowing the Applicant to manage the affairs of the Union.

(d) The Secretary of the Australian Nursing Federation, Industrial Union of Workers, Perth has breached an implied
rule by not providing the Applicant with documents and information that enables the Applicant to exercise due care
and diligence in exercising her powers as a Councillor and members of Executive.

25 There were applications made to amend the particulars of the applications during the course of the hearing. These were refused
because they were made at a late stage and had some potential to materially change the case which was then before the
Commission.

BACKGROUND
26 The applicant was elected as a member of the ANF�s Executive and the Council on 30 November 2001, and remained a

member of both those bodies at all material times. She was also, at all material times, a Vice-President of a Federal
organisation, �The Australian Nurses Federation�, of which Mr Olson is also a member.

27 Rule 10(1) of the rules of the ANF provides as follows:-
�(1) The affairs of the Union shall be managed by a Council which shall consist of�

(a) the President, Vice President and Secretary (referred to as the Union Officers), and
(b) four Executive Members, together with
(c) eighteen Councillors.
all of whom shall be elected in accordance with these rules.�

28 It is noteworthy that the Council is required to manage the affairs of the ANF.
29 Rule 11 sets out the powers of the Council, including financial administration, and the responsibility for property and funds,

disputes and grievances, elections, employment, and supervision of employees and insurance.
30 The ANF Executive, which is constituted under and by rule 12, has all the powers of Council except those expressly reserved

as a sole prerogative of Council by rule 13.
31 It does not have any power to employ. That is vested in the Council alone.
32 It is alleged that on 1 March 2002 a Special Executive meeting of the ANF purported to endorse the actions of the Secretary in

suspending and later terminating an employee of the ANF, one Tony Hall.
33 Pursuant to rule 11(17), the Council has the power to appoint, and at its discretion, remove or suspend any employee of the

ANF and to determine the duties, conditions of employment and remuneration and benefits, provided that the employee shall
have a right of appeal to a General meeting of the ANF in any such matter, as well as any other rights under the Act.
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34 The Executive consists of the President, Vice-President and Secretary and four Executive members (see rule 12). The powers
of the Executive prescribed by rule 13 do not relate to the suspension, removal from office or expulsion of union employees.

35 These matters turned in part on events surrounding the dismissal of Mr Tony Hall, as an employee of the ANF, who gave
evidence in these proceedings. Mr Hall gave evidence in these proceedings.

36 Mr Hall was employed by the ANF as an organiser from 12 June 2000 to 8 January 2002. After he was suspended by
Mr Olson for alleged substandard performance in December, he was dismissed by Mr Olson in early January 2002.

37 He brought the matter of his dismissal to this Commission, claiming that he had been unfairly dismissed. It is clear on the
evidence of Mrs Luby, who gave evidence that he actually wrote to each member of the Council concerning the termination of
his employment. He sought their assistance in relation to his termination or any grievance which he had with Mr Olson in
relation to alleged workplace bullying and harassment of employees.

38 His application to the Commission was settled and a Deed of Settlement entered into, dated 28 March 2002 which was
tendered in these proceedings. The unfair dismissal proceedings in the Commission were discontinued on 11 March 2002.

39 In November 2001, after her election to office as a Councillor and a member of the Executive, Mrs Luby refused to assist him
as a Councillor when he contacted her because she told him that she was a new Councillor. He said that under the terms and
conditions of his employment he was allowed to seek the assistance of a Councillor if he had a grievance.

40 When Mr Hall had written to Mr Olson asking for direct access to the Council he received no reply. He wrote on the 6 January
2002 to each member of the Council seeking the assistance of the Council�s three individual members.

41 Mrs Luby gave evidence in the matter. She was, at all material times, a member of Council and Executive, having been elected
and taken up office on 30 November 2001. She attended Executive meetings on 1, 12 and 25 March 2002, 26 April 2002 and
7 June 2002. She also attended a Special meeting of the Executive on 1 March 2002 by teleconference facility from
Melbourne.

42 She attended Council meetings on 14 December 2001, 25 February 2002, 22 April 2002 and 7 June 2002.
43 On 27 January 2002, Mrs Luby wrote a letter to Mr Mark Olson, the Secretary of the ANF, in relation to the letter written to

Mr Olson by Mr Hall. Her letter required that he provide the Branch President, which is not the ANF�s President, with certain
�information�. That was described in the letter as follows:-

�All relevant documentation that relates to allegations about your behaviour including � names of complainants,
dates of alleged incidents, results of investigations and actions taken by the Branch Council at the time.�

44 She then advised that she had demanded that the Branch President forward this information.
45 The letter, exhibit 3.1, is clearly addressed to Mr Olson as Secretary of the ANF, however, and it did not seem to be at all in

issue that this was a matter pertaining to the affairs of the ANF, not the Federal organisation or its Western Australian Branch.
46 The letter also raises a number of matters about Mr Hall�s performances, and allegations by Mr Hall of bullying and

harassment against Mr Olson.
47 She also requested that she be provided with a copy of Mr Hall�s �grievance�, and that a letter to Councillors dated 8 February

2002, written to Councillors by Mr Hall, be added to the agenda for the next meeting, for discussion. She also asked for all
documents related to Mr Hall�s alleged substandard performance be forwarded by close of business on Friday, 8 February
2002. She made a number of serious complaints about the handling of the matter relating to Mr Hall, including a complaint
that Mr Olson failed to notify the Council of the suspension of Mr Hall.

48 There were also complaints in that letter about Mr Olson�s conduct, and requests to him to report to Council, inter alia, in
relation to certain matters, in particular the complaint of bullying and harassment. She also required in the letter certain actions
to be taken and documents to be forwarded by close of business on Friday, 8 February 2002.

49 She did not receive the documents referred to therein until 8 March 2002. She did not, she said, receive a copy of the grievance
procedure of the organisation which policy she said existed.

50 On 15 February 2002, she had received no copy of correspondence as requested and no response to the letter of 27 January
2002. She also wrote in that letter:-

�Being mindful of my objections I will pursue any avenue available to me to ensure my responsibilities as an ANF
member are met.�

51 Eventually Mr Olson wrote her a letter dated 22 February 2002 which she did not receive until it was delivered just before the
Council meeting of 25 February 2002.

52 There was another issue raised at that meeting of 25 February 2002, and that related to a Ms Susan Blanchard. She was an
administrative officer of the ANF who had been in employment by that organisation for 11 years until the position was
�restructured� in 2001. Her position was made redundant and she was retrenched. She was also absent from work on �stress
leave� and in receipt of workers� compensation payments. She also made application to the Commission alleging that she had
been unfairly dismissed. Mrs Luby requested details of her �redundancy package�.

53 She gave evidence that she had asked for details of Ms Blanchard�s redundancy package because she had no idea what was
going on.

54 These documents were never provided to her she said, although the issue of her dismissal and her application to the
Commission was raised by Mrs Luby under the heading �Secretary�s Report� a couple of times both in meetings of Council
and Executive. On 14 December 2001, in fact, this item was discussed.

55 On 1 March 2002, at a Special Executive meeting which Mrs Luby �attended� by teleconference facility, and which meeting
was held with some urgency, it was clear that the purpose of the meeting was to discuss the dismissal of Mr Tony Hall.
According to Mrs Luby�s handwritten notes to which she referred and which were made at the time, on her evidence (and
which evidence was not denied), she asked why the documents she had sought on 27 January 2002 had not been forwarded to
her. She noted and said in evidence that Mr Olson said that �they were under no obligation to provide her with the
documents�. She also noted and said that he would give her the documents if there were no legal proceedings.

56 She referred in evidence to the special Council meeting of 9 March 2002. This was to deal with a �resolution� which Mr Olson
had put to Council recapping a resolution which had been previously passed and recorded, namely that no elected officers of
Council make public statements. Mrs Luby had requested a copy of that resolution and it was not provided to her, she said.

57 Again she made handwritten notes of that meeting of 9 March 2002. From those notes she gave evidence that Mr Olson said
that unless the Council directed him to provide it then Mrs Luby could not have a copy of that document. (The resolution was
presumably recorded in the Council�s minutes). Copies of the PIN Notices concerning allegations of bullying and harassment,
issued by WorkSafe to the ANF and Mr Olson and sought by Mrs Luby, were not provided to her.
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58 At the Executive meeting of 25 March 2002, the deed of settlement between the ANF and Mr Hall, by which the ANF agreed
to pay to Mr Hall a substantial sum and which was, in fact, a deed expressed to be confidential between the parties, in
settlement of his claim, was mentioned.

59 Mrs Luby sought to know the terms and conditions of that settlement, but Mr Olson said that the terms were confidential. Her
evidence was that she had not seen the deed until she saw it in court, and that evidence was not denied. She said that she had
asked for all documents relating to Mr Hall�s alleged sub-standard performance, as an employee, and she did not receive them.

60 She did say, in evidence, that she had known Mr Olson and that they were on friendly terms commencing in 1994; however
their friendship deteriorated rapidly and, by the end of 1999, after he had been elected Secretary in 1998 there were allegations
against him by ANF staff of bullying and harassment. Their relations then deteriorated rapidly.

61 She had been a member of Council, she said, but did not seek re-election because Mr Olson had made her feel intimated and
threatened by his behaviour.

62 In 2001, Mrs Luby stood for election as and was elected Vice- President of the Federal ANF. She said that she had felt
intimidated by Mr Olson on a number of occasions and their �political relationship� is extremely poor.

63 Her complaint was that he was �abrogating� her role and responsibilities and not allowing her to do her job as a Councillor.
She complained that when she asked for documents or information or assistance his response was (and is) that he would and
will have to ask the Council. She complained in evidence that this has effectively shut her down because the members of the
Council, as I understood her evidence, are against her ((ie) the majority).

64 It was about the end of December 1999 that she came to the opinion that Mr Olson should not be the Secretary. She asserted
that she was not attempting to remove him or run against him in any way.

65 She described an organisation called �Nurses for a democratic ANF� as a group of people which did not have a membership
base, but was a group of people with like interests. Part of the objectives of the group, she said, was to get rid of Mr Olson so
that they could have a democratic ANF (see pages 43-44 of the transcript).

66 She said that she did not think that she could use Mr Hall�s complaint to attack Mr Olson �over his job�.
67 A flyer was distributed criticised the existing state of affairs in the ANF, but was not written by her, although she participated

in preparing and distributing it to members of the ANF (see exhibit 6).
68 She admitted that she had never moved a motion that Council consider the issue of making documents available. She reiterated

in cross-examination that when she raised issues about access to documents, at Council meetings, Mr Olson said that he would
seek the direction of Council.

69 She said that she had moved no motion for the production of the documents because she is part of a minority on Council, an
assertion not contradicted in evidence. She also described the Council as �stacked�. She also claimed that she requested a list
of documents in a letter of 27 January 2002. She agreed that the Council has power to give a final and binding interpretation of
the rules. (It has, of course, pursuant to rule 11(21)).

70 She also added, in cross-examination, that she had asked the President and the Secretary, on occasions, to provide her with
documents and they both had said that they would seek leave from the Council to do so. (see page 52 of the transcript). There
was no evidence that they had done so.

71 She said also that she wanted to check whether any policy about the provision of documents had been resolved since
December 2001.

72 She complained that at a Federal ANF Council meeting in camera Mr Olson had �harassed� her by saying that he was late
because he had had to deal with her s.66 application.

73 She denied that she was attempting to assist Mr Hall in his dispute with the ANF and said clearly that his letter to her of
6 January 2002 was addressed to her as a Councillor, as it was to all other Councillors.

74 The documents in relation to Mr Hall and his dismissal were eventually provided to her, after the Executive meeting of
9 March 2002. However, she did not see them until 22 April 2002 (see page 56 of the transcript).

75 When she asked for the PIN Notices on 22 April 2002, Mr Olson said, in reply, that he would be directed by Council. The
documents which she sought on 27 January 2002 were not made available until five weeks later. There was no response
received by her to her letter of 27 January 2002 requesting the documents until 22 February 2002.

76 She agreed that the urgency with which the Secretary should respond to a request for documents depends on the urgency of the
matter. She agreed that it depends, too, on how busy he is, but noted that he has other people to help him. That he has was not
in fact denied. She opined that a fortnights� delay in providing the documents was reasonable.

77 At the Council meeting of Monday, 25 February 2002, Mr Olson gave a report on the status of the two applications to the
Commission by Mr Hall and Ms Blanchard. These were listed for conferences in the Commission on 6 March 2002.

78 On the 9 March 2002, the Council resolved consistent with rule 11(17)(a), it said, that the Secretary be authorised �to do all
that is necessary to protect the Union and its members in the matters currently before the Commission�.

79 At the Executive meeting on 1 March 2002, Mrs Luby asked why she had not received the documents which she sought, and
Mr Olson said that this was because the terms of the settlement agreement with Mr Hall were confidential and that he would
seek directions from the Council. That issue was debated at length. She was not provided with a copy of the documents.

80 She also said, in evidence, that the grievance procedure is part of the terms and conditions of employment, having herself been
on a Committee that formulated the terms of that policy some years ago.

81 She agreed, in cross-examination, that from time to time when documents are put before the Council or the Executive,
�publication� might sometimes be limited. This depends on the nature of the document, for example, a defamatory document,
she agreed.

82 At the meeting of 1 March 2002, Mr Olson requested that the documents not �be republished�.
83 In cross-examination she also said that she was not aware that the documents had been produced by Mr Hall in the course of

the proceedings in the Commission. She also said in cross-examination that she was unaware that anyone who receives
documents in the course of legal proceedings by way of discovery can not use the documents for any other purpose.

84 At the meeting of 7 June 2002 of the Council, which she attended, two Council members asked why the s.66 applications
could not be dealt with in Council. She said in evidence that she was not prepared to discuss this matter during the in-camera
part of the meeting, and further because the tone of the meeting, in any event, was one purely to threaten and intimidate her.
She was therefore not happy for the Council to deal with the s.66 matters.
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85 Amongst a number of situations where documents should not be delivered to a member of the Council, she agreed, also
included a situation where a manager/nurse who was a member of Council had dismissed another member and the matter came
before Council. Similarly, if there were disciplinary proceedings taken by the Board against a member and a member of the
Board was a member of Council then the relevant documents should not be made available to that member of Council.

86 She agreed in cross-examination that the demand for details of Ms Blanchard�s redundancy package was made orally by her
during a Council meeting, but she was unable to recall the response made to her.

87 In re-examination she affirmed her evidence that she did not make requests for documents in writing in the Council because
she was not going to get the documents.

88 She described the �stacking� as two or three against the rest, by which I understood that the meetings were �stacked� against
her and one or two others.

89 She also said that on 22 April 2002, Mr Olson read the WorkSafe PIN Notices to the meeting of the Council.
90 In relation to the documents requested on 27 January 2002, she said that the Secretary was acting �in a conflict of interest�. At

the meeting of 1 March 2002, Mr Olson said that the documents relating to Mr Hall were confidential and not to be discussed
outside the meeting.

91 She was frustrated and angry, she said, because she was excluded from important information. She reiterated that she had not
received any of the documents which she sought on 27 January 2002 until 25 February 2002, and had not seen the Deed of
Settlement relating to Mr Hall until she was in the Commission for the hearing of these applications.

92 The documents with which she was provided, were provided when she returned from Melbourne on 8 March 2002. She was
unable to say that she had received all of the relevant documents. She asked for a copy of the grievance procedure to see if
there were any amendments. She also said that under the grievance procedures if an employee has an �issue� they take it to the
President or Secretary and if there has been a conflict they have a right of access to the Council.

93 Mrs Lorrimar is a member of the Council, the Executive and the Nurses Board. The minutes of the Executive meeting of
1 March 2002 were not passed until 7 June 2002. That meeting was held in in-camera.

94 Mr Mark Anthony Olson gave evidence for the respondents that he had held the office of Secretary of the ANF since
30 November 1998. He said that in response to Mrs Luby�s request for documents of 27 January 2002, he put them together
and �ultimately� gave a copy to all members of the Executive. The documents were a full history of the dispute between the
ANF and Mr Hall. He discussed what he should do with the President, first.

95 He decided to refer the matter to Council and the documents were then provided to all of the Executive on 1 March 2002. It
was appropriate that they have access to the documents on a confidential basis, he said. He said that Mrs Luby did not ask for a
copy of the grievance procedure or policy.

96 He agreed that at the Executive meeting, Mrs Luby did ask for a copy of the deed of release or settlement. He referred the
matter to Council and told her that she could take it up with the Council. He also said that he signed the deed on terms of
absolute confidentiality as to the terms and conditions.

97 On 9 March 2002, she made a request for a particular document. He denied that she requested a copy of Ms Susan Blanchard�s
redundancy package. On a number of occasions when she asked him for copies of the documents, he said that they should be
raised with Council. He agreed in evidence that all documents in relation to the ANF should be made available to those who
have the responsibility of conducting the affairs of the ANF, namely Council, although there are, he said, some obvious
exceptions.

98 He agreed with both examples of �conflict of interest� which had been put by his Counsel to Mrs Luby in cross-examination
and referred to above.

99 He was cross-examined. In cross-examination he reiterated that, as a broad principle, documents should be made available to
the Council.

100 There are bi-monthly Council and Executive meetings. He admitted that Mrs Luby had asked for all relevant documents
relating to allegations or complaints about Mr Olson and that he had not provided them.

101 He did not do so, because she did not ask for them in specifics and the matter was dealt with at Executive. He said that he
would provide her with the documents.

102 He admitted that Mrs Luby�s request for documents made on 27 January and 15 February 2002 was finally responded to on
22 February 2002 by his letter.

103 He said that he did not ignore the requests. He said that the requests of 27 January 2002 arose during an extremely busy
period, but he denied that he had ignored a request from a Councillor to provide documents.

104 He also admitted that there are 18 employees and seven or eight administrative support staff amongst them who assist him.
105 He admitted that he had written to Mrs Luby on 22 February 2002 but gave her no documents. Whilst he said that he had

raised the Tony Hall matter at the Council meeting of 25 February 2002, there is no reference in the minutes to Mrs Luby
raising the question of access to the documents.

106 Mr Olson also said that it was custom and practice not to put a lot of detail in the minutes at meetings. That is why that request
for the documents was not minuted, he said. He also admitted that Mr Hall would have had a personnel file and that most of
the documents would have been on it.

107 Indeed, the documents came into existence before Mrs Luby�s request of 27 January 2002, he said. He did not provide her with
a copy of exhibit 8 on or about 22 February 2002 because he was aware that she was meeting Mr Hall and was concerned that
she was his advocate.

108 He did not send the documents to her because he thought that she should discuss the matter of any conflict of interest with him
and his manager or have that opportunity to do so. He did not write and tell her that on 22 February 2002.

109 The Council, he said, relies on members themselves �clearing� their conflict of interest. He denied that Mrs Luby had asked
for details of Ms Blanchard�s redundancy package. He did not deny that she was making notes at the meeting of 25 February
2002.

110 Mr Olson said that he had made the point to the Council that the standard redundancy provisions were what the ANF was
paying out in the case of Ms Blanchard.

111 The question which was raised whether Ms Blanchard was paid a sufficient or insufficient amount for redundancy payment.
He was unable to record whether on 1 March 2002 Mrs Luby had asked for a copy of the grievance procedure. He was unable
to recall whether he said that �they� were not under any obligation to provide Mrs Luby with the documents.
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112 On 1 March 2002, Mrs Luby asked him why the documents were not forwarded at the time when they were requested. He
referred the question to the Executive and she read her letter of 27 January 2002, to the Executive. She was in Melbourne at
the time. That she did so was not minuted.

113 Mr Olson had suspended Mr Hall in December 2001 and dismissed him in January 2002, he said.
114 Mrs Luby�s letter of 27 January 2002 was not included under the heading �Incoming Correspondence� in the minutes. He just

did not include it; it was not that he did not regard it as important.
115 The meeting of 1 March 2002 was an Executive meeting to deal with the dismissal of Tony Hall, he said.
116 S.66 applications may have been discussed at that meeting. In fact, Mr Olson said that they were because an application had

been made and he was informing the Executive.
117 On 22 April 2002, the Council resolved that all correspondence coming from a Councillor which relates to the ANF or other

Councillors, etc, will be included in the correspondence report.
118 Mr Olson admitted in evidence that both the ANF and himself had been served with Improvement Notices from WorkSafe on

6 February 2002. He has not provided copies to Council members. He said that Ms Toni-Michelle Young had asked for a copy
and that he had not provided it. He referred her request in its entirety to full Council.

119 The same week he was contacted by a journalist from the Sunday Times seeking a copy of those documents and did not give
him a copy. However, a less than flattering article about him subsequently appeared in the �Sunday Times�.

120 He agreed that access to documents and information for members of the Council should be provided within a reasonable time
of a request. He did not provide copies of the notices from WorkSafe which he had read at the meeting of 22 April 2002 to the
Council.

121 When he read the contents of the notices they were not before the Council. That part of the meeting was in-camera and what
was discussed was therefore confidential. He did not recall that there was any motion to that effect.

122 The conflict of duty or interest to which he referred was that Ms Toni-Michelle Young was having a relationship with Mr Hall
who was alleging bullying and harassment against Mr Olson. This was not raised by anyone at the meeting of 22 April 2002,
and he was, he said, under no obligation to bring this alleged conflict to the attention of Councillors.

123 After that meeting he told Ms Toni-Michelle Young that there was such a conflict, in his opinion. He had learned of her
relationship with Mr Hall a day or two before, but he did not contact her about it before the meeting.

124 On 7 June 2002 at the Council meeting, the Improvement or PIN Notices were raised. He advised the Council of a potential
conflict of interest by Ms Toni-Michelle Young. This was noted and the Council took no action. He still has not provided her
with copies of the PIN Notices.

125 He referred the matter to Council and was given no direction to provide the copies of the PIN Notices, nor was there any
motion that they not be provided to Ms Toni-Michelle Young. He is now happy to give her a copy of the notices.

126 Mr Olson was unable to recall Mrs Luby making verbal requests to provide copies of the PIN Notices. He did not deny that
she made the requests.

127 On 9 March 2002, the Council met, and Ms Belinda Burke, the senior industrial officer, presented a report relating to the
attendance of Mrs Rosemary Lorrimar and Mrs Luby in the Commission when the matters involving Ms Blanchard and
Mr Hall came before it.

128 In re-examination Mr Olson said that he was concerned that Mrs Luby was an advocate for Mr Hall.
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS

Submissions
129 It was submitted on behalf of the respondents that what was sought was a declaration of right, it being alleged that a right arose

under the rules. However, Mr Richardson (of Counsel for the respondents) submitted that there was no such expressed right,
nor was there an implied right.

130 In fact, he submitted that this was an application under s.66(2)(d) of the Act to declare the true interpretation of the rules.
131 It was submitted that there was no evidence of any dispute and that the declaration sought was purely advisory, the application

being academic or theoretical and requiring to be dismissed for that reason. As evidence of that, it was submitted there was no
application for the production of the documents.

132 Further, the dispute between Mr Hall and the ANF has been entirely settled. Further, Council has a power to provide a final
and binding interpretation of the rules, subject to the Act and that has not been sought or done.

133 S.110 of the Act applies. The order is expressed in too wide a term, it was submitted, to justify a declaration of rights.
134 Further, it was submitted that there are documents of an inherently confidential nature which would not be available for

inspection by any person. There are also privileged or discovered documents which should not be made available. There are
also defamatory documents which should not be published, it was submitted.

135 It was submitted that Scott and Others v Jess (1984) 56 ALR 379 (FC FC) is authority for the proposition of the obligations,
duties and powers of officers of trade unions conferred on them by the rules which are to be exercised bona fide for the
purposes for which they are conferred.

136 There were further submissions. These were:-
137 There are no implied rules that Councillors are entitled to documents.
138 There are no implied rules in unions (see Gordon v Carroll (1975) 6 ALR 579 (FC FC)).
139 There can be no breach of rule 10 because it imposes no express obligation on the Secretary.
140 There were a number of submission by Mr Young on behalf of the applicant, which I refer to hereinafter, it was submitted that

rule 10 prescribes that the affairs of the union shall be managed by the Council (see Schmid v WALEDFCU and Others
77 WAIG 627 (Pres) and see Veenstra v WALEDFCU 77 WAIG 3202 at 3205 (Pres)).

141 It was also submitted that rules 11, 12 and 13 are relevant, that the Executive is subject to the Council, and that the Secretary
is, under rule 16, the principal officer of the ANF. As a result he is subject to the control of the Council.

142 It was also submitted that a Councillor can not do the job without information. It was also submitted that the Secretary has a
fiduciary duty (see Re Elections for Officers in Electrical Trades Union (NSW Branch) [1961] 3 FLR 86 at 90-91).

143 He must behave fairly and impartially, and, as part of the process, enable a member of the Council to have access to
information so that he might challenge decisions or administrative actions of the Secretary.
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144 The members of the Executive and the Council also have a fiduciary duty. Their responsibility is similar to that of a Board of
Directors (see Schmid and Others v WALEDFCU 75 WAIG 2953 at 2954 (Pres) and see Allen v Townsend and Others (1977)
16 ALR 301 at 348-349 (FC FC)) (see also McGee v Sanders and Others (1991) 30 FCR 565 (FC) which is authority for the
proposition that a member of an elected governing body has a right to inspect the documents of a registered organisation in
and of the proper execution of his fiduciary obligation to advance the interests of the members). That right is confirmed by the
common law (see also Scott and Others v Jess (FC FC) (op cit) and Allen v Townsend and Others (FC FC) (op cit)).

145 There is an implied obligation in the secretary to provide information since the principal officer has charge of the day to day
running of the organisation.

146 In terms of speed and expedition, it was right to bring this matter to the Commission, in this case, and not to the Council first.
The broad thrust of these submissions is consistent with s.6(g) of the Act and advances the democratic control of the
organisation.

147 The Secretary has committed a breach of rule 10 by not allowing the applicant to manage the affairs of the ANF. There is in
relation to the Tony Hall matter the WorkSafe Improvement Notices and the Susan Blanchard matter, such a breach, I so find.

148 There was no credible explanation in relation to exhibit H and all of the documents requested on 27 January 2002 which were
not provided with the expectation with which they should have been provided.

149 Exhibit 8 was provided only on 1 March 2002 whilst Mrs Luby was in Melbourne.
150 The documents relating to Tony Hall were only provided because of the application. The letter of 22 February 2002 does not

answer Mrs Luby�s request.
151 There is written evidence that Mrs Luby asked for and was provided with a copy of Ms Susan Blanchard�s redundancy

package (see her handwritten notes). She asked for a copy of the grievance procedures of which Mr Olson says no copy exists.
152 She asked for the PIN Notices. None have been provided.
Conclusions
153 This was a matter which was in the running far more complex than it actually is. As I have observed, the applications related

to allegations that a number of documents which had been requested by the applicant as a member of Council and Executive
had not been made available to her by the Secretary, and thus the rules had not been complied with by him or by the Council.

154 It is fair to say that on occasion the applicant alleges that there were refusals to provide the documents when a request to
provide documents was made and not answered. The documents requested and alleged not to have been provided were those
referred to above.

155 The substance of the claims is that the Council, through the Secretary, and the Secretary as I understand them:-
(a) Committed a breach of rule 10 by denying the applicant access to the documents so that she could exercise the

powers of the Council.
(b) Breached rule 11(5) by denying the applicant access to �T Hall�s Deed of Settlement�.
(c) That the Secretary breached an implied rule of the union that an officer of the union is entitled to see and view

documents (and, if necessary, take copies of documents), and other information held within the power, custody,
care and control to the union so that the officer can manage the affairs of the union (rule 8) and exercise the powers
of the Council.

156 The Secretary of the ANF is that organisation�s principal officer.
157 I had the opportunity of seeing the witnesses in the witness box and subject to cross-examination. It was quite clear to me on

the evidence that Mrs Luby does not trust Mr Olson, that she is part of a minority on the Council of the ANF with, it would
seem Mrs Lorrimar and Ms Young. It is quite clear that she and other persons would like to see Mr Olson no longer the
Secretary.

158 Further, their opposition gave rise to the flyer which was circulated critical of union affairs and Mr Olson�s part in them. It is
also clear that Mrs Luby and Mr Olson do not like each other and that Mr Olson does not trust Mrs Luby.

159 However, having regard to the fact that Mr Olson, to his credit, admitted much of what occurred and that Mrs Luby took notes
of what occurred at meetings when requests were made for documents, for the most part, I am disposed to accept her version
of events. Whether there is any difference between them concerning what occurred I am disposed to accept her version of
events.

160 I am also satisfied both from his attitude and his reluctance to make documents available that Mr Olson was in part motivated
by defensiveness about the events involving Ms Blanchard, Mr Hall, the PIN notices and the deed of settlement.

161 I am also satisfied that because of his mistrust of Mrs Luby and her allies, and the nature of the accusations against him of
bullying, harassing etc, Mr Olson was reluctant to reveal the full extent of what was alleged against him or how he was
seeking to remedy the problems which arose.

162 The Council is charged with the management of the organisation. The Secretary is also a member of Council. The Executive
also has a role in the management of the ANF and consists of members of Council.

163 It should be observed first that officers of an organisation are under a duty to exercise powers conferred on them by the rules
of the organisation bona fide for the purposes for which the powers are conferred (see Scott and Others v Jess (FC FC) (op
cit)).

164 The power conferred on the Commission, constituted by the President, is not restricted as it was, in relation to the Court, under
s.141G of the Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1904 (Cth). That provision was considered in Darroch v Tanner [1987] 21 IR
284 at 289 (FC FC), because s.66(2) of the Act is much broader and provides that the President �may make such order or give
such directions relating to the rules of the organisation, their observance or non observance or the manner of their observance
either generally or in the particular case�. The words �relating to� are particularly broad. Thus, directions may be given or
orders made relating to the past non-observance of a rule. Generally, however, and practically, that will not often occur. If at
the time the directions are given or the orders made impose an obligation on the persons to whom they were given and the
orders and directions are for the purpose of securing the performance of an existing obligation, then such an order will be
made relating to past non observance of a rule.

165 The Council�s responsibility is similar to that of a Board of Directors (see Schmidt and Others v WALEDFCU (Pres) (op cit)
(see also Allen v Townsend and Others (FC FC) (op cit) at page 349 per Evatt and Northrop JJ, and see also per Nicholson J in
Carter and Others v Drake and Others 73 WAIG 3308 at 3311 (IAC)).

166 The Secretary, in any event, has a duty to act fairly and impartially. (see Re: Electrical Officers Election (1967) FLR and see
Luby v Secretary ANF (2002) PRES No.16/2002 delivered the 17 July 2002, unreported No. 100212116.
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167 I have read the reasons for judgment of Heerey J in McGee v Sanders and Others (FC) (op cit). I respectfully adopt the
principles laid down by His Honour in those reasons for judgment. A member of an elected body of a registered organisation
of employees has the right to inspect the documents of such an organisation in and for the proper execution of his fiduciary
obligation to advance the interests of the organisation.

168 In order to restrain an elected member of a governing body from exercising the right of access to union information, it must be
proved, either from his/her words or conduct, that there, in fact, exists an intention on the part of such member to use the
information not for the benefit of the union and its members, but in breach of his fiduciary duty to the union. That right of
access is no way conditional upon somebody in the applicant�s position making out reasonable grounds for suspicion of
anyone else, or, indeed, any grounds at all. I would add, further, that that right does not exist where to exercise it might be
contrary to law, or might give rise to a conflict of interest on the part of the Council, or members of the Council, or a member
of the Council, or in other cases where the law or the duty of the Council might require such an exception to be made. The
notion of access which I have just expressed is a common law notion.

169 However, it is a right which exists in Mrs Luby because of the existence of the Council, because by the rules the Council
manages the organisation, and because its members, including Mrs Luby, have fiduciary duties. Mrs Luby was, at all material
times, a member of Council and of the Executive and as such a member of elected governing bodies of a registered
organisation, as Mr McGee was in McGee v Sanders and Others (FC) (op cit). She properly sought access to documents
relating to matters which, as a Councillor, she had, as Mr McGee did, in his case, a right to have access to, and a right to
inspect.

170 It was the Secretary�s duty as principal officer, who was conducting matters on behalf of the respondent ANF and the Council
to ensure that all Councillors received access to documents to which they are entitled. He is, for example, responsible for the
�conduct of the correspondence� of the Council and the Executive (see rule 16(2)(h)). It is noteworthy that the Secretary is
responsible for managing the day to day affairs of the Council if that needed to be expressed, because under rule 16(3)(a) the
Council may appoint a person to assist him to do this. Thus, the Secretary, as principal officer, is responsible amongst his other
responsibilities to conduct the day to day affairs of the Council, for the correspondence of the ANF, and for making it
available to Councillors. He is subject to the control of the Council (see rule 16).

171 He is also required to perform other duties relating to the office of Secretary as the Council or Executive may direct from time
to time. Again, by inference, it is quite clear that like many principal officers he is responsible for arranging meetings and for
ensuring that the relevant information and correspondence is before the members so that they can discharge their duties and
obligations.

172 It is quite clear that there was no formal decision by the Council that the documents not be made available to any Councillor,
including Mrs Luby or significantly that they should. There seems to be no ruling by the President or other member of the
Council.

173 It is the duty under rule 10 of the Council to manage the affairs of the union. That means that the Council must act bona fides
to ensure that all members of the Council are enabled to discharge their part in that process.

174 The Secretary, as I have said, must act fairly and impartially (see Re Elections for Officers in Electrical Trades Union (NSW
Branch) (op cit)).

175 I am satisfied that the Secretary and the ANF through its Council failed or refused to provide all or any of the documents
identified supra as not having been provided to Mrs Luby upon her request, when she requested them or within reasonable
time to enable her to properly discharge her duties.

176 In this case, Mr Olson failed in his duty under the rules to provide to Mrs Luby the documents which she requested on
27 January 2002 within such time as to enable her to have the information so that she might know what was going on. She and
other members of the Council had been contacted by Mr Hall about these matters on 6 January 2002. It was reasonable that
she should have the documents in order to consider what her duty was in the matter. She and all of the Councillors were
entitled to the material which she sought and to be provided with the same within a reasonable time to enable her to consider
the matter given that there was an application in this Commission and the ANF was Mr Hall�s employer.

177 The letter of 22 February 2002 written by Mr Olson does not even address her request.
178 I do not consider that given the number of staff, and the nature of the request, the fact that the material was available and only

required photocopying and forwarding, that there was any excuse for failing to provide the documents and providing it
promptly. I note that there was time to write a letter to Mrs Luby as a �stalling letter� on 22 February 2002 because in it no
mention is made of her request for documents. Eventually the material was produced, but somewhat late. It is open to infer,
and I do, that the documents were not produced because of Mr Olson�s defensiveness.

179 I accept her evidence that Mrs Luby made a request for details of the redundancy package paid or to be paid to Ms Blanchard,
and that that request was not complied with. This again was a matter which had found its way to the Commission, and in
relation to which, having regard to the duties of the members of the Council and the Council as a body, she should have been
informed of, as should the whole Council. The matter related to the property and finances of the organisation and expenditure
by it, as well as its role as an employer, and these matters are all the responsibility of the Council under the rules (see
rule 11(1), (3), (4) and (5)). (In relation to its power and responsibilities in relation to employees see rule 11(17)). This
information should have been made available to Council and Mrs Luby as a member of the Council. It was not and there was
no reason why it properly should not have been. The Secretary and through him the ANF acted in breach of the rules in this
respect.

180 Further, the failure to make available, copies of the PIN or WorkSafe Notices which impose statutory obligations on the ANF
and are clearly the business of Council as an employer was a failure in the discharge of the Secretary�s duty under the rules.
These were matters to which the Council and Mrs Luby ought clearly to have had access to them. Reading the documents to
the Council was insufficient in the face of a request for the provision of copies.

181 Again I infer that Mr Olson�s failure arose from his defensiveness and from his mistrust of Mrs Luby. The same applies to the
request for the �grievance� or the grievance policy whether it was a policy or part of the terms and conditions of employment
of employees of the ANF.

182 In relation to the failure to produce a copy of the deed of release to Mrs Luby when she asked for it, the Secretary failed. It was
a document entered into by the ANF not by the Secretary. It bound the ANF to pay a significant sum to Mr Hall. It was not
and could not be confidential to Mr Hall and Mr Olson to the exclusion of the Council as his former employer. It should have
been produced to Mrs Luby, and, indeed, to the Council generally. It is clear, as I have said, that there is ill-feeling between
them, but that is not to the point.

183 It is not to the point that Mrs Luby did not attempt to procure the documents by a resolution in the Council. In my opinion it
was for the Council in the bona fide discharge of its duty to manage the affairs of the organisation, the ANF, to ensure that
Mr Olson provide copies of the documents requested by Mrs Luby and that the documents were provided in time for her to
properly discharge her duties.
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184 S.110 is not an impediment to these applications, because again there is a history of several incidences involving the failure to
provide documents occurring over a number of months in which Mrs Luby was not supported by the Council and was denied
documents.

185 Mr Olson did not carry out his duty fairly and impartially in the matter of these documents. I so find.
186 Within the meaning of the principle in McGee v Sanders and Others (FC) (op cit) there was no proof that by her words or

conduct there was any intention on the part of Mrs Luby to use the information other than for the benefit of the ANF and its
members acting properly in her role as a member of the Council.

187 There was no other impediment to the documents being produced.
188 Further, there was no evidence at all that there were other reasons why the documents should be maintained as �confidential�

against a member of the Council.
189 She was refused this material by the Secretary and by default by the Council on assumptions made by Mr Olson. There was no

valid reason established for its refusal.
190 Further, there was no evidence that any of the material sought was defamatory or that there was any conflict involving

members of the Council in their duties which might arise to prevent the distribution of the documents. There was some
suggestion but no evidence that some material which she sought was produced by Mr Hall in discovery or perhaps more likely
inspection. I do not understand that being advanced as a reason for failing to make available documents which are the
documents of the ANF to its own Council members from its own records.

191 I find, for those reasons, that Mr Olson�s explanations were entirely inadequate. It is clear that a breach of the rules occurred as
alleged.

192 There was no implied rule established as existing on this occasion if it could be so established, or established as having been
breached and it is not necessary to consider that matter further.

193 I do not intend to make orders in relation to the documents sought in the letter of 27 January 2002. Those events are now
passed and the documents have been provided.

194 However, I find that a member of the Council or Executive of the ANF has the right under the rules of the organisation in the
proper discharge of his/her duty to be provided with any documents, information or material within the custody, care or
control of the ANF, because the person concerned is an officer of the organisation as defined in s.7 of the Act and a member of
the Council which manages the affairs of the ANF, subject only to the exceptions which I have outlined above.

195 Since that duty and that right was admitted on behalf of the ANF by Mr Olson, and since the documents required to have been
made available to Mrs Luby have now been made available and or seen by her, it is not necessary, nor is it practicable, to
make any order or declaration. The duty clearly exists as I have expressed it. The right of Mrs Luby as a councillor exists as I
have expressed it. There was a breach of the rules, as I have found, in a number of instances.

196 Having regard, too, to those matters, the interests of the ANF, of which its members, of the Secretary and of the applicant are
best served by no order being made (see s.26(1)(c)). Such a decision is also for the reasons which I have expressed, consistent
with the equity good conscience and the substantial merits of the case (see s.26(1)(a)).

197 The remedy, if there is any further breach is to make application to the Commission.
198 I will therefore dismiss the application, on the basis that to make an order in the circumstances will be of no real effect.

Order accordingly
_________

2002 WAIRC 06063
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES KIM MAREE LUBY, APPLICANT
and
THE SECRETARY, THE AUSTRALIAN NURSING FEDERATION, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF
WORKERS, PERTH AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
DELIVERED THURSDAY, 25 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. PRES 12 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06063
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Decision Application dismissed
Representation
Applicant Mr C Young, as agent
Respondent Mr R W Richardson (of Counsel), by leave

Ms Toni-Michelle Young, on her own behalf
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES KIM MAREE LUBY, APPLICANT

and
THE AUSTRALIAN NURSING FEDERATION, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, PERTH,
RESPONDENT

CORAM HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
DELIVERED THURSDAY, 25 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. PRES 21 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06063
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Decision Application dismissed
Representation
Applicant Mr C Young, as agent
Respondent Mr R W Richardson (of Counsel), by leave
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
These matters having come on for hearing and determination before me on the 10th and 11th days of June 2002, and having heard
Mr C Young, as agent, on behalf of the applicant and Mr R W Richardson (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondents,
save and except for the respondent, Ms Toni-Michelle Young, who appeared on her own behalf, in application PRES 12 of 2002,
and having delivered my reasons for decision on the 25th day of July 2002, it is this day, the 25th day of July 2002, ordered that
applications PRES 12 of 2002 and PRES 21 of 2002 be and are hereby dismissed.

(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,
[L.S.] President.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06011
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES DAVID GRANT GREEN, APPLICANT
v.
THE FEDERATED BRICK, TILE AND POTTERY INDUSTRIAL UNION OF AUSTRALIA
(UNION OF WORKERS) WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, RESPONDENT

CORAM HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY
DELIVERED THURSDAY, 18 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. PRES 19 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06011
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Decision Application adjourned
Representation
Applicant Mr C Young, as agent
Respondent Mr M Cuerden (of Counsel), by leave
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Orders and Directions
This matter having come on for a directions hearing before me on the 18th day of July 2002, and having heard Mr C Young, as
agent, on behalf of the applicant and Mr M Cuerden (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and the parties having
waived the rights conferred on them by s.35 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended), it is this day, the 18th day of July
2002, ordered and directed as follows:-

(1) THAT the application herein be adjourned sine die.
(2) THAT the matter may be re-listed by the Commission on its own motion or after 48 hours notice in writing to

the Commission and the other party by any party.
(Sgd.) P. J. SHARKEY,

[L.S.] President.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Variation of—
2002 WAIRC 06015

ACTIV FOUNDATION (SALARIED OFFICERS) AWARD
No. 13 of 1977

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF

WORKERS), APPLICANT
v.
THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT, ACTIV FOUNDATION INCORPORATED, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 19 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 813 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06015
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Order
HAVING heard Mr G Bucknall on behalf of the applicant and Mr M O�Connor on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Activ Foundation (Salaried Officers) Award No. 13 of 1977 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule
and that such variation shall have effect on and from the 17th day of July 2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

_________

SCHEDULE
1. Clause 26. � Travelling, Transfers and Relieving Duty � Rates of Allowance: Delete this clause and insert the

following in lieu thereof�

COLUMN A COLUMN B COLUMN C

ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE DAILY RATE OFFICERS
WITH DEPENDANTS�

DAILY RATE OFFICERS
WITHOUT

DEPENDANTS:
RELIEVING ALLOWANCE
FOR PERIOD IN EXCESS

OF 42 DAYS
(CLAUSE 25(3)(b))

TRANSFER ALLOWANCE
FOR PERIOD IN EXCESS
OF PRESCRIBED PERIOD

(CLAUSE (23)(2))

RELIEVING
ALLOWANCE FOR

PERIOD IN EXCESS OF
42 DAYS

(CLAUSE 25(3)(b))

ALLOWANCE TO MEET INCIDENTAL EXPENSES
$ $ $

(1) WA - South of 26°

South Latitude 10.05
(2) WA - North of 26°

South Latitude 12.85
(3) Interstate 12.85
ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN A HOTEL OR MOTEL

$ $ $
(4) WA - Metropolitan

Hotel or Motel 172.60 86.30 57.55
(5) Locality South of 26°

South Latitude 143.80 71.90 47.95
(6) Locality North of 26°

South Latitude
Broome 222.75 111.40 74.25
Carnarvon 176.75 88.40 58.90
Dampier 184.30 92.15 61.45
Derby 182.35 91.20 60.80
Exmouth 193.60 96.80 64.55
Fitzroy Crossing 259.35 129.70 86.45
Gascoyne Junction 126.35 63.20 42.10
Halls Creek 236.85 118.45 78.95
Karratha 284.85 142.45 94.95
Kununurra 209.85 104.95 69.95
Marble Bar 162.85 81.45 54.30
Newman 252.20 126.10 84.05
Nullagine 147.30 73.65 49.10
Onslow 173.40 86.70 57.80
Pannawonica 180.25 90.10 60.10
Paraburdoo 189.85 94.95 63.30
Port Hedland 215.20 107.60 71.75
Roebourne 124.50 62.25 41.50
Sandfire 122.35 61.20 40.80
Shark Bay 131.15 65.60 43.70
Tom Price 201.45 100.75 67.15
Turkey Creek 140.85 70.45 46.95
Wickham 156.90 78.45 52.30
Wyndham 151.35 75.70 50.45

(7) Interstate - Capital City
Sydney 218.95 109.45 73.00
Melbourne 224.95 112.50 75.00
Other Capitals 177.30 88.65 59.05
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COLUMN A COLUMN B COLUMN C

ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE DAILY RATE OFFICERS
WITH DEPENDANTS�

DAILY RATE OFFICERS
WITHOUT

DEPENDANTS:
RELIEVING ALLOWANCE
FOR PERIOD IN EXCESS

OF 42 DAYS
(CLAUSE 25(3)(b))

TRANSFER ALLOWANCE
FOR PERIOD IN EXCESS
OF PRESCRIBED PERIOD

(CLAUSE (23)(2))

RELIEVING
ALLOWANCE FOR

PERIOD IN EXCESS OF
42 DAYS

(CLAUSE 25(3)(b))

(8) Interstate - Other
than Capital City 143.80 71.90 47.95

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY AT OTHER THAN A HOTEL OR MOTEL
(9) WA - South of 26° South

Latitude
68.10

(10) WA - North of 26° South
Latitude

79.90

(11) Interstate 79.90
TRAVEL NOT INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY OR TRAVEL INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY WHERE
ACCOMMODATION ONLY IS PROVIDED

(12) WA - South of 26° South Latitude:
Breakfast 12.70
Lunch 12.70
Dinner 32.65

(13) WA - North of 26° South Latitude
Breakfast 14.05
Lunch 21.65
Dinner 31.35

(14) Interstate
Breakfast 14.05
Lunch 21.65
Dinner 31.35

DEDUCTION FOR NORMAL LIVING EXPENSES (CLAUSE (23)(4))
 (15) Each Adult 20.45
(16) Each Child 3.50

MIDDAY MEAL (CLAUSE (22)(11))
 (17) Rate per meal 4.95
(18) Maximum reimbursement

per pay period
24.75

The allowances prescribed in this clause shall be varied in accordance with any movement in the equivalent allowances in the
Public Service Award, 1992.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05953
AMBULANCE SERVICE COMMUNICATION CENTRE EMPLOYEES� AWARD

No. A4 of 1991
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
ST JOHN AMBULANCE AUSTRALIA, RESPONDENT

CORAM CHIEF COMMISSIONER W S COLEMAN
DATE TUESDAY, 9 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 1036 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05953
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award Varied
Representation
Applicant No Appearance
Respondent No Appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Order
THERE being no appearance on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, but with consent
being communicated by the parties, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act
1979 hereby orders�

THAT the Ambulance Service Communication Centre Employees� Award, 1991, be varied in accordance with the following
schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 9th

day of July 2002.

_________

AND FURTHERMORE, with the consent of the parties, the Commission records the following�
1. The Application seeks to vary the meal allowance in Clause 8. � Overtime, of the Ambulance Service Communication

Centre Employees� Award, 1991 by increasing the allowance in accordance with changes to the National Consumer Price
Index (CPI) component for meals out and take away food for the period from 1 July 2000 to 20 September 2001.

2. The Commission has been informed that the resultant increase in the CPI meals and take away foods (Perth) component
for that period of time was 3.3%.

(Sgd.) W. S. COLEMAN,
[L.S.] Chief Commissioner.

SCHEDULE
1. Clause 8. � Overtime: Delete subclause (3)(a) & (b) of this Clause and insert the following in lieu thereof�
(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of this clause an Officer who is required to continue working after the usual ceasing

time for more than one hour shall be supplied with a meal by his employer or be paid $8.10 for a meal.
(b) Where the amount of overtime worked necessitates more than one meal, the employer shall supply such additional
meal or pay to the Officer $8.10 for each such additional meal. The Officer shall be entitled to the additional meal or meal
allowance after each four hours.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05973
ARTWORKERS AWARD

NO. A30 OF 1987
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
TOWN OF NARROGIN AND ANOTHER, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 619 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05973
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondents, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Artworkers Award (No. A 30 of 1987) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such
variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 28th day of June 2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

_________

SCHEDULE
1. Clause 4. � Definitions: Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof�
(1) Union means the �The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers�.

____________________
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2002 WAIRC 05974
BUILDING TRADES AWARD 1968

NO. 31 OF 1966
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
CRYSTAL SOFTDRINKS AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 621 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05974
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondents, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Building Trades Award 1968 (No. 31 of 1966) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 28th day of June 2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

_________

SCHEDULE
1. Clause 6. � Definitions: Delete paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu

thereof�
(a) �Union� means�

The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers
2. Schedule A � Parties to the Award: Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof�

The following organisations are parties to this award�
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers
Building Trades Association of Unions of Western Australia (Association of Workers)

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05978
BUILDING TRADES (CONSTRUCTION) AWARD 1987

NO. R 14 OF 1978
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
ADSIGNS PTY LTD AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 616 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05978
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant, Mr K Richardson on behalf of the Master Builders� Association of
Western Australia (Union of Employers) and there being no appearance on behalf of the other respondents, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987, No. R 14 of 1978 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 28th

day of June 2002.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,

[L.S.] Commissioner.
_________
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SCHEDULE
1. Clause 7. � Definitions: Delete subclause (11) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof�
(11) �Union� means�

(a) The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers;
(b) Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees� Union of Australia, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of

Workers; or as the case may be
(c) The Building Trades Association of Unions of Western Australia (Association of Workers).

2. Schedule A � Parties to the Award: Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof�
The following organisations are parties to this award�

The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers
Building Trades Association of Unions of Western Australia (Association of Workers)
The Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees� Union of Australia, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of
Workers

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05967
BUILDING TRADES (GOLDMINING INDUSTRY) AWARD

Nos. 29 and 32 of 1965 and 4 of 1966
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
LAKE VIEW AND STAR LIMITED AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 657 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05967
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondents, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Building Trades (Goldmining Industry) Award (No. 29 and 32 of 1965 and 4 of 1966) be varied in accordance
with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing
on or after the 28th day of June 2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

_________

SCHEDULE
1. Schedule B � Parties to the Award: Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof�
Union Parties to the Award
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers
Employer Parties to the Award
Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold Mines Pty Ltd

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05975
BUILDING TRADES (GOVERNMENT) AWARD 1968

No. 31A of 1966
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 658 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05975
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant and Mr R A Heaperman on behalf of the respondents, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Building Trades (Government) Award 1968 (No. 31A of 1966) be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 28th

day of June 2002.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,

[L.S.] Commissioner.
_________

SCHEDULE
1. Clause 6. � Definitions: Delete paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this Clause and insert the following in lieu

thereof�
(a) �Union� means�

The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers
2. Schedule D � Parties Bound: Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof�
The following organisations are parties to this award�
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers
Building Trades Association of Unions of Western Australia (Association of Workers)
The Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees� Union of Australia, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers

____________________

2002 WAIRC 04963
Editors� Note: Orders in Matter Nos. 1280, 1281 & 1282 of 2001 was published in May WAIG, Vol. 82, Part 1, Subpart

5 at page 799 - 801.
CHILDREN�S SERVICES (PRIVATE) AWARD

NO. A 10 OF 1990
CHILDREN�S SERVICES CONSENT AWARD 1984

NO. A 1 OF 1985
CHILD CARE (SUBSIDISED CENTRES) AWARD

NO. A 26 OF 1985
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
BASSENDEAN DAY CARE CENTRE AND OTHERS

APPL 1280 OF 2001
WINTERFOLD CHILD CARE CENTRE INCORPORATED AND OTHERS

APPL 1281 OF 2001
BASSENDEAN TOWN COUNCIL AND OTHERS

APPL 1282 OF 2001, RESPONDENTS
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
DELIVERED MONDAY, 4 FEBRUARY 2002
FILE NOS. APPL 1280 OF 2001, APPL 1281 OF 2001 & APPL 1282 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 04963
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Awards varied to create a new classification pursuant to the Work Value Principle 6 and Allowances
allowed under Principles 2 and 5 of the 2001 State Wage Case Statement of Principles

Representation
Applicant Ms D MacTiernan
Respondents Mr L Joyce (as agent for intervenors in Applications 1280 of 2001 and 1282 of 2001 and for Salvation

Army Child Care Services in Application 1282 of 2001)
No appearance for Respondents to Application 1281 of 2001

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 These matters are applications filed on 12 July 2001 by the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers� Union,

Western Australian Branch (�the Union�) to vary the following awards�
a) Children�s Services (Private) Award No. A 10 of 1990 (Application 1280 of 2001);
b) Children�s Services Consent Award 1984 No. A 1 of 1985 (Application 1281 of 2001);
c) Child Care (Subsidised Centres) Award No. A 26 of 1985 (Application 1282 of 2001).
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2 Each application is substantially the same. The Union seeks to vary the awards to insert recent changes to the Community
Services (Child Care) Regulations 1988 (�the Regulations�). The Union seeks to have inserted in each award a new
classification for an �E Worker� which is a class of child care worker that has been recently created under the Regulations. The
applications also seek reimbursement of certain expenses incurred by employees in the course of their employment.

3 At the outset of the hearing Mr Joyce made applications for a number of employers in the child care private industry to be
joined as parties or intervenors to Applications 1280 of 2001 and 1282 of 2001. The applications were not opposed by the
Union. The Commission determined that leave to intervene should be granted. Lists of the intervenors are set out in Schedules
A and B to these reasons for decision.

4 The Union seeks the following amendments to each of the awards�
Definition An employee who is identified as an �� and is required to exercise supervision of an infant or toddler

area in accordance with the Community Services (Child Care) Regulations
Step I An employee in their first year of being classified as an ��.

• Is able to display various methods and techniques of child management.
• Is able to direct other staff members when exercising responsibility in allocated area.
• Possess observational skills in excess of a child care giver.

Step II An employee who has at least one year�s experience as an �� shall be able to perform the responsibilities
identified in Step I at a higher skill level and also
• Participate in a team approach to the delivery of care.

An employee who gains or who is appointed with a Certificate III Community Services (Children Studies), with at least
two years� experience and who is required to exercise supervision of an infant or toddler area in accordance with the
Regulations shall be paid at the level of .
The rates of pay for shall be�

Step I 497.20
Step I1 505.20

5 The Union also seeks to have inserted in each award amendments to cover the cost of employees complying with mandatory
medical testing and police clearance requirements.  In each award the Union seeks to have inserted provisions that provide as
follows�

a) Health Screening � Where an employee is required to undergo any health test or screening to comply with the
Regulations, the employer shall be responsible for the cost.

b) Police Clearance � Where an employee is required to obtain a police clearance to comply with the Regulations, the
employer shall be responsible for the cost.

6 A further amendment is also sought to the Children�s Services (Private) Award to provide for reimbursement to employees for
the cost of keeping their first aid qualifications current. The amendment sought by the Union is as follows:

First Aid � Where an employee in the course of their employment is required to hold a first aid certificate the employer
shall be responsible for the cost of such training.

7 On 13 February 2001 the following amendments were made to the Regulations�
�30. Minimum contact staff requirements
(1) Subject to subregulation (3) and to regulations 28, 30A and 34, the minimum number of contact staff required for
children in an age group specified in the Table to this subregulation, and the minimum qualifications of those staff, are as
specified in that Table.

Table
Age group of
children

Staff to child
ratio

Number of
children

Staff requirements

0-24 months 1:4 1-4 5-8 9-12 1A*/B*/C 1A*/B*/C +1D 1A*/B*/C
+2D

18-36 months (At
least 70% of
children 24 months
or older)

1:5 1-5 6-10 11-15 1E 1A/B/C +1D 1A/B/C +2D

24-36 months 1:5  1-5 6-10 11-15 1D 1A/B/C +1D 1A/B/C +2D
30 months or older
(At least 70% of
children 36 months
or older)

1:10 1-10 11-20 21-
30

1E 1A/B/C +1D 1A/B/C +2D

36 months or older 1:10 1-10 11-20 21-
30

1D 1A/B/C +1D 1A/B/C +2D

(2) In the Table to subregulation (1)�
(a) A represents the holder of�

(i) a degree or diploma in early childhood care or early childhood education from a recognised Australian university
or other tertiary institution; or
(ii) an equivalent qualification as determined by the Director-General;

(b) A* represents the holder of�
(i) a qualification referred to in paragraph (a) which includes a specialist course on the principles and practices of
the care and education of children in the 0-24 months age group, in addition to practical experience of 100 hours
(minimum) with that age group; or
(ii) an equivalent qualification as determined by the Director-General;
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(c) B represents the holder of�
(i) a 2 year certificate in child care studies;
(ii) a diploma or associate diploma in child care; or
(iii) an equivalent qualification as determined by the Director-General;

(d) B* represents the holder of�
(i) a qualification referred to in paragraph (c) which includes a specialist course on the principles and practices of
the care and education of children in the 0-24 months age group, in addition to practical experience of 100 hours
(minimum) with that age group; or
(ii) an equivalent qualification as determined by the Director-General;

(e) C represents a person who is�
(i) a registered mothercraft nurse;
(ii) the holder of a mothercraft nursing qualification; or
(iii) the holder of an equivalent qualification as determined by the Director-General;

(f) D represents a person who is not the holder of a qualification referred to in paragraphs (a) to (e);
(g) E represents a person who has reached 18 years of age and who�

(i) has at least 2 years� experience of working in an early childhood setting;
(ii) is the holder of Certificate III in Community Services (Children�s Studies); or
(iii) is the holder of an equivalent qualification as determined by the Director-General.

(3) Sub regulation (1) does not apply to premises specified in a licence or permit for family day care.
30A. Contact staff arrangements during lunch period
(1) The requirements in regulation 30(1) do not apply during a lunch period if at all times during that period�

(a) the number of contact staff is at least 60% of the total number of contact staff required under regulation 30(1);
(b) children in the 0-24 months age group are supervised by at least one staff member who has a qualification
referred to in regulation 30(2)(a), (c), (e) or (g);
(c) no staff member under 18 years of age supervises more than 10 children; and
(d) in the case of a child care service licensed for 30 or more child care places, at least one of the contact staff
present has a qualification referred to in regulation 30(2)(a), (c) or (e).

(2) In sub regulation (1) (d)�
�licensed� includes authorised under a permit.
37. Health certificate
(1) A licensee or permit holder shall ensure that a person who�

(a) is employed in the child care service of that licensee or permit holder; and
(b) has contact with children attending that service,
provides that licensee or permit holder with a medical certificate, including a tuberculosis clearance, in a form
approved by the Director-General, within 14 days of commencing employment in the child care service.

(1a) In addition to the requirement in subregulation (1), a licensee or permit holder shall ensure that a person referred to in
that subregulation provides that licensee or permit holder with a tuberculosis clearance at intervals of not more than
2 years.
(2) A licensee or permit holder shall, upon a written request by the Director-General, provide the Director-General with a
medical certificate in a form approved by the Director-General within the time specified in the request. �

8 Prior to 13 February 2001 the Regulations provided for licensing requirements in respect of A, A*, B, B*, C and D workers but
not E Workers.

9 Regulation 36 was made in 1991. Regulation 36 provides as follows�
�36. First aid
(1) Subject to sub regulation (2), a licensee or permit holder shall ensure that a person possessing current first-aid
qualifications approved by the Director-General is in attendance at the child care premises of the licensee or permit holder
at all times children are attending a child care service on those premises.
(2) Notwithstanding sub regulation (1), a family day care service may be supervised on an emergency basis by a person
who does not possess current first-aid qualifications if the licensee of, or permit holder for, that family day care service
provides the emergency care giver with a clear, written emergency procedure before supervision commences.�

The Evidence
10 Ms Susan Deveraux, an organizer with the Union, testified in a written statement of evidence as follows�

�I am employed as an organiser with the Australian Liquor Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, and as such
also work for the state registered Western Australian Branch. I commenced full-time employment with the Union in
February 1992 having been a workplace delegate and state councillor of the union for many years.
I have nearly thirty years experience in the children�s services industry. I have been employed in the Early Childhood
field since 1972 when I graduated as a Pre-School teacher. I have worked for the Education Department in Community
based care Pre-Schools and Pre-primaries. Between 1986-1990 I was employed as Director of a Community Based Child
Care Centre in Heathridge. I have been a practicum supervisor for Early Childhood teachers at Curtin University and
currently lecture in the Teacher Assistant Course at Edith Cowan University.
In 1996 I was invited to review the National curriculum for the Child Care traineeship being developed by the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology.
In 2000/01 through my involvement with the Western Australian branch of the Early Childhood Association I
participated in the review of the Child Care Services Board Regulations.
The Regulations govern the manner in which all licensed child care centres in the state operate including staffing
requirements in terms of qualification and staff/child ratios.
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As part of the formal Review process a new category �E� worker was created. There remains Categories �A�, �A*�, �B�,
�B*�, �C�, �D�.
The need for the new category was based on a number of factors. To gain and maintain a licence, a centre needs to have a
�qualified child care giver� in each room with children at all times. The ratio of carers to children depends on the age of
the children; the younger the children, the higher the child/staff ratio. Over the last few years there has been a shortage of
qualified child care givers. It is very difficult for centres to maintain correct rations over the staff lunch periods. The
Review group for the Regulations recognised that there are many workers in the industry who either have vast experience
in the industry and or qualifications, which whilst not equivalent to the Diploma, provide these workers with the
fundamental knowledge to exercise responsibility in the short term absence of the qualified child care giver.
Hence a category �E� worker is recognised as having adequate experience and knowledge to care for children 0 to
18 months of age during the lunch period. They may also have responsibility for up to five children aged between 18-
36 months on an ongoing basis.
When the Minimum Rates Adjustment Process was carried out for all three long day care awards in 1993, the Union very
deliberately argued for the retention of incremental progression for all classifications. The classification descriptors which
were developed to give recognition to the skill acquisition and development which occur through experience in a centre. I
firmly believe that this will also apply to �E� Workers. Although �E� workers in part gain their status by having at least
two years experience, their ability to perform the job which entails greater responsibility than those classified as �child
care givers�, will be enhanced over time. It is therefore appropriate and consistent that the new classification contains at
least one progression step.
In the review of the Regulations changes were also made in relation to employees in the industry requirement to produce
criminal record checks. The Regulations previously only specified the requirement for criminal record screening of
licencees, nominees, permit holders and relief family day care providers. Up until the Review the record screening of
centre staff has been at the discretion of the employers. The new Regulation requires each staff member to provide a
current criminal record check at intervals of not more than two years following the submission of an initial criminal
record check.
A further change brought about by the change in Regulations which directly affects employees. The new Regulation 37A
requires all employees of a child care service who have contact with children to have a tuberculosis clearance every two
years. Subsequent to the new Regulation, the Perth Chest clinic developed a questionnaire which makes it easier for
workers in child care centres to obtain a TB clearance. There will however be some employees who will need to obtain a
TB clearance which may entail a cost to them monetarily and through lost work time.�

11 In relation to the classification of A to s under the Regulations, Ms Deveraux gave uncontradicted evidence that the
classification of A and A* are persons employed as early child care teachers, pre-school teachers, director or assistant
director, B and B* workers are persons who hold a diploma in children services or an equivalent course and who are often
employed as directors or assistant directors of child care centres. C workers are persons who are qualified child care givers
and D workers are regarded as unqualified workers although they may hold a certificate of child care.

12 Ms Deveraux testified that pursuant to Regulation 30, s can be engaged to work at all times to look after 1 to 5 children who
are 18 to 36 months old (toddlers). Further under regulation 30A during lunch time one can look after babies (children who
are 0 to 24 months old) without supervision. Under the Regulations D workers cannot work alone with babies or toddlers. Ms
Deveraux testified that the classification was introduced as a specific response to the industry as there are insufficient
qualified child care workers to cover lunch time periods. Ms Deveraux said that the reason why it is important for s to have a
two step rate of pay is that to be engaged as an each person will have to have had at least two years� experience working in an
early childhood setting and as they continue to work together with qualified workers in a group situation they will gain skills
over a period of time. Consequently in their second year of employment they will have greater skills than they do when they
first commenced work as an .

13 As to the cost of compliance with Regulation 37A, Ms Deveraux testified that if an employee attends the Chest Clinic there is
no cost for the service of testing but loss of wages is an issue for employees. She said that if an employee went to a clinic for
an x-ray other than the Chest Clinic then there may be a charge of approximately $75.00 for the provision of an x-ray. In
relation to the cost of police clearance certificates, Ms Deveraux said that usually the cost of those certificates is
approximately $75.00 although she was aware that some employers in the industry had negotiated with the Australian Federal
Police a cost of $37.00 per certificate where a number of certificates were obtained. As to the cost of a course to keep a first
aid certificate current, she said she thought the cost would be somewhere in the region of $85.00 to $95.00.

14 Ms Angela Miller, a Director of the South Lake Child Care Centre also gave evidence on behalf of the Union. In a written
witness statement she testified as follows�

�I have been in the Child Care Industry for sixteen (16) years. I have co-ordinated two (2) centres. I have been at South
Lake for nearly fourteen (14) years. Before that I was teaching in the United Kingdom, New Zealand and Australia.
I belong to Care West (Association of Community Based Child Care Centres) and am past President and a Treasurer of
the Association.
I had some input into the Review of Licensing Board Regulations but not on a regular basis, more in a group discussion
situation through Care West.
It is extremely difficult to get trained staff at present. There is an absolute shortage of trained workers available. The
reasons for this are that the wages and conditions of qualified staff are very poor. Graduates find the shift work, the strict
standards of work and the stresses of the Accreditation Process formidable. Once they are in the work situation they often
tire of it quickly and decide to go on with their studies. They can turn their Diploma into a Degree with one more years
study and become Pre School Teachers. With pre school teaching, there is no shift work, twelve (12) weeks holiday per
year as opposed to four (4) and DOT (duties other than teaching) time for preparation. In Child Care programs for the
days activities have to be prepared in a workers own time. Salaries are much lower and this will in turn effect
superannuation payments and entitlements. All this is not conducive to attracting and keeping quality workers.
Since July 2000 the Government has again been more generous with families and we have experienced a massive increase
in demand for child care places. We have the problem of acute shortages of trained staff again within our services. On
average there are 20/25 vacancies advertised each week in the �West Australian�. Lots of services do not bother to
advertise as they know there will be little or not response.
It is often preferable to use an E worker in place of a trained worker because these staff know the families, the children
and the centre policies and programs and they are capable of exercising the required responsibilities.
The E worker qualification is tailored very well to ladies who want to re-enter the workforce and gain basic information
about caring for children in a group situation. The qualification is not too daunting and it gives confidence to these
workers, some of whom may not have believed that they were capable of achieving such qualification.
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We have three (3) E workers in our service out of a staff of sixteen (16). I find them invaluable. They can do any lunch
time relief required in the baby areas. They can stand in when a trained worker is sick. This is much more effective than
calling a relief trained worker who will not know the children.
An E worker can be used early morning or at the end of the day if there is not trained worker available.
These workers gain enhanced skills as they are able to exercise the additional responsibility. I would expect an �E�
worker in their second year to be more confident and capable of filling in for qualified workers.
Down the track, these workers often decide that they are ready to progress and complete their diploma. I feel that we have
a really good system for encouraging mature workers into training.
Our service pays all expenses for Federal Police Clearances for existing staff but with new staff we require them to get
their own. None of our existing staff have required further x-rays but if they did we would give them time off to be x-
rayed.�

15 Ms Miller said that her child care centre employs three s. She said they are used to cover not only lunch periods but also at the
beginning and end of each day. She said that they are also used to cover periods when a qualified worker goes off work sick
on short notice. Ms Miller was asked if s were to be compensated for their extra responsibilities by payment of an allowance
would this create any difficulties and in response she gave uncontradicted evidence that in her view an administrative burden
would be created whereby a note would have to be made of every hour a worker was given the extra responsibility. She said
that such a procedure would not be cost effective.

16 Ms Miller testified in relation to the payment of the costs of health screening, that if the Perth Chest Clinic questionnaire
required an employee to take time off to go for screening, her organisation would allow their employees to have paid time off
to attend. As to any other medical clearances, she said that they require employees to pay for their first medical clearance
certificate on engagement but all further clearance certificates are paid for by the employer. In relation to keeping first aid
certificates up to date, Ms Miller said they do not generally pay for an employee�s first certificate but they pay for the cost of
any courses required for an employee to keep their certificate up-to-date. She said that the refresher courses are required every
two years and the cost is approximately $130.

17 No evidence was called on behalf of the Salvation Army Child Care Services and intervenors (�the industry employers�).
The Wage Fixing Principles
18 The applications are bought by the Union pursuant to the Statement of Principles in the 2001 State Wage Case decision of this

Commission. Principle 2 of the 2001 Statement of Principles in [2001] WAIRC 03333; (2001) 81 WAIG 1721 at
1722 provides that�

�� an award � may, on application, be varied or another award made without the application being regarded as a claim
for wages and/or conditions above or below the award safety net �
�
(c) to adjust allowances and service increments in accordance with Principle 5.
(d) to adjust wages pursuant to work value changes in accordance with Principle 6.�

19 The Union relies upon the following paragraph of Principle 5�
�New allowances to compensate for the reimbursement of expenses incurred may be awarded where appropriate having
regard to such expenses.�

20 In relation to the creation of the classification of the and the wage rates the Union relies upon the Principle 6(a) of Work
Value Changes. Principle 6(a) provides�

�(a) Changes in work value may arise from changes in the nature of the work, skill and responsibility required or the
conditions under which work is performed. Changes in work by themselves may not lead to a change in wage rates.
The strict test for an alteration in wage rates is that the change in the nature of the work should constitute such a
significant net addition to work requirements as to warrant the creation of a new classification or upgrading to a
higher classification.
In addition to meeting this test a party making a work value application will need to justify any change to wage
relativities that might result not only within the relevant internal award classifications structure but also against
external classifications to which that structure is related. There must be no likelihood of wage �leapfrogging�
arising out of changes in relative position.
These are the only circumstances in which rates may be altered on the ground of work value and the altered rates
may be applied only to employees whose work has changed in accordance with this provision.
In applying the Work Value Changes Principle, the Commission will have regard to the need for any alterations to
wage relativities between awards to be based on skill, responsibility and the conditions under which work is
performed.�

Submissions
21 Mr Joyce on behalf of the industry employers advised the Commission that there was no objection to the creation of an E

classification within the awards and to the creation of the Step I rate of pay for an . However the industry employers object to
the creation of two steps being inserted into the awards for an . Mr Joyce submitted that the Commission should only make a
rate of pay for s containing two steps where s are engaged on a full time basis but where s are only utilised during a period to
cover lunch time they should be paid an allowance.

22 Having heard all of the evidence in this case I am satisfied that the concession that the creation of an E classification should
be created pursuant to the Work Value Changes Principle is properly made. As to the rate of pay, Ms MacTiernan explained
that the Union had calculated the rates (set above in paragraph 4 of these reasons) in accordance with Principle 6 as an is a
person who is more experienced than an unqualified child care giver but has less skills and responsibilities than that of a
qualified child care giver. She also submitted that external and internal relativities had been properly accounted for. Ms
MacTiernan referred to the decision of Chief Commissioner Coleman in the Minimum Rates Adjustment case concerning
each of these awards in (1993) 73 WAIG 1807. In that decision the Chief Commissioner determined in respect of external
relativities that qualified child care workers should be aligned to teachers and unqualified child care givers should be paid at
the top level of 78.4% of the qualified rate of pay. Ms MacTiernan advised the Commission that subsequent flat dollar
increases awarded through the State wage decisions had changed the rate of relativity to 81.6%. Ms MacTiernan submitted
that in terms of skill, responsibility and work conditions, s come within the mid point between an unqualified child care giver
and a qualified child care giver. Accordingly the rates for Step I and Step II had been struck at that mid point.
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23 Mr Joyce on behalf of the industry employers conceded that when an is permanently appointed and carries out duties, the
employers are unable to object to creation of an E classification with a two step pay rate. Mr Joyce, however, submitted that
in a number of child care centres that E classification workers are only utilised during a lunch time period and that outside
lunch times they carry out D classification work. Accordingly Mr Joyce contended that in a number of centres a second step is
not required because E classification work is only carried out for two hours a day or up to 10 hours per week. Consequently it
is submitted that it would be more equitable for the Commission to create an allowance to provide for E classification work
that would be based on an hourly rate of a permanently appointed qualified worker.

24 Ms MacTiernan advised the Commission that the Union had also looked at payment for the classification of an by the creation
of a higher duties allowance. She advised the commission that when an allowance is calculated for two hours� work per day at
the qualified rate the calculation came out overall to create a rate of pay that was essentially the same as the rates of pay set out
in the application for Step I and Step I1. Further she submitted that the evidence of Ms Miller established that an administrative
burden for employers would be created if employers were required to pay an E classification allowance.

25 As to the payment for expenses, the Union submits that the expenses come within Principle 5 of the Principles. The Union
submits that the allowances sought are for expenses which provide no other benefit to an employee other than their
continuation of their employment and enable employers to retain their licences under the Regulations. It is contended that it is
clear from the terms of the Regulations that the requirements in respect of first aid, health screening and police clearance
certificates are requirements imposed on employers and that breach of any of those requirements constitutes a breach of an
employer�s licence. Ms MacTiernan advised the Commission that the Union is not seeking payment of these expenses when an
employee is initially engaged by an employer in the industry, that reimbursement of the costs of the expenses is only sought for
existing and ongoing employees. As I understand her submission is that when an employee is offered employment and it is a
pre-condition that they are required to produce a police clearance certificate, other appropriate health certificates and to hold a
current first aid certificate, these expenses should be born by the employee.

26 Mr Joyce advised Commissioner Smith that the applications for the allowances were opposed. As to the payment of costs
associated with keeping current a first aid certificate, health screening and provision of a police clearance certificate, Mr
Joyce submitted that these costs should be born by the employees. He made a submission that these expenses could be
compared to the cost to a truck driver in keeping his or her truck licence current. Mr Joyce pointed out that there is no
provision for reimbursement of such an expense under the provisions of the Transport Workers (General) Award No. 10 of
1961. He, however, conceded that given the Union has now made it clear it is not seeking payment of these expenses when an
offer of employment is made that many of the concerns of employers in the industry had been dissipated. Mr Joyce submitted
that if the Commission was to grant the Union�s application for insertion of the allowances into the awards, the Commission
should require employees who leave their employment within six months of incurring the costs to reimburse the employer for
the amounts reimbursed, on termination of employment. After hearing this submission, Ms MacTiernan advised the
Commission that the Union has no objection to a requirement being inserted into the awards that employees are to have
deducted from their pay the cost of the expenses, if their employment is terminated within three months of the expenses being
incurred.

Conclusion
27 Having heard the submissions I propose to make the amendments to the award as sought by the Union. I am of the view that it

would not be appropriate to provide for an allowance to be paid to Step s. This submission made on behalf of the industry
employers was unsupported by any evidence. Further I am satisfied after hearing all of the evidence that the submission made
by Ms MacTiernan on behalf of the Union that the two step rates sought are properly struck in that the rates are appropriately
based on the skill, responsibilities and conditions under which the work is performed. In particular the rates sought by the
Union have taken account of the fact that some s will only work unsupervised during a lunch time period. I note that the Step
I rate of pay is $16.20 more per week than a D worker and that the rate of pay is $24.80 a week less than a C worker.

28 As to the reimbursement of expenses sought by the Union, I note that there is already provision for payment of obtaining a
first aid certificate in the Child Care (Subsidised Centres) Award and the Children�s Services Consent Award 1984. I am of
the view that reimbursement of these expenses cannot be characterised as the same as keeping current a truck drivers licence.
Once a truck driver�s licence has been obtained, the cost of maintaining the licence is incorporated and forms part of the
general cost of maintaining a current A Class motor car licence which can be used for private purposes. These expenses are of
a different kind. They are expenses that are imposed on the employers in the industry as a statutory obligation under the
Regulations. I am satisfied that it is appropriate that these expenses be paid for by employers under Principle 5. However in
light of the fact that the cost of compliance with the requirements in respect of health screening, police clearances and perhaps
first aid certificates may vary depending upon the provider of the service and it is conceded by the Union that it would be
appropriate to insert into the awards a requirement that employers be able to direct their employees as to where they are to
obtain the services that are necessary to obtain the relevant certificates and clearances. It is my view that the award
amendments should reflect this concession. Further, having considered all of the evidence it is my view that employees who
incur the expenses contemplated by the Regulations but who cease to be employed within three months of incurring those
expenses they should be required to repay to their employer the cost of the expenses.

Operative Date
29 The Union submits that the operative date should be from the date of hearing of these applications, that is 1 February 2002.

The industry employers say the operative date should be the first pay period after an order is issued by this Commission.
Having considered this matter carefully and in particular to the evidence given that E classification employees are already
working in the industry but are being paid as D workers (unqualified care givers), it is my view that the operative date of the
amendments to the awards should be 1 February 2002.

30 Minutes of Proposed Orders will issue in accordance with these reasons for decision.

SCHEDULE A � Intervenors No. 1280 of 2001
1. Tiny Tots Childcare Pty Ltd, 1 Read Street, ROCKINGHAM WA 6168
2. Riverlinks Child Care Centre, PO box A136, AUSTRALIND WA 6233
3. ABC Childcare, 62 Stevens Street, FREMANTLE WA 6160
4. Jack & Jill Child Care Centre, 4 Aldgate Street, MANDURAH WA 6210
5. Humpty Dumpty Child Care Centre, 46 Subiaco Road, SUBIACO WA 6008
6. Warwick Child Care Centre, 565 Beach Road, WARWICK WA 6024
7. Graham�s Child Care Centre, 125 The Avenue, WARNBRO WA 6169
8. KU Children�s Services, Box Q132, QBV Post Office NSW 1230
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9. Glen Iris Child Care Centre, Lot 20 Berrigan Drive, JANDAKOT WA 6164
10. City of Fremantle, 8 William Street, FREMANTLE WA 6160
11. Nedlands Early Learning Centre, 49 Carrington Street, NEDLANDS WA 6009

SCHEDULE B � Intervenors No 1282 of 2001
1. City of Perth, 27 St George�s Terrace, PERTH WA 6000
2. Jalygurr-Guwan Aboriginal Corporation, 6 Dora Street, BROOME WA 6725
3. Willetton Child Care Association Inc, PO Box 310, WILLETTON WA 6155

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05969
EARTH MOVING AND CONSTRUCTION AWARD

No. 10 of 1963
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
GOLDFIELDS CONTRACTORS PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 617 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05969
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Earth Moving and Construction Award (No. 10 of 1963) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule
and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 28th day of
June 2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

_________

SCHEDULE
1. Clause 4A. � Definitions: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof�
�Union� shall mean The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers.
2. Clause 31. � Site Allowance: Delete this Clause and insert the following in lieu thereof�
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers on behalf of its members may request an employer to consider a
site allowance to compensate for all special factors and/or disabilities on a project.
Where the parties have considered the merit of the claim and have agreed on a proposed rate, it shall be referred to the Commission
for ratification.
Where agreement cannot be reached, the parties shall refer the matter to the Commission which shall determine an appropriate rate,
if any, to compensate for such special factors and/or disabilities. Provided however that the Commission may determine that such
site allowance shall be paid in lieu of any of the special rates related to conditions on the site as prescribed in Clause 24. -
Allowances and Special Provisions herein.
The Commission shall ratify or determine such matters on the criteria outlined in the Full Bench decision of the Australian
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission dated 25 February, 1983 (Print F1957).
Where the procedure prescribed by this subclause is being followed, work shall continue normally.
A site allowance determined in accordance with this clause shall be deemed to be prescribed by this award.
3. Schedule A � Parties to the Award: Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof�
The following organisation is party to this award�
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05970
ENGINE DRIVERS� (BUILDING AND STEEL CONSTRUCTION) AWARD

No. 20 of 1973
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
MASTER BUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF WA AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
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DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 618 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05970
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant, Mr K Richardson on behalf of the Master Builders� Association of
Western Australia (Union of Employers) and there being no appearance on behalf of the other respondents, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Engine Drivers� (Building and Steel Construction) Award No. 20 of 1973 be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the 28th day of June 2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

_________

SCHEDULE
1. Clause 28. � Site Allowance: Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof�
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers on behalf of its members may request an employer to consider a
site allowance to compensate for all special factors and/or disabilities on a project.
Where the parties have considered the merit of the claim and have agreed on a proposed rate, it shall be referred to the Commission
for ratification.
Where agreement cannot be reached, the parties shall refer the matter to the Commission which shall determine an appropriate rate,
if any, to compensate for such special factors and/or disabilities. Provided, however, that the Commission may decide that such site
allowance shall be paid in lieu of any of the special rates related to conditions on the site as prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of
Clause 24. - Allowances and Special Provisions.
The Commission shall ratify or determine such matters on the criteria outlined in the Full Bench Decision of the Australian
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission dated 25 February, 1983 (Print F1957).
Where the procedure prescribed by this clause is being followed, work shall continue normally.
A site allowance determined in accordance with this clause shall be deemed to be prescribed by this award.
2. 1st Schedule � Parties to the Award: Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof�
The following organisation is party to this award�
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05966
ENGINE DRIVERS� (GENERAL) AWARD

No. R21 of 1977
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
COCA-COLA BOTTLERS AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 656 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05966
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondents, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Engine Drivers� (General) Award (No. R 21 of 1977) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 28th day of June
2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

_________
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SCHEDULE
1. Schedule �A� � Parties to the Award: Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof�
The following organisation is a party to this award�
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05977
ENGINE DRIVERS (GOVERNMENT) AWARD 1983

No. A5 of 1983
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT-FREMANTLE HOSPITAL AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 655 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05977
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant and Mr R A Heaperman on behalf of the respondents, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Engine Drivers (Government) Award 1983 (No. A 5 of 1983) be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 28th

day of June 2002.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,

[L.S.] Commissioner.
_________

SCHEDULE
1. Schedule A � Parties to the Award: Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof�
The following organisation is a party to this award�
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05976
FOREMEN (BUILDING TRADES) AWARD 1991

No. A5 of 1987
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
MASTER BUILDERS OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 622 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05976
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant, Mr K Richardson on behalf of the Master Builders� Association of
Western Australia (Union of Employers) and there being no appearance on behalf of the other respondents, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Foremen (Building Trades) Award 1991 (No. A 5 of 1987) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule
and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 28th day of
June 2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

_________
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SCHEDULE
1. Clause 5. � Definitions: Delete subclause (2) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof�
(2) �Union� means�

The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers.
2. Schedule A � Parties to the Award: Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof�
The following organisation is party to this award�
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06016
HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS� AWARD 1968

No. 39 of 1968
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF
WORKERS), APPLICANT
v.
HONOURABLE MINISTER FOR HEALTH AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR

DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 19 JULY 2002
FILE NO. P 18 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06016
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr G Bucknall on behalf of the applicant and Mr M Taylor on behalf of the respondents, and by consent, the
Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Hospital Salaried Officers� Award 1968 (No. 39 of 1968) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule
and that such variation shall have effect on and from the 17th day of July 2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

Public Service Arbitrator.
_________

SCHEDULE
1. Clause 24A. � Travelling, Transfers and Relieving Duty � Rates of Allowance: Delete this clause and insert the

following in lieu thereof�
COLUMN A COLUMN B COLUMN C

ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE DAILY RATE OFFICERS
WITH DEPENDENTS

RELIEVING
ALLOWANCE FOR

PERIOD IN EXCESS OF
42 DAYS

(CLAUSE 24(3)(ii))
TRANSFER

ALLOWANCE FOR
PERIOD IN EXCESS OF
PRESCRIBED PERIOD

(CLAUSE 22(2))

DAILY RATE
OFFICERS WITHOUT

DEPENDENTS
RELIEVING

ALLOWANCE FOR
PERIOD IN EXCESS OF

42 DAYS
(CLAUSE 24(3)(ii))

ALLOWANCE TO MEET INCIDENTAL EXPENSES
$ $ $

(1) W.A. - South of
26° South Latitude 10.05

(2) W.A. - North of
26° South Latitude 12.85

(3) Interstate 12.85

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN A HOTEL OR MOTEL
(4) W.A. - Metropolitan

Hotel or Motel 172.60 86.30 57.55
(5) Locality South of

26° South Latitude 143.80 71.90 47.95
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$ $ $
(6) Locality North of

26° South Latitude:
Broome 222.75 111.40 74.25
Carnarvon 176.75 88.40 58.90
Dampier 184.30 92.15 61.45
Derby 182.35 91.20 60.80
Exmouth 193.60 96.80 64.55
Fitzroy Crossing 259.35 129.70 86.45
Gascoyne Junction 126.35 63.20 42.10
Halls Creek 236.85 118.45 78.95
Karratha 284.85 142.45 94.95
Kununurra 209.85 104.95 69.95
Marble Bar 162.85 81.45 54.30
Newman 252.20 126.10 84.05
Nullagine 147.30 73.65 49.10
Onslow 173.40 86.70 57.80
Pannawonica 180.25 90.10 60.10
Paraburdoo 189.85 94.95 63.30
Port Hedland 215.20 107.60 71.75
Roebourne 124.50 62.25 41.50
Sandfire 122.35 61.20 40.80
Shark Bay 131.15 65.60 43.70
Tom Price 201.45 100.75 67.15
Turkey Creek 140.85 70.45 46.95
Wickham 156.90 78.45 52.30
Wyndham 151.35 75.70 50.45

(7) Interstate - Capital City
Sydney 218.95 109.45 73.00
Melbourne 224.95 112.50 75.00
Other Capitals 177.30 88.65 59.05

(8) Interstate - Other
than Capital City 143.80 71.90 47.95

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY AT OTHER THAN A HOTEL OR MOTEL
(9) W.A. - South of

26° South Latitude 68.10
(10) W.A. - North of

26° South Latitude 79.90
(11) Interstate 79.90

TRAVEL NOT INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY OR TRAVEL NOT INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY
WHERE ACCOMMODATION ONLY IS PROVIDED
(12) W.A. - South of 26°

South Latitude:
Breakfast 12.70
Lunch 12.70
Dinner 32.65

(13) W.A. - North of 26°
South Latitude:
Breakfast 14.05
Lunch 21.65
Dinner 31.35

(14) Interstate
Breakfast 14.05
Lunch 21.65
Dinner 31.35

DEDUCTION FOR NORMAL LIVING EXPENSES (CLAUSE 22(4))
(15) Each Adult 20.45
(16) Each Child 3.50

MIDDAY MEAL (CLAUSE 21(11))
(17) Rate per meal 4.95
(18) Maximum reimbursement

per pay period
24.75

The allowances prescribed in this clause shall be varied in accordance with any movement in the equivalent allowances in the
Public Service Award, 1992.

____________________
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2002 WAIRC 06020
HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS� AWARD 1968

No. 39 of 1968
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, APPLICANT
v.
HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF
WORKERS), RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR

DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 19 JULY 2002
FILE NO. P 19 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06020
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr M Taylor on behalf of the applicant and Mr G Bucknall on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the Public
Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Hospital Salaried Officers� Award 1968 (No. 39 of 1968) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule
and that such variation shall have effect on and from the 17th day of July 2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

Public Service Arbitrator.
_________

SCHEDULE
1. Clause 2. � Arrangement: Delete number and title �42.  Job Skills Trainees� and insert new number and title as

follows�
42. Traineeships
2. Clause 42. � Job Skills Trainees: Delete the number, title and clause and insert new number, title and clause as

follows�
42. - TRAINEESHIPS

(1) (a) Trainees are to be additional to the normal workforce of the employers so that trainees shall not replace paid
workers or volunteers or reduce the hours worked by existing employees.

(b) The employer is to consult with the Union and seek its agreement before any particular traineeship program is to
be introduced into the workplace.

(2) Training Conditions�
The arrangements between the employer and the trainee in relation to training are as specified in the Traineeship Training
Agreement, as administered by the Department of Training.

(3) Employment Conditions�
(a) the initial period of employment for trainees is the nominal training period endorsed at the time the particular

traineeship is established;
(b) completion of the traineeship scheme will not guarantee the trainee future employment in the public sector, but

the employer will cooperate to assist the trainee to be placed in suitable employment, should a position arise;
(c) trainees are permitted to be absent from work without loss of continuity of employment to attend off the job

training in accordance with the training plan. However, except for absences provided for under this Award,
failure to attend for work or training without an acceptable cause will result in loss of pay for the period of the
absence; and

(d) overtime and shift work shall not be worked by trainees except to enable the requirements of the training to be
effected. When overtime and shift work are worked the relevant allowances and penalties of the award, based
on the training wage stated in subclause 42.4 will apply. No trainee shall work overtime or shift work on their
own.

(4) Wages�
The salary applicable to trainees shall be as prescribed in the National Training Wage Award 2000 for employees up to
and including 20 years of age. Adult trainees will be paid the rate prescribed under the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act 1993 for the minimum weekly rate of pay for employees 21 or more years of age.

(5) Definitions�
(a) �Part time trainee� means a trainee who is employed for less than 37.5 hours per week; reasonably regular hours

are worked each week; and wages and entitlements accrue on a pro-rata basis.
(b) �Traineeship� means a full time or part time structured employment based training arrangement approved by the

Western Australian Department of Training where the trainee gains work experience and has the opportunity to
learn new skills in a work environment. On successful completion of the traineeship the trainee obtains a
nationally recognised qualification. Notwithstanding the above, a �traineeship� does not include a training
program, cadetship or similar, of a type that is currently offered or may be offered by the employer in order to
train employees on the job.
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(c) �Traineeship Training Agreement� means the agreement between the employer and the trainee that provides the
training conditions for the traineeship and is registered with the Western Australian Department of Training.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05972
INDUSTRIAL SPRAYPAINTING AND SANDBLASTING AWARD 1991

No. A33 of 1987
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
ABRASIVE BLASTING SERVICES PTY LTD AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 620 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05972
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondents, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Industrial Spraypainting and Sandblasting Award 1991 (No. A 33 of 1987) be varied in accordance with the
following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or
after the 28th day of June 2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

_________

SCHEDULE
1. Clause 4. � Scope: Delete paragraph (c) of subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof�

(c) The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers.
2. Clause 7. � Definitions: Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof�
(1) �Union� means The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05979
PLASTER, PLASTERGLASS AND CEMENT WORKERS� AWARD

No. A 29 of 1989
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS,
APPLICANT
v.
BELMONT CONCRETE CO AND OTHERS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 615 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05979
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms L Dowden on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondents, and by
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Plaster, Plasterglass and Cement Workers� Award No. A 29 of 1989 be varied in accordance with the following
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 28th

day of June 2002.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,

[L.S.] Commissioner.
_________
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SCHEDULE
1. Clause 7. � Adult Trainee Casters: Delete subclause (10) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof�
(10) The examiners shall report to the Industrial Registrar the result of each examination and The Construction, Forestry,

Mining and Energy Union of Workers and the Association of Wall and Ceiling Contractors of WA (Inc.) shall be
supplied with a copy thereof.

2. Schedule 1 � Parties to the Award: Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof�
The following organisation is a party to this award�
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06017
SALARIED OFFICERS (ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND OF

WESTERN AUSTRALIA) AWARD, 1995
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF
WORKERS), APPLICANT
v.
ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED),
RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 19 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 812 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06017
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Award varied
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr G Bucknall on behalf of the applicant and Mr M O�Connor on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the Salaried Officers (Association for the Blind of Western Australia) Award, 1995 (No. A 5 of 1995) be varied in
accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect on and from the 17th day of July 2002.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

_________

SCHEDULE
1. Clause 21. � Travelling, Transfers and Relieving � Rates of Allowance: Delete this clause and insert the following

in lieu thereof�

COLUMN A

ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE

ALLOWANCE TO MEET INCIDENTAL EXPENSES $
(1) WA - South of 26° South Latitude 10.05
(2) WA - North of 26° South Latitude 12.85
(3) Interstate 12.85

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN A HOTAL OR MOTEL
(4) WA - Metropolitan Hotel or Motel 172.60
(5) Locality South of 26° South Latitude 143.80
(6) Locality North of 26° South Latitude

Broome 222.75
Carnarvon 176.75
Dampier 184.30
Derby 182.35
Exmouth 193.60
Fitzroy Crossing 259.35
Gascoyne Junction 126.35
Halls Creek 236.85
Karratha 284.85
Kununurra 209.85
Marble Bar 162.85
Newman 252.20
Nullagine 147.30
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$
Onslow 173.40
Pannawonica 180.25
Paraburdoo 189.85
Port Hedland 215.20
Roebourne 124.50
Sandfire 122.35
Shark Bay 131.15
Tom Price 201.45
Turkey Creek 140.85
Wickham 156.90
Wyndham 151.35

(7) Interstate - Capital City
Sydney 218.95
Melbourne 224.95
Other Capitals 177.30

(8) Interstate - Other than Capital City 143.80

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY AT OTHER THAN A HOTEL OR MOTEL
(9) WA - South of 26° South Latitude 68.10
(10) WA - North of 26° South Latitude 79.90
(11) Interstate 79.90

TRAVEL NOT INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY OR TRAVEL INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY WHERE
ACCOMMODATION ONLY IS PROVIDED

(12) WA - South of 26° South Latitude:
Breakfast 12.70
Lunch 12.70
Dinner 32.65

(13) WA - North of 26° South Latitude
Breakfast 14.05
Lunch 21.65
Dinner 31.35

(14) Interstate
Breakfast 14.05
Lunch 21.65
Dinner 31.35

DEDUCTION FOR NORMAL LIVING EXPENSES (CLAUSE (19)(11))
(15) Each Adult 20.45
(16) Each Child 3.50

MIDDAY MEAL (CLAUSE (19)(11))
(17) Rate per meal 4.95
(18) Maximum reimbursement

per pay period
24.75

The allowances prescribed in this clause shall be varied in accordance with any movement in the equivalent allowances in the
Public Service Award, 1992.

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Interpretation of—
2002 WAIRC 05915

FOOD INDUSTRY (FOOD MANUFACTURING OR PROCESSING) AWARD
No. A 20 of 1990

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES INGHAMS ENTERPRISES PTY LTD, APPLICANT

v.
THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH & OTHERS,
RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DELIVERED FRIDAY, 5 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 504 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05915
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result The Agreement overrides the Award
Representation
Applicant Mr MC Borlase, agent
Respondent Mr T Kucera, AFMEPKIU, of Counsel

Mr T Pope, FPU
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This is an application by Inghams Enterprises Pty Ltd pursuant to section 46 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (�the Act�).

It seeks an interpretation of the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award No. 20 of 1990 (�the Award�)
[Exhibit A1].

2 Schedule B of the application reads�
�1. Award subject to the application

Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award No 20 of 1990. The questions to be determined arise
under the provisions of Clause 14(4) of the Award. AG 182 of 2001, Inghams Poultry Processing (Osborne Park)
Enterprise Agreement 2001, Clause 10.1.

2. The Company seeks to change the start and finish times of the employees covered by the above award to the
following arrangement�
Outline of required changes to 38 hour week Structure
� On 20 October we commenced delivery of product on Saturdays.
� Saturday demand quickly developed to the point that six hours production on Friday could not adequately

supply demand.
� On 3 Dec, we notified our staff that due to market demands and supply problems we would have to

restructure our 38 our working week.
� A. Streeter held a meeting with Delegates and Mike Anderton. Further discussions were held with M.

Anderton after the meeting outlining our required changes. I stated that we would rather make the changes
with the cooperation and understanding of both staff and Union.

The proposed changes are as follows;

LIVE BIRD (Evisceration to start 10 mins later)
Mon-Thurs Friday Proposed
0620-0755 95 min
0810-0945 95 min
0955-1130 95 min
1210-1345 95 min
1355-1520 85 min

465x4=1860

0620-0755 95 min
0810-0945 95 min
0955-1130 95 min
1210-1320 70 min

355 min

0620-0755 95 min
0810-0945 95 min
0955-1130 95 min
1210-1345 95 min
1355-1456 63 min

443x5=2215

PACKING (Chickway Rehang � Start/Finish �10 min earlier)
Mon-Thurs Friday Proposed
0730-0900 90 min
0915-1050 95 min
1100-1235 95 min
1315-1450 95 min
1500-1630 90 min

465x4=1860

0730-0900 90 min
0915-1050 95 min
1100-1235 95 min
1315-1430 75 min

355 min

0730-0900 90 min
0915-1050 95 min
1100-1235 95 min
1315-1450 95 min
1500-1608 68 min

443x5=2215

BONING
Mon-Thurs Friday Proposed
0700-0830 90 min
0845-1020 95 min
1030-1200 95 min
1240-1415 95 min
1425-1600 95 min

465x4=1860

0700-0830 90 min
0845-1020 95 min
1030-1200 90 min
1240-1400 80 min

355 min

0700-0830 90 min
0845-1020 95 min
1030-1200 90 min
1240-1415 95 min
1415-1528 73 min

443x5=2215

3. The questions to be determined are�
(a) Do the provisions of Clause 14 allow such a work arrangement to be worked.
(b) Do the provisions of Clause 14 allow the employer to change the existing working hour arrangements to

the new hours for starting and finishing by giving seven days notice of the change to the employees.
(c) If the answer to questions (a) and (b) are answered in the affirmative, do the provisions of Clause 10 of

AG 182 of 2001, operate to override the provisions of Clause 14.�
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3 Mr Pope appeared for the Food Preservers Union (FPU) to provide the Commission with a very brief history of the early knock
off on Friday from the FPU�s perspective. He also submitted that coverage had been awarded to the Automotive, Food, Metals,
Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (AFMEPKIU) and that the FPU did
not seek to influence or make any further submission to the Commission.

4 Mr Kucera for the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries Union of Workers, Western
Australian Branch (AFMEPKIU) concedes that questions 3(a) and 3(b) should be answered in the affirmative. However, in
relation to question 3(c), he says that clause 10 of AG 182 of 2001 The Inghams Poultry Processing (Osborne Park) Enterprise
Agreement (�the Agreement�) [Exhibit A2] prevents the employer from making the change permitted by clause 14 of the
Award. Clause 10 of the Agreement in the AFMEPKIU�s view establishes and preserves the early knock-off on Friday. The
respondent says also the employer is prevented from making the change unilaterally by clause 26 of the Award, ie the
Introduction of Change clause. There are also other clauses of the Agreement which he refers to.

5 There is considerable history to this application. The matter in different forms has received the attention of the Commission in
an application for exclusive coverage FBM 1 of 2000 and in two recent dispute applications C 45 of 2002 and C 105 of 2002. I
was a member of the Full Bench and dealt with the two dispute applications, both having been closed with the consent of the
parties. The parties agreed to deal expeditiously instead with this interpretation application. There is no need for the purpose of
this application to recite the history between the employer, employees and their representative concerning this issue. It is clear
from these applications that the early knock-off on Friday is something jealously guarded by the employees concerned and in
their view if it must change should form part of any productivity bargaining the employer may wish to undertake.

6 Section 46 of the Act stipulates �
�46. Interpretation of awards and orders

(1) At any time while an award is in force under this Act the Commission may, on the application of any
employer, organization, or association bound by the award � 
(a) declare the true interpretation of the award; and
(b) where that declaration so requires, by order vary any provision of the award for the purpose of

remedying any defect therein or of giving fuller effect thereto.
(2) A declaration under this section may be made in the Commission�s reasons for decision but shall be

made in the form of an order if, within 7 days of the handing down of the Commission�s reasons for
decision, any organization, association, or employer bound by the award so requests.

(3) Subject to this Act, a declaration made under this section is binding on all courts and all persons with
respect to the matter the subject of the declaration.

(4) Section 35 does not apply to or in relation to this section unless an order is made under subsection (1)(b)
or under subsection (2).

(5) In this section �award� includes an order, including a General Order, made by the Commission under
any provision of this Act other than this section and an industrial agreement.�

7 Section 46 of the Act then empowers the Commission to declare the true interpretation of an award and where appropriate vary
any provision of the award for the purposes of remedying any defect therein. In this case the respondent accepts that the
proposed hours can be worked and can be changed with seven days notice within the terms of the award. The issue is whether
the employer is fettered from doing that by the operation of clause 10.1 of the Agreement. The parties have not asked the
Commission to remedy any defect in the Award.

8 The Commission�s responsibility in matters such as this is simply one of interpretation. This is not to suggest that the function
of the Commission is purely judicial. However, the Commission should be cautious not to stray beyond that to considerations
that may be more appropriate to the resolution of a dispute. As Olney J observed in Norwest Beef Industries Limited & Derby
Meat Processing Co Ltd v West Australian Branch, Australian Meat Industry Employees Union, Industrial Union of Workers,
Perth 64 WAIG 2124 @ 2130�

�There is some authority to suggest that the jurisdiction of the Commission pursuant to section 46 is at least in part
arbitral in nature and indeed I can imagine circumstances where the only real function to be performed upon an
application for a declaration as to the true interpretation of an award would be fact finding��

9 The parties did not seek to call evidence in support of their submissions. Albeit the AFMEPKIU at conclusion of the hearing,
reserved their position should the Commission find ambiguity in clause 10, to call evidence of the custom and practice of the
early knock-off and the parties understanding of that in negotiations.

10 Clause 14(4) of the Award states�
�14. � ORDINARY HOURS OF WORK

(4) (a) The ordinary hours of work shall be worked on Monday to Friday inclusive and subject to Clause 17. - Shift
Work, between the hours of 6.00am and 6.00pm.

(b) Notwithstanding the provision of subclause (4)(a) of this clause, the ordinary starting time for poultry
processing plants may be 5.00am.

(c) In order to cover peak seasonal demands or for any other circumstances the starting or finishing times other
than those prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause may, in any particular case be fixed by agreement
between the employer and the union.

(d) Notwithstanding paragraphs (a) and (b) of this subclause the ordinary hours of work of employees engaged on
duties as required preliminary to normal production shall be worked between such hours as so required.

(e) The starting and finishing times in any establishment shall only be altered by the employer giving seven days
notice to the employees of such alteration, except where otherwise agreed between the employer and the
union.�

11 Clause 10 of the Agreement states�
�10. HOURS

10.1 Overtime
a) Employees understand that the nature of the business is such that they may be required to work

overtime when the need arises. This may include overtime on the early finishing day (Friday).
Additional overtime may be necessary during a normal working week. As such, employees give a
commitment to make themselves available to work such overtime as far as it is reasonable and
practicable.
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b) Employees may be required to work overtime on Public Holidays on the following basis�
i) Employees will not be required to work on Good Friday or Christmas Day.
ii) Award penalty rates will apply to work performed on Public Holidays.
iii) Employees will be given 14 days notice of any requirement to work overtime on a Public

Holiday.
10.2 Shift Work

In accordance with the terms of the Award the Company has advised the Union and the relevant employees
of the requirement to work shift work. Up to 8 hours 15 minutes ordinary time may be worked on any night
shift.
The parties have agreed to monitor the working arrangement and following consultation with employees the
starting and finishing times may be changed if required.
During the first six (6) months of this Agreement, a review will be conducted regarding the operational
viability of a move from night shift to afternoon shift operating. This review will take into consideration the
following;
a) Animal Welfare
b) Contract Cleaners
c) Transportation
d) Supply Issues
The findings will be presented by the Consultative Committee to Inghams Head Office for determination.

10.3 Ordinary Hours of Work
The ordinary hours of work shall be worked on Monday to Friday, inclusive and subject to Clause 17 - Shift
Work of the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award, between the hours of 5.00 am and
7.00 pm.�

12 The respondent rightly concedes that the hours the company seeks to apply fall within the ordinary hours permitted and are
subject to alteration by seven days notice. Clearly on a plain reading of the Award the hours sought to be applied by the
employer are within clause 14 of the Award - Ordinary Hours of Work, and the Agreement clause 10 � Hours. Similarly, the
ability of the employer to change hours with 7 days notice is apparent in clause 14 of the Award.

13 The applicant seeks a finding in respect of questions 3(a) and 3(b). I find that clause 14 of the Award permits the work
arrangement as outlined in the application. I find also that clause 14(4)(e) mandates that should the employer wish to alter
starting and finishing times they must give 7 days notice to the employees, unless otherwise agreed between the employer and
the union. The question left to be determined then is that within paragraph 3(c) of the schedule, namely, �do the provisions of
clause 10 of AG 182 of 2001, operate to override the provisions of clause 14�.

14 Prior to dealing with this question, there are other matters raised by the respondent which should be addressed. The respondent
says that the change proposed by the employer is conditioned by clause 26 of the Award �Introduction of Change�, namely the
changes have to be discussed. In fact the respondent says that the change the employer seeks is a significant change, namely
the change to an �early finish� on Friday, and clause 26 carries with it a caveat to clause 14. The caveat being that the change
can only happen by mutual agreement. The applicant disagrees.

15 Mr Borlase for the applicant says in response to the submission by the union that clause 26 must be read in conjunction with
clause 14 and he disagrees that clause 26 operates in any way as a caveat on clause 14 to unilateral change. Clause 26 �
Introduction of Change reads�

�26. - INTRODUCTION OF CHANGE
(1) Where an employer has made a definite decision to introduce major changes in production, programme,

organisation, structure or technology that are likely to have significant effects on employees, the employer shall
notify the employees who may be affected by the proposed changes and their union.

(2) The employer shall discuss with the employees affected and their union, the introduction of the changes referred to
in subclause (1) hereof, the effects the changes are likely to have on employees, measures to avert or mitigate the
adverse effects of such changes on employees and shall give prompt consideration to matters raised by the
employees and their union in relation to the changes.

(3) For the purposes of such discussion, the employer shall provide in writing to the employees concerned and their
union, all relevant information about the changes including the nature of the changes proposed; the expected effects
of the changes on employees and any other matters likely to affect employees provided that any employer shall not
be required to disclose confidential information the disclosure of which would be inimical to the employer�s
interests.�

16 Mr Borlase argues that were �hours� to be considered a major change it would have been specified in the context of clause 26,
subclause 1. He argues that the issue of hours does not arise within the subclause and hence is not relevant. He does not argue
whether the change in hours is a major change or whether it will have significant effect on the employees; he simply says that
hours are not specified in clause 26 and hence clause 26 is not applicable in this instance.

17 The context of the proposed change is that the applicant wishes to change the hours so as to change the production schedule to
process more birds on a Friday to meet customer demand. The applicant says they are compelled to do this by the needs of
their customer. I do not consider clause 26(1) of the Award to be important in determining this application. Having said that,
clearly �hours� are not specified within the clause although it may be argued they fall within the terms of �production� or
�programme�. Similarly, although it has not been argued fully, the proposed change can be said to be a major change due to
the importance attached to it by the employer and can be said to have significant effect on the employees again due to the
importance placed on that by the employees. I say that having regard to the history of this matter of which I am aware and
which was apparent in matter no FBM 1 of 2000 and reported at 80 WAIG 4610.

18 Mr Kucera, on behalf of the union, does not contend that the employer has failed to apply the notification, discussion,
consideration and provision of the information arranged within clause 26. He says instead that clause 26 is a mutual agreement
provision such that the employer cannot unilaterally change the hours as per clause 14. Clause 26 is a caveat on clause 14 and
the right of the employer to unilaterally change hours. However, it is clear from plain reading of clause 26 that no mutual
agreement is mandated within that clause. This is nowhere specified. Instead for a major change in production, programme,
organisation, structure or technology (and I say this includes within those terms, hours) which are likely to have significant
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effect on employees, the employer is mandated to engage in certain activities. The word �shall� applies in each of the
subclauses. The mandates are this�

1. The employer shall notify the employees and their union
2. The employer shall discuss with the employees and their union the changes, the effects of the changes and

measures to avert or mitigate adverse effects of the changes.
3. The employer shall give prompt consideration to matters raised by the employees and their union.
4. The employer shall provide in writing to employees concerned and their union all relevant information (but not

disclose confidential information).
I paraphrase for the purposes of understanding the clause. Each of these mandates condition the actions of the employer who
has made a definite decision to change the hours. Nowhere in the clause does it mandate that the employer must achieve the
agreement of the employees or their union to the changes proposed. This may be a sensible approach in terms of industrial
relations but it is not mandated. If agreement were required it would be easily drafted into such a clause and as it has not; it
cannot be imported into the clause.

19 I will deal briefly with the other clauses of the Agreement which the respondent says are relevant to this application. I recite
them here for completeness.

�5. TERM OF AGREEMENT
5.1 This Agreement shall operate from the 23rd July 2001 and shall remain in force until 22nd July 2003.
5.2 The parties to this Agreement shall begin negotiations for a new Agreement three months prior to the

expiration of this Agreement.
6. RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD

6.1 This Agreement shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Award identified in
Clause 3 � Area and Scope.

6.2 Where there is any inconsistency between this Agreement and the Award, this Agreement shall
prevail to the extent of that inconsistency.

9. NO FURTHER CLAIMS
It is a term of the Agreement that the parties bound by this Agreement will not pursue any extra claims, Award
or over Award for the life of this Agreement, including increases arising from Award variations or decisions of
the Commission.�

20 In short form the Agreement is current and lasts until 22 July 2003. It prevails over the Award to the extent of any
inconsistency. I doubt that the No Further Claims clause can be read so as to encompass and prohibit the change envisaged by
the employer, albeit the respondent submits otherwise. The change of hours is permitted by the Clause 14 of the Award. The
employer is entitled to work within these constraints present in Clause 14 and the respondent concedes this. It therefore follows
that the change cannot be characterised as an �extra claim�.

21 The respondent�s key issue then is that the �early finish� on Friday is an established custom and practice at Inghams at
Osborne Park and that the employer clearly understood this when they signed the Agreement. Clause 10.1 of the Agreement
establishes and preserves the early knock-off on Friday in their view.

22 Mr Borlase says that for the purposes of interpretation the Award and Agreement must be read as a whole and in context.
Extrinsic material should not be accessed unless ambiguity exists in the text. I agree. He says that this position has been
maintained in the courts and by this Commission as well in terms of the interpretation of such documents, that they need to be
read as a whole, and in particular he refers to the case of Robe River Iron Associates v Amalgamated Metal Workers &
Shipwrights Union of Western Australia & Others 67 WAIG 1097 where Brinsden J said�

�The principles to be applied in interpreting industrial agreements are the same principles as are applied in Courts of Law
for the construction of statutes. Applying those principles, the meaning of a provision in an industrial agreement is to be
obtained by considering the part and the terms of the agreement as a whole. It is appropriate to look to extrinsic material
to qualify the meaning of the provisions in industrial agreements only if the terms and the provisions are ambiguous.�

Mr Borlase also cites Mason J in K & S Lake City Firefighters Pty Ltd v Gordon & Gotch Ltd 509 ALR at page 514:
�Problems of legal interpretation are not solved satisfactorily by ritual incantations which emphasise the clarity of
meaning which words have when viewed in isolation, divorced from their context. The modern approach to interpretation
insists that the context be considered in the first instance, especially in the case of general words, and not merely at some
later stage when ambiguity might be thought to arise.�

23 In terms of the task of interpretation Mr Kucera submits at transcript page 25 the following�
�� that usually when interpreting awards and industrial instruments of this kind, tribunals usually take what could be
described as a generous approach rather than a literal approach to interpreting these documents��

He cites a decision by Street J in GEO. A. Bond & Co Ltd v McKenzie 1929, 28 AR 499, at pages 503 to 504, as follows�
�Now speaking generally awards are to be interpreted as any other enactment is interpreted. They lay down the law
affecting employers and employees in their relations as such, and they have to be obeyed to the same extent as any other
statutory enactment. But at the same time it, must be remembered that awards are made for the various industries in the
light of the customs and working conditions of each industry, and they frequently result, as this award in fact did, from an
agreement between parties, couched in terms intelligible to themselves but often framed without careful attention to form
and draftsmanship, which one expects to find in an Act of Parliament.
I think, therefore, in construing an award, one must always be careful to avoid a too literal adherence to the strict technical
meaning of words, and must view the matter broadly, and after giving consideration and weight to every part of the
award, endeavour to give it a meaning consistent with the general intention of the parties to be gathered from the whole
award�

I accept this also as a guide to the task of interpretation.
24 The question then is how clause 10 of the Agreement should be interpreted and what impact if any does it have on clause 14 of

the Award? The words which the respondent focuses on are �This may include overtime on the early finishing day (Friday).�
They say this recognises the early knock-off on Friday as established custom and practice in the agreement made between the
parties. Mr Kucera says the early finishing day Friday is clearly seen within clause 10.1 of the Agreement and if there is any
ambiguity regarding that then it is clearly seen within [Exhibits R1, R2 and R3] being respectively the Frozen Food Award no.
25 of 1977, the Inghams Poultry Processing Enterprise Agreement 1998 No. AG 1 of 1999 and the Inghams Poultry Processing
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Agreement 1996 No. AG 230 of 1996. His argument is that there is no separate overtime provision in the award. Overtime is
encompassed within the Hours clause of the award and to assist in the efficiency of the business, reasonable overtime is
permitted. The only alteration to this is at clause 10.3 of the Agreement which extends the span of the hours from 5am to 7pm.
The employer fully understood and acknowledged the early Friday finish when the agreement was made. In making the
agreement the employees gave a commitment to work overtime as they had done previously.

25 Mr Borlase says clause 10.1 is headed by the word �overtime� and is there to get employees to work overtime. It is a
permissive provision and read in context does not relate to hours so much as to encourage a commitment to overtime. There is
therefore no inconsistency with Clause 14 of the Award. It is not there to have the employer lock in a start and finish time for
Friday. If it were to have that effect then the document, as properly read in sequence, would mean that the provision would be
expressed in clause 10.3 being �Ordinary Hours of Work� and not clause 10.1 which only deals with overtime. The earlier
award provisions, if resort is needed to be made to those, show that the clauses for early finish have been rescinded and
replaced. The resort to custom and practice in Mr Borlase�s view is extrinsic material and not warranted in the context of
interpreting the plain meaning of the award and agreement. He says the union has not extended this custom and practice
beyond early finish on Friday, meaning employees are to finish earlier than the Monday to Thursday finish. The parameters of
the hours change in the application would appear to fall within this, namely under the change employees still finish early on
the Friday.

26 Mr Borlase says also at transcript page 20 that�
�it is also important that a provision which is written in such broad terms as 10.1, without any degree of clarity, should
not be taken to override the very specific intention or the very specific rights that we�re given by those who drafted the
award, and that being that the ability of the employer to be able to change the hours�.

In this sense he says the second sentence within clause 10(1) is simply an explanatory sentence, and the clause can operate
with or without the second sentence. He refers to the Hungry Jacks Pty Limited and Competitive Foods Ltd trading as
Kentucky Fried Chicken and Amalgamated Foods & Poultry Ltd trading as Red Rooster Foods and VEAU Pty Ltd and
Ecroday Pty Ltd trading as Big Rooster v Geoffrey Wilkins & Others, Office of Industrial Relations case 71 WAIG 1751 at
1755 where the general provision cannot override a specific provision. In that decision Nicholson J says�

�The appellant contends that the issue should be resolved by reference to the principle that general things or words do not
derogate from special things or (�generalia specialibus non derogant�). As stated by O�Connor J in Goodwin v Phillips
(1908) 7 CLR 1 at 14 it is:

�Where there is a general provision which, if applied in its entirety, would neutralise a special provision dealing with
the same subject matter, the special provision must be read as a proviso to the general provision, and the general
provision, in so far (sic) as it is inconsistent with the special provision, must be deemed not to apply.

This is a principle applicable to determining the effect of a later statute on an earlier statute and for resolving a conflict
between two sections of the one act: see DC Pearce, Statutory Interpretation of Australia (1988) at 83 and 149. In The
Bank Officials� Association (South Australian Branch) v The Savings Bank of South Australia (1923) 32 CLR 276, Isaacs
and Rich JJ (at 289-290) described the principle as follows:

�As to the second ground, namely the maximum Generalia specialibus non derogant, the first requisite is to get a clear
understanding of its meaning. In Barker v Edger (1898) AC.; at p754 it is said:- �The general maxim is Generalia
specialibus non derogant. When the Legislature has given its attention to a separate subject, and made provision for it,
the presumption is that a subsequent general enactment is not intended to interfere with the special provision unless it
manifests that intention very clearly. Each enactment must be construed in that respect according to its own subject
matter and its own terms.�

In other words in the applicant�s view clause 10.1 as a generally expressed provision, cannot override the specifically
expressed rights of the employer in clause 14 of the Award and Clause 10.1 would have to be specific if it were to override
those rights of the employer.

27 I do not read clause 10 of the Agreement as Mr Borlase would propose. Albeit not drafted elegantly the clause is titled �Hours�
and subclause 10.1 is titled �Overtime� and refers to �the early finishing day (Friday)� (my emphasis added). It permits
overtime on the early finishing day as the needs of the business may require it. Clearly by this application the production and
customer demands on Inghams do require extra work on Friday beyond that which is currently encompassed in the ordinary
hours. If this were not so then this application would not be before the Commission. The Agreement then goes on to commit
employees to make themselves available �to work such overtime as far as it is reasonable and practicable�.

28 In my view there is no ambiguity in this. The early finishing day is recognised in the Agreement and has specific meaning. Mr
Kucera says it is established and preserved in the Agreement and, without being pedantic, I do not consider this the most
appropriate expression. The reason I say this is because, I consider, the practise is so well understood by the parties to the
Agreement, so well established already, that it is not spelt out beyond �the early finishing day (Friday)�. In other words it has
clear and unambiguous meaning for the parties. In saying this I do not resort to the extrinsic or secondary material referred to
by Mr Kucera which deals with the history of the provision. In fact no argument was made that there was any ambiguity about
what �the early finishing day (Friday)� meant. It has a history which is clearly understood by the parties. So much so that the
adjustment sought is to add approximately one and a half hours to each sections work schedule on the Friday. Time that is
saved on preceding days. On the face of it not a major change to hours but seemingly a significant change in the eyes of the
parties.

29 The Agreement, in my view, does not protect that early finish so much as acknowledge it in a context whereby the employees
then, because it exists, agree to work overtime if required as part of the bargain with the employer. Overtime is sponsored after
this early finish, not mandated. The finish times differ for the separate work areas. It is not a case of the general overriding the
specific. The early finish is quite specific and is recognised without ambiguity, and must sit upon clause 14 of the Award to
give it additional meaning. Clause 6 of the Agreement would demand this if nothing else.

30 I have sympathy for the view that the early finish may also be better expressed (my terminology) in the Ordinary Hours of
Work subclause and that this in sequence may come before the Overtime subclause. This would make clear what I perceive the
meaning of the Agreement to be. However, drafting of agreements is not always an exact task. This does not detract in my
view from the recognition given to the early finish on Friday in the Agreement.

31 I can clearly see a case whereby, absent clause 10 of the Agreement, there may be no prohibition on the employer using clause
14 of the Award as they intend, subject to the requirements of notice and consultation. However, clause 10 recognises the
established custom and practice, without further explanation, so as to secure additional hours of work as overtime.

32 Having regard to the above Reasons for Decision the Commission declares that the early finishing day (Friday) is recognised in
the Agreement such that it impacts on Clause 14 of the Award in that overtime may be worked after those finish times.

_________
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2002 WAIRC 06056
FOOD INDUSTRY (FOOD MANUFACTURING OR PROCESSING) AWARD

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES INGHAMS ENTERPRISES PTY LTD, APPLICANT

v.
THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH & OTHERS,
RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DECLARATION WEDNESDAY, 24 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 504 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06056
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result The Agreement recognises the early finishing day (Friday) and impacts on the Award
Representation
Applicant Mr MC Borlase as agent
Respondent Mr T Kucera of Counsel for the AFMEPKIU

Mr T Pope for the FPU 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Declaration
HAVING heard Mr M Borlase on behalf of the applicant and Mr T Kucera of counsel on behalf of the AFMEPKIU and Mr T Pope
on behalf of the FPU, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby
declares-

THAT the proper interpretation of clause 14 Ordinary Hours of Work of the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or
Processing) Award No. 20 of 1990 in conjunction with clause 10 Hours of the Inghams Poultry Processing (Osborne
Park) Enterprise Agreement AG 182 of 2001 is that the early finishing day (Friday) is recognised in the Agreement such
that it impacts on Clause 14 of the Award in that overtime may be worked after those finish times.

(Sgd.) S. WOOD,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

NOTICES—Award/Agreement matters—
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

Application No. AG 103 of 2002
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT

ENTITLED �AUTISM ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INC) RESIDENTIAL SUPPORT
WORKERS ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 2002�

BETWEEN
AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION, WESTERN

AUSTRALIAN BRANCH AND AUTISM ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INC)
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Western Australian Branch under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for registration of the above Agreement.
As far as relevant, those parts of the Agreement that relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder.

3. - PARTIES
The parties to this Agreement are the Autism Association of Western Australia (Inc.) and the Australian Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous Workers Union (Western Australian Branch).

APPENDIX � SALARY CALCULATIONS
The classification referred to in this Appendix is:

Residential Support Workers
A copy of the Agreement may be inspected at my office at the AXA Centre, 111 St George�s Terrace, Perth.

J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.

22 July 2002.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
APPLICATION NO. A4 OF 2002

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN AWARD
ENTITLED �BURSWOOD ISLAND RESORT EMPLOYEES AWARD 2002�

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by Australian Liquor, Hospitality & Miscellaneous
Workers Union, W.A. Branch under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for the above Award.
As far as relevant, those parts of the Award which relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder.

3    SCOPE AND PARTIES BOUND
This award shall be binding upon all employees employed by Burswood Resort (Management) Limited and any successor, assignee
or transmittee of the Burswood Resort (Management Limited) in its capacity as Manager of the Burswood Property Trust in the
callings described in clause 5 � Wages of this award,

5   WAGES
CALLINGS
A. FOOD & BEVERAGE
1. Bar Attendant (Grade 1)
2. Bar Attendant (Grade 2)
3. Head Bar Attendant
4. Cellarperson
5. Waiter/Waitress
6. Steward/Stewardess
7. Head Waiter/Waitress
8. Head Steward/Stewardess
9. Snack-Bar Attendant
10. Bar Useful
11. Host/Hostess
B. HOUSE
1. Housekeeper
2. Porter
3. Room Attendant
4. Timekeeper
C. KITCHEN
1. Chef
2. Qualified Cook
3. Cook Employed Alone
4. Breakfast and/or Other Cook
5. Kitchen Hand
6. Qualified Butcher
7. Other Butcher
D. MISCELLANEOUS
1. Cafeteria Attendant (Grade 1)
2. Cafeteria Attendant (Grade 2)
3. Commissionaire
4. Valet/Carparking Attendant
5. Storeperson
6. Laundry Attendant (Grade 1)
7. Laundry Attendant (Grade 2)
8. Cleaner
9. Gardener
10. Qualified Gardener
11. Groundsperson
12. General Hand
13. Seamstress
14. Wardrobe Attendant
15. Guest Services Attendant
16. Cashier
E. CASINO OPERATIONS
1. Croupier/Dealer
2. Inspector
3. Keno Runner
4. Keno Operator
5. Video Attendant
6. Count Team
7. Change Booth Cashier
8. Main Cage Cashier
9. Camera Surveillance Operator
10. Security Officer
A copy of the proposed Award may be inspected at my office at 111 St George's Terrace, Perth.

(Sgd.) J. A. SPURLING,
Registrar.

3 August 2002.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
Application 1228 of 2002

APPLICATION FOR JOINDER OF PARTIES TO THE
�FAST FOOD OUTLETS AWARD 1990 NO. A14 OF 1990�

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by Fish Feast Australia Pty Ltd and others under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 to join the parties listed hereunder to the above Award.
Fish Feast Australia Pty Ltd 7/7 Vale Street

Malaga WA 6090

Ierace Brothers t/a Fish Feast Maylands 243 Guildford Road
Maylands WA 6051

Mario Galati t/a Fish Feast Lathlain Shop 5/156 Orrong Road
Lathlain WA 6100

Shalom Financial Services Pty Ltd t/a Fish Feast Gosnells 2228 Albany Highway
Gosnells WA 6110

Joenzo Pty Ltd t/a Fish Feast Greenmount Unit 3/15 Great Eastern Highway
Greenmount WA 6056

Doubtless Bay Pty Ltd t/a Fish Feast Kelmscott 2784 Albany Highway
Kelmscott WA 6111

Lamnyar Pty Ltd t/a Fish Feast Kardinya Unit 19/17 South Street
Kardinya WA 6163

Remy Feast Pty Ltd t/a Fish Feast Joondalup Shop 4, Joondalup Plaza,
Cnr Dwyer Turn and
Joondalup Drive
Joondalup WA 6027

The Application may be inspected at my office at 111 St Georges Terrace, Perth by any interested person without charge and any
such person may, by giving written notice of objection to the Commission and to the applicant within 28 days of this notice, appear
and be heard on the hearing of this application.

(Sgd) J.A. SPURLING,
REGISTRAR.

14 August 2002.

____________________

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
APPLICATION 113B OF 2002

APPLICATION FOR VARIATION OF AWARD
ENTITLED

�GAOL OFFICERS� AWARD 1998 NO. 12 OF 1968�
APPLICATION TO ADD AND INCLUDE NEW CLASSIFICATION INTO
�GAOL OFFICERS� AWARD 1998 NO. 12 OF 1968�
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by The Western Australian Prison Officers Union of
Workers� under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 to add the following new classification of employee to the above Award.
Clause 5 � Scope, of the award provides that:-

�This Award shall apply to the workers enumerated in Schedule A hereof.
The parties to the Award shall be the Attorney-General ("the Minister") and the Western Australian Prison Officers'
Union of Workers.�

As far as relevant, those parts of the amendment which relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder:-
Schedule A � Rates of Pay
Insertion of Locksmith (Co-ordinating Locksmith) classification

A copy of the proposed variation may be inspected at my office at 111 St George's Terrace, Perth.
 (Sgd) J.A. SPURLING,

Registrar.
13 August 2002.

____________________
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
APPLICATION NO. P35 OF 2002

APPLICATION FOR VARIATION OF AWARD
ENTITLED

�GRAYLANDS SELBY-LEMNOS AND SPECIAL CARE HEALTH SERVICES AWARD 1999, NO. PSAA1 OF 1999�
APPLICATION TO VARY SCOPE OF �GRAYLANDS-LEMNOS AND SPECIAL CARE HEALTH SERVICES
AWARD 1999, NO. PSAA1 OF 1999�
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by the Minister for Health (incorporated as the Board of
the hospitals formerly comprised in the Metropolitan Health Service Board under s7 of the Hospitals and Health Services Act 1927
(WA)), under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for a variation of the above Award.
As far as relevant, those parts of the variation which relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder:-

Clause 4 � Scope
1. In subclause (4) of clause 4. � Scope, immediately following the words �Metropolitan Health Service Board�

and before the semicolon, insert the words:
 �, or its successor (the employer)�.

2. Insert a new subclause (6) and (7), as follows:
 �(6) Provided that the Hospital Salaried Officers Award 1968 (No. 39 of 1968) shall apply to an

employee, instead of this Award, where an employee states in writing that he or she wishes the
Hospital Salaried Officers Award to apply to him or her instead of this Award.

 �(7) This Award does not apply to persons who commence employment after the date on which subclause
(6) takes effect.�

A copy of the proposed variations may be inspected at my office at 111 St George's Terrace, Perth.
(Sgd) J. A. SPURLING,

Registrar.
14 August 2002.

____________________

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
APPLICATION NO. P34 OF 2002

APPLICATION FOR VARIATION OF AWARD
ENTITLED

 �HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS� AWARD, 1968 NO. 39 OF 1968�
APPLICATION TO VARY SCOPE OF, AND TO ADD AND INCLUDE NEW CLASSIFICATIONS INTO �HOSPITAL
SALARIED OFFICERS� AWARD, 1968 NO. 39 OF 1968�
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by the Ashburton Health Service and others, under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 for a variation of the above Award.
As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed variation which relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder:-

Clause 3 � Scope
3. In Clause 3. - Scope, the existing paragraph be numbered (1) such that the clause will read as follows:

a. This Award shall apply to workers employed by employers bound by this Award in any of the
classifications referred to in Schedules D, E or F attached to this Award and to the employers employing
those workers.�

4. That immediately following subclause (1) of Clause 3. � Scope, the following new provisions be added:
 �(2) Subject to the provisions of Clause 4. - Scope, of the Graylands Selby-Lemnos and Special Care

Health Services Award 1999 and further to subclause (1) of this Clause, this award shall extend to
and bind-
(a) workers employed by the Board of the Metropolitan Health Services at Graylands Selby-Lemnos

and Special Care Health Services, with effect from the date on which this subclause takes effect,
in any calling in which they are eligible for membership of the Hospital Salaried Officers
Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers) (the HSOA); including all salaried
workers (being professional administrative, clerical, technical, and supervisory workers)
(including any employed in the callings listed in Schedule I to this Award):

(b) the HSOA; and
(c) the Board of the Metropolitan Health Services;
(d) provided that the coverage of this award as specified by this subclause, shall not extend the

coverage of the HSOA to, or bind the employer in regard to any workers employed in
callings which at 6 July 1995 would have made them eligible for coverage by an award or
agreement of the Australian Liquor, Hospitality & Miscellaneous Workers� Union.

(2) In the case of workers to whom the Graylands Selby-Lemnos and Special Care Health Services Award
1999 applies, this Award will apply to each worker who states in writing that he or she wishes this Award
to apply instead of the Graylands Selby-Lemnos and Special Care Health Services Award 1999.�

Schedule I � Callings
Following Schedule H � Extended Area of Operation, insert the following new schedule:

�SCHEDULE I � CALLINGS
ARCHITECT
AUDIOLOGIST
BIO-CHEMIST
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BIO-ENGINEER
CHEMIST
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST
DENTAL OFFICER
DENTIST
DIETITIAN
ENGINEER
LIBRARIAN
MEDICAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGIST
MEDICAL SCIENTIST
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
PHARMACIST
PSYCHOLOGIST
PHYSICIST
PHYSIOTHERAPIST
PODIATRIST
RADIATION THERAPIST
RESEARCH OFFICER
SCIENTIFIC OFFICER
SOCIAL WORKER
SPEECH PATHOLOGIST
ULTRASONOGRAPHER

ACCOUNTANT
ACCOUNTING OFFICER
ACCOUNTING SERVICES OFFICER
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT (ADMINISTRATIVE/MANAGER)
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
ADMINISTRATOR
ADMISSIONS OFFICER
ASSET MANAGEMENT OFFICER
AUDITOR
BEREAVEMENT OFFICER
BUDGETING OFFICER
CASEMIX OFFICER
CASHIER
CATERING MANAGER
CATERING OFFICER
CLAIMS MANAGEMENT OFFICER
CLEANING SERVICES OFFICER
CLEANING SERVICES SUPERVISOR
CLINIC LIAISON OFFICER
CO-ORDINATOR ALLIED HEALTH
CO-ORDINATOR ALLIED HEALTH EARLY DISCHARGE
CO-ORDINATOR PATIENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
CO-ORDINATOR TRANSPORT
CO-ORDINATOR-HUMAN RESOURCES
CO-ORDINATOR-SUPPORT SERVICES
COMMUNITY HEALTH OFFICER
COMPUTER ASSISTANT
COMPUTER SERVICES OFFICER
COMPUTER SYSTEMS OFFICER
CONSULTANT (NOT MEDICAL)
CURATOR OF ART
DATA MANAGER
DIRECTOR (FINANCE & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY)
DIRECTOR - OTHER THAN DIRECTOR OF NURSING OR MEDICINE
DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION SERVICES
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION SERVICES
ENGINEER
ESTABLISHMENTS OFFICER
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
FARM SUPERVISOR
FINANCE OFFICER
FIRE AND SAFETY OFFICER
GENERAL MANAGER
GENERAL SERVICES SUPERVISOR
GRADUATE ASSISTANT
GROUNDS SUPERVISOR
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HEALTH EDUCATION OFFICER
HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER
INDUSTRIAL OFFICER
INFORMATION PLANNING OFFICER
INFORMATION SERVICES OFFICER
LANGUAGE SERVICES OFFICER
LINEN SERVICES MANAGER
MANAGER (CSSD)
MANAGER ACCOUNTING SERVICES
MANAGER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MANAGER ORDERLY & TRANSPORT SERVICES
MANAGER, OTHER THAN NURSE MANAGER
MANAGER-HUMAN RESOURCES
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS CO-ORDINATOR
MEDICAL RECORDS OFFICER
MORBIDITY CODING OFFICER
MUSEUM CURATOR
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY OFFICER
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH OFFICER
PATIENTS� FEES OFFICER
PAYMASTER
PERSONNEL OFFICER
PHARMACY STORE OFFICER
PLANNING OFFICER
POLICY OFFICER/ANALYST
PRINCIPAL INDUSTRIAL OFFICER
PROJECT OFFICER
PROPERTY OFFICER
PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER
PURCHASING & STORES OFFICER
PURCHASING OFFICER
PURCHASING SUPPLY OFFICER
QUALITY ASSURANCE OFFICER
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT OFFICER
REHABILITATION OFFICER
RELIEVING OFFICER
RISK MANAGEMENT OFFICER
SALARIES OFFICER
SECURITY OFFICER
SENIOR ABORIGINAL HEALTH OFFICER
SERVICES OFFICER
STAFF CLERK
STORES OFFICER
SUPERINTENDENT
SUPPLY MANAGER
SUPPLY OFFICER
SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR
TRAINING OFFICER
TRANSPLANT CO-ORDINATOR
TRANSPORT LIAISON OFFICER
WARDEN
WAREHOUSE CONTROLLER
WORKERS COMPENSATION OFFICER

ACCOUNTS CLERK
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT CASHIER
ASSISTANT MEDICAL RECORDS OFFICER
ASSISTANT PATIENTS� FEES OFFICER
CLERK
COMMUNITY HEALTH CLERK
DATA PROCESSING OFFICER
ENGINEERING CLERK
ENQUIRIES CLERK
FILING CLERK
JUNIOR ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
MAILROOM CLERK
MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
MEDICAL SECRETARY
MEDICAL TYPIST
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MORBIDITY CODING CLERK
P.A.T.S CLERK
PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSISTANT
PURCHASING CLERK
RECEIVAL LIAISON OFFICER
RECEPTIONIST
RESEARCH ASSISTANT
SALARIES CLERK
SECRETARY
SHORTHAND TYPIST
STORES ASSISTANT
SURGICAL APPLIANCE CLERK
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR
TELEPHONIST
TRANSPORT CLERK
TYPIST
WORKERS COMPENSATION CLERK

ANAESTHETIC TECHNICIAN
ANIMAL HOUSE TECHNICIAN
ARCHITECTURAL DRAUGHTSPERSON
ART THERAPIST
ASSISTANT CATH LAB TECHNICIAN
ASSISTANT IN PHARMACY
AUDIO METRICIAN
AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANT
BIO-ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN
CARDIAC TECHNICIAN
CARDIOLOGY TECHNICIAN
CATERING OFFICER
CATH LAB TECHNICIAN
CLINICAL PERFUSIONIST
CRAFT WORKER
CYTOTECHNICIAN
DARK ROOM ASSISTANT
DENTAL THERAPIST
DRAUGHTSPERSON
E.C.G RECORDIST
EEG/EMG RECORDIST
FILM PROCESSOR
HANDICRAFT INSTRUCTOR
HANDICRAFT WORKER
LABORATORY TECHNICIAN
LIBRARY ASSISTANT
LIBRARY TECHNICIAN
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
MAXILLO FACIAL TECHNICIAN
MEDICAL ARTIST
MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHER
MORTUARY TECHNICIAN
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY TECHNICIAN
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSISTANT
ORTHOPAEDIC APPLIANCE ASSISTANT
ORTHOPAEDIC APPLIANCE TECHNICIAN
ORTHOPAEDIC FOOTWEAR MAKER
ORTHOPAEDIC TECHNICIAN
ORTHOPTIST
ORTHOTIC TECHNICIAN
ORTHOTIST
OUTREACH WORKER
PHARMACY ASSISTANT
PHARMACY INTERN/TRAINEE
PHLEBOTOMIST
PHYSIOTHERAPIST ASSISTANT
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
REHABILITATION TECHNOLOGIST
RESEARCH OFFICER
RESPIRATORY TECHNICIAN
SECURITY OFFICER
SHIFT ENGINEER
SPECIMEN CONTROL OFFICER
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANT
TECHNICAL OFFICER
TECHNICIAN
TECHNICIAN (AIR SYSTEMS)
TECHNICIAN (BIOENGINEERING)
TECHNICIAN (CONDITION MONITORING)
TECHNICIAN (DIALYSIS)
TECHNICIAN (ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS)
TECHNICIAN (ELECTRONICS)
TECHNICIAN (INSTRUMENTS)
TECHNICIAN (MECHANICAL)
TECHNICIAN (PHYSICS)
TECHNICIAN (RADIOISOTOPES)
THEATRE TECHNICIAN
THERAPY ASSISTANT
TRADE INSTRUCTOR
UROLOGY ASSISTANT
UROLOGY TECHNICIAN
WELFARE OFFICER
X-RAY ASSISTANT

CATERING SERVICES SUPERVISOR
CLEANING SERVICES SUPERVISOR
CLERK IN CHARGE
CSSD SUPERVISOR
FOOD SERVICES SUPERVISOR
OFFICE SUPERVISOR
SUPERVISOR (ADMINISTRATION)
SUPERVISOR ADMISSION CENTRE
SUPERVISOR CODING
SUPERVISOR FILING SYSTEMS
SUPERVISOR PREPARATION
SUPERVISOR-CARDIAC CATHETER LABORATORY

ANY OF THE ABOVE CALLINGS MAY BE READ AS APPROPRIATE IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE FOLLOWING
PREFIXES * SUFFIXES.

ASSISTANT
CHIEF
CO-ORDINATOR
DEPUTY
DIRECTOR
IN-CHARGE
MANAGER
OFFICER
REGIONAL
SENIOR
SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERVISOR
TRAINEE
*NOTE: In some cases, the use of the prefix may cause some callings/classes of employees to be considered under more than one
heading.�
A copy of the proposed variations may be inspected at my office at 111 St George's Terrace, Perth.

 (Sgd) J.A. SPURLING,
Registrar.

14 August 2002.
____________________

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
Application No. AG 109 of 2002

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT TITLED �MIDLAND SALE YARDS
AGREEMENT 2002�

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by the Australian Workers Union, West Australian Branch,
Industrial Union of Workers under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for registration of the above Agreement.
As far as relevant, those parts of the Agreement that relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder.

3 � AREA AND SCOPE
This Agreement shall apply to the operation of the Western Australian Meat Industry Authority or its� successor (�the
Employer�) and The Australian Workers Union (�the Union�) and those employees who are employed by the Western
Australian Meat Industry Authority in the classifications contained in Clause 11 Wages of the Agreement.
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This Agreement supersedes and replaces any other agreements or arrangements between the parties to this Agreement.
�

11 � WAGES
The classifications contained in this clause are:
Yard Person/Plant Operator
Yard Person
Trainee Yard Person

A copy of the Agreement may be inspected at my office at the AXA Centre, 111 St George�s Terrace, Perth.
J. A. SPURLING,

Registrar.
26 July 2002.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
Application No. AG 107 of 2002

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT
ENTITLED �PEEL COMMUNITY LIVING (INC) ALHMWU STATE INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 2002�

BETWEEN
AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH AND PEEL COMMUNITY LIVING INC
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by the Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Western Australian Branch under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for registration of the above Agreement.
As far as relevant, those parts of the Agreement that relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder.

5.  SCOPE
5.1  This Industrial Agreement shall apply to persons eligible to join the Australian Liquor Hospitality and

Miscellaneous Workers Union (whether members or not), who are employed by the employer in the
classifications listed in Part 5 of this Agreement.

6.  PARTIES BOUND
6.1  This Industrial Agreement shall apply to:

6.1.1  the Australian Liquor Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers� Union or �the Union�; and Peel Community
Living (Inc).

6.1.2  And those workers eligible to be members of the said Union.
PART 5 � WAGES AND RELATED MATTERS

The classifications referred to herein are:
Trainee Residential Support Worker
Probationary/New Entrant Residential Support Worker Level 1
Residential Support Worker Level 2
Residential Support Worker Level 3
Senior Residential Support Worker/Supervisor
Team Leader (Operational)
Administrator (Administration)
Coordinator

A copy of the Agreement may be inspected at my office at the AXA Centre, 111 St George�s Terrace, Perth.
J. A. SPURLING,

Registrar.
24 July 2002.

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR—Matters Dealt With—
2002 WAIRC 04920

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED, APPLICANT

v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AND EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION,
RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR

DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 6 MARCH 2002
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FILE NO. P 45 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 04920
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Jurisdiction found
Representation
Applicant Ms M in de Braekt
Respondent Mr R Bathurst (of Counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 The application as set out in Form 1- Notice of Application is to the Public Service Arbitrator�

�(F)or actions and/or decisions, and/or any related matter or thing of the respondent, specifically in relation to the
respondent�s approach in an offer of voluntary severance, misapplication and/or non application of the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 and Public Sector Management (Redundancy and Redeployment) Regulations 1994 to Mr Ross
Emerson, an employee of the respondent, to be reviewed, nullified, modified or varied, as the Public Service Arbitrator in
his/her jurisdiction determines upon the hearing of the matter.�

2 The application sets out a number of particulars which include that Mr Ross Emerson is a full-time Level 4 Compliance
Officer employed by the respondent. On or about 23 October 2001, the respondent offered Mr Emerson voluntary severance.
The deed he was asked to sign in respect of that offer contained conditions which the applicant says were unfair, unreasonable
and unlawful. The offer was also subject to Mr Emerson accepting the offer by 26 October 2001. The applicant says that
notwithstanding that the applicant has pointed out the deficiencies in the respondent�s approach to the offer that the respondent
has unequivocally refused to change the deed, and refused to negotiate.

3 The applicant seeks the following Orders�
�1. In accordance with the abovementioned reasons for decision, the unlawful conditions imposed by the respondent

on the offer of voluntary severance to Mr Emerson, in October 2001, are hereby void ab initio.
2. The respondent must, within 7 days of the date of this Order, offer Mr Emerson a voluntary severance that does

not contain, or in any way rely upon terms or conditions not specifically prescribed in the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 and Public Sector Management (Redundancy and Redeployment) Regulations 1994, and
specifically details and provides Mr Emerson with all rights and entitlements fairly, reasonably and lawfully due
to him, as described in the abovementioned reasons for decision.

3. Upon Mr Emerson�s acceptance of the respondent�s voluntary severance offer in accordance with the
aforementioned Orders, the respondent shall within 7 days of such acceptance, pay Mr Emerson all monetary
entitlements so due to him.

4. Mr Emerson, shall, within 48 hours of receiving all of the monetary entitlements in accordance with the
aforementioned Orders, in exchange, as is required, tender his resignation in writing to the respondent.�

4 The respondent has challenged the jurisdiction of the Public Service Arbitrator (�the Arbitrator�) in that it says where there is
conflict between the Public Sector Management Act 1994 (�PSM Act�) and the Public Sector Management (Redundancy and
Redeployment) Regulations 1994 (�the Regulations�), and an order of the Commission, the former takes precedence in respect
of these matters. It says that the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator is excluded to the extent of any inconsistency between the
Regulations and an award or order of the Commission. Specifically, it says that under Regulation 6(1) of the Regulations, the
respondent, with the prior approval of the Minister, offered Mr Emerson voluntary severance, subject to certain conditions. It
says that offer was not accepted by Mr Emerson and has now lapsed and that any further offer of voluntary severance would
require the approval of the Minister. However, it says that it is not in the public interest for the Arbitrator to order voluntary
severance for Mr Emerson in circumstances where the Minister may not approve such an offer in accordance with his powers
as stipulated in the PSM Act and the Regulations. Making such an order may cause expectations that cannot be met and may
result in frustration and disharmony.

5 With the agreement of the parties the Arbitrator decided to deal with the matter of jurisdiction on the basis of written
submissions. It is noted that the applicant has filed an application for discovery, production and inspection of documents in
relation to the voluntary severance offered to Mr Emerson by the respondent and objects to the matter of jurisdiction in this
matter being dealt with in the absence of discovery being ordered. The applicant says that a number of matters are relevant to
the issues raised by the respondent including whether the Minister has delegated the ability to approve voluntary severance to
the respondent; whether the Minister imposed a time limit on the acceptance of the offer of voluntary severance; whether the
Minister approved that the offer of severance to Mr Emerson be made subject to Mr Emerson agreeing to additional conditions
to which Mr Emerson objected; whether other offers of severance have included specific terms and conditions tailored to meet
individual circumstances; the reasons why voluntary severance is available one day and not the next.

6 It does not appear to be in dispute that an offer of voluntary severance has been made to Mr Emerson under certain conditions,
Mr Emerson failed to take it up and the offer has lapsed. The respondent says that the Arbitrator has no power to deal with the
matter then it can not order the discovery as sought and further, that discovery is not necessary for the issue of jurisdiction to
be dealt with.

7 For the purpose of dealing with the issue of jurisdiction, the information sought in discovery as raised by the applicant is not
necessary to be resolved. The matters of jurisdiction raised by the respondent are limited to questions of law. Beyond the fact
of an offer of voluntary severance having been made and having lapsed, further facts are not necessary to be found.

8 In essence, the respondent�s argument is that the offer made to Mr Emerson has lapsed and a new offer requires the approval of
the Minister, and argues that a conflict would be created between the Regulations and any decision of the Arbitrator should the
Arbitrator determine that it is appropriate to make the orders sought. The respondent says that s.95 of the PSM Act prescribes
that to the extent that there is an inconsistency between the Regulations and an award or order of the Commission or the PSM
Act other than s.7, 8, 9 or 101, that the Regulations prevail. It says that an award and/or order of the Commission which is
inconsistent with the Regulations is always invalid.

9 The respondent also argues that the application is to be dealt with on the basis of the circumstances as they existed at the time
of filing.

10 The essence of the application is that the applicant says that the offer made was unreasonable, unfair and unlawful. It seeks that
the Arbitrator make such findings, and notwithstanding that the offer has lapsed, that the Arbitrator order that the respondent
offer to Mr Emerson voluntary severance in terms consistent with what it says the Regulations require and that Mr Emerson be
entitled to accept that offer.
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11 The respondent refers to the decision of the Public Service Arbitrator in Dragicevich v Department of Resources Development
(2000) 80 WAIG 420 at 430 to support its argument that the matter is to be dealt with on the basis of the state of affairs which
existed at the time the application was filed. It says that the offer made to Mr Emerson which was current at the time this
application was filed has lapsed, and a further offer must, under Regulation 6 of the Regulations, have the approval of the
Minister.

12 In Dragicevich v Department of Resources Development (supra) the Public Service Arbitrator was dealing with a
reclassification appeal. Reclassification appeals are dealt with in a different manner from that which applies generally. The
Public Service Arbitrator in that decision, referred to the accepted practice in dealing with reclassification appeals, not with
matters generally before the Public Service Arbitrator or the Commission generally. Section 26(2) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 (�the IR Act�) says that the Commission is not restricted to the specific claim made or to the subject matter of the
claim in granting relief or redress under the IR Act. Section 80G of the IR Act provides that the provisions of Division 2 of
Part II as they relate to the exercise of jurisdiction of the Commission constituted by a Commissioner shall apply with
appropriate modifications to the exercise by the Arbitrator of jurisdiction under the IR Act. Section 26 is contained within
Division 2 of Part II of the Act. Accordingly, the Public Service Arbitrator is not restricted to the specific claim made in
dealing with this matter. The matter before me is essentially the same as it was at the time the application was filed. However,
the offer the subject of the dispute has lapsed. The time limit for acceptance of the offer imposed by the respondent is one of
the grounds for complaint. It would make nonsense of the legislation if the Arbitrator could not deal with this matter simply
because one of the things complained of has occurred.

13 Accordingly, I find that the decision in Dragicevich v Department of Resources Development (supra) does not require that the
Arbitrator treat this matter only on the basis of the circumstances which applied at the time of the application being filed. It is
quite clear that notwithstanding the lapse of the offer made by the respondent to Mr Emerson that the applicant wishes to have
an offer of voluntary severance made to Mr Emerson, and that that offer be made in terms which the applicant says are fair and
reasonable, contrary to the terms of the offer previously made, which according to the applicant was not fair and reasonable
and did not comply with the respondent�s obligations under the scheme of voluntary severance as it is set out in the legislation
of the PSM Act and the Regulations.

14 As to the question of whether it is contrary to the public interest for the Arbitrator to deal with this matter I have given
consideration to the decision in MEWU � Western Australian Branch and Others v Western Australian Government Railways
Commission 75 WAIG 2929. This decision was overturned by the Full Bench on appeal and has no standing as authority for
the proposition espoused by the respondent.

15 The issue to be determined is whether or not the Public Service Arbitrator has jurisdiction to deal with the matter on the basis
of s.95 of the PSM Act and the question of any inconsistency between the capacity of the Minister to authorise an offer of
voluntary severance pursuant to Regulation 6 and an award or order of the Arbitrator, and whether a conflict arises such as to
make an order of the Commission contrary to the public interest.

16 In summary, and so far as is relevant in these proceedings, s.95 of the PSM Act provides that where there is an inconsistency
between Regulation 6 and an order of the Arbitrator, the Regulation prevails.

17 Regulation 6(1) of the Regulations provides�
6. Voluntary severance for certain employees

(1) The employing authority of an employee � 
(a) whose office, post or position is, or is to be, abolished; and
(b) who is, or will become, surplus to the requirements of his or her department or organization,
may, with the prior approval of the Minister, offer the employee voluntary severance.

18 The question is whether or not there is any inconsistency between the orders sought by this application and the provisions of
the Regulation 6.

19 As noted in the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in The Commissioner of Police v Civil Service Association of Western
Australia Incorporated (2002) 82 WAIG 207 the Public Service Arbitrator is being asked to deal with questions of the fairness
and, in this case, the lawfulness or otherwise, of the terms of an offer of voluntary severance previously made to Mr Emerson.
Questions of fairness are not those which are dealt with by the Regulations. Those Regulations deal with procedures and
payments to be made to redundant employees. Regulation 6 provides that an offer of voluntary severance may, with the
approval of the Minister, be made. Order 1 sought by this application is for effective voiding of an offer of voluntary severance
made to Mr Emerson. As the matter stands the offer previously made has lapsed. Accordingly, there is no offer in existence.
However, whether the previously made offer has lapsed or not, the applicant alleges that its terms were unfair and unlawful
and seeks, by Order 2, that the respondent offer Mr Emerson voluntary severance which does not contain any provisions or
terms which are not specifically prescribed in the PSM Act and the Regulations, to specifically detail to Mr Emerson all the
rights and entitlements fairly, reasonably, and lawfully due to him. The third order sought is that upon Mr Emerson�s
acceptance of the respondent�s voluntary severance offer the respondent is to pay Mr Emerson all monetary entitlements due to
him. The fourth order sought is that within 48 hours of receiving monetary entitlements Mr Emerson is required to tender his
resignation in writing.

20 The essence of this matter comes down to the question of the fairness and equity of the conditions applied by the respondent in
its offer to Mr Emerson, and that because Mr Emerson rejected the offer or failed to accept it, that the respondent be required
to make a fresh offer and that that offer be required not to contain unfair, unreasonable or unlawful conditions. The Public
Service Arbitrator�s role in this matter is not to enforce the legislation but is to deal with issues of fairness and equity. If there
were matters contained within the previous offer which were unlawful, then those matters may go to issues of equity and
fairness. Pursuant to Regulation 6 of the Regulations the Minister has authority to direct the employer in respect of offers of
voluntary severance. It would appear that this has occurred. If the application were granted, the orders made would be directed
to the employer. The orders would be based on fairness and equity considerations arising from the Arbitrator�s determination
under his or her powers. The orders would not arise under the Regulations. They would not require the Minister�s approval for
the employer to offer voluntary severance, but would direct the employer to make an offer in particular terms or not in
particular terms. Therefore, no conflict would arise such as to give the Regulations precedence over any orders which might
issue.

21 Accordingly, I conclude that in respect of the matters raised by the respondent no jurisdictional impediment exists and the
substance of the matter can proceed to hearing and determination.

_________
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2002 WAIRC 05981
APPLICATIONS RE VOLUNTARY SEVERANCE

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES ROSS ALEXANDER EMERSON AND

CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED, APPLICANTS
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AND EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION,
RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR

DATE FRIDAY, 12 JULY 2002
FILE NOS P 44 OF 2001, P 45 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05981
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Applications granted in part
Representation
Applicant Ms M in de Braekt
Respondent Mr R Bathurst (of Counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 These applications are identical save for the applicant in P 44 of 2001 being Ross Alexander Emerson, and in P 45 of

2001 being the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated (�CSA�). At the commencement of hearing on
Friday 21 June 2002, the applications were formally joined.

2 The orders sought by the applicants are�
�1. In accordance with the abovementioned reasons for decision, the unlawful conditions imposed by the respondent

on the offer of voluntary severance to Mr Emerson, in October 2001, are hereby void ab initio.
2. The respondent must, within 7 days of the date of this Order, offer Mr Emerson a voluntary severance that does

not contain, or in any way rely upon terms or conditions not specifically prescribed in the Public Sector
Management Act 1994 and Public Sector Management (Redundancy and Redeployment) Regulations 1994, and
specifically details and provides Mr Emerson with all rights and entitlements fairly, reasonably and lawfully due
to him, as described in the abovementioned reasons for decision.

3. Upon Mr Emerson�s acceptance of the respondent�s voluntary severance offer in accordance with the
aforementioned Orders, the respondent shall within 7 days of such acceptance, pay Mr Emerson all monetary
entitlements so due to him.

4. Mr Emerson, shall, within 48 hours of receiving all of the monetary entitlements in accordance with the
aforementioned Orders, in exchange, as is required, tender his resignation in writing to the respondent.�

3 This matter was originally listed for hearing on 19 April 2002 however, it did not proceed at that time due to difficulties
associated with discovery. The hearing proceeded on Friday 21 June 2002.

4 The background to this matter is contained within the Statement of Agreed Facts provided to the Arbitrator by the parties.
Those agreed facts are�

�1. Mr Emerson is an employee of the Crown, who since 1997 has been employed at the Ministry of Fair Trading,
which is now part of the Department of Consumer and Employment Protection (�DOCEP�).

2. By memorandum dated 11 September 2001, Mr Emerson made application to Mr Brian Bradley, the Director
General of DOCEP for consideration for voluntary severance.

3. By memorandum dated 12 September 2001, Mr Brian Appleby sought approval from Mr Patrick Walker,
Executive Director, to offer Mr Emerson a voluntary severance. The memorandum specifically noted that if Mr
Walker approved offering voluntary severance to Mr Emerson, approval would still be required from the Public
Sector Management Division of the Department of Premier and Cabinet.

4. Mr Walker verbally gave his approval for offering a voluntary severance to Mr Emerson.
5. On 18 September 2001, DOCEP sought approval from the Department of Premier and Cabinet to offer Mr

Emerson voluntary severance through the �jobs online� system.
6. By letter dated 19 September 2001, Mr Geoff Hay, the Assistant Director General, Public Sector Management,

Department of the Premier and Cabinet, approved offering a voluntary severance to Mr Emerson. Mr Hay has
the delegated authority of the Minister to approve the offering of voluntary severance to employees under
regulation 6(1) of the Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 1994.

7. On 20 September 2001, Mr Bradley approved offering a voluntary severance to Mr Emerson.
8. On 20 September 2001, Mr Emerson was e-mailed a deed of severance, dated 21 September 2001, for him to

sign the following day.
9. On 21 September 2001, Mr Emerson e-mailed Ms Ros Kirwan a revised deed of severance incorporating new

clauses drafted by his solicitors in Supreme Court of Western Australia defamation proceedings CIV 1879 of
1999 (�Defamation Proceedings�), Bennett & Co. The amendments proposed by Mr Emerson, among other
things, provided that the severance deed did not apply to the Defamation Proceedings insofar as they related to
Mr Walker.

10. By e-mail dated 21 September 2001, Ms Kirwan informed Mr Emerson that Mr Bradley was not prepared to
agree to the amendments proposed by Mr Emerson and that the offer of voluntary severance on the basis of the
deed originally offered to Mr Emerson remained open until 5.00pm on Monday 24 September 2001, after which
time the offer would lapse.
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11. Mr Emerson did not accept the offer of voluntary severance as originally put to him by Monday, 24 September
2001.

12. On 26 September 2001, the original offer of voluntary severance to Mr Emerson and the amendments suggested
by Mr Emerson were referred to the Crown Solicitor�s Office for advice.

13. On instructions from Mr Bradley, a revised deed of severance was drafted which, among other things, made it
clear that the Defamation Proceedings insofar as they related to Mr Walker were covered by the release in the
deed and required the Defamation Proceedings insofar as they related to Mr Walker to be discontinued. The
revised deed was couriered to Mr Emerson on Monday, 22 October 2001. A covering letter from Mr Bradley
indicated that the offer of voluntary severance on the basis that the revised deed was open until close of business
on Friday, 26 October 2001. The covering letter had been drafted by Ms Kirwan. Ms Kirwan selected the
deadline of 26 October 2001 simply to bring finality to the matter.

14. The only involvement Mr Walker had with the preparation of the revised deed was that he was asked by Ms
Kirwan whether he would agree to proposed clause 2(d) which provided that if the Defamation Proceedings
insofar as they related to against Mr Walker were discontinued, Mr Walker would not seek a costs order. Mr
Walker agreed to proposed clause 2(d). Mr Walker had no involvement in the insertion into the revised deed of
the requirement that the Defamation Proceedings insofar as they related to him be discontinued.

15. Mr Emerson did not agree to the revised deed of severance.�
5 The deed referred to in point 8 of the Statement of Agreed Facts (the first deed) is not reproduced as it was not the final deed

presented to Mr Emerson. In any event, Mr Emerson replied to the first deed with his own deed (the second deed) by seeking
to exclude certain matters such as the restriction upon his taking legal action and limitations on his employment, as well as
other matters. On 22 October 2001 the respondent then replied to that deed, with a third deed, dated 23 October 2001, as
referred to in Agreed Fact 13 and received into evidence as Exhibit A42. It is the deed presented to him on 22 October 2001,
which is complained of. This third deed provided�

�DEED OF SEVERANCE
This deed is made the      day of          2001.
BETWEEN ROSS EMERSON of 58 Renegade Way KINGSLEY  WA  6026 in the State of Western Australia
(�Employee�) and
the A/DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AND EMPLOYMENT
PROTECTION of 1260 Hay Street WEST PERTH  WA  6005 in the State of Western Australia (�Employer�).
WHEREAS the Employee�

1. Is currently employed by the Employer.
2. Has agreed to the termination of his employment in return for a redundancy payment.

NOW THIS DEED WITNESSETH�
1. The Employer undertakes to make a redundancy payment of $20,715 (�redundancy payment�) to the

Employee within 14 days of the signature of this deed by the Employee.
2. The Employee�

(a) acknowledges that his employment with the Employer has been terminated with effect from
Close of Business, 26 October 2001.

(b) subject to subclause 2(f), will take the redundancy payment in full accord and satisfaction of
all suits, actions, causes of action, and other claims or demands whatsoever arising out of his
employment and the termination of that employment.

(c) subject to subclause 2(f), and in receipt of the redundancy payment, releases and forever
discharges the Employer, the Crown in the right of the State of Western Australia and all
other officers, servants and agents (together, the �Releasees�) from all claims, suits, actions,
causes of action and other demands whatsoever which the Employee, or any person claiming
through the Employee, has or any time hereafter, but for the execution of this deed, might
have had, in respect of, or in any way arising out of, the said employment or its termination.
For the avoidance of doubt, the Employee releases and forever discharges any claims, suits,
actions, causes of action and other demands whatsoever which the Employee now has, or
but for the execution of this deed, might have had against Mr Patrick Walker in respect of
the claims set out in the pleadings in Emerson v Walker and Others, Supreme Court of
Western Australia proceeding No. CIV 1879 of 1999 (�Action�) and all other claims, suits,
actions, causes of action and other demands whatsoever arising out of, or connected with,
the circumstances referred to in the pleadings in the Action.

(d) will, at his own cost, discontinue the Action insofar as it relates to Mr Patrick Walker with
no order as to costs being sought by either the Employee or Mr Patrick Walker.

(e) subject to subclause 2(f), and in receipt of the redundancy payment, agrees at all times to
keep effectually indemnified the Releasees against all such claims, suits, actions, causes of
action and other demands as aforesaid which may be brought or made by any person
claiming through or on behalf of the Employee or his estate.

(f) does not hereby release or discharge the Releasees from any liability which has arisen, or
may arise, in connection with the said employment to�
(a) pay workers� compensation or pay damages for personal injuries at common law

(excluding any personal injuries arising out of, or connected with, the
circumstances referred to in the pleadings in the Action); or

(b) make good the underpayment of wages, salary or other entitlements.
(g) undertakes not to be engaged in State Government funded employment activities as a

consultant or subcontractor or as an officer or employee of any employing authority as
defined in the Public Sector Management Act 1994, or any other State Government trading
concern, instrumentality, or any public statutory body corporate or unincorporate, but not
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including a municipality or regional council as constituted under the Local Government Act
1995, for a period that, from the date of this deed, is equal to the total of�
(i) the number of weeks in respect of which the Employee received a severance

payment; and
(b) the number of weeks in respect of which the Employee received cash payment in

lieu of unused accrued annual leave or long service leave.
(h) agrees in the event that he breaches subclause 2(g), unless a written exemption to subclause

2(g) from a specified day is obtained from the Minister responsible for the Public Sector
Management Act, he will repay to the Employer a pro rata amount of the severance payment
received.

(i) agrees that his repayment under subclause 2(h) is to be calculated according to the
formula�

A = B x (D � C)/D
Where A = the amount repayable

B = severance component of the redundancy payment, as defined in
regulation 20 of the Public Sector Management (Redeployment and
Redundancy) Regulations 1994

C = the number of weeks from the date of this deed to being re-engaged
in State Government funded employment activities as an employee
of, or as a consultant to, a Public Sector Employing Authority

D = the number of weeks used to calculate the severance payment.
3(a) Subject to this clause, a party to this deed shall not disclose any aspect of this deed (including, without

limiting the generality of the foregoing, the amount payable hereunder or the discussions leading to
the making of this deed) to any person.

3(b) A party may disclose information within clause 3(a):
(a) to his professional advisers and to his employees or officers the performance of whose

duties requires knowledge of the information;
(b) as authorised by this deed;
(c) with the prior written consent of the other party;
(d) as required by law; or
(e) if the information is in the public domain, other than as a result of a breach of confidence by

the party.
4(a) Without limiting any express or implied obligations upon the Employee under the Employer�s

contract of employment, the Employee undertakes that he will not divulge to any person, or use, any
confidential information concerning the administration, transactions, procedures, dealings, affairs,
clients, business, financial arrangements or position of the Department of Consumer and Employment
Protection, or its predecessors (together, the �Department�), or any other confidential information
relating to the Department except with the prior written authority of the Employer or as required by
law.

4(b) For the purposes of clause 4(a), �confidential information� means information disclosed to the
Employee by the Department, or otherwise obtained by the Employee from the Department, or
developed by the Employee under, or in connection with, his employment at the Department which�
(a) is not trivial in character; and
(b) is not generally available in the public domain; or
(c) if generally available in the public domain, became part of the public domain as a result of

an unauthorised disclosure or a breach of confidence on the part of the Employee.
5 The intention of the parties to this deed is to confer upon Mr Patrick Walker (although not named as a

party to this deed) the benefit of subclauses 2(b), 2(c), 2(d), and 2(e) of this deed so the rights
conferred by those subclauses may be enforceable by him in his own name.
Executed as a deed.�

6 To avoid confusion subsequent reference to �the deed� shall be reference to the above document, earlier referred to as the third
deed, dated 23 October 2001.

7 The essence of the applicants� claims to the Public Service Arbitrator (�the Arbitrator�) are that the respondent�s conduct
towards Mr Emerson in the offer of voluntary severance made to him pursuant to the Public Sector Management Act 1994 (the
PSM Act�) and the Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 1994 (�the Regulations�),
involved a number of unlawful acts and/or that the respondent�s conduct was unreasonable, unfair and oppressive.

8 The applicants also say that the PSM Act and the Regulations, and the parts thereof, constitute an exclusive code, which does
not allow the respondent to do a number of the things complained of. Such complaints as to unlawful and unfair conduct
include�

� To require Mr Emerson to sign a deed setting out the terms of the voluntary severance;
� To require that Mr Emerson not engage in a range of areas of State Government funded employment activities

either as an employee or as an independent contractor or consultant, which go beyond the proper scope of the
�Public Sector� as defined in the PSM Act and the Regulations, and beyond the reference to �employment�
contained therein;

� To require Mr Emerson to give undertakings regarding not seeking to engage in work in areas of State
Government funded employment activities places an onerous burden on him which will act against his
employment prospects;

� To require that he provide a release to the respondent in that he forgo his rights to make claims, suits, actions,
causes of action and other demands against his employer and his employer�s officers, servants and agents arising
out of his employment or of the termination, and in particular his defamation action against Mr Patrick Walker,
the Executive Director of Consumer Affairs;
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� Placing an unlawful and unreasonably short time limit on his acceptance of the offer of voluntary severance;
� A number of matters contained within the deed go beyond the respondent�s powers and beyond the requirements

of the PSM Act or the Regulations, including the provision for confidentiality;
� The deed provides the ability for Mr Walker to enforce the deed in his own name;
� That the respondent�s treatment of Mr Emerson compared with its treatment of Mr Walker constitutes unfairness

to Mr Emerson in that the respondent was acting in a partial manner and for a collateral and improper purpose in
Mr Walker�s favour.

9 The applicants also seek damages to be awarded to Mr Emerson on account of the respondent�s alleged breach of faith and
confidence in the employment relationship due to its conduct in this process.

10 On the other hand, the respondent says that the claim by the applicant in application P 44 of 2001 is not within jurisdiction.
The respondent says that an individual employee is able to bring a claim only in respect of s.95(3) of the PSM Act, such a
matter would involve a complaint about whether the Regulations have been fairly and properly applied, whereas this matter is
far wider and is a complaint as to the respondent�s conduct generally not regarding a particular decision. Pursuant to s.95(3)
there would need to be a particular decision being challenged whereas that is not the case in this matter. Further, the respondent
says it is clear that the same matters are dealt with in P 45 of 2001. There would be no hardship to Mr Emerson if P 44 of
2001 was not within jurisdiction as P 45 of 2001 is identical and still allows him to ventilate his complaints.

11 The respondent also says that it has a power to contract which is not displaced except to the extent that is clearly identified by
legislation. Briefly put, the respondent�s argument is that unless legislation specifies to the contrary, common law powers
remain in place and the respondent is entitled to contract to deal with matters such as this. The respondent says that the Act and
Regulations do not constitute an exclusive code in dealing with voluntary severance such as to prohibit the respondent�s
actions. It says further that the respondent�s conduct has not been unfair or unreasonable in the circumstances. The use of a
deed and the terms of the particular deed put to Mr Emerson form part of government policy and were not personal to Mr
Emerson. The terms of the deed are not unreasonable in the circumstances.

12 The respondent brought evidence from Mr Michael McLaughlin, Principal Policy Officer, Strategic Employment Branch of the
Department of Premier and Cabinet. Mr McLaughlin has been involved in the administration of legislation and government
policy regarding redeployment and redundancy since 1984. He gave evidence of the Redundancy and Redeployment � Policy
and Procedures Manual (�the Manual�) prepared and updated from time to time in respect of redeployment and voluntary
severance; that the Manual has not been updated in recent times; that a sample deed has been provided to departments and
agencies for their utilisation in circumstances of voluntary severance; that following the Review of the Public Sector
Management Act by Commissioner G L Fielding (�the Fielding Review�) in April 1996, changes were made to the sample
deed.

13 The Fielding Review noted the following�
�Restriction on Employment in the Public Sector
The Regulations impose restrictions on those to whom severance pay is made being subsequently employed in the
public sector. The rationale is that there should in effect be no double dipping. However, for the purposes of the Act and
therefore for the Regulations, public sector bodies listed in Schedule 1 of the Act are not part of the public sector. In
consequence, the limitation would not operate to prevent persons in a department of State or organization receiving a
voluntary severance payment and immediately taking up employment in one of the bodies mentioned in the Schedule.
The argument that the State should not make a severance payment and soon afterwards re-engage the employee
concerned holds good for most if not all the authorities in Schedule 1, especially those which are funded by the State
rather than the Commonwealth Government, just as it does for departments of State and the statutory authorities. The
incongruity of the present provisions is illustrated by events which occurred as the result of restructuring in Westrail.
Three employees took voluntary severance only to join the Police Force (a Schedule 1 entity) soon afterwards. At about
the same time three clerks were transferred to clerical jobs in the Police Department (as distinct from the Police Force)
under the redeployment scheme and thus received no severance payment.
I recommend that the Act and the Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 1994 be
amended to restrict those who receive a severance payment from being employed in any public sector bodies
irrespective of whether it is specified in Schedule 1 or not.�

14 Neither the PSM Act nor the Regulations was amended as a result of that recommendation. However, the sample deed,
contained in the Manual provided to departments and agencies, was amended to include two new clauses. One amendment
dealt with re-engagement in public sector employment of employees who had received a redundancy payment, to broaden the
provision so that there would be no double dipping for a period of time covered by the redundancy payment, to prevent them
from being paid from the State Government purse for work in the broader public sector. The second amendment broadened the
prohibition from merely dealing with employment to include subcontracting and consulting, due to the practices of
privatisation and outsourcing.

15 Mr McLaughlin gave evidence that severance pay is compensation for loss of ongoing, continuous, permanent employment in
the public sector. The Regulations require that to qualify for voluntary severance the incumbent�s position is to be abolished
and he or she is unable to be transferred to alternative employment. On that basis, voluntary severance can be applied to the
employee. Mr McLaughlin says the sample deed gives effect to those requirements, although departments and agencies are
able to depart from the sample deed. In such circumstances, Mr McLaughlin says, before departing from the sample deed the
departments and agencies would be expected to obtain advice to ensure that there is no contravention of policy by consulting
with his department. Having done so, the department or agency is free to depart from the normal arrangements. Mr
McLaughlin does not normally see the deeds which are made between the department or agency and particular employees. His
agency would be concerned if no deed were utilised in a situation of voluntary severance because the deed gives effect to the
Regulations and to policy. He says, though, that it is possible that a letter could be utilised in lieu of a deed but he is not sure
that it would satisfy government policy. A deed ensures the linkage between the requirements of the Regulations attaching to
voluntary severance and the person�s adherence to those conditions.

16 Mr Bathurst, for the respondent, says that the terms of the sample deed are appropriate to ensure that government policy is met
and explained the reasons why certain clauses are included. For example clause 2(c) of the sample deed requires that the
employee cease or not take action against his employer, his employer�s servants and officers etc. He says that if an employee
wants voluntary severance then he or she must release the Crown and its officers so as to ensure that the Crown does not face
future additional costs associated with the employment. In the case of Mr Emerson, the deed contained a provision requiring
the actions against Mr Walker to cease. The basis of the requirement to cease the action against Mr Walker is that there is
provision in accordance with Parliament�s Guidelines Relevant to Ministers and Officers Involved in Legal Proceedings which
may mean that at the end of the proceedings, Mr Walker may seek to have his costs in this litigation reimbursed by the Crown.
On that basis the respondent says it has an interest in ensuring that this action is ceased.
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17 The deed also enables Mr Walker to enforce the deed in his own name. This is to ensure that in respect of the litigation
involving Mr Emerson and Mr Walker, Mr Walker rather than the Crown is able to take action, so that the Crown does not face
further expenses by undertaking that enforcement.

18 Further, Mr Bathurst says that the deed provides protection to Mr Emerson in that costs will not be sought by Mr Walker on
account of Mr Emerson ceasing his action against Mr Walker. The deed also provides a standard indemnity to the Crown and
the respondent.

19 As to the post-employment restrictions contained in the deed presented to Mr Emerson, Mr Bathurst says that Mr
McLaughlin�s evidence makes clear the reason for this by reference to the Fielding Review recommendation aimed at
preventing double dipping. The respondent�s prerogative powers are not cut down by the Regulations, therefore whilst the
Regulations might relate to employment in the public sector as defined by the PSM Act, it is appropriate to have within the
deed a requirement that the employee not engage in employment or become an independent contractor or consultant in State
Government funded activities for the period covering the severance payment. This does not constitute a restraint on trade on
account of it being reasonable not to allow employees to double dip for the period for which they are being compensated by the
State Government.

20 As to the claim that the restrictions on employment, contracting and consulting in respect of State Government funded work
would mean that Mr Emerson would need to make unreasonable enquiries of prospective employers and thus act against his
employment prospects, Mr Bathurst says that this is not demonstrated on account of Mr Emerson having been successful in
obtaining work for the last few months.

21 As to the requirements for confidentiality, the respondent says that these provisions are not uncommon, unreasonable, unlawful
or unfair.

22 One of the complaints of the applicants is that this deed was provided to Mr Emerson on 22 October 2001 and he was required
to respond by the close of business on 26 October 2001, less than 5 working days. He says that that did not give him adequate
time to consider the terms of the deed or its impact upon him, and he sought advice. His legal advisers wanted further time to
undertake research, and the applicants say that the restriction was unreasonable. Mr Emerson did, however, say in evidence
that he was quite clear that he would not accept the deed where it contained the restriction on his actions against Mr Walker
regardless of the time allowed to him to consider the deed.

23 It is not my intention to deal with these issues on the basis of the respondent�s power to impose the deed of severance upon Mr
Emerson or whether the terms of the deed or the respondent�s actions are lawful. It may be that they are within the
respondent�s power and they may be lawful. However, one of the primary considerations for the Arbitrator is that specified
within s.26 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, to deal with matters on the basis of equity, good conscience and substantial
merits of the case without regard to technicalities or legal forms. It may be that the matters complained of by the applicants
constitute unlawful actions on the part of the respondent. That may or may not make them unfair. The Arbitrator�s role in this
matter is not to enforce legislation but to deal with industrial disputes. The lawfulness or otherwise of the parties� actions is but
one consideration. I intend to deal with those matters on the basis of whether or not they constitute unfairness to Mr Emerson.

24 The first issue to be dealt with is the Arbitrator�s jurisdiction in respect of application P 44 of 2001, on the basis of it being
made by an individual as opposed to an organisation.

25 The application complains of the respondent�s actions in relation to the respondent�s offer of voluntary severance and the terms
and conditions of that offer. Pursuant to s.95(3) of the PSM Act�

�� an employee who is aggrieved by a decision made under regulations referred to in section 94 (other than a decision
which is a lawful order by virtue of section 94(4)) may refer that decision �.. to the Industrial Commission as if that
decision were an industrial matter mentioned in section 29(b) of that Act, and subject to subsection (4), that Act applies to
and in relation to that decision accordingly. �

26 Subsection (4) of s.95 provides�
�(4) In exercising its jurisdiction in relation to a decision referred to in subsection (3), the Industrial Commission

shall confine itself to determining whether or not regulations referred to in section 94 have been fairly and
properly applied to or in relation to the employee by whom that decision was referred.�

27 At least part of the matters complained of by Mr Emerson in P 44 of 2001 relate to the fair and proper application of the
Regulations. To that extent, I am satisfied that there is jurisdiction to deal with this application. Where there is any aspect of
the claim which goes beyond the fair and proper application of the Regulations and accordingly is beyond jurisdiction, then
that aspect is able to be ventilated and dealt with by virtue of application P 45 of 2001.

28 The next issue is whether the respondent is able to place requirements or restrictions on an offer of voluntary severance which
are not specified in the PSM Act or the Regulations given of the applicants� argument that the PSM Act and the Regulations
constitute an exclusive code and that particular regulations constitute an exclusive code in respect of the issues with which they
deal. The respondent argues to the contrary.

29 The Full Bench in MEWU and Others v Western Australian Government Railways Commission (1995) 75 WAIG 2929 at
2932, per His Honour the President, found that �the Regulations do not constitute an exhaustive code in relation to
redundancy�. It is true that the Regulations contain those matters which must be complied with, as part of the legislative
arrangement. However, they do not deal with a number of matters which go to giving efficacy to the Regulations.

30 Ms in de Braekt, for the applicants, rightly acknowledged that there may be circumstances in which it is necessary and
reasonable for time frames to be set for the acceptance of voluntary severance. Such circumstances would include bringing
about an organisational restructure. It would be contrary to the proper and efficient operation of a department if a time frame
could not be set for the acceptance of an offer of voluntary severance. For such an offer to remain open indefinitely could mean
that change may not be able to be implemented.

31 Although the Regulations make no provision for a time frame to be set for the acceptance of an offer, such a time frame may
be set to give efficacy to the Regulations.

32 Accordingly, where efficacy is required, matters not specified in the Regulations are able to be addressed. This means that the
Regulations as a whole, and particular Regulations considered alone, could not and do not constitute an exhaustive code as to
the operation of voluntary severance in the public sector. This means that the respondent is able to place restrictions and
conditions on the offer of voluntary severance, which go beyond the provisions of the Regulations. However, those restrictions
or conditions need to be fair and reasonable.

33 The next matter is whether or not the respondent acted reasonably in requiring that Mr Emerson sign a deed as part of the
process of his accepting voluntary severance.

34 In addition to Mr McLaughlin�s evidence as to the use of the sample deed of severance, the file of exhibits demonstrates that in
a number of the departments and agencies, which went to make up the respondent in its current form, various practices existed
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in respect of voluntary severance. For example, Worksafe utilised the sample deed of severance, whereas the Ministry of Fair
Trading utilised the deed with some modifications. The Department of Productivity and Labour Relations used a standard
document equivalent to the sample deed except that it had a more narrow definition of the public sector and included, in the
case of document 13, a temporary special allowance. However, it is clear too, that some Management Initiated Retirements
were dealt with on the basis of a letter rather than a deed. Management Initiated Retirements and voluntary severance do not
arise out of the same situations, however, they are both circumstances in which, at the employer�s initiative, an employee in the
public sector is to terminate employment, and certain arrangements are made and entitlements prescribed by legislation and
regulations in that regard.

35 It is true that the use of a deed to bring finality to a dispute regarding an employment relationship is not uncommon in this
jurisdiction but is it not normally the case that deeds are utilised for the purpose of an employee accepting his or her rights
under legislation. In the normal circumstances of an employee accepting voluntary severance, one would have thought that a
deed might be a touch heavy handed or unnecessarily legalistic. There would be no good reason why the terms of the
severance could not be set out in correspondence between the parties. Alternatively, if the purpose of a deed were to draw the
employee�s attention to the requirements of the Regulations, then a copy of the Regulations attached to the correspondence
might achieve the same purpose. I am not satisfied that the respondent has no right to utilise a deed, and there may be
circumstances beyond the circumstances which arise in a normal voluntary severance, where a deed may be appropriate. From
my own knowledge of the difficult relationship between the parties over a period of time associated with Mr Emerson�s
employment (Applications P 43 of 2001 and P 57 of 2001) the use of a deed may have been prudent.

36 In the circumstances of the matter now being before me for arbitration as part of a number of complaints, the resolution of the
matter will not require the use of a deed but can be dealt with by the terms of an order, if appropriate.

37 As to the terms of the deed, I will deal firstly with the issue of the respondent�s requirements in paragraphs 2(b), (c) and (d) as
to Mr Emerson releasing the respondent, the Crown, and all of their officers, servants and agents from all claims, suits, actions,
causes of action and other demands whatsoever, and in particular the action which Mr Emerson has against Mr Walker, and
providing an indemnity. The first thing to note is that according to all of the material before me, Mr Emerson was subject to
genuine voluntary severance. By that I mean that his position was to be abolished, there was no other work available for him,
and he was surplus to requirements (Regulation 6 of the Regulations). He had indicated his interest in voluntary severance. The
Regulations deal with the manner in which voluntary severance is to be applied and set out the entitlements that an employee
subject to voluntary severance is to receive (Regulation 20). Voluntary severance in these circumstances is not a matter for
negotiation in the normal sense, but is to be in compliance with the legislative scheme. There might be a need to agree on a
termination date, or other details. However, Mr Emerson was eligible for voluntary severance and it was offered to him. There
is no basis on which the respondent could reasonably require the releases and indemnity in exchange for voluntary severance.

38 According to the offer of voluntary severance made to him, Mr Emerson was to receive an amount of severance pay which,
according to Ms in de Braekt, was two weeks� per year of service and twelve weeks� notice. This is in accordance with the
Regulations. There were no additional amounts to be paid to him. There was no other consideration on account of Mr Emerson
being required by the deed to forgo his rights to litigate in respect of his employment.

39 In those circumstances then, it is not fair and reasonable that the respondent require that Mr Emerson give up his rights to other
claims which might legitimately be available to him in return for the severance payment to which he was entitled by
Regulation on account of a genuine voluntary severance. It would be quite harsh and unreasonable for an employer to say that
if the employee wants to accept voluntary severance then he or she is required to forgo his or her rights in respect of other
matters unconnected with voluntary severance. Mr Emerson�s action against Mr Walker might relate to his employment,
however, that does not justify the respondent requiring him to forgo his right to sue simply because he wishes to accept
voluntary severance. No such requirement is demonstrated in the documents dealing with Management Initiated Retirements.
One would wonder whether the same requirement to forego other rights would apply where an employee resigns or retires and
is due to be paid entitlements under an award. For example, an employee resigning and seeking entitlements to long service
leave and annual leave would surely not be required to sign such a release in order to receive those entitlements. The same
applies with the voluntary severance payments prescribed by the Regulations, which are on account of the loss of ongoing,
continuous, permanent employment in the public sector. It is not on account of agreeing to forgo any other actions.

40 In all of the circumstances then, I find that the respondent�s requirement that in accepting the severance payment Mr Emerson
do so �in full accord and satisfaction of all suits, actions, causes of action, and other claims or demands whatsoever arising out
of his employment and the termination of that employment� and the requirement to release and forever discharge his
�Employer, the Crown in the right of the State of Western Australia and all other officers, servants and agents ��, to
discontinue his action against Mr Walker and not to pursue that matter, is harsh and unreasonable. The requirement that Mr
Emerson indemnify the Releasees, contained in paragraph 2(e), is therefore unnecessary and likewise harsh and unreasonable.

41 I deal next with the deed�s requirement that Mr Emerson �not be engaged in State Government funded employment activities
as a consultant or subcontractor or as an officer or employee of any employing authority as defined in the Public Sector
Management Act 1994, or any other State Government trading concern, instrumentally, or any public statutory body corporate
or unincorporated but not employed by any municipality �� as set out in paragraph 2(g) of the deed. The respondent has used
the sample deed contained in the Manual as the basis for bringing finality to the voluntary severance, and has applied
government policy. That policy exceeds the requirements of the Regulations. Government recognised that a problem exists
with potential double dipping, as noted in the Fielding Review, by amending the sample deed rather than amending the
legislation and the Regulations as recommended. Not only has the sample deed gone beyond the Regulations, but the deed put
to Mr Emerson by the respondent went even further than the Fielding Review�s recommendation. Where that recommendation
dealt with employment �in public sector bodies irrespective of whether it is specified in Schedule 1 [of the PSM Act] or not�,
the deed put to Mr Emerson required that he not �be engaged in State Government funded employment activities�, not just as
an employee but also excluded his engagement in those activities �as a consultant or subcontractor or as an officer or employee
of any employing authority as defined by the Public Sector Management Act 1994, or any other State Government trading
concern, instrumentality, or any public statutory body corporate or unincorporated �� with certain exclusions. This is
unreasonably restrictive.

42 In the circumstances of this case, I accept Mr Emerson�s evidence that although he has been able to obtain employment in a
particular area for a period of time, that if he were seeking employment in circumstances where the terms of the deed applied,
the restrictions placed upon him would require him to make enquiries of any organisation he were to seek to work with or for
as to whether or not it receives State Government funding. This would be unreasonable and may act as an inhibitor to his
employment prospects.

43 In the circumstances of the Regulations not constituting an exclusive code, and with the Fielding Review�s recommendation
being a sensible one, I conclude that the respondent may place a restriction on Mr Emerson engaging in employment only in so
far as is prescribed by the Regulations, with the addition only of reference to �public sector bodies irrespective of whether the
body is listed in Schedule 1 [of the PSM Act] or not�.
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44 As to the requirements of confidentiality within the deed, an employee in circumstances of termination of employment would
ordinarily have obligations to maintain confidentiality in respect of certain matters associated with his or her duties in an
employment relationship. There is nothing before me to suggest that an employee simply tendering his or her resignation from
public sector employment would be required to make particular undertakings regarding confidentiality. Furthermore, the
requirements for confidentiality in regard to terms of the voluntary severance in this case seem to be quite unreasonable in
circumstances of public sector employment where salaries and other payments are required to be transparent and where the
amount of severance pay is set by the Regulations. For Mr Emerson to be required to maintain confidentiality about the
voluntary severance and the deed seems excessive. Further, there is no apparent need for Mr Emerson to sign any agreement in
respect of even the normal obligations of confidentiality associated with the employment.

45 Further, the requirement for confidentiality within the deed go far beyond those contained in the Management Initiated
Retirement letters contained at Exhibit A22, A24 and A25. If the employees subject to Management Initiated Retirements are
not required to give such undertakings, there are no good reasons for this to apply to voluntary severance.

46 I find that to have required Mr Emerson to give the undertakings regarding confidentiality contained in the deed, as part of his
accepting voluntary severance, was unreasonable and unfair.

47 As to the question of the time frame within which Mr Emerson was required to accept the deed, I note that a deed had been
before Mr Emerson for a number of weeks, from 20 September 2001, and he had responded to that deed with his own proposed
changes. The day after Mr Emerson put his proposed changes to the respondent, the respondent forwarded to him the third
deed which merely clarified its position in respect of a couple of aspects and refused his proposed changes. Just over 4 weeks
after putting the first deed to Mr Emerson the respondent then gave Mr Emerson less than 5 working days in which to indicate
his acceptance of the third deed.

48 The question arises as to whether or not the time frame imposed upon Mr Emerson�s acceptance of the third deed of severance
was reasonable. There are a number of matters which require consideration. The first is that there is no evidence as to why the
respondent wanted or needed Mr Emerson to respond to the third deed with less than 5 days notice, except that Ms Ros
Kirwan, the respondent�s acting Human Resources Manager, selected the deadline to bring finality to the matter. There is no
evidence of an organisational requirement or any other imperative which would mean that the imposition of this particular time
frame, being short as it was, was reasonable or necessary.

49 On the other hand, though, it is quite clear that Mr Emerson did not intend to accept the terms of the deed and that any
additional periods to allow for his consideration of the offer would have been unnecessary on account of his already having
decided against accepting the offer. I do not accept Mr Emerson�s evidence that the short time frame for acceptance of the offer
affected his ability to seek further expert advice, discuss the matter with his family and have an adequate opportunity to
contemplate the matter before the offer expired. He had already decided to reject the offer.

50 In the circumstances, I am satisfied that the period of time given to Mr Emerson did not preclude him from giving
consideration to the offer. He had resolved that he would reject it in any event so the limited time frame is of little effect.
Having said that, though, under normal circumstances one can reasonably argue that less than a working week might have been
somewhat short. Circumstances vary according to prevailing facts and I would make no determination as to what might be a
reasonable period as it would vary from case to case.

51 The applicants also seek that the formula for calculation of severance pay be that applicable at the time of the hearing do this
matter, rather then that which applied on 23 October 2001. This issue arose on the basis that the Regulations prescribe 2 weeks
pay per year of service as a voluntary severance payment (Regulation 20(1)). For the period 19 April 2002 to 30 June 2000,
this amount was increased to 3 weeks pay per year of service (Regulation (2a) and (2b). The matter before me relates to an
offer of voluntary severance made in October 2001, and its final determination is after the period referred to Regulations (2a)
and (2b). The circumstances of the brief period of increased severance pay are not before me. The matter was only raised
before me at the hearing on 21 June 2002 by Mr Bathurst for the respondent, and not strenuously argued by the applicants. I
conclude that the voluntary severance of Mr Emerson arose in circumstances applicable in October 2001, and the formula for
severance pay which should apply to him is that applicable at the time of the offer in October 2001.

52 In all of these circumstances, then I find that�
� a deed between parties to a voluntary severance would in normal circumstances be unnecessary. In this case,

though, its use may have been prudent. However, such deed should have contained only those provisions necessary
and appropriate to deal with a normal voluntary severance, and should not have contained unfair or unreasonable
conditions;

� the respondent acted unfairly in requiring Mr Emerson to forgo his right to pursue his action against Mr Walker and
to release the respondent and the Crown and their officers and servants and agents in exchange for a voluntary
severance payment which is set out in the Regulations and relates only to the voluntary severance;

� that the post-employment restrictions on Mr Emerson were wider than the Regulations provided and were
unreasonable. Until the Regulations are amended, the restriction contained within the Regulations is appropriate
with the reasonable addition recommended in the Fielding Review. Further, I accept that the broader scope of the
restriction contained within the deed might indeed place difficulties in Mr Emerson�s path in seeking employment.

� there may be a need for confidentiality as to matters associated with the work which Mr Emerson performed during
his employment with the respondent but that would apply under normal circumstances to any employee. There is no
need for additional confidentiality provisions and they would seem to be unreasonable in the circumstances of a
voluntary severance in accordance with the Regulations.

53 In all of these circumstances, the orders sought by the applicants, with some modification, ought be granted. Accordingly, I
intend to order that the respondent offer to Mr Emerson voluntary severance within seven days of the date of the Order. The
offer to be made to him can be set out in correspondence which ought simply be an offer of voluntary severance in accordance
with the Regulations save for the additional requirement as to the employment restrictions recommended in the Fielding
Review. Mr Emerson is to indicate his acceptance of that offer of voluntary severance within seven days of receipt of this
offer. That acceptance can simply be in the form of reference to the offer and a formal resignation effective immediately.
Within seven days of receipt of Mr Emerson�s resignation, the respondent is to pay to him the voluntary severance payment
due under the Regulations plus all other entitlements due to him such as award entitlements. For clarity, there should be no
requirement within the respondent�s correspondence to Mr Emerson that he sign a deed, for him to maintain confidentiality
beyond that which would normally apply to an employee leaving employment, or for him to release the respondent or any
other party from any legal action or claims which Mr Emerson might otherwise make.

54 In setting out the orders I intend to issue, I have specified a requirement that Mr Emerson indicate his acceptance of the offer
by resignation. I do this on the basis that the manner in which this matter has been pursued by the applicants including the
orders sought, indicate that Mr Emerson wishes to accept an offer of voluntary severance and to terminate his employment
with the respondent. Nothing to the contrary has been put to me. Accordingly, the orders indicated above shall issue.
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55 As to the question of damages sought by the applicants I rely upon my Reasons for Decision in CSA v Director General
Ministry of Justice [2001] 82 WAIG 104 that the Arbitrator does not have the power to award damages for breach of contract.
The applicants referred to McLoughlin and Blackwell v Western Power Corporation [2000] 80 WAIG 3084, as support for the
contention that power exists. This was a decision on a claim of compensation for unfair dismissal pursuant to s.23A of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979. There is an express power pursuant s.23A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for the
Commission to award compensation for unfair dismissal. It is not damages, as such, for any breach of any implied term of the
contract dealing with faith and confidence in the employment. Further, there was reference to Emmerson v the Housing
Industry Association Ltd [1999] FCA 500. This is a decision of the Federal Court of Australia which was asked to declare that
the dismissal was contrary to the Workplace Relations Act 1996, to award compensation and to use its �accrued and associated
jurisdiction� to award damages. There is no accrued and associated jurisdiction in the Arbitrator as there is in the Federal
Court. Accordingly, I find that there is no jurisdiction in the Arbitrator for the awarding of damages on account of any breach
of faith and confidence in the employment.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06028
APPLICATIONS RE VOLUNTARY SEVERANCE

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES ROSS ALEXANDER EMERSON AND

CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED, APPLICANTS
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AND EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION,
RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR

DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 19 JULY 2002
FILE NO. P 44 OF 2001, P 45 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06028
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Applications granted in part
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms M in de Braekt on behalf of the applicants and Mr R Bathurst (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondents, the
Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby�

DECLARES�
THAT the offer of voluntary severance made to Ross Alexander Emerson on the 23rd day of October 2001 was unfair and
unreasonable.

ORDERS�
1. THAT the respondent shall offer Ross Alexander Emerson voluntary severance. Such voluntary severance is

that dealt with in the Public Sector Management (Redeployment and Redundancy) Regulations 1994 (�the
Regulations�).

2. THAT the offer of voluntary severance referred to in Order 1.�
(a) Shall be in the form of correspondence;
(b) May contain those restrictions on employment referred to in the Regulations. In addition, it may

contain an additional restriction on employment in public sector bodies irrespective of whether those
bodies are specified in Schedule 1 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 or not;

(c) Shall provide for a severance payment according to the formula applicable at 23 October 2001;
(d) Shall not require that Mr Emerson provide any releases or indemnities;
(e) Shall not require that Mr Emerson give undertakings as to confidentiality beyond those normally

applicable to matters of a confidential nature with which he might have dealt in his work for the
respondent;

(f) Shall be made within seven days of the date of this Order.
3. THAT Ross Alexander Emerson shall indicate his acceptance of the offer referred to in Orders 1. and 2. in

writing by tendering his resignation effective immediately.
4. THAT within seven days of receipt of the resignation referred to in Order 3. the respondent shall pay to Ross

Alexander Emerson those amounts to which he is entitled pursuant to the Regulations and any other amounts
due to him in accordance with his contract of employment.

5. THAT the applications otherwise be, and are hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,

[L.S.] Commissioner.
Public Service Arbitrator.

____________________
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2002 WAIRC 06039
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED, APPLICANT
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE TUESDAY, 23 JULY 2002
FILE NO. P 13 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06039
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application for an Order granted.
Representation
Applicant Mr J. Dasey (by way of written submissions)
Respondent Mr B. Hogan (by way of written submissions)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 The application lodged by the union on 9 April 2002 seeks an Order that the respondent pay to Ms Pauline Bingham salary

equivalent to the period of annual leave she took between 6 February 2002 and 12 April 2002 or that her annual leave credits
expended during her annual leave between those dates be restored to her. The application is opposed.

2 At the conference on 10 May 2002 the parties agreed that the union would put its submissions in writing and serve it on the
respondent within 14 days of the conference and that the Department would respond within a further 14 days of the receipt of
the union�s submissions. The Commission would, if requested, list the matter for hearing for the parties to address the
Commission on those submissions. The union�s submission contained a statement from Ms Bingham and the respondent urged
the Commission not to place any weight upon the statement in the absence of any cross-examination of Ms Bingham on the
contents of her statement. The Commission therefore wrote to the parties on 18 June 2002 requesting their advice as to whether
or not both the union and the respondent consented to the Commission determining the matter on the basis of the written
submissions if the Department did not wish to cross-examination Ms Bingham on the contents of her statement. On 9 July
2002 the respondent advised that as the union would not object to the Department providing a further written statement no
further oral submission would be requested. On 12 July 2002 the respondent advised that it would not be making a further
written statement on the matter.

3 Accordingly, the Commission now decides the issue between the parties based upon the union�s submission and the
respondent�s submission in the knowledge that neither side wished to make any further oral submission nor was Ms Bingham
required to attend the Commission for the purpose of cross-examination.

4 I find the relevant facts to be that Ms Bingham has been employed by the respondent as a public service officer since April
1988. On 7 November 2001 she was advised by her employer to leave the workplace and remain at home awaiting further
directions because a preliminary investigation was to be undertaken into her use of e-mail.

5 On 16 January 2002 the respondent suspended Ms Bingham without pay pursuant to s.82 of the Public Sector Management Act
1994. On 4 February 2002 the union wrote to the respondent seeking urgent consideration of Ms Bingham�s request for the
restoration of her pay and also sought that Ms Bingham have access to her outstanding annual leave entitlement because her
�financial situation is desperate�. On 6 February 2002 the respondent wrote to Ms Bingham indicating that Ms Bingham�s
suspension had been lifted to allow her to take annual leave until 12 April 2002. Ms Bingham then took annual leave for that
period.

6 The investigation into Ms Bingham found that she had committed no breach of discipline and Ms Bingham�s salary from
16 January to 6 February 2002 was restored to her. The union has sought that Ms Bingham�s annual leave be reinstated to her
credit or that she receive a payment equivalent to the annual leave that she took from 6 February 2002. The refusal by the
respondent of this request has led to this application.
The union�s submission

7 The union submits that Ms Bingham sought to take her annual leave, and did take her annual leave, merely as a means of
securing income because she had been suspended without pay. She did not seek to take annual leave for the purpose of annual
leave and recreation. The union states that during the period covered by her leave Ms Bingham had to keep herself available
for questioning by the officer conducting the investigation. During that period Ms Bingham was involved in proceedings she
had initiated before the Public Service Appeal Board challenging her suspension without pay.

8 The union submits that had Ms Bingham not sought to take her annual leave during that period of suspension then once it had
been found that she had committed no breach of discipline she would have had her salary for the entire period of suspension
restored to her. The union states that the investigation took an unreasonably long time and had it been concluded promptly the
matter would have been resolved before Ms Bingham faced difficulties. The union submits that it is unconscionable that an
innocent person should suffer detriment as a result of the disciplinary process which found her innocent. Not restoring
Ms Bingham�s annual leave is to penalise her for not having the financial reserves to go without income for approximately the
three-month period from the date of suspension without pay to when she was found innocent of the alleged breach of
discipline.
The respondent�s submission

9 The respondent states that had Ms Bingham accepted a lump sum payment for her accrued leave the respondent would not
have been placed in the position of having to firstly lift the suspension without pay and then later reinstate it. The Department
responded to the specific request from the union on behalf of Ms Bingham, and also from Ms Bingham herself, that she have
access to her annual leave credit and her annual leave was granted in accordance with Clause 19 of the Public Service Award
1992. The respondent did not require Ms Bingham to provide a reason for taking annual leave.

10 The respondent submits that it did not at any time require Ms Bingham to keep herself available for questioning during the
period of annual leave. The investigator did make contact with Ms Bingham to check whether she was available for interview
but there would have been no consequences had contact not been made or if Ms Bingham had declined to make herself
available because she had applied for and was granted annual leave for this period.
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11 The respondent states that as the union�s letter of 4 February 2002 states that there are no cost implications for the Department
in allowing Ms Bingham to access her leave the respondent is entitled to rely on that representation and as such the union is
now estopped from making another claim. The respondent submits that the union is now effectively asking for the decision to
grant access to annual leave to be reversed and if this application is successful the respondent would hesitate to approve any
future applications by employees in similar circumstances. Depending on the reasons for any decision in the union�s favour a
precedent could be set. If for example, the argument of the union that the leave was taken merely to maintain income and not
for recreation was given credence it could be used by any suspended employee whether or not they were eventually found to
have committed a breach of discipline.
Conclusion

12 The circumstances which are before the Commission arose from the decision of the respondent to suspend Ms Bingham
without pay pursuant to the right given to it under the Public Sector Management Act 1994. Section 82(2)(b) provides for the
restoration of the pay of which Ms Bingham was deprived during the period of suspension. That is, an employee suspected of a
breach of discipline may be suspended without pay provided that if after proper investigation the alleged breach of discipline is
found not to have occurred then by virtue of s.82(2)(b) the employee has returned to her or him the pay which she, or he,
would otherwise have received but for the suspension without pay. Once the pay withheld has been restored, the employee is
put back into the position she or he would have been in had the suspension not occurred.

13 What is the circumstance if an employee is obliged by virtue of financial circumstances, as is unquestionably the case here, to
seek to have access to leave credits in order to ease the financial circumstances resulting from the suspension with pay? In
fairness, the answer must depend considerably upon the purpose for which the leave is taken. It can be stated with some
accuracy that annual leave is accrued and taken as a means of rest and recreation from the rigours of work (Hospital Employees
Union v. Hon Minister for Health and Others (1976) 57 WAIG 282). Thus, if during a period of suspension without pay an
employee requests leave for the purpose of rest and recreation from work then there could be little merit in a subsequent claim
for a reimbursement for that annual leave. Thus, for example, where it can be shown that an employee had previously applied
for leave, or had otherwise indicated an intention to take leave, during a period which in fact became a period of suspension
without pay, it is more likely that the annual leave taken was for the planned rest and recreation.

14 Where, however, the opposite is the case, there is considerable merit in such a claim. That is, if access to of leave is applied for
during a period of suspension without pay merely because of the decision of the employer to suspend the employee without
pay, and it cannot be said that the employee used the period of annual leave for the purposes of rest and recreation from work,
then the employee would not have applied for access to leave had the suspension without pay not occurred.

15 To take the point one step further, in the circumstance where the employee is subsequently found not to have committed a
breach of discipline, the restoration of the pay of which the employee was deprived during the period of suspension will not
return the employee to the position she or he would have been in had the suspension not occurred because the employee has
now used up the leave held to that employee�s credit for a purpose other than that for which it has been accrued.

16 The parties in principle may usefully be compared to the circumstance where an employee may have a period of illness which
occurs during a period of annual leave taken as sick leave so that �a worker�s enjoyment of the full period of his annual leave
should be protected �� (Australian Workers� Union v. Cockburn Cement Ltd and Another (1976) 57 WAIG 29 at 30).

17 Further, an employee suspended without pay for a time can hardly be blamed for seeking access to leave entitlements. It is
understandable that an employee may immediately feel the financial effect of a suspension without pay. That is, however, not
so much an issue of the employee�s wish to access an annual leave entitlement, but rather an issue that the respondent�s power
to suspend an employee without pay should be exercised sparingly.

18 In the circumstances of this case, Ms Bingham�s letter of 31 January 2002 to the Department makes it quite clear that she faced
extreme financial difficulties and that this was the reason for seeking access to her accrued entitlements. She set out towards
the end of her letter, in detail, her financial situation and the outgoings on a fortnightly basis which she is required to meet. She
reinforced this in the letter of 4 February 2002 and the union itself confirmed her position on 4 February 2002. There is no
suggestion in the material before the Commission that Ms Bingham�s financial circumstances were other than she therein
described.

19 Further, as the statement attached to the union�s submission shows in paragraph 7, Ms Bingham had applied in October
2001 to take her annual leave from 22 December 2001 to 14 January 2002 for a specific purpose. Indeed, she described it as �a
once in a lifetime opportunity�. I therefore unhesitatingly accept Ms Bingham�s statement at paragraph 20 that the time
between 6 February and 12 April 2002 was not taken and used as recreational leave. During that period she was informed that
further allegations of breaches of discipline were to be brought against her and during the period she was, as she states,
required by the Department to attend an investigation interview on 26 February 2002. She made herself available to the
respondent between those dates because of the continuing investigation I entirely accept Ms Bingham�s closing sentence that
�the period of annual leave from 6 February to 12 April was no holiday for me�.

20 Given that the only reason why Ms Bingham sought to access her annual leave credit was the decision of the respondent to
suspend her without pay, it follows that once no breach of discipline was made out and the respondent restored to Ms Bingham
the pay of which she was deprived during the period of suspension, for Ms Bingham to be returned to the position she had been
in but for the decision of the respondent to suspend her without pay, the respondent should also restore to Ms Bingham the
annual leave credit which it properly permitted her to access during the period of suspension.

21 The respondent states that a decision in the union�s favour in this matter may cause it to reconsider a similar application made
in the future. However, this should not be so. The respondent has the legal right to suspend an employee without pay. In
circumstances where to exercise that right would cause significant financial hardship to an employee, there is every
compassionate reason to allow the employee to access accrued leave in order to access the payment for that leave. Not to do so
may be harsh upon the employee. Once it is understood that the payment for annual leave to the employee is not for the
purpose of rest and recreation then the merit lies in returning the employee to the position the employee would have been in
had there not been the suspension without pay. In this case that means an Order should now issue that the respondent reinstate
to Ms Bingham�s credit the leave entitlement to which she was given access.

22 I am not persuaded that it can realistically be argued that this will have a cost implication for the respondent. If the respondent
had not given Ms Bingham the annual leave to which she was entitled, it would have been obliged to give it to her at a later
time, or pay her in lieu of it upon termination, in any event. When the investigation showed the alleged breach of discipline did
not occur the respondent would have been obliged to return to her the pay she would otherwise have received for the period of
suspension without pay.

23 The Commission understands that Ms Bingham has ceased employment with the respondent and that the effect of the
Commission�s Order will be to pay out to Ms Bingham the accrued leave now re-credited to her. That payment is, however, a
payment which will be made pursuant to the Public Service Award 1992 and is a payment which will occur consequent upon
the Order now to issue. The Order to issue should not itself require that payment lest it be seen as the enforcement of an award
entitlement.

_________
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2002 WAIRC 06075
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED, APPLICANT
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE FRIDAY, 26 JULY 2002
FILE NO. P 13 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06075
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application for an Order granted.
Representation
Applicant Mr J. Dasey (by way of written submissions)
Respondent Mr B. Hogan (by way of written submissions)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Mr J. Dasey (by way of written submissions) and Mr B. Hogan (by way of written submissions), the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the Director General, Department of Justice re-credit to Ms Pauline Bingham the period of annual leave she took
between 6 February 2002 and 12 April 2002.

(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05984
INTERPRETATION OF TRAVELLING ALLOWANCES

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT

v.
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR

DATE MONDAY, 15 JULY 2002
FILE NO. P 1 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05984
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Interpretation of Agreement
Representation
Applicant Ms M Fransen and with her Mr P Kelly
Respondent Ms C Allman and with her Ms C Brown
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This is an application for interpretation in respect of Clause 31 � Travelling Allowances of the Western Australian Police

Service Enterprise Agreement for Police Act Employees PSA AG 8 of 2001 (�the Agreement�). The applicant seeks in
particular a declaration as to the rate of transfer allowance applicable on the last day of transfer, known as unpack day, to an
employee who in the course of transfer�

� is required to change his or her place of residence; and
� stays overnight away from headquarters; and
� is fully responsible for his or her own accommodation, meals and incidental expenses; and
� utilises hotel, motel and roadhouse accommodation for the day of arrival at the new headquarters; and
� does not use hotel, motel or roadhouse accommodation for the unpack day (instead, utilising the GEHA

accommodation allocated for the period of transfer).
2 The applicant says that both the ordinary meaning to be attributed to the words contained within the Agreement and in

accordance with custom and usage as it applied prior to the respondent amending its policy mean that the rate of transfer
allowance for the unpack day in the circumstances described earlier is that which would apply to accommodation in a hotel,
motel or roadhouse set out in Schedule F of the Agreement. This is said to be because of the terms of Clause 31 � Travelling
Allowances, subclause (4)(c) of the Agreement.

3 The respondent says, though, that the interpretation suggested by the applicant is applicable only if the officer, in the course of
transfer, utilises hotel, motel or roadhouse accommodation on the unpack day and provides receipts. Otherwise the allowance
provided for in Schedule F for Accommodation Involving an Overnight Stay at Other Than a Hotel, Motel or Roadhouse is
appropriate. The respondent says that this is applicable not only in accordance with the interpretation of the meaning of the
words contained within the Agreement but is proper and responsible financial accounting and management in accordance with
the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985, the Treasurer�s Instruction 701, and the WA Police Service Financial
Management Handbook.
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4 The normal rules applicable to interpretation require that the words be given their ordinary and natural meaning and that the
words be interpreted by reference to their context and that may necessitate consideration of the whole of the document not
merely the words used in isolation. Where there is ambiguity or where an interpretation according to the ordinary and natural
meaning of the words would result in an absurdity, recourse can be had to extrinsic material.

5 Evidence has been brought by the applicant as to the practice which occurred up until 2001, and in particular of inconsistencies
in the respondent�s application of the allowance for accommodation for the unpack day. There was evidence of the different
treatment of an officer transferred from Perth to South Hedland in August 2001 who was not paid the unpack day at the Hotel,
Motel or Roadhouse rate compared with an officer transferred some four months later to Broome who was paid the Hotel,
Motel and Roadhouse rate notwithstanding that he had not utilised such accommodation on that night.

6 The applicant also brought, through copies of electronic mail correspondence between itself and some members, anecdotal
information as to what had occurred in regard to the transfers of those members. There was also Exhibit 3, a schedule dealing
with the random sample of applications for transfer allowances for a number of years.

7 The practice in respect of leave for transfer is a separate matter from the transfer allowance payable. However, it helps to
define the issue to some extent. The Regulation 1202 of the Police Regulations (Exhibit 1) says�

�Leave in respect of transfer
1202.(1) Subject to subregulation (2), where a member is appointed to a position, whether by transfer or promotion,
necessitating a change of his residence he is allowed to take 2 days off duty � one day in respect of the packing and
loading of his household goods and effects and one day in respect of their unpacking and unloading.�

8 Subregulation (2) is of no particular relevance to the issue at hand.
9 This second day, the unpacking and unloading day, is the day in question, not in respect of leave, but in respect of the transfer

allowance payable.
10 Subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 30 � Transfer Allowances of the Agreement are of particular relevance and they provide�

�(1) Employees transferred from one headquarters to another�
(a) in the public interest; or
(b) in the ordinary course of promotion and transfer; or
(c) on account of illness due to causes over which the employee has no control,
shall, if the transfer necessitates a change in the place of residence of the employee, be paid allowances in
accordance with the following provisions of this clause.

(2) An employee when travelling on transfer in accordance with subclause (1) of this clause shall be paid the
appropriate rate of travelling allowances in accordance with Clause 31. - Travelling Allowances of this
agreement.�

11 Clause 30 - Transfer Allowances subclause (2), prescribes the way transfer allowances are to be paid. The circumstances of
this case make subclauses (2), (3), (4) and (15) of Clause 31 � Travelling Allowances relevant for consideration. The
remaining subclauses, deal with matters such as where the accommodation etc is free of charge or where the employer supplies
the accommodation; where the employee is stationed in the metropolitan area and travels to a place more then 24 kms from
headquarters, not involving an overnight stay; travel by aircraft etc. I do not intend to recite those irrelevant provisions.
Subclauses (2), (3), (4) and (15) provide�

�31. TRAVELLING ALLOWANCES
An employee who travels on official business shall be reimbursed reasonable expenses on the following basis:-
�
(2) When a trip necessitates an overnight stay away from headquarters and the employee is fully responsible for his

or her own accommodation, meals and incidental expenses and hotel, motel or road house accommodation is
utilised reimbursement shall be in accordance with the rates prescribed in Item F4 to F8 of Schedule F.

(3) When a trip necessitates an overnight stay away from headquarters and the employee is fully responsible for his
or her own accommodation, meals and incidental expenses and accommodation other than camping or that
covered in subclause (1) or subclause (2) of this clause is utilised reimbursement shall be in accordance with the
rates prescribed in Item F9, F10 or F11 of Schedule F.

(4) To calculate reimbursement under subclause (1), subclause(2) and subclause (3) of this clause for a part of a
day, the following formulae shall apply:-
(a) If departure from headquarters is�

- before 8.00am - 100% of the daily rate;
- 8.00am or later but prior to 1.00pm - 90% of the daily rate;
- 1.00pm or later but prior to 6.00pm - 75% of the daily rate;
- 6.00pm or later - 50% of the daily rate.

(b) If arrival back at headquarters is�
- 8.00am or later but prior to 1.00pm - 10% of the daily rate;
- 1.00pm or later but prior to 6.00pm - 25% of the daily rate;
- 6.00pm or later but prior to 11.00pm - 50% of the daily rate;
- 11.00pm or later - 100% of the daily rate.

(c) The rate to be applied is that applicable for the locality/town in which the employee stays overnight,
except for the final day or part thereof which is calculated at the rate for the previous overnight
location.

�
(15) Where an employee claims reimbursement for meals or the daily rate specified for hotel or motel in Items F4 to

F14 of Schedule F the employee shall certify that the meals were purchased or hotel or motel accommodation
was actually utilised. An employee may be required to produce receipts or other evidence to substantiate any
claim. Meal allowances shall not apply where a meal is supplied without charge to an employee.

��
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12 Schedule F Travelling � Transfer Allowances provides for a number of daily rates of allowance under a number of headings.
The first heading is �Allowance to Meet Incidental Expenses� and this is not of particular relevance in this case. The second
heading is the allowance for �Accommodation Involving an Overnight Stay at a Hotel, Motel or Roadhouse�. Under this
heading is set out the daily rate for various localities; F4 being for the Western Australian Metropolitan area; F5 being for the
Locality South of 26o South Latitude, and F6 being for the Locality North of 26o South Latitude. There then follows a schedule
of daily rates for particular named localities such as Broome, Carnarvon, Derby etc.. F7 defines the rate for the Interstate �
Capital Cities and F8 for Interstate � Other than Capital Cities. There is provision for allowances on account of
Accommodation Involving an Overnight Stay at Other Than a Hotel, Motel or Roadhouse, with F9, F10 and F11 setting out the
daily rates for the area of WA � South of 26o South Latitude, WA � North of 26o South Latitude and Interstate respectively.
There are then allowances for Travel Not Involving an Overnight Stay or Travel Involving an Overnight Stay Where
Accommodation Only is Provided, for allowances for a Midday Meal, Deduction for Normal Living Expenses and Accelerated
Depreciation and Extra Wear and Tear on Furniture and Effects.

13 The respondent�s �TRANSFER REMOVAL PACKAGE� (Exhibit 5) contains a provision at page 2 under the heading of
Transfer Allowance which reads�

�Where a member claims reimbursement, either for meals or for the daily rate specified for hotel/motel or roadhouse
accommodation in items F4 to F14 of Schedule F of the 1999 EBA, the member shall certify that meals were purchased
or hotel/motel or roadhouse accommodation was actually utilised. Where accommodation other than hotel/motel or
roadhouse is utilised, the rates under items F9 and F10 of Schedule F will apply.
Members are reminded that they will be required to produce receipts or other evidence to substantiate any claim.�

14 The Transfer Removal Package also includes examples of various claim forms to be completed by employees in respect of
their transfers. The second last page of the document includes a claim form headed �Allowances, Accommodation and Other
Travel Expenses�. This shows an example of how an officer transferring from Perth to Karratha would complete the form. It
notes that the person utilised hotel/motel accommodation on arrival in Karratha and was paid the hotel/motel rate for both the
day of arrival and the unpack day. The instruction at the bottom of the page says in respect of this example�

�Utilises hotel/motel accommodation. Where accommodation other than hotel/motel is utilised eg. family, friends/ house
rates under item F9 & F10 of schedule F are to apply.�

15  There is then a �Note to Remember� which says�
�Travel allowance on transfer is only claimable until midnight on the day following your arrival at your destination
allowing a reasonable travelling time from place of departure�.

16 The applicant argues that Clause 31(4)(c) contains the key to this matter. It reads �The rate to be applied is that applicable for
the locality/town in which the employee stays overnight, except for the final day or part thereof which is calculated at the rate
for the previous overnight location.� The applicant says that �the previous overnight location� relates to the employee in this
case having spent the night in hotel, motel or roadhouse accommodation.

17 Having considered all the material before me, I note that if, in fact, the respondent has been misapplying the terms of the
Agreement either previously or now then it may need to rectify that misapplication. The manner in which the respondent went
about making the changes in 2001 seems to have been unhelpful. There was no consultation before the change implemented.
The fact that there has been an inconsistent application over the years does not assist in the prevention or resolution of
industrial disputation.

18 As to the proper interpretation of the travel allowance on unpack day, I am not satisfied that there is any ambiguity within the
terms of the Agreement such as to require the examination of extrinsic material.

19 Clause 30 � Transfer Allowances, subclause (2) provides that an employee when travelling on transfer �shall be paid the
appropriate rate of travelling allowances in accordance with Clause 31 � Travelling Allowances of this agreement�. Clause
31 � Travelling Allowances provides that�

�An employee who travels on official business shall be reimbursed for reasonable expenses on the following basis: ��.
20 Subclauses (2), (3), (4) and (15) are relevant to the proper interpretation of this matter. Subclauses (2) and (3) provide�

�(2) When a trip necessitates an overnight stay away from headquarters and the employee is fully responsible for his
or her own accommodation, meals and incidental expenses and hotel, motel or road house accommodation is
utilised reimbursement shall be in accordance with the rates prescribed in Item F4 to F8 of Schedule F.

(3) When a trip necessitates an overnight stay away from headquarters and the employee is fully responsible for his
or her own accommodation, meals and incidental expenses and accommodation other than camping or that
covered in subclause (1) or subclause (2) of this clause is utilised reimbursement shall be in accordance with the
rates prescribed in Item F9, F10 or F11 of Schedule F.�

21 Subclause (4) sets out the formula to be applied according to the time of departure from headquarters and the time of arrival
back at headquarters. The time of arrival back at headquarters formula appears to be used for the purposes of the unpacking
day and is assessed on the basis that arrival is 11.00pm or later and hence 100% of the daily rate is applicable. Paragraph (c) of
subclause (4), as noted before, says that the rate to be applied i.e. the rate to which the 100% of the daily rate is to be applied
�is that applicable for the locality/town in which the employee stays overnight, except for the final day or part thereof which is
calculated at the rate for the previous overnight location.� (underlining added)

22 The dispute between the parties relates to whether the applicable rate for the unpack day is the rate which applied for the
previous night�s accomodation or the rate for the previous overnight location. In the example put to me in respect of Constable
Baines, as set out in Exhibit 2, her day of arrival at South Hedland was 21 August 2000. Her evidence was that she stayed in
hotel or motel accommodation that night. Accordingly, she is entitled to the hotel, motel or roadhouse rate for that night. On
the last or unpack day, being the final day or part thereof referred to in paragraph (c) of subclause (4), she spent the night in her
GEHA accommodation and not in a hotel, motel or roadhouse. Paragraph (4)(c) of Clause 31, stripped of its extraneous parts,
provides that the �rate to be applied is that � which is calculated at the rate for the previous overnight location�. The
�location� in which she spent the previous night was South Hedland, not the motel or hotel in which she stayed. This meaning
of �location� is consistent with the first part of the sentence in subclause (4)(c) where there is reference to the �locality/town�
and to Schedule F which prescribes daily rates for �localities� which includes particular named towns of which South Hedland
is one. To apply an interpretation of �location� as meaning the type of accommodation utilised on the previous night would
result in 2 different meanings being applied to �location� or �locality� within the same sentence in subclause (4)(c) of Clause
31, and would ignore the link to Schedule F.

23 Accordingly, the correct interpretation to be placed on Clause 31 � Travelling Allowances in respect of an employee
transferring from headquarters is that on the unpack day, the travelling allowance is to be calculated at the rate for the location,
or town, at which the person spent the previous night. One would then consider whether, on the unpack day or part thereof, the
employee utilised accommodation involving an overnight stay at a hotel, motel or roadhouse or accommodation involving an
overnight stay at other than a hotel, motel or roadhouse.
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24 In the case before me, Constable Baines� overnight stay on unpack day was in the location of South Hedland, she did not
utilise accommodation in a hotel, motel or roadhouse that day and is therefore not entitled to the allowance set out in F4, F5,
F6, F7 or F8 of Schedule F but rather an allowance set out in F9, F10 or F11 of Schedule F, in her case, F10. This is consistent
with the terms of Clause 31 subclauses (2), (3) and (15) of the Agreement. Subclauses (2) and (3) distinguish between the types
of accommodation used and directs attention to the relevant parts of Schedule F. Subclause (15) requires that the employee
certify that he or she utilised hotel or motel accommodation and may be required to produce receipts, i.e., only if hotel, motel
or roadhouse accommodation was utilised would the employee incur the expenditure and therefore be required to produce
receipts.

25 In dealing with an application for interpretation pursuant to s.46 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, the Commission is
limited in its powers. Section 46(1) of the Act says�

�46. Interpretation of awards and orders
(1) At any time while an award is in force under this Act the Commission may, on the application of any

employer, organization, or association bound by the award � 
(a) declare the true interpretation of the award; and
(b) where that declaration so requires, by order vary any provision of the award for the purpose

of remedying any defect therein or of giving fuller effect thereto.�
26 Therefore, the Commission is able only to declare the true interpretation of, in this case, the Agreement, and where that

declaration so requires vary the provisions of the Agreement for the purpose of remedying any defect or giving fuller effect to
the terms of the Agreement. In declaring the true interpretation of the Agreement, I am not satisfied that there is any need to
amend the Agreement for the purpose of remedying any defect or giving fuller effect to the wording of the Agreement.
However, for the sake of clarity, the parties may wish to consider the addition of words elaborating on paragraph (4)(c) of
Clause 31 � Travel Allowances as to the �previous overnight location� being reference to the town or locality referred to in
Schedule F not to whether the overnight accommodation availed of on the previous night was �Hotel, Motel or Roadhouse�, or
�Other than Hotel, Motel or Roadhouse�. Prior to this matter being finalised the parties may wish to consider whether an
amendment is necessary and should advise as to their views.

27 In conclusion, I declare that the true interpretation of Clause 31 � Travelling Allowance, subclause (4)(c) is that in respect of
the unpack day, the rate to be applied is the rate for the location, locality or town as set out in Schedule F of the Agreement.
Reference to the �previous overnight location� is not reference to the type of accommodation utilised on the previous night.
Once the location is known, the rate payable is then dependant on the type of accommodation utilised at that location, locality
or town.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06065
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR

DATE OF ORDER THURSDAY, 25 JULY 2002
FILE NO. P 11 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06065
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application pursuant to s.46 dismissed
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 46 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS on the 19th day of July 2002 the Applicant filed a Notice of Discontinuance; and
NOW THEREFORE, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979,
hereby orders�

THAT this application be, and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,

[L.S.] Commissioner.
Public Service Arbitrator.

LONG SERVICE LEAVE—Boards of Reference—
Special—

2002 WAIRC 06199
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING AND KINDRED
INDUSTRIES UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY LONG SERVICE LEAVE PAYMENTS BOARD, RESPONDENT
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CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
DATE OF ORDER WEDNESDAY, 14 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. BOR 5 OF 2000
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06199
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr T Kucera
Respondent Mr C Milne
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS on 18 May 2000 the Applicant filed an application under s.50 of the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service
Leave Act; and
WHEREAS on 10 August 2001 a letter was sent to the Union requesting advice in regard to the status of this matter; and
WHEREAS on 20 August 2001 a copy of the letter dated 10 August 2001 was faxed to the Union with a request that the status of
this matter be followed up; and
WHEREAS on 2 July 2002 a letter was sent to the Union from the Commission advising the Applicant that unless the Commission
received contact from the Applicant by close of business on 16 July 2002, the Commission would make an order dismissing this
application; and
WHEREAS by close of business on 16 July 2002 no contact had been made by the Applicant to the Commission;
THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Act hereby orders�

THAT this matter be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. H. SMITH,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

UNFAIR DISMISSAL/CONTRACTUAL ENTITLEMENTS—
2002 WAIRC 05997

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES JOHN BONGIORNO, APPLICANT

v.
CARGILL SALT LIMITED, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE WEDNESDAY, 17 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 1881 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05997
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr M Llewellyn
Respondent Mr S Ellis of counsel
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This matter is a claim pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (�the Act�) by the applicant which alleges

that he has been denied a contractual benefit by the respondent. The contractual benefit alleged to have been denied is the
benefit of payment under a sickness and accident insurance policy (�the Policy�) which itself derives from the terms of the
Cargill Australia Ltd - Salt Production and Processing Award 1988 (�the Award�).

Background and Issues
2 The applicant was employed by the respondent from on or about 14 September 1984 as a leading hand plant operator at the

respondent�s operations in Port Hedland. He was employed pursuant to the terms of the Award. The Award provided at the
material times, and provides, at cl 19(5), that the company will provide a non-contributory sickness and accident plan for all
permanent employees who are 16 years and over and under 66 years of age. The applicant had made numerous claims under
the Policy over the years. Many of these claims resulted in him receiving payments.

3 In about August 2001 the respondent announced to its workforce that it was selling its assets to another company, Dampier Salt
Limited (�DSL�). At about this time, the applicant had a recurrence of a previous illness which led to discussions between the
applicant and representatives of the respondent.

4 It was submitted by the applicant that as a result of these discussions the applicant was assured that his sickness and accident
claim would remain the responsibility of the respondent. Subsequently, the applicant was advised that the respondent�s insurer
had declined his claim and he was not entitled to continue to receive sickness and accident benefits under the Policy. This was
on the basis that the applicant�s illness was a pre-existing condition falling within an exclusion under the Policy.

5 It was the applicant�s contention that this had previously been the case in relation to some of his claims however the
respondent had paid him his normal remuneration as if the claims had been approved by the insurer. Essentially, it was on this
basis that the applicant asserted that he had a contractual entitlement to such payment.
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6 The respondent denied the applicant�s claim. Counsel for the respondent submitted that the legal obligation on it at the material
time was that contained in cl 19(5) of the Award. This only obliged it to make payments of benefits to employees where the
respondent had recommended payment of a claim. In all other cases, the Award contemplates that the obligation to make
payment is imposed on the insurer under the Policy and not the respondent. Furthermore, it was submitted that under the
Award where a claim is recommended to the insurer, the respondent�s discretion to pay is made pending the acceptance of the
claim by the insurer. If the insurer declines the claim, any payment made by the respondent may be recovered by it from the
employee�s wages under the terms of cl 19(5)(g) of the Award.

7 Counsel for the respondent also submitted that the claim by the applicant, that the respondent pay him despite refusal of the
claim by the insurer, was inconsistent with the Award obligation and was in breach of s 114 of the Act. Counsel submitted that
there could be no basis to imply a term for payment in the circumstances as claimed, because the Policy is a creature of the
Award which sets out comprehensively the obligations on the respondent. Given there was such an award obligation, it was
submitted there is no necessity to imply any corresponding contractual obligation: Byrne and Frew v Australian Airlines
(1995) 131 ALR 422.

8 In any event, despite the Award provisions, the respondent submitted there was no basis to imply a contractual term that the
respondent ought to pay the applicant the sickness and accident benefit from past practice. The submission was that any
practice as such, adopted by the respondent would need to go beyond the usual way of dealing with such matters to create a
contractual obligation, over and above the discretion given to the respondent to make an advance payment in the circumstances
contemplated by the Award. In this regard, it was also submitted that even if it could be said that there was an implied term
imposed by the terms of the Award, then this must also include the ability of the respondent to decline to continue to pay
benefits where the insurer refuses a claim under the Policy and moreover, to recover any such payments advanced. This was
what occurred in this case.

9 In relation to the allegation of the applicant that he was given representations as to on going payments and that he made a
decision to take employment with DSL on this basis, this was denied by the respondent. It was submitted that at all times the
applicant was aware of the need to make a claim under the Policy for a benefit and he did so on numerous occasions.
Furthermore, the applicant elected to accept employment with DSL, on or about 1 August 2001, which was a date preceding
the alleged conversations with representatives of the respondent.

Facts
10 There was considerable common ground between the parties in this matter. Since in or about 1992 the applicant has suffered

from symptoms associated with renal failure. The applicant testified that on occasions when he had lodged claims under the
Policy for periods of illness, and indeed other accidents and illnesses, he has received payment for these periods. The applicant
was not aware however, whether in each case, the insurer accepted his claims. The applicant tendered claim forms in respect of
an absence between May and July 1992 as exhibit A1. This included various medical certificates as exhibit A2. Exhibit A3 was
a claim form for April 1996 where the applicant testified he received his pay as normal from the respondent. This claim form
also included various medical certificates.

11 A claim was made also in 1989 in respect of what was subsequently determined to be the initial symptoms of the applicant�s
renal failure. Claim documents were tendered as exhibits A4 and A5. The applicant was paid for these claims.

12 The applicant also gave evidence about claims made in November 1997 and August 1998. Claim documents were tendered as
exhibits A6, A7 and A8 respectively. The applicant testified he was paid his normal remuneration for these periods also. In or
about December 2000 the applicant made a further sickness and accident claim under the Policy which he said he was not
aware whether the claim was accepted by the insurer however, the respondent paid him normally. Supporting documents were
tendered as exhibits A9 and A10.

13 A further claim was made by the applicant in March 2001 in respect of which supporting documents were tendered as exhibits
A11 and A12. The applicant testified that again he received his normal pay for this period of absence. The applicant also
testified that he also became aware that a number of his earlier claims had been refused by the insurer however he was still
paid for his periods of absence by the respondent. In this connection, it was the applicant�s evidence that no one from the
respondent had previously told him that his claims had been refused by the insurer.

14 Towards the end of July 2001 the applicant said that his condition deteriorated. He had periods of hospitalisation. This was
reported to the respondent�s then site manager Mr Cooper by the applicant�s wife, Mrs Bongiorno. Mrs Bongiorno testified
that at this time she received a telephone call from the respondent�s pay mistress who must have been aware that the applicant
was again ill and off work. Mrs Bongiorno said that she was told by the pay mistress that any bills should be taken to the
respondent and it would pay them. This apparently did not occur, as the applicant was in a public hospital. Mrs Bongiorno said
that she saw Mr Cooper in the front entrance to the respondent�s administration building and he asked how the applicant was.
Mrs Bongiorno was taking in forms to the respondent, one of which was an election that the applicant wished to accept
employment with DSL. I pause to note that the form, tendered as exhibit R2, was signed by the applicant and dated 1 August
2001. The form provided that it had to be submitted by 5pm on 3 August 2001. I will return to this matter later in these
reasons.

15 It appeared on the evidence that the applicant was absent from work from 30 July to 6 August 2001 and again from 19 August
2001 and did not return.

16 Some time prior to 10 August 2001, the applicant said he had a meeting with Mr Cooper and Mr Weinhert, a manager from
DSL. The applicant said he told them that because of his illness he needed to go to Perth for some time and he raised questions
about the Policy. It was the applicant�s evidence that he was not given any final answer about this but said Mr Cooper told him
the respondent would look after the matter. According to the applicant, at a further meeting a few days later, this was
confirmed with him as being a condition of sale of the respondent to DSL.

17 The applicant testified that continuation of payment for him whilst he was absent was important in his decision to elect to take
employment with DSL as opposed to electing to take a redundancy package. Subsequently, the applicant contacted a Mr
Claude-Gasson of the respondent, who was based in the eastern states, and was told that he would not continue to be paid
because the insurer had declined his claim. The applicant testified that had he known this he would have taken the redundancy
package. In cross-examination however, the applicant conceded that he signed the acceptance form for employment with DSL,
prior to the meetings with Mr Cooper. He also acknowledged in his evidence, that he accepted this employment offer on the
basis of his then belief that he would be fit to stay working for DSL.

18 The applicant also testified that he did in fact make a claim for the latest recurrence of his illness (exhibit R1), that he possibly
did refer to the Award provisions, was aware that ultimately the insurer was responsible under the Policy and that the insurer
may reject his claims.
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19 In relation to the meetings with the applicant, Mr Cooper testified that in both of the meetings involving the applicant he did
not tell the applicant that his wages or claim would be paid by the respondent, but did say the issue would be dealt with by the
respondent and not DSL, as it was the respondent�s view that the applicant�s illness was a pre-existing condition. Mr Cooper,
although he could not recall clearly what was discussed, said that he denied that he said to the applicant the respondent would
�look after him� or words to that effect. Mr Cooper also testified that the respondent�s pay mistress had no authority to say
anything to the applicant about whether his claim was approved or otherwise.

20 In relation to the initial payments received by the applicant before the insurer denied his claim, Mr Cooper was unable to recall
whether he approved these payments or someone at the respondent�s Melbourne office did. Mr Cooper accepted in cross-
examination that he did not tell the applicant or otherwise lead him to believe that he would not be paid until the claim was
determined by the insurer under the Policy.

Conclusions
21 The present claim, being one for an alleged denied contractual benefit, attracts the Commission�s judicial jurisdiction to

determine whether the benefit claimed was an entitlement under the applicant�s contract of employment and secondly, whether
that benefit has been denied by the respondent. The relevant principles in relation to these matters are well settled and I need
only refer to the recent decision of the Full Bench of this Commission in Ahern v The Australian Federation of Totally and
Permanently Incapacitated Ex Service Men and Woman (WA Branch Inc) (1999) 79 WAIG 1867 in this regard. Given that this
aspect of the Commission�s jurisdiction is judicial, it is limited to the establishment of existing rights under an employee�s
contract of employment and whether such a right, as a benefit, has been denied: Simons v Business Computers International
Pty Ltd (1985) 65 WAIG 2039.

22 As to ascertaining the terms of the applicant�s contract, there was little evidence before the Commission as to the terms and
conditions of the applicant�s employment, save for the application of the Award. Be that as it may, the applicant�s claim in
respect of payment for sickness and accident must be assessed against the principles relevant to the implication of terms into
contracts of employment. I say this because there was no suggestion by either the applicant or the respondent in this case, that
an entitlement to payment for sickness and accident, separate to that provided in the Award, was an express term of the
applicant�s contract of employment.

23 Terms may be implied into a contract on a number of bases. Firstly, they may be implied as a matter of law, because of the
specific nature of the contract in question. For example, sale of goods contracts contain certain established implied conditions,
as a function of the type of contract. Secondly, terms may be implied in law as a function of the operation of statute. Relevant
provisions of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) are examples of this. Finally, is the category of implication involving
implication by fact. Tests as to implication in these circumstances are well settled in relation to circumstances where there is no
formal contract in existence. These principles were discussed in Hawkins v Clayton & Others (1987 - 1988) 164 CLR 539 at
573 and followed in Byrne & Frew per Brennan CJ, Dawson and Toohey JJ at 427 - 428.

24 Included in this broad category of implication as a matter of fact, is the implication of a term by custom or usage or a previous
course of dealing. It is settled on the authorities that for custom or usage to be the basis of implication it must be established
that the custom or usage is notorious, certain, legal and reasonable: Halsburys Laws of England 4th ed vol 9 para 353;
Winterthur Insurance (Australia) Ltd v Con Stan Industries of Australia Pty Ltd (1983) 1 NSWLR 461; (1985 - 1986)
160 CLR 227.

25 As to the first basis, there is no foundation for implying a term that the applicant be paid for sickness and accident absences as
a function of the contract as a contract of employment. Secondly, there is no basis in my opinion for the implication of such a
term by statute. Thirdly, there is no basis in my view, to imply such a term as a matter of fact applying the principles in
Hawkins, in the sense that it could reasonably be said that the parties would have intended such an arrangement, nor could it be
said in my opinion that such a term would be necessary for the reasonable or effective operation of the applicant�s contract of
employment. Additionally, I accept the respondent�s submissions that where there is an award obligation, such as that as
prescribed by cl 19 (5) of the Award, there is generally no necessity to imply a corresponding contractual obligation: Byrne &
Frew at 428.

26 The only other basis upon which it could be contended by the applicant that he had an entitlement, as an entitlement under his
contract of employment, by way of an implied term, to payment for sickness and accident in the present circumstances, is if he
can establish that because of some custom or usage or previous course of dealing, such a term ought be implied. Before turning
to consider this question, it would be appropriate to first set out the relevant provisions of clause 19 (5) of the Award dealing
with the sickness and accident plan. This provision relevantly provides as follows�

�(5) (a) The company will provide a non contributory Sickness and Accident Plan for all permanent employees who
are 16 years and over and under 66 years of age. The events covered and benefits payable under this plan
are as follows�

Insured Event Benefits Payable $

(i) Accidental death 50,000.00
(ii) Loss of 2 limbs or 2 eyes

or an eye and a limb 25,000.00

(iii) Loss of 1 eye or limb 12,500.00

(iv) Loss of thumb and index finger 2,500.00

(v) Temporary total The wages and
disablement as a result Allowances,
of accident specified for

the employees�s (sic)
Classification
in clauses 23,
24 and 25 of
this award.
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Insured Event Benefits Payable $
(vi) In the event of temporary

partial disablement of an
employee as a result of
an accident necessitating
reclassification to
a lower classification 50.00 pw

(vii) Temporary total The wages and
Disablement Allowances
arising from illness specified for

the employee�s
Classification
in clauses 23,
24 and 25 of
this award

(b) The plan applies 24 hours per day 7 days week whilst the employee is on the payroll of the employer.
(c) An employee who considered that he/she has a bona fide claim under the plan is required to complete an

appropriate claim form and provide any relevant information and medical evidence that may be required to
substantiate the claim and the period of incapacity involved.

(d) No claim may be made under this plan unless the temporary, total or partial disablement is more than
7 consecutive days from the commencement of treatment by a legally qualified medical practitioner.

(e) Weekly benefits for temporary, total or partial disablement for any one accident or illness are payable for a
maximum of 104 weeks and shall begin after the seventh consecutive day from the commencement of
treatment by a legally qualified medical practitioner.

(f) The amount of any benefit payable is reduced by the amount of any worker�s compensation payment received
by the employee.

(g) Subject to the employee completing all necessary claim forms and providing all necessary medical evidence
the Company will, in those cases where it has recommended payment of the claim, advance an amount equal
to the base weekly wage of the employee as stated in subparaphs (sic) (v), (vi) and (vii) of paragraph (a) of
this subclause pending acceptance of the claim by the Company�s insurers. Any such money advanced by the
Company may be recovered by the Company in the event of the claim being rejected by the insurers and such
recovery may be made by deductions from the employee�s wages.

(h) The weekly benefits payable under this Scheme do not apply for the day scheduled as the Allocated Day Off.
(i) A recurrence of temporary, total or partial disablement from the same or related cause or causes will be

deemed to be a continuation of the prior period of total or partial disablement unless between such periods
the employee has performed his/her normal duties on a full time basis for at least six consecutive months, in
which event such total or partial disablement shall be deemed the result of a new injury or illness.�

27 Whilst there was no evidence before the Commission as to whether, on each occasion that the applicant made a sickness and
accident claim, the respondent recommended to its insurer that the claim be paid, I accept on the evidence that on numerous
occasions the applicant has been paid his normal remuneration for periods of absence for such reasons. On the evidence, this
would appear to be in total some eight or so occasions for varying but relatively short lengths of time, over a period of about
10 years. In this respect, it is to be noted that cl 19(5)(g) of the Award obliged the respondent to advance payment to an
employee, where it had recommended payment of the employee�s claim under the Policy, to the insurer. As I have noted, there
is no basis upon which the Commission can conclude that the respondent paid the applicant his normal wages, as a result of
this provision, in the absence of evidence about any recommendations. It is to be noted however, that such payments �are made
pending acceptance of the claim by the Company�s insurers.�

28 Secondly, by the same provision, the respondent was at all times able to recover such monies in the event of a claim being
rejected by the insurer. There would have been nothing preventing the respondent, as a matter of discretion, simply paying the
applicant in respect of periods of absence, despite there being no recommendation for payment of his claims. Whether such
money paid in these circumstances, could have been recovered by the respondent in reliance on the Award provisions is
another matter, not necessary to decide for the purposes of these proceedings.

29 As to the s 114 argument, I do not accept the submissions of the respondent, that to the extent that the respondent may have
advanced monies to the applicant and did not seek to recover such monies in the face of a refusal of the claim by the insurer,
this is inconsistent with the scheme of the Award and therefore by virtue of s 114 of the Act, was null and void. In my opinion,
such a situation can be characterised as the employer providing a benefit more favourable than that prescribed by the Award,
and would not be freeing or discharging the respondent from any liability or penalty or from the obligation of the Award, in
these circumstances.

30 On all of the evidence, I am not persuaded that it could be concluded that the respondent�s past practice, of paying the
applicant for periods of absence for sickness and accident, could support the implication of a term in his contract of
employment on the basis of some usage or previous course of dealing.  I do not consider that some eight or so occasions over a
lengthy period of 10 years, could sustain the conclusion that the respondent�s practice to actually pay the applicant, was
elevated to a contractual obligation by reason of those payments being made alone, with nothing more. There is no basis on the
evidence to suggest that such a practice had become so notorious for example, that other employees of the respondent would
have regarded payment in such circumstances as a contractual right.  I also have some doubts as to the certainty of any such
term in any event, if it could be said to be implied. For example, would the entitlement to payment be for an unlimited duration
or would it be limited to the maximum period prescribed by cl 19(5) of the Award?  Would the term enable the respondent to
cease payments in the event a claim is subsequently refused by the insurer as also prescribed by the Award? Could the
respondent �claw back� any payments made in these circumstances?

31 To an extent, the applicant�s own conduct in relation to seeking payment for such absences is contrary to his assertion that
there was some contractual entitlement, independent of the terms of the Award. For example, I find on the evidence that the
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applicant was aware of the need for him to make a formal claim in respect of each period of absence, in accordance with the
requirements of the Award. He did so on each occasion, as the evidence discloses which I have outlined above. If it were the
case that there was a contractual obligation upon the respondent to make payments in each and every case, then there would be
no basis for seeking to make claims in accordance with the terms of the Award.

32 Furthermore and also importantly, it may well be the case, although as I have noted there was no evidence of this, that in each
and every case of a claim, the respondent recommended payment of it to its insurer. The subsequent payment made by the
respondent to the applicant for these periods of absence, would then be entirely consistent with the terms of cl 19(5)(g) of the
Award, with the respondent electing to exercise a discretion not to recover such payments in the event of the rejection of the
claim by the insurer, as it would otherwise be entitled to do. In other words, it could be the case that in many respects, the
respondent�s conduct in relation to the applicant�s claims over the years, was at least in part, quite consistent with the terms of
the Award.

33 Even if it could be said that the terms of cl 19(5) of the Award were implied into the applicant�s contract of employment, then
by an express term, that is cl 19(5)(g), the respondent had a right under it to discontinue payments to the applicant if the claim
was declined by the insurer. That is what occurred on the occasion in issue in these proceedings.

34 As to the allegations made by the applicant in relation to representations made by him concerning employment with DSL, and
the submissions made by the parties in this respect, in my view, that matter is not relevant to the question of determining
whether the applicant�s claim was a benefit under the applicant�s contract of employment as the basis of an implied term.
Furthermore and in any event however, on the evidence, it appeared to me that it would be open to conclude that such
representations had little influence on the applicant�s decision to accept the offer of employment with DSL, as he had already
done so on the evidence, prior to any discussions with Mr Cooper and other persons. Additionally, I note the evidence of Mrs
Bongiorno that it appeared that she did not want to leave Port Hedland. It also is the case on the evidence that the applicant
said that he accepted employment with DSL, because he thought he would be capable of continuing working, despite his prior
illness.

35 In all the circumstances, whilst I have considerable sympathy for the circumstances of the applicant, arising from his illness, I
am not persuaded that the applicant has established as a contractual entitlement, his claim to payment for sickness and accident
as alleged or at all. Accordingly, the application must be dismissed.

_________
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Order
HAVING heard Mr M Llewellyn on behalf of the applicant and Mr S Ellis of counsel on behalf of the respondent the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________
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Reasons for Decision
1 The claim before the Commission brought by Ms Byrne is that she was unfairly dismissed by the respondent and also that she

has not been paid certain benefits under her contract of employment. Mr Twaddle, who is the respondent to this application,
admits that he employed Ms Byrne as a pharmacist but states that at the time of her dismissal she was a casual employee and
not a �full-time� employee. During the course of two hearings, Ms Byrne gave evidence and she also called evidence from Dr
Daly, Mrs A. Tonti-Filipini and Mr Tyler. For the respondent, Mr Twaddle gave evidence on behalf of himself and also called
evidence from Mrs Salter, Ms Hines and Ms Barrow.

2 I find the relevant facts to be as follows. Ms Byrne is a pharmacist. Her Bachelor of Pharmacy Degree was awarded with
distinction and she has several prizes and awards. She had previously worked her intern year at the Mount Hospital Pharmacy
in 1995. She returned to work at the Mount Hospital Pharmacy on 29 May 2000 in accordance with the letter of offer sent to
her on 5 May 2000 (exhibit A3, page 3). In accordance with that letter of appointment her principal duties involved pharmacist
duties predominantly at a hospital level and working along side the clinical oncology pharmacist becoming familiar with the
preparation of cytotoxic (chemotherapy) drugs. She served a three-month probationary period and became a permanent full-
time employee at the end of that period.

3 Both parties agree that Ms Byrne�s employment was subject to the Community Pharmacy Award 1996, an award of the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.

4 Between 11 September 2000 and 4 October 2000 Ms Byrne took initially sick leave and subsequently leave without pay.
Between 4 October 2000 and 18 December 2000 Ms Byrne was absent for some short periods. From 8 December 2000 to
18 January 2001 Ms Byrne was absent on annual leave and leave without pay. In the case of her absences from work, it is
sufficient to observe at this stage that the absences were taken with the knowledge of, and generally with the approval of, the
respondent. The respondent�s managing pharmacist, Mrs Salter, herself a qualified pharmacist who has received prizes and
who has both lectured pharmacists on behalf of the Pharmaceutical Council of WA and been involved in the training of
students, had known Ms Byrne for a number of years and had known Ms Byrne well when Ms Byrne worked at the Mount
Hospital Pharmacy in 1995 for the 12 months. Mrs Salter had been instrumental in organising Ms Byrne to return to work at
the Mount Hospital Pharmacy. In May 2000, Ms Byrne had discussed with Mrs Salter the reasons for her absences and
Mrs Salter was supportive of Ms Byrne.

5 After Ms Byrne�s return to work in January 2001, and after discussions between her and Mrs Salter, she ceased to be employed
as a full-time permanent staff member from 29 January 2001. This is recorded in a letter from Mrs Salter to Ms Byrne dated
24 January 2001 (exhibit A3, page 27). That letter states that Ms Byrne would commence employment as a part-time casual
employee from Tuesday, 30 January 2001 and that her duties would principally involve cytotoxic product preparation and
admixture on Tuesdays and Wednesdays each week. If the clinic was quiet and cytotoxic preparation services were not
required, Ms Byrne could elect to be absent without pay or fulfil a ward pharmacist role. Ms Byrne was to be paid at the rate of
$300 per day and, as a casual employee, was not to accrue leave or sickness benefits. She was asked to provide the respondent
with four weeks� notice if she wished to take any holiday leave or to terminate her employment.

6 On 6 February 2001 Ms Byrne was given a letter dated that day and signed by Mrs Salter (exhibit A3, page 31). The letter
states�

�This letter is to inform you that effective immediately the Mount Hospital Pharmacy is terminating your employment.
You will not be required to fulfil any role in the pharmacy. I would like to thank you for your service and participation at
the Mount Hospital Pharmacy. Good luck for the future.�

Ms Byrne�s submission
7 Ms Byrne submits that until 30 January 2001 she had been employed on a full-time basis since 5 May 2000. She submits that

the circumstances of the change to her employment from full-time to casual amounts to a constructive dismissal and that it was
an unfair dismissal. In the alternative, Ms Byrne submits that her dismissal on 6 February 2001 was unfair. She states that the
position was part-time and not casual. She states that the dismissal was a summary dismissal. She seeks either reinstatement or
compensation.
Mr Twaddle�s submission

8 The respondent submits that there was no constructive dismissal in January 2001. Further, there was no dismissal on
6 February 2001 because at that time Ms Byrne�s employment was as a casual employee. The respondent relies particularly on
the definition of �casual employee� in the federal award. The respondent argues in the alternative that even if there was a
dismissal on 6 February 2001 the surrounding circumstances, particularly Ms Byrne�s failure to advise her employer of an
error she had made in the preparation of a cytotoxic drug, justifies the dismissal. The respondent also submits that even if the
circumstances of the change to her employment in January 2001 do amount to a constructive dismissal, the dismissal occurred
on 24 January 2001 and not 30 January 2001. Ms Byrne�s application to this Commission was filed on 23 February
2001 which is more than the 28-day period stipulated by s.28(2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and thus would be out of
time. The respondent finally submits that reinstatement is impracticable and in any event, Ms Byrne�s mitigation of her loss
means that compensation for any loss would be in the region of $3,000 or $4,000 on the basis of the casual employment.

Findings
Whether there was a dismissal in January 2001

9 Ms Byrne�s evidence is that towards the end of her absence without leave in the first week of January 2001 she rang Mrs
Salter. She asked if she could take the balance of the week when she was due back as leave without pay. Mrs Salter replied in
the affirmative provided that Ms Byrne was prepared to face some hostility from the other pharmacists because they might
consider Ms Byrne had had special treatment because of her holidays over the Christmas period. Ms Byrne states that Mrs
Salter then stated that in 2001 all full-time staff were required to sign contracts in order to remain full-time. They had to sign a
12 month contract and if the employee did not sign the employee would be dismissed and if the employee did sign the contract
and left before the end of the 12 months the employee would be financially penalised. Ms Byrne stated that Mrs Salter told her
that Mr Twaddle wanted more security with his staff because of the training requirements when staff left and took their
experience to other hospitals or pharmacies. The contracts had to be �organised� before Mr Twaddle returned from holidays at
the end of January.

10 Ms Byrne returned to work on 8 January 2001 and worked as a ward pharmacist on the four days of the week (Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday) as she had previously worked. There were some discussions between Ms Byrne and Mrs Salter
regarding Ms Byrne�s request for a copy of the contract that she was to be required to sign. Ms Byrne stated that Mrs Salter
ultimately said that rather than signing the contract Ms Byrne could work two or three days part-time doing chemotherapy. Mrs
Salter stated that it was a more suitable proposition for Ms Byrne and that Ms Byrne would be paid $300 for the day and would
be able to work less hours on those days if she wished to.
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11 Ms Byrne was eventually given a copy of a contract in the second or third week after her return to work (exhibit A3, pages 11-
26). Ms Byrne�s evidence is that eventually she decided that she would work two days in chemotherapy part-time and she told
Mrs Salter on approximately 24 January 2001. Mrs Salter then prepared a letter of offer to Ms Byrne dated 24 January
2001 (exhibit A3, page 27) and Ms Byrne reported for work in accordance with it commencing Tuesday, 30 January 2001. It is
Ms Byrne�s evidence that at no time was she told that she could have remained on the contract of employment which she had
worked from the commencement of her employment with the respondent. That is, Ms Byrne�s evidence is that she was obliged
to accept one of the options put forward by Mrs Salter or face dismissal.

12 Ms Byrne maintained under cross-examination that she was given no choice. Her preference would have been to work full-
time and continue as she had previously worked but without a 12 month commitment. She denied the two or three day option
suggested by Mrs Salter was as a casual.

13 The evidence of Mr Tyler, called by Ms Byrne, is relevant here. Mr Tyler is a friend of Ms Byrne�s and has known her for
some 8 or 9 years. His evidence is that he had a conversation with Ms Byrne at this time and Ms Byrne had told him that she
had been given a contract to sign, that she had not been given a copy and that her options were to be dismissed or to be given a
part-time role. He was unable to remember specific dates of the conversation. Further, when asked whether he remembered
what Ms Byrne had said to him he replied �no, not exactly�.

14 The respondent objected to the Commission receiving evidence from Mr Tyler on the basis that it was hearsay. I overruled the
objection and I place some weight upon what Mr Tyler says because I accept that a conversation occurred between him and
Ms Byrne. I do not regard Mr Tyler�s evidence as proving that what Ms Byrne said is true. Nevertheless, I accept that the
conversation occurred.

15 Mrs Salter�s evidence is that when Ms Byrne returned to work from her leave Mrs Salter told her that it was the desire of the
respondent to seek workplace agreements with all staff and that Ms Byrne would be working in the area of cytotoxic product
preparation and manufacture. Mrs Salter explained that because of Ms Byrne�s numerous absences in the past the respondent
would like a firm commitment. Under the workplace agreement the proposal was to work 40 hours over four days and have
one day off during the week. Those four days would have included a Wednesday and a Friday because those days were, and
are, busy chemotherapy days. Ms Byrne could have worked five days with less hours per day. The discussions between them
occurred over a number of days and Ms Byrne did ask if she could work less than four days per week. Mrs Salter offered three
hundred dollars per day on a casual basis. Ms Byrne wished to have time to think about it and she was eventually told by Ms
Byrne that two days was accepted. Mrs Salter thereupon prepared the letter of 24 January 2001.

16 The respondent called evidence from Ms Barrow who worked in the office adjoining Mrs Salter�s office. Ms Barrow overheard
some of the conversations between Ms Byrne and Mrs Salter. However, there is nothing in Ms Barrow�s evidence to suggest
that she heard Mrs Salter stating to Ms Byrne that Ms Byrne would either have to sign the �workplace agreement� (which in
fact it was not) or be dismissed.

17 The above forms the evidence upon which the decision is to be made whether or not these events can constitute a dismissal for
the purposes of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. The word �dismissal� is not defined in the Act. Assistance can be gained
from the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in Attorney General of WA v. Prison Officers� Union (1995) 75 WAIG 3166.
In that matter Rowland J. with whom Anderson J. agreed stated that the Industrial Appeal Court in this State has not been
called upon to make any definite decision on whether or not a constructive dismissal can fall into the category of an unfair
dismissal for the purposes of the Act. Nevertheless, he adopted the approach of the Court of Appeal of New Zealand in
Auckland Shop Employees� Union v. Woolworths (NZ) Ltd [1985] 2 NZLR 372 in which the Court of Appeal observed it
would be�

�� undesirable to try to visualise all the kinds of case which the Arbitration Court could properly treat as constructive
dismissal, but it is not difficult to list some. The concept is certainly capable of including cases where an employer gives a
worker an option of resigning or being dismissed; or where an employer has followed a course of conduct with the
deliberate and dominate purpose of coercing a worker to resign�.

18 It is not suggested that Ms Byrne�s circumstances fall within the two cases referred to by the Court. In any event, as the
decision in Attorney General shows, the concept of constructive dismissal may include cases other than those two cases.

19 Here, however, I am not persuaded that the termination of Ms Byrne�s contract of employment on 24 January 2001, and
correspondingly the creation of the new contract on that date, constitutes a dismissal for the purposes of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979. The evidence is that Ms Byrne was not the only member of staff who was required to give �a
commitment� for 12 months. Of the other staff, only one signed a �workplace agreement�. Those staff who did not sign were
not dismissed and, further, as far as can be ascertained, did not have their contracts of employment altered. This causes me to
place less weight on Ms Byrne�s evidence that Mrs Salter told her she had to sign the �workplace agreement� or be dismissed.

20 Crucially, even if Ms Byrne believed from Mrs Salter�s words that she had to sign the �workplace agreement� or be dismissed
the evidence of both Ms Byrne and Mrs Salter, corroborated respectively by Mr Tyler and Ms Barrow, is that a number of
options were discussed over time and eventually Ms Byrne reached an agreement with Mrs Salter. When Mrs Salter handed
her the letter of 24 January 2001, Ms Byrne accepted the letter and commenced to work in accordance with its terms. She did
not, for example, protest or do any other act which suggested that the letter was accepted under protest.

21 I find on these facts that there was a termination of the original contract of employment by agreement and a substitution for
that contract of a fresh contract. This did not come about by the unilateral action of the respondent and thus there was no
repudiation of the original contract of employment and no dismissal. Further, it would be premature to hold that the respondent
repudiated the contract. It did not do so in fact. It in fact continued to employ Ms Byrne according to its terms until an
agreement was reached with Ms Byrne to change its terms.

22 Further, even if that agreement was the end result of a sequence of events commenced by a comment made by Mrs Salter that
Ms Byrne had to sign the �workplace agreement� or be dismissed, Ms Byrne did not sign the �workplace agreement� nor give
a commitment for 12 months. Rather, and even though Ms Byrne would have preferred not to have changed from her previous
contract of employment, the discussions which then occurred between Ms Byrne and Mrs Salter overtook that comment and an
agreement was reached on quite different terms (Advertiser Newspapers v. Industrial Relations Commission of South
Australian and Another [1999] SASC 300; 90 IR 211 at [43]). While I accept that Ms Byrne would have preferred to have
remained on her current contract, ultimately she reached an agreement with the respondent to vary it.

23 I have given much consideration to Mr Hancy�s submission that the circumstances need to be viewed as a whole and that in
doing so a course of conduct on the part of the respondent is revealed. The course of conduct alleged is a removal of Ms Byrne
from her permanent full-time contract of employment to a part time contract of employment from which she could more easily
be removed. However, the evidence that not only Ms Byrne, but all staff, were asked to sign the �workplace agreement� has
persuaded me that there was not a course of conduct as alleged.

24 I therefore find that there was no dismissal, constructive or otherwise, in January 2001.
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Was there a dismissal in February 2001?
25 The facts upon which the answer to this question is to be found are more readily ascertainable. Ms Byrne�s evidence is that she

was due to report for work on Tuesday, 6 February 2001. On the Monday before, she noticed she had missed a call from the
respondent on her mobile telephone and rang Mrs Salter. She states that Mrs Salter advised her that the call would have been
from Mr Twaddle and that he wanted to �have a chat with Ms Byrne�. Mr Twaddle in fact rang Ms Byrne that same Monday
night and said that he wanted to have �a little chat� with Ms Byrne.

26 On Tuesday, 6 February 2001 Ms Byrne arrived at work at 7:30am. I find that Ms Byrne started work. Ms Byrne states at page
60 of the transcript that she did so and I am satisfied from the cross-examination of Mrs Salter that the appointment list for
6 February 2001 shows an entry of Ms Byrne�s handwriting which could only have been made by her on that day, a fact which
Mrs Salter at first denied and ultimately conceded (transcript page 300-301).

27 Ms Byrne�s evidence is that at approximately 7:55am there was a meeting in Mr Twaddle�s office with Mr Twaddle and Mrs
Salter. Mr Twaddle advised her that he was having problems with staff and that he �had to let me go� because �you don�t
appear to be happy in your work� or words to that effect. Ms Byrne�s evidence is that Mr Twaddle continued: �I know about
the mistake and that is not the reason why I am sacking you, everybody makes mistakes�. Ms Byrne asked if she was required
to leave immediately. Mrs Salter responded and said that she should leave immediately and leave her keys behind. Mrs Salter
handed Ms Byrne the letter set out in paragraph 6 above. Ms Byrne then left the premises.

28 Mrs Salter�s evidence of this period is that between 1 and 6 February 2001 she had discussed Ms Byrne with Mr Twaddle. Part
of the discussion was the mistake made by Ms Byrne and also about other staff members. The discussion included the fact that
Ms Hines had been employed during Mr Twaddle�s absence on leave (and indeed during Ms Byrne�s absence) and that Ms
Hines was working very well and was proficient in the function of making cytotoxic products. She told Mr Twaddle that Ms
Byrne, along with others, had decided not to sign the �workplace agreement� but had decided to take a casual position. The
fact that Ms Hines had become so proficient might mean that the respondent would not need Ms Byrne�s services anymore.
The decision was then made that the respondent did not have enough work to continue to employ Ms Byrne. Mrs Salter states
that she understood that Ms Byrne was a casual employee, that if the employee was not needed anymore he or she may be told
they do not need to work.

29 Mrs Salter�s evidence is that on 6 February 2001 the meeting took place before 8:00am. Ms Byrne was in her work uniform.
Mr Twaddle stated that he did not think Ms Byrne�s �heart seems to be in it�, Ms Byrne said something regarding her personal
problems and Mr Twaddle stated that he thought �we are going to have to let you go�. Ms Byrne asked �When?� and Mr
Twaddle said �Now�. Mrs Salter asked her to return the pharmacy keys and Ms Byrne walked out of the room. Mrs Salter�s
evidence is that the respondent just did not need Ms Byrne anymore and that this had become clear well before 6 February
2001 (transcript page 346-347).

30 Mr Twaddle�s evidence is that he and Mrs Salter believed that Ms Hines had improved sufficiently to do her work under
supervision such that Ms Byrne, who had been employed on a casual basis by then, would no longer be required. That is, the
decision was to �let her go�. Mr Twaddle stated to her that he thought Ms Byrne�s heart was �not in it�, that she was not
performing too well and that the respondent had to let her go. Ms Byrne mentioned some personal pressure, Mr Twaddle stated
that he was sorry, and that Ms Byrne then asked when she should go. Mr Twaddle did not want to cause any embarrassment
and thought it was better for Ms Byrne to leave before other staff arrived. Mr Twaddle admits that he stated that everyone
makes mistakes but that it was not the reason why the respondent was dismissing her. Mr Twaddle cannot now recall whether
or not he told Ms Byrne that she was not performing well.

31 I am quite persuaded from the above evidence that Ms Byrne was dismissed. I have considered the respondent�s argument that
Ms Byrne was merely a casual employee. However, even accepting for the purposes of argument that Ms Byrne was indeed a
casual employee, it cannot be suggested, and was not suggested, that a casual employee cannot be dismissed. As a simple
matter of logic a casual employee can be dismissed because if a person can be employed, that person can be dismissed.
Whether a casual employee has been dismissed, or alternatively not offered further work at the end of the contract, will depend
on the circumstances of the case. If a casual employee has been dismissed the dismissal may be lawful (that is, the period of
notice lawfully required to be given to terminate the contract of employment may have been given) but even if it was a lawful
dismissal that fact does not mean the dismissal cannot also be unfair. Again as a simple matter of logic, if a casual employee
can be dismissed, the dismissal can be unfair.

32 In the circumstances of this case, Ms Byrne attended for work at 7:30am to work for the first of her two days of work that
week. She commenced work and within 30 minutes of attending for work, was told that she was no longer required and was to
leave the premises immediately. Far from being �let go� as it has been euphemistically described, Ms Byrne was dismissed
part-way through her shift. The letter of 6 February 2001 says so and the respondent cannot credibly suggest otherwise now.
The facts cannot possibly support a conclusion that Ms Byrne was simply not offered further work. At the very least she was
dismissed part way through the shift she was employed to work. Therefore, Ms Byrne was dismissed on 6 February 2001.

33 The next issue is from what employment was Ms Byrne dismissed? The answer to the issue will form the background
necessary to determine whether the dismissal was unfair. It will also be important in determining the amount of compensation
which is to be ordered if the dismissal is unfair and reinstatement is impracticable. It is to that matter I now turn.

34 It is first necessary to determine the contract of employment from which Ms Byrne was dismissed. Ms Byrne states that her
employment at that time was part-time employment. The respondent states that it was casual employment. These labels are
often of little assistance in determining the terms of the contract where they are in dispute. Separate from their context, the
words �part-time� and �casual� are terms of indefinite meaning. It is necessary to determine their true meaning from the
evidence.

35 The letter of offer of 24 January 2001 which Ms Byrne accepted and performed contains some of the terms of the contract. The
relevant parts of the letter have been set out earlier in these Reasons for Decision at paragraph 5. Relevantly for this issue, the
position is described as a �part-time casual� position. The use of the two opposing labels in the one sentence simply illustrates
the lack of assistance to be derived from their use.

36 The letter continues with the statement that Ms Byrne would be paid a daily rate. She would not be expected to remain at work
if the clinic is quiet and cytotoxic preparation services are not required and in that event, Ms Byrne may elect to be absent
without pay. All outstanding leave entitlements that related to her permanent status were paid out to her at the end of the
previous contract and she would not accrue leave or sickness benefits from that point. All of these facts point to a casual
contract of employment rather than to a permanent contract of employment.

37 In contrast, Ms Byrne was to work only Tuesdays and Wednesdays each week. If she wished to take any holiday leave or to
terminate her employment she was asked to provide the respondent with four weeks� notice. These two facts are inconsistent
with casual employment and suggest more of a permanent part-time contract of employment.
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38 The contract commenced on 30 January 2001 and the dismissal occurred on 6 February 2001. There is little to be identified
from the performance of the contract between those dates which is of assistance. However, there is no suggestion that Ms
Byrne was to be contacted at the end of each shift to offer her the next shift. There is no evidence that Ms Byrne�s Tuesday and
Wednesday shifts were subject to her checking the staff rosters beforehand (in contrast to her being able to participate in the
on-call roster once a month). Ms Byrne�s evidence of her attendance on 30 January 2001 is that she �just turned up� (transcript
p. 114). The position can be contrasted with the circumstances of a casual employee who is employed on a shift-by-shift basis
with no promise of work beyond the next shift and who has to check a roster to see if work is offered for the next shift. At the
end of that shift the contract of employment to work that shift is completed. If a further shift is not offered, the employee has
not been dismissed. Rather, the employee has simply not been offered further work.

39 All of the above leads me to conclude that the contract of employment between Ms Byrne and the respondent was one where
she would be paid a daily rate to work regularly on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, provided that she need not remain at work for
the whole shift on those days if the clinic is quiet and cytotoxic preparation services are not required, and she would not be
entitled to annual or sick leave entitlements. To paraphrase the terms of the letter of 24 January 2001, Ms Byrne was employed
to work 2 days a week working part-time, not full-time, hours.

40 This is not inconsistent with the relevant provisions of the federal award referred to upon which the respondent relies. The
award operates on the contract of employment by force of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 to render unenforceable any term
of the contract of employment with which it is inconsistent. That award defines a casual employee to mean�

�An employee who is engaged and paid as such but does not include employees within the definition of part-time
employees defined in this clause but they include an employee who is employed to replace the proprietor or other
permanent employee for a fixed period of employment�.

41 I am quite satisfied that Ms Byrne was engaged and paid as a casual employee: she was to receive a daily rate and no
entitlements. The applicability of the award definition of a casual employee depends upon the employee not being within the
definition of a part-time employee. It is therefore necessary to also consider the definition of a part-time employee. The award
defines a part-time employee as�

�Part-time employee means permanent employees engaged by a particular employer on a regular and systematic basis for
a sequence of periods of employment and who is engaged to work an average of less than 38 hours per week and received
entitlements pro-rata.�

42 Ms Byrne�s terms of employment fit the definition of a part-time employee other than that she was not entitled to receive
�entitlements pro-rata�. For that reason, I find that Ms Byrne was not a part-time employee as that is defined in the award.
Rather, I find that Ms Byrne was a casual employee as that is defined in the award. I do so because the evidence is that Ms
Byrne was engaged and paid as a casual employee which thus fits within the definition.

43 However, the fact that Ms Byrne is defined by the award as a casual employee is not, in my respectful observation, of much
assistance in this matter. The award does not appear to specify with what notice the employment of a casual employee may be
terminated (a casual employee is excluded from the operation of Clause 11. � Termination of Employment and Clause 13. -
Casual Employees is silent regarding a notice period, but see Clause 12.2 where a casual is employed �by the hour�). However,
whether Ms Byrne�s contract of employment was terminated in accordance with the award or not is not critical. Even if it was
terminated in accordance with the award, and was thus a lawful termination, it may nevertheless have been unfair.

44 The critical point is that the fact that Ms Byrne is defined by the award as a casual employee does not mean that she did not
have a contract of employment to work regularly on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, provided that she need not remain at work for
the whole shift on those days if the clinic was quiet and cytotoxic preparation services were not required.

45 I turn now then to consider whether or not Ms Byrne�s dismissal was unfair. This involves a consideration of the reasons for
the dismissal. The stated reasons of Mrs Salter and Mr Twaddle, as previously referred to, are that Ms Hines had become
rapidly proficient in her work such that there was no need to retain a casual pharmacist in employment. However, for the
following reasons I am far from persuaded that this was the real reason for the dismissal which occurred.

46 Firstly, when Ms Byrne was dismissed by Mr Twaddle, she was not told that the reason for her dismissal was that Ms Hines
had become rapidly proficient in her work such that there was no need to retain a casual pharmacist in employment. Rather,
and as outlined earlier in these Reasons (at [27] [29] and [30]), the stated reasons were that there were staff problems and
Ms Byrne did not appear to be happy in her work, or that her heart did not seem to be in it. In my view, these word reveal what
are more likely to be the principal reasons for the dismissal.

47 The words used by Mr Twaddle can only refer to either the mistake made by Ms Byrne on her last shift or to her absences from
work over the previous period of employment. It is not clear what other staff problems could have been referred to.

48 The mistake referred to was the mistake by Ms Byrne in diluting a cytotoxic preparation which had already been diluted. I am
satisfied from Mr Twaddle�s evidence that the issue is not so much the fact that a mistake was made but rather that Ms Byrne
had not told Mr Twaddle of the mistake when she spoke to him that afternoon.

49 I am satisfied from the evidence that Ms Byrne should have done so. Even though Ms Byrne took corrective action and
informed the patient�s doctor of what occurred, she was under an obligation as an employee to inform her employer of the
error. It was not up to Mr Twaddle to make further enquiries of her answer to him that she had �had a drama�. Ms Byrne was
under a positive duty to disclose to her employer an error about which she had been obliged to take corrective action and which
warranted informing the appropriate medical practitioner.

50 Further, as the evidence of Mrs Salter showed, the mistake had the consequence to the respondent of leaving it with a vial of
powder which could not be mixed or reconstituted. The vial was part of a clinical trial, with a value of over $4,500.00.
Although the evidence does not reveal that the respondent has had to meet that cost, in the context of the clinical trial rules it is
a complication for the respondent arising directly from Ms Byrne�s mistake and is a further reason why Ms Byrne should have
both recorded the mistake and reported it.

51 I would be surprised however if it could be said that Ms Byrne�s failure to do so warranted her dismissal. Even though her
failure to do so was an error of conduct on her part, not all misconduct justifies dismissal. Whether a single act of misconduct
can justify dismissal depends very much upon the circumstances. A single act of misconduct can justify dismissal only if it is
of a nature which goes to show that the employee is repudiating the contract or one of its essential conditions and for that
reason the disobedience should really connote a deliberate flouting of the contractual conditions (Laws v. London Chronicle
(Indicator Newspapers) Ltd [1959] 2 All ER 285). A single instance of unpremeditated foolish or ill advised behaviour
amounting to some degree of misconduct (whether gross or otherwise) may provide grounds for an alternative to summary
termination (GJ Coles and Co Ltd v. Howett (1980) 47 SAIR 278 at 286).

52 In this case, throughout Ms Byrne�s previous period of employment she had not made any mistakes. On this occasion when she
did, she considered the issue and took appropriate remedial steps. She informed the relevant doctor. Mr Twaddle himself did
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not consider the mistake of itself to warrant dismissal. This is to be balanced against Ms Byrne not telling Mr Twaddle about
the mistake. Although Ms Hines� evidence is that Ms Byrne made her feel �like it was to be kept behind closed doors�
(transcript page 373), given Ms Hines was admittedly confused and cannot remember the words Ms Byrne used, I have not
placed great weight upon that evidence. Ms Hines� feeling may just have been her response to Ms Byrne saying that she, Ms
Byrne, was the pharmacist and she knew what she was doing (transcript page 380). This may be all the more likely given that
Ms Byrne telling the relevant doctor of her mistake is hardly �keeping it behind closed doors�.

53 Given that the making of the mistake itself was not a reason for dismissal, and given the evidence of Ms Tonti-Filipini of the
respondent�s use of warnings, the failure to inform her employer of the mistake, in that context, warranted a warning but
nothing else.

54 The second reference from Mr Twaddle�s words may be to Ms Byrne�s absences during her previous contract of employment.
However, the evidence is that on each occasion Ms Byrne took some kind of leave of absence it was with the approval, and
even the understanding, of either Mrs Salter or Mr Twaddle. Given the concern Mrs Salter had expressed at the time regarding
Ms Byrne�s welfare, a concern I have no reason to think was not genuine at the time, I have no doubt that Mrs Salter
understood the need for Ms Byrne�s absences. The respondent cannot fairly use those absences to justify a dismissal in
February 2001.

55 Of greater significance, however, is the fact that even if the respondent had concerns regarding Ms Byrne�s absences, that
concern had been well and truly overtaken by the new contract of employment between the respondent and Ms Byrne. The
respondent had decided to agree with Ms Byrne that he would have a new contract of employment whereby she would be
employed for two days per week and he reached that agreement with Ms Byrne in the knowledge of those previous absences. If
those previous absences were serious enough to warrant her dismissal, then it would hardly be likely that the respondent would
have agreed to enter into a further contract of employment with her.

56 For these reasons, given that it is more likely than not that Mr Twaddle decided to dismiss Ms Byrne because �her heart was
not in it� or that she did not seem happy in her work, none of those reasons justified dismissing Ms Byrne in the way that it
occurred. After all, the agreement with Ms Byrne to form the new contract of employment was barely two weeks old. To
dismiss Ms Byrne for those reasons was quite unfair to her.

57 That brings me to the reason for dismissal which both Mrs Salter and Mr Twaddle say was the real reason, that being that Ms
Hines was able to do the work to a sufficient standard that a casual pharmacist was no longer required. I am satisfied from the
evidence, including the evidence of Ms Byrne, that a cytotoxic technician can do all of the work in relation to the manufacture
of cytotoxic products as long as that work is checked at the end by the pharmacist and provided the technician is properly
trained (transcript pages 73, 211).

58 Even if I was to accept that as the real reason, it too is not without its difficulties. Amongst those difficulties is that I have
found it hard to accept that Mrs Salter�s perception of Ms Hines� ability, and thus the lack of the need for a casual pharmacist,
could be so different from her view on at least 24 January 2001 that Ms Byrne could be employed for two days per week as the
letter of 24 January 2001 signed by her signifies.

59 There is nothing in the evidence to show that between 24 January 2001 and the dismissal of Ms Byrne on 6 February 2001 that
Ms Hines had so radically improved her proficiency, or had demonstrated by some particular task during that period an
increase in proficiency, to warrant such a change in Mrs Salter�s view of the need for a casual pharmacist. In fact Mrs Salter
had already observed that Ms Hines had recently become more skilled at the time she agreed to Ms Byrne working two days
per week (transcript page 211). That would have been the time, and not two weeks later on 6 February 2001, for Mrs Salter to
have concluded that Ms Hines� proficiency was so good that the respondent would not need a casual pharmacist.

60 This, together with Ms Hines� own evidence that she did not do a calculation, assist in the calculation, and did not check
Mrs Salter�s calculations of the remaining Herceptin product, in contrast to Mrs Salter�s evidence that Ms Hines did indeed
check Mrs Salter�s calculations, because�

�...it was a confusing calculation. There�s no way I�d be able to work it out. I�m not a pharmacist.� (transcript p. 385)
leaves me with a significant reservation regarding Mrs Salter�s evidence that Ms Hines was by 6 February 2001 able to perform
the necessary work under supervision. Ms Hines� own evidence of the training she then received, and the duties she was
performing, is more consistent with doing mainly basic duties (transcript page 370).

61 I therefore find that the stated reasons for dismissing Ms Byrne given by Mr Twaddle and Mrs Salter in these proceedings are
not able to justify her dismissal no more than two weeks into her new contract of employment with the respondent.

62 I therefore find that Ms Byrne�s dismissal was unfair.
63 Once the Commission finds that a dismissal is unfair, it is obliged by s.23A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 to consider

whether reinstatement is to be ordered. In this case, I have no doubt that it should not be. Reinstatement is not sought by Ms
Byrne and I am satisfied from the manner in which the evidence was given in these proceedings, together with the evidence
that Ms Byrne is taking Supreme Court proceedings against both Mrs Salter and Mr Twaddle, that reinstatement is
impracticable.

64 By virtue of s.23A of the Act the Commission is able to order compensation to be paid in lieu of reinstatement. In this case, I
am quite satisfied that had the dismissal not occurred, Ms Byrne would have continued working in accordance with the
contract which came into existence by virtue of the letter of 24 January 2001. Ms Byrne would have worked for two days a
week in accordance with that letter. Given the reservations I have regarding Mrs Salter�s evidence that Ms Hines was able to
perform the necessary work under supervision, there is nothing in the evidence to suggest that Ms Byrne�s employment would
not have continued for the foreseeable future. Therefore, Ms Byrne�s loss is the income she would have received for work on
those two days for the foreseeable future. Indeed, there is nothing in the evidence to suggest that Ms Byrne�s employment
would not have continued for the six month period which represents the maximum period of time for which compensation is
able to be ordered.

65 I am satisfied that Ms Byrne took reasonable steps to mitigate her loss. Her evidence, which I accept, is that she registered for
employment with two pharmaceutical employment services. In my view Ms Byrne was not obliged to accept country work in
order to satisfy the requirement to take reasonable steps to mitigate her loss. Ms Byrne was not employed full time during the
six months following her dismissal. She had started employment in Woodvale on 4 February 2001. She had already been
working every second Sunday at McKenzies Chemist and this continued. She also did one day�s work at Pedley�s Pharmacy on
5 July 2001 (exhibit A3 p.32).

66 However, the evidence is not sufficiently clear to distinguish between the work Ms Byrne performed after 6 February
2001 which she would have performed even if she had remained in employment with the respondent. Had Ms Byrne not been
dismissed by the respondent, she would have been free to work elsewhere on the days of the week other than the Tuesdays and
Wednesdays for which she was contracted to work for the respondent. Therefore, any income earned by Ms Byrne after
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6 February 2001 for work performed on the other days of the week does not constitute mitigation of the loss caused by the
dismissal.

67 I propose to order that Ms Byrne be paid compensation for the loss caused by the dismissal equal to the income she would
likely to have received from the respondent pursuant to the contract from which she was dismissed for the six months after her
dismissal. I assume for this purpose that Ms Byrne is likely to have earned $600.00 per week with the respondent. There is no
evidence upon which I can reasonably conclude the frequency with which the clinic was quiet and cytotoxic preparation
services would not have been required and that Ms Byrne would have elected to be absent without pay. From that sum is to be
deducted any income earned by her for work performed on Tuesdays and Wednesdays each week for that period. The
Commission will reserve to the parties a liberty to apply in the event that they are unable to agree upon its calculation.

68 A minute of proposed order now issues.
_________

2002 WAIRC 06021
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES CATHERINE JOAN BYRNE, APPLICANT
v.
BRIAN TWADDLE t/a MOUNT HOSPITAL PHARMACY, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE FRIDAY, 19 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 345 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06021
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal granted in part.
Representation
Applicant Mr Hancy and with him Mr A. van Noort (both of counsel)
Respondent Mr A. Drake-Brockman (of counsel) and later with him Mr B. Jackson (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Mr Hancy and with him Mr A. van Noort (both of counsel) and Mr A. Drake-Brockman (of counsel) and later
with him Mr B. Jackson (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby�

(1) DECLARES that Catherine Joan Byrne was not dismissed in January 2001;
(2) DECLARES that Catherine Joan Byrne was unfairly dismissed on 6 February 2001;
(3) DECLARES that reinstatement is impracticable;
(4) ORDERS that Brian Twaddle t/a Mount Hospital Pharmacy within 14 days of the date of this Order pay to

Catherine Joan Byrne $12,780 less taxation as compensation for the loss caused by the dismissal;
(5) ORDERS that the application otherwise be dismissed.

(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06120
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES ROBERT BOND CAMERON, APPLICANT
v.
DODSLEY PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
DATE WEDNESDAY, 31 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1566 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06120
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Dismissed for want of prosecution
Representation
Applicant No appearance
Respondent Ms M. Power (of Counsel) appeared on behalf of the Respondent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
(Given extempore as edited by the Commissioner)

1 This application was filed in the Commission on 29th August 2001. Dodsley Pty Ltd (the Respondent) for whom Ms Power, of
Counsel, appears answered the application in due time by filing an answer on 28th September 2001. The Commission contacted
Robert Boyd Cameron (the Applicant) to advise that a conference had been listed for 24th October 2001. In due course, at the
request of the Applicant, the matter was adjourned, having been listed in Kalgoorlie on that day. It was re-listed for Perth on
29th November 2001 to be heard via a teleconference. There was no appearance by the Applicant at the teleconference.
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2 On 29th November 2001, my Associate wrote to the Applicant at an address in Queensland notifying him that the conference
had taken place as had been organised. At the time of the conference the Applicant had been telephoned on the number he had
left and there was response. Later he was invited within 14 days to show cause why the matter should not be dismissed.

3 The Applicant responded to the Commission on 12th December 2001 to advise that he was seeking legal advice and the matter
was listed again for a conference on 25th January 2002. It appears that there was some contact with the Applicant at that time
and, as a result of that conference, the matter was listed for hearing on 24th April 2002.

4 On 28th February 2002 the Respondent applied for further and better particulars. Orders in that application were issued by the
Commission on 22nd April 2002. The Order was perfected by depositing in the Office of the Registrar on 23rd April 2002.
Amongst other things, the Order noted that on 28th April 2002 the application had proceeded before the Commission, at which
time the Respondent was represented by Ms Power, and there was no appearance by the Applicant. The Commission decided
to make Orders that the Applicant within 30 days provide the particulars which are set out in the Orders and that if he failed to
comply or adequately comply, the application would be listed for him to show cause why it should not be dismissed.

5 On 1st March 2002 there was a further letter to the Applicant drawing to his attention the need to respond to the Order for
further and better particulars and, on 12th March 2002, there was a further Order for the Applicant to produce those particulars
within 7 days.

6 On 18th April 2002 there was an application for an adjournment as the Applicant had not provided the further and better
particulars. On 24th April 2002 the hearing was vacated and it was then listed on 6th June 2002 for a hearing on 5th July
2002 for the Applicant to show cause why the matter should not be dismissed.

7 The file shows that all correspondence to the Applicant has been sent either by receipted email and followed by registered
mail. The receipts for the registered mail are on the file. The Commission, having considered the history of the matter, has
formed the view that in all of the circumstances it is open to form the conclusion that the Applicant does not intend to proceed
with his claim. Even if he does intend to proceed, he has not been diligent in the pursuit of the claim. Every effort has been
made by the Commission to list the matter so it can be disposed of. The Respondent is just as entitled to have the matter heard
as is the Applicant. Pursuant to the powers vested in me by section 27(1) of the Act, I conclude it is in the public interest that
this matter should be dismissed. It will be dismissed for want of prosecution.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06121
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES ROBERT BOND CAMERON, APPLICANT
v.
DODSLEY PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
DATE WEDNESDAY, 31 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1566 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06121
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Dismissed for want of prosecution
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING no appearance on behalf of the applicant and having heard Ms M. Power (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders:

THAT the application be, and is hereby dismissed for want of prosecution.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06108
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES RANDALL DE VOS, APPLICANT
v.
MINIT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE TUESDAY, 30 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 464 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06108
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr T. Crossley (as agent)
Respondent Mr S. Kemp (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Reasons for Decision
(Extemporaneous)

1 At the time of Mr de Vos� dismissal he was employed as the sole operator of the Minit kiosk in the Target store in Fremantle.
He had worked there for approximately 6 months. Mr de Vos had worked for the respondent over a period of 6 years, although
his service was not continuous. In fact, Mr de Vos had been previously dismissed and had been re-employed after a conference
in the Industrial Relations Commission (application 2233 of 1998). His duties involved serving customers by cutting keys,
engraving, performing shoe repairs and also doing the administrative work such as stock transfers and banking and so on.

2 He was dismissed on 21 February 2002. During February 2002 Mr de Vos served a customer who complained that a battery
put into her watch on the previous Saturday (when Mr de Vos was not at work) was faulty and she required a refund. After
dealing with the customer, Mr de Vos wrote obscene and offensive words on the weekly shop spoilage / shrinkage report form
regarding this refund which was subsequently sent to the respondent�s head office. It gave offence to a data entry clerk in the
respondent�s head office in New South Wales who read it. In that portion of the form where Mr de Vos was to insert his name,
he had also written �who cares?�.

3 When he was approached by his manager, Mr Cooper-Fowle to explain his conduct Mr de Vos also reported that he had had a
problem with another customer and had remained talking on a private telephone call whilst trying to deal with a customer�s
complaint. After following a process and giving Mr de Vos an opportunity to explain his position, Mr de Vos was dismissed
with pay in lieu of notice.

4 When the matter came before the Commission for determination, Mr de Vos gave evidence in chief and was then cross-
examined. After approximately 20 minutes of cross-examination Mr de Vos made an obscene and offensive gesture towards
Mr Kemp, counsel for the respondent.

5 I stopped the proceedings and informed Mr de Vos that his behaviour was unacceptable and that he should reflect upon
whether he was able to continue with his application given his reaction after only 20 minutes of cross-examination. Mr de Vos
apologised and explained that it was his way of dealing with stress to do something in a non-verbal way. I then adjourned the
proceedings for lunch. Upon resumption I dismissed the application for the following reasons.

6 I have had the opportunity to reflect upon the action of Mr de Vos towards Mr Kemp.
7 It is an action quite unprecedented in my time in the Commission. At one level it is not only personally offensive to Mr Kemp,

it is a contempt of the Commission process, the same process that Mr de Vos is seeking to utilise.
8 I have also reflected upon Mr de Vos� explanation and his apology to me. I have endeavoured to put to one side my amazement

and my offence at his action.
9 What I have considered, however, is that even if I do so, Mr de Vos has exhibited in this hearing the very conduct about which

the respondent has warned him and for which he was dismissed: conduct described by him as a non-verbal means of
channelling his anger or his frustration.

10 His dismissal was primarily a result of the obscene and abusive words he wrote on the shop spoilage / shrinkage form and
which gave offence to a person other than the person about whom it was written. Even if I accept that Mr de Vos did not intend
to give offence, I have had a vivid example in this hearing of what Mr de Vos may do in a situation he finds stressful and how
it may give offence.

11 I have heard all of his evidence this morning although I have not heard all of his cross-examination. Mr de Vos admits he
received a final written warning on 12 March 2001 concerning his need not to take matters personally or reply with a jibe
likely to make the situation worse.

12 Mr de Vos� action this morning has illustrated to me why the respondent decided, as Mr Cooper-Fowle apparently said to him
at the time, that the respondent cannot continue like this.

13 Even if the telephone call incident involved a work call, as Mr Roberts may say in evidence, and not a private call, Mr de Vos�
evidence has not been able to persuade me that his dismissal for writing the words he did was unfair.

14 Mr de Vos� action this morning was not in response to anything other than only 20 minutes of the usual cross-examination of a
person in an unfair dismissal hearing. I have re-read his evidence of why he became aggravated by the watch battery customer.
His answer, as illustrated by his action, shows to me that the respondent had ample justification to regard the conduct which
led to his dismissal as continuing behaviour, and even if Mr de Vos has 6 years� history, was good at his job, punctual and
received Store of the Month awards, the events of the last 2 years including today, show a behaviour, even after warnings have
been given to him about it, that means Mr de Vos has not shown that his dismissal was unfair.

15 An order will therefore issue dismissing Mr de Vos� claim. I am aware that Mr de Vos has summonsed Mr Ian Roberts to give
evidence. Mr Roberts has attended court and is presently waiting outside. If Mr Roberts has any loss caused to him by his
attendance this morning even though he has not been called, that is the responsibility of Mr de Vos. Without knowing whether
or not there is an issue of the cost involved in Mr Roberts� attendance, I will provide a liberty for 7 days for him to apply to the
Commission for an order for costs against Mr de Vos for his attendance at the Commission this morning.

16 Order accordingly.
_________
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Order
HAVING HEARD Mr T. Crossley (as agent) on behalf of the applicant and Mr S. Kemp (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent,
the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders�

(1) THAT the application be dismissed.
(2) THAT there be liberty to Mr Ian Roberts to apply within 7 days of the date of this order for an order for costs

incurred as a result of attending the hearing held on 30 July 2002 in response to the Summons to Witness taken
out by the applicant.

(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

____________________
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Reasons for Decision
1 This is an application pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (�the Act�).
2 The applicant, Mr Mauro Fabbri alleges that he was unfairly dismissed by the respondent from his position as Workshop

Controller/Foreman, on 8 February 2002. The respondent denies that there was any unfair dismissal. The respondent maintains
that the applicant was advised on 8 February 2002, that the respondent no longer wanted the applicant to continue in his
existing role as Foreman, and that he was offered an alternative position in the organisation, that of a pre-delivery technician.
As the applicant declined the alternative position, the respondent argues there was no unfair dismissal.

3 The applicant gave evidence. The applicant called Alex MacNabb, Richard Smith and Jeffrey Paull in support of his
application. The respondent called Charlie Triscari, Clare Morrison and Todd Davidson.
Evidence

4 The applicant applied for a position as Workshop Controller with the respondent on 1 March 2000. It was the applicant�s
evidence that Mr Triscari, who was in charge of the Service Department, appointed the applicant to the position of Workshop
Controller on 13 March 2000 for a three month probationary period. When the applicant applied to work with the respondent,
the applicant indicated that he had previously made a workers� compensation claim and included a workers� compensation
progress medical certificate as part of his job application. This progress certificate stated that the applicant was fit for full time
work as a Shop Floor Controller/Foreman, he was not to undertake heavy lifting, and it was indicated that the applicant may
need occasional physiotherapy (Exhibit R1).

5 The applicant undertook an initial two week trial period with the respondent without pay and subsequently, successfully
completed his three months� probation. At the end of that probationary period the applicant�s wage was confirmed at $700 per
week. The applicant continued to receive this weekly rate of pay for the duration of his employment with the respondent. In
addition to the weekly wage of $700 per week, there was a fuel allowance of $20 per week, and a bonus scheme whereby
bonus payments were made to employees if specific productivity targets were met in any month.

6 The applicant�s duties as Workshop Controller included arranging work to be done by the technicians in the workshop area,
checking completed jobs and quotes and writing reports to the Service Advisers in the service section.

7 Approximately one year after the applicant commenced work with the respondent, a new Dealer Principal was appointed, Mr
Robert Di Virgilio. Mr Di Virgilio instituted a number of changes in order to make the respondent�s operations more efficient
and cost effective.

8 The applicant claimed that due to poor management by Mr Triscari, budget targets were not met and because of ongoing
problems in the Service Department, his role as Workshop Controller was made difficult. Customer service feedback
demonstrated that the performance of the respondent was poor, and improvements were demanded by Mr Di Virgilio. Quality
assurance bench marks were established. One of the results of these quality assurance initiatives, was that apprentices and
mechanics in the workshop were told that, if the workshop was not kept up to certain standards of cleanliness and tidiness then
written disciplinary warnings would be issued to them. Further, monthly meetings were held to identify problem areas and to
canvass solutions to deal with these issues.

9 As part of an internal restructure, the applicant was appointed Foreman sometime in January or February 2001. His duties at
that time included road testing cars, checking work which the mechanics had undertaken, and inspecting vehicles. The
applicant maintained that at this point Mr Triscari indicated he was happy with his performance.

10 Throughout the applicant�s employment with the respondent, the applicant undertook duties as both Workshop Controller and
Foreman on an interchangeable basis.
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11 In August 2001, in order to improve efficiency and reach budget, a team approach was introduced to the workshop. The
applicant became a team leader, and his team reached productivity targets in October 2001 and thus received an incentive
payment. Mr Triscari and Mr Di Virgilio congratulated the applicant at that time for being leader of the team which performed
the best for that month.

12 In December 2001, even though the workshop was busy, a number of employees were on leave including the Workshop
Controller, Mr Paull. This led to problems in the workshop with respect to meeting the demands of the clients, keeping up with
service orders, and maintaining the cleanliness and tidiness of the workshop.

13 Throughout December 2001 the applicant was reappointed to his previous position as Workshop Controller whilst Mr Paull
was on leave. In the third week of January 2002, Mr Triscari granted three employees in the Service Department leave at the
same time. This exacerbated the existing problems in the Service Department. After returning from leave, the applicant found
the workshop disorganised, paperwork not done, and records of vehicles being serviced were incomplete. There was also an
extensive backlog of work.

14 Early in the week ending 8 February 2002, Mr Triscari and Mr Di Virgilio had a brief discussion with the applicant asking for
reasons why the workshop was not working as it should. The applicant was unable to fully state his position to Mr Di Virgilio
at the time. The applicant later stated to Mr Triscari that the problems raised at the meeting were not caused by him and he
would arrange to catch up with Mr Di Virgilio, the Dealer Principal, later that week in order to inform him that a number of
people had been on leave at the one time, which made the situation difficult. The applicant also wanted to make Mr Di Virgilio
aware that he had been on leave for one week in January, because he understood that Mr Di Virgilio was not aware that he had
been absent for that week.

15 The day after the applicant was approached by Mr Di Virgilio and Mr Triscari, Mr Triscari approached the applicant in relation
to a quality assurance report. That report claimed that the applicant had not road tested a vehicle, however no details were
given with respect to when that had occurred and the circumstances. The applicant stated he had never failed to road test a
vehicle.

16 On Friday 8 February 2002, the applicant was approached by Mr Triscari who, as Manager of the Service Department, had the
power to hire and terminate employees in that section. The applicant maintained that he was terminated by Mr Triscari. In
response the applicant expressed unhappiness about his decision and stated to Mr Triscari that he did not accept that
termination, and that he believed the termination was unfair. Mr Triscari then offered him a position on the shop floor as a pre-
detail employee in the Service Department. The job, which involved no supervising, entailed ensuring that new vehicles met all
of the requirements prior to being sold to a customer. Specifically, it required shop floor work. The applicant maintained that
this work was unsuitable for him because of his back complaint, which Mr Triscari knew about.

17 Mr Fabbri�s evidence was that he was surprised by the termination, as he had been given no verbal or written warnings by Mr
Triscari about his performance. He also claimed there were no complaints about his behaviour. The applicant stated that a
number of issues in relation to the general performance of the workshop had been raised at monthly meetings, which were
designed to remind all of the employees in that section of how the operation could be improved.

18 The applicant conceded that from time to time foul language was used in the workshop, but he maintained that this was
language which was appropriate to a workshop of this nature. No warnings were issued to him with respect to that, and he was
not aware of any complaints having been made about his language.

19 The applicant maintained that at all times he had acted with integrity with respect to health and safety issues. He had obtained
safety glasses for the employees and again no warnings had been issued to him in relation to any health and safety issues.

20 The applicant claims that since leaving the respondent, he had sought alternative employment. He had enrolled with an agency
specialising in employment for people in the automotive industry, but had been unsuccessful in obtaining work. He had also
enrolled with a job seeking agency in Mirrabooka and with Centrelink Employment Services. He has received one Centrelink
payment during the time since his termination, and has been unable to find any work during this period. The applicant
maintains that given his back injury, he is unable to undertake mechanic work on the shop floor, which is what he was trained
to do, and that was making it difficult for him to obtain employment.

21 Under cross examination, it was put to the applicant by Mr Triscari, that the applicant had been offered a position in the pre-
delivery section and that he was not terminated by him on 8 February 2002. The applicant disagreed that he was being shifted
to another position and not terminated. It was put to the applicant that there were a number of problems in his section, which he
should have dealt with if he was properly undertaking his role as Workshop Controller/Foreman. In response, the applicant
stated that he undertook his role to the best of his ability and if there were issues in the workshop, he was not the only
supervisor in the area.

22 Mr MacNabb commenced employment with the respondent in 1999 and resigned from his employment in March 2002. He was
the Parts Manager during that time.

23 He acknowledged there were problems in the Parts Department, and he worked with the applicant in order to identify
improvements in that part of the service area. Mr MacNabb stated that the applicant was a good worker. From time to time, he
confirmed, foul language was used in the workshop, however this was not out of the ordinary for a place of this nature, and
that when foul language was used, reprimands were not issued by the respondent. He claimed that the Service Department
under which the workshop fell, was disorganised and lacked direction. However, new programmes and guidelines had been
instituted for that section before he left the respondent. He stated that, in his view, some of the Service Advisers who worked
closely with the workshop were not properly trained. He confirmed that from time to time there were issues and tensions
between the various departments, however in general everyone got on with their jobs. He confirmed that when three employees
were absent at the same time in January 2002, some employees were shifted from other areas in order to cover for the workers
who were on leave. He stated that as a result of having workers undertake these roles who were not properly qualified, there
were hold ups and customers were sometimes left to wait for excessive time for their cars to be ready.

24 Mr Richard Smith commenced employment with the respondent in June 2001 and is currently a mobile mechanic employed by
the respondent. He road tests vehicles which have work undertaken on them. It was Mr Smith�s evidence that the applicant had
a good work ethic and he worked well with others. In his view the Service Department did experience some organisational
difficulties. For example, there was lack of information on some job cards, and sometimes incorrect information, which made
the undertaking of jobs difficult. He stated that these problems arose because of the Service Advisers making mistakes. Mr
Smith claimed that all vehicles were road tested when the applicant was the Workshop Controller. He stated that from time to
time over bookings occurred, which made it difficult to keep up with all of the work that was coming into the workshop. He
claimed that the applicant was safety conscious. With respect to the period when three people were on leave at the one time in
January 2002, in his view the work shop was in a worse state than it usually was during this week, and that there were over
bookings and it was a very hectic time. Under cross examination Mr Smith confirmed that over the last three months, the
service being delivered by the respondent has been improving.
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25 Geoffrey Paull commenced employment with the respondent as Workshop Controller approximately three years ago. He is
currently employed as a technician. He was demoted from the position of Workshop Controller after the applicant was
terminated. He had a good working relationship with the applicant when they were both employed by the respondent, however
there were ups and downs. Mr Paull stated that there was a regular turnover of Service Advisers, and that the Service
Department could operate more efficiently. He confirmed that when problems, issues and deficiencies were raised at regular
Service Department meetings, the issues were addressed to the whole workshop, not specifically to the applicant. Workshop
cleanliness was a major issue raised at these meetings. Workers were told to clean up their own areas, and if this did not occur
warnings would be given. It was the responsibility of the applicant and Mr Paull to check to make sure this policy was being
effected and as a result some apprentices had received warnings for not keeping their areas clean. Mr Paull confirmed that he
had four weeks� leave in December 2001. When the applicant was away for one week in January 2002, work was slow and a
new person was employed in the Service Department. He confirmed that from time to time foul language was used, but no
warning had ever been given to employees. He confirmed that the applicant did raise health and safety issues with Mr Triscari
from time to time.

26 Mr Triscari gave evidence for the respondent. He has been the Manager in charge of the Service Department for many years,
and was in charge of the respondent�s Service Department when the applicant was employed. Mr Triscari employed the
applicant when he commenced work in March 2000. Mr Triscari confirmed that the applicant was employed as the Workshop
Controller, and that he was aware that the applicant had a workers� compensation injury prior to him commencing work with
the respondent and that the applicant was unable to do the full range of duties required of a Motor Mechanic. Mr Triscari
confirmed that since Mr Di Virgilio had been appointed as the new Dealer Principal of the respondent, changes were necessary
in order to make the Service Department more productive and efficient. Mr Triscari stated that a number of initiatives had
taken place in order to deal with ongoing problems, including a low rate in poor customer service.

27 On the day that the applicant claims he was terminated, Mr Triscari maintains he talked with the applicant about the need for
the applicant to take a new direction in the organisation, and on that basis he was offered a job in the pre-delivery area, which
effectively entailed the same skills as his previous job without being a supervisor. He was to be paid a wage equivalent to his
current wage, even though that was not the normal wage of a technician who undertook this particular job. The applicant
rejected this proposition on the afternoon of 8 February 2002, and asked for his wages to be made up, which occurred that
afternoon.

28 Under cross examination Mr Triscari confirmed that Mr De Virgilio was not involved in the move to put the applicant into the
new position of pre-delivery technician. It was within the duties of Mr Triscari to hire, terminate and shift people around, and
he made that decision of his own volition. Mr Triscari confirmed that budgets were not being met, however he did confirm that
in October 2001 the applicant received a bonus because his team met productivity targets for that month. Mr Triscari
confirmed that on a number of occasions at monthly meetings, issues were raised with a view to improving the Service
Department. Mr Triscari agreed that from time to time, the applicant raised specific problems in the Service Department with
him.

29 Mr Triscari conceded that some customers were left waiting from time to time and that some of the work was not completed
correctly in the workshop. Mr Triscari claimed that the applicant was responsible for many of these problems.

30 Mr. Triscari confirmed that three people were on leave at the one time for one week in January 2002, prior to the applicant
being removed from his position, but he stated that paperwork was up to date in January 2002.

31 Mr Triscari conceded that when the applicant returned from leave in January 2002, there were problems in the workshop, and
this led to discussions with Mr Di Virgilio in relation to backlogs of jobs and work not being completed on time. There was
also an issue with the tidiness and cleanliness of the workshop. Mr Triscari confirmed that a quality assurance report over the
applicant not road testing a vehicle was shown to the applicant at least two days before he was offered alternative employment,
but he stated that this was not part of a disciplinary procedure. Mr Triscari confirmed that at no stage had the applicant ever
received any disciplinary warnings or any written reprimands during his employment with the respondent. However, it was not
Mr Triscari�s practice to issue warnings to employees.

32 Mr Triscari did confirm however, that the respondent has a policy of issuing written warnings, as part of a disciplinary process.
During his time as Service Manager, he was aware of at least one person who was terminated after receiving a number of
written warnings. Mr. Triscari confirmed that there was a concern about foul language in the workshop, however, no written
warning or reprimand had ever been issued to a worker with respect to this matter. Mr Triscari also confirmed that there was a
warning system in place for when an employee did not abide by the respondent�s requirements, such as the requirement to keep
a clean and tidy workplace.

33 Mr Triscari stated that when general issues were raised in meetings with respect to matters that needed improving, they were
not directed specifically to the applicant.

34 Ms Clare Morrison�s evidence confirmed that subsequent to the applicant finishing work with the respondent, he was again
offered a job in the pre-delivery area. Her evidence was that the operations of the respondent had improved since the applicant
was no longer employed with the respondent.

35 Mr Todd Davidson gave evidence confirming that the applicant was offered an alternative position by the respondent.
Submissions

36 It was submitted by the applicant that he was unfairly dismissed because at no stage had he received any warnings as to his
performance, and whilst he was involved in issues in relation to productivity, efficiency and cleanliness of the workshop, that
was a matter that related to all of the employees, not just himself.

37 The applicant maintained that at the meeting with Mr Triscari on 8 February 2002, he was terminated from his position as
Workshop Controller/Foreman, and that it was only after he protested that it was an unfair dismissal, that Mr Triscari offered
him employment in the pre-detailing area.

38 The applicant maintained that this was a job that he could not do in any event, because of his back problem and Mr Triscari
was well aware of that. The duties involved in that job were such that he was incapable of undertaking that work. The applicant
maintained that he was a scapegoat for the inefficiencies of the operations of the Service Department, run by Mr Triscari.

39 The respondent maintained that Mr Triscari had good relationships with employees and during the four years he had been with
the respondent, he had only terminated one person, and that it was not his general way of operating to terminate people when
there were issues or problems with their performance at the workplace. The respondent maintained there were a number of
issues in relation to the applicant�s performance. These included foul language, lack of attention to health and safety details,
lack of productivity and attention to detail with respect to work, and general inefficiency. It was because of the actions of the
applicant that there was disarray in the Service Department.

40 The respondent maintained that things were not working out with the applicant, and on that basis, there was an attempt to offer
him an alternative to the existing position that he was employed in. It was the view of the respondent that the pre-detailing
position which was offered to the applicant, was capable of being undertaken by the applicant, because it did not involve any
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heavy lifting. On a number of occasions subsequent to the applicant leaving employment with the respondent, this position had
been offered to the applicant. On this basis, there was no unfair dismissal, as the applicant chose to leave his employment of
his own accord.

Findings & Conclusions
41 The test for determining whether a dismissal is unfair or not is now well settled. The question is whether the respondent acted

harshly, unfairly or oppressively in dismissing the applicant. This test is outlined by the Industrial Appeal Court in Undercliff
Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia (1985) 65 WAIG 385. The onus is on the applicant to
establish that the dismissal was, in all the circumstances, unfair. Whether the right of the employer to terminate the
employment has been exercised so harshly or oppressively or unfairly against the applicant as to amount to an abuse of the
right, needs to be determined.

42 In applying this test to this matter I find that the applicant has established that he was unfairly dismissed.
43 There was one major area of dispute in the evidence. This was in relation to whether the applicant was terminated, or offered

an alternative position with the respondent on 8 February 2002. Both the applicant and Mr Triscari gave different accounts of
this discussion. With respect to this specific issue, I prefer the evidence of the applicant to that of Mr Triscari. Whilst both gave
evidence to the best of their recollection, I found the applicant�s evidence on this matter to be more convincing than the
evidence of Mr Triscari. The applicant gave a forthright and unhesitating recollection of the events of the meeting on that day,
which was unshaken under cross examination. On the other hand, Mr Triscari, in my view, was hesitant in giving his evidence
on this conversation and I believe he conveniently reconstructed the discussion to suit his own purposes. In my view Mr
Triscari was under pressure, given the problems of the Service Department, to effect major changes and this led to him
terminating the applicant.

44 I accept the evidence of each witness, including that of Mr Triscari, in relation to all other evidence given.
45 I find the applicant was employed by the respondent as a Workshop Controller and from time to time Foreman, from 13 March

2000 to 8 February 2002.
46 I find the applicant was employed on a full time basis, on a weekly wage of $700 per week, plus $20 per week fuel allowance.

The duties that the applicant undertook, included supervisory duties, paperwork, checking jobs and quotes, controlling the way
in which work was undertaken and from time to time road testing work which had been completed. At no stage was the
applicant involved in motor mechanic or other shop floor duties.

47 I find that from the time Mr Di Virgilio took over as Dealer Principal, a number of efforts were made to improve the Service
Department�s efficiency and performance and I find that a number of strategies and restructures were trialled and implemented,
and from time to time there was success with these strategies.

48 I find that as part of that process, monthly meetings were held with a view to identifying areas for improvement, and
employees in the Service Department were given encouragement and instructions on how to improve. I find that the applicant
was an integral part of this process.

49 I find that the applicant undertook his employment to the best of his abilities and worked conscientiously for the employer. The
applicant was flexible for the employer by fitting in with the various new arrangements adopted by Mr Triscari, and co-
operated with the initiatives to the best of his ability.

50 I find that the ability of the respondent to capitalise on efficiency measures was limited by the frequency of changes which
took place since Mr Di Virgilio commenced as Dealer Principal, coupled with frequent movements of employees in and out of
the workshop and service sections of the respondent.

51 I find that this led to the respondent continuing to experience difficulties, which came to a head in January 2002, when one
Workshop Controller, Mr Paull, had been away on leave throughout the whole of December 2001, and three senior employees
in the Service Department were on leave at one time in January 2002.

52 I find that this situation led to backlogs in work not being completed on time, and some customer dissatisfaction. It was not due
to the actions of the applicant. I find it was convenient for Mr Triscari to wrongly blame the applicant for these problems when
he made the decision to remove the applicant from his position as Workshop Controller/Foreman. Mr Triscari identified a
number of problems with the performance of the applicant, however, no evidence was given to support his claims.

53 Given my findings on witness credibility, I find that at the meeting between the applicant and Mr Triscari on 8 February 2002,
Mr Fabbri was told that he was terminated from his position as Workshop Controller/Foreman by Mr Triscari. I find that as an
afterthought, given the applicant�s protests at being dismissed, Mr Triscari offered him a position in the pre-delivery area.

54 I find that there was no basis for the respondent terminating the applicant at this meeting. I find that even though the
respondent had a formal disciplinary process in place, no formal disciplinary proceedings were initiated against the applicant at
any time whilst he was employed with the respondent. No reprimands or warnings were ever issued to the applicant formally
or informally. At no stage was the applicant made aware his job was in jeopardy.

55 I find that no performance or behaviour problems were specifically put to the applicant during his employment. Further, I find
that on the day the applicant was terminated, he was not afforded procedural fairness, as he was given no opportunity to
respond to concerns about his conduct or performance. For all of these reasons I conclude that the applicant�s dismissal was
harsh, oppressive and unfair.

56 Even if I am wrong in finding that the applicant was unfairly terminated and Mr Triscari did not use the words termination or
dismissal in his discussion with the applicant on 8 February 2002, the effect of Mr Triscari transferring the applicant to a
position in the pre-delivery area amounted, in my view, to a dismissal in any event.

57 I find that the position in the pre-delivery area was a demotion in that it involved shop floor skills and duties that the applicant
did not undertake as part of his contract of employment as a Workshop Controller/Foreman.

58 I find that there was no provision in the applicant�s contract of service which would enable a transfer to lesser duties to take
place. On the applicant�s application for employment his position is identified as Workshop Controller. Whilst that position
was interchanged with Foreman duties during the applicant�s employment with the respondent, both positions were
supervisory in nature and attracted the same rate of pay. On the other hand, the work involved in pre-detailing involved shop
floor skills different to those of an employee in a supervisory position, and a lower rate of pay.

59 The respondent was unilaterally demoting the applicant by transferring the applicant to pre-detailing duties. It is well
established that it is not permissible for an employer to unilaterally vary the terms of a contract of employment, without that
variation constituting a breach amounting to a repudiation of the contract: RS Components Ltd v Irwin [1974] 1 All ER 41 at
43.

60 I am satisfied on the evidence that the working relationship between the applicant and respondent has broken down such that
an order for re-instatement to the applicant�s previous position would be impracticable.
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61 As I have already found that the applicant was unfairly dismissed, I now turn to the question of compensation. I apply the
principles set out in Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 3635 and Tranchita v Wavemaster
International Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 1886.

62 On the evidence, I am satisfied the applicant took reasonable steps to mitigate his loss. I accept that the applicant has made a
number of approaches to obtain alternative employment. I also accept that the applicant�s back complaint limits the range of
employment the applicant is suitable for. The applicant has had no employment since his termination on 8 February 2002.

63 I find that the applicant would have had ongoing employment with the respondent if he had not been terminated. In my view,
the applicant would have remained with the respondent for a reasonably lengthy period if he had not been unfairly terminated.

64 Having regard to all of the circumstance of the case I conclude that the applicant should be compensated for his loss to the
fullest extent possible, subject to the cap in s.23A(4) of the Act.

65 On this basis the respondent is to pay the applicant $18,200.00 (26 weeks wages based on $700 per week) as compensation for
the loss suffered by the dismissal. An order in those terms shall now issue.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06133
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES MAURO FABBRI, APPLICANT
v.
MORLEY CITY HYUNDAI, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 1 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 251 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06133
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal upheld and order issued for compensation in lieu of
reinstatement

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD the applicant on his own behalf and Mr C Triscari on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby-

(1) DECLARES that Mauro Fabbri was unfairly dismissed by Morley City Hyundai;
(2) DECLARES that reinstatement is impracticable;
(3) ORDERS that Morley City Hyundai pay Mauro Fabbri $18,200.00 within 7 days of the date of this order.

(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06173
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES MICHAEL FOSTER, APPLICANT
v.
ALCOA OF AUSTRALIA PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE FRIDAY, 9 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 1601 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06173
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application dismissed
Representation
Applicant Mr Young as agent
Respondent Mr Quinlan of counsel
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This is a claim pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (�the Act�) by which the applicant

claims a denied contractual benefit from the respondent. The alleged benefit claimed is an entitlement to �cashing
out� of the applicant�s private medical cover benefit from the respondent, to which the applicant claims he was
entitled from in or about March 2001, following his retirement.

2 The respondent denied that the applicant had any such entitlement under his contract of employment.
3 Mr Young, as agent, represented the applicant. Mr Quinlan appeared as counsel for the respondent.

Factual Background
4 The factual background to this matter is relatively straightforward and is as follows. The applicant commenced

employment with the respondent in September 1980 as a plant operator. In about 1983 the applicant was appointed
to a staff position as a laboratory analyst. The applicant retired in March 2001. On the applicant�s promotion to the
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position in the respondent�s laboratory, a letter of appointment dated 4 May 1983 was provided by the respondent.
This letter was tendered as exhibit A2. It was common ground that on his appointment as a member of the monthly
staff of the respondent, he was entitled to and did become a member of the respondent�s then medical scheme. It was
common ground that in 1994 there was a change to the medical scheme, whereby the respondent no longer provided
an �in house� plan (�the Old Plan�), but rather, employees had the option of joining an externally administered plan,
the GMHBA Health Plan (�the New Plan�). At the time of this change, employees who commenced with the
respondent on or after 1 April 1999 were covered by the New Plan. Employees who were employed with the
respondent prior to this date, would continue to be covered by the Old Plan however, this group of employees had
the option of changing to the New Plan on 1 July each year.

5 It was also common ground that retiring employees with at least ten years service with the respondent, and who
retired on or after 1 July 1994 at age 55 years or over, were offered automatic membership of the New Plan for
ancillary health benefits in retirement. Additionally, from the date of the changes in July 1994, the respondent no
longer maintained the medical benefits on behalf of employees, but rather, �cashed out� certain benefits, including
medical benefits, to enable employees to make their own contributions.

6 In the case of the applicant, this change to remuneration was contained in a document dated 11 April 1994 and
described as �Salary Status�, which document was tendered as exhibit A7. In the case of the applicant, the
remuneration statement referred to the value of the applicant�s benefit in the New Plan, in terms of a cash equivalent,
of some $1,300.00 per annum combined with other �cashed out� benefits. The total cashed out benefits amounted to
$2,137.00 per annum as at 1 July 1994. There was no reference to the �cashing out� of medical benefits on
retirement, in exhibit A7.

7 It was also common ground that no employee had ever received a �cashing out� of their medical benefit on
retirement. The applicant, it appeared, was the first to claim such an alleged entitlement.

8 I find accordingly.
9 The area of controversy between the parties in these proceedings, relates to the content of a document described as

�Alcoa Staff Benefits April 1994� which was tendered as exhibit A1. It was common ground that this document was
a printed version of an overhead slide presentation given to employees of the respondent in this State, at the time of
proposed changes to various staff benefits, resulting from changes in taxation requirements imposed on employee
benefits to apply from 1 April 1994. The applicant testified that he was on leave at the time of this presentation but
received a copy of it from his supervisor. The applicant referred in particular to page 9 of exhibit A1, which dealt
with ancillary health cover. This page of the presentation documents referred to retirement benefits for former
members of the Old Plan, which included an option of �cashing out� the prospective retirement benefits for ancillary
health cover, on retirement. It was upon this that essentially the applicant relied, in asserting that he had a contractual
entitlement to such a benefit, on his retirement.

10 The applicant testified that when he was considering retirement, he raised the issue of cashing out his benefit,
approximately two years prior to his actual retirement. He said he received no response. On his retirement, the
applicant said that he again raised with the personnel department the option of cashing out his ancillary health cover,
and produced a copy of exhibit A1. The person he spoke to confirmed that there was no pay out of such a benefit on
retirement. This was subsequently confirmed with another representative of the respondent, some three months later.

11 In cross-examination, the applicant admitted that no one from the respondent advised him that he would be entitled
to such a benefit. Correspondingly, the applicant testified that no one said he would not be so entitled. The applicant
understood the basis for the changes in 1994, as being related to changes to the fringe benefits tax legislation. The
applicant also conceded that there was nothing in the documentary evidence before the Commission, apart from
exhibit A1 that referred to any entitlement to such a benefit on retirement. The applicant also conceded that he was
not aware of anyone else from the respondent who had been paid such a benefit on retirement.

12 This latter issue was also confirmed by Mr Pearce, another staff employee of the respondent, who was called by the
applicant. Mr Pearce attended the meeting in April 1994 where exhibit A1 was presented to employees. He
confirmed that he understood the reason for the meeting was because of changes in relation to fringe benefits tax
treatment of employee benefits. Mr Pearce confirmed in his evidence that it was commonly understood in the staff
workforce that employees who retire were able to continue their membership in the New Plan but also said that he
had never seen an example of the �cash out� option, sought by the applicant in these proceedings.

13 Another staff employee who attended the April 1994 presentation was Mr Leventhal, a laboratory analyst who has
just retired. He confirmed that a copy of exhibit A1 was obtained at the April 1994 presentation. Mr Leventhal
testified that he has also applied for the �cash out� option, but said the respondent advised it would not do so because
of these proceedings. Mr Leventhal also said he had discussed the issue with the applicant prior to asking the
respondent to cash out his ancillary medical benefit.

14 Mr Anderson was the respondent�s general manager human resources, Australia, between October 1990 and
February 1997. Mr Anderson, in his evidence, explained the operation of the previous ancillary health benefit
arrangements and why the changes took place in 1994. He testified that as well as fringe benefits tax issues, the
respondent no longer wished to be involved in administering such arrangements. Specifically in relation to the
ancillary medical benefits, Mr Anderson testified that the reasons for the changes were to firstly, shift medical cover
to an external health fund and secondly, to provide a �cash out� benefit for retirees as an option. The latter intended
option, involved the commissioning of a firm of actuaries to attempt to put a monetary value on this benefit for
retirees.

15 Mr Anderson said that the actuary had difficulties and the respondent�s intended measure was never implemented.
According to Mr Anderson, he was responsible for this proposal but it had to be authorised by the executive
committee of the respondent, which never occurred, because of the difficulties with the actuarial analysis.

16 In relation to exhibit A1, Mr Anderson said that this document was prepared by his group in Melbourne for use in
presentations to employees as an information document to outline planned changes to the benefits structure. He said
that subsequently, individual employees received a separate document to show the actual changes implemented for
them. In this regard, Mr Anderson identified exhibit A7 as the type of document that was given to employees,
including the applicant, to outline the individual changes to their remuneration and benefit structure. Mr Anderson
described the information contained at page 9 on exhibit A1 dealing with ancillary medical benefits, as �work in
progress� as at the time of the presentation to employees.

17 Mr Bell, the respondent�s employee benefits and self insurance manager, testified that to his knowledge, it has never
been the practice for the respondent to cash out ancillary medical benefits to employees, on retirement. Mr Bell said
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that he had checked all of the respondent�s relevant files, and had confirmed this. He also testified that to his
knowledge, no retiree apart from Mr Foster, the applicant, has pursued the cash out option. Mr Bell testified that in
his perusal of the respondent�s files, he located a memorandum from Mr Anderson to management that said the
respondent was not going to proceed with the cash out option for retirees and it would be deferred for 12 months and
be re-examined then.

Consideration
18 The law in relation to contractual benefits claims in this jurisdiction is well settled. Recently, in Ahern v The

Australian Federation of Totally and Permanently Incapacitated Ex-Service Men and Woman (WA Branch Inc)
(1999) 79 WAIG 1867 the Full Bench said at 1869�

�1. In an application under s.29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act, the Commission must determine whether the claim is
one for a benefit to which the appellant is entitled to under her contract of service.

2. The Commission must make a finding as to what the benefits for which the contract prescribes an
entitlement (see Perth Finishing College Pty Ltd v Watts 69 WAIG 2307 at 2313 (FB)).

3. The jurisdiction of the Commission, pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act is judicial. It is limited to the
ascertainment of existing rights by a determination of whether or not an employee has been denied a
benefit to which the employee is entitled to under her/his contract of service (see Simons v Business
Computers International Pty Ltd 65 WAIG 2039 (FB)).

4. S.29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act provides for a remedy under the Act. Once a claim is made and is within
jurisdiction, the Commission is required to exercise that jurisdiction in accordance with s.26 of the
Act (see Perth Finishing College Pty Ltd v Watts (FB)(op cit) at 2315-2316).

5. Once it was the (applicant�s) appellant�s case and there was evidence as to the existence of a contract
of employment, it was the duty of the Commission to make a finding as to what the contract was.

6. It is then necessary to make a finding of what benefits the appellant was entitled to under the contract,
and, if there was such an entitlement, whether they have been paid.�

19 I adopt and apply those principles in dealing with this matter. Additionally, the relevant principles in relation to
termination or variation of contracts of employment are also well established. In this regard, I refer to my own
observations as to these matters in Bates v Mountway Nominees Pty Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 4406 at 4409 where I
said�

�Termination or variation of contract
Termination of a contract of employment may be consensual or otherwise. As a general proposition, a contract
of employment can be terminated or varied, by agreement of the parties. In Marriott v Oxford and District Co-
op Society (No.2)(1969) 3 WLR 984, the Court of Appeal observed at 988�

�If the parties agree consensually to vary the terms of the contract of employment, or to rescind it and
substitute a new contract of employment, the plain fact is that it is not terminated by the employers,
but by consent�.

It is also well established that is not permissible for an employer to unilaterally vary the terms of a contract of
employment, without that variation constituting a breach amounting to a repudiation of the contract: RS
Components Ltd v Irwin (1974) 1 All ER 41 at 43.�

20 In this matter, the only written terms of the applicant�s contract of employment with the respondent, in evidence, are
those that contained in exhibits A2 and A7. As I have already observed, those documents referred to the applicant�s
initial letter of appointment to the staff of the respondent, and the subsequent salary and benefits adjustment
applicable to the applicant, following the presentation of April 1994 to take effect on and from 1 July 1994. I find
accordingly.

21 Save for these documents, the applicant solely relies upon the content of exhibit A1 as representing a variation to his
contract of employment, to confer upon him, an entitlement to the cashing out of his ancillary health cover benefit on
retirement. Therefore, some scrutiny of this document and the circumstances surrounding it are required.

22 Firstly, I observe that the applicant was not at the presentation given by the respondent dealing with exhibit A1. His
only knowledge of it arises from a copy of it, on his own evidence, having been given to him by his supervisor. The
applicant cannot therefore rely on any oral representations as to the terms of exhibit A1, given to him personally, that
may have had contractual effect in his employment with the respondent. There is no evidence as to any other
representations to the applicant, indeed, the evidence is, and I find, that until recently, there were none.

23 Secondly, I am satisfied from the evidence of Mr Anderson, and I find, that it was the respondent�s intention in 1994,
to restructure certain staff benefits to take account of changes to the taxation treatment of fringe benefits provided to
employees, for the reasons he outlined in his evidence. Additionally, I find that the respondent also wished to divest
itself of the administration of certain schemes, which to date, had been dealt with �in house�. I also accept the
uncontradicted evidence of Mr Anderson, that it was the intention of the respondent to introduce the cash out of
ancillary medical benefits on retirement, following consideration by way of an actuarial analysis to attempt to assign
a value to be given to such benefits. I also accept his evidence that the actuarial process led to an unsatisfactory result
and the cash out option was not endorsed by the respondent�s executive committee.

24 Thirdly, the introductory part on page 1 to exhibit A1 refers to �future� changes in the structure and delivery of staff
benefit programs. On page 4, reference is made to a decision by the company that �where possible� benefits will be
cashed out at their total cost to the company. The important part of exhibit A1 for the applicant is page 9. However,
in my opinion, as with all instruments, this part of it must be read in the context of the whole document. In relation to
ancillary health cover, it is certainly the case that the third dot point refers to retiring employees having the option of
cashing out a prospective retirement benefit. Importantly however, in the second box on page 9 under the heading
�answer� there is reference to the respondent�s �intention� to continue the Old Policy, with eligible retiring
employees having the discretion to take membership in the New Plan or a �once off� cash payment. Reference is
then made to the respondent having commissioned a firm of actuaries to calculate the amount of the cash payment in
lieu of membership in the New Plan.

25 Fourthly, next in the sequence of events, was that the applicant received exhibit A7, his salary status document. In
my opinion, exhibit A7 must be seen in the context of the presentation set out in exhibit A1. The timing of the
receipt of it is important, it being received shortly after the presentation. That is, exhibit A7 represents in my view, a
formal variation to the applicant�s contract of employment to incorporate the revision to his salary and benefits
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package, consistent with those matters as referred to in exhibit A1. Notably, nowhere in exhibit A7, prepared and
dated very shortly after the presentation, is any reference to the cashing out of the ancillary health benefits on
retirement.

26 Furthermore, and also importantly, exhibit A3, which is the extract from the respondent�s personnel manual, makes
no reference to the cash out of ancillary health benefits on retirement, being available as an option to employees.
Also, no one from the personnel department, following inquiries by the applicant, suggested this was an option.

27 In my opinion, taken in the context of all of the evidence, including that of the applicant and in particular Mr
Anderson, exhibit A1 can only be properly regarded in my view, as a statement of future intention by the respondent.
I am not persuaded on all of the evidence, that the respondent intended exhibit A1 itself to have any contractual force
or effect. I am not persuaded that there was any mutual intention for there to be a variation of the applicant�s contract
of employment in this regard: Marriott; RS Components. This is supported by reason of the fact that the subsequent
confirmation of variation to the applicant�s contract of employment, as it related to salary and benefits, made no
mention whatsoever of the cash out of health benefits on retirement. Similarly, exhibit A3 makes no reference to it
either. If it were the case this benefit was intended to have been applicable to employees after July 1994, then it no
doubt would have been incorporated into these documents or that some formal reference would have been made to it.

28 Another basis upon which some reliance was placed by the applicant, was my decision in Montuolo v Amcor
Packaging (Australia) Pty Ltd t/as Amcor Flexibles Australasia (1999) 79 WAIG 2647.  In this case, the applicant
claimed that he was entitled to enhanced sick leave benefits pursuant to the terms of an agreement reached between
the respondent and relevant unions representing the employees. There was no issue in that case that an agreement
existed.  The issue was whether, as a result of the publication of the agreement to all employees, including staff
employees, it had thereby been incorporated into the applicant�s contract of employment. I dealing with this issue, I
said at 2651-2652�

�There is often a legal difficulty with the enforcement of unregistered, collective industrial agreements, that are
negotiated between a union and an employer. An unregistered collective agreement may become contractually
binding, by the express incorporation of the agreement or a term of it into an employee�s contract of
employment, or alternatively, the agreement or a term of it may become a term of an employee�s contract of
employment by a variation of that contract as a result of a course of dealing between the parties. For example,
in Ajax Cooke Pty Ltd trading as Ajax Spurway Fasteners v Nugent (1994) AILR 231 Philips J held that a
collective agreement for redundancy benefits, negotiated between an employer and a union, was contractually
binding on the employer and employee, as a result of the posting of a notice of the redundancy agreement. It
was held by the court that the posting of the redundancy agreement by notice, would be considered to be an
offer which, in that case, the employee had accepted as he remained in employment with the employer up until
the time that he was retrenched. Also in that case, it was held that although the employer had negotiated the
terms of the redundancy package with unions who were signatories to the agreement, the redundancy package
was applicable, according to the words of the notice, to employees generally. It was held that if there was an
intention to limit the benefits of the redundancy agreement to only employees who were members of the relevant
unions, the notice would have made this clear (see also: National Coal Board v Galley (1958) 1 All ER 90;
Edwards v Skyways Ltd (1964) 1 All ER 494).
In the context of the facts of this case, in my view, it can reasonably be concluded that as in Ajax, a course of
dealing took place such that the terms of the Agreement had become a term of the applicant�s contract of
employment, at least in so far as entitlements to unused sick leave on retrenchment was concerned. In this
regard, I refer to the uncontradicted evidence of the applicant that he attended a meeting with Award employees
at the time the Agreement was announced and explained to employees. The evidence, upon which I have already
made my findings, clearly indicates that there was no distinction made by the respondent at the time that the
Agreement was published to the workforce in terms, that it would only apply to employees covered by the
Award. Indeed, on the contrary, the evidence indicates that at the time, the respondent informed employees that
the terms of the Agreement would extend to monthly paid employees also. Additionally, the explanatory
memorandum attached to exhibit A1 is clear in its terms and in a number of places refers to its coverage and
application to both weekly and monthly paid employees. Whilst the respondent attempted to deal with this
matter by submitting that Mr Blanche, the respondent�s representative at the time, had no authority from the
respondent in this regard, that is not to the point in that it appears that it was Mr Blanche who represented the
respondent in the meetings with the union and the employees to explain the operation and effect of the
Agreement and presumably also, to secure its acceptance. Moreover, on the basis of this and the document
prepared by him attached to exhibit A1, as far as the applicant was concerned, he had the actual or ostensible
authority to do what he did at the time. There was certainly no evidence that at the time or subsequently, the
respondent communicated to employees that Mr Blanche did not have any authority to do what he did at the
time.�

29 Furthermore, in Montuolo, there was evidence that the respondent in that case had acted on this agreement in respect
of other employees. I further said at 2652�

�As was the case in the Ajax case, the publication of the terms of the Agreement could be properly
characterised as an offer which the applicant accepted by reason of his continuing in employment with the
respondent up until his voluntary retrenchment. Furthermore, my conclusion in terms of the respondent�s
course of dealing in this matter is somewhat reinforced by the uncontradicted evidence of the respondent, that it
has extended the benefit of a pay out of unused sick leave on redundancy, to employees other than those covered
by the terms of the Agreement. In this regard, I refer to the evidence of Ms Kelly, noted above, when referring to
the circumstances of Mr Clarke and Mr Yates. In any event, the terms of the memorandum dated 29 May
1997 (exhibit A3), in my opinion, are far from clear as to whom it refers.�

30 The circumstances before the Commission in this matter are distinguishable from those that were before me in
Montuolo. Firstly, in Montuolo, there existed an agreement that had binding effect on the parties to it, as opposed to
an explanatory document given to employees as part of a presentation as in this case. Secondly, in that case, there
was evidence of a course of dealing, consistent with the acceptance by the employees of the offer by the employer.
Thirdly, was the evidence of the unequivocal statements to employees by the employer, as to the application of the
terms of the agreement to all employees. Finally, was the documentary evidence confirming the application of the
agreement, which was attached to it.  None of these features are present in this matter.

31 In short, whilst I have no doubt that the applicant had and has a genuine belief that he was entitled to such a benefit I
am unable to conclude on the evidence, and applying the authorities referred to above, that there was ever any
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consensus ad idem in relation to this particular matter, nor were there circumstances of the kind present in Ajax
Cooke, to support the applicant�s claim.

32 In all of the circumstances, I am not persuaded that the applicant has discharged the onus on him to establish the
claim as a benefit under his contract of employment that he was denied when he retired from the respondent.
Accordingly, the application must be dismissed.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06174
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES MICHAEL FOSTER, APPLICANT
v.
ALCOA OF AUSTRALIA PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE FRIDAY, 9 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 1601 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06174
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr Young as agent
Respondent Mr Quinlan of counsel
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr Young as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr Quinlan of counsel on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) S.J. KENNER,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06008
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES MICHAEL JOHN HEMMINGS, APPLICANT
v.
TREE TOP WALK MOTEL, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 17 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 2336 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06008
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Contractual benefits claim granted in part
Representation
Applicant Mr M Hemmings
Respondent Mr P Fleay and Mr J Vanstroe
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 The applicant Mr Michael Hemmings claims pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (�the Act�)

the sums of $1,389 as unpaid annual leave and $1,123 for 9 days unpaid wages. Both these figures are gross figures.
2 The application was made against Mr John Vanstroe, who in partnership with others, is a part owner of the Tree Top Walk

Motel, which it was agreed was the business which employed Mr Hemmings.
3 Mr Hemmings worked as a chef at the Tree Top Walk Motel in Walpole from 23 December 1999 to 29 November 2001 (or

18 November 2001). He resigned his employment on 16 November 2001, he gave two weeks notice. He says he worked
between 45 and 70 hours per week. His working day was 6:45 to 11:00am and 3:45 pm to 9:00pm daily. When he was
originally employed there were no set hours, he was to work depending on how busy the restaurant was. Initially he worked
5 ½ days a week but in his last 3 months another chef was employed and hence he worked 5 days a week. Sometimes he
worked longer hours and he says he was paid overtime for working on his days off at the rate of $50 per hour or $100 per full
day.

4 Mr Hemmings says when he was initially employed he was interviewed by Mr Fleay and offered a contract [Exhibit MJH1].
He worked according to this contract. He says his contract was for payment of $1020 gross per week and he had to pay rent of
$40 per week. He did not sign the contract as there were 3 aspects which he was unsure of and wished to discuss. These
involved computing, superannuation and the third item Mr Hemmings cannot remember. He says there was no variation to the
contract whilst he was there except for the last 3 months when the other chef was employed when his wages dropped to
$769.23 per week plus $40 per week rent which he had to pay. He says he was employed to do a job which was to supervise
the kitchen and if the job could be done in 30 hours or 70 hours then this is how he operated. Mr Hemmings says he was paid
by cheque and cash.
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5 Mr Hemmings resigned on 16 November 2001 [Exhibit MJH 2]. He says that he gave his resignation to the managers and
faxed his resignation to head office. His period of notice would extend to 29 November 2001.

6 Mr Hemmings says that in his second last week of work he worked about 40 to 50 hours as there was a coach at the Motel. In
his last week of work Mr Hemmings says that he had two days rostered off, was sick for two days and the remaining 3 days he
worked approximately 15 hours as agreed with the other chef. He says he was told by the manager that Mr Vanstroe had
indicated that he should take the time off sick to rest his back. He says the days worked were the 25, 26 and 27 November. The
sick days were the 28 and 29 November. Exhibit MJH5 is a record of Mr Hemmings� pay on termination.

7 The respondent alleged that Mr Hemmings� final pay was discounted for his annual leave by the amount of pre-payment that
they had paid to Mr Hemmings. The pre-payments were sought by Mr Hemmings early in his employment. Mr Hemmings
rejected any notion of having received pre-payments or having requested money for his wife.

8 Mr John Vanstroe gave evidence for the respondent. He says the Tree Top Walk Motel is owned by himself and his wife, Mr
Fleay and Mr and Mrs King. The property is owned in partnership. Mr Vanstroe says that Mr Hemmings only worked
approximately 10 hours in his final week of work. He says the manager and the chef advised him of this. He says he did not
pay Mr Hemmings for the two days sick leave as he did not provide a medical certificate. He believes that any leave required a
medical certificate and that was part of their contract. He produced evidence [Exhibits JV1 and JV2] which he says were a
summary of all cheques which Mr Hemmings received and copies of the cheques.

9 In response as to why pre-payments which occurred earlier in Mr Hemmings employment were not taken from the original
holiday pay, Mr Vanstroe says that that was his oversight. He agrees that Mr Hemmings was entitled to two days off in his last
week. However, he rejected the payment of the sick leave as there was no medical certificate. This he says was the
arrangement they had for all staff. Mr Vanstroe says that Mr Hemmings asked that he be allowed to stay in the house for
several days until he was picked up by his daughter and he acceded to this request. Mr Vanstroe says that Mr Hemmings was
paid for his first week of notice but only paid for the 10 hours worked during the second week. He was not paid all the annual
leave as the pre-payments that were made previously were deducted from that amount.

10 In closing argument Mr Fleay says that they both had paid all entitlements due to Mr Hemmings. He says there might be a
dispute over the time worked in the last week and the hours taken as sick leave. Mr Hemmings says that he did not ask for or
receive any pre-payments. He says he gave two weeks� notice and worked this.

11 The contract was not signed and on the face of the contract (clause 2) was out of term. However, it is not contested that this
was the contract which was substantially agreed at the commencement of employment, remained unchanged except for hours
and salary, and was applied by both parties for the entire employment duration. The contract does not include any provision for
annual leave. Mr Hemmings submitted and it was uncontested that the parties agreed to four weeks annual leave and the
�normal� sick leave. I find that annual leave and sick leave were oral terms of the contract.

12 The parties agreed at hearing that Mr Hemmings accrued an entitlement to 7.66 weeks of annual leave during his employment.
He was paid for four weeks annual leave on 18 February 2001 [Exhibit MJH5]. He was then paid a further $2,220 for annual
leave on termination on 18 November 2001 [Exhibit MJH5]. The letter from the respondent outlining the final payment refers
to a entitlement of 3.7 weeks of annual leave [Exhibit MJH8]. Mr Hemmings calculations vary somewhat but he says that this
was an underpayment and he should have received a further $1,389. He calculates this on a pro-rata basis of 3 months at a
salary of $769.23 per week and the remainder of the year at $1020. The parties� real dispute about the payment largely centres
on whether Mr Hemmings received prepayments or advanced payments toward the early part of his employment [Exhibits
JV1 and JV2], not on the actual calculation of the leave entitlement. I will deal later with the evidence concerning this dispute.

13 By implication the parties appear to have calculated an averaging of hours for the final annual leave calculation. I refer to the
handwritten calculations of the respondent in [Exhibit JV1]. Section 18(2) of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act
1993 envisages such a calculation. Following this method the calculation by the respondent of the amount of outstanding leave
(but for the pre-payments they claim) would be $7,653.38 less $6,300 (ie the amount already paid), leaving a balance of
$1,353.38. Leaving aside for the moment the question of any pre-payments I find that this is the sum of the unpaid annual
leave.

14 Both at hearing and having now had the opportunity of reading carefully the transcript, I must say that I have had considerable
difficulty understanding the evidence given in this matter, both in terms of the method of payments and the actual dates worked
at the end of the contract. Mr Hemmings says that he worked effectively until 29 November 2001 with his last actual day of
work being 27 November 2001 (Transcript p.23). The respondent says that his last day was 18 November 2001 (Transcript
p.53) and this is the day of the final payslip [Exhibit MJH5]. The letter explaining the final pay [Exhibit MJH8] refers to Mr
Hemmings having worked a maximum of 10 hours over the week of 18-25 November 2001 and in the last week it says that he
did not spend any time in the kitchen.

15 In terms of payments Mr Hemmings says that he was paid a cheque which was cashed and a further cheque. He agrees that at a
later date he received some payment by way of access to a credit account at the store. Any extra payments he received he says
were paid as cash and were for working on his days off. The evidence of the respondent is more precise and the record of all
amounts paid [Exhibit JV1] shows a change of pay arrangement presumably at the time of the introduction of the Goods and
Services tax and several other irregular payments additional to the salary throughout the course of the contract. Some of these
are labelled by the respondent as being pre-payments for annual leave.

16 Most confusing of all is the evidence of Mr Hemmings that he should have been paid an additional week as the pay was in
arrears. His evidence is that he typically worked to the Sunday but that the cheque arrived later the next week (on varying
days) and as a result of this he was behind in days for his final pay. The respondent says the applicant was paid weekly for the
period worked.

17 I do not make any findings of credibility concerning the evidence given. I simply accept that I have two different accounts of
what happened, albeit both accounts cannot be correct. Having said that I find it hard to understand and hence accept Mr
Hemmings� evidence that he was supposedly to be paid for a full extra week because the pay system works in arrears and his
payments were often delayed. This aspect of the claim I find not to be proven.

18 The dispute about annual leave in the eyes of the applicant and respondent depends on whether pre-payments for annual leave
were made. Mr Hemmings says that the payments were for extra days worked and argues that if they were for annual leave
then they should have been deducted from his initial leave payment. This is plausible for the majority, though not all, of the
additional payments which he received. The respondent says that these pre-payments were not deducted at that time due to an
oversight. The respondent denies there were additional payments for work as the contract was flexible in that, as the motel was
in an isolated location, the applicant worked when they had guests and had time off when the motel was not busy. In other
words the hours were quite variable. The contract expresses Sunday as being the day off and stipulates that the owners, at their
discretion, would pay the applicant extra or grant time off in lieu for work on that day. Apparently, the salary was otherwise an
all up rate. I do not make a finding as to whether the additional payments shown in [Exhibit JVI] represent pre-payment of
annual leave. However, I would have expected that such payments would have been deducted from the earlier grant of leave if
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they were for that purpose as opposed to simply payments designed to assist Mr Hemmings financially at that time.
Nevertheless there is nothing in the written contract in relation to leave or to accepted deductions. I refer then to section 17D of
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 in respect of authorized deductions from pay. Such authorised deductions
are committed to writing. There is no such arrangement made in this instance and unless I was to find that Mr Hemmings was
untruthful, which I do not, then there is no apparent oral agreement to make any such deductions. I accept therefore that Mr
Hemmings has outstanding annual leave that is due and payable to him in the amount of $1,353.38.

19 The remainder of the claim relates to the payment of an additional four days pay. This seems to relate to a payment of only
10 hours rather than a full weekly pay in the final week of work. At least this is what I understand to be the claim from Mr
Hemmings evidence. The other way to contemplate the claim is to suggest that Mr Hemmings was not paid from 19 November
to 29 November 2001 inclusive and I do not understand this to be his evidence. Mr Hemmings says that he worked a full week
in the second last week and about 15 hours in his last week. The respondent says that he only worked to 18 November
2001 and worked only 10 hours in the last week and was paid accordingly. This does not appear to be consistent with the
respondent�s letter of 5 December 2001 [Exhibit MJH8] which refers to Mr Hemmings having worked between 18 and
25 November 2001. I have already dealt with and rejected as unproven the claim for another 5 days pay due to the pays being
in arrears in Mr Hemmings view.  I note that the last pay recorded was 18 November 2001 which was a Sunday. The pay
period ended each week on Sunday. This was the respondent�s unchallenged evidence. The applicant says that his notice
period finished on 29 November 2001 (ie a Friday) and that he worked 15 hours over Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of that
week as agreed with the other chef. The preceding days he had as his rostered days off. The dispute in the final week between
the parties seems to centre on Mr Hemmings not being paid as he did not produce a medical certificate for the two days he was
sick. The respondent on the evidence was aware that he was sick; Mr Vanstroe does not deny being advised of this. There is
nothing in the written contract concerning sick leave. Section 22 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 entitles
the respondent to reasonable proof of the illness. However, the respondent had known about Mr Hemmings back complaint for
some time and specifically knew about his absence from work at that time. In other words Mr Hemmings was entitled to the
sick leave. My only difficulty is that as indicated I cannot reconcile the actual days worked either between the respective
evidence of the parties or between Mr Hemmings claim and his evidence.

20 The other issue to consider is that on the respondent�s own evidence the contract was a �swings and roundabouts�
arrangement. Mr Hemmings was required to work when the motel was busy. The respondent protests that Mr Hemmings did
not adequately assist the other chef at the end of his contract and hence only paid him for the hours worked. This is
inconsistent with how the contract had operated and along with the incorrect deduction for sick leave I consider that Mr
Hemmings should have been paid for the full week.

21 As I said I cannot reconcile the actual days worked from the evidence. Both the evidence of the applicant and the respondent is
internally inconsistent in that regard. Exhibit MJH5 shows a final wages payment of $85.70 which cannot be for 10 hours
work. Having regard to my responsibilities under section 26 of the Act I consider the best course is to award Mr Hemings the
full week�s wage less what was paid. That is a sum of $769.23 less $85.70 giving a sum of $683.53.  If this sum is added to the
annual leave payment of $1,353.38 it gives a total of $2,036.91.  This is the gross sum which I would award Mr Hemmings
less any taxation payable to the Commissioner for Taxation.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06071
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES MICHAEL JOHN HEMMINGS, APPLICANT
v.
TREE TOP WALK MOTEL, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DELIVERED FRIDAY, 26 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 2336 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06071
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Contractual benefits claim granted in part
Representation
Applicant Mr M Hemmings
Respondent Mr P Fleay and Mr J Vanstroe
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr M Hemmings on his own behalf and Mr P Fleay and Mr J Vanstroe on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the said respondent do hereby pay, as and by way of a denied contractual entitlement the amount of $2,036.91 to
Michael John Hemmings, less any taxation that may be payable to the Commissioner of Taxation.

(Sgd.) S. WOOD,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06037
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES RONALD JOHN HINKLEY, APPLICANT
v.
EUREST (AUSTRALIA) CATERING & SERVICES, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DELIVERED MONDAY, 22 JULY 2002
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FILE NO. APPLICATION 279 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06037
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Applicant dismissed unfairly; compensation awarded
Representation
Applicant Mr W McKenzie of Counsel
Respondent Mr D Jones as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This is an application pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (�the Act�). The applicant, Mr

Ronald John Hinkley, alleges in his application that he was summarily dismissed on 26 January 2002 by Ms Rumona Siulepa,
the manager at the minesite for the respondent, for allegedly sexually harassing a fellow worker. The applicant states that the
dismissal was unfair due to the lack of discussion or opportunity to respond to any of the allegations made against him. The
respondent says that Mr Hinkley was dismissed and paid one week�s salary for notice in lieu.

2 The applicant does not seek reinstatement in his application; the applicant seeks compensation until he finds another job with
comparable pay to the maximum of six months.

3 Mr Hinkley�s evidence is that he commenced employment with the respondent on 20 September 2001. He worked in the bar,
and following the completion of his duties there, he cleaned the minesite office. He worked seven days a week. The work site,
Carosue Dam, is located 130 kilometres north east of Kalgoorlie. Mr Hinkley was interviewed and employed by Ms Rumona
Siulepa. Mr Hinkley was employed pursuant to a period of 3 months probation, he lived on site in a single persons quarters.

4 On 26 December 2001 Mr Hinkley met a Ms Kylie Thomas at the bar on site whom he discovered was the niece of his partner
Ms Roberta Thomas. On 30 December 2001 Ms R Thomas and Ms K Thomas and Mr Hinkley went to the minesite offices and
cleaned them. On 31 December 2001 Ms K Thomas came to Mr Hinkley�s room to speak with Ms R Thomas. Ms K Thomas
said that she had had a run in with Ms Siulepa and that she wanted to quit her job but could not as her grandparents would not
let her return to Pinjin Station. Ms R Thomas left the site on 1 January 2002 and Mr Hinkley spoke to Ms K Thomas a few
days later in the bar.

5 Mr Hinkley then took time off to go to Kalgoorlie and Perth. Mr Hinkley mentioned that he was going to go to town and it was
arranged that Ms K Thomas would go as well. He gave her a lift and took her with him to visit his father�s house and her
relatives.

6 On his return to work in the middle of January, Mr Hinkley says he ran into Ms K Thomas in the bar and had a discussion
about what he had done during his time off. They played some pool, had a few drinks and talked. Ms Siulepa came in a couple
of times and had a quick chat. He had forgotten to slice some cheese, so he went back into the kitchen to do that and then went
to bed around 4 o�clock in the morning.

7 The next day Mr Hinkley was in the kitchen at around 12 o�clock when Ms K Thomas came in and said that she had had
another run in with Ms Siulepa and that Ms Siulepa had said to her �I don�t know what�s going on between you and Ron, but
he�s a married man�. Ms K Thomas was upset about this as was Mr Peter Hughes who was also in the kitchen at the same time.
Mr Hinkley said �Well, look, I�m gunna have a talk with her about this, because this is not right for someone to be implying
that something is going on between us�. Mr Hinkley did not get a chance to talk to Ms Siulepa that day.

8 On the following day Mr Hinkley was having a cigarette outside the kitchen, he walked over to the site office to see Ms K
Thomas as she was cleaning. Ms Siulepa was walking past at the same time and called Kylie over to her. Mr Hinkley finished
his cigarette and went back to work.

9 On Thursday 24 January 2002 Ms R Thomas visited Mr Hinkley on site and they both spoke to Ms K Thomas. Ms R Thomas
left later that afternoon. Upon finishing his bar duties Mr Hinkley went down to his room for 15 minutes. Upon leaving his
room he had a discussion with Ms K Thomas and Queenie, a co-worker. He says Ms K Thomas indicated that she was upset
over what Ms Siulepa had said and that she was going to leave the site. Mr Hinkley then went and got something to eat with
Ms K Thomas, during which time Ms Sue Watkins stayed with them and talked about work. Mr Hinkley then walked Ms K
Thomas back to her room. When they arrived at her room Mr Hinkley indicated to her that she should not leave the site as she
had done nothing wrong. Mr Hinkley further stated�

�Look, I�m - - I care about you, and I care about your auntie, and I�m in a relationship with your auntie. You know this,
and I don�t want her to be upset, I don�t want you to be upset; I don�t want your relationship with her to be affected, I
don�t want my relationship with your auntie to be affected by any of this. Look, I care about you. I think you�re an
attractive person. I do remember you from high school. Yes, I care about you� (Transcript pg 15 -16)

Mr Hinkley then gave her a hug which lasted for 2 seconds and then went off to complete the rest of his shift.
10 On 25 January 2002 Mr Hinkley went to work and was advised by Queenie that Ms K Thomas was going to come in and have

a meal before she left. During his break he went to see Ms K Thomas at her room she was not there, he located her at another
part of the site and told her that Queenie was expecting her. At the conclusion of his bar shift Mr Hinkley walked into the
kitchen, present where co-workers Sue Watkins, Queenie and Joseph. Ms Watkins asked Mr Hinkley if he was alright and he
said he was fine. Mr Hinkley obtained the gear he needed for cleaning the minesite offices and headed off. Mr Hinkley drove
back to his room to pick up his wallet and had a discussion with Queenie and Joseph.  Queenie advised Mr Hinkley that�

�you need to prepare yourself for tomorrow, because Rumona�s going to call you into her office. They are going to say
that you�ve done something, because what has happened is Kylie has gone to them, made an accusation that you�ve done
something� (Transcript pg 17)

Mr Hinkley went back to work, finished his shift and went to bed.
11 On 26 January 2002 Mr Hinkley was asked to report to the office for a meeting with Ms Siulepa and Ms Sylvia Quinn. Ms

Siulepa stated that there had been an allegation made against Mr Hinkley by Ms K Thomas of sexual harassment and that Ms
Siulepa had spoken to her superiors and Mr Hinkley had to go. Mr Hinkley was not asked any questions and was simply told
that he was sacked. Mr Hinkley responded by saying that Ms Siulepa had started this with her discussion with Ms K Thomas
implying that there was some relationship between them. Ms Siulepa asked Mr Hinkley if he had hugged Ms K Thomas to
which he confirmed that he had. The interview finished by Ms Siulepa stating that Ms K Thomas was too scared and was
leaving because of Mr Hinkley. Mr Hinkley says that he was given no chance, that they had made up their minds and he said
he would see them in court.
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12 Mr Hinkley was never advised that his performance or behaviour was unsatisfactory. He registered with Mission Employment
in Kalgoorlie, put his name forward at Eastern Goldfields Senior High School and then moved down to Perth where he
obtained one day of work as a relief teacher. He applied for jobs as a carer and started a training course on 6 March 2002. He is
unable to accept full time work at the moment due to his course but is available for part time work.

13 Under cross-examination Mr Hinkley admitted that at interview Ms Siulepa had told him the importance of following company
rules and vaguely told him about the company policies of behaviour on a minesite. He denies being advised of policies in
regards to equal opportunity and sexual harassment. He was given a employee handbook when he started work, but he did not
read the whole document and denies that the respondent specifically raised certain aspects of it with him.

14 Mr Hinkley denied that he took time off to go to Perth to enrol in a course. He says that when he referred to business in Perth
he is referring to his family. He also denied the suggestion that he had advised his work colleages at Eurest that he was leaving
to attend a course in Perth.

15 Mr Hinkley denies telling Ms K Thomas on the Thursday evening, when the hug occurred, that he had cared about her in
affectionate terms since she was in high school and he was her teacher. He also denies touching her sexually; denies that Ms K
Thomas pushed him away or expressed any views that his hug was not welcome.

16 Mr Hinkley says that in a discussion with Ms K Thomas she advised him that she was thinking about doing a course in Perth.
He denies telling her that he was also going to do a course in Perth.

17 Mr Hinkley had a meeting with Ms Siulepa and Ms Quinn on 26 January 2002 where he was advised that Kylie had made an
allegation against him, was scared of him and that the allegation related to harassment. Mr Hinkley denies that he admitted to
the respondent that what he did was wrong and he knew it. Mr Hinkley denies that after that point Ms Siulepa terminated his
employment. Mr Hinkley says that Ms Siulepa advised him that a complaint had been made, that she had spoken to her bosses
and they agreed there had been some harassment and he needed to go. Mr Hinkley denies saying that he was going to leave
anyway. Mr Hinkley says that he was told by Ms Quinn in the interview that Ms K Thomas was wanting to do a course and she
was scared.

18 Mr Hinkley says that he applied for his course in Perth about a week and half before it commenced. He had looked into the
course prior to being dismissed. He says that he did extra administration work on site on a daily basis; mainly ordering. He
coached some colleagues in mathematics for an hour each night but says this was in his own time between the end of his bar
shift and the beginning of his cleaning duties in the minesite offices.

19 Ms R Thomas gave evidence of a discussion she had with Ms Christine Thomas, Ms K Thomas� mother. Her evidence has no
special relevance other than it supports Mr Hinkley�s evidence that Ms K Thomas had a difficulty with Ms Siulepa.

20 Ms Rumona Siulepa�s evidence is that she employed Mr Hinkley in September 2001 as a Utility to work in the bar and as a
minesite cleaner. On his first night of employment Ms Siulepa worked with him the whole night to show him what needed to
be done. They finished at 4 o�clock in the morning, had breakfast together and then went to the office to complete the
paperwork. The process involved Ms Siulepa going through his job requirements, hours of work, the minesite itself, code of
conduct, behaviour on minesite, what is expected, time off and his pay structure.

21 Mr Hinkley was given the Eurest handbook, the appropriate taxation forms, bank file number and a living away declaration.
The Eurest handbook sets out all the company guidelines and policies that are in force.

22 Ms Kylie Thomas was employed on 28 December 2001 from Pinjin Station as a Utility. Ms Siulepa became aware that Mr
Hinkley and Ms K Thomas were related after speaking with Ms K Thomas� grandmother. She saw no problem with Ms K
Thomas as an employee, only that she was starting out and learning. She had seen them together several times and saw the
relationship as a guiding uncle to a niece. She said that she had a discussion with Mr Hinkley to that effect. Ms Siulepa says
that the work of Ms K Thomas was being affected by her socialising with Mr Hinkley. She would be up late, she was slow and
she had been up all night drinking. Ms Siulepa references two occasions of some concern when she saw Mr Hinkley on
Wednesday 24 January 2002 at Ms K Thomas� room with a six pack of Jim Beam and when she learned of Mr Hinkley taking
Ms K Thomas up to the minesite.

23 She had heard various people asking what was going on between Mr Hinkley and Ms K Thomas. She had said to Ms K
Thomas that she could not be out drinking all hours if it was going to affect her work and impact on the rest of the staff.  There
was also an incident in the kitchen when Mr Hinkley was doing the dishes drunk. She did not have �run-ins� with Ms K
Thomas but that she did have to counsel her.

24 Ms Siulepa says that on 24 January 2002 Ms K Thomas came to her room quite distressed and burst into tears. Ms K Thomas
claimed that she had been sexually harassed, she said that Mr Hinkley had been down to her room, had hugged her and said
that he had feelings for her since high school. Ms Siulepa queried her on this and she affirmed that that was what had happened
and that she felt scared and violated. Ms Siulepa arranged another worker to stay with Ms K Thomas as she had to go to
Kalgoorlie. When she returned she went to find Ms K Thomas, Mr Hinkley was also looking for Ms K Thomas. Ms Siulepa
advised Ms K Thomas that she would speak to her after 6 o�clock.

25 Ms Siulepa had a meeting with Mr Hinkley on the Saturday with Ms Quinn, as a witness, she explained to Mr Hinkley that she
had received a written complaint of sexual harassment from Ms K Thomas and what the content of the complaint was, that he
had been down to her room, embraced her, hugged her and said that he had feelings for her since high school. She then said
that Ms K Thomas had taken it another way and has seen it as a sexual thing and was offended by it.

26 Ms Siulepa says that Mr Hinkley indicated that it was Ms Siulepa�s fault as she had spoken to Kylie and made her think that
what was happening was dirty. Mr Hinkley admitted that he had done it, said that �as soon as, I knew I�d done the wrong
thing�. She advised Mr Hinkley that whatever his intentions where that Ms K Thomas had taken it the wrong way, it was a
breach of company policy and he no longer had a job. Mr Hinkley�s reaction was to say that it was okay as he was going to
leave anyway and he would take the matter up in court.

27 Under cross examination Ms Siulepa says that on the first night she worked with Mr Hinkley in the bar and cleaning duties on
the minesite, had breakfast and then went through the paperwork at about 5 o�clock in the morning. She gave him the company
handbook and told him to read through it. She did not address any components of the book with him, and did not direct him to
the sexual harassment policy.

28 In relation to the allegation of sexual harassment she says that there was no allegation of improper touching and denies that Ms
K Thomas could have misinterpreted what had happened. She did not speak to Mr Hinkley prior to the meeting on 26 January
2002, or give him any documentation. No notes were taken of the meeting and Mr Hinkley was not given anything in writing.
He had not been given any warnings regarding sexual harassment before that meeting or advised what matters could cause
summary dismissal. Mr Hinkley was told that there was a written complaint but never shown a copy.

29 Ms Siulepa says that Mr Hinkley was asked if he had given her a hug, his response was yes. He said to Ms Quinn that he did
not mean to hurt her and that as soon as he had done it he knew he had done wrong. Ms Siulepa says that Ms K Thomas had
taken it the wrong way. Ms Siulepa had seen Mr Hinkley as a guiding uncle but Ms K Thomas did not see it that way. Ms
Siulepa says that she did not speak to her bosses as there were no bosses to talk to, but that she spoke to the client. She denies
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dismissing him without giving him the opportunity to respond. She says that her intention in going into the meeting was to find
out his side of the story not to dismiss him.

30 There is much common ground in the evidence of Mr Hinkley and Ms Siulepa. The major distinctions in the evidence surround
the discussion on 26 January 2002 and whether Ms K Thomas had difficulties with Ms Siulepa. This last issue is of no great
relevance in my view. Ms Siulepa says that Mr Hinkley stated that he knew his actions were wrong, that he had intended to
leave anyway to take up studies and that she did give him an opportunity to state his case; her mind was not made up in
advance. Mr Hinkley says that he was not given a chance, Ms Siulepa�s mind was already made up and he denies that he had
said he was going to leave, or that he admitted his actions were wrong.

31 Mr Hinkley and Ms Siulepa were both quite credible witnesses in that they appear to have a good recall of events, were direct
in their evidence and under cross-examination. Their respective evidence was not diminished under cross-examination. Mr
Hinkley readily admitted to his actions at the time and again at hearing. The difference being that he did not see anything
wrong with his actions. Ms Siulepa says that, during the discussion on 26 January 2002, he admitted that he knew his actions
were wrong. Mr Hinkley denies this (Transcript p.38). I consider it more probable that Mr Hinkley did not agree that he knew
his actions were wrong. He gave a detailed account in evidence of his actions and comments towards Ms K Thomas and was
clearly under the impression that his comments and actions were supportive. The account he gave was consistent with Ms
Siulepa�s evidence. The respondent did not bring forward as witnesses either Ms K Thomas or Ms Quinn who it would seem
were otherwise available to give evidence contrary to Mr Hinkley. I note that the matter was adjourned previously because the
respondent did not have their witnesses ready to appear. Ms Siulepa�s evidence is also that she had seen Mr Hinkley and Ms K
Thomas together on several occasions and had heard reports from others, yet her impression was that the relationship was one
of guiding uncle. She was concerned about the effect of Ms K Thomas� socialising upon her work. However, her evidence
effectively is that she only acted on Ms K Thomas� complaint.

32 In weighing up this evidence I have come to the conclusion that I prefer Mr Hinkley�s account to that of Ms Siulepa�s and find
that he did not indicate that he knew his actions were wrong. This does not mean in anyway that Ms K Thomas believed
otherwise. I do not have her evidence and on the face of the comments and actions, taken in isolation, I can understand if they
were taken as uncomfortable or concerning. As Ms Siulepa indicated it is critical how Ms Siulepa viewed the actions. I have
only Ms Siulepa�s evidence that Ms K Thomas was scared and made a complaint. I accept this evidence because as I have said
Ms Siulepa was quite a credible witness. She appears both straightforward and practical in her approach and I doubt that she
would have taken any action if Ms K Thomas had not approached her. To decide otherwise would be to decide that Ms Siulepa
had made up the incident to get rid of Mr Hinkley or held strong suspicions about his behaviour. That is not the evidence and is
certainly not my impression of Ms Siulepa.

33 The evidence as to whether Mr Hinkley received and was aware of a policy on sexual harassment is clear in my view. Mr
Hinkley denies knowledge of it and I am not surprised as on Ms Siulepa�s evidence he was simply given a copy, along with
other papers, after breakfast, after his first night at work, where he was shown all his duties. It is not surprising then that he
does not recall the document or its content. I do not have the policy document in evidence but the evidence of Ms Siulepa is
that if an employee was guilty of sexual harassment at work then they would be dismissed. I accept that, if this were the case,
then Mr Hinkley was simply not aware of this for good reason.

34 The next point of contention is whether Mr Hinkley had any opportunity to put his case or whether Ms Siulepa had made up
her mind before the meeting to dismiss Mr Hinkley. I find that Mr Hinkley did not have the opportunity to put his case. As
stated, my impression is that Ms Siulepa is a straightforward and I should say direct person. Her evidence is that she had
consulted with the owners of the site and this must have occurred before the meeting. Once Mr Hinkley admitted to his actions,
I consider that he was in Ms Siulepa�s mind guilty, and the punishment of dismissal instantly followed. That is what I find
occurred. I do not consider that Mr Hinkley had any real opportunity to put his case or there was any real enquiry. In this sense
the process lacked fairness and the dismissal was harsh.

35 The last point I need to address is the conflict regarding whether Mr Hinkley said that he was going to leave in any event. His
evidence is that he did not say that, although he had been looking into the course and other opportunities. My impression from
viewing his evidence is that he probably did say, in retaliation, that he was leaving in any event. My impression is also that he
would have talked with fellow workers about his plans for other jobs or study. Having said this I do not consider that it is
relevant to his dismissal and any finding in that regard. It is relevant to his claim for compensation. He did seek to mitigate his
loss and I so find. However, the fact is that he moved to Perth and started a course of study on 6 March 2002, hence removing
himself from the workforce. He says quite genuinely that as a result of that he is not available for full-time work but could do
some part-time work. That is his choice and any compensation that he is entitled to should be limited to the period prior to his
commencement of study when he ceased to be part of the workforce by his choosing at that time.

36 If I apply the principles in Undercliffe Nursing Home �v- Federated Miscellaneous Workers� Union of Australia, Hospital,
Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch 65 WAIG 385 then Mr Hinkley was clearly not given a fair go all round. I find that Mr
Hinkley was dismissed unfairly and harshly on 26 January 2002.

37 The Commission having determined that an unfair dismissal has occurred is then obligated to determine whether reinstatement
is practicable. In this case the applicant has not sought reinstatement. In any event it is not practicable given that Mr Hinkley
has moved to Perth and is undertaking a course of study, and the employment is at a remote minesite and the relationship in my
view has broken down.

38 The applicant seeks as compensation the maximum of 26 weeks. As I have stated he was dismissed on 26 January 2002 and by
his own choosing commenced a study course on 6 March 2002. He removed himself from the workforce at that time and hence
his compensation should accordingly be limited to this period of 5 weeks and 3 days. His rate of pay was specified as
$12.25 per hour for 63 hours per week in the application. In evidence it is uncontested that the per hour figure was $12.45. The
compensation figure then is calculated as $12.45 by 63 hrs = $784.35 per week by 5.3 = $4,257.90. From this figure I would
deduct the amount of $150.00 that the applicant was able to earn during the period. The sum to be awarded in compensation is
therefore $4,107.90, less any taxation payable to the Commissioner of Taxation.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06195
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES RONALD JOHN HINKLEY, APPLICANT
v.
EUREST (AUSTRALIA) CATERING & SERVICES, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DELIVERED TUESDAY, 13 AUGUST 2002
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FILE NO. APPLICATION 279 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06195
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Applicant dismissed unfairly; compensation awarded
Representation
Applicant Mr W McKenzie of Counsel
Respondent Mr D Jones as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Supplementary Reasons for Decision
1 Parties were asked by letter dated 22 July 2002 whether they sought a Speaking to the Minutes. The Minute of Proposed Order

awarded the applicant a sum in compensation of $4,107.90 less any taxation payable to the Commissioner of Taxation. The
Commission was advised on 29 July 2002 by letter from counsel for the applicant that the applicant sought the order to reflect
the penalties that were payable by the respondent to the applicant during the time of employment. These penalties were not
apparent to the Commission on the evidence. Nevertheless the respondent by letter dated 6 August 2002 advised the
Commission that they calculated the sum to be paid, inclusive of allowances and penalties, to be $5,959.84 less taxation.
Counsel for the applicant then advised the Commission by letter dated 9 August 2002 as follows�

�We agree with the Respondent�s view that the Commission�s Order for Compensation should be in the amount of
$5,959.84 less any tax payable to the Commissioner of State Revenue.�

On this basis neither party required a Speaking to the Minutes. Therefore the order will issue awarding $5,959.84, less any
taxation payable to the Commissioner of Taxation.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06194
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES RONALD JOHN HINKLEY, APPLICANT
v.
EUREST (AUSTRALIA) CATERING & SERVICES, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DATE OF ORDER TUESDAY, 13 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 279 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06194
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Applicant dismissed unfairly; compensation awarded
Representation
Applicant Mr W McKenzie of Counsel
Respondent Mr D Jones as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr W McKenzie of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Jones for the respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby-

(1) DECLARES that the applicant, Ronald John Hinkley, was unfairly and harshly dismissed by the respondent on the
26th day of January 2002;

(2) DECLARES that reinstatement is impracticable;
(3) ORDERS that the said respondent do hereby pay, as and by way of compensation, the amount of $5,959.84 to

Ronald John Hinkley, less any taxation that may be payable to the Commissioner of Taxation.
(Sgd.) S. WOOD,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05999
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES VINCENT JOHN JONES, APPLICANT
v.
YAMATJI BARNA BABA MAAJA ABORIGINAL CORPORATION, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSION J L HARRISON
DATE WEDNESDAY, 17 JULY 2002 
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1614 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05999
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal dismissed
Representation
Applicant The applicant appeared on his own behalf
Respondent Mr J Brits (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Reasons for Decision
1 This is an application pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (�the Act�). The applicant, Mr Vincent

John Jones, alleges that he was unfairly dismissed from his position as Executive Officer of the respondent and inappropriately
suspended as a member of the respondent�s Executive Committee on 22 August 2001. The respondent denies there was any
unfair dismissal. The respondent maintains that the applicant was appointed in an acting position as Executive Officer for a
fixed term, pending a permanent appointment to that position. The permanent appointment of the Executive Officer was made
on 22 August 2001, thus the applicant�s contract of employment with the respondent came to an end on that date automatically.
The respondent maintains that as the position of being a member of the respondent�s Executive Committee is not pursuant to a
contract of employment, there is no jurisdiction for the Commission to deal with this part of the claim.

 Evidence
2 The applicant gave evidence on his own behalf. Mr Colin Hamlett and Mr Tony Wright appeared for the respondent.
3 The applicant gave evidence that he was elected Chairperson of the Executive Committee of the respondent at an Executive

Committee meeting on 25 November 2000 (Exhibit R1). Subsequent to that meeting the applicant maintained that Mr Clinton
Wolf, Executive Director of the respondent, requested that he relocate from Mt Magnet to Geraldton to undertake Office
Manager duties for the respondent.

4 The applicant maintains that on 8 January 2001 he was appointed Office Manager of the respondent. In the period up to
8 January 2001 and subsequently, the applicant was paid an honorarium of $500.00 nett per week to assist with his
responsibilities in relation to his role as Chairperson of the Executive Committee and Office Manager of the respondent.  This
payment was ratified by the respondent�s Executive Committee meeting on 7 February 2001 (Exhibit R2).

5 On 22 May 2001 the applicant was appointed as the respondent�s acting Executive Officer by the respondent�s Executive
Committee (Exhibit R3). It was the applicant�s evidence that this appointment was to be on a temporary basis until the
respondent advertised and filled the position. When the applicant took up the position of acting Executive Officer he stood
down from his position as Chairperson of the Executive Committee. As acting Executive Officer the applicant was paid a
salary of $60,000. He was also given the use of a mobile telephone and vehicle in order to undertake his duties.

6 On 22 August 2001, Mr Hamlett, the acting Chairperson of the respondent�s Executive Committee, met with the applicant and
raised allegations with him with respect to the applicant�s recent work related telephone account. Arising out of that meeting,
the applicant asked advice about what to do. Mr Hamlett recommended to the applicant that he resign. The applicant responded
by saying as there was no proof he had made some of the calls, he should not resign. The applicant maintained however, that if
the telephone calls had been found to be inappropriate, he wanted the opportunity to rectify the situation. The applicant�s
evidence was that, subsequent to this discussion with Mr Hamlett, he was suspended by the Executive Committee from his
position as acting Executive Officer of the respondent and as a committee member of the Executive Committee. The applicant
maintains that he did not have the opportunity to discuss the issue of his telephone account with the Executive Committee on
22 August 2001, even though it met on that day.

7 The applicant maintains he was advised that he would receive a letter the next day confirming whether or not he was
terminated. He claims he did not receive this letter.

8 The applicant maintains he was distressed as a result of what was put to him at the meeting and he went to Perth for five days.
9  On his return to Geraldton, around 26 August 2001, he read an article in the local newspaper (Exhibit A1) which stated that he

had in fact been terminated from his position as acting Executive Officer. He was shocked to read this because he was under
the impression that he was only suspended from his duties as acting Executive Officer. He then contacted Mr Hamlett as he
had not received any confirmation in writing as to his position. Subsequent to this contact, Mr Hamlett undertook to get back to
him. The applicant claimed it was not until two weeks later that he received a letter outlining reasons for his termination of
employment (Exhibit A2). The letter was dated 6 September 2001 and was signed by Mr Roger Cook, Executive Director of
the respondent.

10 On the 5 September 2001 the applicant returned to the land council office in order to collect personal items. However, he was
not able to collect anything and was refused access to his office.

11 The applicant states that since his termination he has not been able to obtain employment. He has been on social security
payments and the CDEP programme earning approximately $340.00 per fortnight. He maintains he has suffered stress, trauma
and humiliation and unwarranted public exposure as a result of the termination.

12 Under cross examination the applicant confirmed that he attended a meeting of the Badimia people, held in Mt Magnet on
16 August 2001. The meeting was organised by the respondent to deal with Native Title issues. The applicant, who was
representing the respondent at this meeting, maintained that he did not become involved in any fight at that meeting, or any
argument. Subsequent to the meeting in Mt Magnet, other staff members of the respondent left, but the applicant remained in
Mt Magnet.

13 The applicant confirmed that he did not drive his vehicle to the meeting and conceded he had lost his licence. He said that he
had authority from the respondent, for his wife to drive the vehicle to meetings of this nature. The applicant confirmed that the
respondent�s car, that he was in control of, was damaged in an incident following the meeting.

14 A recent mobile telephone account (Exhibit R6) was put to the applicant. The applicant confirmed that he used his mobile
telephone, provided by the respondent, to make calls to sex lines. The applicant confirmed he had spent approximately
$100.00 on this service. The applicant maintained that the mobile phone was given to him for both work and private usage so
therefore this practice was acceptable. The applicant maintained when the issue of the phone calls was raised with him by Mr
Hamlett on 22 August 2001, he offered to pay back any calls that were deemed to be inappropriate by the respondent�s
Executive Committee.

15 The applicant confirmed that he received a letter terminating his employment on 30 August 2001 (Exhibit R7). That letter was
handed to him by Mr Hamlett, acting Chairperson of the respondent�s Executive Committee. The letter confirmed that at an
Executive Committee meeting on 22 August 2001, the applicant had been terminated as at 5.00pm on 22 August 2001.

16 It was put to the applicant that subsequent to his termination, the respondent had found x-rated sites on his work computer. The
applicant conceded that he had accessed those sites on his work computer. He also conceded that, on reflection, this was
inappropriate behaviour and it did not set a good example in his leadership role as the acting Executive Officer of the
respondent. However, the applicant maintained that at the time of his termination he did not believe that these actions were
inappropriate.

17 When asked how many written applications for employment the applicant had made since his termination, he confirmed that he
had made one written application.

18 Mr Hamlett gave evidence for the respondent. He was a member of the Executive Committee of the respondent at the time the
applicant was Chairperson of the Executive Committee and employed as acting Executive Officer of the respondent. He took
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over as acting Chairperson of the Executive Committee when the applicant was appointed as the respondent�s acting Executive
Officer on 22 May 2001 (Exhibit R3). Mr Hamlett confirmed that the applicant received $500.00 nett per week as an
honorarium for duties associated with being the Chairperson of the Executive Committee, up until he was appointed as acting
Executive Officer for the respondent (Exhibit R2).

19 Mr Hamlett confirmed that at the Executive Committee meeting of 22 August 2001, the applicant and another committee
member were asked to give feedback on a recent dispute at a meeting in Mt Magnet regarding the Badimia people. Some of the
people who attended the meeting, who were involved in the Badimia working group, had made complaints about the applicant.
Claims were made that the applicant was antagonistic to some of the people attending the meeting. The respondent had also
received complaints from the local shire, where the meeting was held, about damage done to shire property. A summary of
these issues is contained in the Executive Committee minutes of 22 August 2001 (Exhibit R5).

20 It was Mr Hamlett�s evidence that the Executive Committee regarded these matters very seriously, as it brought into question
the ability of the respondent to conduct its business in an appropriate manner.

21 Mr Hamlett confirmed that, as the acting Chairperson, it was his role to put to the applicant the issue of the excessive and
inappropriate telephone bill on 22 August 2001. When confronted with the telephone bill, Mr Hamlett stated that the applicant
asked for advice about what to do. Mr Hamlett advised him to resign. At no stage, Mr. Hamlett maintained, did the applicant
seek any opportunity to address the Executive Committee on that day in relation to this matter. On that day, the applicant did
not offer to make restitution for the telephone calls made that were not business related.

22 Mr Hamlett was clear in his evidence that at the Executive Committee meeting on 22 August 2002 where he was in attendance,
the applicant was told by Mr Clarrie Cameron a member of the Executive Committee, that he was to be terminated as acting
Executive Officer of the respondent effective from 22 August 2002. The applicant was also advised at the time that he was
suspended as a member of the Executive Committee from that date, pending further investigations.

23 Mr Wright gave evidence that he has worked for three and a half years as Financial Manager of the respondent. He confirmed
that on 21 August 2001, the respondent appointed Ms Hayward to the position of Executive Officer of the respondent. She
commenced in that position on 12 September 2001.

24 Mr Wright had attended the Badimia meeting on 16 August 2001 in the Mt Magnet Community Hall, where an argument
erupted within the group. He confirmed that there was an argument over who was entitled to claim they were a person of
Badimia origin. During the meeting, the applicant had to be restrained from fighting. It was clear to Mr Wright that the
applicant was directly involved in this altercation. Mr Wright and other staff members of the respondent left Mt Magnet on the
same day as the argument because things became nasty and they did not feel safe remaining in the town. He confirmed that the
applicant remained in the town after the respondent�s other employees left Mt Magnet.

25 Mr Wright confirmed that the applicant had invited people from Perth to attend the meeting in Mt Magnet, who would not
normally be paid travel allowance to attend this meeting under the respondent�s travel policy. However, as the applicant was
acting Executive Officer, and he had authorised the payment of travel allowances, those payments were reluctantly made. Mr
Wright stated that these payments were contrary to the respondent�s travel allowance policy (Exhibit R9).

26 Mr Wright reviewed the applicant�s telephone account for June and found that his account was far higher than any other
employee of the respondent. He stated that the issue of the applicant using his work telephone to access sex lines had been put
before the respondent�s Executive Committee meeting on 21 or 22 August 2001.

27 Mr Wright maintained that the applicant�s employment was terminated because Ms Hayward had been appointed to the
position of Executive Officer on 21 August 2001. On this basis, it was no longer possible to retain the applicant in that position
as he only held that position pending a permanent appointment to the Executive Officer position.

28 Mr Wright stated that at no stage was the applicant ever employed to be the Office Manager of the respondent. The respondent
had its own Office Manager during a substantial part of this time to undertake those duties, which were separate from the
duties of the Chairperson of the Executive Committee

29 Mr Wright stated that as far as he was aware, the applicant had not repaid the telephone bill subsequent to the bill being
presented to him.

Submissions
30 The applicant claims that he was initially suspended and not dismissed from his position as acting Executive Officer of the

respondent on 22 August 2001. The applicant claimed that he had not received reasons as to why he had been terminated from
the respondent. The applicant also claims he was denied procedural fairness with respect to the termination. The applicant was
also initially seeking reinstatement to the position of Chairperson of the Executive Committee, from which he had been
suspended. However, the applicant stated at the end of the proceedings, that as he has since been restored to membership of the
Executive Committee, re-instatement to the position of Chairperson of the Executive Committee is no longer being sought.

31 The respondent argues that the applicant was not an employee of the respondent until 22 May 2001. On that date the
respondent maintains that the applicant was appointed as acting Executive Officer of the respondent until this position was
filled on a permanent basis. This position was filled on 21 August 2001, when Ms Hayward was appointed, and on that basis
there was no longer a position for the applicant as the acting Executive Officer of the respondent. The respondent argues that
there was no contract of employment between the applicant and the respondent, for the period from the appointment of the
applicant as Chairperson of the respondent�s Executive Committee in December 2000 up to 22 May 2001, when he ceased in
that position. It was conceded by the respondent, that the applicant received an honorarium of $500 nett per week, to cover the
time and effort put into corporation matters during this period, but this did not make him an employee for this period.

32 The respondent argues that as the newly appointed Executive Officer did not take up the position until 21 September 2001,
there may be a claim by the applicant for wages for the period between his termination and 21 September 2001. However, the
respondent maintains that in any event it had a right to summarily terminate the employment of the applicant on 22 August
2001. The respondent relies on the misconduct of the applicant with respect to the telephone calls to sex lines and abuse of the
respondent�s travel allowance policy. The respondent also relies on the applicant�s inappropriate behaviour at the meeting in
relation to the Badimia people on 16 August 2001. On that basis the respondent argues that it had a right to summarily
terminate the contract of employment of the applicant on 22 August 2001.

33 The respondent argues that the applicant was afforded procedural fairness, when he was given two opportunities to respond to
the proposed termination on 22 August 2001.

Findings and Conclusions
34 I carefully listened to and observed each of the witnesses giving evidence. Where there is any inconsistency in the evidence, I

prefer the evidence of Mr Hamlett and Mr Wright to that of the applicant. It was clear to me that the applicant was evasive
when questioned closely on significant matters and was not forthcoming on a number of issues which were put to him. For
example, with respect to the telephone account for the calls to sex lines, the applicant initially prevaricated when asked
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whether he made calls to sex lines on his work telephone. It was only when pressed under cross-examination and confronted
with his telephone account, that the applicant conceded that he made the telephone calls to sex lines. Further, the applicant
gave evidence that he had only received one letter terminating his contract of employment with the respondent, which was a
letter from the respondent dated 6 September 2001, some two weeks after he was terminated (Exhibit A2). Under cross-
examination however, the applicant conceded that he was given another letter of termination by Mr Hamlett soon after he was
terminated, after the applicant complained to Mr Hamlett that he had not received confirmation of his termination in writing
(Exhibit R7).

35 The applicant gave evidence that he had no knowledge of the respondent�s travel policy document. However, it was clear that
as the acting Executive Officer of the respondent, the applicant was familiar with this policy as he gave evidence about
applying this policy with respect to the meeting in Mt Magnet on 16 August 2001.

36 With respect to Mr Hamlett and Mr Wright, they gave their evidence in a clear, consistent and forthright manner. Their
evidence was corroborated by a number of the exhibits tendered. On that basis I accept their evidence in total.

37 In this particular case, taking into account my views on witness credibility and after carefully reviewing all of the evidence, I
find that the applicant was not unfairly dismissed from his position as acting Executive Officer of the respondent.

38 I find that as both the applicant and the respondent gave evidence that there was an agreement that the applicant was acting in
the position of Executive Officer pending the appointment of a permanent person, there was no unfair dismissal o the applicant
when Ms Haywood was appointed to the position. The contract of employment came to an end, as agreed, when the applicant�s
acting position was filled on a permanent basis.

39 I find that the applicant was appointed Chairperson of the Executive Committee of the respondent at an Executive Committee
meeting on 25 November 2000. Arising out of this appointment the applicant moved to Geraldton to undertake duties in
relation to that role.

40 I find that from 25 November 2000, the applicant was paid an honorarium in order to carry out his duties as Chairperson of the
Executive Committee. This honorarium was $500.00 nett per week. This payment was made until 22 May 2001, when the
applicant was appointed by the Executive Committee as an employee of the respondent, as acting Executive Officer, pending
the appointment of a permanent person to that position. I find that the applicant and the respondent agreed that the applicant
was appointed on a temporary basis.

41 I find that in the period between May 2001 and August 2001, the respondent advertised the position of Executive Officer and
on 21 August 2001 appointed Ms Hayward to that position. She commenced employment in that position on 12 September
2001 (Exhibit R8).

42 I find that on 22 August 2001 Mr Hamlett, in his role as acting Chairperson of the Executive Committee, presented to the
applicant his work related telephone account containing an amount of approximately $100.00 for calls to sex lines. I find that
the applicant made the telephone calls to the sex lines, and that it was inappropriate for the applicant to use his work telephone
to make the calls.

43 I find that at that meeting Mr Hamlett recommended that the applicant resign, but the applicant decided not to. At this point I
find the applicant should have known his job was in jeopardy.

44 I find that on 22 August 2001 the applicant attended a meeting of the Executive Committee and was told by Mr Clarrie
Cameron of the Executive Committee, that he was terminated from his position as acting Executive Officer, and suspended
from his role as a committee member of the Executive Committee. I find that at this meeting, the applicant had the opportunity
to present his views in relation to the making of sex calls and to offer to re-imburse the cost of the telephone calls. The
applicant chose not to do either.

45 I find that the applicant represented the respondent at a meeting in Mt. Magnet on 16 August 2001. I find that the applicant was
involved in an altercation at the meeting in relation to the Badimia people, and that he behaved in an inappropriate manner at
the meeting. I find that the applicant had the opportunity to discuss the events of this meeting with the Executive Committee
and did so at the Executive Committee meeting on 21 August 2001 (Exhibit R4).

46 I find that the applicant�s contract of employment was terminated by the respondent on 22 August 2001, because of the
appointment of Ms Hayward as the new Executive Officer of the respondent.

47 This contract of employment came to an end as agreed between the parties, thus there was no unfair dismissal.
48 I also find that the applicant was summarily terminated on that day due to misconduct. This misconduct included inappropriate

use of his work telephone and the applicant�s inappropriate behaviour at the meeting of Badimia people on 16 August 2001.
49 I find that the respondent had a right to terminate the applicant for misconduct due to the applicant using his work telephone to

access sex lines, and for refusing to re-imburse the respondent for the costs of the calls. I find that the applicant made no effort
to re-pay the cost of the calls, and that his behaviour with respect to this matter amounted to a fundamental breach of his
contract of employment. This was particularly so, as the applicant was a senior employee of the respondent.

50 In effecting the summary dismissal of the applicant, I find that it was appropriate for the respondent to take into account the
applicant�s behaviour at the Badimia meeting on 16 August 2002. Even though the applicant was unaware that his employment
was under threat when asked by the Executive Committee to explain his role at the Executive Committee meeting, as I have
found that as the applicant was involved in an altercation at the meeting, it was appropriate to take this into account.

51 Given the misconduct which occurred, the respondent had the right to summarily terminate the applicant as acting Executive
Officer on 22 August 2001. In the case of a summary dismissal the onus is on the employer to demonstrate that an employee
has been guilty of gross misconduct (see: Robe River Iron Associates v Construction, Mining, Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills
and Woodworkers Union of Australia � Western Australian Branch & Ors (1995) 75 WAIG 813 at 819). On the facts as I find
them I am satisfied, on balance, that the applicant was guilty of gross misconduct justifying summary dismissal.

52 In all of the circumstances, as there was no unfair dismissal, I dismiss the application.
_________

2002 WAIRC 06000
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES VINCENT JOHN JONES, APPLICANT
v.
YAMATJI BARNA BABA MAAJA ABORIGINAL CORPORATION, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
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DATE OF ORDER WEDNESDAY, 17 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 1614 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06000
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal dismissed
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and Mr J Brits (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent, the Commission pursuant
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the application be, and is hereby, dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06165
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES KAMELLO LEBEIDI, APPLICANT
v.
OSTERIA CAFE PIZZARIA RESTAURANT, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE WEDNESDAY, 7 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 376 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06165
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal upheld and order issued for some compensation
Representation
Applicant Mr K Lebeidi, on his own behalf
Respondent Mr G Securo
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This is an application pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (�the Act�), whereby Mr Kamello Lebeidi

(�the applicant�) claims he was unfairly dismissed from his employment with Osteria Café Pizzaria Restaurant (�the
respondent�) on 17 February 2002.

2 The respondent claims that there was no unfair dismissal as the respondent terminated the applicant because it could no longer
afford to employ the applicant.

3 Mr Lebeidi gave evidence on his own behalf and Mr Securo, the Manager of Osteria Café Pizzaria Restaurant, gave evidence
on behalf of the respondent.

4 The applicant gave evidence that he commenced employment with the respondent on 31 October 2001. The applicant obtained
employment as a chef, subsequent to answering a newspaper advertisement.

5 The applicant gave evidence that he was employed to run the kitchen and to teach the other cook employed by the respondent.
He stated that things went well initially, however towards the end of December 2001 and in early January 2002, he had
personality difficulties with the other cook. He communicated these difficulties to Mr Securo, however he claims nothing was
done to resolve the situation. He stated that by early February 2002 his relationship with Mr Securo had deteriorated. On the
17 February 2002, without warning, a meeting was held between the applicant, Mr Securo and his wife Mrs Ritsa Securo. It
was indicated to the applicant at this meeting that the respondent could not afford to continue employing the applicant. He was
then terminated. The applicant was paid 1 week�s pay for annual leave entitlements and 1 week�s pay in lieu of notice of
termination. This was paid on the basis of a wage of $800 per week, which was the rate of pay agreed between the applicant
and the respondent when he was employed.

6 The applicant claimed that after he was terminated by the respondent, he had been replaced and on that basis he believed that
his termination was unfair. Since finishing work with the respondent, he has managed to obtain 16 week�s work on a part-time
basis, earning $160 per week and worked for 2 weeks earning $90 per week. The applicant is currently unemployed and unable
to work due to an injury he sustained to his back in the week prior to the hearing.

7 Mr Securo gave evidence for the respondent. He confirmed that the applicant was employed to assist in the kitchen. A number
of Mr Securo�s family members also assisted at the restaurant, including his mother, who also cooked.

8 The respondent entered into a contract in August 2001 with The Gateway Suites to run the restaurant section of that operation.
The respondent was operating with an overdraft of $50,000. Since it commenced operating, business costs were over the
overdraft limit. As a result, the bank started to stop cheques and then took over administration of the restaurant�s books.
Because of these problems the bank insisted that the respondent operate on a credit account with a specific limit. Mr Securo
stated that as a result of this, he was looking at refinancing options for the restaurant. Towards the end of January 2002, the
bank made it clear to Mr Securo that costs had to be cut. He discussed the issue with his wife and it was decided that Mr
Securo�s mother would undertake more unpaid work, and that the applicant would be terminated as he was the last person to be
employed.

9 Notwithstanding the applicant�s termination, it was Mr Securo�s evidence that the respondent is still experiencing financial
problems and has had to raise further capital to keep the business afloat. In the 11 months since the business commenced, it has
not operated at a profit. Mr Securo confirmed that since the applicant finished employment with the respondent, no additional
employees had been taken on, however one employee who left was replaced by a young chef. Hours for employees have been
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reduced, in order to meet the demands of the bank. To compensate for this reduction in hours, Mr Securo�s family has been
helping out, including his children.

10 Mr Securo confirmed the applicant�s account of the meeting of 17 February 2002, and stated that the meeting was difficult and
emotional for the respondent, because he had never had to terminate an employee before.

11 Mr Securo claimed that the applicant knew that the respondent was aware of financial problems, due to the fact that some of
the applicant�s wage cheques had bounced prior to him being terminated.

12 Mr Securo gave evidence that there were personality conflicts between the applicant and two other employees, and he had
made every effort to put them onto separate rosters so that this conflict did not continue. Mr Securo claimed there was no issue
with the applicant�s performance or behaviour, even though there were arguments between the applicant and other staff
members.

Submissions
13 The applicant submitted that personality issues between him and some other staff had led to him being terminated. At the

meeting on 17 February 2002 he was faced with a fait accompli and was not given any opportunity to explore alternatives to
termination.

14 The respondent submitted that this was a termination due to financial constraints and pressure from the bank to cut costs. On
that basis, one employee had to be terminated and on the basis of last on, first off, it was the applicant who was chosen to be
terminated.

Findings
15 I find that the applicant was employed as a chef with the respondent between 31 October 2001 and 17 February 2002.
16 After having carefully observed the witnesses I accept Mr Securo�s version of events in preference to that of the applicant in

relation to the reasons for the applicant�s termination. Mr Securo recounted events and details clearly and logically. In contrast
the applicant was unable to provide specifics of why he says he was terminated. On this basis, I find that the applicant was
terminated because of financial difficulties being experienced by the respondent.

17 I find that the applicant was made redundant by the respondent at a meeting held on 17 February 2002. I accept that the
respondent had to restructure its operations due to financial difficulties, and as a consequence the respondent needed to reduce
its costs. One option was to reduce the number of employees, thus, the applicant�s position was abolished as he was the last
person employed. I find that the applicant was chosen to be terminated within this context. Given my findings on credibility, I
do not accept that the applicant was terminated because of personality differences with other employees and because of
problems with Mr Securo.

18 I find that there was no discussion with the applicant as to alternatives to redundancy, and that the applicant was given no
indication that his employment was to be terminated until the meeting was held on 17 February 2002.

19 I find that at this meeting the applicant had no opportunity to argue that an employee other than the applicant should have been
selected in preference to him for redundancy.

Principles and Conclusions
20 I turn now to the principles in relation to these matters.
21 Redundancy is itself a sufficient reason for dismissal (Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of Western

Australia and the Operative Painters and Decorators Union of Australia, West Australian Branch, Union of Workers v
Australian Shipbuilding Industries (WA) Pty Ltd (1987) 67 WAIG 733).

22 If a decision is made to make an employee redundant based on the operational requirements of the company that can be a valid
reason for the dismissal. In this case I am of the view that the applicant was terminated for a valid reason.

23 Having said that it is appropriate to consider any unfairness in relation to the process used in effecting redundancy, as well as
all of the circumstances surrounding the termination of the employment having regard to s.26 of the Act.

24 The provisions of Part 5 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (�MCEA�) are implied into the contract of
employment of the applicant. This section provides that where an employer has decided to make an employee redundant the
employee is entitled to be informed by the employer as soon as is reasonably practicable after the decision has been made of
the redundancy and discuss with the employee the likely effects of the redundancy and measures that may be taken to avoid or
minimise its effect. This was not done. It is clear on the evidence that there was no discussion of this nature with the applicant
once the decision was made by the respondent to make him redundant. Furthermore, the applicant was deprived of any ability
to avail himself of paid leave to attend for job interviews, which is prescribed in Part 5 of the MCEA. For this reason, in my
view, I consider that to the extent the applicant was not consulted in relation to his dismissal, his termination was unfair.
Further, the applicant had no opportunity to argue that another employee should be made redundant instead of the applicant.
There was in my view, a clear breach of the requirements of Part 5 of the MCEA and on this basis alone, the dismissal was
harsh, oppressive and unfair: Miles and Others trading as The Undercliffe Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers�
Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, Western Australian Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385.

25 Having said that I now turn to the question of relief in this case. The applicant seeks compensation for loss.
26 The applicant does not claim reinstatement and in my view, given the particulars of this case reinstatement is impracticable.
27 In this instance, there is no basis to conclude that the applicant has suffered the loss of a reasonable severance payment, given

his short length of service with the respondent.
28 However, as the respondent failed to comply with Part 5 of the MCEA, the applicant has been deprived of the opportunity to

discuss alternatives with the respondent. This would have included whether he could have continued in employment in another
capacity, in preference to another employee of the respondent. Furthermore, the applicant has, as I have noted above, been
deprived of the ability to avail himself of the statutory right under s.43 of the MCEA, to paid leave of absence for the purposes
of attending job interviews, given the summary manner of his dismissal.

29 In view of my conclusions that the applicant could not have reasonably established someone other than he should have been
made redundant, I consider that the applicant�s loss in this case is represented by a period to enable the matters in Part 5 of the
MCEA to be attended to, which I find to be in this case, one week�s pay constituted by $800.00 nett. An order will now issue.

_________
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2002 WAIRC 06205
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES KAMELLO LEBEIDI, APPLICANT
v.
OSTERIA CAFE PIZZARIA RESTAURANT, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER WEDNESDAY, 14 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 376 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06205
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal upheld and order issued for some compensation
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Mr K Lebeidi on his own behalf and Mr G Securo on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby�

1 DECLARES THAT the dismissal of Kamello Lebeidi by the respondent was unfair and that reinstatement is
impracticable;

2 ORDERS the respondent to pay Mr Lebeidi compensation in the sum of $800.00 nett forthwith.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05633
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES GRANT RAYMOND LUKIES, APPLICANT
v.
ALINTAGAS NETWORKS PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE TUESDAY, 28 MAY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1463 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05633
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal granted and denied contractual entitlements dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr T. Dixon (of counsel) and with him Mr N. Whitehead
Respondent Mr A. Power (of counsel) and with him Mr D. Sash (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 Mr Lukies was employed by the respondent between March 1995 and 24 August 2001. On that date, he resigned his

employment. On 10 August 2001 he lodged a claim in the Commission that he was both unfairly dismissed and that he has
been denied certain benefits to which he was entitled under his contract of service. The respondent�s Notice of Answer and
Counter Proposal denies that Mr Lukies was dismissed and states that as a consequence he is not entitled to any of the
contractual benefits claimed by him and none have been denied to him. In addition, the respondent states that if the termination
of Mr Lukies� employment constituted a dismissal then Mr Lukies was under a duty to mitigate any loss he may have suffered
which he has failed to do thereby disentitling him to any claimed contractual benefits.

2 With the agreement of the parties, the evidence in-chief of all witnesses was tendered by way of witness statements. Evidence
was given by Mr Lukies himself and he in turn called evidence from Mr Solmundson and also from Mr West. For the
respondent, evidence was called from Mr ter Kuile, Mr van Weel and from Ms Issko. In the case of Ms Issko, her
cross-examination was conducted by way of video-link to Melbourne. All persons who gave evidence were cross-examined on
their evidence.

3 I find the relevant facts to be as follows. Mr Lukies is a qualified chemical engineer, a member of the Institution of Engineers
Australia and associate member of the Institute of Chemical Engineers Australia. He is also an Honorary Visiting Fellow
(Chemical Engineering) of Curtin University 2001.

4 He commenced employment with AlintaGas as the Quality Assurance Engineer on 27 March 1995. He reported to Mr ter
Kuile who was then Manager Engineering and worked from premises in Kewdale. In December 1995 his manager became Mr
Sharma. In or about March 1998 Mr Lukies was transferred to the Bentley Research Laboratory complex reporting once again
to Mr ter Kuile.

5 On 5 June 1998 Mr Lukies was appointed Senior Technical Services Engineer within the Technical Services Branch. He was
required to undergo a programme of additional training and was then confirmed in that position effective from 5 March 1999.

6 In May 1999 as a result of a restructure by the respondent, Mr Lukies was transferred to the Victoria Park offices and into the
Network Development Branch which had Mr Sharma as manager. He lost certain responsibilities including accuracy
verification testing and assisting the Quality Assurance Engineer.

7 On 12 June 2000 Mr Lukies entered into an employment agreement which came into effect upon the completion of the sale of
the AlintaGas Corporation on 17 October 2000. The new contract included amongst other things a guarantee of employment
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�in their current position and their current terms and conditions of employment for a period of two years effective from the
date of sale.

8 On 3 August 2000 a revised job description was completed which reflected the duties being carried out by Mr Lukies
following a restructure of the division in which he worked which had occurred at some time after April 1999. That job
description is the job description which was valid at the time Mr Lukies resigned. Mr Lukies� evidence is that he also
performed some additional duties not contained in the job description including third party impact assessment (relocations
work); representation on various internal and external committees and teams; review of all AlintaGas inventory materials
specifications and co-ordination of the networks part of the due diligence exercised prior to the sale of AlintaGas (exhibit
A1 GL85).

9 Mr Lukies� substantive duties on the basis of time input were taken up with design services (including responsibilities for high
pressure pipeline design, commercial metre set design, regulator set design and open access modifications), third party impact
assessments, inventory materials specifications, representation on various standards/codes committees and teams, management
of the technical services section (including supervising up to four engineers) and associated administrative functions, safety
case development and monthly reports.

10 For the latter half of 2000 Mr Lukies had increased the time he was spending authoring the various sections of the AlintaGas
Safety Case. On 16 January 2001 he received a memo from the Manager Network Development (exhibit A1 GL 67). The
memorandum noted the obligation on AlintaGas to complete and submit a safety case for the network to the Office of Energy
for 1 July 2001 under license requirements. The memorandum stated that this requirement necessitated Mr Lukies to work as
the Senior Engineer � Safety Case Project for a period of 4 to 5 months or until the completion. Mr Lukies was to devote 100%
of his time to the Safety Case Project. For all practical purposes he would no longer be part of the Technical Services Section
on a temporary basis and those parts of his duties he would no longer be performing were to be taken over by Mr Solmundson.

11 Following the sale of AlintaGas on 17 October 2000 a new Board undertook a programme of reassessment and restructure of
the organisation which included the replacement of the Chief Executive Officer with Mr Browning. On 4 May 2001 Mr Lukies
wrote to the Chief Executive Officer and indicated a �general intention� to remain with AlintaGas based on the �vision�
expressed in Mr Browning�s presentation to staff. Mr Lukies described his career aspirations and sought feedback on the
availability of suitable positions. In April 2001 Mr van Weel took over the role of acting General Manager. On 22 May
2001 Mr ter Kuile took over the role of Manager Network Infrastructure Branch.

12 On 29 May 2001 a meeting occurred with Mr Lukies and Mr ter Kuile, in the presence of Mr Jackson, at the Broken Hill Hotel
where Mr ter Kuile revealed a newly proposed organisational structure for his branch. Mr ter Kuile indicated the position on
the chart that would be Mr Lukies� position. Mr Lukies told Mr ter Kuile that he considered the role he was being offered as a
demotion and that he would not be interested.

13 Mr Lukies met with Mr ter Kuile, Mr van Weel and Ms von Berg on 1 June 2001. Mr Lukies presented the group with a letter
that reserved all of his rights with regard to his employment agreement and requested that any proposed variations be
expressed to him in writing. In the afternoon of 1 June 2001 Mr ter Kuile held a meeting of all staff of the branch during which
he showed an organisational chart to the meeting which contained the new positions of the branch structure however
Mr Lukies� name did not appear on the chart.

14 On 21 June 2001 Mr Lukies received a letter of offer annexing a draft job description and a proposed Australian Workplace
Agreement. Mr Lukies had previously been shown a draft of this by Mr ter Kuile on 15 June 2001 and had indicated
subsequent to 15 June 2001 that he would not be accepting the position he was to be offered. After considering the letter of
offer, Mr Lukies found it �totally unacceptable�.

15 On about 22 June 2001 Mr Solmundson showed Mr Lukies Mr Solmundson�s new job description and Mr Lukies formed the
view that it took on �a large majority� of the responsibilities which he had previously performed in the role of Senior Technical
Services Engineer. On 23 July 2001 Mr Lukies� solicitors wrote to AlintaGas and confirmed that he rejected the offer of
21 June 2001 on the basis that it was a demotion and therefore unsuitable. On 26 July 2001, Mr Lukies� solicitors wrote to the
respondent�s solicitors requesting that the respondent remedy the situation and confirm his terms and conditions of
employment within 14 days. On 30 July 2001 the respondent�s solicitors responded stating that the 2001 job description
offered was not a regression and wished Mr Lukies to remain in his current position. On 5 July 2001 the respondent produced a
chart called the Network Infrastructure Branch � AlintaGas Networks (exhibit A1 GL115). It included a photograph of Mr
Lukies adjacent to a position.

16 Mr Lukies meanwhile continued working on the safety case. He forwarded a final draft of the safety case to Mr ter Kuile on
18 July 2001 and completed and printed out a master copy of the finished safety case document on 20 July 2001. This was
circulated to Mr van Weel for his signature and was signed on 24 July 2001 (with Mr Lukies stating that the entry was
backdated to 19 July 2001).

17 On 25 July 2001 Mr Lukies was requested to write a memo outlining the respondent�s requirements for Design Life Review
and MAOP Review. On 27 July 2001 Mr Lukies met with Mr ter Kuile to authorise the Master Safety Case document. I find
also, from the cross-examination of Mr Lukies, that during this period he was asked to develop a programme for, and to
commence assessment of, the Network�s high pressure pipelines in accordance with AS2885, prepare a HAZOB workshop in
relation to an explosion at Mt Lawley, a framework for holistic Risk Management Technical reporting and to review the
respondent�s technical standards and design guidelines with a view to decreasing life-cycle costs and unnecessary
requirements. Also, on 6 August 2001 Mr ter Kuile asked Mr Lukies if he would consider representing the respondent on the
Dieback Consultative Committee. Mr Lukies also was requested to sort out the branch filing system.

18 On 30 July 2001 the respondent�s solicitors wrote to Mr Lukies� solicitors. In that letter was a reference that Mr Lukies had
previously been unable to manage�

�the balance between achieving his core functions and the additional tasks to the extent that neither were being
satisfactorily undertaken. We are instructed that your client was counselled numerous times in this aspect of his
performance by Mr Sharma with little or no improvement. The continued failure to improve resulted in his being
requested, by Mr Sharma, to devote 100% of his time on what was known as the Safety Case Project. When it became
apparent that your client did not adhere to these verbal requests he was eventually instructed in writing�.

19 The letter also stated further on that the respondent regarded Mr Lukies as �a valuable and valued employee, his skills and the
work he is required to do is essential to the running of the respondent�s business, he has all of the core functions of his position
to fulfil and that he has a full job load�.

20 On 6 August 2001 Mr Lukies� solicitors wrote to the respondent�s solicitors and attempted to refute the allegations of poor
performance.
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21 On 15 August 2001 Mr Lukies attended his doctor and was advised to take sick leave until 24 August 2001. On 23 August
2001 Mr Lukies was contacted by a former colleague who works for a company called Kvaerner Facilities Management and
when Mr Lukies explained his position this former colleague asked him to come to the company for a discussion. Mr Lukies
did so that day. As a result of some four hours of interviews and discussions with various staff that company offered Mr
Lukies� employment to start on 27 August 2001. On 24 August 2001 Mr Lukies tendered his resignation letter to the
respondent and finished his employment that day. He commenced work with Kvaerner on 27 August 2001.
Mr Lukies� submissions

22 Mr Lukies� submission is that he was employed pursuant to the 3 August 2000 job description. From 16 January 2001 there
was an agreement between him and the respondent that he would be effectively released from his duties to allow him to spend
100% of his time on the safety case which was to take about 5 months. The safety case was completed on or around 20 July
2001.

23 The draft job description and organisational chart put to him by Mr ter Kuile was very similar to the job description that
applied prior to June 1998 but was inferior in seniority and status and accordingly it represented a significant regression in
relation to Mr Lukies� key accountabilities, budgets and responsibilities. He submits that the letter of offer distributed on
21 June 2001 constituted a demotion in that he would no longer report directly to a manager and had lost the employees who
reported to him. Those and other changes were what constituted the demotion.

24 At the time Mr Lukies had completed the safety case, he was not performing any other substantive functions and his �current
position� no longer existed. Clause 4.2 of the respondent�s employment agreement provided that Mr Lukies was guaranteed
two years� employment from the date of sale in his �current position and his current terms and conditions of employment�. The
two year period ran from October 2000. However, Mr Lukies no longer had any of his core functions left to perform and he
submits that his position was redundant. Since completing the safety case on 23 July 2001 he had not been given any
substantive duties to perform. Rather, he was asked to perform menial tasks. This constituted a repudiation by the respondent
of the contract of employment which Mr Lukies was entitled to accept and he left his position on 24 August 2001.

25 Mr Lukies points to Clause 30 of the employment agreement which provides that an employee �will be redundant if AlintaGas
does not require his or her position to be filled�. Clause 30.3 (c) provides for the employee�s entitlements in the event of
redundancy. Compensation for early termination would include a pro-rata payment for the remainder of the period of the fixed
term contract not employed. It was submitted that Mr Lukies� employment was �terminated� as a result of the imposition of the
change in duties which amounted to an impermissible variation of his contract resulting in a dismissal from his former
position.

26 Mr Lukies� submissions on his denied contractual benefits claim is that he was entitled to a benefit of the unexpired portion of
his fixed term contract of employment. It is a legal entitlement and he is not obliged to mitigate that loss. To consider
mitigation in these circumstances would give rise to the most �transparent stratagems of evasion� on the part of the respondent.

27 Further, he submits that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair because it followed a unilateral variation to his contract
of employment, the offer of a demoted role in circumstances that amounted to a repudiation of his current terms and conditions
of employment, the respondent failed to be good and considerate to its employee who was both long serving and faithful thus
destroying the requisite relationship of trust and confidence, he was subjected to a humiliating campaign by senior
management to force change upon him, he was not consulted about proposed changes to his role and was effectively forced out
of the organisation. Further, he was subjected to personal stress and associated health problems.
The respondent�s submissions

28 The respondent submits that Mr Lukies has been substantively employed in a technical compliance role from the very
beginning of his employment by the respondent. It remained his core role throughout his employment and would have
continued to be his core role had he not chosen to resign from his employment to further his personal career ambitions. His
core role has grown in its importance to the respondent and is likely to continue to do so with the consequence that had he not
resigned his performance of the work would have further advanced both his professional development and managerial
aspirations. It is the identification of his core role and functions and any change or lack of change in it that must be the key
factor in determining the threshold question about whether there was a unilateral variation as Mr Lukies contends.

29 Further, by virtue of the employment agreement he signed Mr Lukies agreed to perform such work as the respondent shall
reasonably require and carry out such duties as were within his skills, competence and training even if they were incidental or
peripheral to his substantive function. The respondent was at all times acting within its contractual rights and Mr Lukies was
contractually obliged to perform the duties and functions required of him from the middle of 2001. There was no demotion of
Mr Lukies because he remained employed on the same terms and conditions. All other changes were a natural consequence of
the re-oganisation of the respondent�s business structure and did not derogate from Mr Lukies� core role nor from the
increasing importance of its purpose to the respondent�s business.

30 The respondent submits that Mr Lukies has not been denied a benefit under his contract because the compensation payable
under subclause 4.3 is predicated on termination by the respondent, which did not occur. Mr Lukies was not made redundant
but even if there had been a redundancy the respondent would have been obliged to endeavour to transfer him to another
suitable position or in the alternative offer to retrain him to fill an alternative position. The respondent submits that in the event
Mr Lukies is found by the Commission to have been unfairly dismissed or to somehow be entitled to contractual benefits his
entitlement can only be to compensation. The fact that he gained further employment on significantly better terms and
conditions of employment within three days of the end of his employment with the respondent should be taken into account in
assessing any compensation which would consequently be nominal only.
The legal position

31 Mr Lukies� claims, both of unfair dismissal and denied contractual benefits, are based upon his contention that his resignation
amounted to a dismissal for the purposes of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. To put it another way, Mr Lukies does not claim
that he is entitled to any benefits under his contract of employment by virtue of his resignation. Therefore, the initial
consideration must be whether or not his resignation can constitute a dismissal for the purposes of the Act. If it does not, that is
the end of his claim in total. If it does, then the Commission will then consider whether or not that dismissal was unfair and if it
was then deal with the remedies for that unfair dismissal. The Commission will then also deal with his claim for denied
contractual benefits. I therefore turn firstly to consider whether or not Mr Lukies� resignation constitutes a dismissal for the
purposes of the Act.

32 A resignation can constitute a dismissal for the purposes of the Act but whether or not a particular resignation will do so
depends upon the circumstances of each case. Thus, the resignation of a prison officer who resigned after being persuaded to
do so by two internal investigation officers was held to be a dismissal (Attorney General of WA v. Prison Officers� Union
(1995) 75 WAIG 3166; 62 IR 225). In that matter Kennedy J. held that it was the employer who �really terminated� the
contract of service. Rowland J., with whom Anderson J. agreed, stated that the Industrial Appeal Court has not been called
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upon to make any definitive decision on whether or not a �constructive dismissal� can fall into the category of an unfair
dismissal for the purposes of the Act. Each case must be looked at on its own facts. He adopted the approach of the Court of
Appeal of New Zealand in Auckland Shop Employees� Union v. Woolworth�s (NZ) Ltd [1985] 2 NZLR 372. As that Court
observed, in the context of an Act aimed at good industrial relations it is right to assume that Parliament would have meant
�dismissal� to cover cases where in substance the employer has dismissed an employee although technically there has been a
resignation. The Court observed that it would be�

�� undesirable to try to visualise all the kinds of case which the Arbitration Court could properly treat as constructive
dismissal, but it is not difficult to list some. The concept is certainly capable of including cases where an employer gives a
worker an option of resigning or being dismissed; or where an employer has followed a course of conduct with the
deliberate and dominate purpose of coercing a worker to resign�.

33 The decision of the Industrial Appeal Court therefore does not itself try to visualise all the kinds of case where a resignation
will amount to a dismissal for the purposes of the Act. The circumstances of Mr Lukies� resignation do not fit the �resign or be
dismissed� class of cases. Neither does Mr Lukies argue that the respondent in this matter has followed a course of conduct
with the deliberate a dominate purpose of coercing him to resign. However, as the decision in Attorney General shows, the
concept is wider than those two kinds of cases.

34 The Industrial Relations Commission of South Australia in Lucky �S� Fishing Pty Ltd v. Jex (1997) 75 IR 158 at 164 also
considered the decision of the Court of Appeal of New Zealand. It noted that the Court of Appeal stated that there has been a
modification of the test in the Western Excavating (ECC) Ltd v. Sharp case [1978] ICR 221 at 226 which stated that if the
employer is guilty of conduct which is a significant breach going to the root of the contract of employment, or which shows
that the employer no longer intends to be bound by one or more of the essential terms of the contract, then the employee is
entitled to treat himself as discharged from any further performance. If he does so, then he terminates the contract by reason of
the employer�s conduct. He is constructively dismissed. The Court of Appeal suggested that in constructive dismissal cases the
relevant test is whether the conduct complained of is calculated or likely to seriously damage the relationship of confidence
and trust between the parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with it.

35 Given the decision of Rowland J. in Attorney General and his reference both to the Industrial Appeal Court�s earlier decision
in Cargill Australia Ltd, Lesley Salt Division v. The Federated Clerks� Union of Australia (1992) 72 WAIG 1495 and the
decision of the Court of Appeal of New Zealand, the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in Cargill that to be a constructive
dismissal the employer had to be �guilty of conduct which is a significant breach going to the root of the contract� which
entitles the employee to accept the breach and leave appears to have been overtaken by what the Industrial Relations
Commission of South Australia referred to as the �wider test�.

Conclusions
The claim of unfair dismissal

Whether the resignation was a dismissal for the purposes of the Act
36 The onus is upon Mr Lukies to demonstrate that his resignation was a dismissal for the purposes of the Act. I find the facts that

are relevant to that issue are as follows.
37 At the time of his resignation Mr Lukies was employed as a Senior Technical Services Engineer pursuant to a job description

dated 3 August 2000. Although the respondent had offered him a different job description, Mr Lukies did not accept that offer
and accordingly remained employed pursuant to the 3 August 2000 job description.

38 By agreement between Mr Lukies and the respondent arising from the memorandum of 16 January 2001 Mr Lukies was only
temporarily relieved of all duties other than for work on the Safety Case in order that he might concentrate upon the Safety
Case. (I say this is by agreement because it was directed by the memorandum from the respondent of that date and Mr Lukies,
by his actions from that date, agreed to it.) It is significant to note that the duration of this agreement was stated in the
memorandum to be for �a period of 4-5 months or until the completion� (exhibit A1 GL67). That is, once the Safety Case
Project as described in that memorandum was completed then Mr Lukies would return to being Senior Technical Services
Engineer and as the memorandum notes, the duties which Mr Lukies would otherwise have performed which would then be
done by Mr Solmundson would only be performed by Mr Solmundson for that period.

39 From this, it necessarily follows that once that work has been completed, the duties to which Mr Lukies were to be returned
were the kind of duties that he was doing prior to the memorandum of 16 January 2001. That is, whether the work which Mr
Lukies was given after he completed the Safety Case was �menial� can be assessed by comparing that work with the kind of
work which Mr Lukies performed prior to 16 January 2001. That work relevantly is work pursuant to his position of Senior
Technical Services Engineer in accordance with the 3 August 2000 job description.

40 Given that Mr Lukies� evidence is that he signed off on a master copy of the Safety Case on 20 July 2001 and that the internal
memorandum envisaged the completion and submission of the Safety Case to the Office of Energy by 1 July 2001 and further
that Mr Lukies would work as the Senior Engineer of the Safety Case Project for a period of 4-5 months or until the
completion, I find that Mr Lukies had completed the task set out in the internal memorandum of 16 January 2001 on or around
20 July 2001.

41 Although Mr ter Kuile, and Mr van Weel, both state that the work on the Safety Case is ongoing and that Mr Lukies was the
person who would be responsible for that ongoing work, that reference is clearly evidence of the work to be done regarding the
Safety Case after it has been completed and submitted to the Office of Energy. That ongoing work was not within the scope of
the internal memorandum of 16 January 2001. The point to be made is that after approximately 20 July 2001 Mr Lukies was
entitled to be given the kind of work which he was performing prior to the memorandum of 16 January 2001. This would
include ongoing work on the Safety Case to the extent that work on the Safety Case was part of his work prior to 16 January
2001. However, it would not be solely work on the Safety Case for that reason.

42 As a result of the restructure in 2001, the respondent wished to change Mr Lukies� job description. The point to be made is that
the respondent did not wish to retain Mr Lukies in his current position with its current (as at 3 August 2000) job description
notwithstanding the statement to that effect in the respondent�s solicitors� letter of 30 July 2001. It is not at this stage necessary
to consider whether the offer made to Mr Lukies constituted a promotion or a demotion. It is merely necessary to note that the
respondent wished to change Mr Lukies� job description as a result of the restructure.

43 Further, although Mr Solmundson had been given those duties which Mr Lukies was no longer to perform whilst Mr Lukies
was engaged on the Safety Case Project, there is no evidence that after approximately 20 July 2001 Mr Solmundson reverted to
the duties he had been doing prior to the internal memorandum of 16 January 2001. That, on Mr Solmundson�s evidence
(exhibit A2, paragraph 7) was what was originally intended to occur. Mr Solmundson�s evidence is that Mr Sharma had
proposed that Mr Solmundson would take on Mr Lukies� responsibilities on a part-time basis until approximately the end of
June 2001 at which time Mr Lukies would resume in his then current role.
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44 In fact, what occurred was that on 22 June 2001 Mr Solmundson advised Mr Lukies that he, Mr Solmundson, would be
assuming a new role as Principal Engineer, Engineering Services which subsumed previous substantive responsibilities of Mr
Lukies� position of Senior Technical Services Engineer. In other words, the action taken by the respondent in relation to
Mr Solmundson�s position in June 2001 meant that the situation envisaged by the respondent in its memorandum of 16 January
2001 had necessarily been overtaken by events such that not only would Mr Solmundson not be returning to Mr Lukies the
duties Mr Solmundson had taken over on 16 January 2001, but that he in fact permanently acquired a number of the duties
which were part of Mr Lukies� substantive position.

45 Thus as at the date of Mr Lukies� resignation, indeed as at approximately 20 July 2001, Mr Lukies had completed the work on
the Safety Case which was required of him by the internal memorandum of 16 January 2001; he was entitled to return to his
substantive position and all of its duties and responsibilities but events had overtaken that such that not only had substantive
duties of his position been given to Mr Solmundson, but the respondent had indicated it wished to change Mr Lukies�
substantive position to a different position.

46 I accept that the respondent told Mr Lukies that it wanted Mr Lukies to stay with the organisation. I also accept that for future
work on the Safety Case, the respondent saw Mr Lukies as being the ideal employee to do that work. Nevertheless, the
evidence suggests that the respondent saw Mr Lukies doing only that work and in a different position in the restructured
organisation.

47 There is no evidence that following the completion of the master Safety Case document the respondent took any steps to return
to Mr Lukies the duties and the responsibilities he had held prior to 16 January 2001.

48 For those reasons, I conclude that the respondent no longer intended to return Mr Lukies to the duties and responsibilities of
Senior Technical Services Engineer in accordance with the August 2001 duty statement. The fact that his title, salary or work
location did not change does not alter that conclusion.

49 The duties which were given to him from 25 July 2001 onwards (writing a memo outlining the respondent�s requirements for
Design Life Review and MAOP Review, developing a programme for, and to commence, assessment of the network�s high
pressure pipelines, preparing a HAZOB workshop, a framework for holistic Risk Management Technical Reporting and to
review the respondent�s technical standards, representing the respondent on the Dieback Consultative Committee and a request
to sort out the branch filing system) compare unfavourably with the duties and responsibilities undertaken by Mr Lukies prior
to 16 January 2001 for the following reasons.

50 His evidence of those duties and responsibilities is set out in paragraph 8 above. This is supplemented by his oral evidence
(transcript page 41 onwards) that following the June 1999 restructure he retained the Safety Case and gained responsibility for
all detailed design activities (developing and specifying and project managing in the construction of pipelines, gas distribution
pipelines, regulator sets, metre sets, cathodic protection and associated equipment) and was also given responsibility for
controlling all re-locations work, a number of technical investigation and compliance issues, responsibility for reviewing about
45 technical specifications and was responsible for a broader Technical Services Section. Approximately 20% of his time was
spent on re-location work and about 25% on design, with 25% again being investigations and compliance. Inventories or
technical specifications were only approximately 5%.

51 In contrast, his evidence at page 46 of the transcript is that from 20 July 2001 he was given filing tasks and requested to write
memos but nothing that reflected his earlier job description. He was asked to investigate the respondent�s risk management
philosophy, undertake a MAOP Review and write a memo to the Jarrah Dieback Committee. He had also been asked to
complete the transfer of filing from the old network development branch to the new.

52 Mr Lukies concedes that if he had continued in employment he would have become responsible for improving and enabling
changes to policies, procedures and standards in accordance with the Safety Case and what lies beneath it: the development of
strategy in relation to matters affected by the Safety Case and the preparation of any technical arguments or models or projects
affected by the Safety Case. It is implied that he would also have had some responsibility for ensuring that the respondent�s
contractors complied with technical requirements, to monitor the technical regulatory environment, keeping abreast of related
legislation and regulations.

53 I therefore conclude that following the completion of the Safety Case Project as envisaged by the 16 January 2001 internal
memorandum, Mr Lukies was not returned to his substantive position. Indeed, as I have found, the respondent could hardly do
so given that the new appointment of Mr Solmundson would mean that Mr Lukies� position overlapped that of the newly
created position occupied by Mr Solmundson. As Mr ter Kuile admitted, for example, a substantial part of Mr Lukies� previous
design activities were now with Mr Solmundson and Mr Lukies was not required to make monthly reports because he was no
longer a section head and his section no longer existed.

54 I do not lose sight of the fact that the duties which Mr Lukies was asked to perform after July 2001 were duties that the
respondent might reasonably require Mr Lukies to perform pursuant to his contract of employment. However, that does not
appear to me to answer the issue as to whether in giving Mr Lukies those duties Mr Lukies was returned to the position as he
had left it on 16 January 2001.

55 Mr Lukies� argument that this constitutes a repudiation of the contract of employment by the respondent needs to be seen
against the other evidence that Mr Lukies was still employed as Senior Technical Services Engineer in accordance with the job
description of 3 August 2000; his salary was not reduced and he remained in the same physical work location.

56 Whether the change which had occurred, that is that upon completion of the Safety Case Project as was required of him by the
16 January 2001 internal memorandum, the respondent did not return him to his previous position and give him the duties he
would otherwise have been performing, constituted conduct calculated or likely to seriously damage the relationship of
confidence and trust between the parties and as such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with it, is thus a question
of balance. In that regard, I find the evidence in this case of Mr Lukies� professional qualifications and standing, and the
professional nature of his employment renders significant the failure of the respondent to give him the position and duties
commensurate with that employment notwithstanding that he retained the title, salary and work location of that position.

57 I have little difficulty reaching the conclusion that to not provide Mr Lukies with the duties commensurate with the position in
accordance with the August 2001 duty statement not only was likely to seriously damage the relationship of confidence and
trust between Mr Lukies and the respondent, but on the evidence it did damage that relationship of confidence and trust. In this
regard I accept the evidence of Mr Lukies that he had intended to make his career at AlintaGas such that he responded initially
to the proposals of change which came after Mr Browning�s appointment in a most positive manner (see for example exhibit
A1 GL 108).

58 I further find that it was only after Mr Lukies had refused the offer of the new position that his commitment changed: (exhibit
A1, paragraph 143, transcript page 88). His evidence to that effect is consistent with the e-mails that he had sent in which he
promoted himself for future positions within the respondent and it was after that time that Mr Lukies� thoughts turned to
whether or not he would remain with the respondent. It was not until 31 May and 6 June 2001 that Mr Lukies first sought legal
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advice in relation to the potential effects upon him of the transitional arrangements, an act quite demonstrative of a breaking
down of the working relationship between him and the respondent.

59 Thus, while I am satisfied that the timing of Mr Lukies� resignation was because he had received an offer of employment from
Kvaerner, I also find that the reason why Mr Lukies found the job offer from Kvaerner attractive and resigned was because the
respondent had not allocated to him duties of the nature of the duties he was performing prior to the internal memorandum of
16 January 2001 and in doing so broke the relationship of trust and confidence between it and Mr Lukies.

60 To find as the respondent has submitted, that Mr Lukies chose to resign from his employment only to further his personal
career ambitions, is to ignore the history which led to Mr Lukies choosing to resign. The fact that Mr Lukies was fortunate to
find an alternate position in the manner that he did does not alter the focus from considering whether the respondent conducted
itself in a manner calculated or likely to seriously damage the relationship of trust and confidence between it and Mr Lukies. If
there had not been the evidence that the respondent did so the respondent�s submission would have had much greater weight.

61 For the above reasons I conclude that Mr Lukies� resignation was a dismissal for the purposes of the Act.
Was the dismissal unfair?

62 A constructive dismissal is not necessarily an unfair dismissal even if it is more likely than not to be unfair: Savoia v. Chiltern
Herb Farms Ltd [1982] IRLR 167.

63 In reaching a conclusion on this issue, I take the following matters into account. I have already found that it was only after Mr
Lukies had refused the offer of the new position that his thoughts of remaining with the respondent changed. The significance
of Mr Lukies� decision to resign will need to be tested against the offer made to Mr Lukies by the respondent. Mr Lukies
maintains that it was a regression, even a demotion, and it was not reasonable for him to have accepted it. In placing weight on
Mr Lukies� evidence on this point, I have taken into account that his view is necessarily somewhat subjective.

64 The respondent, however, states that Mr Lukies has been substantively employed in a technical compliance role from the very
beginning of his employment with the respondent and it remained his core role throughout his employment. The respondent
submits that it would have continued to be his core role had he not chosen to resign from his employment to further his
personal career ambitions. Had he not resigned, his performance of that core role would have further advanced both his
professional development and managerial aspirations. Mr ter Kuile�s evidence is that the June 2001 job description offered was
not a demotion and simply restated Mr Lukies� core functions as required after the reorganisation (witness statement at [227]
and [315]). Mr van Weel�s evidence is that the differences between Mr Lukies� then current job description and the June
2001 job description offered are minor and largely irrelevant.

65 Both Mr Lukies and the respondent brought expert evidence in support of their respective positions. Mr Lukies called evidence
from Mr Les West who is a management consultant and professional engineer. His statement which became his examination-
in-chief (exhibit A3) is that he had been asked to provide his opinion on the contents of the various duties enumerated in the
various job descriptions provided to him. His assessment was that the June 2001 offer made to Mr Lukies represented
significantly reduced responsibilities and authorities both in comparison with the August 2000 job description and the earlier
job description. Mr West�s evidence was that this could reasonably have been interpreted by Mr Lukies as representing an
impediment to his continued professional engineering foundation.

66 In cross-examination, Mr West conceded that although he had done what he had been asked to do, there were some limitations
in that context. For example, it was generally true that if one wanted to know what a job actually involved one would go
beyond the job description and make observations or direct enquiries of the employee or his managers. One would not be
content to rely just on the job description in order to ascertain what Mr Lukies actually did as a professional engineer. Mr
West�s assessment was whether the job descriptions were different, not whether the jobs were different.

67 The respondent called evidence from Ms Issko who is a senior consultant with 14 years professional experience in human
resource management. She was requested to review 5 positions within the network division of the respondent. These included
the two positions of senior technical services engineer held by Mr Lukies and the position offered to Mr Lukies in June 2001,
together with the position which was advertised and filled subsequent to Mr Lukies� resignation. Ms Issko�s evidence is that
she applied the Cullen Egan Dell job evaluation methodology to determine the work value of each benchmark position. This
methodology is said by her to provide a systematic and defensible approach to defining jobs in terms of compensable factors
such as size, scope, complexity and specific knowledge and experience requirements. This results in a numerical measure of
work value which can then be used as a mechanism to create an appropriate remuneration framework and to examine market
remuneration data for jobs of equivalent size for comparative purposes. A review of each of the senior technical services
engineer roles resulted in the work value assessment outcomes for all three position descriptions being the same. The position
of Senior Technical Services Engineer was seen by Ms Issko as being essentially an advisory role providing highly specialised
professional advice and service to all levels of the respondent�s business.

68 In cross-examination Ms Issko stated that the task undertaken by her did not require knowledge of the meaning of �design� or
�relocations� within the job descriptions for the purposes of the evaluation. That is, the CED job evaluation methodology is not
an assessment from an engineering perspective. In this regard, Ms Issko differentiated her assessment from Mr West�s
assessment. For example, whilst Mr West placed some stress upon the different delegated financial authorities between the
position held by Mr Lukies and the position offered to Mr Lukies, that difference had no effect on the CED methodology
which has as its primary purpose the classification of the position and its links to salary banding. It focuses on the job to be
done and not whether it may, for example, represent a demotion for the individual. Job status is more of an internal assessment
by the respondent.

69 After reviewing all of this evidence, I am quite persuaded that the role offered to Mr Lukies in June 2001 was at least a
regression from his then current position. I have no doubt that the position may have been within a similar classification
structure from the point of view of work value. However, the issue to be assessed by the Commission is whether or not it was
reasonable for Mr Lukies to have refused the position offered. That necessarily requires an assessment not just of the position
but Mr Lukies� circumstances. I have found particularly persuasive the fact that not only were some substantive duties which
were previously part of Mr Lukies� position given to Mr Solmundson (exhibit A2 [21] and [23, 24]), but also that Mr van
Weel, whose duties included implementing the new, and substantial, organisational structure after his appointment, shows that
he was under the impression that Mr Lukies� then current position involved only the preparation of the safety case. In fact, the
evidence shows that Mr Lukies was, in effect, seconded to the safety case on a temporary basis following which not only
would he return to his then current position but the duties which Mr Solmundson had picked up from Mr Lukies� position
during that temporary time would be returned to Mr Lukies. I prefer, for those reasons, the evidence of Mr West that from an
engineering view point the position offered to Mr Lukies represented �a step backwards in his career�.

70 The respondent suggests that the position offered may nevertheless have been suitable in the context of a transfer offered as an
alternative to an employee being made redundant. However, I am not persuaded that the comparison is apposite. Given my
finding that the offer represented a regression for Mr Lukies I would hesitate to hold that the offer was �reasonable�. Even if
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the test is whether the position offered could objectively constitute �acceptable alternative employment� as that is referred to in
the context of employers seeking relief from an obligation to make redundancy payments (Clothing and Allied Trades Union of
Australia v. Hot Tuna Pty Ltd (1988) 27 IR 226) Mr Lukies� circumstances are a relevant consideration.

71 However, I am not persuaded that this is an appropriate test in circumstances where the respondent did not present the offer as
an alternative to redundancy. Although from the evidence, the respondent had no intention to returning to Mr Lukies the duties
and responsibilities held by him prior to his temporary secondment to the Safety Case, the respondent itself did not take steps
to declare his current position redundant and thereupon offer to him the alternatives which may have been available in
accordance with his employment agreement. Indeed, the respondent had indicated in particular that it wished to retain Mr
Lukies in its organisation. I find however, that the respondent�s desire to retain Mr Lukies was on its understanding that he
would not be in his then current position but rather in the different position it had created as part of the reorganisation.

72 The situation in which Mr Lukies found himself, therefore, was not that the respondent was to make him redundant and he was
to be offered an alternative position. Rather, the respondent gave Mr Lukies further but less responsible work in his then
current position. For those reasons, it is not appropriate to assess whether the position offered to Mr Lukies in June 2001 was
acceptable alternative employment. It was simply never presented to him in that context. For all Mr Lukies knew, the
respondent may have had every intention of leaving him in his then current position but with reduced duties or responsibilities.

73 I conclude, for those reasons, that the respondent, having concluded that it no longer wished to retain in its organisational
structure the position held by Mr Lukies was obliged, in fairness, to remove that position formally, and to then present Mr
Lukies with the options to which he was entitled under his employment agreement. The fact that the respondent did not do so,
and that it merely allocated to Mr Lukies duties not commensurate with the position in fact held by him was unfair to him and
thus the respondent�s constructive dismissal of him was unfair.

74 The respondent also submitted that the 16 January 2001 memorandum to Mr Lukies that he work solely on the Safety Case was
because of his inability to manage both his core functions and the additional tasks. The evidence to support that submission is
the evidence of both Mr ter Kuile and Mr van Weel both of whom made it clear that they relied for their beliefs upon what they
say Mr Sharma had told them. Mr Sharma was, without explanation, not called to give evidence. I infer that Mr Sharma�s
evidence would not have been of any benefit to the respondent�s case.

75 Mr ter Kuile did say that he had himself spoken to Mr Lukies about performance issues. However, Mr Lukies� denial that any
such discussions occurred and the unimpeachable evidence that on each and every occasion when either Mr ter Kuile or Mr
Sharma gave Mr Lukies a performance appraisal it was �very positive� (transcript p. 197), means that I have little hesitation in
accepting Mr Lukies� evidence that until the respondent�s solicitors� letter of 30 July 2001 (exhibit A1 GL156) he had never
had raised with him by the respondent any suggestion of poor work performance. In that context, I also have little hesitation in
rejecting the submission and the hearsay evidence of Mr ter Kuile and Mr van Weel to the contrary and find that there was no
poor performance whatsoever by Mr Lukies in his employment with the respondent. Further, I express some surprise that the
respondent made the submission without producing cogent evidence to support it.

Relief
76 Upon a finding of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal the Commission should assess whether or not to reinstate the employee.

I have little difficulty in concluding that reinstatement is not appropriate. Although the respondent had been prepared to
continue with Mr Lukies� employment, it would not have done so in a manner acceptable to him. For his part, Mr Lukies has
moved on to other employment. In fact, I find that reinstatement is impracticable.

77 The Commission is able to award compensation for loss or injury arising from the dismissal and Mr Lukies claims
compensation. The assessment of the compensation to be ordered will necessarily require a finding of the loss or injury. A
proper assessment of Mr Lukies� loss involves more than one consideration. One measure of his loss would be the loss of the
income he would otherwise have earned, for as long as he was likely to have remained in employment, less the income he
either has earned, or ought to have earned had he mitigated his loss by diligently seeking alternative employment. The
respondent sought to rely upon the decision in Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd (1998) 79 WAIG 8 to submit
that the fact that Mr Lukies gained employment on better terms and conditions within 3 days of the end of his employment
with the respondent would mean that compensation would consequently be nominal only.

78 However, a proper assessment of Mr Lukies� loss is not only consideration of the loss of the income he would otherwise had
earned had he not been dismissed and the structured approach set down in Bogunovich should be seen in relation to the facts
which gave rise to it. The facts in Bogunovich are quite distinguishable from the facts here. Mr Bogunovich was a manager
who was dismissed because the business he was managing was allegedly underperforming ((1998) 78 WAIG 3635). His
employment was not subject to an employment agreement as is the case between Mr Lukies and the respondent. Had Mr
Lukies� loss been only of the income he would otherwise have earned had he not been dismissed then the submission based
upon Bogunovich by the respondent would be relevant.

79 Here, the assessment of loss includes the failure of the respondent to properly declare the position then held by him as
redundant and to treat him in accordance with his employment agreement. While it is true to observe, as Mr Power has
observed, that termination of employment as a result of redundancy is treated as a last resort, on the facts before me I find that
it is more likely than not that Mr Lukies� employment would have been terminated for that reason. Although the respondent
may have wanted to retain his employment, and had not previously considered him for redundancy, the only alternative
position offered was not one Mr Lukies would have accepted or was obliged to accept. Further, the evidence is clear that
following Mr Lukies� resignation, the position held by him at the time was not replaced. Rather, the evidence is that the
respondent has advertised for and filled the position of �Principal Engineer � Technical Compliance� which is, on the evidence
particularly of Mr West, a different position. By Clause 30 of the employment agreement, Mr Lukies would be redundant if the
respondent did not require his position to be filled. I regard this as increasing the likelihood that Mr Lukies� employment
would have been terminated by reason of redundancy. Thus, Mr Lukies� loss also is the loss of the redundancy payment to
which, properly, he would have become entitled had the respondent taken the steps it was required to take (cf. Rogers v.
Leighton Contractors (1999) 79 WAIG 3551).

80 In this case, the redundancy payment is set out in his employment agreement. It is, in the words submitted by Mr Dixon who
appeared for Mr Lukies, a �liquidated amount�. It is conceded that at common law, such an amount is not subject to the
principles of mitigation of loss. However, and crucially, the purpose for which redundancy payments are made, that is for the
loss of non-transferable credits, seniority or status (see the Termination, Change and Redundancy cases (1984) 8 IR 37 at 73) is
a relevant consideration. The statutory imperative on the Commission to decide matters according to equity, good conscience
and the substantial merits of the case, must leave room for the Commission to find in the circumstances of the case whether or
not the loss for which the employee is to be compensated is to be subject to the common law principle of mitigation. While
there undoubtedly is a general duty upon an employee to mitigate loss (Growers Market Butchers v. Backman (1999)
79 WAIG 1313 at 1316) if by applying that general duty the Commission does not put an unfairly dismissed person who has
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not been reinstated in the same situation as he or she would have been but for the unfair dismissal then the Commission will act
contrary to equity, good conscience, and the substantial merits of the case.

81 In the circumstances of this case, had Mr Lukies been dismissed by the respondent by reason of redundancy he would have
received a redundancy payment as an entitlement under his employment agreement even if he had, by his own efforts, found
the alternative employment with Kvaerner within 3 days of his termination. There is no provision in Clause 30 of the
employment agreement which suggests otherwise. I am persuaded that the compensation to be paid to Mr Lukies for the loss of
the redundancy payment to which he otherwise would have been entitled is not subject to the principal of mitigation of loss
(and see Rogers v. Leighton Contractors, above). In that way Mr Lukies is put into the same position as he would have been in
had he not been (as I find) unfairly dismissed. Neither is he thereby compensated for loss which he could have avoided
(Harcourt Brace & Co v. Cory (1997) 81 IR 321 at 337) nor does he recover more than he has lost.

82 There is much to be said for the submission of Mr Dixon that to hold that the compensation for the loss of the redundancy
entitlement should be subject to mitigation may encourage an employer who wished to avoid paying a redundancy payment to
adopt a tactic by which the employee resigns thus allowing the employer to avoid having to pay the redundancy entitlement
which otherwise would have been payable. Whilst that is not the circumstance here, the submission seems to me to support the
conclusion in a particular case that to apply some or all of the principles of mitigation may be inappropriate.

83 Finally the proper assessment of Mr Lukies� loss involves consideration of the submission on the part of Mr Lukies that he is
also entitled to compensation for the loss of the balance of the two year guarantee of employment in Clause 4.3 of his
employment agreement. That clause provides that if an employee is terminated by the respondent for any reason other than a
valid reason relating to the employee�s capacity or conduct before the period of two years� guaranteed employment has been
completed, the respondent will compensate the employee on a pro-rata basis for the remainder of the period not employed. The
compensation will include any salary the employee would otherwise have earned and the provisions of Clause 30 Redundancy
shall apply.

84 In the circumstances of this case, had Mr Lukies been dismissed by the respondent by reason of redundancy he would have not
only received a redundancy payment as an entitlement under his employment agreement but also the compensation for the loss
of the balance of the two year guarantee of employment. The respondent submits that as a matter of construction Clause
4.3 has the effect of confining any payment to compensation. However, the words �compensate the employee on a pro-rata
basis for the remainder of the period not employed� suggests that the compensation is calculated by reference to the remainder
of the two-year guarantee period for which the employee is not employed by the respondent. I therefore reject the respondent�s
submission.

85 Rather, the employment agreement would have obliged the respondent to pay Mr Lukies not only the redundancy entitlement
but also the salary he would otherwise have earned between the date of the termination of his employment and the expiry date
of the two-year guarantee of employment.

86 The employment agreement does not suggest that this payment would not be wholly payable if the employee is successful in
finding alternative employment during that term and the respondent does not submit that Mr Lukies is obliged to mitigate his
loss (transcript page 270). Had Clause 4.3 not been agreed to by the respondent when it signed the employment agreement I
have no doubt that any loss, or compensation for that loss, based only upon income lost consequent upon an unfair dismissal
would be subject to the principles of mitigation.

87 In summary, Mr Lukies� loss caused by the dismissal is the loss of the redundancy entitlement which he otherwise would have
received together with the balance of the two year guarantee of employment.

88 Given that both those sums would have been payable to Mr Lukies even though he had, through his own efforts, found
alternative employment within three days of the termination of his employment, then I consider it fair that Mr Lukies be
compensated to the full extent of that loss.

89 The Commission is also able to order compensation for injury caused by the dismissal. On the evidence, I am not persuaded
that Mr Lukies has discharged the onus upon him to demonstrate that he has suffered injury. I have had regard to the evidence
in his statement on his attending a doctor (exhibit A1 [209] � [211]) however in the context of the evidence as a whole,
including that he commenced employment with Kvaerner within two weeks of doing so, I have not found that evidence
persuasive. To the extent that a claim for compensation for injury caused by the dismissal is made, I dismiss it.

The claim of denied contractual benefits
90 Mr Lukies� claim of denied contractual benefits is to be approached in a different manner. The onus rests upon Mr Lukies to

demonstrate that he has a benefit under his contract of employment to which he is entitled (Perth Finishing College v. Watts
(1989) 69 WAIG 2037; Hotcopper Australia Ltd v. Saab (2001) 81 WAIG 2704 at [34]). In this regard, the fact of his
resignation does not create as of right an entitlement under the employment agreement to the compensation for the unexpired
portion of the two year guarantee of employment nor to the redundancy payment claimed. This conclusion does not change
upon the finding that Mr Lukies� resignation constitutes a dismissal for the purposes of s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act and he is
therefore able to refer to the Commission a claim that he was unfairly dismissed.

91 Rather, both those matters are benefits to which Mr Lukies would have been entitled had the respondent in fact terminated his
employment by reason of redundancy. They are, as a consequence, not benefits to which he became entitled upon his
resignation but rather they are benefits which he has lost by reason of the manner of the termination of his employment. As
such, they are matters for which compensation is payable, they being loss caused by the dismissal.

92 The claim for denied contractual benefits is therefore dismissed.

Conclusion
93 For all of the above reasons, the Commission now declares that Mr Lukies was unfairly dismissed by the respondent. The

Commission declares that his reinstatement is impracticable. The Commission assesses his loss as being the redundancy
entitlements, and the balance of the two year guarantee of employment, pursuant to his employment agreement. The
Commission will order compensation for that loss subject to s.23A(4). The Commission otherwise dismisses Mr Lukies� claim
that he has entitlements pursuant to his contract of employment which have been denied.

94 The parties are requested to discuss within 7 days the calculation of compensation in accordance with these Reasons for
Decision and advise the Commission within that time of those calculations. The Commission will then prepare and forward to
the parties a Minute of the Order to issue.

_________
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2002 WAIRC 06013
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES GRANT RAYMOND LUKIES, APPLICANT
v.
ALINTAGAS NETWORKS PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE THURSDAY, 18 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1463 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06013
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal granted and denied contractual entitlements dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr T. Dixon (of counsel) and with him Mr N. Whitehead
Respondent Mr A. Power (of counsel) and with him Mr D. Sash
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Mr T. Dixon (of counsel) and later Mr N. Whitehead on behalf of the applicant and Mr A. Power (of counsel)
and later Mr D. Sash (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the
Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby:

(1) DECLARES that Grant Raymond Lukies was unfairly dismissed from his employment by AlintaGas Networks
Pty Ltd on 24 August 2001;

(2) DECLARES that it is impracticable to reinstate Grant Raymond Lukies to his former position.
(3) ORDERS that AlintaGas Networks Pty Ltd forthwith pay to Grant Raymond Lukies the sum of $41,703.74 (less

any amount payable to the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936) being
an amount not exceeding 6 months� remuneration as compensation for the loss caused by the dismissal.

(4) ORDERS that the claim of denial of contractual benefits is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06150
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES JO-ANN MORRISON, APPLICANT
v.
SUZANNE GRAE CORPORATION PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE TUESDAY, 6 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 467 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06150
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal and contractual benefits dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr B. Stokes (as agent)
Respondent Mr J. Uphill (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 The claim before the Commission by Ms Morrison is that she was unfairly dismissed on 1 March 2001 from her position as

manager at the Carousel store of the respondent. Ms Morrison concedes that the respondent has not dismissed her. Rather, Ms
Morrison argues that her suspension with pay, the subsequent requirement from the respondent that she attend for work at the
Morley store for retraining, the absence of details of the retraining and the respondent�s failure to return her as manager of the
Carousel store, constitutes �unfair constructive dismissal�. Ms Morrison attached to her claim a 41 paragraph statement.
Ms Morrison also claims $13,156.00 as a contractual entitlement.

2 In its Notice of Answer the respondent denies that it dismissed Ms Morrison constructively or otherwise. The respondent states
that it has attempted to negotiate Ms Morrison�s return to work through her advocate but to no avail. The claim of unfair
dismissal and of undisclosed contractual benefits is rejected.
History

3 The passage of this application through the Commission has taken considerable time and, in part as a consequence, the
identification of all of the issues to be addressed in these Reasons for Decision has not been a simple exercise. For the record,
some of the history of the application is now set out.

4 At a conference of the parties held on 28 May 2001 the Commission was informed by both parties that there had been
discussions between them on various issues and that both parties preferred to continue those discussions. With their agreement
the conference was adjourned on the agreed understanding that if the application was not agreed by 2 July 2001 the respondent
was to file Further and Better Particulars and by 16 July 2001 Ms Morrison was to file a Reply and any answering submission.
Both parties agreed that within a further 10 days they would informally discover each to the other the documents in their
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possession, custody or control relevant to the issues to be determined by the Commission. The Commission set the application
down for one day on 17 September 2001 to deal on a preliminary basis with the issue of whether or not there had been a
dismissal.

5 The respondent�s Further and Better Particulars were filed on 4 July 2001. Ms Morrison�s Reply (which was due to be filed by
16 July 2001) was filed on 7 September 2001.

6 On 11 September 2001 the Commission dismissed an application by the respondent for the adjournment of the hearing set
down for 17 September ([2001] WAIRC 03730]). However, on 14 September 2001 the Commission decided that the issues
between the parties would not be able to be completed in the one day set aside and accordingly the hearing of 17 September
2001 was vacated. The hearing was re-scheduled for three days in December 2001.

7 On 16 November 2001 the applicant lodged an application for an Order for the respondent to produce documents to the
applicant on oath and also that the Commission take evidence in the substantive matter by way of video-link. On 6 December
2001 the applicant foreshadowed an application that the hearing be adjourned because Ms Morrison was then residing in
Queensland and would be unable to take time off from new employment before February 2002 without losing that new
employment. The adjournment was granted ([2001] WAIRC 04381). The hearing was then set down to commence on 6 March
2002.

8 The Commission then heard the parties for three days on 6, 7 and 8 March 2002. The hearing was not completed in that time.
9 On 30 April 2002 the applicant sought an Order under Regulation 80 for the production of documents �of instruction and

advice� between the Chamber of Commerce and Industry WA and the respondent including a number of documents. The
Commission heard the parties on that application on 7 May 2002 and by order of 8 May 2002 dismissed it on the basis that the
documents sought were not sufficiently relevant to an issue before the Commission ([2002] WAIRC 05512). On 13 May
2002 the applicant lodged an application for an Order for the respondent to discover to Ms Morrison payslips, letter of
appointment, and the contract of service for the person appointed interim acting manager of the Carousel store from the date of
the applicant�s suspension until 18 March 2001. This was dealt with during the course of the hearing on 15 May
2002 (transcript page 217). I return later to the issue of discovery of documents.

10 The hearing resumed before the Commission on the three days 15, 16 and 17 May 2002 at which point the decision was
reserved.
The evidence

11 The Commission heard evidence from Ms Morrison herself. She also called evidence from Mr Wayne Morrison (who is her
husband), Ms Murphy (a close friend) and also from Mr Hodgkinson a workers� claims officer for HIH Insurance. For the
respondent, evidence was given by Ms Marshall who is the manager of the respondent�s Morley store, Mr Swan who is the
general manager retail operations for the respondent (and whose evidence was taken by way of video-link), Ms Edwards who
is an administrative assistant and from Ms Boardman who is the business development manager for the respondent.

12 There were many, many issues canvassed during the course of the hearing. What follows are the facts that I find to actually be
relevant to the issues I have to determine.
The facts

13 The respondent is a retail business providing ladies� fashion product. It employs approximately 100 employees. Its head office
is in New South Wales. Ms Morrison commenced employment in 1996. She spent approximately one year as the second-in-
charge of the Maddington store and subsequently became manager of the Belmont store. In November 1997 she became
manager of the Willetton store. Her evidence is that she then accepted the position of second-in-charge of the Carousel store on
the understanding that it was a larger store. She commenced at the Carousel store on 5 August 1999 and on 20 March
2000 became the manager of that store.

14 Her appointment as store manager of the Carousel store is contained in a letter dated 20 March 2000 (exhibit 1, page 7). The
letter is from Ms Boardman and states that as manager, Ms Morrison will be reporting to Ms Boardman. The letter then sets
out the rate of wage, the roster and the ability to change the roster, and the observance of the terms of the Shop and Warehouse
(Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977 for annual leave, penalty rates and overtime. The letter states that
there is an additional merit payment above the award rate and an entitlement to a staff discount. Appointment was subject to a
three month trial period. At the end of that period, Ms Morrison�s continued employment would be performance based �as is
standard with all Suzanne Grae employees�. The letter then sets out certain provisions regarding conflict of interest and
confidentiality which are not presently relevant.

15 On 1 August 2000 Ms Morrison passed a performance appraisal (exhibit 1, pages 21 to 24).
16 The events critical to this application occurred on 29 August 2000 when Ms Morrison was suspended. The decision to suspend

was made by Ms Boardman.
17 The suspension is the first reason why Ms Morrison argues that she was unfairly constructively dismissed. I therefore turn

firstly to consider the circumstances which led to the decision by Ms Boardman to suspend Ms Morrison. Ms Boardman�s
evidence is that in the week prior to 28 August 2000 she interviewed Lyn Judd a member of staff from Ms Morrison�s store
who was resigning. Ms Judd told her that all was not well at the store and that Ms Boardman should investigate the matter. On
28 August 2000 Ms Morrison had a rostered day off and Ms Boardman, prompted by Ms Judd�s comments, attended the
Carousel store to assist. It was during the course of her work there that members of the staff made allegations to her about
Ms Morrison�s behaviour. Those allegations were as follows�

(1) Two staff members had been in the store on the day of the Westfield birthday sale and felt due to her behaviour
on the day, and also comments that she made during a discussion, that Ms Morrison had been at least under the
influence of alcohol.

(2) It was suggested to Ms Boardman that the way Ms Morrison had conducted her monthly team meetings (Pride
Workshop) was not appropriate and that Ms Morrison has made comments such as �I know this is a waste of
time but we really need to do this�. In this regard, Ms Morrison was not demonstrating leadership behaviour in
the team meetings and the team meetings were a little bit out of control.

(3) One of the employees suffers from a mild form of epilepsy and previously had had two seizures in the store.
This employee (whom I choose not to name in these Reasons out of respect for her right to privacy regarding
her medical condition) told Ms Boardman that she felt that the first incident had been dealt with by
Ms Morrison �really quite well� in that Ms Morrison had escorted her to the doctor and that Ms Morrison had
done her best to deal with the situation. It was after that that the employee began to feel uncomfortable in terms
of how Ms Morrison went about trying to cover the store so that the employee would not be left by herself. The
employee stated that Ms Morrison had made comments to other people on the telephone that made her feel
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uncomfortable. Ms Morrison had also made statements directly to the employee in regards to it being difficult to
manage the fact that she had epilepsy. Ms Boardman�s evidence is that the employee�s epilepsy is stress-related
and Ms Morrison applying �that type of pressure� to her was not demonstrating a duty of care.

(4) The same employee also recounted a situation that arose one Thursday night as the store was about to close at
9:00pm. Ms Morrison�s sister had been shopping in the shopping centre and came into the store and stood
having a conversation with Ms Morrison within earshot of the employee. Ms Boardman was told that
Ms Morrison�s sister directed the conversation towards Aboriginal people that were also shopping at the centre
and after some whispering the employee heard Ms Morrison say words to the effect of �What? Aboriginal? Her
son is Aboriginal�. The employee, whose son is of ethnic origin, was really quite distressed by this to the point
that she said she felt she had lost her enthusiasm for the job.

(5) Ms Boardman understood that Ms Morrison had applied pressure to staff from other stores trying to get them to
come and work in Ms Morrison�s store and when they had expressed to Ms Morrison that it was not something
they were interested in doing, Ms Morrison had continued to apply pressure.

(6) Ms Boardman was informed that Ms Morrison had been serving a customer in the store who was shopping for
some clothes to wear to the funeral of a child who had died of cancer. During the course of the discussion Ms
Morrison made a comment to the effect that she believed that one really should not die of cancer when one is a
child, rather it should be reserved for people more senior, for example over 50 or 60 or something along those
lines. This had distressed a staff member who overheard the conversation whose mother had passed away due to
cancer. The staff member was really quite distressed by Ms Morrison�s comment.

(7) A staff member from the Rockingham store had been involved in a serious accident. Upon Ms Morrison�s return
to the Carousel store after having been told this news she was reported to have said, in the context of friendly
rivalry between the Rockingham and Carousel stores to achieve the highest sales, something along the lines of
�at least the Rockingham store won�t be number one now�.

18 That evening after finishing the work at the Carousel store Ms Boardman then telephoned Ms Judd discuss Ms Judd�s concerns
with her.

19 Ms Boardman made the decision to suspend Ms Morrison with pay the next day. Ms Boardman�s evidence of the reasons why
she did so, evidence which came largely from her cross-examination, is that she made the decision that Ms Morrison should be
suspended so that she was not at the store while the allegations were fully investigated. Ms Boardman states that she decided to
suspend Ms Morrison at 3pm the next day because she had a duty of care to the rest of the staff of the store. Perhaps one of the
incidents on its own may not have warranted suspension but because there had been numerous examples from numerous staff
members she reached the conclusion that it was a fair thing to do. Ms Boardman felt that allegations that Ms Morrison was
discriminating, that she had attended work at least under the influence of alcohol and that Ms Morrison may be a source of
undue pressure upon the employee who has epilepsy warranted Ms Morrison�s suspension in order to speak with Ms Morrison
and investigate the situation fully. According to Ms Boardman�s statement, she felt the allegations were so serious that
Ms Morrison needed to be suspended from employment for two days so that the facts could be established.

20 Ms Boardman telephoned the Carousel store and asked Ms Morrison to take the call in the back room. Ms Boardman informed
Ms Morrison that she was being suspended because of some allegations which had been made against her. She was to leave the
store immediately and hand in her keys. It is common ground that Ms Morrison was suspended with pay.

21 Ms Boardman stated that she told Ms Morrison it was not a theft issue but it was in regards to feedback she had been given
about Ms Morrison�s behaviour and how she manages staff. Ms Boardman advised Ms Morrison that she could not speak at
length because she needed to establish the facts but not to be too alarmed because as soon as she had some more information
she would contact her.

22 Ms Morrison�s evidence is that Ms Boardman was abrupt and told her that she could not discuss them with her over the
telephone until she had the facts. Ms Morrison asked her: �Do you think I have stolen something?�. Ms Morrison became very
upset.

23 The following day, Thursday 30 August 2000, Ms Boardman contacted Ms Morrison and told her to attend a meeting to be
held the next day. The meeting occurred on 1 September 2000. Present at the meeting were Ms Morrison and her husband, Ms
Boardman and, as an observer, Ms Marshall. Handwritten notes and a typed version of those notes were submitted into
evidence (being exhibit A pages 3-16 and 18-23 respectively; the original of the handwritten notes was later handed to the
Commission and forms part of the record). The detail of what was said, or what was not said, at the meeting comprised an
extensive part of the evidence in the Commission. All four persons who were present at the meeting gave evidence of their
recollections of the meeting.

24 It is important to note that Ms Morrison�s suspension, upon which she relies to argue that she has been constructively
dismissed, occurred prior to the meeting. The meeting is therefore not relevant when I later consider the issue of suspension.

25 However, it was during, and as a result of, that meeting that Ms Boardman decided that Ms Morrison should be retrained. That
decision is also relied upon by Ms Morrison to argue that she has been constructively dismissed and the meeting is relevant
when I later consider the issue of retraining.

26 At the meeting on 1 September 2000 Ms Boardman outlined the allegations made against Ms Morrison. Ms Morrison replied. I
note Ms Morrison�s evidence that she tried to say �her piece� but felt that she did not have a chance to put her point across and
that she felt intimidated and shocked. Ms Morrison�s evidence is that her replies were not listened to and that Ms Boardman
had already made up her mind. Ms Boardman�s evidence is that she had not made up her mind before the meeting and that Ms
Morrison was given the opportunity to reply to the allegations. Ms Morrison�s own evidence of the replies she gave are as
follows (in the order that the allegations have been set out above).

27 As to (1) she had been drinking the night before, did have a headache on that day and did say to the staff that she felt sick, had
a hangover and she should have rung in sick. However, she was not drunk and the word �hangover� is how she describes
having a headache. As to (2) the meeting was casual and it really was the issue of staff members sending SMS text messages
during the meeting which was the problem. As to (3) Ms Boardman did not explain what Ms Morrison was supposed to have
done and Ms Morrison thought she had done everything she could. She had said to other managers that she needed staff
because of the employee who has epilepsy, but she did not believe she had put any pressure on her and had done everything to
help her. As to (4) Ms Morrison had said that the employee�s son is an Aboriginal. She had made the comment as a joke, not
thinking the employee�s son was Aboriginal and �didn�t mean anything nasty� (transcript page 84). As to (5) this was a matter
Ms Boardman had raised with Ms Morrison on an earlier occasion. Ms Morrison did not believe she had put pressure on the
staff member concerned. As to (6) she had made a comment to a customer that �it is a shame when young people die of cancer,
if you are going to get cancer it should be later on in life�. She had been trying to make a sale and was unaware the mother of a
staff member who overheard her comment had died of cancer. She had apologised to the staff member when she had found out.
As to (7) she does not recall saying the words alleged.
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28 At the conclusion of that meeting Ms Boardman informed Ms Morrison that her behaviour had been inappropriate, that it was
not appropriate for her to stay on as manager at the Carousel store and that she would need to be retrained with another
manager for an unspecified time until she could be placed in a position of trust as a role model. There would be no change to
Ms Morrison�s role or rate of pay and she still would be employed as a store manager whilst being retrained. A training plan
for that purpose would be written in conjunction with Ms Morrison. Ms Morrison was to work in the Morley store under Ms
Marshall and when her behaviour had changed the situation would be reassessed. Ms Boardman advised Ms Morrison this
would be her first and final warning (exhibit A, pages 20, 22, 31 and 32). The meeting concluded with an understanding that
Ms Morrison would contact Ms Boardman on Monday, 4 September 2000 to respond to the option of training.

29 Ms Morrison�s evidence is that in the car on the way home she became upset and cried and felt �a bit bullied�. On Monday,
4 September 2000 Ms Morrison saw her doctor and was put off work from 4 September until 10 September 2000 by reasons of
stress (exhibit 1, page 10). On that day, Ms Morrison or her husband made contact with Mr Stokes.

30 On 5 September 2000 Ms Boardman phoned Ms Morrison. Mr Morrison took the call. Ms Boardman wished to enquire when
Ms Morrison was returning to work. At the time, Ms Morrison had not made a decision and Mr Morrison informed
Ms Boardman of that and that he would contact her later in the day. When Mr Morrison did make that call later, he enquired
whether the respondent would provide Ms Morrison with a reference so that Ms Morrison �can move on with a good reference
to another job� (transcript page 156). Ms Boardman replied that it was against company policy to give a written reference but a
verbal reference could be given.

31 On 7 September 2000 Mr Stokes wrote a letter on Ms Morrison�s behalf (exhibit 1, page 11). Although the document is headed
�without prejudice� and therefore should not have been tendered into evidence in the Commission, Mr Stokes informed the
Commission that Ms Morrison agreed to waive that privilege (transcript page 310). I therefore take it into account. The letter
set out in detail Ms Morrison�s position in relation to the allegations. At the end of the letter Mr Stokes stated that the meeting
of 1 September 2000 had been unfair because Ms Boardman had already made up her mind and wanted Ms Morrison to
acknowledge her errors and a need for remedial action before Ms Boardman had heard Ms Morrison�s side of events. It stated
Mr Stokes� view that the respondent breached its contract of employment with Ms Morrison when it suspended her prior to
investigating and reaching a conclusion on the complaints. Mr Stokes suggested that Ms Boardman may wish to reconsider her
�precipitous decision� but if not, then on a �without prejudice� basis Ms Morrison is prepared to resign with a detailed written
reference and a redundancy payout of two weeks for every year of service and pay in lieu of statutory notice. The letter
continued: �Needless to say Joann isn�t prepared to return on the basis of a first and final warning, which is totally unjustified
and inappropriate ��.

32 Ms Boardman�s evidence is that in response to that letter she contacted Mr Stokes and a meeting was arranged for
11 September 2000. The meeting occurred on that day at Bullcreek. The notes taken during that meeting (exhibit A, page 24)
are agreed by Ms Morrison as being a fair account of what occurred. Ms Boardman continued to offer the opportunity of
retraining for Ms Morrison at the Morley store for an unspecified period as store manager with Ms Marshall. Ms Boardman
stated that the position of manager Carousel remained Ms Morrison�s position �until the matter is resolved�. Ms Boardman had
documented the written warning (exhibit 1, page 17) and she gave it to Ms Morrison. On Mr Stokes� advice, Ms Morrison did
not sign the letter to acknowledge its receipt. The meeting did not end with any agreed understanding.

33 Ms Morrison returned to her doctor. Ms Morrison was given a further medical certificate of unfitness for work from 11 to
17 September 2000 as she was suffering from stress (exhibit 1 page 25). A further medical certificate was subsequently issued
which stated that Ms Morrison was unfit for work until 24 September 2000 (exhibit 1, page 30).

34 Ms Boardman sent a letter to Ms Morrison on 20 September 2000 (exhibit 1, page 32, 33). The letter confirms the receipt of
the sick leave certificate that Ms Morrison was unfit for work until 24 September 2000. The letter stated that when Ms
Morrison returned to work on 26 September 2000 she was to attend for work at the Morley store at 9:15am. Ms Morrison�s
normal commencement time was changed to accommodate the extra time it would take Ms Morrison to travel to work and her
completion time was changed to allow time to travel from work to home. The letter stated that the respondent will also meet
any additional expenses in travelling by car to and from work whilst retraining at the Morley store. The letter confirmed that
during the period of retraining Ms Morrison will maintain the position and title as store manager of the Carousel store but work
at the Morley store. The letter confirmed that Ms Morrison will also be paid her usual pay and entitlements and that the
respondent will appoint a person to act temporarily in the Carousel store position whilst she was retraining. The letter outlined
Ms Boardman�s intention regarding the content of the training programme and provided an opportunity for Ms Morrison to
comment about the retraining. It stated that the respondent considers it to be in the respondent�s and Ms Morrison�s interests
that the retraining be completed as soon as possible however, the period of training will depend upon Ms Morrison�s progress.

35 Ms Morrison�s evidence is that after receipt of that letter she left a message on Ms Boardman�s answering machine to say that
she would return to work on 26 September 2000. That date was, however, put back a week in circumstances where there is a
conflict in the evidence. Ms Morrison�s evidence is that on the previous day, Monday, 25 September 2000 at 5:00pm, she
received a telephone call from the office secretary, Wendy Edwards. Ms Morrison�s evidence is that Ms Edwards asked
whether Ms Morrison had �any intentions� of still returning to work the following day. Ms Morrison thought that strange
because of the message she had left on Ms Boardman�s answering machine that she would start work on 26 September 2000.
Ms Edwards informed her that Ms Morrison could take another week off with full pay because Ms Boardman was not well.
The return to work was rescheduled to begin on Tuesday, 3 October 2000.

36 Although Ms Boardman in her evidence states that no message advising Ms Morrison�s return to work on 26 September
2000 was received by her, and Ms Edwards states that no message had been received, the significant point is that Ms Morrison
had decided to return to work and that the date was put back one week due to Ms Boardman�s illness that week. I am satisfied
Ms Edwards did ring Ms Morrison to find out if she did intend to return to work (transcript 15/5/02 page 232). I accept that Ms
Morrison thought it strange given she had left a message stating she would do so. However, there is absolutely nothing in Ms
Edward�s evidence which could lead to the conclusion that she made the call because the respondent did not really want Ms
Morrison to return to work and it was not suggested to Ms Edwards that it was. In answer to a question put to her in cross-
examination, Ms Edwards answered that she would not have rung Ms Morrison if �Wayne had rung� (transcript 15/5/02 page
236) and I accept that answer.

37 Although Ms Morrison�s return to work was rescheduled for Tuesday, 3 October 2000, in fact, however, Ms Morrison did not
return to work on or after that date. Ms Morrison�s evidence is that although she was prepared to do so, she was not able to
because of the stress involved. Her husband contacted Ms Boardman at approximately 8:30am saying that Ms Morrison was
too stressed and could not make it. Mr Morrison�s evidence is that he asked Ms Boardman to explain to Ms Morrison
something of what was to be expected from her that day to reassure Ms Morrison. Mr Morrison�s evidence is that Ms
Boardman stated that �we are here to retrain not to reassure�. Mr Morrison then stated that Ms Morrison would not be
returning to work at the moment but rather she was going off to the doctors.
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38 Ms Boardman, in her evidence, denies that she used the words referred to in Mr Morrison�s evidence. Ms Edwards� evidence is
relevant here. Her evidence is that she was a passenger in the car with Ms Boardman at the time of the telephone call and the
telephone was on hands free. She heard Mr Morrison say that Ms Morrison was a bit concerned about starting work and asked
if Ms Morrison could be spoken to. Ms Boardman replied that she was quite happy to talk to Ms Morrison if Ms Morrison
wanted to talk to her. She did not hear Ms Boardman state that they were there �to retrain not to reassure�. I have no reason not
to accept Ms Edwards� evidence. Accordingly, I am not persuaded that Ms Boardman did make those comments. I add that in
any event, I suspect that little turns upon those words even if they had had been made.

39 On 3 October 2000 therefore Ms Morrison did not return to work. Ms Morrison has medical certificates for unfitness from
work from 3 October to 26 December 2000. She has remained off work since. She attended her doctor and commenced a
workers� compensation claim.

40 Ms Morrison�s workers� compensation claim is upon the basis that two of the staff members �falsely accused me of disability
and racial illegal discrimination and employer judged me guilty and suspended me without any proper enquiry� (exhibit 1,
page 46). A conciliation conference in the workers� compensation claim took place on 20 December 2000. That conciliation
conference was attended by Mr Hodgkinson representing HIH Insurance. Mr Hodgkinson�s evidence is that during the
conference he rang Mr Swan, the general manager of retail operations of the respondent in Sydney. He explained to Mr Swan
that the workers� compensation claim had been nearly settled �and the issue of a redundancy was brought up in that time�.
Although Mr Hodgkinson could not categorically recall who raised the issue of redundancy, he believed that Mr Stokes may
first have raised it.

41 He put to Mr Swan that the insurance company does not get involved in employer/employee relationships. His evidence is that
Mr Swan stated that he saw the commercial value in offering a redundancy to Ms Morrison and authorised Mr Hodgkinson to
say that they would enter into a negotiation for the statutory limits for a redundancy payment. In accordance with that
conversation, Mr Hodgkinson put an offer to Mr Stokes. Mr Hodgkinson subsequently found out that the respondent�s position
changed after the worker�s compensation claim had been settled. Ultimately, no agreement was reached in relation to a
redundancy payment. An agreement in the workers� compensation claim was recorded on 11 April 2001 (exhibit 1, page 76).

42 In the meantime, and following Ms Morrison�s failure to return to work on 3 October 2000, Ms Boardman wrote to Ms
Morrison on 16 October 2000 (exhibit 1, page 41). She wished to ascertain Ms Morrison�s intentions �with regards to returning
to work�, and that �we are seeking to establish a return to work date�.

43 On 3 January 2001 Mr Stokes wrote to the respondent regarding a �redundancy settlement�. In this letter, which is also marked
�without prejudice�, Mr Stokes referred to the offer which had been put to him through Mr Hodgkinson. Mr Stokes� letter
stated that it was not acceptable to Ms Morrison and �if you were able to increase your offer to $16,500 we may be able to
finalise this matter without litigation as this together with HIH�s workers� compensation payout would allow my client and her
husband to start up a small business�.

44 On 24 January 2001, Mr Uphill, on behalf of the respondent, wrote to Mr Stokes confirming on the respondent�s behalf that
Ms Morrison�s employment has �obviously not been terminated� and stating that the company would welcome her return to
work at an agreed location and as soon as possible. Mr Stokes replied on 7 February 2001 asking for clarification of
Ms Morrison�s position, duties, pay rate and whether there is a choice of locations. Mr Uphill�s reply of 14 February
2001 advised that �in view of what I understand to be your client�s reluctance to return to the Carousel store that a position is
available at the Morley store on the same rate of pay and conditions that previously apply to her employment at Carousel�.

45 On 15 February 2001, Mr Stokes replied referring to Ms Morrison�s earlier suspension on 29 August 2000, that she was due to
start retraining on 3 October 2000 at the Morley store under the manager on the same pay as before but that the �retraining�
programme was never spelt out by the respondent despite written requests. He repeated his earlier requests. This was replied to
by Mr Uphill on 27 February 2001. Mr Uphill�s reply states that the position is a full-time position with the duties outlined in
the attached Suzanne Grae�s Managers� Positions Description document, with the duties as proposed in September 2000.
Retraining was to occur according to a programme to be discussed and agreed. It confirmed that the position of store manager
Carousel was being held open for Ms Morrison and stated the aim is to return Ms Morrison to her previous position at the
Carousel store.

46 Mr Stokes sent a reply on 27 February 2001 asking for details of the proposed retraining programme, its duration, KPI details
in the reviewing of progress and �an indication of the target timeframe for the re-induction of Ms Morrison back to the
Carousel store�. It questioned the respondent�s bona fides. Mr Stokes indicated that he would not be able to recommend
acceptance of the contents of Mr Uphill�s letter �without some undertaking as to the respondent�s bona fides�. Mr Uphill�s
reply of 1 March 2001 advised that the respondent is committed to resolving the matter in a logical and fair manner and the
genuineness is reflected in the offer to keep Ms Morrison�s position at Carousel open and to return her to that position as soon
as possible.

47 Ms Morrison�s claim of unfair dismissal in this Commission was then filed on 14 March 2001 and claims, as stated at the
commencement of these reasons, that the respondent dismissed Ms Morrison on 1 March 2001.
Submissions

48 The essence of Mr Stokes� submission on behalf of Ms Morrison is that Ms Morrison�s contract of employment at the relevant
time was as a manager of the Carousel store. The evidence shows that there is a new contract every time an employee goes to a
new store. There was no contract for Ms Morrison to go to the Morley store and therefore it was a breach of the conditions of
her employment at the Carousel store for her to be directed to go to the Morley store for �retraining�. This breach of the
contract entitles Ms Morrison to terminate the contract.

49 Further, these events may have occurred in breach of the resolution of disputes requirements that may apply by virtue of the
Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977.

50 Mr Stokes submitted that the test is that contained within the Prison Officers� case (Attorney General of WA v. Prison Officers
Union (1985) 75 WAIG 3166) and that there has to be a significant breach going to the root of the contract of employment. Mr
Stokes conceded that if Ms Morrison did not promptly act upon her right to accept the respondent�s actions as repudiation then
she has no case in this Commission. He submits that the events between 29 August 2000 to 16 October 2000 are intertwined
and the intervention of the workers� compensation proceedings meant that the parties themselves elected not to determine the
contract and it remained ongoing. The submission was that Ms Morrison endeavoured to effect a return to work after the
workers� compensation matter was concluded through to early March. Ms Morrison relies upon the requirement to attend at
Morley (which she says would not have been in the capacity of store manager) or the act of suspension as constituting
repudiation. It was submitted that the suspension still had effect as of 14 March 2001 as it was not withdrawn. It was submitted
on behalf of Ms Morrison that the Commission should look at the totality of what occurred. This included the suspension, that
Ms Morrison�s salary stopped from 6 October 2000, there was a failure on the part of the respondent to give details of the
content of the retraining and its indeterminate period. Mr Stokes stressed Ms Morrison�s long service and unblemished work
record.
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51 For the respondent, Mr Uphill described the application as a contrived attempt to create a dismissal. As at 14 March 2001 when
the application was lodged, Ms Morrison was still an employee. If the dismissal which occurred related back to the period of
suspension then the application has been lodged out of time. However, and fundamentally, if Ms Morrison was still an
employee then there has been no dismissal. Therefore, the Commission does not have any jurisdiction in the matter.

52 The respondent states that until 26 December 2001 Ms Morrison was unfit for work as evidenced by the medical certificates.
After that date, in the absence of any medical certificates Ms Morrison�s absence from work was in reality unauthorised
absence. Only on 28 May 2001 did the respondent fill Ms Morrison�s position. Even Ms Morrison�s own evidence admits that
she knew the respondent had not dismissed her.

53 The respondent, too, relies upon the test in the Prison Officers� case. It denies that the evidence shows that the respondent had
a deliberate and dominant purpose to coerce Ms Morrison�s resignation. Rather, the respondent merely wished her to
acknowledge the inappropriateness of her behaviour. Mr Uphill drew attention to the respondent�s repeated attempts to have
Ms Morrison return to work. Even if there is some deficiency in how the respondent handled the matter, that cannot equate to
an attempt by the respondent to have Ms Morrison leave her employment. Rather, what occurred was part of the respondent�s
proper management of its employees. There has been no conduct on the part of the respondent which showed that it did not
want Ms Morrison to return to work. Indeed, even the first and final warning is consistent with ongoing employment.

54 The respondent acknowledged that the process had been stressful to Ms Morrison but her suspension on full pay was a
reasonable option in the circumstances of this matter. In any event, Ms Morrison did acknowledge in her evidence that the
respondent�s approach to her in its letter of 20 September 2000 setting out that training would occur was not an unreasonable
approach. The respondent submits that it was Ms Morrison that ended the employment relationship.
Conclusions

55 Ms Morrison�s claim is only able to be considered if she has been dismissed by the respondent. I find from the evidence that
the respondent did not dismiss Ms Morrison. Indeed, Ms Morrison admits this in her own evidence. Ms Morrison
acknowledged that the correspondence as at 1 March 2001 was that the respondent had not terminated her employment and
that she was still employed. If this was the only evidence before the Commission, then it would be clear that no claim of unfair
dismissal could be validly brought to the Commission. However, given the extensive evidence before the Commission I do not
approach the matter simply from the point of view of Ms Morrison�s own concessions in evidence.

56 It is useful to start with the case to which both Mr Stokes and Mr Uphill have referred. In Attorney General of WA v. Prison
Officers Union (supra) an employee resigned after being persuaded to do so by two internal investigation officers. That
resignation was held to be a dismissal in the circumstances of that case because as Kennedy J. observed, it was the employer
who �really terminated� the contract of service. An immediate distinction between the facts of that case and the facts of this
case is apparent: on the facts in this case, Ms Morrison has not resigned and the respondent repeatedly confirmed its intentions
that the employment relationship continue, subject to the retraining.

57 The decision is authority for the proposition that Parliament would have meant �dismissal� in the Industrial Relations Act,
1979 to cover cases where in substance the employer has dismissed an employee, although technically there has been a
resignation. The cases include circumstances where an employer gives a worker an option of resigning or being dismissed or
where an employer has followed a course of conduct with the deliberate and dominate purpose of coercing a worker to resign.

58 Rowland J, with whom Anderson J agreed, considered and relied upon the New Zealand Court of Appeal in Auckland Shop
Employees� Union v. Woolworths (NZ) Ltd [1985] 2 NZLR 372. The Court of Appeal suggested that in constructive dismissal
cases the relevant test is whether the conduct complained of is calculated or likely to seriously damage the relationship of
confidence and trust between the parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with it. Given the decision
of Rowland J. and his reference to both the Industrial Appeal Court�s earlier decision in Cargill Australia Ltd, Lesley Salt
Division v. The Federated Clerks� Union of Australia (1992) 72 WAIG 1495 and the decision of the New Zealand Court of
Appeal, this is the test I propose to apply in this matter.

59 The application of the test requires examination of the respondent�s conduct. In order for Ms Morrison to succeed in her claim
she must show that the respondent�s conduct was calculated or likely to seriously damage the relationship of confidence and
trust between the parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with it. The test is objective, and not
subjective (Easling v Mahoney Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd [2001] SASC 22 per Olsson J at [99]). I turn then to consider the
arguments advanced on Ms Morrison�s behalf.

60 Much was made of Ms Morrison�s suspension and the manner in which she was suspended. It is not argued, as I understand it,
that the respondent had no power to suspend Ms Morrison with pay. It would be difficult to argue that the respondent did not
have that power. Although Ms Boardman used the term �suspended� and all persons in these proceedings have referred to
�suspension�, in fact Ms Boardman effectively instructed Ms Morrison to leave work and not report for work pending an
investigation. That removed the requirement for Ms Morrison to report for work but the contract of service between Ms
Morrison and the respondent was not by that act suspended. Ms Morrison remained an employee accruing entitlements and
being paid wages under the contract of service.

61 It is likely that the respondent was not under an obligation to provide Ms Morrison with work provided it paid her as though
work had been performed. Further, it is, arguably, commonly accepted that where an employer seeks to investigate an
allegation of misconduct by an employee the employee may be �suspended� in this way (as distinct from suspension as a
disciplinary measure if misconduct is shown to have occurred: The Law of Employment, Macken, McCarry and Sappideen,
LBC 4th edition p.153; further, suspension without pay is an entirely different proposition. Had Ms Morrison been suspended
without pay, the argument that this was a breach of the contract of service would be far stronger).

62 On the evidence before the Commission Ms Boardman had received allegations about Ms Morrison�s conduct over a period of
time by the staff at the Carousel store. In principle I do not think that any criticism can validly be made of Ms Boardman�s
decision that that Ms Morrison be �suspended� whilst she investigated the allegations. It is not step to be taken lightly because
as Ms Boardman conceded, suspension �undermines the store manager�s credibility with her peers and subordinates, puts
pressure on her, puts her on the defensive, that Ms Morrison felt she had to justify herself and it gave Ms Morrison the idea
that a view has been formed that something of a very serious nature had occurred� (transcript page 355). However, if it was
warranted on the facts known at the time it will be difficult to argue that it was �calculated or likely to seriously damage the
relationship of confidence and trust between the parties such that Ms Morrison cannot be expected to put up with it� because
an employer is obliged to properly investigate allegations of misconduct.

63 Ms Morrison�s argument is on stronger ground regarding the manner of the suspension, that is, by telephone call to the
Carousel store at 3pm and requiring Ms Morrison to hand in her keys and leave the store immediately. Ms Boardman states
that she did so because she had a duty of care to the other employees of the store and I agree that she did. The respondent is to
take reasonable care for the safety of employees (Quigley v The Commonwealth (1981) 55 ALJR 579 at 581). However, as to
the timing of the suspension, the evidence shows that Ms Boardman knew of the whole of the allegations at least after her
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telephone call to Lyn Judd the night before she suspended Ms Morrison. At that stage Ms Boardman had spoken to the staff
and to Ms Judd. Yet Ms Boardman did not suspend Ms Morrison until 3:00pm the next day. She did so in a manner which
caused Ms Morrison to leave the store in a rather public way in front of the other staff members. That was unnecessary and
avoidable. If the duty of care consideration was as urgent as Ms Boardman indicated, I am not sure why Ms Morrison could
not have been suspended the night before or, given she had worked most of her shift anyway, why Ms Morrison could not have
been allowed to complete her shift on that day.

64 I take into account the evidence about the employee who suffers from stress related epilepsy and that Ms Morrison was
allegedly putting this employee under some stress. Any risk to that employee was as valid earlier in the day as it was at 3:00pm
on that day. The reasons for this were not explored in evidence and I take the issue no further.

65 However, whilst the manner of Ms Morrison�s suspension is open to criticism, the suspension does not of itself constitute
conduct by the respondent calculated or likely to seriously damage the relationship of confidence and trust between the parties
and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with it. This is because Ms Boardman had been told of allegations
that Ms Morrison had attended work under the influence of alcohol; had not conducted a team meeting appropriately; was not
demonstrating a duty of care, and may be putting pressure on the employee with stress related epilepsy; may have distressed
the employee with a comment that may have been racial; applied pressure to staff from other stores trying to get them to come
and work in Ms Morrison�s store; made a comment regarding cancer which had distressed a staff member; and made an
insensitive comment relating to the accident which happened to a staff member of a another store. In that context, and
accepting that Ms Morrison does not agree with these allegations or the interpretation to be placed on them, the respondent was
entitled to suspend Ms Morrison on the information known to it at the time and the manner that it was done is only one
consideration.

66 I do not find that Ms Boardman�s actions were contrary to the resolution of disputes requirements in the Shop and Warehouse
(Wholesale and Retail Establishments) State Award 1977 as submitted. Those provisions, if they apply, require the persons
directly involved, or representatives of person/s directly involved, to discuss the question, dispute or difficulty as soon as is
practicable and provide for recourse to senior management. I do not see an inconsistency between that and the action taken by
Ms Boardman to investigate the allegations prior to holding the discussions which occurred (Hooper v. Bi-Lo Pty Ltd (1992)
53 IR 224 at 229).

67 Further, the suspension lasted, in my assessment, for no longer than 29 August until 3 or 4 September 2000. Ms Boardman�s
evidence makes it clear that by 3 or 4 September 2000 she had formed the view that Ms Morrison should receive a first and
final warning and be retrained under the supervision of Ms Marshall. Upon Ms Morrison�s return to work, the period of
suspension would be concluded. Had Ms Morrison not been unfit for work, she would have returned to work on that basis on
3 or 4 September 2000. In addition, I find that Ms Boardman�s intention had been to suspend Ms Morrison for only 2 days. In
other words I am satisfied that Ms Boardman suspended Ms Morrison only to allow the allegations to be investigated in her
absence. Therefore, the evidence does not show that Ms Morrison�s suspension was calculated or likely to seriously damage
the relationship of confidence and trust between the parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with it.

68 I quite accept that Ms Morrison became agitated and acutely distressed because of, during and after her suspension. The
evidence of her distress and the doctors� certificates of her stress are not contested. The manner of the suspension, occurring as
it did and consistent with, for example a suspicion of stealing (as Ms Morrison immediately assumed), undoubtedly contributed
to this. However, the issue in a �constructive dismissal� is the employer�s conduct, not the employee�s conduct. In any event,
the evidence shows that Ms Morrison�s distress at the manner of her suspension, when she did not know the reasons for the
suspension, continued after the meeting of 1 September when the allegations were made known to her. She thought Ms
Boardman did not want to believe her and had already made up her mind and, eventually, that the respondent did not want her
to return to work. Therefore even if Ms Boardman had suspended Ms Morrison after hours and in doing so told her all of the
allegations she was going to investigate, Ms Morrison�s distress would still have occurred.

69 Finally on the issue of the suspension, if the suspension did constitute conduct by the respondent calculated or likely to
seriously damage the relationship of confidence and trust between the parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected
to put up with it, it was at that time Ms Morrison would have been able to claim she had been constructively dismissed. She did
not do so, and as stated earlier, was prepared to return to work on 3 October 2000. Her preparedness to do so means that she
was prepared to keep the contract of employment on foot and not terminate it. She therefore is not able in March 2001 to rely
upon the suspension between 29 August and 3 or 4 September 2000 to claim she has been constructively dismissed.

70 I turn to the issue of retraining. Mr Stokes argued that the proposed retraining constituted a fundamental breach of
Ms Morrison�s contract of service as the manager of the Carousel store. It is true that the letter to Ms Morrison appointing her
as manager of the Carousel store does not contain any provision entitling the respondent to retrain her or to have her perform
work in another location. However, neither does the letter of appointment refer to meetings of managers which occurred or
matters of a disciplinary nature. I would need to be persuaded that this means that the respondent had no right to require Ms
Morrison to attend meetings or that it could not retrain her in some aspects if required.

71 Therefore there were terms of the contract of service which were not recorded in that letter and the submission that retraining
constituted a fundamental breach of Ms Morrison�s contract of employment as the manager of the Carousel store loses much of
its force. In any event, Ms Morrison herself conceded that it would have been possible for her to have been retrained in
Carousel (transcript page 59). That makes it more likely than not that retraining was understood by Ms Morrison as something
that could occur in the course of her employment as a store manager. Ms Morrison agreed that retraining on �key financials�
was something which she was to do in October 2000 and that this involved working with experienced store managers. She
agreed that this was part of the �normal learning process� (transcript page 77). If Ms Morrison�s contract of service permitted
retraining for �key financials�, I see no reason in logic, or in law, why it would not also permit retraining for other purposes. I
therefore reject the argument that the proposed retraining constituted a fundamental breach of Ms Morrison�s contract of
service as the manager of the Carousel store.

72 I note Ms Morrison�s reservations regarding the particular retraining proposed because although she would retain the title of
store manager, Ms Marshall was the store manager at Morley and a store can only have one store manager. Nevertheless, in the
context of retraining, the evidence is that Ms Morrison would still have been the store manager of the Carousel store whilst she
was being retrained. This, seemingly, is not inconsistent with the notion of working with experienced store managers anyway.

73 That is, the evidence is that the retraining was designed to take place whilst Ms Morrison remained as the manager of the
Carousel store. She was to retain the same title and salary. The position as the manager of the Carousel store was not filled in
the interim by another person. The respondent even made concessions regarding Ms Morrison�s start and finishing times to
accommodate the additional travel and would meet any additional expenses while retraining at the Morley store. This is quite
consistent with Ms Morrison remaining employed as the manager of the Carousel store.

74 Furthermore, although Ms Morrison complains that the detail of the retraining, and its expected duration, was not made clear, I
have been unable to conclude that this was as fundamental an issue as Ms Morrison believed at the time. Ms Boardman�s letter
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of 20 September 2000 sets out a reasonable programme for retraining, as Ms Morrison concedes, and I accept its final form
was to be the subject of some discussion with Ms Boardman and Ms Morrison.

75 Ms Morrison used this issue as part of her justification for believing that the respondent did not really wish her to return to
work, particularly as she was on a first and final warning. Ms Morrison would be on stronger ground if she had commenced the
retraining but complained that it went on for too long rather than refusing to commence the retraining at all which was in fact
her position. Ms Morrison had no valid basis to believe that the respondent did not wish her to return and it is that, rather than
any uncertainty regarding the duration of the retraining, which in my view is decisive.

76 Ms Morrison herself conceded that after the letter of 20 October 2000 from Ms Boardman, she felt in herself that she could do
it and she could face up to what was involved (transcript page 122). Indeed, Ms Morrison did accept the proposed return to
work even though she had no idea what the retraining would be (transcript page 94).

77 It also makes it more difficult to reach the conclusion, as Mr Stokes urges, that the proposal to retrain constituted conduct on
the part of the respondent which was calculated or likely to seriously damage the relationship of confidence and trust between
the parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with it. Indeed, the retraining programme and the
timeframe over which it would occur which Ms Boardman put up was quite reasonable, even if there was no structural plan as
Ms Morrison herself conceded in evidence. I accept that it necessarily involved some shop assistant work because of the
proportion of a store manager�s time that is spent �on the floor� (estimated by Ms Morrison at 50%). But if the proposal was
seen by Ms Morrison as reasonable, then it is also difficult for her to argue that it constituted conduct on the part of the
respondent which was calculated or likely to seriously damage the relationship of confidence and trust between the parties and
is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with it.

78 Further, the evidence regarding the allegations provides �reasonable and proper cause� (per Olsson J in Easling v Mahoney
Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd cited earlier) for the decision that retraining should occur. I have carefully considered the evidence
of the allegations made to Ms Boardman and of Ms Morrison�s responses to those allegations. This has not been a simple, or
quick, exercise. The evidence before the Commission regarding the allegations and Ms Morrison�s responses to those
allegations involve not merely the respective statements made by Ms Morrison and Ms Boardman in relation to the workers�
compensation claims which were put into evidence, it also embraces the evidence they both gave in the Commission and their
cross-examination upon that evidence; the evidence given by all persons about the allegations and responses at the meeting on
1 September 2000 and their cross-examinations; and also the notes of those meetings which were taken (both in handwriting
and subsequently typed) and also as referred to in the correspondence.

79 I have not found it necessary for me to attempt to reconcile the differences, including differences which are not of great
substance, in all of this evidence. It is sufficient to note that by Ms Morrison�s own evidence it cannot be said that there is no
substance in any of the allegations. Ms Morrison�s essential position is that of the incidents alleged, either they did not occur
precisely as alleged or her words have been given the wrong interpretation. Ms Morrison maintained consistently that Ms
Boardman appeared to not be interested in Ms Morrison�s statements in reply to the allegations. Ms Morrison is adamant that
Ms Boardman had already made up her mind after hearing the allegations that Ms Morrison was guilty of them as alleged.

80 I am however satisfied that each of the allegations was put thoroughly to Ms Morrison at the meeting on 1 September 2000 for
her response as Ms Morrison states (transcript 7/3/02, page 150). Ms Morrison may have believed that Ms Boardman did not
take much account of her responses, and I note Mr Morrison�s evidence here, however, Ms Morrison was given that
opportunity as her evidence of her answers demonstrates. I pause to comment that a substantial amount of time during the
course of the hearing was spent on the allegations of what was, and was not, said at the meeting on 1 September 2000. Once it
is realised that in order for Ms Morrison�s claim to succeed she must show conduct on the part of the respondent that
constituted conduct which was calculated or likely to seriously damage the relationship of confidence and trust between the
parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with it, then little profit is gained from analysing the
considerable evidence of the meeting of 1 September 2000 and the accuracy, or otherwise, of any notes taken of the meeting.
Had there been no substance to any of the allegations then the decision to issue a first and final warning and to require
retraining could more easily be characterised in that way. However it cannot be said that there was no substance in any of the
allegations.

81 Finally, there is an abundance of evidence, which I accept, from both Ms Boardman herself and the documentary evidence, that
the respondent had every intention of retaining Ms Morrison in its employment as the manger of the Carousel store. There is
no evidence to suggest that the respondent decided that Ms Morrison should be given a first and final warning, and be
retrained, as a means of forcing Ms Morrison�s resignation.

82 In particular, the respondent�s unsolicited offer to change Ms Morrison�s start and finishing times to accommodate the extra
time taken by Ms Morrison to travel to Morley and to meet any additional travelling expenses, and the retention of the
Carousel manager�s position are very strong points in the respondent�s favour. They are positive incentives considerate of
Ms Morrison and compel a conclusion opposite to the submission that the respondent wanted Ms Morrison to resign. I accept
that Ms Morrison became acutely depressed and upset by all of the events which had occurred. She became medically unwell.
She became distressed, including during the hearing when giving evidence. Ms Morrison felt that any actions on her part had
been completely misinterpreted and ultimately, that the respondent did not want her to come back. While I accept that was Ms
Morrison�s belief, the reasons for that belief are not borne out by the evidence.

83 I have not found anything in the respondent�s actions which could allow Ms Morrison to have validly reached the conclusion
that the respondent did not want her to return. On the evidence before me, the telephone call from Ms Edwards enquiring
whether Ms Morrison intended to return was innocuous. To the contrary, there is evidence which allows me to conclude, and I
do, that Ms Morrison was considering her own future with the respondent. As to the issue of a redundancy payment, I am quite
satisfied from the evidence that it did not originate from Mr Swan. Rather, on the evidence of Mr Hodgkinson, it is far more
likely that it originated from Mr Stokes. The letter written by Mr Stokes on Ms Morrison�s behalf on 7 September
2000 supports this conclusion. It states that Ms Morrison is prepared to resign with a detailed written reference and a
redundancy payout. As early as 7 September 2000 therefore, any suggestion of �redundancy� came from Mr Stokes on behalf
of Ms Morrison. There is no credible evidence at all that the respondent was considering a redundancy payment of its own
initiative and nor should it have done. Ms Morrison�s position as store manager of the Carousel store was clearly not being
made redundant and the suggestion that Ms Morrison receive a redundancy payment in that circumstance is misconceived.

84 In any event, there is in the comment of Mr Wayne Morrison in the telephone call with Ms Boardman on 5 September 2000,
when he asked for a reference, at least some indication that Ms Morrison herself may have considered not returning to work,
even if his comment at the time was made without Ms Morrison�s knowledge. Finally, there is the conclusive indication in Mr
Stokes� letter of 3 January 2001 that Ms Morrison and her husband were considering, at least, starting up a small business. All
of this evidence supports the conclusion that any intention that Ms Morrison not return to work came from Ms Morrison and
not the respondent.
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85 For all of the above reasons therefore I find the most that can be said is the manner of Ms Morrison�s suspension was
inappropriate, although the suspension itself was not an unacceptable response to the circumstances faced by Ms Boardman.
The suspension was eventually accepted by Ms Morrison in that she was prepared to return to work. In all other respects, the
evidence does not show conduct on the part of the respondent which shows either an intention to repudiate the contract or, on
the test I have applied, conduct on the part of the respondent which was calculated or likely to seriously damage the
relationship of confidence and trust between the parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with it.

86 Accordingly, although Ms Morrison�s contract of employment has undoubtedly come to end, it did not do so in circumstances
which constitute a dismissal for the purposes of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. For those reasons Ms Morrison�s claim must
be dismissed.

87 To the extent that Ms Morrison has claimed denied contractual benefits, this was not pursued during the course of the hearing
and that claim is also dismissed.

88 I add the following concluding remarks. During the course of the hearing Mr Stokes frequently was critical of the respondent
not producing documents in accordance with the informal agreement reached between the parties at the conference held in this
matter. The Commission�s letter to the parties of 30 May 2001 records that�

�Both parties have informally agreed that, within a further 10 days the parties will informally discover each to
the other the documents in their possession, custody or control, relevant to the issues to be determined by the
Commission.�

89 Whilst not wishing to endorse in any way the manner in which Mr Stokes advanced his criticisms, it must be said that they
have some validity. In the Reasons for Decision of 10 December 2001 which granted the adjournment ([2001] WAIRC 04381)
I wrote�

�Ms Morrison�s agent also drew to the Commission�s attention that he had only just received a number of documents
from the respondent. These documents, which the Commission has not seen, are notes taken of meetings between Ms
Morrison and the respondent on at least two occasions. Ms Morrison�s agent strongly complained at the late receival of
these notices. He pointed out, validly from my point of view, that had the Commission earlier made an Order that the
respondent produce to the applicant copies of such notes and do so together with an affidavit to the effect that all such
documents have been produced, this situation would have been avoided.�

90 Those documents were supplied to Mr Stokes by Mr Uphill 6 months after Mr Uphill agreed to provide them by 9 June 2001.
The late provision of those documents did not prejudice Ms Morrison because they were provided well before the hearing
eventually commenced. That is, however, not the point. There is simply no excuse for the respondent not to have provided the
written notes of the meeting of 1 September 2000 to Mr Stokes by the agreed date. There is absolutely no reason why those
notes should not have been provided. They were �relevant to the issues to be determined by the Commission� (notwithstanding
Mr Uphill�s submission at transcript 15/5/02 page 226) as these Reasons for Decision reveal. The meeting constituted a
reasonable proportion of the time of the hearing. Not supplying those notes exposed the respondent to the accusation not only
of poor behaviour, but of having something to hide, with little defence. It reflected poorly upon the respondent.

91 The issue was raised again by Mr Stokes when the Notice of Application dated 13 May 2001 for an order for the production of
documents was dealt with in the course of the hearing on 15 May 2001 (transcript 15/5/02 page 217 and following). On this
occasion, however, Mr Stokes� criticism of the respondent is not well-founded. Mr Stokes requested that I require the
respondent to produce for inspection its employee induction manual and the store managers� induction manual. I refused the
request because they did not appear at the time relevant. My view remains unchanged. No issue relating to induction is raised
in either the substantive Notice of Application, the Notice of Answer, Further and Better Particulars, or the applicant�s reply, as
an issue relevant to why Ms Morrison�s circumstances constitute a dismissal. Mere mention of such documents in the course of
evidence do not mean that they are �relevant to the issues to be determined by the Commission�.

92 On that occasion Mr Stokes also requested production of the respondent�s disciplinary procedure applicable during the second
half of 2000 and its values document. Mr Uphill agreed to produce them whereupon Mr Stokes complained that it was �this is
all by ambush� and submitted �in the strongest terms that the respondent has been anything but open with the discovery of
documents at all at any time and that it has prejudiced the applicant�s case� (transcript 15/5/02 page 223). No issue was raised
in the Commission documents referred to above which suggests that the respondent�s disciplinary procedure applicable during
the second half of 2000 and its values document were relevant. The values document became relevant after the evidence
revealed that the respondent�s values were relevant to Ms Boardman�s decision that Ms Morrison should be re-trained.
However, I do not find that they were relevant on the material before the Commission prior to that time and no criticism of the
respondent can validly be made for not producing them earlier. They are not documents which are likely to have been
produced in compliance with an order had one issued in the terms of the agreement recorded in the letter from the Commission
of 30 May 2001.

93 Finally, on this issue, I have not been able to agree with the submission that the presentation of Ms Morrison�s case was
prejudiced by the non-disclosure of the documents complained of. The issues canvassed in these Reasons for Decision were
ventilated fully in the course of the hearing and it was not apparent to me at the time, nor is it now from my overview of the
case as a whole, that the complaints made by Mr Stokes are valid. Nevertheless, given the comments made by Mr Stokes
during the course of the hearing, I have considered it desirable to spend some time researching the issue as part of these
Reasons for Decision, although it is an issue separate from my consideration of the merit.

94 An order dismissing the application now issues.
_________
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Result Application alleging unfair dismissal and contractual benefits dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr B. Stokes (as agent)
Respondent Mr J. Uphill (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Mr B. Stokes (as agent) on behalf of the applicant and Mr J. Uphill (as agent) on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Commission 1979, hereby orders�

(1) THAT the application claiming unfair dismissal is hereby dismissed.
(2) THAT the claim of denied contractual benefits is hereby dismissed.

(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05892
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES SANDRA MAY NICHOLSON, APPLICANT
v.
ANGLICAN HEALTH AND WELFARE SERVICES INC TRADING ANGLICARE,
RESPONDENT
CRYSTAL AMELIA NICHOLSON, APPLICANT
v.
ANGLICAN HEALTH AND WELFARE SERVICES INC TRADING AS ANGLICARE,
RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
DELIVERED MONDAY, 1 JULY 2002
FILE NOS. APPLICATION 1939 OF 2001 & APPLICATION 1947 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05892
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Applicants unfairly dismissed as their dismissals were summary and without notice.
Representation
Applicants Mr W Yu (of Counsel)
Respondent Mr B Walker (as Agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 These are applications made under s.29(1)(b)(i) & (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act1979 (�the Act�). Sandra May Nicholson

and Crystal Amelia Nicholson (�the Applicants�) claim that they have been harshly, unfairly or oppressively dismissed by
Anglican Health and Welfare Services Inc. trading as Anglicare WA (�the Respondent�). Further each Applicant claims they
are owed benefits to which they are entitled under a contract of employment, not being a benefit under an award or order.
Sandra May Nicholson (�Mrs Nicholson�) claims that she has been denied payment of four weeks pay in lieu of notice as she
was an employee over 45years old, and six weeks pay for severance/redundancy. Crystal Nicholson (�Ms Nicholson�) claims
in her application that she has been denied payment of three weeks pay in lieu of notice. During the course of proceedings
counsel for Ms Nicholson, Mr Yu advised the Commission that a claim was made on behalf of Ms Nicholson that she was
entitled to be paid a reasonable redundancy payment.

2 As the both the Applicants were summarily dismissed the Respondent presented its case first.
Background
3 Ms Nicholson was employed as the shop manager of the Respondent�s Hay Street Op Shop (�the Perth Op Shop�). Her

mother, Mrs Nicholson also was employed at the same shop. She was paid as a shop assistant, although the Respondent says
that at material times Mrs Nicholson was the assistant manager. The Applicant�s were both summarily dismissed by the
Respondent on 4 October 2001 after it was revealed to the Respondent that an amount of $5,598.55 was missing. The
Respondent says the loss was caused by the Applicants� failure to ensure banking was carried out regularly which constituted
negligence on their behalf. Further the Respondent says that they committed acts of serious misconduct in that they did not
bring the loss to the attention of the Respondent until a month after they (the Applicants) discovered the money was missing
and they attempted to cover the loss by banking September 2001 takings as August 2001 takings.

4 Mrs Nicholson says she was not employed as assistant manager and at all material times she was employed as a shop assistant.
In particular she says she was not responsible for, nor did she do the banking other than to occasionally take money and
banking documents prepared by Ms Nicholson from the shop to the bank.

5 The Applicants say that the money went missing because the Respondent failed to provide a safe and appropriate security for
the Perth Op Shop. They say the shop locks were inadequate and the back area of the shop was accessible by the public
through a back door. The Applicants say prior to the money going missing they had repeatedly asked for a new shop safe after
the safe was stolen in a robbery, and for the shop to be made secure. The Applicants say that they attempted to meet with Mr
Ian Craig, the Respondent�s retail manager, soon after the money went missing but Mr Craig was unable to meet with them for
at least a week. The Applicants say that banking could not be carried out regularly because the shop had insufficient staff. In
particular Ms Nicholson says that she was too busy with her other duties to carry out banking on the days required under the
banking policy. She also says that it had been a long standing practice at the Perth Op Shop for banking not to be carried out
regularly.
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6 The Applicants also say that in each case the Respondent failed to take into account their long and faithful service to the
Respondent and in all circumstances the termination of their employment was harsh, oppressive and unfair.

The Respondent�s Evidence
7 Mr Ian Robert Craig the Respondent�s Retail Operations Manager is responsible for overseeing the operations of all of the

Respondent�s Op Shops in Western Australia. He testified that at the time of hearing this matter the Respondent runs seven op
shops in Western Australia. He was first employed by the Respondent in June 2000 after having had many years of experience
in retail work at a managerial level. Mr Craig testified that when he first commenced employment with the Respondent he met
with all the op shop managers and it was agreed that each shop would bank its takings on Monday, Wednesday and Friday of
each week. This meant that on Monday, Friday�s and Saturday�s takings should be banked, on Wednesday, Monday�s and
Tuesday�s takings should be banked and on Friday, Wednesday�s and Thursday�s takings should be banked. He said that the
banking policy was intended as mandatory although he recognised that if someone had a problem getting to the bank on a
particular day, they could bank the following day.

8 He said it was his practice to speak to each of the store managers each Thursday by telephone to discuss sales figures and other
matters. He also tried to visit each of the shops once a fortnight. He was concerned about the future of the Perth Op Shop as the
shop was running at a loss. I understand the reason why that was the case is that rents in the city are very high.

9 Mr Craig testified that during the year 2000 Ms Nicholson was having a number of personal problems so Mrs Nicholson began
carrying out many of Ms Nicholson�s duties.  Mr Craig said that during May 2001 Mrs Nicholson telephoned him and said that
she wanted to assume joint management with Ms Nicholson because Ms Nicholson was having a number of personal
problems. Mr Craig initially said in his evidence that Mrs Nicholson had agreed to take over Ms Nicholson�s duties, including
helping with banking and book work. However in cross-examination Mr Craig conceded that Mrs Nicholson had said that she
wanted to help her daughter with administration matters and that he had assumed that would include banking.

10 In June 2001 Mrs Renuka Dissanaike, the Respondent�s Accountant, reported to Mr Craig that banking had been inconsistent
at the Perth Op Shop and there had been problems with �the paperwork� at the end of each month. As a result of the report by
Ms Dissanaike, Mr Craig and Ms Dissanaike arranged to meet with the Applicants. The meeting occurred on 20 June 2001. Mr
Craig said that at that meeting that Ms Dissanaike �ran through� the accounting procedures required of the shop in relation to
banking procedures and timely return of information. He thought the outcome of the meeting was successful in that all parties
appeared to be very positive about the outcome and he did not anticipate there would be any further problems with banking at
the Perth Op Shop.

11 The lease on the Perth Op Shop premises expired in June or July 2001 and the Respondent continued to rent the shop on a
monthly basis. Mr Craig began looking for other shops in the city and then he looked at moving the shop to premises to
Belmont. On 22 August 2001 he met with Ms Nicholson to discuss the future of the shop. He said at that meeting Ms
Nicholson informed him that she had difficulties working with her mother and that he informed her they desperately needed to
cut costs at the Perth Op Shop if they were to keep the shop open and one option would be to make Mrs Nicholson�s position
redundant. He said he also discussed the option of shifting the shop to Belmont and whether Ms Nicholson would like to work
in the Belmont shop. He suggested to her that she could go there in a �second in charge role�, obtain some management skills
and look at moving into another shop at a later date. He said Ms Nicholson rejected that suggestion. She said she did not wish
to work at the Belmont location.

12 Mr Craig said that he discussed the matter again with Ms Nicholson on 27 August 2001. He said on that occasion he also met
with Mrs Nicholson. He said they again discussed the ongoing losses at the Perth shop and he advised them that the
Respondent was intending to shut the shop and make everybody redundant. He said he suggested that the shop would need to
be closed at the end of September 2001 or the first week in October 2001. He asked Ms Nicholson to arrange a meeting of all
the staff.

13 On 10 September 2001, Ms Dissanaike reported to Mr Craig that the banking for the Perth Op Shop for August 2001 had not
been completed. He said he rang and spoke to Mrs Nicholson who informed him that she would speak to Ms Nicholson about
it. He said the following day he went into the shop and spoke to Ms Nicholson. He said she was agitated and told him that she
was �sorting it out�. On Thursday, 13 September 2001 he rang the shop to discuss sales figures (as he said he always did on
each Thursday) and was unable to speak to Ms Nicholson. On Friday, 14 September 2001, Ms Dissanaike again informed him
that the banking from Perth Op Shop for August 2001 had still not been completed. He then rang the Perth Op Shop and spoke
to Mrs Nicholson who asked him to come to the shop as Ms Nicholson wanted to speak to him. He said when he arrived he sat
down with the Applicants and that Mrs Nicholson informed him that Ms Nicholson had something to tell him. He said that
Crystal started to tell me and just said, �Oh, I can�t tell you�. So Sandra took over and said �- - two things; that Crystal had
misplaced or had her keys stolen � her shop keys stolen, and that there had been some money misplaced or stolen, and that they
had been searching and turning the shop upside down for about a month, but that they hadn�t been able to find anything.�
When asked how he reacted, he said it was the worst possible thing that they could tell him. He asked the Applicants whether
they had any idea where the money would be. Ms Nicholson informed him that the only place they had not looked was under
the sorting bench in the back room. They pulled the bench out and searched but found nothing. He informed the Applicants
they could have the weekend to keep searching for the money. At that time Mr Craig thought that there was approximately
$2,000 missing.

14 Mr Craig went into the shop on Saturday. The Applicants informed him that they had not found anything. On Sunday about
4:00pm Mrs Nicholson telephoned him and advised him that when they had entered the shop that day to continue searching
they found the front door open yet they were sure that they had locked it the day before.

15 On Monday, 17 September 2001 Mr Craig contacted Mr Mick Buckley who is a licensed enquiry agent. Mr Craig had known
him for some years. He said he contacted Mr Buckley because he did not know how to proceed with the matter as the money
had been missing for a length of time and he thought he should bring in a professional investigator.

16 After meeting with Mr Buckley, Mr Craig and Mr Buckley met with the Applicants on a number of occasions. Mr Buckley
informed Mr Craig that it was his view that the Applicants were responsible for the missing money and he felt that they had
either used the money or taken it. At the second meeting with the Applicants, Mr Craig said Mr Buckley stated his suspicions
to the Applicants and both Applicants became very agitated and refused to discuss the matter further as they needed a lawyer.
A decision was made to suspend both the Applicants on full pay pending a further investigation. After they were suspended Mr
Craig and Mr Buckley met with the Applicants again and questioned them again about the circumstances of the missing
money. At a meeting on 27 September 2001 Mr Craig said they questioned the Applicants about the banking procedures and
both Applicants stated that they were clear about what the banking policy required. He said at that meeting they spoke about
the way they hid the money. He said it was apparent that they did not have any �set way� of hiding the money and they
appeared to be very disorganised. The Applicants admitted the money had gone missing in August 2001 and said they had tried
to �cover� the fact it was missing with �retrospective� banking. By this time an audit of the banking records had been provided
to the Applicants which showed that a sum of almost $6,000 was missing. The audit indicated that all the banking that had
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taken place in September 2001 up to 12 September 2001 was banking for August 2001. Mr Craig testified that at the meeting
Mrs Nicholson informed him they had been short in the till before and had used their own money to make up the difference.
Mr Craig said that he then spoke to Mr Buckley without the Applicants being present and he (Mr Craig) decided that there was
no alternative but to instantly dismiss both Applicants. He testified the reasons why he made that decision were that there was
the high level of suspicion, no appropriate procedures in place, there had been a deliberate attempt to cover up the loss of the
monies and they had at no stage advised him or given him any hint that there was money missing. When asked why he applied
an equal penalty of summary dismissal to both Applicants he said that �- - Mick felt quite strongly that - - he was quite
suspicious of Crystal and how the banking had been falsified, but we felt that we weren�t sure that Sandra had been party to the
- - all of the falsification but that became clear in the second meeting where she actually said that they had been trying together
to - - to put the moneys back in to the August banking from September. From my point of view from really all along, I dealt
with Sandra and Crystal. I never felt - - I felt that they were both responsible for the shop and Sandra had always taken an
active role in the management.�

17 When cross-examined Mr Craig conceded that after the meeting that took place with Ms Dissanaike in June 2001 he had asked
Mrs Nicholson how the banking was going and that she (Mrs Nicholson) informed him that she was not doing the banking as
Ms Nicholson would not hand over the reins to her (Mrs Nicholson). Further Mr Craig conceded that if the incident in question
had not occurred, both Applicants would have been made redundant. He also conceded the Applicants had complained to him
that they were short staffed at the Perth Op Shop. He said however, they had enough volunteers and it is always the case in any
retailing, let alone Op Shop retailing, that a shop needs to run fairly thin in respect of wages and staff. When he was asked
whether they had ever said to him that they could not do the banking because they did not have enough staff, he said he could
not remember. It was his view that the absence of a safe did not prevent the Applicants from adhering to the banking policy.
He said it was his view that it was just as safe to secrete the money and make sure it was regularly banked. Further he did not
concede that the back room was accessible to the public. He said there were double back doors leading out to a lane way that
had locks on them. He however acknowledged the toilets were outside but said that the back door could be locked when you
came back inside. However it was apparent from his evidence that whilst an employee was outside in the toilet, the back door
of the shop would be left unlocked.

18 In relation to the banking policy Mr Craig conceded that it was a guide. He said however other shop managers advised him if
they missed banking on a particular day they gave a reason for doing so. Further he said that he was not aware that any other
shops had delayed banking for more than a couple of days. He said that there was no good reason why the banking could not
be done regularly as a bank was very close to the Perth Op Shop. Mr Craig did not concede that hiding the money in the shop
was safer than putting the money in the safe. He said that if there was a break-in it was more than likely the safe could be
removed. He said he had had a very good working relationship with the Applicants and he could not understand why they did
not inform him about the money being missing as soon as the money disappeared. He said that falsifying the banking and
trying to cover it up was a breach of trust and breach of a good working relationship. However, he conceded that when the
missing money was discussed with him during the course of the investigation the Applicants had given full disclosure. When
asked if he had spoken to any other staff members he said that he had spoken to Ms Jill Davis and to two or three of the
volunteers. He said he did not ask Mr Buckley to speak to any other persons as he felt that was a matter for him (Mr Craig) as
he (Mr Craig) was running the investigation.

19 Mr Michael Buckley testified that he is a licensed enquiry agent. He worked for 14 years in the West Australian Police Force
and he has subsequently worked for 18 years as a licensed enquiry agent. He said he had been asked to carry out an
investigation in relation to the missing money by Mr Craig. Following the investigation he prepared a report for the
Respondent dated 4 October 2001. At the conclusion of the investigation he came to the view that the Applicants were
responsible for the missing money and the matter should be referred to the Police for investigation. He testified that he thought
they were both responsible because Mrs Nicholson admitted that she had helped her daughter with the banking. Further they
had both been negligent and they had not banked the money when they were supposed to. He said he put it to them that the fact
that there was no safe made it necessary to bank on a more regular basis and they had no response. When asked why he did not
interview any other employees or volunteers Mr Buckley said the reason he did not do so was because the Applicants did not
inform him that there was anyone that he should interview. It was then put to him that they had mentioned the name of a
person who they thought should have been interviewed. He said he could not recall that and said if he had thought that any
other person should have been interviewed he would have raised it with Mr Craig and sought permission to interview others.
He said that the Applicants were not forthright and forthcoming in their answers when they were questioned by him and he
thought that they were uncooperative.

20 Ms Renuka Dissanaike testified that she is employed as the Respondent�s Accountant. She is a member of the Chartered
Institute of British Accountants and a member of the Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka. Ms Dissanaike said that when Mr
Craig commenced work they designed a new banking form for the op shops which required banking to be carried out three
times a week. The form was for the use of each of the managers. She said that all that was needed to complete the forms was to
total the takings and match it with the till tapes. This was meant to be done on a daily basis. She said the completion of the
forms was not complicated and the banking should have only taken about half an hour each day. She said that no training was
required. It was her view that anyone who was used to handling money in retailing could complete the task. She said that if she
or any of the staff in accounts found that the store managers were not complying with the banking procedures or if they were
behind in sending the forms they would telephone the shop manager to explain what was required to complete the forms. She
said the forms had to be returned on a weekly basis so that by the end of each month the accounts department could compile
the Respondent�s financial records.

21 Ms Dissanaike testified that in January or February 2001 she found banking forms were not being regularly received from the
Perth Op Shop. She said the forms would often come together from the Perth Op Shop at the end of the month following a lot
of reminders from her staff. This delayed head office accounting. She testified that it was also apparent from the forms that the
Perth Op Shop was not completing banking regularly on Monday, Wednesday and Friday of each week. She said her staff
contacted Ms Nicholson and Mrs Nicholson about this and various excuses were given as to why the forms had not been sent
in on time and the banking was not done regularly. Ms Dissanaike suggested to Mr Craig that they visit the shop because she
did not know what the problem was and why excuses were being given.

22 Ms Dissanaike said when they went to the shop she sat down with Ms Nicholson and explained to her the procedures and what
she should be doing. She said that she ascertained there was a problem with the petty cash in that Ms Nicholson was using the
money that should be banked from the till, as part of the petty cash float. Ms Dissanaike said they were to be kept strictly
separate. She said she explained this to Ms Nicholson and told her that she did not have to wait a month to recoup petty cash,
that she could recoup petty cash as and when it finishes. After she had explained the procedures to Ms Nicholson, Mrs
Nicholson told her that as Ms Nicholson was under so much personal stress that she (Mrs Nicholson) would like to try to do
the book work. Ms Dissanaike agreed that would be a good idea and she showed Mrs Nicholson how to do the banking paper
work.
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23 Ms Dissanaike said she was aware that the safe had been stolen from the Perth Op Shop and that the Applicants were hiding
the money in various places in the shop. Ms Dissanaike said that that was not a very �good situation� and that was why she
wanted them to bank at least three times per week, if not more. Ms Dissanaike said after the meeting in June 2001, she thought
the outcome was very positive as her department regularly received the daily banking record sheets in July 2001 and these
records indicated banking was carried out regularly in July.

24 At the end of August 2001, the Respondent�s Head Office shifted from West Perth to East Perth. Ms Dissanaike said that
consequently the accounts department did not function as promptly as they normally did. After the move Ms Dissanaike
became aware that no banking forms had been received from the Perth Op Shop for the whole month of August. She said it
was reported to her that members of her department had contacted the shop and were given various excuses as to why the
forms had not been sent. Ms Dissanaike informed Mr Craig and Mr Craig reported back to her that he had spoken to Ms
Nicholson who had informed him that she had had some problems in getting her work done and the banking would be done
within the next few days. In early September 2001, Ms Dissanaike started looking at the Perth Op Shop bank statements every
day through internet banking. She spoke again to Mr Craig and told him to go to the Perth Op Shop and collect �everything
they had�. She also informed him that if they (Ms and Mrs Nicholson) did not have time to do the banking to bring the money
back to head office and her staff would do the banking. She said he came back on 14 September 2001 with $200 and informed
her that money had been lost.

25 In cross-examination it was put to Ms Dissanaike that at the June 2001 meeting, the Applicants complained to her there was
inadequate staff to complete the paperwork in time. She said that was not correct, in particular there was no inadequacy of staff
that prevented them from completing the paperwork in a timely fashion. She said that the only matter raised at that meeting
about why the banking was not being done regularly was Ms Nicholson was unable to cope because of personal problems and
that Mrs Nicholson did the banking instead of Ms Nicholson because Ms Nicholson tended to put things off and did not like
doing the paperwork all that often.

26 Ms Gillian Davis testified that she is employed by the Respondent as the Manageress of the Belmont Op Shop. Prior to taking
up that position she worked at the Perth Op Shop as a sales assistant. She commenced working for the Respondent about three
years ago. When she worked at the Perth Op Shop, she worked 32 hours a fortnight. She said she commenced Ms Nicholson
was the manager and she was introduced by Ms Geri Walton the manageress of the Mirrabooka store to Mrs Nicholson as the
assistant manageress of the Perth Op Shop.

27 Ms and Mrs Nicholson went on holidays in April 2001 for about a week. Ms Davis said that whilst the Applicants were away
she worked in the shop with Cassandra, Rose and another volunteer. However, whilst they were away Ms Davis did the
banking. She said she was given ten minutes of instruction about the banking from Ms Nicholson the day before they left to go
to Tasmania. She said that she was informed by Ms Nicholson that banking was to be done three times per week. Whilst the
Applicants were away Ms Davis did the banking every day. She said preparing all the documents and going to the bank took
about half an hour, including a ten minute absence from the premises to visit the bank.

28 In cross-examination Ms Davis conceded that it was only the Applicants that carried out the sorting of the clothes and that they
would spend most of their time doing that each day. Further Ms Davis conceded that she did have some experience doing
clerical work prior to her employment with the Respondent and that had included banking.

29 Ms Davis said that not having a safe was not a problem when banking was done regularly. However it was necessary to hide
the day�s takings overnight because it was impossible to go to the bank at the end of the day. She said she went to the bank in
the morning as the shop closed after the bank each day. Ms Davis said she was happy to work with the Applicants �some of the
time but not all of the time because she did not like their work ethic�. She said they had a lot of family problems and they were
on the telephone quite often.

30 Ms Davis testified that she was informed by Mrs Nicholson that the money was missing after Mr Craig had come in to the
shop. She said Mrs Nicholson asked her whether Mr Craig had said anything to her (Ms Davis) and that she (Ms Davis) said
no. She testified that Mrs Nicholson informed her that they had hidden the money and it had been missing for a month. She
said Mrs Nicholson informed her that they had searched everywhere but could not find the money and that Ms Nicholson was
too afraid to tell Mr Craig.

31 Ms Davis said that she found that the security of premises were unsatisfactory in that the back door could be left open when
someone went to the toilet and on one occasion she had her purse stolen.

The Applicant�s Evidence
32 Mrs Nicholson testified that she has worked for the Respondent at the Perth Op Shop for seven years. She initially worked as a

volunteer for four years, then part time for twelve months. Following that she worked as a full-time employee for two years.
She said when she became employed she worked as a shop assistant and her duties were, cleaning, serving, putting the clothes
on the floor and generally keeping the store clean. When she commenced work the manager of the Perth Op Shop was Ms
Jenny Chelton. When Mrs Nicholson became a full-time employee, her daughter Ms Nicholson became the manager and she
(Mrs Nicholson) began to do the pricing and window displays. Mrs Nicholson maintained in her evidence that she never did
the banking but she would occasionally physically take the money from the shop to the bank and deposit it. She denied that she
was the assistant manager of the shop although she said she did speak to Mr Craig about the matter and he informed her that
she was being underpaid. He said that he would look into it, but nothing ever came of it. Mrs Nicholson however conceded that
she offered to take over some responsibility for the running of the shop in early 2001 because her daughter was having some
personal problems.

33 Mrs Nicholson testified that it was difficult to run the shop because volunteers from time to time could not come in. She said
there was a lot of clothes to be sorted through each day which took a long time. She said they would spend about four to five
hours per day going through bales of clothes delivered each week. She said sometimes there was time to do the banking but
sometimes there was not. She said their (the Applicants) main focus was to make money for the shop by getting new stock on
the floor as they had been informed by Mr Craig that the shop was not making enough money and it was likely to be closed.

34 Mrs Nicholson said that when Mr Craig and Ms Dissanaike came to the shop she offered to assist her daughter by doing the
paperwork but she could not get the gist of it, so her daughter continued to do the banking paperwork. Mrs Nicholson conceded
that Ms Dissanaike had given her some instructions. She said she occasionally assisted her daughter to count the money but
when she tried to do it by herself she could not do it because she was very forgetful. In the end her daughter said to her that she
(Ms Nicholson) would do it. Mrs Nicholson said that she was aware that the banking was not done regularly and that she
would sometimes say to her daughter to make sure that the banking was done. She said that Mr Craig asked her if she was
doing the banking and the paperwork and she told him she was not and she (Mrs Nicholson) made a joke about �Crystal not
letting go of the reins�. Mrs Nicholson said that she understood that the banking should be done on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday but she said that it was not a strict requirement. She said they were often behind with the banking and it was not bought
to their attention that banking should have been done on those days.
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35 Mrs Nicholson testified that there had been a robbery in the Perth Op Shop early in 2001 and whoever broke in tried to move
the floor safe. She said the Police advised them to have the safe bolted to the floor as the robbers may come back and try to get
the safe. She said that her daughter advised Mr Craig what the Police had said and Mr Craig said he would see about it. Later
the safe was removed when the premises were broken into again. She said that they had also been advised by the Police that
the locks on the front door were unstable. She said a carpenter came but nothing was fixed. She said that the door out the back
did not lock properly and there had been occasions where they had their personal belongings stolen from the shop including
her mobile phone.

36 Mrs Nicholson said when she and Ms Nicholson met with Mr Craig and Ms Dissanaike in June 2001, Ms Nicholson advised
Mr Craig that they were understaffed and Mr Craig said that because of the budget they could not afford to have any more paid
staff so they had to rely on work for the dole participants or volunteers. She said Mr Craig was aware that money was hidden in
the back room and that the practice of hiding the money began after the safe was stolen. She said that at the end of the day her
daughter, Ms Nicholson, would find a hiding spot. She said that all those who worked in the shop knew that money was
hidden. The money was hidden in a bundle but each day�s takings were kept in separate bags within a larger bag. As I
understand, her evidence was that at the end of each day all of the takings would be bundled up together with the till tapes and
put in a small bag and that money would then be placed in a larger bag and hidden with other day�s takings.

37 Mrs Nicholson said that early in 2001 money had been hidden in a coat pocket in the back room and a volunteer had put the
item of clothing out the front the next day and the clothing was sold. She (Mrs Nicholson) said that she felt it was her fault so
she replaced some of the money and so did her daughter. She said she did not inform Mr Craig that this had happened until late
in September 2001.

38 Mrs Nicholson said some time in early September 2001 or in August 2001 her daughter went to do the banking and came and
asked her (Mrs Nicholson) where the bag of money was. She said they had a discussion about where it might be and they
looked for the money but could not find it. They thought it had been placed in a big box of books near the desk. She said her
daughter informed her that she had put the money in the box. Mrs Nicholson said this occurred on a Monday. Mrs Nicholson
said when she came into work that day she rang Crystal and asked her where the money was. Ms Nicholson informed her (Mrs
Nicholson) it was in the book box and she located Saturday�s takings on the top of the box and that is what she got the float out
of. I gather from her evidence that later that day Ms Nicholson went to do the banking and was unable to locate the larger bag
of money in the box. Mrs Nicholson said that they searched the shop and were unable to find the money. She said she did not
know how much money was missing because she had not done any of the banking. She said she informed her daughter that
they should tell Mr Craig. She said her daughter rang Mr Craig during the week to come to the shop for a meeting which he
later cancelled. She said they did not want to tell him over the telephone. On the following Friday of the next week Mr Craig
came into the shop and they told him what had happened. She said Mr Craig informed them that they could have the weekend
to search for the money. They searched the shop on Saturday and on Sunday. When she went into the shop on Sunday
afternoon and went to unlock the front door she found the door unlocked.

39 Mrs Nicholson testified that she thought at all material times that the money was still hidden in the shop. She was of the view
that the money would be found.

40 Mrs Nicholson testified that she and her daughter spoke to Mr Buckley with Mr Craig at the shop on more than one occasion.
She said at the initial meeting Mr Buckley was more interested in speaking to Ms Nicholson than to her. At the second meeting
Mr Buckley and Mr Craig asked about the banking and Mr Buckley accused her daughter of stealing the money and her (Mrs
Nicholson) for covering up for her. Mrs Nicholson said that she was very upset and angry because she had worked for
Anglicare for a very long time and she felt that Mr Buckley was biased against them and they were treated very poorly. She
said she informed them that they tried to cover the banking because they were convinced that the money was still hidden in the
back room of the shop and that they would be able to find it once the clothing bales were removed from the back of the shop.
She said that Mr Buckley asked Ms Nicholson whether there was any person they were suspicious of and that Ms Nicholson
informed Mr Buckley that there was no-one she could point a finger to because she trusted everybody who worked in the shop.
However at a later meeting Mrs Nicholson says that Ms Nicholson advised Mr Buckley that she was friends with a girl who
worked in the coffee shop next door and that after the money went missing her boyfriend seemed to have a new car and new
clothing. She said that they advised Mr Buckley the name of that person.

41 Mrs Nicholson says that she and her daughter constantly asked Mr Craig for the safe to be replaced after the second robbery.
42 After she was dismissed she visited the Police and she went to the Police Station and gave a statement but she never saw the

Police officers after that time. She conceded that they had informed Mr Craig when they first informed him that the money had
been lost that Ms Nicholson�s keys had been lost about a month before. She said her daughter was �shocking with keys� and
that she really thought those keys would show up at Ms Nicholson�s house and that is why Mr Craig was not informed earlier.
She also conceded that she informed Mr Craig about that time about the money that had gone missing in the jacket previously
some months ago and she conceded that she had not informed Mr Craig of that incident at the time it occurred.

43 Mrs Nicholson said that she loved working for the Respondent. She gave uncontradicted evidence that she took washing home
from the shop three or four nights a week and washed and ironed clothes that would normally have gone in the rag bag. She
said she sometimes stayed late after work to do really good window displays. She said the volunteers and the staff did not like
doing cleaning so she would clean the shoes and the bags out. Because the Perth Op Shop not making a lot of money she
offered to open the shop voluntarily on a Sunday to try to make some extra money. She did that for a few weeks before her
employment was terminated. Sometimes she would recoup the cost of washing powder out of petty cash but most of the time
she paid for it herself. She said that she obtained clothes for donations from her daughter�s and she donated an antique bag
collection to make more money for the shop. She said a lot of the Perth Op Shop customers became her friends.

44 Mrs Nicholson conceded that if the banking had been done more regularly that there would not have been so much money in
the bag that went missing. She said that they did not have enough time to do the banking regularly because they put three new
racks of clothing out a day and it took a lot of time to price the stock.

45 Mrs Nicholson said that prior to the money going missing she was asked by Mr Craig whether she was interested in going to
work in Belmont. She informed him that she would. She was then offered a full-time position with the Red Cross but she did
not take the job as she loved working for the Respondent. She said had she known what was going to occur she would have
taken up the full-time position with Red Cross. She said that since her employment has been terminated she has acute
depression and has only been able to work part time for four to five hours per week for $55.00 per week.

46 Crystal Nicholson testified that she worked for the Respondent for a total of four and a half years. She initially worked as a
volunteer for 12 months and then worked for three and a half years as the Perth Op Shop manager. She said her duties required
her to run the store which included bookwork, merchandising, selecting the stock and overseeing the staff. She said her mother
would help her sorting the bales, putting the stock on the floor of the shop and pricing. She said she worked seven and a half
hours per day and she worked five to six days a week. The only other full-time staff were Mrs Nicholson who was employed as
a sales assistant and two other paid employees Mr Graham Smith and Ms Davis. She said there was up to about five
volunteers. It was her view that there was not enough staff in the shop to assist her, consequently she could not cope with the
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work load. She said she spoke to Mr Craig and he indicated to her that he would approach one of the parishes to obtain more
volunteers. She said the nature of voluntary work is that volunteers were not very reliable. In relation to the banking policy, Ms
Nicholson said she understood the banking policy and she knew that the banking should be done on a Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, but it was not a strict policy that was adhered to by her or other managers. She said in relation to the banking she would
prepare a ledger for the week and the ledger would be posted to the head office with the till receipts and EFTPOS receipts.

47 Ms Nicholson said that when Mr Craig was first appointed she would usually meet with him once a week but after about six
weeks she usually spoke to him mostly on the telephone each week and occasionally he would come to the shop. She said they
usually spoke about the store, staffing issues, the stock and figures.

48 Ms Nicholson said in June or July 2001 the paperwork for the shop was running behind and Ms Dissanaike had not been
introduced to any managers of the stores, so Mr Craig brought her to the Perth Op Shop introduce her to everybody and to go
over any problems that they had with their paperwork. She said at that meeting that they went over the store security issues.
She said she asked Mr Craig and Ms Dissanaike whether they had recouped the insurance money to replace the safe and Ms
Dissanaike advised that they had. She said Mr Craig indicated that he would see about obtaining a replacement safe. She said
that banking procedures were not discussed that day, the only issue raised was paperwork was being sent to the head office
late.

49 In relation to the hiding of the money in the shop she said whoever closed the store would hide the money. This could be
herself, her mother or Ms Davis. She said it wasn�t generally marked or put in a particular place. The money in the till was
taken out at the end of each day, counted and reconciled with the till and EFTPOS receipts. Then the money that had not been
banked would be put with previous days takings. She said they would keep some float money aside which was not hidden so
securely so it could be easily found. All money would usually be hidden somewhere in the shop or the back room.

50 Ms Nicholson said a substantial amount of money went missing in about August or September 2001. She said she could not
recall who had hidden the money prior to it being missing but that she knew it was hidden in a box next to the desk which was
filled with books. She said she discovered the money was missing because she went to do the banking to reconcile the end of
the month and discovered the money was not there. She said she tried to contact Mr Craig to arrange a meeting to tell him, but
he called and cancelled the meeting and told her that he would come at a later date. She said that she met with Mr Craig about
a week after they discovered the money was missing. She thought at that time that there was about $4,500 or $5,000 missing
but she was not sure. Ms Nicholson conceded that she did �subsequent banking� while she was waiting to advise Mr Craig
about the missing money. She maintained that she was not covering up as such. She said her mother did not assist her with the
subsequent banking and that she (Mrs Nicholson) did not prepare any of the banking paperwork.

51 In cross-examination Ms Nicholson conceded the banking was important and she was aware that it was a priority. She said
however she thought it was more to a priority of increase the turnover of the shop because of the pressing issue that the shop
was going to close. She did not concede that there was a problem with the banking paperwork. She said occasionally she would
receive calls from Ms Dissanaike about the paperwork being behind but she said it was not constantly behind. She said the
issue constantly raised with her was sales needed to be increased rather than to do the paperwork.

52 Ms Nicholson said when she went to the bank to do the banking she did not necessarily bank all of the money that was in the
shop. She said she would only bank the takings for which she had completed the paperwork. She conceded that there would be
money sitting in the shop for long periods of time without being banked. She also conceded that it was unacceptable that such a
large amount of money was left unbanked. She said that when she found the money was missing that she and her mother were
both shocked. She said they did not know whether someone in the store had taken the money or whether someone had entered
the back room from the back door. It is apparent from her evidence that she did not think the money was in the shop, she was
of the view that the funds had been stolen at some time.

53 Ms Nicholson conceded that prior to speaking to Mr Craig she attempted to obtain an early tax refund $1,700 from the
Australian Taxation Office to make an offer of compensation because she felt some responsibility for the loss of the funds.
However she did not think that she was negligent in not banking regularly as she thought that there were other priorities that
were more important. She said that she was scared to tell Mr Craig that the money was missing because she felt that she bore
some responsibility for the money going missing. She also said that on a previous occasion her mother or Ms Davis had put
some money into a coat pocket and that money had gone missing. She had felt some responsibility for that, so she had put her
own money, together with her mother�s money, in the takings to make up what was missing. She said that when she was
interviewed by Mr Craig and Mr Buckley she admitted that she was negligent but she said that she did so because she felt
intimidated and she had been informed that she could be charged with stealing the money. She said that Mr Buckley suggested
that she had taken the money and her mother was an accomplice.

54 Ms Nicholson testified that after her employment was terminated she was not aware that the matter had been reported to the
Police but that she went to the Police, reported it and was interviewed. She also said that she had not been able to obtain any
work since her employment was terminated because she had no reference to show what she had been doing for the past three
and a half years. She said that she also did extra duties for the Respondent. She said she would start work at 7:00am and do
cleaning and displays. She said she was very disheartened by the dismissal. She said she had got to know her customers over
three and a half years and they had become good friends to her. She said she had no opportunity to say goodbye to any of her
customers or any of the volunteers. She said that she left under such bad terms that it was very embarrassing to be seen by
customers in the street. She said she had been approached by customers who had mentioned to her that she had been �fired� by
the Respondent for stealing funds.

55 In cross-examination Ms Nicholson was asked how long it would take her to do the banking each day. She said it would take
her up to an hour to do the banking for one day�s takings. She said she did not have time to do it daily as it was not just
banking as such as she had to fill out the ledgers and reconcile the books. She said that she did not accept Ms Dissanaike�s
evidence that it would only take around half an hour. She said it may take that length of time for someone who was a trained
accountant but she had no training in this work.

Credit
56 Mrs Nicholson says that the money went missing on about 21 August 2001. That day was a Tuesday. If her evidence was to be

accepted, according to her version of events the Applicants spoke to Mr Craig on Friday, 31 August 2001 and reported the
money missing. Given that the amount missing was a sum of almost $6,000.00 it would appear from the audit report that there
was still a substantial amount of money left in the shop on 31 August 2001. The banking records in the audit report (Exhibit 3)
for August record that between 18 August 2001 and 23 August 2001, $2,396.25 of cash was received. The records show the
following amounts were received on these days�

Date Days Takings
Saturday, 18/8/01 $388.70
Monday, 20/8/01 $524.40
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Date Days Takings
Tuesday, 21/8/01 $448.40
Wednesday, 22/8/91 $555.30
Thursday, 23/8/01 $479.45
TOTAL $2,396.25

57 The audit report also records that on 24 August 2001 a total of $3,821.75 was banked on that day, being amounts of $1,513.95,
$1,013.00 and $1,294.80. If one has regard to the amount of money which was banked on 24 August 2001 and if it is correct
that it was discovered the money was missing on 21 August 2001, it would seem that there must have been other monies
hidden in the shop at the time about $6,000 went missing. Otherwise $3,821.75 of cash could not have been banked on
24 August 2001, as only $2,396.25 of cash had been received since 21 August 2001.

58 It is apparent from the audit record that very little banking was done in August 2001. The amounts banked on 24 August
2001 were for takings received on 7, 8 and 9 August 2001; 13 and 14 August 2001 and 15 and 16 August 2001. Consequently
it appears from the evidence that as soon as the large amount of money went missing, retrospective banking was done which
was designed to cover up the fact that a sum of almost $6,000.00 had gone missing from the shop. Yet the Applicants did not
report that matter to Mr Craig at least until 31 August 2001 or on the basis of Mr Craig�s evidence, 14 September 2001.

59 Mrs Nicholson said they prioritised getting the stock out instead of doing the banking. She said the profits went right down
because they took the time to do the banking and not putting the stock on the floor. However this evidence is not supported by
the audit report. It appears that takings for July, August and September 2001 were relatively constant.

60 Having heard the evidence and considered the audit of the banking records, I prefer the evidence given by Mr Craig and Ms
Davis to the evidence given by the Applicants as to the length of time the money had been missing. Accordingly, I find that the
fact that the money was missing was not reported to Mr Craig until 14 September 2001 and at that time the money had been
missing at least since 21 August 2001. Further generally, having heard the evidence given by the Applicants and the evidence
given by Mr Craig, Ms Davis and Ms Dissinaike, I prefer their evidence to the evidence given by the Applicants where their
versions depart. Mr Craig was not shaken in cross examination. Further Mr Craig conceded matters when they were open to be
conceded. Ms Davis�s evidence was substantially unchallenged in cross-examination. In relation to Ms Dissinaike�s evidence;
her evidence was given in a clear and concise manner. I do not accept the Applicants evidence that Ms Nicholson did not have
sufficient time to complete the banking regularly as the audit report shows she was able to do so in July 2001.

Legal Principles
61 As both parties point out, the question to be determined by the Commission is whether the legal right of the Respondent to

dismiss the Applicant has been exercised harshly or oppressively against the employee so as to amount to an abuse of that right
(Ronald David Miles, Norma Shirley Miles, Lee Gavin Miles and Rose & Crown Hiring Service trading as The Undercliffe
Nursing Home v The Federated Miscellaneous Workers� Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch
(1985) 65 WAIG 385 at 386).

62 Where an employee is dismissed summarily the onus is on the Applicant to demonstrate the dismissal was not fair on the
balance of probabilities. However, there is an evidential onus upon the employer to prove that the summary dismissal is
justified (Newmont Australia Ltd v The Australian Workers� Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers
(1988) 68 WAIG 677 at 679).

63 In Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper (1992) 53 IR at 229 - 230 the Full Bench of the Industrial Commission of South Australia held at�
�An employee is entitled to both substantive and procedural fairness in respect of a dismissal. Substantive fairness will be
satisfied if the grounds upon which dismissal occurs are fair grounds. Broadly speaking a dismissal will be procedurally
fair if the manner or process of dismissal and the investigation leading up to the decision to dismiss is just.
Where the dismissal is based upon the alleged misconduct of the employee, the employer will satisfy the evidentiary onus
which is cast upon it if it demonstrates that insofar as was within its power, before dismissing the employee, it conducted
as full and extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the alleged misconduct as was reasonable in
the circumstances; it gave the employee every reasonable opportunity and sufficient time to answer all allegations and
respond thereto; and that having done those things the employer honestly and genuinely believed and had reasonable
grounds for believing on the information available at that time that that the employee was guilty of the misconduct
alleged; and that, taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct or the
employee�s work record, such misconduct justified dismissal. A failure to satisfactorily establish any of those matters will
probably render the dismissal harsh, unjust or unreasonable.
If a fact or facts come to light subsequent to the dismissal which cast a different light on the Commission of the alleged
misconduct, such fact or facts will not necessarily or automatically render the dismissal harsh, unjust or unreasonable. In
our view in such circumstances what will need to be considered is whether the employer, if it had acted reasonably and
with all due diligence, could have ascertained those facts before the dismissal occurred.
The Commission is required to objectively assess the subjective actions and beliefs of the employer as at the time of
dismissal and not at some subsequent time: see Gregory v Philip Morris (1998) 24 IR 397 at 413; 80 ALR 455 at 471; see
also Stearnes v Myer SA Stores Print No 9A/1973 at 5.
Whether the employer will satisfy that objective test will depend upon the facts of each case. The gravity of the alleged
offence will dictate the nature and extent of the inquiry which the employer must conduct. An employer must ensure that
an employee is given as detailed particulars of the allegations against him/her as is possible, an opportunity to be heard in
respect of such allegations, and a chance to bring forward any witnesses he/she may wish to answer those allegations.�

64 As to conduct justifying summary dismissal, Kirby J in Concut Pty Ltd v Worrell [2000] HCA 64; (2000) 75 ALJR 312 at [51];
321-322, observed�

�3. The ordinary relationship of employer and employee at common law is one importing implied duties of loyalty,
honesty, confidentiality and mutual trust. At common law:

�[c]onduct which in respect of important matters is incompatible with the fulfilment of an employee�s duty,
or involves an opposition, or conflict between his interest and his duty to his employer, or impedes the
faithful performance of his obligations, or is destructive of the necessary confidence between employer and
employee, is a ground of dismissal. ... [T]he conduct of the employee must itself involve the
incompatibility, conflict, or impediment, or be destructive of confidence. An actual repugnance between his
acts and his relationship must be found. It is not enough that ground for uneasiness as to its future conduct
arises.

�
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4. It is, however, only in exceptional circumstances that an ordinary employer is entitled at common law to dismiss an
employee summarily. Whatever the position may be in relation to isolated acts of negligence, incompetence or
unsuitability, it cannot be disputed (statute or express contractual provision aside) that acts of dishonesty or similar
conduct destructive of the mutual trust between the employer and employee, once discovered, ordinarily fall within
the class of conduct which, without more, authorises summary dismissal. Exceptions to this general position may
exist for trivial breaches of the express or implied terms of the contract of employment. Other exceptions may arise
where the breaches are ancient in time and where they may have been waived in the past, although known to the
employer. judged irrelevant to the (sic) Some breaches may be (sic) duties of the particular employee and an
ongoing relationship with the employer. But these exceptional cases apart, the establishment of important, relevant
instances of misconduct, such as dishonesty on the part of an employee like Mr Wells, will normally afford legal
justification for summary dismissal. Such a case will be classified as amounting to a relevant repudiation or
renunciation by the employee of the employment contract, thus warranting summary dismissal.�

65 In my view the Respondent has failed to satisfy the onus to demonstrate the summary dismissals were fair. However, I am of
the view the Respondent was entitled to dismiss the Applicants by giving them notice. The reason why I have reached this
conclusion is that the Respondent in making its decision failed to consider the following matters�

(a) It is apparent from the evidence given by Mr Craig that he was aware that Ms Nicholson was lacking in
management skills.

(b) Mr Craig was aware that there was no secure place in the shop to secrete store takings. In particular he
conceded that if a person from the shop went to the toilet the back door of the shop could be left unlocked.
Further he knew that the shop lacked a safe and it was not disputed by him that he had been advised that a safe
should be bolted to the floor.

(c) As set out in the decision of Bi Lo v Hooper (op cit) the Respondent is required to take into account any
mitigating circumstances associated with the conduct in question and the employees work record as to whether
the action of the employees in question justified dismissal. It is clear from Mr Craig�s evidence that both
Applicants had given long and faithful service. Further they both gave uncontradicted evidence that they
provided services to the Respondent which were beyond that required of the employment relationship.

(d) Further I do not accept that the Respondent�s could have concluded that there was a high level of suspicion that
the Applicants had taken the money as there was no evidence to support that contention.

66  I accept however that the Applicants� conduct in not informing Mr Craig that the money was missing for a period of about a
month was negligent. They were also negligent in not informing Mr Craig that Ms Nicholson had lost her keys. Further it is my
view that the practice of Ms Nicholson of doing retrospective banking constituted a breach of trust. Although Mrs Nicholson
may not have been appointed as the assistant manager and not completing the banking records, she was clearly carrying out
management duties in respect of the Perth Op Shop. She knew of this conduct and she should have brought these matters to the
attention of Mr Craig. Accordingly it is my view that the Respondent was entitled to terminate both the Applicants�
employment by giving them notice.

67 Since these applications were heard by the Commission, the Industrial Appeal Court has delivered its decision in Dellys v
Elderslie Finance Corporation Ltd [2002] WASCA 161 on 18 June 2002. I will hear the parties further as to the rate of pay
and compensation that should be awarded for the failure to provide the Applicants notice.

68 
_________

2002 WAIRC 05957
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES SANDRA MAY NICHOLSON, APPLICANT
v.
ANGLICAN HEALTH AND WELFARE SERVICES INC TRADING AS ANGLICARE,
RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
DATE OF ORDER WEDNESDAY, 10 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1939 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05957
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Orders that the Applicant was unfairly dismissed and that the Respondent pay the Applicant
$2,005.65 gross.

Representation
Applicant Mr W Yu (of counsel)
Respondent Mr B Walker (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr W Yu on behalf of the Applicant and Mr B Walker on behalf of the Respondent the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby�

(1) DECLARES that Sandra May Nicholson (″the Applicant″), was unfairly dismissed by Anglican Health and Welfare
Services Inc trading as Anglicare (″the Respondent″);

(2) ORDERS that the Respondent pay the Applicant, within seven days of the date of this Order, $2,005.65 gross.
(Sgd.) J. H. SMITH,

[L.S.] Commissioner.
_________
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2002 WAIRC 05956
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES CRYSTAL AMELIA NICHOLSON, APPLICANT
v.
ANGLICAN HEALTH AND WELFARE SERVICES INC TRADING AS ANGLICARE,
RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
DATE OF ORDER WEDNESDAY, 10 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1947 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05956
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Orders that the Applicant was unfairly dismissed and that the Respondent pay the Applicant
$1,682.17 gross.

Representation
Applicant Mr W Yu (of counsel)
Respondent Mr B Walker (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr W Yu on behalf of the Applicant and Mr B Walker on behalf of the Respondent the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby�

(3) DECLARES that Crystal Amelia Nicholson (″the Applicant″), was unfairly dismissed by Anglican Health and
Welfare Services Inc trading as Anglicare (″the Respondent″);

(4) ORDERS that the Respondent pay the Applicant, within seven days of the date of this Order, $1,682.17 gross.
(Sgd.) J. H. SMITH,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06152
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES RUSS OWENS, APPLICANT
v.
WAUGH AND DWYER PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE TUESDAY, 6 AUGUST 2002 
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1288 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06152
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application dismissed
Representation
Applicant No appearance
Respondent Mr P Christensen (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This application was filed on 12 July 2001 pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (�the Act�).

Mr Russ Owens (�the applicant�), whose address on the application is cited as the General Post Office, Kununurra claims that
he was unfairly dismissed on 27 June 2001, and that he has not been allowed entitlements under a contract of employment with
Waugh and Dwyer Pty Ltd (�the respondent�). A response was filed by the respondent on 8 August 2001 objecting to both
elements of the application.

2 The Commission records confirm that after a number of failed attempts to contact the applicant a conciliation conference via
teleconference was held in Karratha on 18 December 2001.

3 At this conference the applicant failed to answer the telephone call which was arranged to facilitate the conference. The
applicant�s agent was unaware of any alternative contact details for his client and after a number of attempts, via the Telstra
Call Administrator, the conference was adjourned. The applicant rang later that day to say that his telephone was playing up
and he gave the Commission a new mobile number and requested that another conference be held. On this basis the conference
was reconvened for a later date.

4 The applicant was contacted on 4 January 2002 and agreed to a conciliation conference via teleconference being held at
9.00am on 25 January 2002. This time was agreed to by the respondent.

5 The applicant was contacted on 25 January 2002 to participate in the conference, however he did not answer the telephone call
and the conference did not go ahead. On 29 January 2002 a message was left on the Commission�s answering machine from
the applicant, stating that he was driving to Sydney and his telephone was out of range on 25 January 2002, when the
Commission contacted him.

6  On 12 February 2002, a notice was sent to the applicant at a new address in NSW, convening another conciliation conference
via teleconference for Tuesday 19 March 2002 at 10.30am. Meanwhile, the Commission was advised that the applicant no
longer had an agent representing him.
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7 At the conciliation conference via teleconference on 19 March 2002, conciliation was unavailing, thus the matter was referred
for hearing. The Commission otherwise constituted informed the parties that the matter would be heard in Kununurra and the
applicant agreed with this course of action. The applicant also advised of another change of address to 138 Bourke St,
Woolloomooloo NSW.

8 On 9 April 2002, a notice of hearing was sent to the applicant confirming that there would be a hearing in Kununurra on
Tuesday, 21 May 2002 at 10.00am. This was confirmed by registered mail on 22 April 2002 whereby the applicant was to
contact the Commission to confirm receipt of the hearing notice. On the 29 April 2002 the applicant rang the Commission and
confirmed that he had received the notice of hearing and that he would be in attendance at the hearing. The applicant gave
specific and clear assurances that he would make the necessary travel arrangements to be in attendance.

9 On 20 May 2002, the applicant rang the Commission from Brisbane at approximately midday, stating that his car had broken
down and accordingly he would not be in a position to attend the hearing the next day in Kununurra.

10 At the hearing in Kununurra on 21 May 2002, the applicant did not attend. The respondent put submissions that the matter
should be dismissed with costs, and liberty was given to the respondent to provide further submissions on this issue to the
Commission. These submissions were received on 4 June 2002.

11 On 6 June 2002, the applicant was sent a copy of the respondent�s submissions and a copy of the transcript of the proceedings
by registered mail to his home address in NSW. The applicant was advised that he had until 21 June 2002 to advise the
Commission why the matter should not be dismissed.

12 On 10 July 2002 the Commission received a letter from the applicant outlining why he did not attend the hearing. The
applicant maintained that he was unable to get to Kununurra for the hearing on 21 May 2002, because he was unable to fix his
car, and had insufficient funds to catch a plane or bus to be at the hearing on time.

13 I am satisfied that the applicant has been given every opportunity to prosecute his claim and that the matter should be
dismissed. Both the respondent and the Commission have been put to considerable expense and inconvenience by this
applicant over a long period of time.

14 The applicant agreed that he would attend the hearing set down to progress his application. In my view, the applicant had
sufficient notice in order to make preparations for him to be in attendance at the hearing in Kununurra on the set date. It was
only the day before the hearing that the Commission and the respondent were informed that the applicant was in Brisbane and
unlikely to be in attendance at the hearing. This was long after travel arrangements had been made and commenced for both
the Commission and the respondent.

15 Further, I do not believe that the applicant has pursued his claim seriously. Substantial delays in progressing this matter have
been caused by the applicant not being available. The interests of the respondent in this application need to be taken into
account. It is now over 12 months since this application was filed, and given the lack of co-operation of the applicant to date,
there is little prospect the matter will be finalised in the near future.

16 The respondent has been available for all of the conferences set down for this matter, and at the hearing set down for 21 May
2002. In all of the circumstances I do not believe that it is desirable for the matter to be continued. Further, it is not in the
public interest to expend more resources on dealing with this matter.

17 It remains to consider the matter of costs. Section 27(1)(c) gives power to the Commission to order any party to a matter to pay
to any other party such costs and expenses as are specified in an Order, but no costs shall be allowed for the services of any
legal practitioner or agent. It is unusual for costs to be awarded in this jurisdiction. The authorities make it clear that costs will
only be awarded in extreme cases, (see Denise Brailey v Mendex Pty Ltd t/a Mair and Co Maylands (1993) 73 WAIG 26 at
27). I am not satisfied that the circumstances of this matter are such to warrant an order for costs against the applicant.

18 An order pursuant to s.27(1)(a)(ii) will issue dismissing the application.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06158
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES RUSS OWENS, APPLICANT
v.
WAUGH AND DWYER PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER TUESDAY, 6 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 1288 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06158
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application dismissed
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
THERE having been no appearance by or on behalf of the applicant, and having heard Mr P Christensen (of counsel) on behalf of
the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________
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2002 WAIRC 06038
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES TAMMY ANN POWELL, APPLICANT
v.
INDEPENDENT METALLURGICAL LABORATORIES, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DELIVERED MONDAY, 22 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1814 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06038
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Applicant dismissed unfairly; compensation awarded
Representation
Applicant Ms C Hannington of Counsel
Respondent Mr G McCorry as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This is an application pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (�the Act�). The applicant,

Ms Tammy Powell was employed as a metallurgical technician with Independent Metallurgical Laboratories from 12 March
2001 to 3 October 2001. She was summarily dismissed on 3 October 2001 by Mr Murray Hill, the Laboratory Manager, for it
is submitted on the respondent�s behalf, abusive language and inappropriate behaviour toward her employer and other staff.

2 The applicant, in her application, claimed compensation for unfair dismissal and denied contractual benefits for annual leave
and two weeks payment for notice. These contractual benefit claims were not pursued at hearing. It is uncontested that the
respondent sometime after the dismissal paid the applicant two weeks salary for notice. The amount sought in compensation by
the applicant is the maximum six months compensation of $10,069.38, having taken into account the notice payment of
$1,200 and her earnings since termination of $2,795.62.

3 Ms Powell�s duties with the respondent primarily involved assisting the metallurgists with testing ore samples. The applicant
worked at Royal Perth Hospital and Princess Margaret Hospital as a laboratory technician, and in the hospitality industry,
before commencing employment with the respondent. Ms Powell was studying for a diploma in technical and applied science
and was allowed time off during the working week to attend to this tertiary study. She was initially interviewed by Mr Hill,
received a letter of employment [Exhibit TAP2] and commenced work on 12 March 2001. Her salary upon completion of her
studies was $30,000 per annum. She worked predominantly with the two metallurgists Mr Ennor and Mr Lawson and two
other laboratory technicians, a Ms Atkins and Mr Fowler. The workforce comprised 10 employees.

4 The two main parties to the discussions on 3 October 2001, which resulted in Ms Powell�s summary dismissal, were Mr Hill
and Ms Powell. Apart from their evidence, evidence for the respondent was given by fellow workers; namely Mr Fowler, Mr
Lawson, Ms White and Dr Fischer.

5 As stated, the applicant�s dismissal was due to her language and behaviour. Ms Powell�s performance of her duties was
unchallenged except for some comments concerning slowness in work by Mr Lawson and Mr Hill. Mr Hill says in part she
was dismissed because �there were a few issues in relation to her work performance� (Transcript p.84). This is not apparent
from the evidence, the context of the dismissal or the earlier warning. Ms Powell had received a conduct warning on 1 August
2001 [Exhibit R1], which is and was challenged, and which was unsigned. The letter states�
�Dear Tammy
We have spoken on a number of occasions about your attitude towards your fellow employees and myself. In fact this was
highlighted at the end of your one month trial period as being an area for improvement.
Subsequent to your outburst towards me at lunchtime today, 1 August 2001, I have generated this written warning.
Following previous discussions about this subject this warning is your first written warning but is actually your second
warning. If there is no improvement in your attitude I will issue a third warning which will result in termination of your
employment at Independent Metallurgical Laboratories Pty Ltd.
Signing this letter acknowledges receipt of this warning however refusal to sign does not alter the status of this warning. A
signed copy of this letter will be included in your personal file.
Yours Sincerely
Murray Hill
Laboratory Manager�

6 The immediate incident which led to Ms Powell�s dismissal occurred on 3 October 2001. At approximately 10.30am Mr
Fowler spoke to Ms Powell, who looked unwell, and suggested that she take a rest at his desk. Whilst she was doing so Mr
Ennor entered the room, queried her and this led to an aggressive and vocal exchange between Ms Powell and Mr Ennor.
Mr Hill was in conference with a client, overhead the dispute and came out to investigate. He spoke with Ms Powell who
needed to rush to the toilet. Mr Hill followed her and when she reappeared continued to seek an explanation from her about her
loud and aggressive behaviour. The evidence of Ms Powell and Mr Hill differs as to the character of this exchange, however, it
is clear that Ms Powell did not wish to be queried, was quite vocal and was then dismissed by Mr Hill. Ms Powell left the
premises and attended a doctor who, the applicant says, certified her as suffering from a virus.

7 The evidence of Ms Powell is that she had some initial conflict with Ms Atkins over work roles. Mr Hill spoke to her at that
time but left the two employees to settle their differences. Apart from this she says she had a conflict with Mr Hill on 1 August
2001 in relation to some DIPK extraction procedures. She had difficulty using a pipette in a testing procedure and spoke to the
metallurgist about alternately using an auto-pipette. She researched the purchase of this auto-pipette. During this process she
encountered Mr Hill in the lunch room and he complained to her of the time she had taken to do samples. He confirmed to her
that he was questioning her skill and ability. She says that she was shocked by this. She says Mr Hill threatened her with a
conduct warning which she did not understand and later that day handed her a letter to read and sign. She refused to sign the
letter which referred to her receiving a second warning. The warning was not explained or discussed other than being about her
conduct and attitude. The first warning, which she says that she was not aware of, related to her being late back to work from a
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weekend in Denmark with friends. Due to bad weather and the fact that she was a passenger in the car she could not attend to
work on the Monday. She says Mr Hill questioned her and accused her of being irresponsible. However, no warning was
issued. During their discussion she says they had a heated argument on the mill floor.

8 Ms Powell says she got on well with the two metallurgists Mr Ennor and Mr Lawson. She was a good worker and was never
told otherwise, even though it was a very stressful workplace to work in. Her main directions came from Mr Ennor and Mr
Fowler, and occasionally from Mr Lawson. There were time pressures at work, a lack of equipment and competition for
equipment. She did have an altercation at one stage with Ms Atkins and Mr Ennor, however, she says this was resolved
amongst themselves. She denies that she was ever rude to a visitor or that she was ever reprimanded by Mr Hill for such an act.
In general her evidence is that she got on well with others at work, though perhaps not with Ms White. She says in the warning
she received, the reasons were not specified and she was given no opportunity to respond.

9 On 3 October 2001, she arrived at work, was feeling okay, and commenced doing some samples. About 10:30am she started
getting hot and cold flushes and felt sick in the stomach. She later wondered whether she was pregnant. She spoke to Mr
Fowler who was going out and he suggested she put her head on his desk for half an hour. During this time Mr Ennor came in
and called out Ms Powell�s name. She says she sat up, and as she did, he left. She says she knew something was wrong by his
tone of voice and approached him to explain. Mr Ennor put his hands up for the applicant to go away. About that time Mr Hill
came out of his office and advised the applicant not to speak to a co-worker in that manner. He questioned the applicant on her
physical state and advised her that sleeping was a dismissible offence. Ms Powell felt ill and had to go to the bathroom where
she vomited. Mr Hill later approached her and was suspicious and terse and advised that she should see a doctor. She did not
feel well enough to have the discussion with him. In Ms Powell�s mind Mr Hill was badgering her. She says Mr Hill asked her
to have a blood and urine test and she queried why this was necessary. During this discussion she says that Mr Hill put up his
hands and said to her �it wasn�t good enough, and that you�re sacked� and that she was to leave the premises immediately.
Later she says Mr Dave Simons, a company director, came to supervise her packing and escorted her from the premises and
took her keys.

10 Ms Powell says she attended a doctor and received a medical certificate which stated that she was unfit for work for two days.
This certificate she attached to her application to the Commission.

11 Following her dismissal Ms Powell applied unsuccessfully for positions with DT Workforce at Normandy Mining, made
enquiries with some employment agencies and applied for a position with Iluka Resources. She was employed with Montego�s
on the bay in Geraldton from 4 December 2001 until the premises was closed on 7 April 2002. Ms Powell did not receive any
work during January due to the off season, she received $14 an hour and was employed for approximately 4 months.

12 Under cross examination Ms Powell said that she is a fairly strong person and fairly confrontational. She denies having abused
Mr Hill or any staff member and would only swear if sworn at. In regards to the Denmark matter Ms Powell denies swearing at
Mr Hill. At the end of her probationary period she had a talk to Mr Hill on the mill floor about her attitude but that nothing was
ever put formally.

13 Mr Murray Phillip Hill, Laboratory Manager, for the respondent gave evidence that on 3 October 2001 he was having a
meeting with a client from Norway, Mr Koptejka and Mr McGhee, the Managing Director of IML in the conference room
when he heard a barrage of swearing coming from Ms Powell. Mr Hill stated that he excused himself from the meeting to
investigate. He saw Ms Powell walking away from Mr Ennor and approached her to get an explanation. He says that he was
unable to get an adequate response out of Ms Powell as she raced off to the toilets.

14 Mr Hill followed Ms Powell after she had left the toilet to discuss the matter with her. He asked her if she was sick, which she
denied. Mr Hill advised Ms Powell that it might be a good idea to see a doctor. Ms Powell�s response was that �I�m not
fucking sick� and �I don�t need to see a doctor�. Mr Hill then asked Ms Powell that if she was not sick why did she rush off to
the toilet and why was she slurring her words. Mr Hill was unable to get a cogent answer out of Ms Powell and advised her
that there had been incidents in the past relating to her language and behaviour to other staff which she had been warned about
and had been discussed on a number of occasions previously. He advised her that �at the end of the day, you�re better off
working somewhere else�. Ms Powell asked whether that meant she was sacked and Mr Hill said �yes�.

15 Mr Hill�s evidence is that Ms Powell reported to the senior metallurgists, Mr Lawson and Mr Ennor, and assisted them in
metallurgical test work. At the end of the probationary period Mr Hill spoke to Ms Powell in terms of her verbal abuse,
language and attitude towards people. He advised her that he was not going to dismiss her but these were matters that needed
to be addressed. Mr Lawson had complained to Mr Hill in regards to Ms Powell�s abuse.

16 On 13 July 2001 Ms Powell was late coming back from Denmark. Mr Hill spoke to her about her disrespect for her employer
and her non attendance at work. He gave her a verbal warning to improve her attitude. Ms Powell�s response to that was �Why
the fucking questions? Why do you have to keep continually asking these questions?�.

17 On another occasion there was an altercation between Ms Powell and Ms Atkins in the central prepatory area over some
equipment. Mr Hill spoke with Ms Atkins who was upset and crying and established that it had been a minor dispute that had
got out of hand. Mr Hill then sought to speak to Ms Powell about the matter. Her response was �Why the fuck do you pick on
me ? It�s not my fault, it�s her fault�. Mr Hill says that the questions were not being answered and a written warning was
generated.

18 The DIBK incident on Mr Hill�s recollection occurred prior to 1 August 2001 which involved Mr Ennor and Mr Lawson
approaching him with their concerns over the time it took Ms Powell to work on 90 samples. Mr Ennor advised Mr Hill that he
had spoken to Ms Powell about her speed and mistakes and Mr Hill took the matter no further until the matter came up in a
conversation in the lunch room and Mr Hill advised Ms Powell that �that wasn�t appropriate and we had to work a bit quicker
than that�.

19 Following the conduct warning on 1 August 2001 for a period of about two weeks Mr Hill saw a definite improvement in Ms
Powell, but after that time it declined.

20 In regards to the quality of the applicant�s work performance, Mr Hill states�
�As I pointed out, the DIBK incident was raised, that that was a 2 or 3 hour job, and there was complaints about that.
There was a couple of heat leach amenability tests that were completed that had to be repeated. So there was - - that�s two
specific incidents I can recall, and I believe there was possibly a couple more.
All right. But you never used those incidents as the basis for a warning?---Not as a basis for a warning, no.� (Transcript
pg 89)

21 Mr Hill stated that he did not document the verbal warnings that he gave to the applicant, but that he kept a mental record of
them. In regards to the Denmark incident Mr Hill states�

�I said her attitude towards myself and her employee - - fellow employee - - sorry. Her attitude towards myself and her
disrespectfulness was inappropriate and consider this your first warning.� (Transcript pg 92)
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22 Following the written warning in August Mr Hill says that Ms Powell�s performance improved for a time and after that every
employee complained to him. In response to questioning by Ms Hannington, Counsel for the applicant, about these complaints
Mr Hill stated the following�

�and I just said Right. Okay, I�ll bear that in mind until something harsh comes up. I said I�ve warned her. She knows the
consequences and we�ll take it from there.� (Transcript pg 96)

23 Mr Hill mentioned under cross-examination concerning the dismissal is that he said to Ms Powell, �You would be better off
looking for another job�. She replied, �Are you sacking me?� He then said, �Yes� (Transcript p.99).

24 Dr Nicholas Fischer, a project metallurgist working for the respondent, gave evidence that he commenced working for the
respondent in late September or early October 2001. He overheard a conversation between Mr Hill and Ms Powell on
3 October 2001 where Ms Powell was irate and Mr Hill was asking her something like �What are you doing�. There was
swearing and Ms Powell indicated that she might be pregnant. He describes Ms Powell�s demeanour as irate and yelling and
Mr Hill as fairly calm and rational. The only other contact he had had with Ms Powell he described her as being a bit bossy.

25 Mr Angus Lawson, the senior metallurgist for the respondent, gave evidence that he found Ms Powell very hard to get along
with and that her language was awful in that she swore constantly. He says that she was aggressive and abusive to other
employees and that he complained about this a couple of times to Mr Hill but he does not remember the specific instances.

26 Under cross-examination he says that he had never had cause to complain about her professional abilities, though she was a bit
slow. Ms Powell worked for Mr Lawson about 20% of the time and to Mr Ennor for the remainder of her time. Ms Powell
swore often and at times aggressively. She called Mr Lawson a �fucking idiot� a few times and not in jest. He says that there
was a lot of swearing generally in the workplace. Others used similar language toward him but not in an aggressive tone.

27 Mr Malcolm Fowler, a laboratory technician with the respondent, gave evidence that on the morning of 3 October 2001 Ms
Powell approached him looking flushed and ill. She complained of feeling nauseous. He suggested that she go and sit at his
desk and he then had to leave the premises. He next saw Ms Powell after she had been dismissed. She was upset at being
dismissed but did not appear to be ill.

28 During the later stages of her employment (ie the last two months) he found Ms Powell�s behaviour to be erratic and she swore
as did others in the workplace. He did not know of any reason for this change in behaviour. She was occasionally aggressive to
other workers but not to him. However, her aggressive tone could lead to the creation of a tense atmosphere at work. He had
sometime earlier overheard a conversation between Mr Hill and Ms Powell about her being late for work. She was swearing
and complaining that he was hassling her and it wasn�t her fault.

29 He had regular contact with Ms Powell at work and the majority of the time got along well with her. There was generally a lot
of swearing at work.

30 Ms Dana White, the administration manager for the respondent, gave evidence that on the morning of 3 October 2001 she
overheard Mr Ennor ask Ms Powell how she was feeling and Ms Powell replied in a loud and aggressive manner, �Who the
fuck do you think you are? What the fuck do you think you are doing?�  Mr Hill then appeared and questioned Ms Powell. Ms
Powell was yelling but Ms White could not understand what Ms Powell was saying. Ms White sought to avoid Ms Powell
during her employment as Ms Powell could speak aggressively. Ms White was never abused by Ms Powell but she witnessed
others being abused by Ms Powell. Ms White never complained to Mr Hill about Ms Powell.

31 I accept the evidence of Dr Fischer, Mr Lawson, Ms White and Mr Fowler. In each case their evidence was both
straightforward and their responses to questions considered, and in my view can be relied upon. None of these witnesses were
directly involved in the main discussions on 3 October 2001. In each case they are still employed by the respondent but my
impression is that their evidence was not biased by this and was given honestly. Mr Fowler�s evidence in particular I would
adopt in assessing Ms Powell�s evidence. On both Mr Fowler�s evidence and her evidence, he was on friendly terms with Ms
Powell and had worked with her directly throughout her employment. The summation of that evidence in part is that swearing
was a feature of the workplace. It was accepted as such. However, even though Ms Powell swore frequently, the complaint of
her fellow workers was that at times she was aggressive and abusive to her work colleagues. It was a problem; her language
and behaviour offended other employees and was more than the resort to swearing common in the workplace. Ms White
sought to avoid Ms Powell because of this behaviour. Mr Fowler says that this aggressiveness and abuse was a problem mainly
in the last two months of her employment. Only Mr Lawson suggests that such abuse was directed to him, and that he
complained to Mr Hill about this. Similar words were said to him by other workers but it would seem not in the same vein.

32 Ms Powell�s evidence is contrary to this. She maintains that whilst she is a fairly strong person and fairly confrontational she
did not abuse Mr Hill or fellow workers (Transcript p.52). Mr Fowler says that he had earlier overheard a conversation
between Mr Hill and Ms Powell about her being late for work and she was swearing at Mr Hill. Ms Powell denies this
(Transcript p.53-55) although she admits that it was a heated exchange. I have greater confidence in the evidence of her prior
colleagues, in particular Mr Fowler, and in that sense the credibility of Ms Powell�s evidence must be challenged. I find that
Ms Powell was on occasion abusive and aggressive to her work colleagues and to Mr Hill, that this was different to the
�normal� exchange of swearing in that workplace and was a problem for her colleagues.

33 Mr Hill�s evidence, in part, also does not sit well with that of his work colleagues. He says that every employee complained to
him about Ms Powell�s behaviour (Transcript p.83 and p.96). He then names specifically Mr Lawson, Mr Ennor, Ms Atkins
and Mr Fowler. Mr Lawson says that he did complain to Mr Hill. This is covered also by Mr Hill separately in his evidence.
Mr Fowler says he did not. I consider Mr Fowler to be a more reliable witness. I say this also because my overall impression of
Mr Hill�s evidence is that it is embellished by exaggeration. Put differently my distinct impression is that he sought to portray
Ms Powell�s language and behaviour as worse than it really was. My impression is that his real difficulty was not so much her
swearing; swearing was commonplace and accepted in the workplace. Her language is not mentioned in the warning letter. Mr
Hill�s difficulty lay in Ms Powell�s confrontational and, in his view, disrespectful manner toward him. I have similar doubts as
to whether the frequency with which he says that he raised difficulties with Ms Powell is correct. His evidence waivers
somewhat in that regard (refer Transcript p.91).

34 In relation to the events of 3 October 2001 and any counselling or warnings, the bulk of the evidence was given by Mr Hill and
Ms Powell. Although Ms White and Dr Fischer gave some evidence as to what they overheard. Ms White says that Ms Powell
was loud and abusive to Mr Ennor after he asked how she was and was yelling at Mr Hill. Dr Fischer says that Ms Powell in
conversation with Mr Hill was irate and yelling and that Mr Hill was calm and rational. Once again this speaks against Ms
Powell�s evidence in that she would have the Commission believe that her actions were more reasonable and moderate. What I
find of particular note is that on Ms White�s evidence, Ms Powell�s response to Mr Ennor engaging her briefly and not by his
words in a confronting manner, was quite volatile and abusive. Ms Powell simply says that she knew by his tone when Mr
Ennor called her name that something was wrong. She does not say that he upset her in anyway.  Yet she immediately pursued
him and I find abused him. Her actions were clearly loud enough to draw Mr Hill from another room to investigate.
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35 Mr Hill and Ms Powell place a different character to their discussions on 3 October 2002. I do not go to all the differences in
their evidence as to what was said and the manner in which it was conveyed. I have already addressed the issue of Ms Powell
swearing and I am confident that she swore at Mr Hill during these discussions. She certainly objected to his questioning which
in her view was badgering in nature. This point in her evidence was not contested. However, when I weigh up the evidence, Mr
Hill�s manner and the fact that he pursued her to further question her, I find that his approach to Ms Powell on 3 October
2001 was quite persistent. I otherwise accept Dr Fischer�s evidence that Mr Hill�s tone was calm.

36 The difference in what Mr Hill conveyed regarding the actual termination is also not greatly relevant as it is clear that he
dismissed Ms Powell in a summary manner. Mr Hill knew that Ms Powell was unwell. Ms Powell says that he badgered her.
Mr Hill says that Ms Powell often did not answer questions properly.

37 The recollection of what prompted the warning is different between Ms Powell and Mr Hill as are the dates. He says that it
generated from an incident with Ms Atkins and that the DIBK incident was prior to 1 August 2001. Ms Powell says that it
arose from the DIBK incident. They both agree that they had a confrontation over her late return to work (the Denmark
incident). These differences in recall are not significant in terms of my decision, with the exception that Mr Hill says that he
verbally warned Ms Powell at the time of the Denmark incident. I consider that this is more probable. A careful reading of just
Ms Powell�s evidence is that this could be viewed a likely outcome from what was a hostile discussion. I have found that Ms
Powell�s evidence about this discussion not to be accurate in that she did swear at Mr Hill during that discussion. I do not find
Mr Hill�s evidence about other instances of counselling to be convincing.

38 Therefore I find that Ms Powell was warned verbally at the time of the Denmark incident for the way she spoke to Mr Hill and
was given a written warning on 1 August 2001. The terms of the letter stands on their face and were quoted earlier. In simple
terms this means in my view that Ms Powell�s behaviour toward Mr Hill in particular had been a problem. On the evidence of
other staff, and contained in the letter of 1 August 2001, it is also clear in my view that her volatility and behaviour to other
staff had also caused tensions in the workplace. Ms Powell also knew that without improvement her employment would be in
jeopardy. I then turn to the incident on 3 October 2001. It is clear that Ms Powell reacted to Mr Ennor in an abusive and
inappropriate manner. It is also clear that she was ill and that Mr Hill knew that she was ill. Mr Hill knew that Ms Powell did
not enjoy being questioned and that her manner was confrontational. He sought explanation from her as to her behaviour and
persisted in doing so and then promptly sacked her in the midst of this discussion.

39 The respondent says that this amounted to a repudiation of her contract. In the circumstances it could surely not be said to be
so. The episode was not of such gravity or importance such as to indicate a rejection or repudiation of the contract sufficient to
warrant a summary dismissal (see the decision of the Full Bench at paragraph 40 in Clifton Nominees Pty Ltd v Australian,
Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western Australian Branch 81 WAIG 3038 and the references to
decisions contained therein). At the very least Ms Powell should have been given some consideration for the fact that she was
ill that day. Whilst Ms Powell�s illness does not excuse her behaviour toward Mr Ennor, it does place her in a context whereby
she should have been given some additional consideration or leeway by Mr Hill.

40 It is not for the Commission to stand in the employer�s shoes so to speak and simply say that I would have done it differently.
However, if I apply the principles in Undercliffe Nursing Home �v- Federated Miscellaneous Workers� Union of Australia,
Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch 65 WAIG 385 it is clear that Ms Powell�s summary dismissal on 3 October
2001 was unwarranted, unfair and harsh.

41 I find that the employment relationship has broken down irretrievably and that reinstatement is impracticable. Ms Powell has
sought to mitigate her loss, and I find so notwithstanding the submissions on the respondent�s behalf that she should have
resorted to Social Security payments much earlier.

42 There is a further issue that should be considered and that is whether Ms Powell�s employment relationship with the
respondent was likely to last in any event given the history of her behaviour toward Mr Hill and other staff.  Ms Powell was
counselled in July and in August 2001 about her behaviour. Mr Fowler says that her behaviour had gotten worse during the last
two months or so of her employment. She was causing tension in the workplace. Added to this is the fact that she immediately
resorted to abusing Mr Ennor on 3 October 2001. All of this evinces, in my view, a lack of appreciation by Ms Powell of what
was required of her and a proper response by her to that. It displays a volatility on Ms Powell�s behalf that I find would
inevitably have led to her employment being terminated. Whilst I consider that she should not have been dismissed on
3 October 2001 and she should have been given another chance; I do not consider that the employment relationship would
have survived for more than a further eight weeks. I would therefore limit her compensation accordingly.

43 Her wages as per [Exhibit TAP5] averaged to $586.07 per week. She was paid $15 per hour and her hours varied. This
multiplied by 8 weeks is $4,688.56. This is the amount of compensation I would award less any taxation payable to the
Commissioner for Taxation.

_________
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Supplementary Reasons for Decision
(Given extemporaneously and subsequently edited by the Commissioner)

1 The Commission issued the Minute of Proposed Order and Reasons for Decision in this matter on 22 July 2002. The
substantive matter having been heard on 22 May 2002. The parties were advised by letter as follows�

�If you consider that the Minute of Proposed Order does not accurately reflect the expressed intention of the
Commission�s Reasons for Decision you should advise the Commission in writing by 4pm on Monday, 29 July
2002 indicating what change is required to be made to the Minute for it to do so.
It is not an opportunity to re-argue the case or to put arguments which were not put in the hearing of the matter.�

2 Mr McCorry on behalf of the respondent corresponded with the Commission on 24 July 2002 in the following terms�
�The Respondent is of the view that the draft order does not properly reflect the expressed intention of the Commission�s
order, which is that the Applicant should be compensated to the extent of what she would have received had she
continued in employment for a further 8 weeks.
If this is the intention, then as a matter of both law and equity (see Dellys �v-Elderslie Finance Corporation Ltd IAC 2 of
2002 paragraphs 34- 41) the payments made by the Respondent to the Applicant subsequent to the termination and
everything the Applicant received by way of other income during that 8 week period must be deducted from the
compensation.
Those payments from the Respondent are $1200 by way of pay in lieu of notice, $1276.26 annual leave and an unknown
amount earned during that period from other sources.
In the Respondent�s view the order of the Commission should be amended to read
(3) Orders that the said respondent do herby pay to Tammy Ann Powell, as and by way of compensation, the amount of
8 weeks salary less any payments made to or received by her from the respondent in that period.
(4) The parties have liberty to apply in respect of any dispute over the quantum of the payment to be made.�

3 The matter was subsequently listed for a Speaking to the Minutes hearing on 1 August 2002 to hear argument from the parties.
Whereas the points raised in Mr McCorry�s letter are doubtful ones that are properly raised at a Speaking to the Minutes, I
chose to list the matter as such and to hear argument so as to expedite the matter and because the decision of the Industrial
Appeal Court in Dellys v Elderslie Finance Corporation [2002] WASCA 161 (unreported) was issued on 18 June 2002. This
is in the period post hearing and prior to the Reasons for Decision being issued.

4 I issue my supplementary reasons now. In respect to the order sought I note that there is no correction sought for earnings
during the period post termination and I note also that the decision records that there was no employment until the 4th of
December 2001. That is apparent in paragraph 11 of the decision.

5 In respect of the annual leave payment and the payment for notice; the payment for notice is recorded in the decision as
$1,200 and the annual leave payment was also made. The respondent seeks correction of the order to deduct those two amounts
which would leave a sum of, on the respondent�s submission, $2,212.30 by way of order of the Commissioner as
compensation.

6 The decision referred to of the Industrial Appeal Court in Dellys v Elderslie Finance Corporation at paragraphs 39 and 41, in
particular para 39, I would distinguish from my reasons in this matter as follows. The finding of the Commission is that the
employment would have continued for a further 8 weeks and at that stage the employment in my view would have been
terminated fairly.

7 For the termination at that time to have been effected fairly, it is a well trodden precedent of this Commission that it would
have had to have been on notice. In other words, Ms Powell was entitled to 8 weeks� employment and that is the decision of
the Commission having regard to the Commission�s obligations under section 26; and then at that time it is assumed that she
would have been terminated fairly and hence terminated on notice. So in that sense it is a period of compensation for the period
of time she would have continued in employment. In that respect I note the decision of the Full Bench in Ramsay Bogunovich v
Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd 79 WAIG 8, in particular the President, in outlining the principles under which
compensation may be assessed, in part says�

�First of all, the Commission makes a finding as to the loss and/or injury. That is, as the Full Bench has explained, an
exercise involving a finding of fact and/or law, and is a different exercise from assessing compensation.�

He then goes on to say�
�Findings as to future loss, for example, will sometimes involve a finding, on the balance of probabilities, as to how long
the claimant might have remained in his/her current employment had he/she not been unfairly dismissed, but that is not an
exercise at all involving assessment of compensation; nor is it a vehicle for using conduct to reduce or increase an award of
compensation.�

8 It is in that nature that the finding of this Commission in respect of Ms Powell�s case has been made.
9 Now, in respect to the second point regarding annual leave. I find it difficult to accept that the decision referred to by Mr

McCorry means that Ms Powell, who I found would have continued in employment for a further 8 weeks, should then have
had deducted from that period of employment her accrued entitlement of annual leave. I have only in respect to the decision of
Dellys v Elderslie Finance Corporation a brief comment in relation to leave being deducted from compensation. I have no
more clarity than that in the submission of the respondent.

10 It is the case in many decisions of this Commission that leave entitlements and other entitlements are claimed and awarded as
contractual benefits and compensation is also claimed and awarded. The payment to Ms Powell for leave was an accrued
entitlement. It was a contractual entitlement she was due. I would find it strange to deduct that from the compensation that she
was awarded, given that there was a finding that she would continue employment for a further 8 weeks. In fact there is an
argument to be made, which is not apparent in my decision because I do not reach that point, that Ms Powell might have been
entitled to accrued leave during the period of that 8 weeks of employment which she would have otherwise had.

11 Given these reasons I would not accede to the submissions made on behalf of the respondent and the order will issue in its
current form, ie as per the terms of the Minute of Proposed Order.

_________
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2002 WAIRC 06132
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES TAMMY ANN POWELL, APPLICANT
v.
INDEPENDENT METALLURGICAL LABORATORIES, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DATE OF ORDER  FRIDAY, 2 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1814 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06132
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Applicant unfairly dismissed; compensation awarded
Representation
Applicant Ms C Hannington of Counsel
Respondent Mr G McCorry as agent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Ms C Hannington of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr G McCorry for the respondent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby-

(1) DECLARES that the applicant, Tammy Ann Powell, was unfairly and harshly dismissed by the respondent on the
3rd day of October 2001;

(2) DECLARES that reinstatement is impracticable;
(3) ORDERS that the said respondent do hereby pay, as and by way of compensation, the amount of $4,688.56 to

Tammy Ann Powell, less any taxation that may be payable to the Commissioner of Taxation.
(Sgd.) S. WOOD,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06188
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES SHANE ROBINSON, APPLICANT
v.
BUDERIM PACKAGING PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE TUESDAY, 13 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 2046 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06188
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal and denied contractual benefits dismissed.
Representation
Applicant No appearance
Respondent Ms M. Saraceni (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 The substantive matter before the Commission is a claim by Shane Robinson against the respondent that he was unfairly

dismissed and that he has not been paid certain benefits to which he was entitled under his contract of employment.
2 The matter was listed for one day�s hearing but was not completed on that day. Mr Robinson�s examination-in-chief had

concluded but his cross-examination had not been completed. At the conclusion of the hearing on that day the Commission
was informed that Mr Robinson was returning to New Zealand within days and had no present intention of returning to the
State.

3 The Commission re-listed the hearing at short notice to complete Mr Robinson�s evidence however the resumed hearing was
adjourned on the day due to written advice received from the respondent that Mr Holmes was ill. Mr Holmes is a director of
the respondent and was its advocate at the first day�s hearing.

4 Following the adjournment of the re-listed hearing the Commission received a facsimile from the respondent. In it, Mr Holmes
states in part�

�I also wish to make you aware that yesterday in my absence Mr Stokes visited our premises in Canning Vale to deliver
an application for discovery that had been faxed the previous day and while there harassed my staff and photographed the
premises in a most belligerent and provocative manner. I find this type of action repugnant and would ask that the
Commission take whatever steps are in its power to prevent a recurrence.�

5 Mr Stokes is a registered industrial agent who has been appointed by Mr Robinson to appear for him in this matter.
6 After receiving the facsimile, I was concerned at the potential for that behaviour to be threatening to persons who may be

involved in the proceedings whether as representing the respondent or as a witness. I therefore directed the Registrar to
investigate the allegations made by Mr Holmes and in doing so speak to Mr Holmes, and with his permission the staff
concerned, and also to Mr Stokes. The Registrar reported to the Commission following discussions with the receptionist Ms
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Caton, Mrs Holmes and Mr Willis. The Registrar�s report has attached to it written statements from Mrs Holmes, Ms Caton
and Mr Willis.

7 The Registrar�s report states that Mr Stokes �declined� to speak with him saying that he respectfully requested �that the matter
not be raised by informal enquiry but instead be raised formally in court before the Senior Commissioner on transcript� and
that he did not mean �any disrespect�.

8 The Commission sent a copy of the Registrar�s report and its attachments to the parties and re-listed the application on its own
motion to give the parties an opportunity to be heard upon the Registrar�s report before deciding what steps may or should be
taken in response to Mr Holmes� request of the Commission (s.26(3) of the Act). On that occasion the respondent appeared.
There was no appearance by or on behalf of Mr Robinson. (I note for the record that on 30 July 2002 when my associate at my
direction telephoned both Mr Stokes and Ms Saraceni to ascertain their availability, Mr Stokes vigorously opposed my re-
listing of the matter for this purpose and stated that he would not attend any hearing that �did not incorporate the matter as a
whole�.) Section 27(1)(d) gives the Commission the power to proceed to hear and determine the matter or any part thereof in
the absence of any party who has been served with notice of the proceedings. The hearing proceeded in the absence of the
applicant.

9 When the matter came before the Commission the respondent, now represented by Ms Saraceni, submitted that the respondent
did not object to the Commission accepting the Registrar�s report and taking it into account. The respondent informed the
Commission of another incident which allegedly had occurred when Mr Stokes apparently visited the registered business
address of the respondent prior to attending the premises of the respondent on 26 June 2002 where Mr Stokes� behaviour was
described by her as being �not inconsistent� with the behaviour which caused the complaint made to the Commission by the
respondent. She also stated that the respondent believed that at the time of Mr Stokes� visit to its Canning Vale premises that
he was accompanied by Mr Robinson, the applicant. Mr Robinson had remained in the car.

10 The respondent then made submissions regarding the effect of the Registrar�s report and what it believed the Commission
should now do. The respondent submitted that the Commission�s powers in respect to industrial agents is limited. However, by
virtue of s.112A, regulations existed which prescribe in regulation 8 a Code of Conduct for industrial agents. It is a condition
of every registration that the industrial agent is to comply with the Code of Conduct. Ms Saraceni submitted that whilst the
registration of an agent is not a matter for the Commission, but rather for an Industrial Magistrate, the Commission is entitled
to take into account whether or not an agent may or may not be in breach of the Code of Conduct.

11 Ms Saraceni drew attention to the following in the Code of Conduct�
1. Introduction

It is the duty of an industrial agent � 
(a) to comply with the provisions of this code of conduct;
(b) not to engage in conduct which is illegal, dishonest or which may otherwise bring industrial agents

into disrepute; and
(c) to be competent as an industrial agent.

�
3. Business integrity and diligence

(1) An industrial agent must not attempt to further a client�s case by unethical or dishonest means.
�

6. Proceedings
(3) An industrial agent must at all times � 

(a) act with due courtesy to the Commission or a court;
(b) use his or her best endeavours to avoid unnecessary expense and waste of the Commission�s or court�s

time;

12 Ms Saraceni also drew attention to s.31(3) of the Act which states�
�A person or body appearing by a legal practitioner or agent is bound by the acts of that legal practitioner or agent.�

13 Ms Saraceni urged the Commission to consider the contents of the Registrar�s report and the requirements of the Code of
Conduct to reach a conclusion that the Commission should now act pursuant to s.27(1)(a) to dismiss the application or order
that the hearing of the application now be discontinued. Ms Saraceni drew the Commission�s attention to the obligation on the
Commission to act according to equity and good conscience and in doing so to have regard for the interests of the directors of
the respondent who are persons immediately concerned with the application. Ms Saraceni referred to the conduct of Mr Stokes
as �bullying or intimidating tactics� and that the Commission should assess the likely impact on both directors, at least, if they
know they are to be cross-examined by the very person whom they regard as having bullied them over time. Ms Saraceni
stated that there had been no valid reason for Mr Stokes to visit the respondent�s premises. The document he served had
already been faxed to the respondent the previous day. When Mr Stokes attended he asked to see Mr Holmes when he had
already been told during the Commission proceedings scheduled for that day that Mr Holmes was ill. Rather, it was a case of
Mr Stokes not believing Mr Holmes was ill. Ms Saraceni stated that Mr Stokes choosing not to attend the proceedings today
was contemptuous of the Commission.

14 I turn now to consider what I should do in response to Mr Holmes� request that �the Commission take whatever steps are in its
power to prevent a recurrence�. I have before me the Registrar�s report and its attachments. The respondent has made its
submissions. The applicant has chosen not to make any submissions either to the Registrar or to the Commission in the re-
listed hearing.

15 I do not take into account the reported visit of Mr Stokes to the registered business address of the respondent nor the
observation of whether Mr Robinson was, or was not, in the car at the time of Mr Stokes� visits. They are not matters contained
in the Registrar�s report and they are therefore not matters of which the applicant has had notice and an opportunity to
comment. I firstly consider what I find to be the relevant parts of the Registrar�s report.

16 The statement from Mrs Holmes refers to Mr Stokes� visit on 26 June 2002. Mrs Holmes prefaces her comments by referring
to the contact she first had with Mr Stokes which was before the commencement of the hearing on 12 June 2002. I will return
to this subsequently. It is sufficient to note that Mrs Holmes states that as a result of that first contact she felt extremely
anxious at Mr Stokes� visit. She found his manner sarcastic when referring to her husband�s illness that day and invasive with
his demeanour and speech. When Mr Stokes departed, she watched him walk through the gates. As Mrs Holmes was returning
to her office, Ms Caton called out that Mr Stokes was taking photographs. She saw Mr Stokes� car turn in a huge turning circle
in front of the factory, he tooted the horn several times and put his arm out the window with a rude gesture.
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17 The statement of Ms Caton is that she found Mr Stokes� manner �extremely arrogant�, and �aggressive and condescending�.
She felt that his conduct towards Mrs Holmes was �invasive� and �trying to intimidate�.

18 Mr Willis� statement is that he saw Mr Stokes drive off and he watched the car drive in front of the respondent�s entrance and
Mr Stokes take photos. He heard the car drive off and the horn beep.

19 The Registrar records that he also spoke to the dispatch manager, Mr Thompson who has an office within hearing distance of
the reception area. He told the Registrar that Mr Stokes had upset the reception staff with his manner.

20 As indicated earlier, Mrs Holmes� statement puts Mr Stokes� behaviour into the context of her first contact with Mr Stokes at
the hearing in the Commission on 12 June 2002. Mrs Holmes refers to Mr Stokes� conduct before, after and also during the
hearing.

21 As to Mr Stokes� conduct before the hearing, Mrs Holmes states that Mr Stokes� opening words to her husband before the
hearing started were found by her to be �personally insulting and confrontational� and sarcastic. She is not sure what Mr
Stokes intended by his behaviour but it was found by her to have been done sarcastically, to have been unnecessary and �it
threw us�.

22 As to Mr Stokes� conduct after the hearing, Mrs Holmes refers to his interruption of a �very polite� conversation between her
and Mr Robinson (the applicant) by having �charged over� and �ordered� Mr Robinson �not to speak to the enemy, they will
just use anything you say against you�. Mr Stokes also loudly proclaimed �how he had an evil mind because he was used to
dealing with greedy grasping employers who use their employees� which Mrs Holmes took as a reference to her. This was said
when there were many other people around and in a loud voice. Mrs Holmes was quite shaken and �left the court wondering
what on earth was going on�.

23 Mrs Holmes makes reference to Mr Stokes� conduct during the hearing on 26 June 2002. I have revisited the transcript of the
hearing and record as follows.

24 In relation to the respondents�
(a) When Mr Stokes interrupted Mr Holmes� cross-examination of Mr Robinson he stated that he took offence

at Mr Holmes referring to his own inexperience and described Mr Holmes� position as �this whole fiasco�
(transcript 89b).

(b) He referred to being ambushed by respondents who �feign� ignorance (transcript page 101a).
(c) He described an informal understanding between parties regarding the discovery of documents as a system

that does not work �with respondents like this� (transcript page 111).
25 I take into account his conduct otherwise during the course of the hearing:

(a) He twice described Mr Robinson, his own client, as �a slow witness� (transcript pages 61A and 97).
(b) He stated that he had asked his own client during examination-in-chief whether he received full Centrelink

payments while he was working because �I am just wondering whether you�re an honest Kiwi� (transcript
page 67).

(c) He interrupted my associate who had been instructed by me to show Mr Holmes each document Mr Stokes
wished put to the applicant so Mr Holmes could identify the document from the bundle of documents
(transcript page 53).

(d) After the luncheon adjournment, he did not return to the hearing room at the agreed resumption time of
1:45pm and when at my instruction after that time he was directed to return, he did so in a resentful manner
saying �we�re very angry�, objecting to being required to return notwithstanding his earlier agreement to do
so and criticised my acting associate (transcript page 62).

(e) He answered the Commission�s question regarding the relevance of some questions he was asking by
reflecting on �this Commission� not setting obligatory time limits and stating that �you can never get the
Commission to make specific orders which stick, so I don�t even bother anymore but anyway that is another
issue� (transcript page 71).

26 In her statement, Mrs Holmes says that Mr Stokes� �manner and his behaviour throughout the day completely flabbergasted me
and at the end of the day I was extremely wary and somewhat taken aback�.

27 In the context of the above comments made by Mr Stokes during the hearing, I readily appreciate Mrs Holmes� stated reaction
when Mr Stokes attended the respondent�s premises. I accept that she found Mr Stokes� attitude and behaviour towards her
personally insulting, confrontational, sarcastic and invasive in his demeanour and speech. Although the statements attached to
the Registrar�s report are not sworn statements, they describe a pattern of behaviour which is quite consistent with the
behaviour of Mr Stokes during the course of the hearing. I accept those statements and indeed, given Mr Stokes� refusal to
speak to the Registrar and his choosing not to appear in the re-listed hearing, I have not been given any reason to reject them.

28 I find Mr Stokes� behaviour towards Mr and Mrs Holmes unprofessional and quite unwarranted. I place on the record that Mr
and Mrs Holmes presented to the Commission as being two persons inexperienced in presenting a case before a court or
tribunal. They were courteous in their behaviour and were making every endeavour to be as helpful as possible to the
Commission.

29 The kind of behaviour shown by Mr Stokes towards them is completely unacceptable in any form by any person appearing in
the Commission in connection with a matter before it. The fact that it is behaviour by a person who carries on business as an
industrial agent is startling.

30 The request from Mr Holmes is that the Commission �take whatever steps are in its power to prevent a recurrence�. In context,
I regard Mr Holmes� request as referring not just to Mr Stokes� behaviour when he visited the respondent�s premises but also
to Mr Stokes� behaviour in connection with this application both before and after the hearing in the Commission�s premises
and also on the occasions detailed above during the course of the hearing.

31 I consider that I may validly consider Mr Holmes� request because the behaviour complained of occurred in the course of the
Commission enquiring into and dealing with the claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal referred to the Commission
pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act. Ms Saraceni is, with respect, correct in her submission that the registration of an industrial
agent is not a matter for the Commission. However, the Commission is duty bound to decide matters which come before it
according to equity and good conscience. The behaviour of the persons who appear before it, whether as principals, counsel,
agents or witnesses, is a matter which the Commission may take into account.

32 The Commission has a responsibility to ensure that proceedings before it are conducted with fairness. Persons who appear in
the Commission are entitled to do so without being subject to sarcasm and invasive demeanour directed to them personally. In
that regard, I note the Commission has the power to direct any person, whether a witness or intending witness or not, to leave
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the place wherein the proceedings are being conducted (s.27(1)(h)) and generally give all such directions and do all such things
as are necessary or expedient for the expeditious and just hearing and determination of the matter (s.27(1)(v)). I also have the
power in s.27(1) at any stage of the proceedings to dismiss or refrain from further hearing or determining the matter if I am
satisfied that further proceedings are not necessary or desirable in the public interest or to discontinue the hearing of the matter.
In considering the request that I exercise my discretion I look at the following issues.

33 I have found that Mr Stokes� behaviour to the respondents has been unwarranted and unacceptable. The Commission is entitled
to expect an appropriate standard of behaviour not just from persons generally who are appearing in matters before it but in
particular from registered industrial agents who have a duty to comply with the provisions of a Code of Conduct established
under the authority of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979. It is not for me to determine whether Mr Stokes has breached that
Code and I do not do so but it is not irrelevant for the exercise of my discretion, according equity and good conscience, to note
that a registered industrial agent shall not conduct himself in a way which may otherwise bring industrial agents into disrepute.
Further, in the context of his refusing to speak to the Registrar who was acting in accordance with a direction of the
Commission and in his choosing not to attend the re-listed proceedings, a registered industrial agent must at all times act with
due courtesy to the Commission.

34 What is directly before me is the effect of Mr Stokes� behaviour on the conduct of the proceedings before the Commission.
There is his behaviour towards the respondent�s directors. I view most seriously that Mrs Holmes was �thrown� and �quite
shaken� by Mr Stokes� behaviour towards her and felt extremely anxious at his visit and found him becoming more invasive in
his demeanour and speech. Mr Holmes found the behaviour �repugnant�. I consider that behaviour will impact adversely upon
them as the respondent�s directors representing it in these proceedings and thus upon the fair and just disposition of
Mr Robinson�s claims.

35 I acknowledge that the respondent is now legally represented. One consequence of this is that the presentation of the
respondent�s case is no longer borne by Mr Holmes. However, the point to be made is that both directors are effectively the
respondent. I do not consider it fair that either of them have to consider that if either of them now gives evidence on the
respondent�s behalf they will be cross-examined by the very person whom Mrs Holmes has found to be personally insulting,
confrontational, sarcastic and invasive, who has directed insulting comments to them and whose actions Mr Holmes has found
repugnant.

36 That they are concerned is manifest and I conclude that this potentially affects the giving of evidence, and evidence they may
give, on the part of the respondent. That goes to a part of deciding Mr Robinson�s claims that is fundamental: the right of the
respondent to be heard in evidence in opposition to the claims.

37 There can be no guarantee that such behaviour will not be repeated at some time in the future. I note that Mr Stokes apologised
on occasions during the course of the hearing. The giving of the apologies did not result in any improvement in his behaviour.
Any apology given can hardly count now in the light of his subsequent behaviour. It offends the notion of fairness to continue
with this matter given Mr Stokes� past behaviour towards the directors of the respondent has caused such anxiety and offence
to them.

38 Also, the fact is that Mr Stokes� behaviour has occurred in relation to proceedings in this Commission. That has the capacity to
reflect upon the proceedings and this Commission itself in a wider sense.

39 In addition to Mr Stokes� behaviour towards the respondent�s directors there is also Mr Stokes� refusal to speak to the
Registrar and not to appear in the re-listed proceedings. I consider that conduct remarkable. I note Mr Stokes reportedly stated
that �he meant no disrespect� when he refused to speak to the Registrar. However, it is not for a registered industrial agent to
refuse to assist the Commission by refusing to speak to the Registrar who has been directed by the Commission to investigate a
matter in which that agent is involved. The simple fact is that Mr Stokes refused to speak to the Registrar. Nor is it Mr Stokes�
position to impose conditions on the Commission about when he will appear. Therefore, on two occasions he has refused to
assist the Commission in a matter that has been raised by a party to the proceedings. Apart from being contemptuous of the
Commission, that behaviour appears to me to be illustrative of an attitude towards the respondent�s complaint to the
Commission which is a further example of the kind of behaviour about which the respondent has validly complained.

40 I am conscious that the behaviour complained of is the behaviour of Mr Stokes and not of Mr Robinson yet the substantive
application before the Commission is Mr Robinson�s. Section 31(3) of the Act states�

A person or body appearing by a legal practitioner or agent is bound by the acts of that legal practitioner or
agent.

41 Therefore, Mr Robinson is bound by the actions of Mr Stokes. I note that no complaint is made about Mr Robinson�s personal
behaviour in this matter. Indeed, Mrs Holmes� statement records that the conversation she was having with Mr Robinson was a
�polite� conversation. Nevertheless, Mr Robinson is bound by the acts of his agent. The acts of his agent are binding on
Mr Robinson. There is no effective difference between the conduct of a principal and the conduct of the agent in this
circumstance.

42 I am quite persuaded that the behaviour of Mr Stokes has impacted adversely upon the Commission�s ability to provide for a
fair and just hearing and determination of Mr Robinson�s claims. I take into account the consequence of this upon Mr
Robinson as the applicant and his interest is having his claims decided by the Commission. For the above reasons, however, I
consider it is no longer possible for the present proceedings to result in an outcome which can be seen by both parties as the
result of a fair process. It therefore cannot be in the public interest for the resources provided by the State to the Commission to
promote goodwill in industry, and to decide claims of unfair dismissal and of denied contractual benefits according to equity
and good conscience, to be further used in this matter. Having reached that conclusion, and for the reasons expressed earlier, I
propose to exercise my power under s.27(1)(a) to dismiss this application. An order to that effect now issues.

_________
2002 WAIRC 06189

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES SHANE ROBINSON, APPLICANT

v.
BUDERIM PACKAGING PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE TUESDAY, 13 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 2046 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06189
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Result Application alleging unfair dismissal and denied contractual benefits dismissed.
Representation
Applicant No appearance
Respondent Ms M. Saraceni (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Ms M. Saraceni (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent, and there being no appearance on behalf of the
applicant, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the application be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

2002 WAIRC 05934
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES DENISE SEPPINGS, APPLICANT
v.
AUSTRALIAN PACIFIC HOTELS (PERTH) PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER TUESDAY, 9 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 60 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05934
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal dismissed
Representation
Applicant Mr P Mullaly (as agent)
Respondent Mr J Bull (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This is an application pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (�the Act�). The applicant, Ms Denise

Seppings, alleges she was unfairly dismissed by the respondent on 7 December 2001. The respondent claims that as the
applicant resigned of her own accord, there was no unfair dismissal.

Evidence
2 The applicant gave evidence. The applicant also called Dr Wong, Mr Neil Coulthard, Mr David Krantz and Ms Marlene Hines.

Mr Cheng Woon Teo appeared on behalf of the respondent as well as Ms Anne Hegerty.
3 The applicant was employed as the financial controller of the respondent from 20 August 2001 until 7 January 2002. She was

paid $60,000 per annum to undertake this work. Prior to commencing employment with the respondent the applicant was
employed as the accountant for the Terrace Hotel which was owned by Burtway Limited. She held that position from 1975. In
August 2001, the respondent took over the running of the Terrace Hotel, now named the Goodearth Hotel. The applicant was
offered employment with the respondent under the same terms and conditions as her previous employment with Burtway
Limited. Her role as financial controller was to monitor orders and cash flows, prepare profit and loss statements and balance
sheets, oversee financial transactions and prepare cheques for signing by the Director of the respondent.

4 During October and November 2001, subsequent to Mr Coulthard resigning as General Manager of the Goodearth Hotel, it
was the applicant�s evidence that she undertook managing the Goodearth Hotel for a period of approximately 7 weeks as well
as completing her duties as financial controller.

5 The applicant maintained there were no issues with her employment until a meeting was held on 6 December 2001. She was
summonsed to attend the meeting at approximately 5.15pm. In attendance at the meeting were Mr C W Teo and Mr L S Teo,
who the applicant believed were directors of the respondent, as well as Ms Hegerty who had recently been appointed as the
Hotel�s General Manager. The applicant was asked to clarify issues relating to the finances of the Hotel.

6 Mr L S Teo conducted the meeting with Mr C W Teo observing. At the meeting there was discussion concerning the applicant
raising cheques to pay for a neon sign contract, for neon signs being used by the Hotel.

7 It was the applicant�s evidence that the cheques she had raised for signing, arose out of a contractual obligation which the
respondent had in relation to the contract of sale of the Terrace Hotel, dated 20 June 2001, between Burtway Limited and
Australian Pacific Hotels (Perth) Pty Ltd (Exhibit A2). The applicant maintained it was a condition of that contractual
arrangement that the Hotel�s neon sign rental had to be paid monthly by the respondent until 18 April 2002. In her role as
financial controller it was necessary for her to ensure that the payment pursuant to the contract was effected and that is why the
cheques were raised for signing.

8 At the meeting of 6 December 2001, the applicant claims that Mr L S Teo accused her of fraud with respect to the raising of
the cheques. The applicant stated that Mr L S Teo showed her a quote from New Edison Light Company for change of signage
from Terrace Hotel to the Goodearth Hotel. As the respondent was in the process of changing the Hotel�s name, a quote was
sought. When the quote was received by the respondent, included in the price was an amount of $8,500.00 for the balance of
the existing contract, whether the signage was used or not. Mr L S Teo indicated that he did not believe the respondent should
pay the $8,500.00. The applicant stated that Mr L S Teo said to her that�

�� �If I�ve paid them I am guilty of fraud and for me to expect the Good Earth Hotel to pick up the bill for the remainder
of the current contract was nothing but a fraudulent act�, and he said that my loyalty to Burtway was one thing but I had
to learn that I was now working for another company. To be honest, I was totally devastated at ��

(Transcript pages 15 � 16)
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9 The applicant claimed that other accusations were made at the meeting. It was claimed that she was always drinking (coffee),
and that she was told �otherwise there would be warnings, warnings, warnings� (Transcript page 17).

10 The applicant claimed that, whilst employed by the respondent, in all of her financial dealings where both Burtway Limited
and the respondent were involved, she was meticulous in ensuring that responsibility for payment was appropriately
apportioned.

11 The applicant claimed the accusations were uncalled for and extremely devastating to her, given that she was in a position of
trust with the respondent. She believed she had not breached this trust by raising the cheques. When this trust was called into
question she believed she had no choice but to tender her resignation from the moment when this trust appeared to be no longer
held in her. She tendered a letter of resignation the day after the meeting, to take effect on 7 January 2002 (Exhibit A3).

12 On 7 December 2001, the applicant stated that she was asked by the General Manager, Ms Hegerty, to reconsider her position.
Ms Hegerty believed that the applicant was being hasty in handing in her resignation. However, the applicant maintained her
view that in the circumstances she should resign and stop working for the respondent, and therefore did not withdraw her
resignation.

13 The applicant worked out the period of four weeks� notice and finished working with the respondent on 7 January 2002.
14 During the four weeks� notice period, endeavours were made by the respondent to allow the applicant to leave within the

notice period. No replacement was found within the four week period and on that basis the applicant continued to work for the
respondent for the full notice period.

15 Even though the applicant had substantial sick leave and was quite unwell as a result of the meeting on 6 December 2001, she
believed it was appropriate to work the notice period to honour her commitment to the respondent given the nature of the work
which she undertook and her contractual obligations with respect to giving notice.

16 During the notice period the applicant visited her General Practitioner, Dr Wong, because she was anxious and quite stressed.
She became particularly distressed approximately one week after the 6 December 2001 meeting, when she was asked to
confirm in writing that she had actually arranged to stop payment of the signage cheques. That had a major impact on her
because she felt her loyalty to the respondent was again being questioned.

17 The applicant has obtained some work since finishing with the respondent. This involved accounting work from home which
she undertook in partnership with her husband, and assisted by her daughter. She had registered with two job seeking agencies
but because of her age (60) she was having difficulty in obtaining alternative work. Apart from the contract work with her
husband she had not managed to obtain any other employment.

18 The applicant maintained she was looking for a range of work including jobs requiring less skill than her previous position.
She also stated she had never been unemployed in her working life, except when she had time off to raise her children.

19 The applicant gave evidence that she had a long standing history of being trustworthy and loyal in her lengthy working life and
had always retained the confidence of the various employers with whom she worked.

20 Under cross examination the applicant confirmed she was appointed Liquidator of Burtway Limited on 3 November 2001. She
confirmed that Mr Coulthard, General Manager of the respondent in the period subsequent to the Terrace Hotel being sold, was
aware of this. She also confirmed, however, that Mr Coulthard had finished working for the respondent on 30 October 2001,
prior to her appointment as Liquidator. She also confirmed that she never informed Mr C W Teo or any other director of the
respondent of her appointment as Liquidator.

21 The applicant claimed there was no conflict of interest in her being the Liquidator of Burtway Limited and being the financial
controller of the respondent. She confirmed as Liquidator of Burtway Limited her role was to ensure that all monies due to
Burtway Limited were obtained. In her view, under the contract of sale document in relation to the sale of the Terrace Hotel,
Australia Pacific Hotels (Perth) Pty Ltd had to pay the rental of signage whether or not that signage was required by the
respondent. It was on that basis that she raised cheques to pay for the signage contract whilst she was working for the
respondent. In support of her claim that there was a contractual obligation by the respondent to pay for the signage, she
referred to various clauses of the contract of sale document, executed on 20 June 2001 (Exhibit A2). It was the applicant�s
view that as the signs had continued to be used by the respondent, and as the respondent had not taken up the option to review
this part of the contractual arrangements within the specified time, then the respondent was liable to pay the cheques.
Therefore, it was appropriate to raise the cheques for signing. At the time of the meeting on 6 December 2001, two cheques for
signage had already been signed by the respondent with no questions being asked.

22 The applicant confirmed that the dispute between Burtway Limited and Australia Pacific Hotels (Perth) Pty Ltd over the
payment for the signage was ongoing, and that she had written to the respondent as Liquidator of Burtway Limited in relation
to this matter.

23 The applicant gave evidence that at the meeting on 6 December 2001, she assumed Mr L S Teo knew that she was the
Liquidator of Burtway Limited although she had never officially notified any of the directors of the respondent to that effect.

24 The applicant did not believe that preparing the signage cheques for payment was a fraudulent act. She confirmed that there
was no mention by Mr L S Teo of her being terminated at the meeting of 6 December 2001. However, she felt that when he
was talking to her about fraud and loyalty concerning the issuing of the cheques, this meant that she was being told indirectly
that her loyalty and trust were being questioned. The applicant stated that she could not work for someone when they did not
trust her and that it was a relief to give notice to resign because she was very stressed by the situation.

25 Dr Wong gave evidence in relation to the applicant�s health. He confirmed that the applicant was very anxious in the period
subsequent to her resignation being tendered, and he prescribed medication accordingly.

26 Mr Coulthard was the General Manager of the Goodearth Hotel for three months until 30 October 2001. He worked with the
applicant when she was employed by Burtway Limited. He testified that the applicant was a committed employee who was
flexible, competent and loyal. He never had any need to question her honesty and integrity. He was aware that the applicant
was the Liquidator of Burtway Limited. He was the Chief Executive Officer of Burtway Limited when the sale of the Terrace
Hotel was effected in June 2001. He resigned from that position at a board meeting on 17 August 2001.

27 Mr Krantz gave evidence that he had known the applicant for almost 30 years. The applicant had been involved with Mr
Krantz professionally when he was a Director of Burtway Limited. The applicant was also a Director of his family trust. He
maintained that the applicant was very loyal, trustworthy, conscientious and hardworking.

28 Ms Hines gave evidence. She was employed by the respondent as Sales Manager between August 2001 and May 2002 and had
previously worked for over 11 years for Burtway Limited when it owned the Terrace Hotel. Ms Hines had received a call from
the applicant on the evening of 6 December 2001, whereby the applicant relayed that she was distressed as a result of the
meeting which took place on that day. She saw the applicant on the following day and was surprised at how devastated she was
as a result of the meeting on 6 December 2001. She claimed that she had never seen the applicant in such a distressed state.
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She maintained the applicant was an honest person who always acted with integrity. She confirmed that the applicant still
continued to work diligently through the notice period even though she was highly distressed by the events of the meeting of
6 December 2001.

29 Mr C W Teo gave evidence for the respondent. He is a director of the respondent. He explained his father Mr L S Teo was
unavailable to give evidence at the hearing because he passed away in February 2002. Mr C W Teo confirmed that as part of
the purchase of the Terrace Hotel, the respondent offered to employ existing employees. That resulted in the applicant being
employed as the financial controller for the respondent.

30 Mr C W Teo stated that the purpose of the meeting on 6 December 2001 between himself, his father, Ms Hegerty and the
applicant was to discuss operational issues with the respondent�s two senior staff.

31 The question about payments to Burtway Limited arose when the respondent received a facsimile from the New Edison Light
Company referring to an ongoing rental payment for unmatured rental of signage for the Goodearth Hotel. This rental was to
be paid for the duration of the previous contractual arrangement in addition to any new signage costs (Exhibit R1).

32 Mr C W Teo maintained that whilst he did not participate in the conversations of the meeting on the 6 December 2001, he
stated that his father was not accusing the applicant of fraud. Mr C W Teo claimed that Mr L S Teo discussed the need for staff
to act in the best interests of the respondent when reinforcing company principles with respect to trust and loyalty.
Mr C W Teo confirmed that Exhibit R1 was put to the applicant at that meeting and the issue of the ongoing rental payment of
signage, notwithstanding usage, was raised. Mr L S Teo asked the applicant to confirm why it was that signage was being paid
for when it was the respondent�s view they did not have an obligation to make any payments under the contract of sale
document. The applicant stated at that meeting that the signage rental had to be paid under the contract of sale document in
relation to Burtway Limited and Australian Pacific Hotels (Perth) Pty Ltd (Exhibit A2).

33 Mr C W Teo claimed that he and his father were unaware at the time of the meeting that the applicant was the Liquidator of
Burtway Limited.

34 Mr C W Teo did not accuse the applicant of fraud. However, he did concede fraud was mentioned by Mr L S Teo. He had no
recollection of any claim by the applicant that she had been accused in that meeting of lying or of drinking too much coffee.

35 Mr C W Teo stated that the respondent had no intention of paying the sign rental as he believed there was no contractual
obligation to make these payments.

36 Mr C W Teo confirmed that at the meeting on 6 December 2001 there was no discussion with respect to termination of the
applicant. He confirmed that his understanding of the meeting was that the applicant was to continue her employment as
normal subsequent to that meeting, even though concerns had been raised about the raising of the cheques.

37 Mr C W Teo stated that he could not recall any mention of misconduct or warnings in relation to the applicant at the meeting.
He confirmed he had signed two cheques for payment of signage. He confirmed the sign had since been changed on the Hotel.

38 Ms Hegerty, General Manager for the respondent, commenced employment with the respondent on 22 November 2001. She
had been employed by Burtway Limited at the Terrace Hotel on short term work contracts since 1999. She had worked on
many occasions with the applicant and had a good working relationship with her. Ms Hegerty confirmed at the meeting of
6 December 2001 there were discussions about operational issues. The meeting went for approximately one hour. Ms Hegerty
stated that the applicant was invited to the meeting to clarify the signage situation as she was unfamiliar with the issue. The
applicant attended at Ms Hegerty�s request.

39 Ms Hegerty stated there was a discussion generally about loyalty to the respondent and also lies were mentioned in the context
of being loyal to the respondent. In Ms Hegerty�s view the meeting was between the respondent�s management and its two
senior employees to reinforce expectations of loyalty and trust. She confirmed fraud was mentioned in the meeting in respect
of the contract for the signs, however, no-one was accused of fraud. She stated that the discussion about cheques and signage
was brief. There was no accusation of anyone lying however, Mr L S Teo stated that lying would not be tolerated. There was
no issue of anyone�s specific loyalty being questioned. Ms Hegerty stated that after the issue of the cheques was dealt with, the
rest of the conversation revolved around issues relating to her.

40 Ms Hegerty confirmed that nothing was said at the meeting about the applicant being terminated, and she assumed that the
applicant�s employment would remain unchanged.

41 However, she stated that on the day after the meeting, when she caught up with the applicant, she was not surprised that the
applicant had tendered her resignation. In Ms Hegerty�s view, because of Mr L S Teo�s limited grasp of English, some
inappropriate words may have been used during the meeting. She stated to the applicant that she believed the applicant was
taking Mr L S Teo�s remarks out of context. She offered the applicant the opportunity to reconsider her resignation over the
weekend. However, the applicant did not take up that offer.

42 She stated that the only issue that arose during the applicant�s notice period was the issue of the applicant having to obtain
confirmation in writing from the bank of the cancellation of the signage cheques. She confirmed that the applicant was
particularly distressed when asked to do this.

43 The respondent did offer the opportunity to allow the applicant not to work her full notice period but that did not eventuate.
Submissions

44 The applicant submitted that the meeting of 6 December 2001 resulted in the constructive dismissal of the applicant. It was
claimed that what was stated at the meeting by Mr L S Teo to the applicant set in train a series of events which left the
applicant with no alternative but to resign.

45 It was the position of the applicant that her professionalism was being questioned at the meeting and that the accusation of
fraud and questioning with respect to the cheques raised to pay for signage, went to the root of the contract of employment
particularly given that the applicant was in a position of trust. The resultant impact of the accusation left the applicant with no
alternative but to remove herself from the work place by resigning, as there had been a fundamental breach of the contract of
employment between the parties, by the respondent.

46 It was submitted that there was no conflict of interest in relation to the applicant being Liquidator of Burtway Limited and at
the same time being employed as the financial controller of the respondent. There was no conflict even though there were
contractual issues between Burtway Limited and the respondent whilst the applicant was employed by the respondent and
subsequently. It was maintained that the contract of sale document was clear and there was not an unreasonable expectation by
the applicant that the respondent would honour its contractual obligations under the contract of sale documents. In these
circumstances there could be no conflict of interest.

47 Further, the respondent had its own advisors to deal with issues arising out of the contract of sale document and it was not up
to the applicant to become involved in any disputes in relation to the sale documents. On that basis the applicant had acted with
integrity at all times.
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48 The applicant maintained that when there is an action by an employer that constitutes a fundamental breach of the contract of
employment, as was the case in this instance arising out of the meeting of 6 December 2001, there is an entitlement for the
employee to resign. This must be effected immediately, which is what the applicant did in line with her obligations. Therefore,
this was a constructive dismissal.

49 The respondent argues that there was no dismissal and thus there is no jurisdiction for the Commission to deal with this
application. It was the respondent�s position that no evidence was given that the applicant had no alternative but to resign.

50 It was the position of the respondent that at no stage during the meeting of 6 December 2001 was the applicant told that her
employment was in jeopardy. There was an expectation on the part of the respondent arising out of the meeting that the
applicant�s employment was to continue as normal. Either the applicant misinterpreted what was said or she became upset and
uncomfortable about a conflict of interest between her role as Liquidator of Burtway Limited, and her role as financial
controller for the respondent.

51 It was the respondent�s position that the applicant was a professional person who was used to dealing with difficult and
complex issues and this was reflected in her ability to capably handle herself during cross examination when asked about the
contract of sale document (Exhibit A2). She was well aware of her obligations and had a clear understanding of her roles and
responsibilities as a highly experienced accountant, employed in senior positions on an ongoing basis.

52 It was the respondent�s position that it was not known to the director of the respondent that she was the Liquidator of Burtway
Limited at the time of the meeting on 6 December 2001. However, given she was a financial controller and highly trusted
senior employee of the respondent she had fundamental obligations to the respondent, pursuant to her contract of employment,
which were not complied with. This included acting with integrity and transparency in relation to the issues involved in the
contract of sale document between Burtway Limited and the respondent, and disclosing any potential or real conflict of interest
with respect to her concurrent roles as Liquidator of Burtway Limited and financial controller of the respondent.

53 It was maintained the applicant was not terminated nor was she required to resign. She was given an opportunity to reconsider
her resignation, and trust was maintained in the applicant as there was no issue with respect to her working through her notice
and undertaking normal duties.

Findings and Conclusions
54 In relation to an unfair dismissal claim brought pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Act, it is incumbent upon an applicant, on the

balance of probabilities, to demonstrate that he or she has been dismissed by the employer to attract the Commission�s
jurisdiction.

55 In my opinion, having regard to all of the evidence before the Commission, I am not persuaded that the applicant was
constructively dismissed by the respondent.

56 I find that the fundamental elements of a constructive dismissal do not apply in this case.
57 In this case the applicant resigned from her position with the respondent. A resignation can constitute a dismissal for the

purposes of the Act but whether or not a particular resignation will do so depends upon the circumstance of each case. The
relevant law to be applied in this matter was set out by Beech, SC in Grant Raymond Lukies v AlintaGas Networks Pty Ltd
Citation No. 2002 WAIRC 05633 at paragraph 34�

�The Industrial Relations Commission of South Australia in Lucky �S� Fishing Pty Ltd v  Jex (1997) 75 IR 158 at
164 also considered the decision of the Court of Appeal of New Zealand [Auckland Shop Employees� Union v
Woolworth�s (NZ) Ltd (1985) 2 NZLR 372]. It noted that the Court of Appeal stated that there has been a modification of
the test in the in the Western Excavating (ECC) Ltd v Sharp case (1978) ICR 221 at 226 which stated that if the employer
is guilty of conduct which is a significant breach going to the root of the contract of employment, or which shows that the
employer no longer intends to be bound by one or more of the essential terms of the contract, then the employee is
entitled to treat himself as discharged from any further performance. If he does so, then he terminates the contract by
reason of the employer�s conduct. He is constructively dismissed. The Court of Appeal suggested that in constructive
dismissal cases the relevant test is whether the conduct complained of is calculated or likely to seriously damage the
relationship of confidence and trust between the parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with
it.�

I find that applying the test outlined above, there was no constructive dismissal in this matter as there was no action by the
employer which constituted conduct calculated or likely to seriously damage the relationship of confidence and trust between
the parties and is such that the employee cannot be expected to put up with it.

58 I find that the applicant brought the contract of employment to an end of her own volition.
59 I find that each of the witnesses gave evidence to the best of their recollection. The most critical event in dispute in this matter

was the discussion at the meeting in the afternoon of 6 December 2001. The applicant had a different version of what was
stated at the meeting by Mr L S Teo, than that recalled by Mr C W Teo and Ms Hegerty. In relation to the events of this
meeting, where there is any inconsistency in the evidence, I prefer the evidence of Ms Hegerty over the applicant�s evidence.
Ms Hegerty�s evidence was given in a considered, clear and forthright manner. Ms Hegerty was not directly involved in the
issue of the raising of cheques to pay for signage and thus, in my view was in a better position to recall what was stated at the
meeting. Much of her evidence was corroborated by the evidence of Mr C W Teo. On her own evidence, the applicant became
emotional at the meeting and was in a state of shock for much of the meeting, given the nature of the events being discussed. I
find that this impacted on her ability to clearly recall what was stated at the meeting.

60 I find that the applicant was a highly experienced, hard working and loyal employee of the respondent. There was no question
of her ability to undertake work in an efficient manner. Her employment history demonstrated ongoing work which has been
highly valued by previous employers.

61 I find that the applicant was shocked and distressed when the issue of the signage cheques was raised at the meeting of
6 December 2001. I find that the applicant was shocked and distressed because of the contractual issue which arose over the
payment for signage between Burtway Limited and the respondent, and because of her dual role as Liquidator of Burtway
Limited and financial controller of the respondent.

62 I find that at the meeting of 6 December 2001 there was no intention by the respondent to terminate the applicant, nor to put
her on notice that the respondent had lost confidence in her as an employee. I also find that the respondent at that stage was not
aware that the applicant had been appointed as the Liquidator for Burtway Limited.

63 I find that the respondent did not believe at the time of the meeting on 6 December 2001, and still does not believe, that there
was a contractual obligation under the contract of sale document to pay the ongoing rental of signage pursuant to the contract
of sale documents (Exhibit A2).
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64 Even though Mr L S Teo was not able to give evidence at the hearing, I find that Mr L S Teo did state that he had a problem
paying for the signage and did not accept the applicant�s view of the contract of sale document (Exhibit A2). I find this on the
basis that both Ms Hegerty and Mr C W Teo confirmed in their evidence that this was the position outlined by Mr L S Teo.
The applicant also referred to Mr L S Teo making a comment to this effect in her evidence.

65 I find that at the meeting of 6 December 2001, when the issue of the signage cheques was raised with the applicant, it was
devastating to her because she realised that non acceptance of paying for the Hotel�s signage presented a major conflict for her
given her dual roles as Liquidator for Burtway Limited and financial controller for the respondent.

66 When the issue of fraud was raised by Mr L S Teo in relation to the raising of the cheques, I find that the applicant took this to
mean she was being accused of acting fraudulently. However, even though I find that fraud and loyalty was mentioned by Mr
L S Teo, it was raised because both of his senior employees, the applicant and Ms Hegerty, had previously been employed by
Burtway Limited. Having stated that I prefer the evidence of Ms Hegerty in preference to the applicant in relation to the
meeting I find that fraud was mentioned on the basis that if cheques were being raised inappropriately then fraud was
occurring. I do not accept that the applicant was accused of raising the cheques fraudulently, either directly or indirectly, or of
acting in a disloyal manner towards the respondent.

67 I also find that the applicant was allowed to continue working as normal in a highly trusted and senior position subsequent to
her giving notice to terminate. This demonstrated there was no major concern on behalf of the respondent with respect to the
applicant�s loyalty, trust and integrity.

68 I find that the applicant should have formally notified the respondent that she was the Liquidator of Burtway Limited, when
she was appointed. This disclosure should have occurred as part of the applicant�s fiduciary duty to the respondent. She did not
do so. Even though the applicant states she told Mr Tan, who worked for the respondent, that she would be finalising Burtway
Limited�s accounts at the time of the settlement, I find that this did not constitute notification to the respondent that she had
been appointed Liquidator of Burtway Limited. Mr C W Teo was the director of the respondent, and the applicant should have
formally informed Mr C W Teo of her appointment.

69 I find that when the applicant was appointed Liquidator of Burtway Limited she made an error of judgement and was in breach
of her contract of employment in deciding not to formally notify the respondent that she had been appointed. The applicant did
not believe it was necessary to notify or obtain authorisation from the respondent in relation to her appointment. Further, the
applicant formed the view that because there was no objection from Mr Tan or Mr Coulthard to her undertaking the dual roles
of Liquidator and financial controller, there was no issue with her appointment. I do not accept this contention.

70 In my view the applicant resigned because there was a serious issue emerging with the interface between her role as financial
controller of the respondent and as Liquidator of Burtway Limited. This conflict of interest came to a head when Mr L S Teo
raised in a general way the issues of trust and loyalty at the meeting of 6 December 2001. As a result, the applicant knew that
her ongoing employment with the respondent would be difficult to sustain given her role as Liquidator of Burtway Limited and
given that the respondent was not prepared to pay for the balance of the neon sign contract.

71 I find that the applicant�s relationship with Burtway Limited was incompatible with the fulfilment of her duties and role as
financial controller with the respondent.

72 I also find that it was clear to the applicant that there was a conflict of interest in her undertaking the dual roles. Under cross
examination the applicant stated the following�

�So Burtway are owed money by Australian Pacific Hotels, aren�t they?---They are now, yes.
Yes. And you said earlier that they would not be a debtor and - -?---What I said was at the time I did not believe there
would be any conflict.
Well - -?---The conflict of interest came only later in the piece at which time I resigned immediately.
You resigned immediately when there was a conflict of interest?---No, I resigned immediately that I could not be trusted.
MR BULL: Well - -?---Because I would�ve dealt with the conflict of interest if I knew that Cheng Woon trusted me to do
what was right by both companies which is what I would�ve done.
Well, how can you do what�s right by both companies?---Because if both companies do what�s right the right thing is
done.
But how can you possibly do what�s right for both companies if they have a different view on things?---Well, as far as
I�m concerned the contract of sale stipulated that Good Earth Hotel or Australia Pacific Hotels were liable for that -�
Well, who - - well, who told you - - is that your interpretation of the contract, is it?---That�s - - it�s what the contract says.
Is that your interpretation of the contract?---Yes, it is.�

(Transcript page 33)
73 On the one hand, the applicant had a duty and requirement to raise cheques on behalf of the respondent for signing and

payment. As this involved a possible future debt by the respondent to Burtway Limited, if these cheques were not raised, the
applicant should have disclosed her role as Liquidator of Burtway Limited to the respondent. However, she did not do so.

74 I find that at the meeting of 6 December 2002 the respondent was reinforcing the issue of trust and integrity. In response, the
applicant formed the view, rightly in my opinion, that, given her dual roles and the conflict between Burtway Limited and the
respondent, to continue in her current role with the respondent was untenable. This led to the applicant giving notice to
terminate her contract of employment of her own accord. I believe the resignation did not arise by any action of the respondent
but at the initiative of the applicant. In the circumstances, I believe it was appropriate for the applicant to tender her
resignation. I conclude that the applicant resigned of her own volition, thus no constructive dismissal occurred.

75 There was a submission by the applicant that Exhibits R2 and R3 should not be taken into account in relation to this matter on
the basis of the authority in Browne v Dunn (1893) 6 LR 67, as neither document was put to the applicant. I reject that
submission. Exhibit R2 is a facsimile to Mr C W Teo from New Edison Light Company, and refers to an enforceable
agreement with Burtway Limited for the rental of signs at the Terrace Hotel. The contents of this Exhibit were supported by
the applicant�s own evidence. The same is the case for Exhibit R3. It is a letter from the applicant as Liquidator of Burtway
Limited to the Goodearth Hotel in relation to money owed to Burtway Limited arising out of neon sign rental. Again the
Exhibit confirms evidence given by the applicant.

76 Having reached the conclusion that there was a resignation at the initiative of the applicant, I dismiss the applicant�s claim.

_________
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2002 WAIRC 05935
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES DENISE SEPPINGS, APPLICANT
v.
AUSTRALIAN PACIFIC HOTELS (PERTH) PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER TUESDAY, 9 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 60 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05935
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application alleging unfair dismissal dismissed
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr P Mullaly (as agent) on behalf of the applicant and Mr J Bull (as agent) on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the application be, and is hereby, dismissed.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05767
 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES NATASHA LEE SMITH, APPLICANT
v.
VOELUK LIM CHHORDARY T/AS TATE STREET LUNCH BAR, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 19 JUNE 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1373 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05767
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Applicant unfairly, harshly and oppressively dismissed. Order made that the Respondent pay the
Applicant $8,740.96.

Representation
Applicant Mr T Crossley (Agent)
Respondent In person
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 Natasha Lee Smith (�the Applicant�) made an application under s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (�the Act�)

on 25 July 2001 claiming that she was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by Voeluk Lim Chhordary t/a Tate Street
Lunch Bar on 19 July 2001. At the hearing the Commissioner was advised that the Respondent�s name is Lim Chhordary
Voeuk (hereinafter referred to as the Respondent).

2 The Applicant commenced employment with the Respondent on 18 June 2001 as a Sales Van Operator for the Respondent�s
lunch bar and mobile van service. The Applicant�s duties were to prepare food, load the van, drive the van to various premises
and sell food to customers. The Respondent purchased the business in June 2001 and took over the running of the business on
18 June 2001. Prior to the Respondent taking over the business the Applicant had been employed by the prior owners of the
Tate Street Lunch Bar since the previous year. It is common ground that the Applicant worked seven and three-quarter hours
each day five days per week, from Monday to Friday. The time and wages records record that the Applicant commenced work
every day at 6:15am and ceased work at 2:00pm each day. The Applicant gave uncontradicted evidence that she drove the van
for approximately five hours each day and for the other two and three-quarter hours she worked loading the van and preparing
food.

Applicant�s Version of Events Leading to Termination of Her Employment
3 The Applicant says that when she commenced work for the Respondent she (the Applicant) did not have any discussions with

the Respondent about her working conditions that she simply just worked on as she had done for her previous employer. In
particular her hours and the work that she performed did not change. She said that she had an excellent working relationship
with the Respondent prior to being terminated. She said that the only significant conversations that she had with the
Respondent about her employment was on one occasion the Respondent said to her that �We are all part of a team, like one big
family, and we should all stick together and make this business work.�, and about a week prior to her employment being
terminated the Respondent asked her if she was prepared to go off the books and work for cash only. The Applicant said that
she refused to work for cash because it was illegal. She said the Respondent then asked her if she would go �Half on the books
and half cash�, and the Applicant said that she again refused. The Applicant said that after that conversation the Respondent
started to come out in her van with her on her rounds almost every day. The Respondent informed her that she was coming to
learn her route in case she (the Applicant) had a sick day.

4 The Applicant testified that on 19 July 2001 she commenced work about 6:30am and finished about 12:30pm because she had
a toothache. She said she left work, went home, and then went to the dentist. She received a telephone call from the
Respondent about 4:00 o�clock in the afternoon. She said the Respondent said to her that her brother was out of work and he
needed a job and she (the Respondent) would let her know and call her. She said the Respondent made it plain to her that she
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was dismissing her and that the Respondent said to her, �I�m the boss and I can do whatever I like.� The Applicant said the
Respondent used an angry tone and was very unfriendly and that she (the Applicant) became very distressed. She said she was
very upset and shocked. After the telephone call she went to her uncle�s house. She informed her uncle what had happened and
asked him to come with her to the Respondent�s premises the next day.

5 The Applicant said the next morning she went to the Tate Street Lunch Bar with her uncle, Mr Alfred Gordon, at
approximately six o�clock in the morning. She said when she arrived they spoke to the Respondent�s husband, Joe, and asked
to see the Respondent. The Applicant said that she was informed that the Respondent would be out in a minute. They waited
about ten minutes and then the Respondent came to the front counter. The Applicant said her uncle informed the Respondent
that he was there on behalf of her (the Applicant) to ask about her employment. She said the Respondent informed her uncle
that she had sacked the Applicant by telephone yesterday. The Respondent also said to her uncle, �Who are you? I don�t have
to talk to you.� The Applicant said that she and her uncle did not respond and then the Respondent turned to her (the
Applicant), �I told you yesterday you were sacked. Please don�t come here anymore.� The Applicant said that her uncle then
asked the Respondent if she could prepare a separation certificate and her wages and they would pick them up that afternoon.

6 The Applicant returned that afternoon and picked up her wages. She was paid up to the date her employment was terminated
on 19 July 2001. She was not paid any pay in lieu of notice, nor was she paid any pay in lieu of annual leave. The Applicant
was handed an Employment Separation Certificate signed by the Respondent. In the Separation Certificate the reason for the
Applicant�s employment being terminated is stated as follows �We�ve just bought this business and take over on 18.06.01. So
we�re try to cut down worker because too many.� On the form in answer to the question �Will you pay the person any unused
leave entitlements on termination?� the box is ticked �Yes� and the table below was completed indicating that two and a half
days annual leave was due.

7 The Applicant says that after her employment was terminated she was unable to obtain permanent employment until
12 February 2002 when she secured employment as a receptionist in Norseman. She said she moved to Norseman because that
was the only place that she could find full-time employment. She said whilst unemployed she applied for a variety of jobs in
sales, hospitality and tourism. She said however, she obtained some casual work from November to February and earnt about
$200.00 per week for approximately ten weeks. The Applicant says she is not seeking reinstatement.

8 Mr Alfred Gorton testified that he is the Applicant�s uncle and that on 19 July 2001 the Applicant came to his house in a very
distressed state at about 6:30pm. He said that the Applicant informed him that the Respondent had telephoned her and
informed her that she was sacked and after speaking to the Applicant, he (Mr Gorton) thought it would be best if they went and
spoke to the Respondent the next day. He informed the Applicant that he would be happy to go with her.

9 Mr Gorton said he went with the Applicant the next morning to the Tate Street Lunch Bar at about 6:00am. He said that they
spoke to the Respondent�s husband and asked to see �the boss please�. He said the Respondent�s husband told them to wait in
the shop and he would see if she could speak to them. Mr Gorton said about ten minutes later the Respondent came into the
front of the shop and spoke to him and the Applicant. Mr Gorton said he asked the Respondent whether she had sacked the
Applicant and that she (the Respondent) replied she had the day before on the telephone and then she asked who he
(Mr Gorton) was. Mr Gorton said he informed the Respondent that he was the Applicant�s uncle and the Respondent then
waived with her hands as if to go away and said, �Look I don�t need to speak to you.� The Respondent then turned to the
Applicant and gestured at her with her hand and finger and said, �I sacked you yesterday. I don�t want you here anymore.�
Mr Gorton said he thought that the Respondent was becoming volatile so he suggested to the Applicant that they leave the
premises, but before they left the Applicant asked for her termination certificate and her pay to be made up later that day. He
said they returned later that afternoon and the Applicant collected the Separation Certificate and her pay.

Respondent�s Version of Events Leading to Termination of Employment
10  The Respondent gave her evidence through a Cambodian interpreter. It is apparent from her evidence that she does have some

comprehension of the English language as she was able to answer a number of questions put to her by the Commission. The
Respondent�s version of events was quite different to the version given by the Applicant. The Respondent filed a Notice of
Answer and Counter Proposal which was signed by her. The Respondent says the Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal was
prepared on her behalf by someone who speaks and writes English. She said she had someone prepare it for her because she
cannot read or write English. The Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal states as follows�

�The Statement in Answer To Claim Proposal are made by Natasha Lee Smith
1. I Voeluk Lim Chhordary states that the allegation made by Natasha Lee Smith were incorrect and untrue in her

statement of claim.
2. Ms Smith was informed at the time when I took over the business with the 18th June 2001 that as I became a

new owner of the business, I do need time to organize and re-structure the business system and that I have put
staff to work on a casual basis.

3. Ms Smith was employed on a casual basis with a probation of three (3) months. At the end of the probationary
period her position will be reviewed and possibly a full time employment would be offer, pending the outcome
of the business.

4. Ms Smith was engaged as a casual and was paid on an agreed casual rate of $14.91 per hour.
5. I have telephone Ms Smith on or about 19th July 2001, to inform her that her services was not required in the

next ten days, however she became angry and concluded that I have terminate her employment.
6. I state that Ms Smith was employed as a casual (which she is aware) and on probation; both parties have the

right to terminate employment on one day notice.
7. I believe I am not obligated to inform staff of my decisions whether to increase or cut staff. All this depends on

the success of my business.
8. I now dispute her claim.�

11 The Respondent advised the Commission that she now does not contend that the Applicant was engaged on a probationary
period for three months. The Respondent maintained in her evidence that the Applicant was engaged on a casual basis, in
particular the Applicant agreed to work on a casual basis as the rate of pay for permanent work was $12.00. The Respondent
said that she discussed this issue with the Applicant when she first took over the business. She said she asked the Applicant
whether she wanted to work on a casual basis or on a permanent basis and that the Applicant informed her that she would
prefer to be employed on a casual basis because it attracts a higher rate of pay than the permanent rate of pay.

12 The Respondent produced in her evidence a Tax File Declaration that was filled out by the Applicant on the last day of her
employment. In that Tax File Declaration the Respondent says that the Applicant ticked the box full-time employment.
However the boxes casual employment and part-time employment are also ticked on that form. When asked who ticked those
boxes the Respondent said that she did not know. The Respondent conceded that she signed the Tax File Declaration as the
Applicant�s employer.
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13 The Respondent said that she had a normal working relationship with the Applicant until 19 July 2001. The Respondent said
she was out in the van with the Applicant that morning and that at 11:00 o�clock the Applicant finished work because she was
crying and she (the Respondent) informed the Applicant that if she could not work she was to have a rest. The Respondent said
she telephoned the Applicant later that day to ask her how she was feeling and that the Applicant informed her that she had just
had her tooth pulled out, that she still had a sore tooth and her face was swollen. The Respondent said that she informed the
Applicant that she could have a rest, that she shouldn�t come back to work as it was very dangerous for her to come back to
work and drive a van if she was sick. The Respondent said that the Applicant became very angry with her and said to her (the
Respondent) �How come you stop me to work?� and the Respondent said, �I didn�t stop you to work because you were sick
and your teeth falled out and swollen face you can�t work you have a rest for awhile when you feel better you come back to
work.�.

14 The Respondent says that the Applicant was mistaken about being terminated and that it was apparent from the conversation
that the Applicant thought she (the Respondent) was stopping her from coming to work.

15 The Respondent said the next day that the Applicant and her uncle came into the shop and the Applicant�s uncle asked, �How
come you sack her?� to which the Respondent replied, �I didn�t sack her I just asked her to have a couple of days off and said
if she feel better she comes back to work.� The Respondent said that the Applicant�s uncle said something to her about �seeing
you in court�. She agreed that the Applicant asked for a Separation Certificate and later that afternoon the Applicant returned
for a Separation Certificate and her pay. The Respondent said that because she cannot write English she asked a friend of hers
to fill out the Separation Certificate. The Respondent testified that she was working at the counter selling while the Applicant
spoke to the person who filled out the form. She said that the Applicant did not suggest the reason for her termination which
was written on the Separation Certificate. However she said that the Applicant asked for a �good reason� so she could receive
�the benefit�. The Respondent said the Separation Certificate correctly recorded that she had just bought this business and
taken it over on 18 June 2001 but it was not the case that the Applicant was terminated because she (the Respondent) needed to
cut down on the number of workers. The Respondent was unable to give an explanation as to why the person who filled in the
form wrote that. She said the person who wrote the form asked the Applicant whether this was good enough and the Applicant
said, �Yes, it is good enough�.

16 When cross-examined about the Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal the Respondent said she informed the Applicant when
she spoke to her on the telephone on 19 July 2001 that she could rest for four to five days or even up to ten days if she was not
better because her tooth was pulled out and her face was swollen. The Respondent maintained that she did not sack the
Applicant that she just wanted her to rest. She said a couple of days after the Applicant and her uncle came into the shop one of
her staff, �Natalie�, telephoned the Applicant to ask her to come back to work and that the Applicant told Natalie that she (the
Applicant) did not want to work.

17 The Respondent said that she did have a conversation with the Applicant about working for cash but she says that she did not
suggest such an arrangement, that it was the Applicant who suggested the arrangement. She said she (the Respondent)
informed her that this was wrong, that it was illegal, that she (the Respondent) has to pay tax and that she just wanted to follow
the law. The Respondent testified that she did not thoroughly understand what was on the Separation Certificate before she
signed it. However she did say that the person who filled out the form explained to her what was written on the form and
informed her (the Respondent) the reasons for termination was written so the Applicant could receive benefits because she did
not want to work.

18 At the conclusion of the hearing the Respondent was advised by the Commission that if she wished to take steps to file written
submissions, she could do so within 14 days. Written submissions were filed on behalf of the Respondent on 15 May 2002.

Conclusion
19 I am not satisfied that the Respondent�s claim that the Applicant was engaged as a casual employee can be made out. The

Applicant worked the same hours each day, Monday to Friday and was paid the same amount each week. In Squirrell v Bibra
Lake Adventure World Pty Ltd (1984) 64 WAIG 1834 at 1835 Fielding C observed�

�The concept of casual employment within the common law of employment, untrammelled by award prescription, is
generally taken to connote an employee who works under a series of separate and distinct contracts of employment
entered into for a fixed period to meet the exigencies of particular work requirements of an employer, rather than under a
single and ongoing contract of indefinite duration.�

In this matter there is no evidence of engagement of a series of separate and distinct contracts.
20 The onus is on the Applicant to demonstrate the dismissal was unfair on the balance of probabilities. However there is an

evidential onus upon the employer to prove that summary dismissal is justified (Newmont Australia Ltd v The Australian
Workers� Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers (1988) 68 WAIG 677 at 679).

21 In this matter the Applicant says that she was terminated by the Respondent on 19 July 2001 when she was informed that she
no longer had a job and her job was going to be carried out by the Respondent�s brother. The Respondent says that she did not
terminate the Applicant and that the effect of her case is that the Applicant had through her actions evinced an intention not to
continue with her employment by demanding her final wages and a Separation Certificate.

22 Having heard all of the evidence in this case I have concluded that the Applicant was unfairly, harshly and oppressively
dismissed by the Respondent. I found the Applicant and Mr Gorton to be reliable and credible witnesses who were not shaken
in cross-examination. I did not find the Respondent to be a reliable or truthful witness. Although the Respondent has
difficulties with the English language it is apparent from the nature of her work that she can speak and understand some
English. In particular she testified that she serves customers at her lunch bar. Further it is apparent from the evidence she gave
about her conversations with the Applicant and Mr Gorton that she has a reasonable comprehension of the English language.
Her version of events given under oath in these proceedings is contrary to the version of events set out in the Notice of Answer
and Counter Proposal and is different to what is stated in the Employment Separation Certificate. Both of these documents
were signed by the Respondent.

Remedy
23 The Applicant does not seek an order from the Commission for reinstatement. I am satisfied that an order for reinstatement is

impracticable. Mr Crossley on behalf of the Applicant submits that the Commission should make an order equivalent to sixteen
(16) weeks pay. The time and wages records record the Applicant was paid $546.31 gross per week. Sixteen (16) weeks pay is
$8,740.96 gross. Accordingly I will make an order that the Respondent pay the Applicant that amount as compensation. The
Applicant also seeks an order for costs under s.27(1)(c) of the Act. The Applicant seeks payment of an amount of $156.00 for
the bus fares from Norseman to Perth and return. The Applicant also seeks payment of four days lost wages being an amount
of $480.00. Accordingly the Applicant�s total claim for costs is $636.00.
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24 The Applicant makes an application for reimbursement of its expenses. The test to be applied in awarding of costs under
s.27(1)(c) of the Act is set out in Brailey v Mendex Pty Ltd t/a Mair & Co Maylands (1992) 73 WAIG 26 in which the Full
Bench held at 27�

�The application, too, must be determined under s.26 of the Act. However, part of that equity and good conscience
includes what is settled law in industrial matters that costs ought not be awarded, except in extreme cases, (eg) where
proceedings have been instituted without reasonable cause (see Hospital and Benevolent Homes Award (1983) AILR
409 where costs were awarded in a matter where the applicant terminated the proceedings after putting the respondent
to the expense of defending without obtaining an order).�

25 This case does not fall within this category. Accordingly I will not make an order for costs.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06050
 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES NATASHA LEE SMITH, APPLICANT
v.
LIM CHHORDARY VOEUK T/AS TATE STREET LUNCH BAR, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
DATE OF ORDER TUESDAY, 23 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1373 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06050
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Applicant unfairly, harshly and oppressively dismissed. Order made that the Respondent pay the
Applicant $8,740.96.

Representation
Applicant Mr T Crossley (Agent)
Respondent In person
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby�

1. DECLARES that Natasha Lee Smith (�the Applicant�) was unfairly, harshly and oppressively dismissed by
Lim Chhordary Voeuk on 19 July 2001;

2. ORDERS that the Respondent pay the Applicant $8,740.96. This sum is to be paid to the Applicant as
follows�

(a) Within seven (7) days of the date of this Order pay $573.14
(b) Thereafter $573.14 is to be paid each week for a period of thirteen (13) weeks; and
(c) $717.00 is to be paid within fifteen (15) weeks of the date of this Order.

(Sgd.) J. H. SMITH,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06006
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES ANNA ELIZABETH ZARB, APPLICANT
v.
HAZAM PTY LTD T/A CHAPEL FARM, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 17 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 2298 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06006
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result Application dismissed for want of jurisdiction
Representation
Applicant Mrs A Zarb
Respondent Mr D Walker
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This is an application pursuant to section 29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (�the Act�). The applicant,

Mrs Anna Zarb was employed by the respondent as a waitress/kitchen hand from 14 March 2000 to 5 December 2001. The
application was amended by the then applicant�s agent on 5 February 2002 such that the applicant sought from the application
the following�

a. Compensation for unfair dismissal of 5 weeks pay ($187.50 average per week at the time of dismissal) being
$937.50 gross;
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b. Compensation for humiliation, hurt feelings and distress of $1500;
c. Two weeks pay in lieu of notice being $375 average gross.

The total figure being $2,812.50. The applicant reiterated at hearing that this was the amount sought from her application.
2 The applicant in her application stated that she was employed as a waitress/kitchen hand on a permanent part-time basis for

6 to 20 hours per week and paid at the rate of $15 per hour. At hearing she says she averaged 12.75 hours per week and was
paid at the rate of $14.67 per hour. She says she was employed pursuant to the Restaurant, Tearoom and Catering Worker�s
Award No R 48 of 1978.

3 The matter involves an argument between Mrs Zarb and Mrs Jeanette Kipps, the Maitre de� of the restaurant, on 5 December
2001. It was common ground that Mrs Zarb was in the kitchen that morning (where her husband worked as the Head Chef) and
when Mrs Kipps arrived and said good morning to the staff, Mrs Zarb approached her and indicated to Mrs Kipps that she had
�a bone to pick with her�. Mrs Zarb had heard indirectly through her husband that Mrs Kipps had a concern about her coffee
making ability. Mrs Kipps replied �pick away�.  As other staff could overhear the conversation, the applicant did not wish to
talk about it at that time and they were to discuss the issue later that day. At about 4pm that day Mrs Zarb went with her
husband to talk to Mrs Kipps. Mrs Zarb thought that Mrs Kipps indicated she was too busy to discuss the issue at that time. An
argument ensued and Mrs Kipps opened the door and said to the applicant �just go�. The applicant said �are you firing me?�
To which Mrs Kipps replied, �if that�s what you think, just go�.

4 The applicant and her husband went to talk to Mr Darren Walker, a director of the company and manager of the property. Mr
Walker had earlier arranged to meet Mr Zarb for a discussion at the end of the day�s work. He indicated he wanted to talk to
Mr Zarb first. Mrs Zarb went to wait in the car and approximately half an hour later Mr Walker approached Mrs Zarb who did
not wish to speak to him. Mr and Mrs Zarb left the property to pick up their daughter and on their evidence were pressed for
their time. Mrs Zarb was rostered on to work the next day and did not attend at work, as she said she considered she had been
dismissed. Neither Mr Walker nor Mrs Kipps followed up with Mrs Zarb as to her non attendance. They considered at the time
that she was casual and had decided not to work.

5 Mrs Zarb�s evidence is that when she approached Mrs Kipps that morning to discuss the issue of the adverse comments, Mrs
Kipps got angry with her. Mrs Zarb said that apart from the adverse comment related to her by her husband, there had been
earlier comments passed to her indirectly about concerns with her performance. She wanted to talk to Mrs Kipps and indicated
to her that if she had a problem with her to talk to her directly. As the conversation became hostile and others were within
hearing range, Mrs Zarb indicated that she did not believe it appropriate to talk at that time. She says Mrs Kipps indicated that
they would talk about it later. When Mr and Mrs Zarb approached Mrs Kipps that afternoon she says she waited for Mrs Kipps
to finish on the telephone. When Mrs Kipps indicated she was too busy to talk, Mrs Zarb says she became really upset. She
says Mrs Kipps became really angry, leaning into her at a very close distance so much that her husband had to intervene and
Mrs Kipps told her husband to go away. She then told the applicant to go several times. Mrs Zarb asked, �Are you firing me?�
to which Mrs Kipps replied, �If that�s what you think, just go�. Mrs Kipps was holding the door open at that time.

6 When Mrs Zarb approached Mr Walker she asked him why he had been trying to get rid of her for six months. She says he
admitted that it had only been three months. Mr Walker asked her to leave as he wanted to speak to her husband. When her
husband came to the car he indicated that Mr Walker had supported Mrs Kipps in her decision to fire Mrs Zarb. Mr Walker
then approached and asked Mrs Zarb do you want to talk. Mrs Zarb rejected this as she was upset and had to pick up her
daughter.

7 Following that day, Mrs Zarb said that the respondent did not ring her. Someone else was rostered to do her job the next day.
As she considered she was fired, she sought other work and began a new waitressing job on 26 January 2002. Her weekly
wage in the new job is approximately $200 per week.

8 She did ring Mrs Kipps once to advise her that if she had anything to say about her to tell her directly. She says Mrs Kipps
began yelling at her.

9 Mr Zarb gave evidence that on the morning of 5 December 2001, Mrs Kipps and his wife had a heated discussion. He says Mrs
Kipps was agitated and raised her voice and Mrs Zarb indicated it was not the right time to talk. Later that day when they both
approached Mrs Kipps, she said she was too busy. Mrs Kipps became angry and aggressive and was shouting. Mr Zarb asked
her to calm down and was told by Mrs Kipps to back out. He did so and Mrs Kipps kept shouting.

10 When Mr Zarb and Mrs Zarb went to see Mr Walker, Mrs Zarb asked whether he wanted to fire her for the last six months and
Mr Walker replied about 3 months. He had a half an hour discussion with Mr Walker at that stage. Mrs Zarb waited in the car
and when Mr Walker approached later to talk to Mrs Zarb she indicated she was upset and did not wish to discuss the matter
with him.

11 Mr Walker gave evidence that he had had concerns with Mrs Zarb. He thought that she was a casual employee but he conceded
for the purpose of the hearing that she was a part time worker. He said that he did experience problems with Mrs Zarb
particularly changing hours to suit family commitments. He tolerated this as Mr Zarb was the head chef. Mrs Zarb was a good
worker however he wanted a more junior worker to make coffee at busy functions as he considered her a better coffee maker.
Mrs Zarb complained about this and wanted to make the coffee. He says there was constant bitchiness, constant complaints
from Mrs Zarb about other staff.

12 Mr Walker says Mr Zarb wanted Mrs Zarb rostered as a kitchen hand on the morning of 5 December 2001. Mr Walker says he
did not like partners working together however he agreed. Mr Walker did not hear the morning conversation between Mrs
Kipps and Mrs Zarb however he talked to Mrs Kipps afterwards who said she had an argument with Mrs Zarb and he left it for
Mrs Kipps to sort out. He spoke to Mr Zarb at lunch time to arrange a meeting at 4pm that day.

13 When Mr Zarb and Mrs Zarb approached him later that day he admitted that he had earlier wanted to get rid of her. He spoke
to Mr Zarb and said he did not want any conflict in the kitchen. When he went to talk to Mrs Zarb she did not wish to speak to
him. He spoke to Mrs Kipps and told her what had happened. Mrs Zarb did not arrive for shift the next morning although she
was rostered on in the kitchen by her husband. He says Mr Zarb looked after the rostering for the kitchen and Mrs Kipps
looked after the rostering for the restaurant. He believed the applicant had walked out on her job. He believes that Mr Zarb had
rostered another person in the kitchen.

14 Under cross-examination Mr Walker said he believed the applicant was rostered until Christmas. He had not at any stage
indicated any problems that he had with the applicant to the applicant. He believed she was a competent waitress but not good
at coffee making. He says Mrs Kipps does not have the power to dismiss staff, only he does. He had left Mrs Kipps to deal
with the conflict from that morning. When Mr and Mrs Zarb approached him that afternoon he was not aware at that time that
Mrs Zarb had just had a discussion with Mrs Kipps. He was aware that there was a replacement for Mrs Zarb but he did not
organise that and he does not believe Mrs Kipps organised the replacement.
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15 Mrs Kipps gave evidence that she was a Maitre de� of the restaurant and was responsible for the restaurant and marketing. She
says she has never terminated anyone in her employment. She arrived at the restaurant about 8:25am and happily said good
morning to everyone. Mrs Zarb approached her with a pointed finger and said she had a bone to pick with her. Mrs Kipps said
pick away and at that Mrs Zarb put her hand up and said she did not want to talk to her now. Mrs Kipps did not consider an
argument had occurred. It was an uncomfortable day with quite a bit of stress and very busy in the restaurant and at about
3:30 to 4:00pm, Mrs Kipps was approached by Mr and Mrs Zarb. Mrs Kipps says she had a lot to do and had a child to pick
up. Mrs Kipps said Mrs Zarb encountered her while she was on the telephone and got stuck into her quite loudly. Mrs Kipps
hung up the telephone and indicated she did not have time to talk to her. Mrs Kipps opened the door and said �Go, just go�.
Mrs Zarb said, �Are you firing me?� And Mrs Kipps replied, �if that�s what you think, just go�.

16 Under cross examination, Mrs Kipps said that she did not remember there being a breakfast function on that morning. She says
she was quite shocked by Mrs Zarb�s approach to her and that after the initial approach Mrs Zarb did not wish to talk to her.
The discussion was put off until later that day. She rejects the assertion that there was a heated discussion that morning. She
wrote out her recollection of events in notes that night. These notes were converted into the type written note attached to the
notice of answer and counterproposal. Mrs Kipps says she was upset by Mrs Zarb�s approach to her. Mrs Zarb was ranting and
raving although she cannot remember the exact words. She says Mrs Zarb was rostered on Mr Zarb�s shift the next morning in
the kitchen, as she did not turn up for work she presumed that she had given up. Mr Walker had left it in her hands to deal with
Mrs Zarb and Mrs Kipps simply waited for Mrs Zarb to call her. She did not call.

17 In response to questions from the Commission, Mrs Kipps said she did not speak to Mr Walker about the discussion with Mrs
Zarb in the morning. The morning�s discussion had not been a heated discussion. Mrs Zarb was not rostered to work in the
restaurant until the Friday or the Saturday.

18 Ms Justine Williams gave evidence that she was employed as a waitress at the time of dispute. She attended at the premises
that afternoon as she had to collect the car from nearby and her partner needed to use the toilets. She was at the back of the
restaurant and she heard yelling and screaming in the restaurant. The two persons concerned were Mrs Zarb and Mrs Kipps.
She said Mrs Kipps was trying to talk over Mrs Zarb�s voice. When Mrs Zarb came out she said to her husband that if she did
not make that woman cry there was something wrong.

19 I have difficulty in accepting in its entirety the evidence of Mrs Zarb and Mrs Kipps, the two chief protagonists in the dispute.
Mrs Kipps says that she did not talk to Mr Walker about the incident with Mrs Zarb that morning and that there was no
argument in the morning. This is inconsistent with Mr Walker�s evidence. He says that he discussed the issue with Mrs Kipps
and left it for her to sort out with Mrs Zarb. Mrs Zarb�s portrayal of her discussions is unreliable in my view. It is one of Mrs
Kipps being the aggressor as opposed to Mrs Zarb having made a reasonable approach to her to sort out an issue. The issue
being that her abilities had been indirectly criticised. I do not consider this to be a reasonable account of the exchanges. I have
greater confidence in the evidence of Mr Zarb, Mr Walker and Ms Williams. Mr Walker�s evidence is unchanged from his
statement attached to the notice of answer and counterproposal and unchanged under cross-examination. My impression of his
evidence as with that of Mr Zarb and Ms Williams was that they were seeking to give an accurate and unembellished
recollection of the events of the day as they saw or heard it. I do not have the same impression of the evidence of Mrs Kipps
and Mrs Zarb.

20 What is clear to me from the evidence then is that on two occasions, on 5 December 2001, Mrs Zarb approached Mrs Kipps to
address an issue she had with her. I consider that on each occasion Mrs Zarb�s manner must have been challenging. On the first
occasion on her own evidence she indicated to Mrs Kipps that she had a bone to pick with her. On the second occasion, on the
evidence of Mrs Kipps but reinforced by Ms Williams, Mrs Kipps must have been on the telephone at the time Mrs Zarb
approached her to talk to her. Added to this, is the fact that Mrs Zarb on her own evidence was upset about the issue that she
wished to raise and secondly about the discussion from that morning. I consider it clear from the evidence that both Mrs Zarb
and Mrs Kipps were, in the course of those two discussions, angry and raised their voices at each other. I accept Mr Zarb�s
evidence that during the second discussion Mrs Kipps was aggressive to the point of narrowing the space between her and Mrs
Zarb so much so that Mr Zarb felt he had to intervene. In simple terms I consider the confrontation on both occasions was
brought about by Mrs Zarb and was unpleasant and heated on the part of both concerned, namely Mrs Zarb and Mrs Kipps.
The second conversation was bought to an end by Mrs Kipps asking Mrs Zarb to leave; a not unreasonable course of action in
the circumstances.

21 The final conversation between Mrs Zarb and Mrs Kipps is common, namely that Mrs Zarb�s indicated �are you firing me� and
Mrs Kipps replied, �if that�s what you think, just go�. The issue being did this amount to her being dismissed. Mrs Zarb then
later rejected Mr Walker�s approach to talk to her, after she had earlier instigated the discussion. She was clearly upset and it is
clear her husband and she were running late to pick up their daughter. I consider it unlikely that at that stage Mrs Zarb
considered that she had been dismissed. By her own evidence she wanted to talk to Mr Walker. In my view this means she
wanted to go above Mrs Kipps to get her original concerns addressed. Mr Walker was clearly Mrs Kipps superior and ran the
establishment. Seemingly, if Mrs Zarb considered that she had been dismissed at that time she would simply have left the
premises. There is nothing in the evidence of any witness to suggest that Mr Walker at that time dismissed Mrs Zarb or
confirmed that Mrs Zarb had been dismissed. He did not know at the time of her second conversation with Mrs Kipps. He did
concede that he had been wanting her to leave, but this is different. In his view Mrs Zarb�s employment was casual in nature
and he could have not rostered her further. He did not do so as Mr Zarb was the Head Chef. Mr Walker and Mr Zarb talked and
then Mr Walker approached Mrs Zarb for a discussion. This approach was rejected as Mr and Mrs Zarb had to leave. I find that
Mrs Zarb was not dismissed on 5 December 2001.

22 Normally in circumstances such as these where a conflict has arisen and is unsettled it is appropriate for the employer to follow
up with the employee on the next available occasion to redress the conflict. This did not happen in these circumstances for
good reason.

23 The evidence of Mr Walker, which was unchallenged in cross-examination and which I accept, was that Mrs Zarb was rostered
on the next day by Mr Zarb to work in the kitchen. Mr Zarb then organised her replacement. There was no suggestion that she
was sick that day. The applicant says she considered she was dismissed the day prior. Mr Walker says that he considered Mrs
Zarb did not wish to continue working at Chapel Farm. I find this to be the more plausible explanation for Mrs Zarb�s failure to
attend work on 6 December 2001. There was no further discussion between the parties about the events of 5 December. There
was also no discussion between Mr Walker or Mrs Kipps and Mr Zarb who continued working there.

24 Given the above findings, I would dismiss the application for want of jurisdiction, there having been no dismissal.

_________
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2002 WAIRC 06007
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES ANNA ELIZABETH ZARB, APPLICANT
v.
HAZAM PTY LTD T/A CHAPEL FARM, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD
DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 17 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 2298 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06007
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application dismissed for want of jurisdiction
Representation
Applicant Mrs A Zarb
Respondent Mr D Walker
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mrs A Zarb on her own behalf and Mr D Walker on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
(Sgd.) S. WOOD,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

SECTION 29 (1)(b)—Notation of—

Parties Number Commissioner Result

Allday JG Glen Tompkyns t/a Mall Information Services 507/2002 BEECH SC Discontinued
Allen I Shire of Merredin 2294/2001 SMITH C Discontinued
Aarons L Centurion Garage Doors 861/2002 KENNER C Discontinued
Aulin SJ David A Storer Pty Ltd 1054/2002 SMITH C Discontinued
Bench A John Holland Pty Ltd 297/2002 WOOD C Discontinued
Blanchard S Australian Nursing Federation 65/2002 SCOTT C Dismissed
Blay DA Elizabeth Davenport Agencies

ABN 94 905 471 934
610/2002 HARRISON C Discontinued

Boudville AW Phil Jones Caltex Dianella 675/2002 GREGOR C Discontinued
Brauch B Managing Director, Futurexone Ltd (Formerly

known as Resource Explanation Limited)
(ACN 072 595 576)

1524/2001 BEECH SC Discontinued

Burgess TA Crown Relocations 500/2002 GREGOR C Order Issued
Callaghan L Weldlok Industries Pty Ltd 845/2002 SCOTT C Dismissed
Camps RT House of Pasta 114/2002 GREGOR C Discontinued
Carroll MA Stans Enterprises (S.E. Couriers) 1759/2001 KENNER C Dismissed
Carter NA Woodside Energy Limited (ABN 63 005 482 986) 423/2002 WOOD C Discontinued
Casserly ML Expo Document Copy Centre (WA) Pty Ltd 2308/2001 BEECH SC Discontinued
Clarke SB Anglicare 66/2002 SMITH C Discontinued
Clarke TP The Hampshire Group Pty Ltd 913/2001 BEECH SC Discontinued
Congrene RL John Coombes and Company Pty Ltd 741/2002 GREGOR C Discontinued
Cooper-Cooke BA Cardaga Pty Ltd T/as Divine Joondalup 1927/2001 BEECH SC Discontinued
Crerar R Rushmore Australia trading as Archie Martin Vox

Rockingham
1349/2001 GREGOR C Discontinued

Creresna J RTS P/L t/a Swick Mining Services 177/2002 KENNER C Discontinued
Cunningham GM AI New Engine Reconditioners t/a Hamston

Pty Ltd & Megab Pty Ltd
1215/2001 BEECH SC Order Issued

Cunningham M Toodyay Supermarket 1066/2002 SMITH C Discontinued
Dale ML The Minister for Education 1908/2001 BEECH SC Discontinued
Davies IR Youngs WA Pty Ltd 172/2002 SMITH C Discontinued
De Leo RL Anaroy Pty Ltd T/as Apex Rentals 687/2002 GREGOR C Discontinued
Del Borrello MJ Auz Hotels Pty Ltd t/a Accacia Hotel 374/2002 COLEMAN CC Dismissed
Devine G John Septimus Roe Anglican Community School,

Anglican Schools Commission Inc
2281/2001 SMITH C Discontinued
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Parties Number Commissioner Result
Doyle SF Robert Watson 1124/2002 SMITH C Dismissed
Dower RB 6PR Southern Cross Radio Pty Ltd 214/2002 KENNER C Discontinued
Drake-Brockman PJ Downing and Associates trading as Perth Gearbox

and Differential Centre
510/2002 GREGOR C Discontinued

Duncan C Paper Recycling Industries Pty Ltd 2194/2001 SMITH C Discontinued
Farrell AJ Cat Owners� Association of Western Australia

(Inc)
909/2002 KENNER C Discontinued

Fergusson B Pivot Group Ltd 2326/2001 GREGOR C Discontinued
Ferizovic A Mint Settlement Services Pty Ltd 1132/2002 BEECH SC Discontinued
Flanagan RP Madonna's Lunch Bar & Restaurant 870/2002 BEECH SC Dismissed
French CA Community Vision Inc 511/2002 SMITH C Discontinued
French WL Kingman Signs 1062/2001 COLEMAN CC Dismissed
Furey W Ningaloo Reef Resort 739/2002 COLEMAN CC Dismissed
Gardiner J Bed, Bath N� Table Pty Ltd 151/2002 SMITH C Discontinued
Gibson K Turner PJ 1702/2001 GREGOR C Discontinued
Glazier M Alliance Services Pty Ltd (ACN 095 581 267) 761/2002 SMITH C Discontinued
Goodchild D Fratella Pty Ltd�Melville Motors 2331/2001 GREGOR C Discontinued
Gray S Charles Mezzatesta�Swan Districts Property

Sales & Auctions
573/2002 KENNER C Discontinued

Hall MN Australasian Correctional Management Pty
Limited

343/2002 BEECH SC Discontinued

Hatch RP Chrystal and Co Pty Ltd 503/2002 GREGOR C Discontinued
Haywood CP The Morning Sun Ranch 1019/2000 KENNER C Discontinued
Haywood NR Quirks Refrigeration 513/2002 GREGOR C Discontinued
Hendy N Shack Motors Cockburn (1982) P/L 838/2002 BEECH SC Discontinued
Henery GJ Joorook Ngarni Aboriginal Corporation 750/2001 GREGOR C Discontinued
Higgins J Allight Pty Ltd 652/2002 SMITH C Discontinued
Hill B Medical Windows Australia 879/2002 KENNER C Discontinued
Hine LJ Logistics Holdings Pty Ltd ACN (089224018)

t/a DGR Warehouseing and Distribution
522/2002 GREGOR C Order Issued

Houghton SM Klikk Pty Limited 628/2002 SMITH C Discontinued
James ME Paradox Digital Pty Ltd 668/2001 SMITH C Dismissed
Jones J Stanhope Motors 832/2002 KENNER C Discontinued
Jones MD Michael And Julie Johnson Pty Ltd T/as Midland

Car Clean
700/2002 GREGOR C Order Issued

Kentworthy K Premium Partners Pty Ltd t/a Allsteed Designs 1117/2002 KENNER C Discontinued
La Bella G Etos Australia P/L 2041/2001 SMITH C Dismissed
Langille M Woodbridge Medical Centre 842/2002 SCOTT C Discontinued
Langoulant N SG, ARD & G Skipper t/a Manna Wholefoods 422/2002 KENNER C Discontinued
Macauslane WJ National Australia Bank Group 935/2002 SCOTT C Discontinued
Martinovich JL Mark Hay Realty Group 543/2002 SMITH C Discontinued
Mayger KW Kalford Pty Ltd (Trading As B&D Australia) 673/2002 HARRISON C Discontinued
Miller A Geraldine Hill�Geraldines Roses & Flowers 1159/2002 SCOTT C Withdrawn by

Leave
Mitchell WP Salvation Army Family Stores 2174/2001 COLEMAN CC Dismissed
Mold D Toccata & Fague Pty Ltd 720/2002 KENNER C Discontinued
Murray ME Tenix Defence Pty Ltd 549/2002 GREGOR C Discontinued
Napoli MT Endeavour Hills Pty Ltd & Sable Pty Ltd T/as

Lifestyle Furniture
600/2002 GREGOR C Order Issued

Newell G Sealanes (1985) Pty Ltd 623/2002 GREGOR C Order Issued
Penny C McDonald�s Reconstituted Limestone Blocks 1467/2001 KENNER C Discontinued
Pillinger AR CS Maintenance Pty Limited ACN 085045334 138/2002 SMITH C Discontinued
Pollard PL Centurion Roller Shutters 1996/2001 SMITH C Discontinued
Ravenscroft TG Great Southern Group Training Inc 1649/2001 SCOTT C Dismissed
Reynolds J Eaton Developments Pty Ltd & Penman

Holdings Pty Ltd t/a Realty Executives
Joondalup & Parkridge Group Pty Ltd

1226/2001 KENNER C Discontinued

Ronald GC John Lazarus C/- Fugro Spatial Solutions 394/2002 HARRISON C Discontinued
Ross CE Gregory William Day t/a Just Arrived Boutique 678/2002 BEECH SC Discontinued
Russell LE Wattleland Holdings 568/2002 KENNER C Discontinued
Smith B Goldfields Mining Personnel 540/2002 GREGOR C Discontinued
Sorgiovanni RL Chapmans Solicitors 636/2002 HARRISON C Discontinued
Stary ZD Sola Flex Pty Ltd (Norman Graeme) 907/2002 GREGOR C Discontinued
Stiles SA The Perth Waldorf School (ABN 35 741 776 852) 1081/2002 BEECH SC Discontinued
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Parties Number Commissioner Result
Stott SC P.P.C Wholesale Food Service and Linley Valley

Pork
407/2002 COLEMAN CC Dismissed

Stuurman SK Commodore Homes (WA) Pty Ltd 350/2002 BEECH SC Discontinued
Sutton P Debin Pty Ltd trading as Freo Machinery 2240/2001 BEECH SC Discontinued
Tollan WA C.D Mottram & Son 300/2002 HARRISON C Discontinued
Von Karparten P Schenck Australia Pty Ltd ACN 073 312 437 1245/2001 GREGOR C Discontinued
Walker E Kresta Blinds Ltd (ACN 009 093 038) 789/2002 GREGOR C Discontinued
Wells MP Country Linemarking Pty Ltd 538/2001 SMITH C Dismissed
Whiting A Motor One Group 1974/2001 SCOTT C Discontinued
Wild MT Professor Bernard Glassson, Chief Executive

Officer. Registered Office: Uni-u International,
ACN 094 031 179

48/2002 SMITH C Discontinued

Wray BJC Jewel Asset Pty Ltd (ACN 085 743 442)
t/a Oggi Boutique

75/2002 KENNER C Discontinued

Yamashita T Joe Crisafio Proton 915/2002 SMITH C Discontinued

CONFERENCES—Matters arising out of—
2002 WAIRC 06091

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES THE HON ATTORNEY GENERAL, APPLICANT

v.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PRISON OFFICERS UNION OF WORKERS, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE MONDAY, 29 JULY 2002
FILE NO. C 103 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06091
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Order issued in terms of agreement.
Representation
Applicant Mr N. Cinquina and later Ms V. Zupanovich
Respondent Mr S. Smith
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS the Commission convened a conference of the parties on 17 May 2002;
AND WHEREAS the Commission was subsequently informed that the Director General of the Department of Justice and the union
executive both made a commitment to engage in a consultative process to jointly resolve the issues between them by mid July;
AND WHEREAS at proceedings which reconvened before the Commission on 29 July 2002 the Commission was informed that an
agreement had been reached and formalised in a document;
AND WHEREAS the Commission is of the view that the Commission should make an Order in the terms of that agreement
pursuant to s.44(8)(a) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby
order�

THAT the agreement reached between the Director General, Department of Justice and the WA Prison Officers Union of
Workers on 19 July 2002 as attached hereto and signed by me for identification is hereby made an Order of the
Commission and shall operate according to its terms from the date of this Order.

(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.
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CONFERENCES—Matters referred—
2002 WAIRC 05893

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS� UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL

UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
KLEENHEAT GAS, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE TUESDAY, 2 JULY 2002
FILE NO. CR 168 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05893
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application claiming unfair dismissal granted.
Representation
Applicant Mr M. Llewellyn
Respondent Mr J. Brits (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 By this application the union claims that its member Ms Doepgen who was employed by the respondent at its operation in Port

Hedland has been unfairly dismissed. The respondent denies the claim and says that Ms Doepgen resigned on 27 June 2001.
2 Ms Doepgen commenced employment as a casual clerk in the respondent�s Port Hedland depot in September 1999. Her duties

involved opening the mail, attending customers, looking after the telephones, taking gas orders, organising banking, invoicing,
receipting, terminal status reports, ordering incidentals, controlling petty cash and participating in stocktakes.

3 Ms Doepgen�s evidence is that she was not at that stage required to have any computer skills. According to Mr Landgren�s
evidence (the respondent�s Logistics Manager - West) the computer skills are the skills regarding a Kleenheat Gas specific
computer system for banking and invoicing and ordering etc. There was no requirement for staff to use commercial software
programmes.

4 Ms Doepgen had been employed by Mr Setnik who was the depot manager. On 3 May 2000, Mr Setnik sent an e-mail to Mr
Landgren indicating that Ms Doepgen had ceased to work for the respondent. It appears from the evidence that Ms Doepgen
was not aware of the contents of the e-mail prior to Mr Setnik sending it. Mr Setnik�s own evidence is that he lied in that
e-mail regarding the situation. In any event, Ms Doepgen and Mr Setnik, who by then had commenced a personal relationship,
went on leave together and upon their return in two weeks, Ms Doepgen resumed her normal duties.

5 An understanding was eventually reached between Ms Doepgen and Mr Landgren that Ms Doepgen would become a
permanent part-time employee working 25 hours per week. For reasons which have not been able to be explained, two
different letters of employment were sent to Ms Doepgen. One described her position as a distribution clerk and had a three-
month probationary period. The other described her position as a sales assistant and did not contain a probationary period. Both
letters are dated 5 April 2001 and both contain a commencement date of 1 February 2001.

6 I am satisfied that Ms Doepgen became a permanent part-time employee from the date the letter was signed. The only
controversy is whether or not Ms Doepgen was subject to a probationary period of three months and from what date the three
months commenced to run: from the date of the letter or from the commencement date indicated within it. I am satisfied that
Ms Doepgen�s employment became subject to a probationary period because she referred to it herself in later correspondence
when she objected to the probationary period commencing from the date of the letter, 5 April 2001, rather than the 1 February
2001 commencement date (exhibit No. 14).

7 Mr Llewellyn stated that if a probationary period is an extension of the hiring process then it would commence at the beginning
of the employment and not part way through that employment and with this I would agree. However, that may not apply when
there is, as here, a change in the contract of employment. Ms Doepgen was being offered, and accepted, a contract of
employment which made her permanent and I see nothing illogical in having that new contract subject to a probationary
period.

8 In the conclusion that I have reached after considering the matter, the probationary period commenced to run from the date Ms
Doepgen signed the letter because prior to that date Ms Doepgen was a casual clerk. The period of probation attached to the
permanent part-time position. Even though Ms Doepgen�s hourly rate was backdated to 1 February 2001 by Mr Landgren
because some time had passed since he agreed to make Ms Doepgen part time (exhibit C paragraph 11), I find it conceptually
difficult to find that a permanent part-time position was created earlier than the date it actually was.

9 Towards the end of March, Mr Setnik went on stress leave and lodged a workers� compensation claim. He has not been back to
work with the respondent since that time. Ms Doepgen�s evidence is that when Mr Setnik left, she effectively ran the depot.

10 In April 2001, Ms Kerin was sent to Port Hedland to relieve Ms Doepgen who was going on two weeks� leave. Ms Kerin�s
evidence (exhibit B) is that she was surprised to see that all of the systems in place at Port Hedland were manual. During Ms
Doepgen�s absence she organised to use the computerised system that was available. I am satisfied from both Ms Kerin�s and
Ms Doepgen�s evidence that Ms Kerin stayed behind when Ms Doepgen returned to ensure that Ms Doepgen became familiar
with the computer system.

11 On 14 May 2001, Mr Richter was appointed the acting manager for the Port Hedland depot. Mr Landgren�s evidence is that it
was from that time that Ms Doepgen first made complaints. According to Mr Landgren, Ms Doepgen would not accept Mr
Richter as the acting manager.

12 The situation deteriorated such that Mr Landgren discussed the matter with Ms Doepgen via a telephone conference in the
presence of Ms Brindley who was to take notes. The telephone conference took place on 24 May 2001 and on 25 May 2001 Mr
Landgren sent a letter to Ms Doepgen confirming his understanding of the conversation (exhibit No. 13).

13 The letter refers to the discussion concerning the use of the computer and Mr Landgren�s understanding of Ms Doepgen�s
reluctance to use it and that although there had been some issues in the past regarding the computer Mr Landgren believed
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these had been addressed and that he now expected all work to be done on the computer. It refers to comments apparently
made by Ms Doepgen earlier regarding the possibility of her going on stress leave. It noted the company�s concern that it
appeared Ms Doepgen was ringing Mr Setnik at home to discuss issues about the day-to-day running of the depot. It directed
Ms Doepgen not to do so and to work with Mr Richter. It discussed complaints Ms Doepgen had made regarding the running
of the depot and the appointment of Mr Richter. It noted comments made by Ms Doepgen about the cost effectiveness of the
training of the driver in Port Hedland. It noted complaints she made about the �area rep� asking her to change the way that she
recorded customer prices and Mr Landgren advised her that she was expected to co-operate with him. The letter closed by
observing that her part-time position was still under probation and it would be extended by a further month to monitor her
performance. It states�

�I want to work with you and I certainly don�t want to terminate you as you suggested, I would like the depot to run
smoothly and for us to work together to ensure that this occurs but if it does not occur I will have no alternative but to
review your employment with us.�

14 On 13 June 2001, Ms Doepgen replied in writing point by point (exhibit No. 14). Ms Doepgen notes that she had not asked Mr
Landgren for his letter but for the minutes of the telephone conference supposedly taken by Ms Brindley. Ms Doepgen noted
that based upon Mr Landgren�s advice, she had not herself made a record of the conversation nor had anybody been present at
her end of the conversation to similarly take notes.

15 In her reply to the points in Mr Landgren�s letter Ms Doepgen observed that there had been many problems regarding the dial-
up connection from Port Hedland for the computer to finish even one task. She queried the value of the training done by Ms
Kerin when Ms Doepgen returned from leave. She acknowledged the telephone calls she had made to Mr Setnik and referred
to their personal relationship and stated that she did not appreciate �being observed� and �reported as if I am a criminal on
probation�. Ms Doepgen observed regarding Mr Richter that it was a big difference for him to have worked under supervision
at the Kwinana Depot to be suddenly appointed to the position of acting manager to run a depot in a remote area like Port
Hedland with the overall responsibility for it. She added that at least she had been experienced enough to have been running
the depot for the last two months to support him when he arrived. She observed it was necessary for an acting manager of a
depot which deals with the distribution of gas cylinders to have the licence to drive the delivery truck and that Mr Richter did
not have that licence. She finished her letter by stating that she also wished to have the depot run smoothly and work together
as a team, but why did Mr Landgren �have to threaten me all the time� only because �I am committed to do my job very
thoroughly�.

16 On 20 June 2001 Ms Brindley, Mr Kerin and Mr Landgren flew to Port Hedland and had a meeting with Ms Doepgen. Mr
Landgren regarded the outcome of the meeting as positive. Ms Kerin remained in Port Hedland after the meeting for a few
days to continue the training and to assist in working through the backlog. Ms Doepgen�s evidence is that in fact little training
occurred although she concedes that Ms Kerin did straighten out the chaos in the banking and did spend time with Ms
Doepgen.

17 This overview of the background brings me to the events of 27 June 2001. At Ms Doepgen�s request, a meeting occurred on
that day involving Ms Doepgen, Mr Richter and Ms Kerin. Ms Kerin did not participate in the meeting but rather took notes
(which unfortunately have subsequently, apparently, been destroyed).

18 The conversation included Ms Doepgen asking why her hours had been cut down and whether Mr Richter had a job
description and what Mr Richter did in the office from 7:30am to 10:00am before Ms Doepgen got into the office. Ms
Doepgen commented that things had been running fine when she was at the depot on her own for the previous two months
before Mr Richter�s arrival. Ms Kerin stated that Ms Doepgen said �the whole place is in a mess� and that Mr Richter replied
that he believed that it was not and that he was happy with the way things had been going even though he had made a bit of a
mess with the banking by pressing some wrong buttons on the computer system. According to Ms Kerin, Ms Doepgen then
turned to Mr Richter and told him that he was an idiot, that she couldn�t stand to look at him because he is always smirking at
her and then said �I quit�. Mr Richter said that he accepted her offer, Ms Doepgen repeated the words and Mr Richter repeated
his acceptance.

19 Although Ms Kerin did not keep her handwritten notes, she did that same day send an e-mail to Mr Landgren (exhibit D
document K). That e-mail confirms Ms Kerin�s evidence and I largely accept it as being an accurate recollection of what
occurred.

20 The significant difference between that evidence and Ms Doepgen�s own evidence is that Ms Doepgen�s evidence is that she
did not say �I quit�. Rather, Ms Doepgen�s evidence is that after an hour of discussion she was both exhausted and frustrated,
Mr Richter was smiling and not co-operating and she decided she would have to finish the conversation. She stated that she
was not going to carry on like this and that if nothing changed she would have to quit. Mr Richter said that he accepted her
offer and she thought what offer? She replied that if she did have to quit she would not do it to Mr Richter but she would do it
to Mr Ireson and do so in writing giving her reasons. Ms Doepgen was upset that she had been misunderstood.

21 Ms Doepgen�s evidence, which necessarily was given some seven months after the conversation, is supported by her
handwritten diary note which she made. This note was tendered as part of a number of diary notes that she made and I am
satisfied that Ms Doepgen was in the habit of writing down the events of the day in the form of a diary. Ms Doepgen�s entry
for 2 July 2001 (contained in exhibit No. 6) records her reaction when she received Mr Landgren�s letter accepting her
resignation. Her diary note states that she did not say to Mr Richter that she would resign, but that if she was going to do so,
she would do it in writing to Mr Ireson and give her reasons.

22 Mr Richter�s statement (exhibit F) is largely the same as Ms Kerin�s in that he states at the conclusion of the meeting on
27 June 2001, Ms Doepgen merely said �I quit�.

23 I have considered the evidence and in particular paid attention to the evidence of Ms Doepgen that the status and salary of her
job meant a considerable amount to her and that she had not wished to resign at that time. That seems to me on the evidence to
be quite likely. Indeed, she had been hoping to be reinstated in her job following the union�s initial claim in this matter. I am
not persuaded that Ms Doepgen resigned or that she said �I quit� as directly and positively as both Mr Richter and Ms Kerin
assert she did.

24 Mr Richter was quick to seize upon the words that she did use. However, I am also persuaded that it is more likely than not that
Ms Doepgen replied that she would not resign to Mr Richter but would do so in writing to Mr Ireson. That would be consistent
with her apparent opinion of Mr Richter and also in my view consistent with the evidence of Mr Richter that when he stated
that he accepted the resignation, Ms Doepgen became more upset (transcript 27.05.02, p.50). If Ms Doepgen had simply
announced that she was quitting, there would have been no warrant for her to become more upset when it was accepted.

25 All parties agree that Ms Doepgen was upset at the time. I fully accept her evidence that she was so upset after that meeting she
went to the doctor and also a counsellor. An employee who resigns in the heat of the moment, and who changes her or his
mind within a reasonable time and communicates this to the employer, is entitled to withdraw that resignation (Achal v.
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Electrolux Pty Ltd (1993) 50 IR 236 at 238 and the references cited therein). The rationale behind this is to ensure that
somebody does not merely react to the pressure of the occasion and say something that was quite unintended. On the facts of
this matter it is entirely proper that I assume that even if Ms Doepgen did say the words �I quit� her comment that she would
not resign to Mr Richter but would do so in writing to Mr Ireson means that Mr Richter was wrong to seize upon her words as
he did. I have considered the decision of Hodder C in Nichols v Keyzan Pty Ltd (PR901607) to which Mr Britts referred where
the learned Commissioner reviewed some of the principles in relation to withdrawal of resignation. I see nothing in doing so
that is inconsistent with that decision.

26 Further the evidence is that Ms Doepgen returned to work on 2 July 2001 as normal. That is quite consistent with Ms
Doepgen�s evidence that she did not in fact resign at the meeting on 27 June 2001.

27 I find that Ms Doepgen did not in fact resign and alternatively that if she did resign she was entitled to withdraw her
resignation and in fact did so. I therefore find that the respondent�s acceptance of her resignation constitutes a dismissal for the
purposes of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. I find the respondent dismissed Ms Doepgen on 27 June 2001.

28 Both Ms Doepgen and the respondent are agreed that reinstatement is impracticable. The Commission is able to order the
respondent to pay to Ms Doepgen compensation for the loss caused by the dismissal. It is to that I now turn.

29 Ms Doepgen�s loss is to be based upon the wages she would have earned had she not been dismissed for as long as she was
likely to have remained in employment (subject to the requirement of s.23A that compensation cannot exceed 6 months�
remuneration). The immediate issue is that I am also persuaded that Ms Doepgen is unlikely to have remained in her
employment for a long period of time.

30 My reasons for reaching this conclusion are as follows. I have already stated my acceptance of Ms Doepgen�s evidence that
status and salary of her job meant a considerable amount to her. Nevertheless, since the appointment of Mr Richter Ms
Doepgen believed that he was not running the depot correctly. The respondent had appointed Mr Richter as the acting manager
of the depot. I find on the evidence that Ms Doepgen did not accept his authority and believed that she had done a better job
than Mr Richter. She questioned his duties. She questioned in particular what he did before she got to work. She had
complained about him apparently, according to Ms Doepgen, allowing a truck to be loaded with a number of gas bottles in
excess of the safety regulations (an event subsequently investigated by Mr Landgren and found not to be substantiated).

31 Even though it is common ground there had been troubles with the computer connections and this had led to frustration and
delays, and it is also common ground that the working conditions in the depot were less than ideal due to the small office
space, these issues are background only to the principal issue that for whatever reason, Ms Doepgen would not accept Mr
Richter�s authority.

32 Although prior to Mr Richter�s appointment there had been no complaints by, or about, Ms Doepgen since his appointment,
Ms Doepgen�s work performance had been such that Mr Landgren had told her that her continued employment would be
reviewed if the depot did not run smoothly. It is open to conclude that Ms Doepgen�s need for a meeting on 27 June 2001 was
because communication between them was not established (transcript page 37) and that she was not satisfied with the
explanation of why her hours had been cut. Her saying that Mr Richter had an idiotic smile as a result of the meeting seems
quite clear to me to suggest that the working relationship between Mr Richter and Ms Doepgen was shortly to come to an end.

33 Ms Doepgen�s own words were that she would have to quit if nothing changed. There is no evidence to suggest that anything
would have changed. Ms Doepgen was a part-time distribution clerk. In her position, even if Mr Richter was not a competent
manager (and I make no finding on this other than that he concedes he had not fully understood the computer system in
relation to at least some banking errors) it was not Ms Doepgen�s place to complain about him to Mr Landgren and to question
his activities. In this context, I note that there is no suggestion from the evidence of Mr Landgren or Ms Kerin that Mr Richter
was in fact not competent to do the job.

34 In my view, it is likely that Ms Doepgen would have resigned, in writing to Mr Ireson as she herself foreshadowed, shortly.
35 There is also the issue of Ms Doepgen�s probation. That probation would end, as I find on 5 July 2001. There is every reason to

find from Mr Landgren�s correspondence which refers to her probationary period that the respondent would, on a date
approximate to that date, have considered whether or not her employment would be confirmed after the expiry of the
probationary period. Given the events of 27 June 2001, the fact that as Ms Doepgen�s diary (exhibit 6) shows she was seeing
problems almost daily and that the respondent had issued her with a warning (which she disagreed with), it is more likely than
not that the respondent would have ended Ms Doepgen�s employment shortly after the completion of that probationary period.

36 It is a matter of judgment, on the evidence, to assess how long Ms Doepgen�s employment would have continued. However, I
am quite firm in my mind that it is most unlikely that Ms Doepgen�s employment would have lasted for more than a further
three weeks. Whilst that is not a time which can be fixed with precision, and it is arguable that her employment may have
ended before that time, it is unlikely that Ms Doepgen�s employment would have survived for more than that time. I
accordingly find that Ms Doepgen�s loss caused by the dismissal is the loss of a further three weeks� salary.

37 I accept that Ms Doepgen did not immediately seek alternative work for that three week period but have not seen this fact as a
reason to hold that Ms Doepgen did not for that limited time fail to take steps to mitigate her loss. I therefore propose to order
that Ms Doepgen be paid three weeks� wages as compensation for the loss caused by her dismissal. A Minute of the Order to
issue is now distributed to the parties.

_________

2002 WAIRC 05993
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS� UNION, WEST AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, INDUSTRIAL
UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
KLEENHEAT GAS, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE MONDAY, 15 JULY 2002
FILE NO. CR 168 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05993
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Result Application for an Order granted.
Representation
Applicant Mr M. Llewellyn
Respondent Mr J. Brits (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Mr M. Llewellyn on behalf of the applicant and Mr J. Brits (as agent) on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby�

(1) DECLARES THAT Monika Doepgen was unfairly dismissed by Kleenheat Gas on 27 June 2001;
(2) DECLARES THAT reinstatement is impracticable;
(3) ORDERS THAT Kleenheat Gas forthwith pay Monika Doepgen three weeks� wages as compensation for the

loss caused by the dismissal.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 05858
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL,
PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGIN & ELECT DIV, WA
BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
MILLENNIUM INORGANIC CHEMICALS, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE THURSDAY, 27 JUNE 2002
FILE NO. CR 279 OF 2000
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05858
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application granted.
Representation
Applicant Mr A. Lovell
Respondent Mr R. Gifford (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Further Reasons for Decision
1 In the decision of the Commission of 10 July 2001 the Commission declared that the manner in which the EVA bonus is paid

in the case of Mr Harpwood is not fair to him. The Commission ordered the application to be adjourned for one month during
which time the parties were directed to meet in an endeavour to reach an agreement as to the manner in which the EVA bonus
ought be paid in Mr Harpwood�s case. It has taken the parties a considerable amount of time to decide that they have been
unable to reach an agreement and the re-listing of this matter in accordance with the Commission�s decision did not occur for
some time.

2 When the matter came back before the Commission the only issue in dispute was whether Mr Harpwood�s salary for the
calculation of the bonus should include a recognition of the amount of overtime he worked.

3 From the submissions of the parties which are now before the Commission, it appears that their respective positions are quite
polarised.

4 The union maintains that if overtime is excluded as a component of Mr Harpwood�s salary then the unfairness to
Mr Harpwood continues. It states that it is not possible to derive a formula to apportion the amount of overtime worked to be
included in order to balance Mr Harpwood�s bonus against the bonus paid to the comparable employees on workplace
agreements because the Commission can neither inform itself regarding the contents of a workplace agreement nor provide a
condition of employment to Mr Harpwood merely because that condition of employment is received by the employees on
workplace agreements: s.26A. Mr Lovell submitted that the only anomaly with Mr Harpwood�s salary including the overtime
he has worked is his bonus would be significantly greater than the bonus received by comparable employees employed on
workplace agreements and that is why the respondent is not prepared to do so. Mr Lovell submits that the Commission can
have no regard to the WPA employees. Viewed entirely separately, there is no anomaly created by incorporating
Mr Harpwood�s overtime into the salary upon which his EVA bonus is to be paid because staff salaries contain a component
relating to overtime.

5 The respondent states that adding Mr Harpwood�s overtime to his base rate for the purposes of the bonus would create an
anomaly. Staff salaries are not the result of a simple addition of base salary and overtime worked, plus allowances. Mr Gifford
stressed that from the respondent�s point of view it is very important to ensure that the outcome of this matter does not
generate anomalies elsewhere. There is still scope for the Commission to be aware of the anomalies it creates because the EVA
bonus is a benefit extended by the company to non workplace agreement staff employees also.

6 Further, although staff salaries include a component to compensate for overtime worked, it is only a nominal consideration.
The proposal put forward by the union is not merely a nominal consideration. The respondent�s proposal for the composition
of Mr Harpwood�s salary for the purpose of the EVA bonus necessarily excludes overtime for that reason. Otherwise, there is
�the very real potential� of Mr Harpwood�s bonus exceeding the highest paid bonus in the electrical fitting workshop. This will
present the respondent with a practical industrial relations issue.
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7 The respondent objects to any inclusion of overtime worked. Further, the respondent points to the decision of the Industrial
Appeal Court in the Airlite case [2002] WASCA 24; 82 WAIG 405 and cautions against adopting an approach in this matter
which directly impacts on the workplace agreement regime.
Conclusion

8 First, the Commission�s decision that the calculation of Mr Harpwood�s bonus was unfair to him was based upon the
submission of the union (as recorded in paragraph 18 of the Reasons for Decision) that �in calculating the allowance for Mr
Harpwood, fairness, equity and proper methods should be employed so as not to disadvantage him in respect of any other
employee regardless of how they may be employed or what conditions they�re employed, who may get a bonus which may be
calculated in a different way�. That submission, which found favour with the Commission, does not sit comfortably with the
union�s present submission which means, if followed, that in calculating Mr Harpwood�s salary for the purpose of the EVA
bonus payment the Commission should not care if the result so advantages Mr Harpwood �in respect of any other employee
regardless of how they may be employed or under what conditions they are employed who also are paid that bonus�.

9 The Commission is to decide matters according to equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case. It does not sit
comfortably with that command for the Commission to issue a decision which creates anomalies for the respondent, which will
surely be the case if the union�s present submission is adopted. It is for that reason that the Commission has already drawn the
parties� attention to the requirements of s.32(7) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 which requires the Commission to
endeavour to ensure that the matter is resolved on terms that could reasonably have been agreed between the parties in the first
instance. It is abundantly clear from the time it has taken the parties since the initial decision of the Commission in this matter
that they have been quite unable to reach an agreement upon the claim of the union that all of Mr Harpwood�s overtime should
be included in his salary for the purposes of the application of the EVA bonus.

10 In the Reason for Decision already issued, the Commission concluded that the union�s claim that Mr Harpwood have his bonus
calculated upon his hourly rate including all of the allowances that he normally receives, including all of his overtime, was not
appropriate. Accordingly, I am not prepared to accept Mr Lovell�s very able submission that I now do so.

11 While I recognise that once it is acknowledged that a component for overtime is incorporated into staff salaries it is
conceptually difficult not to also incorporate Mr Harpwood�s overtime into the salary used for the purposes of the bonus, I am
satisfied that to include all of the overtime that Mr Harpwood works would create a further anomaly. The essence of the
Commission�s decision is that if Mr Harpwood makes an contribution to the components of the bonus which is equal to the
contribution made by others then the bonus paid to him should be commensurate with the bonuses paid to others. He should
not be paid a bonus that is demonstrably greater than the bonus paid to others if his contribution to that bonus is equal to those
others.

12 The bonus is not of itself a condition of employment for workplace agreement employees (for the purposes of s.26A) for the
reasons already explained in the earlier Reasons for Decision. Viewed properly, the bonus is a discretionary decision made by
the respondent to all employees. The respondent has decided to pay the bonus to Mr Harpwood. His mode of remuneration
does not result in an all-up annual salary of the character to which the bonus is applied to all other employees. The issue is
upon what salary should the EVA bonus to Mr Harpwood be applied?.

13 It is conceded that Mr Harpwood�s contribution to the bonus is the same as other employees. It logically follows that if Mr
Harpwood�s contribution to the components of the bonus is equal to others then the bonus to be paid to him should be equal.
That is not to say it is to be the same as any other particular individual employee because individual employees will receive
different bonuses depending upon their individual salaries. However, the measure of equality will be found if the bonus paid to
Mr Harpwood is within a range that is no less than, and no higher than, the bonuses paid to others in the electrical fitting
workshop.

14 In that way, the union�s substantial argument that Mr Harpwood not be disadvantaged in respect of any other employee is met.
15 Similarly, the respondent�s concern that the bonus paid to Mr Harpwood not create further anomalies is similarly met whilst

recognising his equal contribution to the components of the bonus. Given the equality of his contribution to the bonus, and
notwithstanding the differences in his remuneration structure, no complaint can validly be made if the bonus that is in fact paid
to Mr Harpwood is broadly equal to the bonus received by comparable employees who may be remunerated differently or
work according to a different regime. (Comparable employees may be the employees in �the electrical fitting workshop�
mentioned by the respondent.)

16 This is able to be achieved by including in Mr Harpwood�s salary for the purposes of the bonus a component only of the
overtime he has worked. The size of that component will be dependent upon Mr Harpwood having worked the overtime but it
will be so much of the overtime he has worked which will ensure a bonus payment that is commensurate with the contribution
to it which he has made. That will be achieved if the bonus payment is within the range of bonuses paid to comparable
employees. It remains an individual payment to him but will then reflect the equal contribution he has made to the bonus.

17 This does not offend s.26A(b) because it is not a condition of employment of an employee party to a workplace agreement that
that employee�s bonus be calculated by reference to comparable employees.

18 Accordingly, the decision of the Commission is that the EVA bonus paid to Mr Harpwood is to be calculated upon the total of
his base wage which includes an overaward payment and his allowances, but excluding shift allowance, car allowance and
telephone allowance, and including so much of the overtime he has worked such that the bonus paid to him is within the range
of bonuses paid to comparable employees.
Date of operation

19 The union claims that any decision of the Commission should be retrospective to the date when the respondent introduced the
payment of the bonus to Mr Harpwood. That is a date in approximately March 2000 (Reasons for Decision paragraph 3). The
respondent opposes any operative date earlier than the date the decision of the Commission is made. The respondent states that
it has been genuine in attempting negotiations and states that any undue delays can be directed to the union.

20 Section 39(3) of the Act states that the decision of the Commission shall be no earlier than the date the decision is made unless
there are special circumstances which make it fair and right so to do. I take into account the delays which have occurred in this
matter. In my view, those delays have been regrettable and not entirely due to the requirements of both the respondent and the
union to seek instructions on various points. However, I find that the delays which have occurred are not determinative of the
date of operation of this decision.

21 To my mind, the circumstances of this matter are that since Mr Harpwood was first paid the bonus, his contribution to that
bonus has been equal and yet the bonus received by him has not been commensurate with that equality. That is, the
contribution made in the past by Mr Harpwood has not been fully recognised. This, as the Commission has already found, has
been less than fair to him. The decision of the Commission necessarily will ensure that this does not occur from this point
forward. It leaves unaddressed the unfairness found by the Commission which has occurred in the past from when the bonus
was first paid to Mr Harpwood.
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22 The fact that the unfairness has been found to have occurred in the past constitutes a special circumstance which makes it fair
and right to make the order in this matter retrospective.

23 It follows, in my view, that that unfairness is only able to be remedied by the decision of the Commission in this matter being
made retrospective to the date of the application made to the Commission in this matter in accordance with s.39(3) of the Act
and the Commission will so order. That date is 19 October 2000.

24 A Minute of Proposed Order now issues.
_________

2002 WAIRC 06033
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL,
PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGIN & ELECT DIV, WA
BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
MILLENNIUM INORGANIC CHEMICALS, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE MONDAY, 22 JULY 2002
FILE NO. CR 279 OF 2000
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06033
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application granted.
Representation
Applicant Mr A. Lovell and later Mr W. Game
Respondent Mr R. Gifford (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Mr A. Lovell on behalf of the applicant and Mr R. Gifford (as agent) on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders�

(1) THAT the EVA bonus paid to Mr Harpwood is to be calculated upon the total of his base wage which includes
an overaward payment and his allowances, but excluding shift allowance, car allowance and telephone
allowance, and including so much of the overtime he has worked such that that bonus paid to him is within the
range of the bonuses paid to comparable employees.

(2) THAT this Order shall operate on and from 19 October 2000.
(3) THAT the adjustment in accordance with this Order to the EVA bonuses already paid to Mr Harpwood since

19 October 2000 shall be effected within 14 days of the date of this Order.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06160
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
ALTONE PARK GOLF CLUB PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER TUESDAY, 6 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. CR 54 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06160
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Jurisdiction found
Representation
Applicant  Mr J Rosales-Castenada
Respondent  Mr D Clarke (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This matter has been referred for hearing and determination pursuant to s.44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (�the

Act�). The applicant Union claims that its member Ms Trudy Jackson, employed by Altone Park Golf Club Pty Ltd to
undertake kiosk and bar duties, was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed in March 2002.

2 The applicant seeks an order from the Commission that the respondent reinstates Ms Jackson without loss of entitlements or
benefits.

3 The respondent denies the claim and opposes the order sought. The respondent argues that the application does not involve an
industrial matter for the purposes of the Act and the application should be struck out for want of jurisdiction.
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4 The Commission was asked, and agreed to determine a preliminary issue going to the Commission�s jurisdiction to entertain
the claim, based upon the respondent�s contention that the respondent and Ms Jackson were parties to a workplace agreement
which, it was common ground, was in force under the Workplace Agreements Act 1993 (�WP Act�) from 23 September 2001.

5 A copy of the agreement was provided to the Commission. For the reasons set out by Beech C (as he was then known) in
Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Worker (sic) Union, Western Australian Branch and Bowra and O�Dea Pty
Ltd (2000) 80 WAIG 2747 at 2747, the Commission was not prohibited by s.26A of the Act of informing itself of Ms
Jackson�s agreement as the Commission was not exercising the jurisdiction conferred on it by s.23 of the Act to enquire into
and deal with any industrial matter. Rather it was determining whether it has any industrial matter before it.
The Agreement

6 Ms Jackson commenced employment with the respondent on 23 September 2001. Ms Jackson and the respondent entered into
an individual workplace agreement, which was registered by the Commissioner for Workplace Agreements pursuant to the WP
Act. The agreement is titled APGC Pty Ltd � Workplace Agreement for Trudy Jackson, Workplace Agreement for Part-time
Staff (�the agreement�).

7 Under the agreement, Ms Jackson is to be paid $12.11 per hour, reviewable after successful completion of a 3 month
probationary period. The schedule attached to the agreement also states that there is a minimum weekly salary of $169.54,
based on $12.11 per hour, for working a minimum of 14 hours per week.

8 Under the agreement Ms Jackson is entitled to pro rata annual leave for each 38 hours worked. There is provision for sick leave
entitlements to be accumulated based on every 38 hours worked. The agreement also provides that from time to time the
respondent may require Ms Jackson to work additional hours to complete the tasks required.

9 Section 7D of the the Act provides:
  �7D. Powers in section 44 excluded

(1) Where any employer and any employee are parties to � 
(a) an agreement that has been lodged for registration as a collective workplace agreement

under Division 4 of Part 2 of the Workplace Agreements Act 1993; or
(b) a workplace agreement that is in force under that Act,

 the powers in section 44 shall not be exercised by the Commission � 
(c) to summon that employer or employee under that agreement to attend at a conference in

relation to any matter (including industrial action) affecting, relating to or arising out of � 
(i) that agreement; or
(ii) if that agreement has expired or is about to expire, the making of a new workplace

agreement in its place;
or
(d) to deal with any matter affecting, relating to or arising out of � 

(i) the relationship of that employer and that employee while that agreement is in
force; or

(ii) that agreement after it has expired, unless the agreement provides for the
Commission to do so.

(2) Without limiting paragraph (b) of subsection (1), that subsection ceases to apply to an agreement that
has been lodged as mentioned in paragraph (a) of that subsection � 
(a) on the refusal of registration and the expiration of the time for appeal against that refusal; or
(b) if such an appeal is commenced, on the disposition of the appeal that does not result in

registration of the agreement or on the appeal being discontinued or dismissed for want of
prosecution.

[Section 7D inserted by No. 15 of 1993 s.5.] �.
10 The union submits that s.7D of the Act does not preclude the Commission from exercising jurisdiction in relation to this matter

as the agreement did not apply to Ms Jackson�s employment from 19 December 2001, when her hours were increased to
54 hours per week.
Evidence

11 Ms Jackson gave evidence that she currently works with the respondent on weekends, and is working as a Security Consultant
with a different employer from Monday to Friday. Up to 18 December 2001, she was a casual employee with Bakewell Foods.
She worked approximately 36 hours per week in this position Monday through to Friday, starting at 5.00am in the morning and
usually going through to between 11.00am and 3.00pm in the afternoon.

12 In September 2001, Ms Jackson was contacted by Ms Jenny Savage, Director of Altone Park Golf Club Pty Ltd, with respect
to working part-time with the respondent. Subsequent to an interview between Ms Savage and Ms Jackson, Ms Jackson was
offered casual work on Friday, Saturday and Sunday afternoons. The work was to be on a part-time basis, working
approximately 14 hours per weekend. Ms Jackson�s hours varied after the first month of her employment with the respondent.
In some of these weeks she worked between 14 and 28 hours per week.

13 Ms Jackson stated that a Ms Anwin, who was working full-time for the respondent, handed in her notice sometime in
November or early December 2001.

14 Subsequent to this Mr Paul Savage approached Ms Jackson and asked if she would be interested in the vacancy created by Ms
Anwin. Ms Jackson was asked to put in a resume for consideration, if she was interested. Ms Jackson stated that on
14 December 2001, she had a discussion with Mr Savage whereby he asked if she could undertake the position as soon as
possible. She asked Mr Savage if she could think about it, however he insisted that she answer straight away. She asked Mr
Savage if it was a full-time permanent position, and he responded that it was. He also stated that she would get holiday pay and
sick pay and that the position entailed 40 hours per week.

15 When Ms Jackson enquired as to the pay rate, Mr Savage said it was the same as what she was receiving at the time
($12.11 per hour), but that they would give her a pay rise of $14.00 per hour at the end of March 2002. Ms Jackson also asked
if she could keep her part-time job with the respondent, because as she was already working 7 days per week she was happy to
continue on that basis. Ms Jackson also needed the money due to financial commitments. Mr Savage indicated that it would
not be a problem to keep her part-time job as well as working 40 hours in the full-time position. Mr Savage indicated that he
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would try and sort out a roster, so that Ms Jackson could have one day off a week. On that basis Ms Jackson accepted the
position.

16 As a result of accepting this position, Ms Jackson handed in her notice to Bakewell Foods. Exhibit A6 confirms that Ms
Jackson resigned from her position with Bakewell Foods on 18 December 2001.

17 Ms Jackson stated that she thought seriously about the new position with the respondent, because she wanted to ensure in her
own mind that she was making the right decision, as effectively she would be taking a pay cut in undertaking the additional
full-time position. This was so, as at Bakewell Foods she was earning $14.00 per hour, and the job with the respondent was for
$12.11 per hour.

18 Ms Jackson commenced working full-time hours with the respondent on Wednesday 19 December 2001. Ms Jackson
confirmed that the Altone Park Golf Club Pty Ltd staff roster (Exhibit A1), demonstrates the hours she was working from
21 December 2001 through to 3 March 2002. Ms Jackson stated that she approached Mr Savage on 21 December 2001 for a
new workplace agreement to cover her additional hours, but he was too busy at the time to deal with this issue.

19 Mr Savage was replaced as General Manager by Mr Mark Guthrie. At the time of taking up the additional hours with the
respondent, Ms Jackson was not aware that a new Manager was to be appointed. She was informed that there was a possibility
of a new Manager taking over at the end of February or March 2002. When Mr Guthrie commenced with the respondent, Ms
Jackson approached him about a wage underpayment of $247. She claimed she had not been paid for Christmas Day plus
another 16 hours of pay, and Mr Guthrie arranged for the underpayment to be rectified.

20 Ms Jackson stated that in the conversation with Mr Guthrie concerning the underpayment, he made it clear that he did not want
any full-time staff, and that he indicated that Ms Jackson was doing well and truly her fair share of work with the respondent.

21 Subsequent to this discussion with Mr Guthrie, Ms Jackson�s hours were reduced against her wishes. She requested assistance
from the Union and a meeting was arranged some time in February 2002 between Ms Jackson, an Australian Liquor,
Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers� Union, Western Australian Branch (�ALHMWU�) Organiser and Mr Guthrie.
Subsequent to that meeting, Ms Jackson stated that her hours continued to be cut.

22 Under cross examination Ms Jackson rejected the proposition that the additional position of 40 hours per week was a
temporary arrangement, and subject to any changes that a new Manager coming in would bring to the respondent�s
organisation.

23 Mr Alan McCallum gave evidence. He has been working with the Union in the past 11 months under a traineeship. He
attended a meeting in February 2002 at the Altone Park Golf Club in relation to Ms Jackson�s employment. Ms Jackson also
attended along with Mr Guthrie. The meeting was to discuss the reduction in Ms Jackson�s hours. Mr Guthrie explained the
reduction was due to a restructure of the Club.

24 The respondent called Mr Paul Savage, the Golf Course Manager, along with Mr Mark Guthrie, the General Manager of the
Golf Club to give evidence.

25  Mr Savage confirmed that Ms Jackson was employed under a part-time workplace agreement in September 2001 and that in
the middle of December 2001, a full-time staff member resigned and had to be replaced. He was instructed to fill the position
on a temporary basis as a new General Manager was starting within the next month.

26 Mr Savage approached Ms Jackson about the job and she accepted the position. Mr Savage says she undertook the work as an
extension of the existing hours that she was already working, and that this arrangement was to operate on a temporary basis.
The new position entailed an extra 40 hours on top of what she was all ready working, which was 14 hours per week. Mr
Savage stated that he made it clear that when the new General Manager arrived, it would be his decision as to how staffing and
the allocation of hours would operate.

27 Mr Savage confirmed that Ms Jackson undertook full-time hours in addition to part-time hours from 19 December 2001 until
4 March 2002. Mr Savage confirmed that if someone was employed on a full-time basis with the respondent, then a workplace
agreement would normally be signed to reflect full-time employment. This did not occur in Ms Jackson�s case, because she
was offered the job on a temporary basis.

28 Under cross examination Mr Savage confirmed that in December 2001 he was Manager in charge of staffing. Mr Savage
confirmed that the vacancy which arose in December 2001 was for a position involving 38 to 40 hours per week, and that the
position was previously a permanent full-time position. Mr Savage gave evidence that he was instructed by his Managing
Director, Ms Jenny Savage, not to offer the position to Ms Jackson on a permanent basis. Mr Savage indicated that he was
aware that Ms Jackson had, in addition to her part-time employment with the respondent, a job at Bakewell Foods when she
was offered additional hours.

29 Mr Savage claimed that Ms Jackson approached him asking what was going to happen to the hours that she was working, and
he responded that that was a matter for the new General Manager when he arrived.

30 Mr Guthrie gave evidence that he was the current General Manager of Altone Park Golf Club. He commenced employment
with the respondent on 7 January 2002 for two weeks, and then was away for two and half weeks before commencing full-time
in February 2002. He recalled that Ms Jackson approached him soon after he started employment with the respondent, in
relation to outstanding wages that were owed to her.

31 Mr Guthrie gave evidence that he did not like people working long hours in this industry. He considered 55 hours to be lengthy
and he was more in favour of using a team of casuals to undertake work. He claims that he stated this to Ms Jackson within the
first two weeks of his employment with the respondent. Ms Jackson�s response was that she needed the hours, and that she had
been given the full-time position besides her part-time position.

32 Mr Guthrie claimed that he had a brief from the Directors of the respondent that decisions on staffing would be up to him. Mr
Guthrie stated that he indicated to Ms Jackson in February 2002, that he would be reducing her hours. Ms Jackson explained to
Mr Guthrie that she had been given the job on a full-time basis, and that it was a permanent position. Mr Guthrie explained that
this was not his understanding of the situation. This led him to consult Paul and Jenny Savage. Mr Savage told him that as Ms
Jackson had an agreement for a minimum of 14 hours, he assumed that this was the contract of employment which covered her
employment with the respondent. Mr Savage did not believe there were two contracts of employment covering Ms Jackson�s
employment.

33 Mr Guthrie stated that the company had standard workplace agreements which it used for both full-time employees and part-
time employees with a probationary period in each agreement.

34 Under cross examination Mr Guthrie confirmed that Ms Jackson was the only person employed by the respondent undertaking
more than the standard 38 hours in each week. Mr Guthrie stated that he had a right as General Manager to decide how the
staffing was to run, thus it was appropriate for him to reduce or increase an employee�s hours of work as he saw fit.
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Submissions
35 The applicant submits that there is no Workplace Agreement covering the additional 40 hours that Ms Jackson was working

since 19 December 2002. This employment was under a separate contract of employment to that of the part-time agreement
signed in September 2001.

36 The respondent submits that all of the hours Ms Jackson worked as part of her contract of employment with the respondent are
covered under the part-time agreement signed in September 2001. On this basis, as the agreement remains in force, there is no
jurisdiction for the Commission to deal with this application because of the operation of s.7D of the Act. Findings

37 I find that Ms Jackson entered into a part-time workplace agreement in September 2001 when she commenced employment
with the respondent. This agreement provides for working 14 hours per week, however, these hours could be increased from
�time to time� to �complete the tasks required�. I find that no other workplace agreement was signed by Ms Jackson up to the
date of the hearing of this matter.

38 I find that the respondent offered both part-time and full-time workplace agreements to their employees.
39 I find that Ms Jackson worked the hours as specified in Exhibit A1.

Conclusion
40 It was common ground between the parties that Ms Jackson took over a full-time employee�s position of 40 hours per week

when her hours increased from 19 December 2001 and that Ms Jackson continued working the part-time hours in addition to
working the full-time hours.

41 In my view, the respondent�s argument that the part-time agreement which Ms Jackson signed in September 2001 applies to
the additional 40 hours per week that Ms Jackson commenced working in late December 2001, cannot be made out.

42 The agreement (Exhibit R1) is titled a Workplace Agreement for Part-time Staff and provides for a minimum of 14 hours per
week to be paid (see the Agreement Schedule Exhibit R1). It also provides for extended hours to be worked �from time to
time� (Page 2, Exhibit R1). Entitlements to annual leave and sick leave are available, based on a proportion of working
38 hours per week. In my view, this indicates that 38 hours is to be regarded as the normal working week, and part-time
employment with the respondent is to be regarded as a proportion of a maximum of 38 hours per week.

43 When giving the words part-time their plain and ordinary meaning, taking into account the document as a whole, I find that the
reference to part-time employment is to be applied in relation to working a proportion of a full-time working week consisting
of 38 hours per week. The words part-time are defined in the Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary to mean �occupying or
using only part of one�s working time�. I see no reason why this definition does not apply to this case. I find that the part-time
agreement that Ms Jackson signed in September 2001, does not cover the full range of hours worked by Ms Jackson since
19 December 2001, as she was consistently working more than 38 hours per week from 19 December 2001 until March 2002.

44 The Altone Golf Club Pty Ltd staff roster (Exhibit A1) confirms the additional hours that Ms Jackson worked when her hours
were increased in late December 2001, as a result of taking on Ms Anwin�s full-time position. Ms Jackson was consistently
working between 40 to 55 hours per week, until her hours were unilaterally reduced in early March 2002. In my view, during
this time Ms Jackson was working under two separate contracts of employment, one in a full-time position of 40 hours, in
addition to her pre-existing part-time position of 14 hours which was covered under the agreement (Exhibit R1).

45 On this basis I find that there were two separate contracts of employment covering Ms Jackson�s employment with the
respondent. I find that the part-time agreement signed by Ms Jackson in September 2001 (Exhibit R1) did not apply to the full
range of hours that Ms Jackson worked since 19 December 2001.

46 Given my conclusion, it follows that the matter referred is an industrial matter and the Commission has jurisdiction to enquire
into and deal with it.

47 The preliminary point is decided accordingly.
48 The application remains adjourned pending a request for it to be re-listed.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06159
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
ALTONE PARK GOLF CLUB PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER TUESDAY, 6 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. CR 54 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06159
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Jurisdiction found
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Mr J Rosales-Castenada on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Clark (as agent) on behalf of the respondent, the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby�

(A) DECLARES THAT the matter referred to the Commission is an industrial matter and the Commission has jurisdiction
to enquire into and deal with it.

(B) ORDERS THAT the application be adjourned sine die pending a request for it to be re-listed.
(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________
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2002 WAIRC 06059
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE HON. ATTORNEY GENERAL, APPLICANT
v.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PRISON OFFICERS� UNION OF WORKERS, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE THURSDAY, 25 JULY 2002
FILE NO. CR 239 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06059
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Declaration that the Commission will not intervene issued.
Representation
Applicant Mr D. Matthews (of counsel)
Respondent Mr P. Momber (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This application arises because the union objects to the intention of the Hon. Attorney General to staff the gatehouses of

Casuarina and Hakea prisons with a dedicated trained staff of 28 prison officers who will not be part of the general prison
roster. Presently, both gatehouses are staffed by prison officers on the general roster of both prisons such that the shifts worked
on the gatehouse are part of the roster of the general prison officers. The frequency with which any particular prison officer
performs shifts in the gatehouse depends upon the zone in which the prison officer works.

2 The evidence called on behalf of the Hon. Attorney General may be summarised as follows. The evidence of Mr Anthony
Leech, the General Manager of Public Prisons for the Department of Justice is that the gatehouse is seen as the point of entry
for the prison and can be its most vital point. Both Casuarina and Hakea are the largest public prisons in the state. Both are
maximum security. The gatehouses have systems designed to limit the traffic both of motor vehicles and of visitors. The
change proposed is to introduce a high level of training in relation to the security of the gatehouse to a group of 28 staff to be
selected from existing prison officers who express an interest in the positions. The prison officers will work in the gatehouses
for a period of no more than two years when they will be returned to the general roster and re-recruiting will occur. The
proposal is to be done in conjunction with new search and technology procedures to be introduced into both prisons.

3 Mr Leech stated that one of the imperatives leading to the proposal arose from the circumstances of two prison escapes at
Hakea prison. The escapes revealed concerns in relation to both control room and gatehouse procedures. A project team
researched the escapes and made recommendations to facilitate the Training and Specialist Services Branch assuming
responsibility for the gatehouses. Stage one of the proposal, which was the staffing of the Hakea prison control room with fully
trained Emergency Support Group (ESG) staff, was implemented on 19 October 2001. This brought the staffing of Hakea
control room into line with the staffing of Casuarina�s control room. Prison superintendents maintain overall line authority.

4 Mr Leech�s evidence also is that the Department intends to regularly search prison staff. It is better for the searching of prison
staff to be done by prison officers who do not work with those staff in units on a day-to-day basis. The separation between the
prison staff to be searched and those doing the searching is seen as being a better practice.

5 Further, it is seen as poor practice for general roster staff to be trained in the gatehouse security yet only work a gatehouse shift
every one, two or three months (depending upon the zone in which they work). There would necessarily be some loss of
familiarity with the technology, and the training received for its use, with such a low frequency of work in the gatehouse. It is
better to have the staff of the gatehouse work in there on a regular basis using the training more effectively. Furthermore, the
work of prison officers in the units will be improved if individual prison officers are not pulled out of those units to do shifts in
the gatehouse.

6 In cross-examination Mr Leech stated that prison officers who no longer perform shifts in the gatehouse will have only a slight
increase their in isolation from the operation of the prison but those prison officers will still be exposed to the full functions of
the prison. He did not agree that the staff working in the gatehouse according to the proposal will soon become as familiar with
the prison officers whom they will now be required to search as they currently are. He conceded, however, that the issue of
searching the new gatehouse staff themselves has yet to be considered.

7 Mr Leech stated it is a vital part of a prison officer�s function to know how a visitor or prisoner is may be feeling but that much
of the interaction leading to that knowledge takes place in the visitors centre and not the gatehouse. Therefore, there will be
little effect from the removal of the current prison officers from the gatehouse. Although the gatehouse function is significant
for prison officers, its significance to each officer varies. In the broader sense prison officers will be enhancing their skills by
being trained and working for up to two years in the gatehouse. This is enhancing skill, not de-skilling.

8 Mr Fisher, currently in charge of the TSSB and manager of the gatehouse project, gave evidence that the front gate is part of
the perimeter security of the prison and ESG, a branch of TSSB, has control of perimeter security. His evidence is that from a
security point of view it is imperative that the gatehouse form part of perimeter security. This will address the extent to which
front gate security has become lax. When a motor vehicle was driven through the perimeter fence in one of the escapes the
communication procedure did not work effectively. This procedure will be addressed by the proposal. It is easier to train, and
maintain standards with, a smaller group than to do so with all of the prison officers who work only occasionally in the
gatehouse.

9 Mr Kim Gibbs gave evidence of the breakdown of the shift officers� and senior officers� rosters showing the average number
of weeks between gate shifts for the units in both Casuarina and Hakea prisons.

10 Mr Robert Jennings, currently acting superintendent of Casuarina prison but substantively the superintendent of Hakea prison,
stated that the escapes which had occurred did not result merely from one issue. There is presently a lack of continuity between
perimeter security officers and Hakea officers and this would now be addressed because the staffing of the gatehouse and
perimeter security would become seamless. For prison officers to �own� an area of work should lead to consistency and
continuity. This represented nothing more than evolutionary change as specialisation increased in the prison, for example in
bail co-ordination and reception. In Mr Jennings� view, the need for a consistent group of people to staff the gatehouse as part
of perimeter security is established.
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11 In cross-examination Mr Jennings stated that changing uniforms for the ESG staff would be a visual manifestation of the
change and would lead to people acting differently. Mr Jennings also stated that in a staff of some 1400 prison officers, it
cannot be expected that all officers will operate at a high level all of the time and this issue will be assisted in the gatehouse by
the introduction of the proposal. Mr Jennings stated that prison officers tend to gravitate towards particular areas of work in
any event and therefore any apparent loss of opportunity to work some shifts in the gatehouse caused by the introduction of a
dedicated team to the gatehouse is largely mythical.

12 The Commission also has had tendered to it in evidence by the Department a number of documents showing the history, the
detail and the philosophy of the proposal.

13 For the union, Mr Thiel gave evidence. He has been a prison officer for five and a half years at Casuarina prison and is both the
union branch representative and one of the safety representatives for the prison. He has regularly worked in the Casuarina
gatehouse as part of his normal duties. His evidence is that the Department�s proposal is flawed because it fails to take into
account the strengths of the present system whereby prison officers rotate through the gatehouse from the mainstream prison
roster. In doing so, prison officers experience variety in their work and it allows them the have relief from continual direct
prisoner contact. Involvement by prison officers in all aspects of prisoner management within the prison supports the
Integrated Prisoner Management model promoted by the Department as well as providing contact with visitors. The current
system of staffing provides skilled staff for the purpose because prison officers themselves have sought improvement and
change to gatehouse procedures and technology. The changes proposed are not significantly different or specialised. Indeed,
removal of the current rotation of prison officers through gatehouse duties will, in the evidence of Mr Thiel, de-skill staff in
security, the management of prisoners and the prison.

14 Mr Thiel�s evidence is that the separation of staff between general roster and gatehouse will cause him to become an outsider
in the system and either de-skill or de-hone him by approximately 15%.

15 Mr Thiel also anticipates that the stress factors that currently affect prison officers will impact more on him and it will be less
safe for him at work.

16 In cross-examination, Mr Thiel conceded that there is not really any direct prisoner management by staff in the gatehouse.
Rather there is indirect prisoner management by conversing and admitting visitors. He agreed with the concept that �a happy
visitor leads to a happy prisoner�.

17 Mr Thiel also agreed that staff who use technology or techniques frequently will become more proficient than staff using it
infrequently. Staff who use it continuously would become more proficient than, for example, staff using it every six months.
Mr Thiel also stated that it is true that the more secure are the prisoners the more secure are prison officers. Officers who spend
more time in the units will be more aware of nuances amongst prisoners. Thus, officers spending a maximum amount of time
possible in a unit will be more aware of those nuances although this might become tiring for the officer concerned.

18 Further, officers working in the gatehouse do not see visitors on a regular basis. Rather, the frequency is inexact and random
on the current method of working the roster. To the extent that the gatehouse is �time out�, the importance of the function
might mean it is not appropriate to staff it with people who want a break.

19 Evidence for the union was next given by Mr Shorter who is currently at Hakea prison where he has worked for 18 of 21 years
of service. He has performed a total of 12 months� continuous service in the Hakea control room and also has periodically
performed rostered duties at the front gate during the past two years. His evidence is that during time in the control room an
officer becomes isolated from the day-to-day operation of the prison. This de-skills the officer and the officer tends to become
less motivated than mainstream duties officers. Removing prison officers who work in the prison and who know the prisoners
and interact with them and have an intrinsic knowledge of their living environment will provide a decrease in the level of
prisoner communication.

20 Mr Shorter�s evidence is that the proposal to have a dedicated gatehouse team will severely restrict interaction between
prisoners and mainstream duties officers. It will limit the range of skills and motivation of front gate staff because of the
repetitive nature of the duties. It will remove the opportunities to allow exchanges of information and ongoing events within
the entire complex. It will remove the �familiarity� knowledge and appreciation with other officers of the physical demands of
the prison. Both the dedicated gatehouse staff and the general prison officers will suffer a de-skilling and de-socialisation of
their roles which will be greater with the separate uniforms proposed. The incidence of drugs within the prison system suggests
that the upgraded and special training relating to drug detection should be given to all prison staff.

21 In cross-examination, Mr Shorter indicated he was currently working in reception and had done so for 8 to 9 months.
22 The union�s final witness was Dr Peter Sevastos who is the course co-ordinator and researcher for the Master of Organisational

Psychology at Curtin University of Technology. Dr Sevastos� evidence is that many studies have pointed to a link between
enriched job features and physiological health and to its opposite outcome that impoverished job features lead to high levels of
depression and job dissatisfaction. His evidence is that if job characteristics are altered by the proposed work restructuring as
indicated by Mr Shorter there will be dysfunctional consequences for the individual and the organisation. In Dr Sevastos� view,
the direct interaction on the front gate between prison officers and the public gives �a human face� to the prison.

23 While Dr Sevastos did not know what type of interaction takes place on the front gate between prison officers and the public
he suggested that if communication does occur it would have a positive effect. It gives meaning to the work of prison officers
by emphasising task significance and the valued social position they hold in the eyes of the community. The proposed changes
would have a consequent segmentation and simplification of work of the prison officers and reduce the motivating potential for
work. Prison officers may not see the �entire job� and will not know everything that is going on. Feedback mechanisms will be
limited which spring from having an overview of the services provided. Dr Sevastos� view is that the proposed job
restructuring will have a negative impact on the job characteristics of prison officers and should be seen as undesirable. In Dr
Sevastos� view it would have been preferable to base the above predictions on the result of an official and well designed
employee opinion survey. As it stands, these interpretations are open to challenge.

24 In cross-examination, Dr Sevastos conceded that he had not worked in a prison nor had previously studied prisons. He had
been first made aware of the proposal two days before the hearing. Apart from reading a proof of Mr Shorter�s evidence, he
had not read any of the documents admitted into evidence and had not heard the evidence of the Department�s witnesses in this
matter. Nevertheless, Dr Sevastos stated that the characteristics to which he referred came up in all places of work.

Conclusion
25 The evidence before the Commission shows that the respondent�s suggested changes to the gatehouse staffing regime have

been well thought out and considered. The coversheet of exhibit AG11 showing the correspondence to the union regarding this
project serves as a useful summary of the timeframe over which this has occurred. The first correspondence to the union was
on 12 June 2001.
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26 I am satisfied too that the need to standardise the control room operations between the two gatehouses was first highlighted in
August 2000 when one of the two escape attempts occurred. I am satisfied that the material before the Commission, including
the fact that in practice the control room of Hakea prison has been run since October 2001 according to the principle of a
dedicated team, shows the care with which the Department has approached the proposal.

27 I am also satisfied from the �gatehouse project background� (paragraph 2.1 of exhibit AG9) why the gatehouses of Casuarina
and Hakea prisons have been chosen to be the subject of the 28 person dedicated team. When the Commission also takes into
consideration the stated need, and intention, to improve the current practices of searching for contraband and improve security,
I conclude that these will be assisted by the creation of the dedicated team proposed. Indeed, even the union�s evidence, in my
view, concedes this point. The operation of the current roster shows that, depending upon the unit in which existing officers
work, the frequency of gatehouse shifts means that staff may be trained in the new technology and procedures but work only
one shift in the gatehouse over a number of months. It is clear from the evidence that staff who are trained in the technology
and the procedures for using it who use the technology and the procedures on a regular basis will undoubtedly be more
proficient, and efficient, than will be the case on the current system.

28 While this conclusion may also be a comment upon shortfalls in the current rostering system, as the evidence of Mr Thiel
suggests, it is not part of the material before the Commission for the Commission to find that an alternate roster system would
just as readily meet the Department�s requirements. On the material before me presently, there is no evidence to suggest that it
would.

29 Although part of the union�s opposition to the proposal is its view that it is in direct conflict with the Department�s Integrated
Prison Regime model, I find to the contrary. The Integrated Prison Regime document tendered to the Commission (exhibit AG
10), particularly in its emphasis on Unit Management, sees continuity of staffing as a key element. This is not inconsistent with
one effect of the proposal, namely not removing prison officers from the units to work a gatehouse shift.

30 I am also satisfied that a greater co-ordination will occur between the gatehouse and perimeter security in emergencies such as
the two escapes of which details were given to the Commission. Thus, the evidence supports the statement of Mr Fisher that it
is imperative from a security point of view to have the front gate operate as part of perimeter security by a dedicated team.

31 The evidence does show that there will be a slight isolating effect on those prison officers who remain on the general roster.
The principle of this occurring is clear from the evidence of Dr Sevastos although the extent to which it occurs may not be as
Dr Sevastos� evidence may suggest, because Dr Sevastos did not have the advantage of hearing the Department�s evidence and
reading the detail of the proposal. Nevertheless, some isolating effect will occur even if it is slight. One consequence may be
the extent to which general prison officers may be less aware of all of the goings on in the prison which arises from including
the gatehouse in the roster for general prison officers.

32 There will also be a decrease in the variety of work available to general prison officers by the removal of the gatehouse shifts,
although the extent to which weight can be given to this will depend upon the frequency each individual officer works at the
gatehouse on the present roster.

33 However, I would be surprised if these issues are incapable of being addressed. For example, any slight increase in isolation
from knowing what is going on in the prison as a whole appears to me to be an issue of communication as much as an issue of
the location of work. The extent to which de-skilling or de-honing may be of the level of 15% may also be a function of the
present roster that is worked.

34 Ultimately, an issue of balancing needs to occur here. I am quite satisfied from the evidence overall that there is an operational
justification for the Department�s proposal to introduce a dedicated gatehouse team as part of overall perimeter security at
Casuarina and Hakea prisons. I am also satisfied from the evidence overall that while the introduction of the project may not
have an impact on prison officer numbers, it will have some impact on general prison officers because of a slight isolating
effect and some de-honing of their skills. However, these effects upon the general prison officers cannot outweigh the
operational requirements established on the evidence. Not to implement the Department�s proposal will have an impact upon
the Department�s intended improvement in customer service and public relations at the gatehouse, impact upon the
Department�s intentions in its drug and security strategies in preventing contraband from entering the prison through prison
gatehouses, have an impact therefore on issues arising from drug related deaths in custody and continued allegations by groups
concerning trafficking and contraband by staff members and impact on consistency in customer service and visit or processing
between the two prisons (point 7 of exhibit AG9). Conversely, the disadvantages such as they are may be able to be addressed
in a manner that may remove or reduce the negative consequences. It is to these issues that some attention ought be directed
and ought to be further discussed between the union and the Department

35 However, for all of the reasons given, the Department has demonstrated to the Commission the need for the change proposed.
The consultation between the Department and the union has been extensive and entirely proper and it is not suggested
otherwise. On the balance of the evidence therefore, the Commission will not intervene in this matter on the basis of the
objections raised by the union. I propose to determine this matter by issuing a Declaration that the Commission sees no warrant
for any intervention in the gatehouse project at Casuarina and Hakea prisons and to issue an Order which dismisses the
application.

36 A Minute of that Order now issues.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06103
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE HON ATTORNEY GENERAL, APPLICANT
v.
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PRISON OFFICERS� UNION OF WORKERS, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE TUESDAY, 30 JULY 2002
FILE NO. CR 239 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06103
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Result Declaration that the Commission will not intervene issued.
Representation
Applicant Mr D. Matthews (of counsel)
Respondent Mr P. Momber (of counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Mr D. Matthews (of counsel) on behalf of the applicant and Mr P. Momber (of counsel) on behalf of the
respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby�
(1) DECLARES that Commission sees no warrant for any intervention in the gatehouse project at Casuarina and Hakea

prison;
(2) ORDERS that this application be dismissed.

(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

CONFERENCES—Notation of—

PARTIES COMMISSIONER/
CONF. NO.

DATES MATTER RESULT

Australian Workers
Union

Kleenheat Gas BEECH SC
C168/2001

10/08/2001
15/10/2001

Dismissal Referred

Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing & Kindred
Industries Union

Webforge WA GREGOR C
C159/2002

31/07/2002 Applicant requiring
employees to resume and
continue normal duties

Concluded

Australian Workers'
Union

Australasian Correctional
Managment Port Hedland
Immigrations and Processing
Centre

WOOD C
C76/2002

12/04/2002
3/05/2002

Dispute in regards to
proposed redundancies

Concluded

Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union

Barrick Plutonic KENNER C
C102/2002

6/06/2002 Termination of employment Concluded

Automotive, Food,
Metals, Engineering,
Printing and Kindred
Industries Union

BHP Direct Reduced Iron Ore
Pty Ltd

KENNER C
C127/2002

18/07/2002 Right of entry Concluded

Civil Service
Association

Director General, Department
of Agriculture

SCOTT C
PSAC23/2002

N/A Fixed term contract, to
permanent public servant

Concluded

Communications,
Electrical, Electronic,
Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers Union

Allect Services GREGOR C
C109/2002

17/06/2002 Employee recieving a final
warning

Concluded

Communications,
Electrical, Electronic,
Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Workers Union

Millennium Inorganic
Chemicals

BEECH SC
C279/2000

15/11/2000 Bonus Payment Referred

Construction, Forestry,
Mining & Energy
Union

Bulls Bricklaying GREGOR C
C132/2002

N/A Refusal to provide time and
wage records

Concluded

Construction, Forestry,
Mining & Energy
Union

Crop Care Australasia Pty Ltd GREGOR C
C106/2002

N/A Termination of employment
and outstanding
entitlements

Concluded

Construction, Forestry,
Mining & Energy
Union

Leslie James Pratley trading
as Leslie Concrete

GREGOR C
C155/2002

5/08/2002 Underpayment of
allowances

Concluded

Construction, Forestry,
Mining & Energy
Union

Leslie Norman James trading
as Leslie Contracting

GREGOR C
C140/2002

N/A Union dispute with the
respondent over the
underpayment of
allowances

Concluded

Construction, Forestry,
Mining & Energy
Union

United Construction Pty Ltd GREGOR C
C141/2002

N/A Union over dispute with
respondent re breach of
Building Trades Award.

Concluded

Forest Products,
Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial
Union

Paraplegic Quadraplegic
Association of Western
Australia

SCOTT C
C146/2002

N/A Alleged redundancy
repayments

Concluded

Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers Union

Activ Foundation (Inc) BEECH SC
C90/2002

15/05/2002 Dismissal Concluded
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PARTIES COMMISSIONER/
CONF. NO.

DATES MATTER RESULT

Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers Union

Activ Foundation Inc. BEECH SC
CR104/2002

N/A Alleged unfair dismissal Discontinued

Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers Union

Cuddles Group Pty Ltd HARRISON C
C100/2002

17/05/2002 Dispute in relation to the
alleged unfair dismissal of
applicant union member

Referred

Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers Union

Highway Hotel WOOD C
C94/2002

21/05/2002 Alleged unfair dismissal Concluded

Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers Union

Hon Minister for Education
Education Department of
Western Australia

COLEMAN CC
C296/2001

18/01/2002
23/01/2002

Redeployment into
alternative employment

Concluded

Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers Union

Mastercare WOOD C
C93/2002

30/05/2002 Alleged unfair dismissal Referred

Liquor, Hospitality
and Miscellaneous
Workers Union

Quirk Corporate Pty Ltd SMITH C
CR276/2001

N/A Unfair Dismissal Discontinued

Plumbers and
Gasfitters Employees'
Union

Northam Regional Hospital SCOTT C
CR109/2001

N/A Back pay for Level 9
Classification

Dismissed

Police Union Commissioner of Police SCOTT C
PSAC11/2002

22/04/2002 Expedition of enquiries into
ability to work

Concluded

Police Union Commissioner of Police SCOTT C
PSAC18/2002

22/05/2002
29/05/2002
28/06/2002
3/07/2002
25/07/2002

Interpretation of an Order
of Public Service Arbitrator
Scott on 8 April 2002 in
matter PSACR 4 of 2002

Concluded

Prison Officers Union The Hon. Attorney General BEECH SC
C252/2001

14/11/2001
3/12/2001

Alleged dispute over the
provision of training for
currently employed
Industrial Officers without
the need to formally amend
the award

Concluded

Prison Officers' Union Attorney General BEECH SC
C100/2001

11/09/2001 Review of the Locksmith's
position outside the agreed
process

Concluded

Prison Officers' Union Hon. Attorney General BEECH SC
C232/2001

2/10/2001 Manning level agreement
and staffing of crisis care
unit at Casuarina Prison

Concluded

Prison Officers' Union The Honourable Attorney
General

BEECH SC
C97/2002

N/A Confirmation of hours of
duty not forth coming

Concluded

Transport Workers'
Union

BHP Billiton Iron Ore KENNER C
C99/2002

31/05/2002 Union member dismissed Concluded

PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS AND ORDERS—
2002 WAIRC 06146

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES PAM ALDERSON, APPLICANT

v.
ST COLUMBA - KINGSWOOD COLLEGE, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
DATE MONDAY, 5 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 901 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06146
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application for adjournment granted
Application for discovery granted in part

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS Pam Alderson (the Applicant) has moved the Commission for orders that the continuing dates set down for hearing this
matter namely Monday 12th August through to Thursday 15th August 2002 be vacated and that each party provide to the other a list
of documents verified by Affidavit which are or have been in their possession custody of power relating to the issues in these
proceedings and that St Columba � Kingswood College (the Respondent) specify any document it refuses to produce and the
grounds for such refusal; and
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WHEREAS the Commission listed the application for hearing on 30th July 2002 at which time Mr Morrison, of Counsel, appeared
for the Applicant and Mr Tsaknis, of Counsel, appeared on behalf of the Respondent; and
WHEREAS the Commission received written submissions from the parties, those submissions were supported by oral submissions
made at hearing; and
WHEREAS having considered the said submissions and supporting authorities the Commission has decided that the application for
orders to produce documents is in fact an application for an order for general discovery of the nature dealt with by Commissioner
Beech on 14th March 2002 and which order was not granted, instead the learned Senior Commissioner issued an order on 14th

March 2002 which granted the application in part; and
WHEREAS the Commission has considered the application and has decided not to grant general discovery on the grounds that it
would be too onerous, however in view of the evidence that had been adduced from Mr C. Honey at pages 204/205 of the transcript
of the proceedings that the Respondent should produce to the Applicant the following documents:
Council Minutes and attachments from July 1981 � December 1981, Executive/Finance Committee Minutes and attachments from
July 1981 � December 1981 and an excerpt from the Minutes of 22nd Western Australian Annual Conference of the Methodist
Church of Australia which contains the constitution of Kingwood College applicable in 1981; and
WHEREAS the Commission is prepared to make these orders on the basis that the Applicant has claimed that her terms and
conditions of employment were set by the Head of Kingswood College in or about November 1981 when she was initially
employed and to which events the evidence of the said Colin Honey applies; and
WHEREAS the Commission has concluded that further evidence from Mr Honey will be material in the disposition of the case and
accepts that he will not be available during the dates listed, for that reason those dates will be vacated and the application relisted at
a date to be fixed.
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders�

1. THAT the dates of hearing set for namely Monday 12th August through to Thursday 15th August 2002 be
vacated and the matter relisted at a date to be fixed.

2. THAT on or before the 15th August 2002 the Respondent make the following documents available for
inspection by the Applicant: Council Minutes and attachments from July 1981 � December 1981,
Executive/Finance Committee Minutes and attachments from July 1981 � December 1981 and an excerpt from
the Minutes of 22nd Western Australian Annual Conference of the Methodist Church of Australia which
contains the constitution of Kingwood College applicable in 1981.

(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06051
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES NATASHA LEE SMITH, APPLICANT
v.
VOELUK LIM CHHORDARY T/AS TATE STREET LUNCH BAR, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
DATE OF ORDER TUESDAY, 23 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1373 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06051
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Name of Respondent amended.
Representation
Applicant Mr T Crossley (Agent)
Respondent In person
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Orders
Having heard Mr T Crossley on behalf of the Applicant and the Respondent in person, the Commission pursuant to the powers
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders�

ORDERS that the name of the Respondent be amended to Lim Chhordary Voeuk.
(Sgd.) J. H. SMITH,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________
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2002 WAIRC 06147
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES KENNETH W BURTON, APPLICANT
v.
LINDSAY ARTHUR ROBESON T/AS RAY WHITE R/E (JURIEN BRANCH) MOORA
DISTRICTS, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR
DATE MONDAY, 5 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 1707 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06147
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Discontinued
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS on 2nd August 2002 Lindsay Arthur Robeson t/as Ray White Real Estate (Jurien Branch) Moora Districts (the
Respondent) made application for interlocutory orders; and
WHEREAS the Commission heard from Ms M. Bilston on behalf of the Respondent ex parte; and
WHEREAS at the conclusion of hearing from Ms Bilston the Commission decided to grant her motion that the interlocutory
applications be discontinued.
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders�

THAT interlocutory applications filed by the Respondent on 2nd August 2002 be discontinued.
(Sgd.) J. F. GREGOR,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06142
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES ANDREW CRAIG MCINTOSH, APPLICANT
v.
PATRICIA EDWARDS T/A VERSCHUER EDWARD BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS AND
NOTARIES, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE FRIDAY, 2 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 2001 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06142
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Direction issued
Representation
Applicant Mr A C McIntosh of counsel on his own behalf
Respondent Mr M Detata of counsel
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Direction
HAVING heard Mr A C McIntosh of counsel on his own behalf and Mr M Detata of counsel on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby directs�

(1) THAT evidence in chief in this matter be adduced by way of signed witness statements which will stand as the
evidence in chief of the maker. Evidence in chief other than that contained in the witness statements may only be
adduced by leave of the Commission.

(2) THAT the parties file and serve upon one another any signed witness statements upon which they intend to rely
on by 23 August 2002.

(3) THAT the parties file and serve upon one another any expert reports upon which they intend to rely on by
23 August 2002.

(4) THAT any witness statements in reply be filed and served by 28 August 2002.
(5) THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice.

(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________
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2002 WAIRC 06141
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES PAUL MARVIN LYNCH, APPLICANT
v.
FRATELLA PTY LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
DATE OF ORDER FRIDAY, 2 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 2287 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06141
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Orders that the Respondent pay the Applicant reasonable costs and that the Applicant and the
Respondent shall give informal discovery.

Representation
Applicant Mr T Crossley (as Agent)
Respondent Mr S G Scott (of Counsel)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr Crossley on behalf of the Applicant and Mr Scott on behalf of the Respondent and by consent, the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby�

(1) ORDERS that the Respondent pay the Applicant reasonable costs for getting up thrown away as a result of the
hearing on 31 July 2002 being adjourned;

(2) ORDERS that the Respondent pay the Applicant reasonable costs of travelling from Carnamah to Perth for the
hearing on 31 July 2002 including the cost of petrol, accommodation and any lost wages;

(3) ORDERS that the Applicant shall give informal discovery by serving his list of documents on the Respondent by
7 August 2002; and

(4) ORDERS that the Respondent shall give informal discovery by serving its list of documents on the Applicant by
14 August 2002.

(Sgd.) J. H. SMITH,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06162
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES SUSAN BLANCHARD, APPLICANT
v.
THE AUSTRALIAN NURSING FEDERATION, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
DATE OF ORDER WEDNESDAY, 7 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 65 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06162
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Amended name of respondent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to Section 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and
WHEREAS by a letter to the Commission dated the 5th day of August 2002 the Applicant sought to amend the application by
amending the name of the Respondent to �The Australian Nursing Federation, Industrial Union of Workers Perth�. The Respondent
did not object to the amendment as sought;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, and by
consent, hereby orders�

THAT the name of the respondent be amended to �The Australian Nursing Federation, Industrial Union of Workers
Perth�.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________
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2002 WAIRC 06048
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PRISON OFFICERS UNION OF WORKERS, APPLICANT
v.
THE HONOURABLE ATTORNEY GENERAL, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE TUESDAY, 23 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 113 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06048
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application to vary award divided.
Representation
Applicant Mr D. Seal
Respondent Ms V. Zupanovich
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS on 21 January 2002 the WA Prison Officers Union of Workers applied to vary the Gaol Officers Award 1998 in
relation to the training of industrial officers under the award and also to insert the classification of Locksmith (Co-ordinating
Locksmith);
AND WHEREAS at conference proceedings before the Commission on 22 July 2002 the Commission formed the view that the
issues involving both parts of the application are sufficiently different to warrant them being dealt with separately;
AND WHEREAS the Commission formed the view that the application should be divided, and the parties consented to that
occurring;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under s.27(1)(s) of the Industrial Relations Act
1979, hereby order�

(1) THAT application 113 of 2002 be divided into two parts to be numbered 113A of 2002 and 113B of
2002 respectively;

(2) THAT application 113A of 2002 be that part of application 113 of 2002 that relates to the training of industrial
officers;

(3) THAT application 113B of 2002 be that part of application 113 of 2002 which seeks to insert the classification of
Locksmith (Co-ordinating Locksmith).

(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06126
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES ALAN WILLIAM PROSSER, APPLICANT
v.
NARAYA PTY. LTD. T/A DEE SEED REAL ESTATE, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
DATE OF ORDER THURSDAY, 1 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 190 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06126
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Interlocutory orders made.
Representation
Applicant Mr R W Clohessy as agent
Respondent Ms F A Stanton of counsel
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr Clohessy on behalf of the Applicant and Ms Stanton on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders�

(1) THAT the Applicant to file and serve the following particulars to the Respondent within seven (7) days of the
date of this order (�the Applicant�s particulars�)�
(a) The terms of the commission agreement made between the Applicant and the Respondent. If the terms

are in writing, specify the document or documents containing the terms. If the terms are said to arise
out of an oral agreement, set out the contractual words used and state by whom and where the acts
constituting the agreement occurred. If the terms are said to have been varied or are different in
relation to any particular property in respect of which commission is claimed, state those terms in the
manner set out above;
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(b) The date, the name of the vendor and the name of the representative who introduced the vendor in
relation each property it is said to have been listed by the Applicant or the Respondent in relation to
which commission is claimed;

(c) The basis on which the Applicant calculates the Respondent owes the Applicant commission in
respect of each individual property, including any amounts the Applicant says the Respondent has
incorrectly deducted;

(d) In relation to any claim for superannuation whether that claim arises out of an express written or oral
term of contract, or is said to be an implied term;

(e) In relation to the claim for pay in lieu of notice, whether that claim arises out of an express written or
oral term of contract, or is said to be an implied term;

(2) THAT the Respondent to file and serve its amended notice of answer and counterproposal within seven (7) days
of service on it of the Applicant�s particulars;

(3) THAT the parties are to give discovery on affidavit of all relevant documents in their possession custody or
power within twenty-one (21) days of the date of this order;

(4) THAT discovery by the Applicant is to include all documents which show when the Applicant came to be an
agent, employee, representative or licensee of Access Realty and all documents relating to the Applicant�s
activities in relation to selling real estate between the time the Applicant says she allegedly ceased to be in the
service of the Respondent and commenced work for Access Realty including but not limited to the Applicant�s
diaries, notes or other memoranda relating to his appointments and activities from and including 3 October
2001 until the date on which he came to be in the service of Access Realty;

(5) THAT discovery by the Respondent is to include�
(a) all documents which show total gross amounts of commission paid by the vendors in respect of each

disputed property;
(b) telephone records of any conversation between the Applicant and Ms Dee Seed on 3 October 2001;
(c) all documents that show superannuation payments made by the Respondent on behalf of the Applicant

in 2001/2002 financial year.
(Sgd.) J. H. SMITH,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06127
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES LORRAINE FLORENCE PROSSER, APPLICANT
v.
NARAYA PTY. LTD. T/A DEE SEED REAL ESTATE, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH
DATE OF ORDER THURSDAY, 1 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 191 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06127
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Interlocutory orders made.
Representation
Applicant Mr R W Clohessy as agent
Respondent Ms F A Stanton of counsel
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr Clohessy on behalf of the Applicant and Ms Stanton on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders�

(1) THAT the Applicant to file and serve the following particulars to the Respondent within seven (7) days of the
date of this order (�the Applicant�s particulars�)�
(a) The terms of the commission agreement made between the Applicant and the Respondent. If the terms

are in writing, specify the document or documents containing the terms. If the terms are said to arise
out of an oral agreement, set out the contractual words used and state by whom and where the acts
constituting the agreement occurred. If the terms are said to have been varied or are different in
relation to any particular property in respect of which commission is claimed, state those terms in the
manner set out above;

(b) The date, the name of the vendor and the name of the representative who introduced the vendor in
relation each property it is said to have been listed by the Applicant or the Respondent in relation to
which commission is claimed;

(c) The basis on which the Applicant calculates the Respondent owes the Applicant commission in
respect of each individual property, including any amounts the Applicant says the Respondent has
incorrectly deducted;

(d) In relation to any claim for superannuation whether that claim arises out of an express written or oral
term of contract, or is said to be an implied term;

(e) In relation to the claim for pay in lieu of notice, whether that claim arises out of an express written or
oral term of contract, or is said to be an implied term;
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(2) THAT the Respondent to file and serve its amended notice of answer and counterproposal within seven (7) days
of service on it of the Applicant�s particulars;

(3) THAT the parties are to give discovery on affidavit of all relevant documents in their possession custody or
power within twenty-one (21) days of the date of this order;

(4) THAT discovery by the Applicant is to include all documents which show when the Applicant came to be an
agent, employee, representative or licensee of Access Realty and all documents relating to the Applicant�s
activities in relation to selling real estate between the time the Applicant says she allegedly ceased to be in the
service of the Respondent and commenced work for Access Realty including but not limited to the Applicant�s
diaries, notes or other memoranda relating to her appointments and activities from and including 3 October
2001 until the date on which she came to be in the service of Access Realty;

(5) THAT discovery by the Respondent is to include�
(a) all documents which show total gross amounts of commission paid by the vendors in respect of each

disputed property;
(b) telephone records of any conversation between the Applicant and Ms Dee Seed on 3 October 2001;
(c) all documents that show superannuation payments made by the Respondent on behalf of the Applicant

in 2001/2002 financial year.
(Sgd.) J. H. SMITH,

[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06193
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES KIM ALLEN HAMPTON, APPLICANT
v.
JAMCO NOMINEES PTY LTD T/AS �JEFF MOURITZ GAS & AIR�, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE TUESDAY, 13 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 215 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06193
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Direction issued
Representation
Applicant Mr B Stokes as agent
Respondent Mr J Mouritz
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Direction
HAVING heard Mr B Stokes as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr J Mouritz on behalf of the respondent the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, and by consent hereby directs�

(1) THAT each party shall give an informal discovery by serving its list of documents by 27 August 2002.
(2) THAT inspection of documents shall be completed by 3 September 2002.

(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06077
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES RANDALL DE VOS, APPLICANT
v.
MINIT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD , RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE FRIDAY, 26 JULY 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 464 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06077
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application for an order that Ian Roberts is not required to appear as witness dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr T. Crossley (as agent) on behalf of the applicant
Respondent Mr S. Kemp (of counsel) on behalf of the respondent
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Order
WHEREAS a Summons to Witness was issued to, and served upon, Ian Roberts;
AND WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission pursuant to section 33(2) of the Industrial Relations Commission
Regulations 1985 by Ian Roberts for cause to be shown why he should appear;
AND WHEREAS the parties were heard in chambers on 25July 2002;
AND WHEREAS the Commission is of the view that cause for Ian Roberts to appear was shown;
AND HAVING HEARD Mr T. Crossley (as agent) on behalf of the applicant and Mr S. Kemp (of counsel) on behalf of the
respondent;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby
order�

THAT the application for an order that Ian Roberts is not required to appear as a witness be dismissed�
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06140
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES JULIE GAYE ALLDAY, APPLICANT
v.
MALL INFORMATION SERVICES, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE FRIDAY, 2 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. APPLICATION 507 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06140
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Order issued changing name of respondent.
Representation
Applicant No appearance
Respondent No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS at a conference before the Commission on 28 May 2002 the applicant requested that the name of the respondent be
changed to Glen Tompkyns t/a Mall Information Services;
AND WHEREAS the respondent did not attend the conference and has not obeyed an Order of the Commission to provide a copy
of the Employment Taxation Declaration form signed by the applicant which may correctly identify Ms Allday�s former employer;
AND WHEREAS the Commission is of the view that the change requested merely correctly states the respondent�s proper name
and that an Order should issue as requested;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby
order�

THAT the name of the respondent be changed to Glen Tompkyns t/a Mall Information Services.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06148
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES VALERIE VICKERSTAFF, APPLICANT
v.
GOLDTOP NOMINEES PTY LTD ACN 080213421, STEWART JAMES INTERNATIONAL PTY
LTD ACN 097807139, KT DESIGNS, RESPONDENTS

CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE MONDAY, 5 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 613 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06148
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Direction issued
Representation
Applicant Mr M Odell of counsel
Respondent Mr S Kittson of counsel
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Direction
HAVING heard Mr M Odell of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr S Kittson of counsel on behalf of the respondent the
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby directs�

(1) THAT the applicant shall file and serve an amended application by 18 August 2002.
(2) THAT the applicant shall provide an informal discovery by serving its list of documents by 23 August 2002.
(3) THAT the respondent shall provide an informal discovery by serving its list of documents by 30 August 2002.
(4) THAT inspection of documents shall be completed by 7 September 2002.
(5) THAT the matter be listed for hearing for 2 days.
(6) THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice.

(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________
2002 WAIRC 06095

 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES JOHN HENRY MATTHEWSON, APPLICANT

v.
CELESTE CORPORATION PTY LTD (JIFFY FOODS), RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE MONDAY, 29 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 632 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06095
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Direction issued.
Representation
Applicant Mr G Broderick as agent
Respondent Mr J Barnett
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Direction
HAVING heard Mr G Broderick as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr J Barnett on behalf of the respondent the Commission,
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs�

(1) THAT each party shall give an informal discovery by serving its list of documents by 12 August 2002.
(2) THAT inspection of documents shall be completed by 19 August 2002.

(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________
2002 WAIRC 06096

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES JOHN GERRAD JAMES, APPLICANT

v.
WILA GUTHARRA COMMUNITY ABORIGINAL CORPORATION, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER
DATE TUESDAY, 23 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. APPLICATION 810 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06096
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Direction issued.
Representation
Applicant Mr J James
Respondent Mr J Nixon of counsel
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Direction
HAVING heard Mr J James on his own behalf and Mr J Nixon of counsel on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, and by consent hereby directs�

1. THAT the applicant file and serve further and better particulars of claim by 30 July 2002.
2. THAT the respondent file and serve further and better particulars of answer by 6 August 2002.
3. THAT the parties shall give discovery on affidavit by 27 August 2002.
4. THAT inspection of documents shall be completed by 3 September 2002.

(Sgd.) S. J. KENNER,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

____________________
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2002 WAIRC 05994
BURSWOOD ISLAND RESORT EMPLOYEES AWARD 2002

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION,

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, APPLICANT
v.
BURSWOOD RESORT (MANAGEMENT) LTD, RESPONDENT

CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON
DATE OF ORDER TUESDAY, 16 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. A 4 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 05994
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Order issued
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS this is an application to shorten the time for a Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal to be lodged in respect of
Application A 4 of 2002; and
WHEREAS a conference was convened on the 15th day of July 2002; and
WHEREAS the Respondent opposes the issuing of such an Order; and
WHEREAS the Commission, having heard from Mr J Welch on behalf of the Applicant and Mr D Jones on behalf of the
Respondent, and having considered the circumstances surrounding the application;
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby
orders�

THAT the Respondent file a Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal in respect of A 4 of 2002 no later than the close of
business on Monday, the 22nd day of July 2002.

(Sgd.) J. L. HARRISON,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD—
2002 WAIRC 06002

APPLICATION FOR SUSPENSION OF PROCESS OF SELECTION AND FILLING OF POSITION
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED ON
BEHALF OF PAULINE JANE BINGHAM, APPELLANT
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE , RESPONDENT

CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
CHAIRPERSON - COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
BOARD MEMBER � MR K R TRENT
BOARD MEMBER � MR S H DUNSTAN

DATE WEDNESDAY, 17 JULY 2002
FILE NO. PSAB 8 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06002
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application for an order to suspend the process of filling a position dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
Representation
Appellant Mr B Cusack
Respondent Mr E Rea
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This is the unanimous decision of the Board. Application PSAB 8 of 2002 is an appeal against the respondent�s decision to

terminate Ms Bingham�s employment, made according to the Notice of Appeal, on 19 April 2002. The appeal is made pursuant
to s.80I(1)(e) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (�the Act�), and that matter was, at the time this matter was heard, listed for
hearing before the Public Service Appeal Board, differently constituted, on 23 July 2002.

2 In the meantime, the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated on behalf of Pauline Jane Bingham, on
28 June 2002, filed an application for �the issuance of a direction to the Director General Department of Justice to suspend the
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process of selection and filling of position No. 1439 Level 2 Administration Assistant, Prisons Division�. The schedule
attached to the Form 1 � Notice of Application states�

�1. In PSAB 8 of 2002 the Appellant is appealing against the termination of her employment.
2. The remedy sought by the Appellant is an order that the decision to terminate is void, and that the Appellant be

reinstated (sic)
3. The Respondent has now advertised for selection and filling the position from which the Appellant was

dismissed. This is position 1439 Level 2 Administrative Assistant Prisons Division.
4. In the event that the position is filled prior to determination by the Public Service Appeal Board of PSAB 8 of

2002, the remedy sought by Appellant may not be practically available.
5. Such a situation has the potential to interfere with the just determination of this matter.
6. The Appellant applies to the Board for a direction to the Respondent to cease all action concerned with selection

and filling of position 1439 Level 2 Administrative Assistant Prisons Division, until such time as PSAB 8 of
2002 has been heard and determined.�

3 The Public Service Appeal Board requested that the parties address the issue of the Board�s jurisdiction and powers to make
the direction sought and has heard and considered the parties� submissions in that regard.

4 The Board�s jurisdiction is set out in s.80I of the Act. It is�
80I. Appeals

(1) Subject to section 52 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 and subsection (3) of this section, a
Board has jurisdiction to hear and determine � 
(a) an appeal by any public service officer against any decision of an employing authority in

relation to an interpretation of any provision of the Public Sector Management Act 1994,
and any provision of the regulations made under that Act, concerning the conditions of
service (other than salaries and allowances) of public service officers;

(b) an appeal by a Government officer, who is the holder of an office included in the Special
Division of the Public Service for the purposes of section 6(1) of the Salaries and
Allowances Act 1975, under section 78 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 against a
decision referred to in subsection (1)(b) of that section;

(c) an appeal, other than an appeal under section 78(1) of the Public Sector Management
Act 1994, by any Government officer who occupies a position that carries a salary not lower
than the prescribed salary from a decision, determination or recommendation of the
employer of that Government officer that the Government officer be dismissed;

(d) an appeal by a Government officer, other than a person referred to in paragraph (b), under
section 78 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 against a decision referred to in
subsection (1)(b) of that section;

(e) an appeal, other than an appeal under section 78(1) of the Public Sector Management
Act 1994, by any Government officer who occupies a position that carries a salary lower
than the prescribed salary from a decision, determination or recommendation of the
employer of that Government officer that the Government officer be dismissed,

and to adjust all such matters as are referred to in paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e).
(2) In subsection (1) �prescribed salary� means the lowest salary for the time being payable in respect of

a position included in the Special Division of the Public Service for the purposes of section 6(1) of the
Salaries and Allowances Act 1975.

(3) A Board does not have jurisdiction to hear and determine an appeal by a Government officer from a
decision made under regulations referred to in section 94 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994.�

5 The Board�s jurisdiction was the subject of the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in State Government Insurance
Commission v Terence Hurley Johnson (1997) 77 WAIG 2169. This was a decision relating to the jurisdiction of the Board in
respect of reference to the provision within s.80I(1) �to adjust all such matters as are referred to in paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (d)
and (e)�.

6 In this decision the members of the Industrial Appeal Court made clear that the jurisdiction of the Public Service Appeal Board
is limited to the matters referred to in s.80I(1) and that it does not have the general powers of the Commission. At page 2170,
Franklyn J. noted�

�The jurisdiction of the Public Service Board is that and only that conferred on it by the Industrial Relations Act
1979 (�the Act�). Anderson J has set out the relevant provisions of s801(1) which confers on the Board the �jurisdiction
to hear and determine� the appeals identified in subparas (a) to (e) thereof and �to adjust all such matters as are referred to
in paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e)� (underlining added). No other section confers jurisdiction. Section 80L to which
(inter alia) we were referred in argument does not confer additional jurisdiction.�

7 Anderson J. wrote the main decision in this matter and he said�
�The word �adjust� has various applications in common parlance and in any given case it obtains its precise meaning or
sense from the context in which it is used. In this legislation, the context is provided by each of the paragraphs (a) to (e)
of s80I(1) and in the case under consideration the context is provided by para (e). The only �matter� which is referred to
in that paragraph is �a decision, determination or recommendation ... that the Government officer be dismissed�. It is that,
and only that, which may be �adjusted� in the exercise of this particular aspect of the Board�s jurisdiction. The power to
�adjust� a decision or determination can only be a power to reform the decision in some way. In the case of a decision or
determination by an employer to dismiss an employee with one month�s pay in lieu of notice, the most obvious way to do
that would be to reverse it. Whether there may be other ways of adjusting such a decision is perhaps an open question. It
may be arguable that the power to adjust a decision of dismissal includes a power to adjust the period of notice. The issue
does not arise in this case because no such adjustment was sought by the respondent. He made no claim to reform the
decision in that way, that is, by altering the period of notice. He made only a claim for monetary compensation on the
ground that the decision of dismissal itself was unfair. Hence, the Board was not asked to change the decision in any way.
To give compensation to a dismissed employee is perhaps to change and thus to adjust the rights and obligations flowing
from the decision to dismiss, or to super-add a consequence to the decision to dismiss, but it is not to adjust the decision
to dismiss.�
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8 The application before the Board on this occasion does not seek to appeal a decision of the nature referred to in sub-paras (a) to
(e) of s.80I(1), but to deal with a matter which arose subsequent to the termination of Ms Bingham�s employment, namely the
process of filling the position formerly occupied by Ms Bingham. The application does not seek the adjustment of the decision
to dismiss.

9 In the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court, Scott J. also agreed with the reasons for decision of Anderson J. and noted�
�For the reasons advanced by Anderson J, in my opinion, the word �adjust� in s80I is not a word of wide import in the
context of the section. The meaning to be given to the word �adjust� must be construed in the light of the totality of s80I
and particularly in the context of the jurisdiction granted by that section under the various subheadings (a) to (e) which
grant to the Board its powers and jurisdiction. In my opinion, the word �adjust� must be read ejusdem generis so that its
meaning must be referable to the jurisdictional powers contained within each of those subsections where relevant. In my
view it cannot be said that the addition of that word at the end of the section, of itself, creates a head of jurisdiction
otherwise not contained within the subparagraphs.
As Anderson J in his judgment explains, there are circumstances in which appropriate adjustments can be made within the
context of s80I as ancillary to the exercise of the powers under that section. In my view, it is quite inappropriate to
construe the word �adjust� in such a manner as to grant to the Board jurisdiction to award compensation in the
circumstances of this case as contended for by counsel for the respondent.�

10 The applicant also relied upon s.27(1)(v) as the basis for jurisdiction, saying that this provides jurisdiction for the Public
Service Appeal Board to ensure that justice is done in respect of the substantive hearing of this matter. The Industrial Appeal
Court in Robe River Iron Associates v Federated Engine Drivers and Firemen�s Union of WA Inc and Others (1987) 67 WAIG
315 notes that s.27(1)(v) is merely a machinery provision to enable hearings to proceed and does not vest the Commission in
that case, or in this, the Public Service Appeal Board, with jurisdictional power where it would not otherwise have
jurisdictional power. At page 318, His Honour Kennedy J. noted �in the end, therefore, the question came down simply to
whether the order is capable of being sustained by power contained in section 27(1)(v) of the Act. In my opinion it is not, that
power being limited essentially to procedural matters.� At page 317, His Honour went on to deal with s.41 of the
Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1904 and the similarity between that provision and s.27(1)(v) of the Act. He
said that he saw no significant difference between those sections. Based on a decision of the High Court in Gas Employees
(Victoria) Award and Others 1948 (61 CAR 200), as to the powers vested by the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration
Act 1904, His Honour said that the provision is no wider in construction than a machinery provision. �It would not support an
order which is in the nature of an interlocutory injunction directly dealing with the manner in which the parties to an industrial
dispute are to continue to conduct a facit of the industrial enterprise of which they are jointly engaged upon.�

11 Section 32 and 44 of the Act make provision for the Commission to issue directions to prevent deterioration of industrial
relations in respect of the matter before it until conciliation or arbitration resolves that matter. However, there is no power for
the Board to make the sort of interim orders provided for in s.32 and s.44 of the Act, those sections not being applicable to the
Board by virtue of s.80L.

12 In these circumstances, the Industrial Appeal Court has made clear that the jurisdiction of the Board is to deal only with those
matters listed in sub-paras (a) to (e) of s.80I(1) of the Act and to adjust all such matters as are referred to in those paragraphs.
The application before the Board on this occasion is clearly associated with the appeal pursuant to s.80I(1)(e) but it is not an
appeal against any of the matters listed in paragraph (a) to (e). Accordingly, the application to direct the respondent to cease
the process of filling the position held by Ms Bingham is not within the jurisdiction of the Board and that application ought be
dismissed.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06003
APPLICATION FOR SUSPENSION OF PROCESS OF SELECTION AND FILLING OF POSITION

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED ON

BEHALF OF PAULINE JANE BINGHAM, APPLICANT
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE , RESPONDENT

CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
CHAIRPERSON - COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT
BOARD MEMBER � MR K R TRENT
BOARD MEMBER � MR S H DUNSTAN

DATE OF ORDER WEDNESDAY, 17 JULY 2002
FILE NO. PSAB 8 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06003
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application for an order to suspend the process of filling a position dismissed for want of jurisdiction.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING heard Mr B Cusack on behalf of the appellant and Mr E Rea on behalf of the respondent, the Public Service Appeal
Board, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders�

THAT the application for the issuance of a direction to the Director General Department of Justice to suspend the
process of selection and filling of position 1439 Level 2 Administration Assistant, Prisons Division, be and is hereby
dismissed for want of jurisdiction.

(Sgd.) P. E. SCOTT,
[L.S.] Commissioner.

on behalf of the Public Service Appeal Board.

____________________
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2002 WAIRC 06040
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES PAULINE JANE BINGHAM, APPLICANT
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE , RESPONDENT

CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH - CHAIRPERSON
MR K.R. TRENT - BOARD MEMBER
MR S.H. DUNSTAN - BOARD MEMBER

DATE TUESDAY, 23 JULY 2002
FILE NO. PSAB 8 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06040
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application for an adjournment granted.
Representation
Appellant Mr B. Cusack (as agent)
Respondent Mr E. Rea (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision - Adjournment
1 PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD: When Ms Bingham�s application for an order for the production of documents came

before the Public Service Appeal Board on 16 July 2002 the hearing date for the substantive appeal of 23 July 2002 was
adjourned with the consent of the parties to a date to be fixed. Notwithstanding the adjournment of the hearing of the
substantive appeal, Ms Bingham pressed for an order to issue requiring the respondent to produce the documents sought. The
Department sought the adjournment of the hearing of Ms Bingham�s application for an order for the production of documents.
After hearing both parties the Board granted the adjournment sought by the Department. The Board�s reasons for doing so now
follow.

2 The injustice said to be caused to Ms Bingham by the granting of the adjournment was said to be that the timing of the
production of any documents at a later stage may affect Ms Bingham�s ability to produce her written outline of submissions at
least seven days prior to the hearing of the substantive appeal. The Board considered that that injustice could be remedied by a
careful consideration of the resumption date of the substantive hearing. Conversely, the injustice to the respondent in not
granting the adjournment would be that it would not have had the opportunity it seeks to obtain legal advice concerning what it
sees as issues arising from the status of the Internal Investigation Unit within the Department and the consequence of the
exemption provisions of the Freedom of Information Act 1992 to which we were referred.

3 The Board was accordingly of the view that although it is not clear whether the Department�s objection to the production of the
documents sought applies to each and every document in the list contained in the application, the injustice to the Department if
the adjournment is refused would be greater than the injustice to Ms Bingham if the adjournment was granted. Accordingly,
the adjournment was granted.

_________
2002 WAIRC 06041

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES PAULINE JANE BINGHAM, APPLICANT

v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE , RESPONDENT

CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH - CHAIRPERSON
MR K.R. TRENT - BOARD MEMBER
MR S.H. DUNSTAN - BOARD MEMBER

DATE TUESDAY, 23 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. PSAB 8 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06041
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application for an adjournment granted.
Representation
Appellant Mr B. Cusack (as agent)
Respondent Mr E. Rea (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Mr B. Cusack (as agent) on behalf of the appellant and Mr E. Rea (as agent) on behalf of the respondent, the
Public Service Appeal Board, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the hearing of the application for the production of documents dated 8 July 2002 be adjourned until 10:30am on
23 July 2002.

(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,
[L.S.] Public Service Appeal Board

____________________
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2002 WAIRC 06058
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES PAULINE JANE BINGHAM, APPLICANT
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE , RESPONDENT

CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH - CHAIRPERSON
MR K.R. TRENT - BOARD MEMBER
MR S.H. DUNSTAN

DATE WEDNESDAY, 24 JULY 2002
FILE NO. PSAB 8 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06058
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result Application for an Order for production of documents granted.
Representation
Applicant Mr B. Cusack (as agent)
Respondent Mr J. Beedham (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision - Production of Documents
1 What follows is the unanimous decision of the Public Service Appeal Board.
2 The Public Service Appeal Board has before it an application lodged by the CSA on behalf of Ms Bingham for an Order

pursuant to Regulation 80 of the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 1985 directing the respondent to produce for
inspection all documents in its possession relating to any suspected breaches of discipline, disciplinary investigations,
disciplinary enquiries or termination of employment in respect to Ms Pauline Bingham including but not limited to
18 documents identified by name and date.

3 Ms Bingham�s agent, Mr Cusack, stated that the reason for termination given to Ms Bingham in the letter which terminated her
contract of employment was that the respondent had �serious concerns regarding her honesty and trustworthiness�. Following a
Freedom of Information enquiry, the 18 documents set out in the application were stated by the Department to exist. In
Mr Cusack�s submission, the contents of the documents are directly relevant to the decision of the Director General to
terminate Ms Bingham�s contract and they are thus relevant to the appeal. Mr Cusack stated that to order their production
would be �just� and drew the Board�s attention to the decision of the Full Bench in ALHMWU v. WA Hotels and Hospitality
Association and Burswood Resort (Management) Ltd (1995) 75 WAIG 1801 at 1805. Mr Cusack conceded that production of
the documents for inspection may cause some discomfort to the respondent because of the operations of its Internal
Investigation Unit however this is balanced by the purpose of discovery of documents in a matter such as that presently before
the Board.

4 Mr Cusack drew a parallel with the process whereby a department investigates one of its employees for a suspected breach of
discipline under the Public Sector Management Act 1994. That process is a public process and the documents concerned with
that process would be made available to the employee. Mr Cusack noted the need for confidentiality of some documents and
confirmed that access to the documents are sought solely for the purpose of the appeal. Mr Cusack submitted that it was not
possible to limit the scope of the documents to be produced without compromising the purpose of discovery. However, if the
order is refused the risk of Ms Bingham being �ambushed� in the appeal is greater.

5 On behalf of the Director General, Mr Beedham submitted the rejection of documents privileged by reason of s.5(1)(b) and
s.5(2)(b) of Schedule 1 of the Freedom of Information Act 1992 is a relevant consideration for the Board. The respondent
contends that it is not in the public interest to disclose the content of these documents to Ms Bingham. The Department
considers that the Board should consider whether harm would be done by the production of the documents and whether the
administration of justice would be frustrated by the production of the documents or impaired if the documents were withheld.

6 The respondent states that the documents sought be produced were originated by the respondent�s Internal Investigations Unit
or are documents that refer directly to the IIU. The respondent has attempted to keep the integrity of the IIU sacrosanct. In
general terms, the primary role of the IIU mainly concerns matters of serious misconduct, deaths in custody, escapes and
serious incidents. The IIU does not release the Investigation Report to either the complainant or the subject. The IIU relies
heavily on information presented by witnesses and informants and the release of reports may directly jeopardise the
investigator�s ability to collect information during an investigation. If the Board grants the request to produce the documents
for inspection the Department anticipates that there will be a reduction in the number of complaints from staff who would feel
that they no longer have any assurance of confidentiality and therefore the respondent will suffer harm. It is not in the public
interest for that to occur.

7 In particular, Mr Beedham submitted that the respondent, in paying out the balance of Ms Bingham�s fixed term contract,
together with the fact that in any event her fixed term contract would cease by the effluxion of time on 9 August 2002, means
that Ms Bingham would not be disadvantaged or harmed in not having access to the documents sought to be produced.

8 The Department submits that although the Board has the power to order the production of documents under s.27 of the Act,
s.33 of the Act does not apply to the operations of the Board. Section 33 permits the Commission to deal with sensitive or
secret documents. The lack of power for the Board to ensure that documents produced in evidence may not be made public
shows an intention on the part of the Parliament that the Board not deal with such issues.
Conclusion

9 It is not in dispute that the powers given to the Commission in s.27(1)(o) and (v) of the Act apply to the Board. We are
therefore satisfied that we have the power to order the production of the documents which are sought to be produced. We also
consider for the reasons to follow that s.27(1)(v) gives the power to order that the documents be produced subject to certain
conditions. Thus, the Public Service Appeal Board may, for the purpose of having the documents produced for inspection,
oblige Ms Bingham to use the information contained in those documents only for the purposes of this appeal.

10 We consider that the documents which are sought to be produced for inspection are relevant to the appeal. In paragraph 8 of
the Director General�s Notice of Answer of 17 May 2002, the Director General states that he lost confidence in Ms Bingham as
an employee �following investigation of two discipline matters�. It follows that the documents relating to those two
investigations are directly relevant to the decision of the Director General that he had lost confidence in Ms Bingham as an
employee.
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11 The purpose of ordering the discovery of documents is to provide each party to the appeal with access before the appeal
commences to the relevant documents in the hands of each party so avoiding trial by ambush, saving costs and encouraging
settlement in proper cases (ALHMWU, above at 1805). Further, discovery of documents is confined to what is in issue in the
Notice of Appeal and the Notice of Answer (ibid).

12 The rules relating to privilege, whereby objection is taken to the producing of documents that would otherwise be relevant, is
relevant because it forms part of the equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case (ibid at 1808). In resisting
producing the documents for inspection on the basis of the confidentiality of the operations of its Internal Investigation Unit,
the respondent claims public interest privilege. This is a privilege which covers information which is not necessarily strictly
Crown information but which was collected in the course of public duties or public administration (Australian Civil Procedure,
B.C. Cairns, 4th Edition, LBC Information Services 1996, page 397). There is therefore a balance to be struck between the
public interest in maintaining confidentiality of certain information and the needs of parties to proceedings such as these for
full disclosure. Sometimes, there is a public interest in maintaining confidentiality such as information from police informers
and from others who only give information if confidentiality is assured (Attorney General for NSW v. Stuart (1994)
34 NSWLR 667).

13 We acknowledge that the operations of the Internal Investigations Unit may, in general, attract the public interest privilege
such that an Order would not be made for the production for IIU documents.

14 In this specific case however, we have been unable to distinguish between the circumstances of the investigation by the IIU
into Ms Bingham and the investigation under the Public Sector Management Act 1994 by a Public Service Department into one
of its employees where the investigation process will be open and the documents would be amenable to an order for their
production. For example, it is not said that Ms Bingham was employed in any security related or offender management
function within the Department of Justice. In our view, this is sufficient to distinguish the investigations of Ms Bingham from
the investigations undertaken by the IIU which mainly concern matters of serious misconduct, deaths in custody, escapes and
serious incidents. There is no suggestion in the material before the Public Service Appeal Board that the reason why the
Director General has lost confidence in Ms Bingham is because she was being investigated for a reason which fits these
descriptions.

15 We also were not persuaded that merely because the respondent paid out the balance of Ms Bingham�s fixed term contract,
when it terminated the contract and that in any event her fixed term contract would cease by the effluxion of time on 9 August
2002, Ms Bingham would not be disadvantaged or harmed in not having access to the documents sought by to be produced for
inspection this application. We are unanimously of the view that Ms Bingham is entitled to argue in her appeal that her
dismissal was unfair and that the documents she seeks to have produced for inspection are relevant to that argument.

16 Finally, we are of the view that we have sufficient power in s.27(1)(v) of the Act to provide the protection in these proceedings
to which the Department referred. We make the point that an order in the terms sought merely obliges the respondent to
produce documents for inspection to the appellant. The order would not require any of the documents to be actually produced
in evidence before the Board in the substantive appeal.

17 Section 27(1)(v) of the Act provides that the Commission has the powers to�
(v) generally give all such directions and do all such things as are necessary or expedient for the expeditious and

just hearing and determination of the matter.�
18 That provision does not confer substantive jurisdiction but it merely legislates for the method by which the Commission may

exercise the jurisdiction already conferred on it by other sections. In that regard it is a machinery provision (re: AMEPKIU
(2000) 80 WAIG 4577 at [12] and [13]). We are of the view that s.27(1)(v) provides the machinery for the Board in exercising
the power otherwise given to it in s.27(1)(o) to order the production of documents for inspection may include such other orders
relating to that production as are necessary for the just hearing and determination of the appeal.

19 We accept Mr Cusack�s undertaking to this Board that the documents sought to be produced are sought only to the extent that
they are relevant to the decision by the Department to terminate Ms Bingham�s employment.

20 We also accept his undertaking that the production of the documents for inspection is sought for the only and sole purpose of
these proceedings and that they will not be used or divulged otherwise. In that regard we note that the Order sought is only for
the documents to be produced for inspection. We will incorporate Mr Cusack�s undertakings in any Order to issue by virtue of
s.27(1)(v). The documents are to be produced for inspection to Mr Cusack only, as Ms Bingham�s agent.

21 For all of the above reasons we consider it just to make the Order in these terms and a Minute of that Order will be issued to
the parties.

_________

2002 WAIRC 06076
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES PAULINE JANE BINGHAM, APPLICANT
v.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE , RESPONDENT

CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD
SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH - CHAIRPERSON
MR K.R. TRENT - BOARD MEMBER
MR S.H. DUNSTAN - BOARD MEMBER

DATE FRIDAY, 26 JULY 2002
FILE NO. PSAB 8 OF 2002
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06076
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Application for an Order for production of documents granted.
Representation
Applicant Mr B. Cusack (as agent)
Respondent Mr J. Beedham (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Order
HAVING HEARD Mr B. Cusack (as agent) on behalf of the applicant and Mr J. Beedham (as agent) on behalf of the respondent,
the Public Service Appeal Board, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders�

(1) THAT the Director General, Department of Justice produce for inspection by Brendan Gene Cusack as agent for
Pauline Bingham all documents in the possession of the respondent relating to any suspected breaches of
discipline, disciplinary investigations, disciplinary enquiries or termination of employment in respect to Pauline
Bingham including, but not limited to�
1. E-mail between Director ISD, HR and Director Service Procurement dated 8 November 2001;
2. Internal Investigations Unit (IIU) Complaint Inquiry Report dated November 2001;
3. ISD Investigation Report dated 8 November 2001;
4. Memo from Co-ordinator Discipline to Executive dated 20 November 2001;
5. Memo from Co-ordinator Discipline to Executive dated 4 December 2001;
6. E-mail received at HR from IIU dated 3 January 2002;
7. Draft memo from Co-ordinator Discipline to Executive dated 21 December 2001;
8. Memo from A/Director HR to Executive dated 14 January 2002;
9. Memo from Co-ordinator Discipline to Executive dated 3 April 2002;
10. Memo from IIU to Manager Labour Relations dated 27 March 2002;
11. IIU Investigation Report dated 7 March 2002;
12. Memo to IIU from A/Manager Parole Release dated 14 November 2001;
13. IIU Complaint Inquiry Report with attachments dated 4 January 2002;
14. Memo from A/Manager Employee Relations to Executive dated 11 January 2002;
15. Memo from Co-ordinator Discipline to Executive dated 5 February 2002;
16. Memo from Co-ordinator Discipline to Executive dated 25 February 2002;
17. Memo from Co-ordinator Discipline to Executive dated 5 March 2002;
18. Memo from Co-ordinator Discipline to Executive dated 11 April 2002.

(2) THAT the above documents are to be produced for inspection only to the extent that they are relevant to the
decision by the Director General, Department of Justice to terminate Ms Bingham�s employment;

(3) THAT the documents produced for inspection are to be used for the only and sole purpose of the proceedings
before the Public Service Appeal Board and their contents are not to be used or divulged otherwise.

(4) The documents are to be produced in accordance with this Order within 7 days of the date hereof.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,

[L.S.] Public Service Appeal Board.

____________________

2002 WAIRC 06032
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED, APPLICANT
v.
COMMISSIONER OF MAIN ROADS, RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE MONDAY, 22 JULY 2002
FILE NO/S. PSAB 25 OF 1998
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06032
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Result Appeal against decision to formally reprimand discontinued.
Representation
Applicant No appearance
Respondent No appearance
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
WHEREAS an appeal to the Public Service Appeal Board was lodged in the Commission pursuant to section 80I of the Industrial
Relations Act 1979;
AND WHEREAS the applicant subsequently advised the Commission it wished to discontinue the appeal;
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby
order�

THAT the application be discontinued.
(Sgd.) A. R. BEECH,

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner.
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RECLASSIFICATION APPEALS—
2002 WAIRC 06190

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
PARTIES TONI CARSON

NICOLA COMITO
DARARATH SIO, APPELLANTS
v.
THE BOARD OF THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR PATHOLOGY AND MEDICAL
RESEARCH (PATHCENTRE), RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE WEDNESDAY, 14 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. PSA 22 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06190
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result Reclassification Appeals dismissed.
Representation
Appellants Mr G. Wauhop (as agent)
Respondent Mr M. Taylor (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for Decision
1 This is an appeal by three Level 2 Production Supervisors in the Excel Laboratory Products division of the PathCentre. They

claim that the duties and responsibilities of the positions they hold should be Level 3 and they appeal against the refusal of the
respondent to reclassify their positions.

2 The duties of the positions were last evaluated in 1995 and are acknowledged by the appellants as accurate as at that date. The
appellants argue that since that date there has been an exponential expansion in the product range produced by Excel
Laboratory. The amalgamation in 1996-1997 which resulted in the PathCentre resulted in them taking on reagent preparation
in addition to the work carried on previously. This has resulted in the need for a wider technical background and a knowledge
of physics and chemistry which was not present before.

3 It was submitted that there has been an increased commercialisation which requires a greater level of liaison with external
clients. There has been an almost 100% increase in the budget. It was submitted that an increased supervisory role resulted
from the decision in approximately 1996 to have Level 1 duties performed by supported wage staff who are psychiatrically
challenged. This has required repetitive supervision and instruction in elementary tasks. Although the respondent has had
NATA accreditation since 1994, accreditation is renewed every two years. The respondent now provides research/support for
police forensics. The greater scope of legislation, particularly in the occupational health and safety area, has resulted in the
need for an increased knowledge in that area.

4 The appellants submitted that they are now in charge of team meetings, have some input into controlling wastage and resolving
quality issues and have performance management functions as delegated by management. They sit in on interview panels and
give first hand appraisals.

5 They state that they do the day-to-day running of the laboratory and give full supervision whereas the Level 4 Production
Manager exercises supervision on a monthly basis and the Level 5 Local Manager has a responsibility for year to year financial
management.

6 The product range has increased to include forensic biology products and specialised haematology and histopathology items.
Staff numbers have increased resulting in the need for greater organisational skills.

7 The respondent states that the changes that have occurred have not been substantial. It is not a requirement for these production
supervisors to supervise the supported wages staff and any supervision by them has been done at their own initiative. The
respondent does have a responsibility to supervise supported wages staff from an occupational health and safety point of view
but that is all. The supported wages staff are to be supervised (although not on a day-to-day basis) by their own supervisor. In
any event, the supported wages staff perform only the menial tasks. It would involve an absolutely minimal supervision on a
day-to-day basis. The level of supervision is commensurate with the supervision involved in two other Level 2 positions:
Registration Area Supervisor and Specimen Collection Supervisor.

8 The respondent states there would be substantial flow-on if reclassification is granted for these supervisors because of the
similarity of supervisory roles on a comparative basis. Although these three production supervisors are acknowledged to work
in a unique work area, it is unique only in the sense of the product functions of the laboratory and not of the work performed.

9 The respondent states there has not been an exponential expansion in the product range. A number of products have been
�outsourced� to a contractor since 1997-1998. The reagent preparation products were already being produced. The respondent
is making more products but it is more of the same thing. Some new products may now be produced but some of the other
products may no longer be produced. Therefore, there has been no change to the scientific standards over time. The two year
accreditation process is merely checking that standards have been met for the previous two years and also represents �more of
the same�. There is newer equipment but it performs the same function and does not represent a change even if it results in
more production. Although the budget has increased as the production supervisors state, it still represents only �more of the
same�.

10 It is not the role of the production supervisors to liaise with external clients because the supervisors are production supervisors.
The respondent denies there has therefore been any increase in interpersonal skills by the supervisors. Staff establishment has
increased by one but the Production Manager is responsible for the day-to-day running of the laboratory even though some
functions may be delegated.
The Test

11 In order to be successful, the appellants will need to show that the test for an increase in work value has been met. The test is
that changes in work value may arise from changes in the nature of the work, skill and responsibility required or the conditions
under which work is performed. Changes in work by themselves may not lead to a change in wage rates. The strict test for an
alteration in wage rates is that the change in the nature of the work should constitute such a significant net addition to work
requirements as to warrant the creation of a new classification or upgrading to a higher classification.
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Conclusions
12 I have not been persuaded that the change in the product range has been �exponential�. Rather, the change in the work appears

to be largely an increase in volume and perhaps some change in the mix of product. That is, some new products are made,
however some products are no longer made and other products have been outsourced. This will not contribute to a �significant
net addition to work requirements as to warrant the creation of a new classification or upgrading to a higher classification�.
While I accept that there may need to be a wider technical background held or an increased knowledge of physics and
chemistry, the degree to which this is required is uncertain given that it has not required any additional training at all to the
supervisors concerned. Indeed, any change has been accommodated within their existing experience and training.

13 I acknowledge also that a significant increase in the volume of product calls for a higher level of organisational skills.
However, as against that general principle, the Commission is informed that there has been only a net increase in staff
establishment by one and that, together with my finding that the product range has not increased exponentially, does not assist
a finding in support of the appellants.

14 I am satisfied that there is a greater day-to-day supervision of the present Level 1 supported wage staff than the respondent
concedes. This will especially be the case in matters relating to occupational health and safety: for example the repetitive
supervision of the wearing of safety equipment. It would be an ongoing hands-on role. However, a comparison of that
supervision with the supervisory requirements of the other Level 2 position duty statements provided to the Commission does
not reveal that any greater supervision on a day-to-day basis warrants the creation of a new classification or upgrading to a
higher classification.

15 The two year renewal of accreditation appears to be more related to accrediting practices over the previous two years than of
meeting a higher standard. The increased supervisory functions (for example being in charge of team meetings, involved in, for
example, controlling wastage and sitting on interview panels) would also not appear to be significant when compared to the
other comparative Level 2 positions, both of which have regular duties regarding developing, recommending and
implementing enhancements to their respective sections.

16 The information before me, and the submissions made in the appeals, has demonstrated to my satisfaction that there has been
some change in the work performed by Production Supervisors. It has not been demonstrated that the change constitutes such a
significant net addition to work requirements as to warrant the creation of a new classification or upgrading to a higher
classification. Therefore the appeals are hereby dismissed.

17 Order accordingly.
_________

2002 WAIRC 06191
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

PARTIES TONI CARSON
NICOLA COMITO
DARARATH SIO, APPELLANTS
v.
THE BOARD OF THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR PATHOLOGY AND MEDICAL
RESEARCH (PATHCENTRE), RESPONDENT

CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER A R BEECH
DATE WEDNESDAY, 14 AUGUST 2002
FILE NO. PSA 22 OF 2001
CITATION NO. 2002 WAIRC 06191
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Result Reclassification Appeals dismissed.
Representation
Applicant Mr G. Wauhop (as agent)
Respondent Mr M. Taylor (as agent)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Order
HAVING HEARD Mr G. Wauhop (as agent) on behalf of the appellants and Mr M. Taylor (as agent) on behalf of the respondent,
the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders�

THAT the appeals be dismissed.
(Sgd.) A.R. BEECH,

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator.

RECLASSIFICATION APPEALS—Notation of—

FFILE NUMBER Appellant Respondent Decision Finalisation Date

PSA 28 of 1999 Silvana Domenica Ashton Board of Management Kalgoorlie-Boulder Health
Service

Dismissed 15/08/2002

PSA 33 of 1999 Le Thu Phan-Tran Board of Management, Swan Health Service Dismissed 15/08/2002

PSA 23 of 2000 Tracey Leanne Jamieson Board of Management of Bentley Health Service Dismissed 15/08/2002


